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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, January 18, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU Softball 2018 Quick Facts attached. 
WKU SOFTBALL PICKED SEVENTH IN C-USA PRESEASON COACHES POLL 
IRVING, Texas – Just three weeks out from opening day of the 2018 softball season, Conference USA has announced its 
Preseason All-Conference Team and Coaches Poll with WKU predicted to finish seventh this year. With head coach Amy 
Tudor at the helm of the Hilltopper program entering her fifth season on The Hill, the Red and White return 10 
letterwinners from last year’s 31-win squad. 
Conference USA Tournament champion Louisiana Tech grabbed four first place votes and has been predicted to take 
home the 2018 regular-season title. FIU secured the remaining seven first place votes, finishing second in the preseason 
rankings. Florida Atlantic, 2018 C-USA Tournament host Charlotte, and Marshall were predicted to rounded out the top 
five, respectively. UAB finished sixth in the coaches poll with WKU right behind the Blazers in seventh and North Texas 
was predicted to round out this year’s tournament field. Southern Miss finished ninth in the standings while UTSA 
rounded out the top 10. Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the poll landing in 11th and 12th respectively. 
FIU’s Shannon Saile landed the league’s Preseason Pitcher of the Year honor while Florida Atlantic’s Emily Lochten 
earned C-USA’s Preseason Player of the Year nod. 
WKU Softball is coming off of a 31-31 2016 campaign that included a run through the single-elimination portion of the 
Conference USA Tournament, despite owning the lowest seed. Additionally, WKU added two more postseason wins in 
the inaugural NISC event for a 4-4 reading in postseason play. 
2018 Conference USA Softball Preseason All-Conference Team 
Pitcher: Shannon Saile, FIU, So. 
Pitcher: Haley Wiseman, Charlotte, Sr. 
Pitcher: Krystal De La Cruz, Louisiana Tech, Jr. 
Catcher: Taylor McCord, Marshall, Sr. 
Catcher: Alex Miller, Florida Atlantic, Sr. 
Catcher: Marilyn Rizzato, Louisiana Tech, So. 
Infielder: Haley Pace, Charlotte, Sr. 
Infielder: Emily Lochten, Florida Atlantic, Sr. 
Infielder: Elicia D’Orazio, Marshall, Sr. 
Infielder: Cortney Smith, UTEP, Jr. 
Infielder: Grace Beatty, Charlotte, Sr. 
Outfielder: Precious Birdsong, Middle Tennessee, Sr. 
Outfielder: Jackie Schoff, FIU, Jr. 
Outfielder: Madisyn Palmer, Florida Atlantic, Jr. 
Outfielder: Morgan Turkoly, Louisiana Tech, Jr. 
DP/Utility: Lacy Gregory, North Texas, So. 
2018 Preseason Player of the Year 
Emily Lochten, Florida Atlantic, Sr. 
2018 Preseason Pitcher of the Year 
Shannon Saile, FIU, So. 
2018 Preseason Poll 
1. Louisiana Tech (4) 
2. FIU (7) 





8. North Texas 
9. Southern Miss 
10. UTSA 
11. Middle Tennessee, 12. UTEP 
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2018 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, NC 11 a.m.
  at Gardner Webb Boiling Springs, NC 3 p.m.
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, NC 9 a.m.
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, NC 11 a.m.
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, NC 9 a.m.
 16 Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. 10 a.m.
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. 12:30 p.m.
 17 Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. 10 a.m.
  Alabama A&M Chattanooga, Tenn. 12:30 p.m.
 18 Indiana State Chattanooga, Tenn. 9 a.m.
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Toledo WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  TBD WKU Softball Field 3 or 5 p.m.
 25 TBD WKU Softball Field 11a. or 1:30p.
MARCH
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Dayton WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  TBD WKU Softball Field 3 or 5 p.m.
 4 TBD WKU Softball Field 11a. or 1:30p.
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 1 p.m.
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 3 p.m.
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. Noon
 13 at LSU Baton Rouge, La. 6 p.m.
 14 at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. 4 p.m.
 17 Middle Tennessee* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Middle Tennessee* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 18 Middle Tennessee* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Jacksonville State WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, NC Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, NC 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, NC 11 a.m.
APRIL
 4 at Murray State Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 EKU WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  EKU WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at FAU* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at FAU* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at FAU* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, NC 
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER: @WKUSoftball
FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM: @WKU_Softball
Location .......................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ................................................... Hilltoppers
Colors .................................................... Red and White
Founded ................................................................. 1906
Enrollment ..........................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...........................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..................Conference USA
President ................................ Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ............................Todd Stewart
WKU GENERAL INFORMATION
First Year .................................................................. 2000
All-Time Record ..............................563-467-3 (.546)
Conference Championships ............... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships .................... 1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ............................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .........................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .................................43-18 (.705)
Best in NCAA’s (2015) .................................2-2 (.500)
Drafted to NPF .................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
HILLTOPPER SOFTBALL HISTORY
Head Coach ............... Amy Tudor (Fourth season)
 Career Record    334-305-2 (13 seasons)
 Record at WKU 117-99-1 (4 seasons)
Assistant Coach ................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ...................... Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ..............Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ....... John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ....................................Michelle Karp
WKU SOFTBALL COACHING STAFF
Overall Record .........................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record .......................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ..........................................8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.......................... 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ........................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ..........................4 (1)





WKU Record .....................................236-164-1 (.590)
Attendance Record ............................................ 1,323
 Record Info ..........vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result .....................................L, 0-5
Winning Seasons ...................................................... 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
PITCHERS
Kathryn Downing .............2.25 ERA, 16-15, 15 CG, 205 IP
           Graduated winter 2017
HITTERS
Jordan Mauch, UTL 61 GS, .301/.570/.404
 56 H, 24 XBH, 106 TB, 32 BB, 15 K, 33 R, 33 RBI
 Graduated winter 2017
KEY HILLTOPPERS LOST
FRESHMEN
IF Maddie Bowlds L/L Utica, Ky.
UTL Shelby Nunn R/R Bowling Green, Ky.
C Kendall Smith R/R Bowling Green, Ky.
OF Jordan Thomas L/L Lebanon, Ky.
TRANSFERS
OF Jordan Vorbrink Jr. Louisville
2017 WKU NEWCOMERS
Batting Average ...................... .301, Jordan Mauch
Hits ...................................................56, Jordan Mauch
Homeruns .....................................13, Jordan Mauch
Runs ............................................. 43, Brittany Vaughn
RBI ................................................ 38, Brittany Vaughn
Innings Pitched ..............205.0, Kathryn Downing
Strikeouts ............................ 105, Kathryn Downing
ERA ........................................ 2.25, Kathryn Downing
2017 SEASON LEADERS
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS



























NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
2017 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 18, 2017)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 31-31   Home: 14-10   Away: 9-14   Neutral: 8-7   Conference: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
19 MAUCH,Jordan  . 3 0 1 62-61 186 33 56 11 0 13 33 106  . 5 7 0 32 0 15 1  . 4 0 4 0 0 3-3 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN,Brittany  . 2 7 7 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92  . 4 8 2 10 18 44 0  . 3 6 2 5 4 7-9 108 129 24  . 9 0 8
15 McGUFFIN,Kelsey  . 2 4 6 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48  . 3 5 8 19 11 35 0  . 3 8 2 1 6 13-16 93 10 2  . 9 8 1
17 BREWER,Kara  . 2 3 4 52-46 141 20 33 1 1 0 11 36  . 2 5 5 13 7 13 0  . 3 2 7 1 5 9-11 41 3 3  . 9 3 6
21 GRAY,Adarian  . 2 2 4 56-54 143 25 32 8 0 11 37 73  . 5 1 0 15 4 56 0  . 3 1 1 2 3 2-3 207 68 16  . 9 4 5
26 CARTER,Paige  . 2 2 2 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34  . 3 4 3 14 3 23 0  . 3 3 3 1 1 3-4 23 1 3  . 8 8 9
13 PROCTOR,Taylor  . 2 2 1 61-61 154 21 34 7 0 3 23 50  . 3 2 5 13 25 20 0  . 3 7 5 0 6 1-1 287 27 4  . 9 8 7
22 STOWERS,Tommi  . 2 1 5 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36  . 3 3 6 13 0 27 1  . 2 9 8 1 1 0-0 24 1 3  . 8 9 3
20 TOWERS,Haylee  . 2 1 4 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42  . 3 2 1 20 2 45 1  . 3 2 5 1 4 5-6 111 27 2  . 9 8 6
 7 ENGELHARDT,Rebekah  . 2 1 3 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41  . 3 8 0 14 1 24 0  . 3 0 9 0 3 9-12 70 103 13  . 9 3 0
23 McELROY,Morgan  . 1 5 4 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24  . 1 8 5 14 6 26 0  . 2 6 7 0 5 3-4 172 79 7  . 9 7 3
 3 CHILDRESS,Taylor  . 1 4 3 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3  . 1 4 3 1 1 8 0  . 2 1 7 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
12 AIKEY,Kelsey  . 0 8 3 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 8 3 3 0 5 0  . 2 6 7 0 0 0-0 4 21 2  . 9 2 6
33 JOHNSON,Katie  . 0 8 0 18-7 25 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 0 8 0 3 1 7 0  . 2 0 7 0 0 0-1 30 5 3  . 9 2 1
24 BLACKFORD,Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
 8 DOWNING,Kathryn  . 0 0 0 48-43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 71 55 2  . 9 8 4
Totals  . 2 2 9 62 1582 257 363 69 3 50 229 588  . 3 7 2 185 79 348 3  . 3 3 7 12 39 61-76 1254 532 84  . 9 5 5
Opponents  . 2 7 4 62 1637 248 448 62 6 24 215 594  . 3 6 3 217 24 238 7  . 3 6 4 15 46 62-81 1260 466 67  . 9 6 3
LOB - Team (380), Opp (438). DPs turned - Team (28), Opp (18). CI - Team (1), PROCTOR,T 1. IBB - Team (1), MAUCH,J 1, Opp
(1).Picked off - BREWER,K 1, PROCTOR,T 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 8 DOWNING,Kathryn  2 . 2 5 16-15 40 36 15 5/0 0 205.0 204 97 66 102 105 33 3 8  . 2 5 6 5 8 1 5 28
12 AIKEY,Kelsey  2 . 9 2 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6  . 2 4 4 19 8 1 3 9
20 TOWERS,Haylee  4 . 4 3 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10  . 3 2 2 7 8 1 7 9
24 BLACKFORD,Cassidy  5 . 2 5 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0  . 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 0 3 31-31 62 62 33 7/0 4 418.0 448 248 181 217 238 62 6 24  . 2 7 4 32 24 3 15 46
Opponents  3 . 5 5 31-31 62 62 31 9/2 3 420.0 363 257 213 185 348 69 3 50  . 2 2 9 26 79 6 12 39
PB - Team (5), PROCTOR,T 4, STOWERS,T 1, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (3), PROCTOR,T 3, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - PROCTOR,T (60-78),
DOWNING,K (37-46), TOWERS,H (14-20), AIKEY,K (8-10), BLACKFORD,C (1-3).
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2017 WKU Softball Results
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2017 WKU Softball
Game Results for WKU (as of Jan 17, 2018)
(All games)
Date Opponent Score Inns Overall Conference Pitcher of record Attend Time
Feb 10, 2017 vs S.F. Austin W 4-1 7 1-0-0 0-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 1-0)      0 2:02
Feb 10, 2017 vs Georgia State  L 1-13 5 1-1-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H (L 0-1)    2 2 0 1:37
Feb 11, 2017 at MSU W 1-0 7 2-1-0 0-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 2-0)    6 5 3 1:56
Feb 11, 2017 vs Georgia State  L 1-2 (8) 2-2-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H (L 0-2)    5 2 1 2:01
Feb 12, 2017 vs S.F. Austin W 2-0 7 3-2-0 0-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 3-0)    1 2 6 1:37
Feb 18, 2017 MIAMI (OH) W 7-6 7 4-2-0 0-0-0 AIKEY,K (W 1-0)    3 6 7 2:28
Feb 18, 2017 BELMONT  L 3-12 6 4-3-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H (L 0-3)    3 6 7 1:24
Feb 19, 2017 WESTERN ILLINOIS-1 W 4-1 7 5-3-0 0-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 4-0) - 1:45
Feb 19, 2017 MIAMI (OH)  L 1-3 7 5-4-0 0-0-0 AIKEY,K (L 1-1)    3 8 9 1:47
Feb 23, 2017 ILLINOIS STATE W 8-2 7 6-4-0 0-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 5-0)    1 7 5 1:51
Feb 24, 2017 INDIANA STATE W 8-0 5 7-4-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H (W 1-3)    2 8 7 1:25
Feb 25, 2017 IUPUI W 8-3 7 8-4-0 0-0-0 AIKEY,K (W 2-1)      0 1:52
Feb 25, 2017 WRIGHT STATE W 4-3 7 9-4-0 0-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 6-0)      0 2:06
Feb 26, 2017 AUSTIN PEAY  L 6-10 7 9-5-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H (L 1-4)    3 7 1 2:32
Mar 03, 2017 vs Northwestern State  L 0-8 5 9-6-0 0-0-0 DOWNING,K (L 6-1)      0 1:34
Mar 03, 2017 vs Evansville W 9-4 7 10-6-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H (W 2-4)      0 2:15
Mar 04, 2017 at #9 Oklahoma  L 0-9 5 10-7-0 0-0-0 DOWNING,K (L 6-2)   1 0 8 6 1:32
Mar 04, 2017 vs Northwestern State W 10-8 7 11-7-0 0-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 7-2)      0 2:26
Mar 05, 2017 at #9 Oklahoma  L 1-2 7 11-8-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H (L 2-5)    8 5 6 1:38
Mar 08, 2017 BOWLING GREEN-1 W 7-2 7 12-8-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H (W 3-5) - 1:46
Mar 08, 2017 BOWLING GREEN-2  L 4-6 7 12-9-0 0-0-0 AIKEY,K (L 2-2)    2 6 7 2:10
Mar 09, 2017 OHIO W 6-2 7 13-9-0 0-0-0 TOWERS,H (W 4-5)    1 7 8 2:13
* Mar 11, 2017 at Middle Tennessee W 3-0 7 14-9-0 1-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 8-2)    1 0 5 1:47
* Mar 12, 2017 at Middle Tennessee-1 W 6-4 7 15-9-0 2-0-0 TOWERS,H (W 5-5)    1 3 3 2:13
* Mar 12, 2017 at Middle Tennessee-2 W 2-0 7 16-9-0 3-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 9-2)    1 3 3 1:25
Mar 14, 2017 at Samford W 7-4 (8) 17-9-0 3-0-0 DOWNING,K (W 10-2)    1 1 5 2:30
Mar 15, 2017 at Jacksonville State  L 0-6 7 17-10-0 3-0-0 TOWERS,H (L 5-6)    1 7 7 1:40
Mar 16, 2017 at Alabama A&M W 4-0 7 18-10-0 3-0-0 AIKEY,K (W 3-2)     5 9 1:49
* Mar 18, 2017 FLORIDA ATLANTIC-1  L 2-7 7 18-11-0 3-1-0 DOWNING,K (L 10-3) - 2:17
* Mar 18, 2017 FLORIDA ATLANTIC-2  L 1-5 7 18-12-0 3-2-0 TOWERS,H (L 5-7)    2 6 6 1:58
* Mar 19, 2017 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  L 1-4 7 18-13-0 3-3-0 DOWNING,K (L 10-4)    1 5 6 1:37
Mar 22, 2017 at Lipscomb  L 1-4 7 18-14-0 3-3-0 AIKEY,K (L 3-3)    1 2 2 1:58
Mar 22, 2017 at Lipscomb  L 2-4 7 18-15-0 3-3-0 TOWERS,H (L 2-1)    1 2 2 2:10
* Mar 25, 2017 at Marshall-1  L 3-5 7 18-16-0 3-4-0 TOWERS,H (L 5-9)    7 2 5 1:53
* Mar 25, 2017 at Marshall-2  L 4-10 7 18-17-0 3-5-0 DOWNING,K (L 10-5)    7 2 5 2:15
* Mar 26, 2017 at Marshall  L 3-6 7 18-18-0 3-6-0 TOWERS,H (L 5-10)    3 2 0 2:47
Mar 29, 2017 MURRAY STATE W 1-0 7 19-18-0 3-6-0 DOWNING,K (W 11-5)    3 2 5 1:10
* Apr 01, 2017 UAB-1  L 0-1 (9) 19-19-0 3-7-0 DOWNING,K (L 11-6) - 2:31
* Apr 01, 2017 UAB-2 W 7-3 7 20-19-0 4-7-0 AIKEY,K (W 4-3)    3 2 4 2:09
* Apr 02, 2017 UAB  L 2-3 7 20-20-0 4-8-0 DOWNING,K (L 11-7)    2 1 0 1:53
* Apr 08, 2017 at UTEP-1  L 2-10 6 20-21-0 4-9-0 DOWNING,K (L 11-8) - 2:07
* Apr 08, 2017 at UTEP-2 W 18-8 5 21-21-0 5-9-0 TOWERS,H (W 6-10)    4 2 0 2:10
* Apr 09, 2017 at UTEP W 7-2 (8) 22-21-0 6-9-0 DOWNING,K (W 12-8)    2 0 3 2:32
* Apr 14, 2017 CHARLOTTE-1 W 3-2 7 23-21-0 7-9-0 DOWNING,K (W 13-8) - 2:00
* Apr 14, 2017 CHARLOTTE-2 W 12-5 7 24-21-0 8-9-0 AIKEY,K (W 5-3)    2 0 5 2:07
* Apr 15, 2017 CHARLOTTE  L 0-2 7 24-22-0 8-10-0 DOWNING,K (L 13-9)    2 2 0 1:35
Apr 19, 2017 at Louisville  L 0-1 7 24-23-0 8-10-0 DOWNING,K (L 13-10)    2 2 7 1:31
* Apr 24, 2017 SOUTHERN MISS-1 W 11-6 7 25-23-0 9-10-0 AIKEY,K (W 6-3) - 2:14
* Apr 24, 2017 SOUTHERN MISS-2 W 4-1 7 26-23-0 10-10-0 DOWNING,K (W 14-10    4 0 9 2:16
* Apr 29, 2017 at FIU-1  L 0-3 7 26-24-0 10-11-0 DOWNING,K (L 14-11) - 1:30
* Apr 29, 2017 at FIU-2  L 1-4 7 26-25-0 10-12-0 TOWERS,H (L 6-11)    1 9 3 1:40
* Apr 30, 2017 at FIU  L 2-4 7 26-26-0 10-13-0 DOWNING,K (L 14-12)    1 8 1 1:37
May 03, 2017 at Eastern Kentucky-1 W 3-2 7 27-26-0 10-13-0 DOWNING,K (W 15-12    1 2 5 1:44
May 03, 2017 at Eastern Kentucky-2  L 6-11 7 27-27-0 10-13-0 TOWERS,H (L 6-12)    1 5 0 2:09
May 10, 2017 vs UAB W 12-7 (12) 28-27-0 10-13-0 AIKEY,K (W 7-3)      0 4:34
May 10, 2017 vs Florida Atlantic W 6-5 (9) 29-27-0 10-13-0 DOWNING,K (W 16-12      0 2:37
May 11, 2017 vs Marshall  L 0-2 7 29-28-0 10-13-0 DOWNING,K (L 16-13)      0 151
May 12, 2017 vs LA Tech  L 0-1 (10) 29-29-0 10-13-0 AIKEY,K (L 7-4)      0 2:23
May 16, 2017 vs Alabama State W 11-1 5 30-29-0 10-13-0 TOWERS,H (W 7-12)    1 2 1 1:35
May 16, 2017 vs Kennesaw State  L 1-2 7 30-30-0 10-13-0 DOWNING,K (L 16-14)    1 5 4 1:23
May 17, 2017 vs Alabama State W 12-3 6 31-30-0 10-13-0 TOWERS,H (W 8-12)    1 8 3 1:41
May 18, 2017 vs Georgia State  L 2-3 7 31-31-0 10-13-0 DOWNING,K (L 16-15)    1 1 7 2:06
* = Conference game
() extra inning game
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, February 5, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Interviews: Coach Tudor | Players 
Coach & player quotes attached. 
2018 WKU SOFTBALL MEDIA DAY WRAP UP 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With the 2018 WKU Softball campaign just days away, fifth-year Hilltopper head 
coach Amy Tudor along with redshirt-senior Brittany Vaughn and junior Kelsey McGuffin previewed the 
upcoming season at the team’s media day. 
Coach Tudor opening statement 
“We are very young again this season but we have added even more athleticism and different looks at 
the plate. I think the game changer for us is that we added three lefties to our lineup. We also added 
another arm in the circle, which combined with our big-hitting returners has helped us become more 
balanced than we were a year ago. The biggest key for us this season is how mentally strong we can be.” 
Tudor and the WKU unit will take on Hampton in the Gardner-Webb hosted tournament on Friday, Feb. 
9, in Boiling Springs, N.C., to get the 2018 season underway. After five contests over opening weekend, 
the Hilltoppers will head to Chattanooga the following weekend for five more tilts before returning to 
The Hill to host a pair of their own tournaments. 
A young, yet experienced squad comprised of 15 players this season has 10 returning letterwinners on 
the roster in addition to a junior transfer. Vaughn and McGuffin represent two on the team’s five 
upperclassmen with Vaughn being the team’s only senior. Last season alone, the WKU team saw action 
in eight postseason games thanks to a run through the Conference USA Tournament and an appearance 
in the inaugural Postseason NISC event. 
More than half of the WKU Softball roster hails from the Bluegrass State, with nine players staying in 
state. A trio of those student-athletes hail from Bowling Green including Vaughn and freshmen Kendall 
Smith and Shelby Nunn. The remaining six hail evenly from Indiana and Iowa. 
WKU has 28 home contests on the slate this season including a pair of early-season tournaments at the 
WKU Softball Complex. Additionally, the Hilltoppers have nine games on the schedule against teams that 
appeared in last year’s NCAA Tournament. 
QUICK HITS 
•The Hilltoppers will play at the WKU Softball Complex 28 times this season 
•WKU will take on five squads ranked or receiving votes in the Top-25 Preseason Poll (LSU, 
Kentucky, Marshall, FIU, LA Tech) 
•Three Hilltoppers hail from Bowling Green, Ky.: Brittany Vaughn, Shelby Nunn and Kendall Smith 
•Coach Tudor enters her fifth season at the helm of her alma mater and owns a 117-99-1 record on 
The Hill 
•This year’s squad features five new faces including four freshmen and a junior transfer 
 
WKU Softball 
Press Conference Quotes 
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HEAD COACH AMY TUDOR 
 
Opening statement: 
“We are very young again this season but we have added even more athleticism and different looks at the plate. I think 
the game changer for us is that we added three lefties to our lineup. We also added another arm in the circle, which 
combined with our big-hitting returners has helped us become more balanced than we were a year ago. The biggest key 
for us this season is how mentally strong we can be.” 
 
On being young but experienced: 
“I feel pretty confident in our team’s experience. We played in some big games last year. Getting to play against 
Oklahoma and in then in conference tournament later on - when we weren’t supposed to be there - I think that built 
confidence in ourselves. While age is a number, I believe that experience is vital.” 
 
On having three Power 5 teams on the schedule: 
“In order to try to be the best, you have to play the best teams and obviously those programs are some of the nation’s 
elite programs. To get Kentucky at home will definitely draw a big crowd for us, but traveling to LSU will be a great 
experience for us. We’ll get to see 70 plus on the mound, which will help prepare us for postseason.” 
 
On C-USA preseason rankings: 
“I mean, who doesn’t want to be picked first? We’re definitely using that preseason poll as motivation for this season. 
What we think of ourselves is more important than what anyone else thinks of us though. We have something to prove. 
There are some good teams in this league; C-USA sent three teams to the NCAA Tournament last year. We’re working 
our way back up that ladder and it’ll be a grind, which is what I’m trying to sell to the team right now.” 
 
 
REDSHIRT-SENIOR BRITTANY VAUGHN 
 
On how the team grew during fall ball: 
“I think we did really well in the fall, honestly. Not even just in the scores but on the field in our relationships and off the 
field. Our freshmen did a really good job of coming in and stepping up for us already this year. Hopefully we’ll get to see 
more of that in the spring, especially on the offensive side of the ball.” 
 
On last year’s postseason run: 
“I think it does give us a little more confidence going into this season. We really want to pick up where we left off last 
season. We played four games in the Conference USA Tournament and we weren’t even picked to make it there.” 
 
JUNIOR KELSEY MCGUFFIN 
 
On the preseason C-USA rankings: 
 
“Being picked seventh doesn’t really matter in the long run. When we’re playing in April, it doesn’t matter whether we 
were picked seventh or first. What really matters is how we’re going to play our game and making sure that every time 
we hit the field we’re out there playing for our one goal.” 
 
On the underclassmen’s experience last year: 
“I do think that experience from last year will be really valuable this season. You can never replace experience. Nobody 
can teach it to you. So I think this year’s sophomore class having that experience from last season’s great postseason run 
will prove huge.” 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, February 8, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU notes for games 1-5 attached. 
RED AND WHITE KICK OFF 2018 CAMPAIGN AT GARDNER-WEBB TOURNAMENT 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball is set to open the 2018 season this weekend in Boiling Springs, 
N.C., at a Gardner-Webb-hosted tournament. Five games are on the slate with doubleheaders on both 
Friday and Saturday and one more tilt on Sunday. Still one of the youngest teams in the nation, the 
Hilltoppers sport a 15-person roster that features 10 underclassmen and a redshirt-sophomore. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday, Feb. 9 – 11 a.m. CT | vs. Hampton | Livestats 
Friday, Feb. 9 – 3 p.m. CT | at Gardner-Webb | Livestats 
Saturday, Feb. 10 – 9 a.m. CT | vs. Youngstown State | Livestats 
Saturday, Feb. 10 – 11 a.m. CT | vs. Hampton | Livestats 
Sunday, Feb. 11 – 9 a.m. CT | vs. Hampton | Livestats 
Weekend action is set to commence Friday morning with the first of three weekend games against 
Hampton, a team the WKU program has never faced. The Pirates are coming off of a 23-22 campaign in 
2017. In the day’s second contest, the Hilltoppers will take on the host Runnin’ Bulldogs in a 3 p.m. tilt. 
WKU and Gardner-Webb have met once prior, back in 2002 when the Red and White came out on top of 
a 5-3 decision in Atlanta, Ga. 
On Saturday, Tudor and company will meet their third opponent of the weekend in Youngstown State. 
The Penguins went 31-28 a year ago and have been predicted to finish second in the Horizon League’s 
preseason poll. This will mark the first meeting between WKU and YSU. 
Games four and five on the weekend pit the Hilltoppers against Hampton to close out tournament play. 
WKU Softball has claimed its season-opener each of the last five seasons and will look to extend the 
streak to include the 2018 campaign. Coach Tudor is 13-0 in her career in season-opening contests 
entering her 14th season as a head coach. 
Brittany Vaughn is the lone senior on the 2018 roster for the Hilltoppers after transferring in from 
Memphis prior to her redshirt-junior campaign last season. Vaughn started all 62 games in her first year 
on The Hill, primarily at shortstop. At the plate, Vaughn slashed .277/.482/.362 with nine home runs 
while leading the team with 38 RBI and 43 runs scored. 
Remaining upperclassmen include outfielders Kelsey McGuffin and Jordan Vorbrink – a transfer from 
Louisville – and infielder Rebekah Engelhardt. Redshirt-sophomore pitcher Cassidy Blackford also enters 
her third season on The Hill. 
Following this weekend’s action in North Carolina, the Hilltopper squad will hit the road again next 
weekend to head to Tennessee for the Chattanooga Challenge. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
563 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will host at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of teams in the presea-
son top-25 or RV that WKU is 
scheduled to play this season.
This is head coach Amy Tudor’s 




In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
SEASON OPENERS
For the fifth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 4-1 win over Stephen F. Austin at the 
Bulldog Kickoff Classic to get things going in 2017. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and has 
yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 13-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest squads in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a roster that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
GARDNER-WEBB TOURNAMENT  |  FRI-SUN, FEB. 9-11  | BOILING SPRINGS, N.C.
FRIDAY, FEB. 9
WKU vs. Hampton | 11 a.m. CT











WKU at Gardner-Webb | 3 p.m. CT











WKU vs. Youngstown State | 9 a.m. CT











WKU vs. Hampton | 11 a.m. CT




WKU vs. Hampton | 9 a.m. CT
Boiling Springs, N.C. | Brinkley Stadium
Live Stats: goto.ps/WKU18GWU5
Twitter: @WKUSoftball
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (0-0)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. 11 a.m.
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. 3 p.m.
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. 9 a.m.
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. 11 a.m.
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. 9 a.m.
 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. 10 a.m.
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. 12:30 p.m.
 17 vs. Tennessee St. Chattanooga, Tenn. 10 a.m.
  vs. Alabama A&M Chattanooga, Tenn. 12:30 p.m.
 18 vs. Indiana St. Chattanooga, Tenn. 9 a.m.
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Toledo WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  TBD WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.
 25 TBD WKU Softball Field 11 a./1:30 p.
MARCH (0-0)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Dayton WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  TBD WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.
 4 TBD WKU Softball Field 11 a./1:30 p.
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 1 p.m.
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 3 p.m.
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. Noon
 13 at LSU Baton Rouge, La. 6 p.m.
 14 at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. 4 p.m.
 17 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 18 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (0-0, 0-0 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................563-467-3 (.546)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ..................................115-97-1 
 Career Record ..... 332-303-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................236-164-1 (.590)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582




Offensively in 2017, the Hilltoppers sat atop Conference USA in a pair of categories as a team as well as one defensive category. 
First, WKU led C-USA, and ranked second in the nation in batters hit by pitches, resulting in 79 free bases for the Red and White. 
Additionally, Coach Tudor’s squad tallied 50 home runs in 2017, a mark that led C-USA and ranked 37th for total longballs across 
the country. WKU posted 28 home runs in all of the 2016 campaign, a mark last season’s squad surpassed on March 19. Behind 
the plate, the Hilltoppers ranked 27th in the nation in runners thrown out attempting to steal, racking up 19. 
38 INNINGS
After being picked preseason 10th in the 2017 C-USA Coaches Poll, WKU Softball defied expectations and earned the eighth seed 
in the 2017 league tournament. The Hilltoppers didn’t stop there; after two wins to make it into double elimination, the Red 
and White became the first 8-seed to be one of the final four teams standing. First things first, [8] WKU upset [5] UAB in a 12-7 
12-inning marathon. The Hilltoppers turned around two hours later and upset [4] Florida Atlantic 6-5 in 9 innings. 21 innings 
played in one day is the second-most in program history and most in just two games in one day. After a 2-0 loss to [1] Marshall 
in regulation, WKU closed the tournament with a 1-0 loss to [3] LA Tech in 10 innings. 38 innings played by one team in the 
C-USA Tournament is the second-most by a team all-time. DePaul owns the record with 43 innings across six games.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-41 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-8. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
Fourteen of the Red and White’s 31 victories on the 2017 season were come-from-behind wins. After all 62 games, the largest 
deficit the Hilltoppers overcame was a seven-run margin, down 1-8 to Northwestern State before claiming the 10-8 win with 
nine unanswered runs. All of the completed comebacks include Miami (OH) (2-6, 4.5), Western Illinois (0-1, 3.5), IUPUI (0-3, 
2.5), Wright State (2-3, 2.5), Evansville (0-2, 2), Northwestern State (1-8, 4), Bowling Green (1-2, 3.5), Ohio (0-2, 5.5), Samford 
(0-4, 3), Charlotte (0-1, 4.5), Charlotte (0-1, .5), Southern Miss (0-6, .5), Florida Atlantic (1-4, 5) and Alabama State (0-1, .5).
HAVE A DAY, TOMMI STOWERS
The first multi-hit game of then-freshman Tommi Stowers’ career was one for the books. Stowers went 5-for-5 on the day to tie 
both the WKU Softball program and Conference USA single-game record set for WKU in 2003 by Renita Pennington. In the first 
inning against Evansville, Stowers knocked the first pitch she saw back up the middle for a single to get things rolling. In the 
third inning, Stowers registered an RBI double and followed with a two-RBI double at her next at-bat in the fourth inning. In the 
sixth inning, Stowers produced a single through the left side before closing the day with a single again in the seventh inning.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs.Hampton -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 16 at Chattanooga -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 17 vs. Alabama A&M -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 18 vs. Indiana State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 23 Green Bay -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 23 Toledo -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 24 Indiana State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 24 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 25 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 2 Austin Peay -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 2 Dayton -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 3 Evansville -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 3  TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 4 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 7 SIUE -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 13 at LSU -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 14 at South Alabama -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD TEAM W/L
Aikey 0 0-0 0-0
Blackford 0 0-0 0-0
Nunn 0 0-0 0-0
Towers 0 0-0 0-0
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L GS SHO IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR AB AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0
 12 Aikey 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0
 20 Towers 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0
 24 Blackford 0.00 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 0  0
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 0  0
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 0 0/1 0 0/1
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 0  5
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 0  0
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
RECORD BY UNIFORM
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-25-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 0 TBD TBD
Runs Scored 0 TBD TBD
Hits 0 TBD TBD
RBI 0 TBD TBD
Doubles 0 TBD TBD
Triples 0 TBD TBD
Home Runs 0 TBD TBD
Walks 0 TBD TBD
Stolen Bases 0 TBD TBD
   
Assists 0 TBD TBD
DP Turned 0 TBD TBD
   
Innings Pitched 0 TBD TBD
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 TBD TBD
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 TBD TBD
Most Strikeouts 0 TBD TBD
   
Longest Game 0 TBD TBD
Shortest Game 0 TBD TBD
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 0 TBD TBD TBD
Runs Scored 0 TBD TBD TBD
Hits 0 TBD TBD TBD
RBI 0 TBD TBD TBD
Doubles 0 TBD TBD TBD
Triples 0 TBD TBD TBD
Home Runs 0 TBD TBD TBD
Total Bases 0 TBD TBD TBD
Walks 0 TBD TBD TBD
Stolen Bases 0 TBD TBD TBD
    
Putouts 0 TBD TBD TBD
Assists 0 TBD TBD TBD
    
Innings Pitched 0 TBD TBD TBD
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 TBD TBD TBD
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 TBD TBD TBD
Most Strikeouts 0 TBD TBD TBD
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Miranda Kramer at Middle Tennessee, 5/2/15 (13)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs Alabama State, 5/17/17 (6)
Lost a run-rule game at UTEP, 4/6/17 (6)
Played extra innings vs. LA Tech, 5/12/17 (10)
Won in extra innings vs. FAU, 5/10/17 (9)
Lost in extra innings vs. LA Tech, 5/12/17 (10)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Alabama State, 5/17/17 (12)
Scored 15-18 runs at UTEP, 4/8/17 (18)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order vs. Georgia State, 5/17/17 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Alabama State, 5/16/17
Had 10-14 hits vs. Alabama State, 5/17/17 (14)
Had 15+ hits vs. UAB, 5/10/17 (19)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Alabama State, 5/17/17 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. UAB, 5/10/17 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles Southern Miss, 4/24/17 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Liberty, 2/7/14
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Evansville, 3/4/17 (5)
Player with three RBI Jordan Mauch vs. Alabama State, 5/17/17
Player with four RBI Adarian Gray vs. Ohio 3/9/17
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits B. Vaughn & R. Engelhardt vs. Alabama State, 5/17/17 (3)
Player with four hits K. McGuffin & T. Proctor vs. UAB, 5/10/17 (4)
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Taylor Proctor vs. Southern Miss, 4/24/17 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Larissa Franklin at Middle Tennessee, 5/3/15 (3)
Player scored three or more runs B. Vaughn vs. Alabama State, 5/17/17 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Bryce Holmgren vs. FIU, 3/19/16
Had a walk-off hit Brittany Vaughn, 4/14/17 (sac fly)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
31 MARSHALL  4/21-22
44 FIU  5/5-6
57 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29
100 NORTH TEXAS  DNP
101 WKU  -
75 LA TECH  DNP
99 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
105 SOUTHERN MISS  3/10-11
146 UAB  4/14-15
161 UTSA  DNP
190 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  3/17-18
240 UTEP  4/7-8
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
11 LSU  3/13
18 KENTUCKY  4/18
34 JACKSONVILLE STATE  3/22
41 SIUE  3/7
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
56 SOUTH ALABAMA  3/14
80 MURRAY STATE  4/4
126 INDIANA  3/27
142 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
154 EVANSVILLE  3/3
172 AUSTIN PEAY  3/2
174 DAYTON  3/2
175 TOLEDO  2/23
181 INDIANA STATE  2/18, 2/24
199 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  2/10
211 TENNESSEE TECH  2/16
220 HAMPTON  2/9, 2/10, 2/11
238 GARDNER-WEBB  2/9
255 CHATTANOOGA  2/26
266 TENNESSEE STATE  2/17
276 ALABAMA A&M  2/17
281 GREEN BAY  2/23
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Marshall (E) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
FIU (E) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
LA Tech (W) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
UAB (W) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
Charlotte (E) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
North Texas (W) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
WKU (E) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
UTSA (W) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
UTEP (W) 0-0 - 0-0 -  0-0 -
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
4 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
7 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
8 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
10+ 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 0-0 0-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 0-0
3 0-0 0-0 0-0
4 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 0-0 0-0 0-0
6 0-0 0-0 0-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 0 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-0
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ...............................................................0-0



















WKU Throws RHP ...................................................0-0
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................0-0
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................0-0
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................0-0
Opp. SP Goes <5 ....................................................0-0
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st .......................................................0-0
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................0-0
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................0-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................0-0
HITS
WKU Has More ........................................................0-0
Opp. Has More ........................................................0-0
Hits Are Even ...........................................................0-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................0-0
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................0-0
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................0-0
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................0-0
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................0-0
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................0-0
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................0-0
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................0-0
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................0-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................0-0
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................0-0
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-0
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 0/25 0/4 0 0 29 
McGuffin 0/8 0/2 0/1 0 11 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
Engelhardt 0/3 0/1 0 0 4 
McElroy 0/4 0 0 0 4 
Carter 0/2 0/1 0 0 3 
Stowers 0/2 0 0 0/1 3
Vorbrink 0/1 0/1 0 0 2
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 0/16 0/4 0/2 0/1 23 
McGuffin 0/6 0/1 0 0 7
Engelhardt 0/3 0/2 0 0 5
Carter 0/2 0 0/1 0 3 
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Vorbrink 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 0 0/1 0 0 1
McElroy 0/1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 - 13 
McGuffin - - 4 2 - 6
Engelhardt - - 0 5 - 5
Stowers - - - 3 - 3
Carter - - - 2 - 2 
Towers - - - 2 - 2




PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 - 0
McGuffin  6 - 2
Towers  4 - 0
Carter  4 - 0
Engelhardt  3 - 2
Stowers  3 - 1 
Vorbrink  3 - 0
McElroy  2 - 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 - 0
McGuffin  8 - 2
Stowers  6 - 1
Engelhardt 6 - 2
Carter  6 - 0
Towers  5 - 0
McElroy  4 - 0
Vorbrink  3 - 0
Childress  2 - 0
Aikey  2 - 0
Blackford  1 - 1
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STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .TBD TBD
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.TBD TBD
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.TBD TBD










HOME RUNS  
TBD TBD 




HIT BY PITCH  
TBD TBD
SACRIFICE HITS  
TBD TBD
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
TBD TBD 




  BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Carter 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Childress 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Engelhardt 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
McElroy 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
McGuffin 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Stowers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0 
Thomas 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vorbrink 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 5 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
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2017 WKU SEASON STATS
2017 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 18, 2017)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 31-31   Home: 14-10   Away: 9-14   Neutral: 8-7   Conference: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
19 MAUCH,Jordan  . 3 0 1 62-61 186 33 56 11 0 13 33 106  . 5 7 0 32 0 15 1  . 4 0 4 0 0 3-3 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN,Brittany  . 2 7 7 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92  . 4 8 2 10 18 44 0  . 3 6 2 5 4 7-9 108 129 24  . 9 0 8
15 McGUFFIN,Kelsey  . 2 4 6 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48  . 3 5 8 19 11 35 0  . 3 8 2 1 6 13-16 93 10 2  . 9 8 1
17 BREWER,Kara  . 2 3 4 52-46 141 20 33 1 1 0 11 36  . 2 5 5 13 7 13 0  . 3 2 7 1 5 9-11 41 3 3  . 9 3 6
21 GRAY,Adarian  . 2 2 4 56-54 143 25 32 8 0 11 37 73  . 5 1 0 15 4 56 0  . 3 1 1 2 3 2-3 207 68 16  . 9 4 5
26 CARTER,Paige  . 2 2 2 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34  . 3 4 3 14 3 23 0  . 3 3 3 1 1 3-4 23 1 3  . 8 8 9
13 PROCTOR,Taylor  . 2 2 1 61-61 154 21 34 7 0 3 23 50  . 3 2 5 13 25 20 0  . 3 7 5 0 6 1-1 287 27 4  . 9 8 7
22 STOWERS,Tommi  . 2 1 5 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36  . 3 3 6 13 0 27 1  . 2 9 8 1 1 0-0 24 1 3  . 8 9 3
20 TOWERS,Haylee  . 2 1 4 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42  . 3 2 1 20 2 45 1  . 3 2 5 1 4 5-6 111 27 2  . 9 8 6
 7 ENGELHARDT,Rebekah  . 2 1 3 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41  . 3 8 0 14 1 24 0  . 3 0 9 0 3 9-12 70 103 13  . 9 3 0
23 McELROY,Morgan  . 1 5 4 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24  . 1 8 5 14 6 26 0  . 2 6 7 0 5 3-4 172 79 7  . 9 7 3
 3 CHILDRESS,Taylor  . 1 4 3 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3  . 1 4 3 1 1 8 0  . 2 1 7 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
12 AIKEY,Kelsey  . 0 8 3 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 8 3 3 0 5 0  . 2 6 7 0 0 0-0 4 21 2  . 9 2 6
33 JOHNSON,Katie  . 0 8 0 18-7 25 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 0 8 0 3 1 7 0  . 2 0 7 0 0 0-1 30 5 3  . 9 2 1
24 BLACKFORD,Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
 8 DOWNING,Kathryn  . 0 0 0 48-43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 71 55 2  . 9 8 4
Totals  . 2 2 9 62 1582 257 363 69 3 50 229 588  . 3 7 2 185 79 348 3  . 3 3 7 12 39 61-76 1254 532 84  . 9 5 5
Opponents  . 2 7 4 62 1637 248 448 62 6 24 215 594  . 3 6 3 217 24 238 7  . 3 6 4 15 46 62-81 1260 466 67  . 9 6 3
LOB - Team (380), Opp (438). DPs turned - Team (28), Opp (18). CI - Team (1), PROCTOR,T 1. IBB - Team (1), MAUCH,J 1, Opp
(1).Picked off - BREWER,K 1, PROCTOR,T 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
 8 DOWNING,Kathryn  2 . 2 5 16-15 40 36 15 5/0 0 205.0 204 97 66 102 105 33 3 8  . 2 5 6 5 8 1 5 28
12 AIKEY,Kelsey  2 . 9 2 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6  . 2 4 4 19 8 1 3 9
20 TOWERS,Haylee  4 . 4 3 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10  . 3 2 2 7 8 1 7 9
24 BLACKFORD,Cassidy  5 . 2 5 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0  . 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 0 3 31-31 62 62 33 7/0 4 418.0 448 248 181 217 238 62 6 24  . 2 7 4 32 24 3 15 46
Opponents  3 . 5 5 31-31 62 62 31 9/2 3 420.0 363 257 213 185 348 69 3 50  . 2 2 9 26 79 6 12 39
PB - Team (5), PROCTOR,T 4, STOWERS,T 1, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (3), PROCTOR,T 3, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - PROCTOR,T (60-78),
DOWNING,K (37-46), TOWERS,H (14-20), AIKEY,K (8-10), BLACKFORD,C (1-3).
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2017 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2017 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 30, 2017)
(Conference games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-13   Home: 5-6   Away: 5-7   Conference: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 McGUFFIN,Kelsey  . 3 5 2 21-21 54 10 19 6 0 0 6 25  . 4 6 3 6 3 9 0  . 4 4 4 0 2 5-7 29 5 0 1.000
19 MAUCH,Jordan  . 3 3 3 23-23 72 14 24 3 0 5 14 42  . 5 8 3 8 0 4 1  . 4 0 0 0 0 3-3 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN,Brittany  . 2 8 4 23-23 67 14 19 6 0 3 15 34  . 5 0 7 1 8 22 0  . 3 5 4 3 3 3-4 39 48 10  . 8 9 7
 7 ENGELHARDT,Rebekah  . 2 6 7 20-19 45 8 12 1 0 3 7 22  . 4 8 9 7 1 11 0  . 3 7 7 0 1 4-7 27 33 8  . 8 8 2
26 CARTER,Paige  . 2 6 2 19-10 42 6 11 3 1 1 5 19  . 4 5 2 6 2 12 0  . 3 8 0 0 0 2-2 12 1 1  . 9 2 9
21 GRAY,Adarian  . 2 1 2 22-20 52 8 11 3 0 3 10 23  . 4 4 2 5 1 21 0  . 2 8 8 1 2 1-2 85 23 8  . 9 3 1
17 BREWER,Kara  . 2 0 0 17-15 45 7 9 0 0 0 5 9  . 2 0 0 4 1 6 0  . 2 7 5 1 0 2-2 12 2 1  . 9 3 3
13 PROCTOR,Taylor  . 1 8 3 23-23 60 8 11 4 0 1 9 18  . 3 0 0 4 9 6 0  . 3 2 9 0 1 0-0 105 9 1  . 9 9 1
33 JOHNSON,Katie  . 1 8 2 7-3 11 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 1 0 1 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-1 22 0 0 1.000
23 McELROY,Morgan  . 1 6 3 22-22 49 9 8 1 0 0 2 9  . 1 8 4 3 1 8 0  . 2 2 6 0 1 1-1 57 27 5  . 9 4 4
20 TOWERS,Haylee  . 1 6 3 22-19 49 7 8 1 0 0 6 9  . 1 8 4 8 0 18 0  . 2 8 1 0 1 2-3 37 9 1  . 9 7 9
22 STOWERS,Tommi  . 0 7 4 14-8 27 1 2 0 0 0 3 2  . 0 7 4 2 0 11 1  . 1 3 3 1 1 0-0 5 0 1  . 8 3 3
 3 CHILDRESS,Taylor  . 0 0 0 15-5 8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 4 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 7 1 0 1.000
12 AIKEY,Kelsey  . 0 0 0 10-3 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 6 2  . 8 0 0
 8 DOWNING,Kathryn  . 0 0 0 17-16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 25 20 1  . 9 7 8
Totals  . 2 3 2 23 587 94 136 28 1 16 83 214  . 3 6 5 55 26 136 2  . 3 2 2 6 12 24-33 464 184 39  . 9 4 3
Opponents  . 2 7 7 23 607 95 168 22 4 6 80 216  . 3 5 6 81 9 87 0  . 3 6 6 7 17 30-34 470 171 29  . 9 5 7
LOB - Team (122), Opp (162). DPs turned - Team (14), Opp (7). IBB - Team (1), MAUCH,J 1. Picked off - PROCTOR,T 1.
(Conference games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY,Kelsey  2 . 3 1 3-0 10 3 1 0/0 1 33.1 34 21 11 23 19 4 0 1  . 2 6 0 5 3 1 1 2
 8 DOWNING,Kathryn  2 . 3 3 5-9 15 14 6 2/0 0 78.0 83 41 26 39 41 12 2 3  . 2 6 9 2 4 1 3 13
20 TOWERS,Haylee  4 . 3 6 2-4 9 6 5 0/0 1 43.1 51 33 27 19 27 6 2 2  . 3 0 4 4 2 1 3 2
Totals  2 . 9 0 10-13 23 23 12 2/0 2 154.2 168 95 64 81 87 22 4 6  . 2 7 7 11 9 3 7 17
Opponents  3 . 4 9 13-10 23 23 15 3/0 2 156.2 136 94 78 55 136 28 1 16  . 2 3 2 8 26 0 6 12
PB - Team (4), PROCTOR,T 4, Opp (1). Pickoffs - Team (2), PROCTOR,T 2, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - PROCTOR,T (28-31), DOWNING,K
(17-19), TOWERS,H (7-8), AIKEY,K (4-5).
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2017 WKU C-USA TOURNAMENT STATS
2017 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 12, 2017)
(C-USA Tournament Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 2-2   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 2-2   Conference: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 McGUFFIN,Kelsey  . 4 4 4 4-4 18 2 8 2 0 0 1 10  . 5 5 6 1 2 2 0  . 5 2 4 0 0 0-0 6 0 0 1.000
13 PROCTOR,Taylor  . 4 1 7 4-4 12 3 5 0 0 0 1 5  . 4 1 7 1 2 0 0  . 5 3 3 0 2 1-1 27 1 0 1.000
19 MAUCH,Jordan  . 2 9 4 4-4 17 1 5 2 0 0 0 7  . 4 1 2 3 0 2 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
26 CARTER,Paige  . 2 5 0 4-4 16 2 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 3 1 3 1 0 3 0  . 2 9 4 0 1 0-0 7 0 1  . 8 7 5
23 McELROY,Morgan  . 2 5 0 4-4 12 1 3 0 0 0 1 3  . 2 5 0 1 2 4 0  . 4 0 0 0 2 1-1 10 9 0 1.000
22 STOWERS,Tommi  . 2 5 0 4-0 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT,Rebekah  . 1 8 2 4-4 11 4 2 0 0 1 3 5  . 4 5 5 5 0 2 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 0-0 5 11 0 1.000
17 BREWER,Kara  . 1 8 2 4-3 11 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 8 2 1 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 1 0-1 3 0 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN,Brittany  . 1 7 6 4-4 17 1 3 1 0 0 3 4  . 2 3 5 2 1 4 0  . 2 8 6 1 0 0-0 14 12 1  . 9 6 3
21 GRAY,Adarian  . 1 5 4 4-4 13 2 2 1 0 1 6 6  . 4 6 2 1 1 4 0  . 2 5 0 1 1 0-0 36 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS,Haylee  . 0 0 0 3-2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 2 0 1.000
33 JOHNSON,Katie  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS,Taylor  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY,Kelsey  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 4 0 1.000
 8 DOWNING,Kathryn  . 0 0 0 4-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD,Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 5 4 137 18 35 7 0 2 16 48  . 3 5 0 16 8 24 0  . 3 6 2 2 7 3-4 110 43 2  . 9 8 7
Opponents  . 2 5 2 4 139 15 35 6 1 1 13 46  . 3 3 1 18 2 23 1  . 3 4 4 1 2 7-8 114 42 3  . 9 8 1
LOB - Team (38), Opp (37). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (3).
(C-USA Tournament Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY,Kelsey  0 . 0 0 1-1 3 0 0 0/0 0 11.2 5 2 0 6 8 1 0 0  . 1 2 8 1 1 0 0 0
 8 DOWNING,Kathryn  3 . 0 5 1-1 4 3 0 0/0 0 20.2 22 9 9 8 10 5 1 1  . 2 7 2 1 1 0 1 1
20 TOWERS,Haylee  6 . 4 6 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 4.1 8 4 4 4 5 0 0 0  . 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
Totals  2 . 4 8 2-2 4 4 0 0/0 0 36.2 35 15 13 18 23 6 1 1  . 2 5 2 2 2 0 1 2
Opponents  2 . 9 5 2-2 4 4 2 2/0 0 38.0 35 18 16 16 24 7 0 2  . 2 5 5 0 8 0 2 7
PB - Team (0), Opp (2). SBA/ATT - PROCTOR,T (7-8), DOWNING,K (5-5), AIKEY,K (1-2), TOWERS,H (1-1).
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2017 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2017 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of May 18, 2017)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 10 vs S.F. Austin 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7 21 6 2 7  . 2 3 1
Feb 10 vs Georgia State 18 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 3 3  . 2 0 5
Feb 11 at MSU 22 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 9 21 7 0 7  . 1 5 2
Feb 11 vs Georgia State 29 1 6 0 1 0 0 7 2 0 3 0 2 1 0 0 3 23 10 1 9  . 1 6 8
Feb 12 vs S.F. Austin 19 2 1 2 0 0 1 4 6 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 5 21 8 2 7  . 1 4 9
Feb 18 MIAMI (OH) 29 7 8 6 3 0 2 17 4 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 4 21 10 1 8  . 1 7 5
Feb 18 BELMONT 24 3 6 3 1 1 1 12 5 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 6 18 6 2 10  . 1 8 6
Feb 19 WESTERN ILLINOIS 23 4 4 4 1 0 2 11 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 8 21 8 0 3  . 1 8 4
Feb 19 MIAMI (OH) 26 1 6 1 0 0 1 9 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 21 12 1 5  . 1 9 0
Feb 23 ILLINOIS STATE 29 8 7 6 2 0 0 9 4 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 9 21 9 0 10  . 1 9 6
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 8 7 8 0 0 2 13 7 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 8 15 7 0 7  . 2 0 7
Feb 25 IUPUI 29 8 8 7 0 1 2 16 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 21 9 3 9  . 2 1 4
Feb 25 WRIGHT STATE 22 4 7 3 2 0 1 12 6 0 1 0 1 2 1 0 2 21 11 1 10  . 2 2 1
Feb 26 AUSTIN PEAY 27 6 8 6 1 0 3 18 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 8 21 6 4 6  . 2 2 7
Mar 03 vs Northwestern State 15 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 8 15 12 4 5  . 2 2 0
Mar 03 vs Evansville 29 9 9 7 2 0 0 11 4 0 5 0 4 2 0 0 4 21 6 0 9  . 2 2 7
Mar 04 at Oklahoma 17 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 12 6 0 2  . 2 2 0
Mar 04 vs Northwestern State 30 10 9 10 2 0 3 20 4 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 6 21 10 3 6  . 2 2 5
Mar 05 at Oklahoma 23 1 4 1 0 0 1 7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 18 9 1 1  . 2 2 3
Mar 08 BOWLING GREEN 29 7 9 6 1 0 1 13 5 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 4 21 5 2 12  . 2 2 8
Mar 08 BOWLING GREEN 23 4 3 3 1 0 1 7 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 7 2 2  . 2 2 4
Mar 09 OHIO 24 6 6 6 1 0 1 10 3 0 3 0 2 1 0 0 5 21 10 1 6  . 2 2 5
*Mar 11 at Middle Tennessee 26 3 5 3 1 0 2 12 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 0 7 21 12 0 6  . 2 2 3
*Mar 12 at Middle Tennessee 26 6 9 6 2 0 1 14 4 0 2 2 2 0 0 1 4 21 3 0 5  . 2 2 9
*Mar 12 at Middle Tennessee 24 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 8 21 14 0 3  . 2 2 6
Mar 14 at Samford 30 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 8 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 5 24 15 1 11  . 2 2 7
Mar 15 at Jacksonville State 24 0 3 0 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 10 18 7 0 8  . 2 2 3
Mar 16 at Alabama A&M 23 4 3 3 0 0 0 3 5 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 0 21 13 0 7  . 2 2 0
*Mar 18 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 25 2 3 2 1 0 2 10 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 8 21 14 4 4  . 2 1 6
*Mar 18 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 26 1 4 1 0 0 0 4 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 21 9 1 5  . 2 1 4
*Mar 19 FLORIDA ATLANTIC 23 1 3 1 0 0 1 6 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 21 8 2 3  . 2 1 2
Mar 22 at Lipscomb 22 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 18 9 0 2  . 2 0 7
Mar 22 at Lipscomb 28 2 6 2 0 0 0 6 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 18 10 1 8  . 2 0 7
*Mar 25 at Marshall 25 3 6 2 0 0 0 6 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 8 18 6 4 5  . 2 0 8
*Mar 25 at Marshall 28 4 6 4 1 0 0 7 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 5 18 4 2 8  . 2 0 8
*Mar 26 at Marshall 26 3 5 3 1 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 6 18 7 1 5  . 2 0 8
Mar 29 MURRAY STATE 22 1 4 1 2 0 0 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 21 8 1 4  . 2 0 7
*Apr 01 UAB 27 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 3 1 0 0 6 27 4 0 4  . 2 0 2
*Apr 01 UAB 26 7 8 6 2 0 1 13 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 8 21 11 1 4  . 2 0 5
*Apr 02 UAB 24 2 3 2 1 0 1 7 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7 21 3 2 5  . 2 0 3
*Apr 08 at UTEP 22 2 5 2 3 0 0 8 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 17 7 2 7  . 2 0 4
*Apr 08 at UTEP 29 18 13 16 3 0 5 31 8 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 15 5 0 5  . 2 1 1
*Apr 09 at UTEP 36 7 14 7 3 0 0 17 5 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 4 24 11 4 12  . 2 1 7
*Apr 14 CHARLOTTE 19 3 4 3 1 1 0 7 5 0 3 1 2 1 2 0 8 21 9 1 6  . 2 1 6
*Apr 14 CHARLOTTE 31 12 11 8 3 0 1 17 4 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 21 12 5 8  . 2 2 0
*Apr 15 CHARLOTTE 21 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 21 9 2 5  . 2 1 8
Apr 19 at Louisville 22 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 18 9 1 4  . 2 1 5
*Apr 24 SOUTHERN MISS 30 11 14 10 4 0 2 24 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 1 4 21 7 1 3  . 2 2 1
*Apr 24 SOUTHERN MISS 24 4 7 3 1 0 0 8 2 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 3 21 7 2 6  . 2 2 2
*Apr 29 at FIU 21 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 14 18 8 1 1  . 2 1 9
*Apr 29 at FIU 26 1 6 1 0 0 0 6 3 0 2 0 1 2 0 0 6 18 5 2 10  . 2 2 0
*Apr 30 at FIU 22 2 2 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 9 18 9 2 2  . 2 1 7
May 03 at Eastern Kentucky 25 3 7 3 1 0 1 11 2 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 5 21 10 1 4  . 2 1 9
May 03 at Eastern Kentucky 30 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 18 12 1 8  . 2 2 0
May 10 vs UAB 50 12 19 10 3 0 2 28 8 0 2 0 4 4 0 0 6 36 19 0 18  . 2 2 5
May 10 vs Florida Atlantic 28 6 9 6 3 0 0 12 6 0 0 1 1 3 2 0 3 27 4 0 7  . 2 2 7
May 11 vs Marshall 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 8 18 7 1 2  . 2 2 4
May 12 vs LA Tech 38 0 7 0 1 0 0 8 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 7 29 13 1 11  . 2 2 3
May 16 vs Alabama State 21 11 11 11 0 0 2 17 8 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 1 15 4 1 8  . 2 2 7
May 16 vs Kennesaw State 22 1 2 1 0 0 1 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 18 8 1 1  . 2 2 5
May 17 vs Alabama State 31 12 14 12 2 0 3 25 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 4 18 12 1 5  . 2 3 0
May 18 GEORGIA STATE 24 2 5 2 2 0 1 10 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 7 1 6  . 2 2 9
Totals 1582 257 363 229 69 3 50 588 185 1 61 15 79 39 12 3 348 1254 532 84 380  . 2 2 9







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 - AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 1 - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 1 - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 1 - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 1 - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 - - RUNS MR, ASU (5-16-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ASU (5-16-17) 3
 - - DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS MR, ASU (5-16-17) 1
 - - RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 - - WALKS/HBP SAMFORD (3-14-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. ALCORN STATE (3-25-15) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE  (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS UAB  (5-10-17) 3
 - - HITS ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 3
 - - DOUBLES MR, GEORIGA STATE  (5-18-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS MR, ALABAMA STATE  (5-17-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, UAB (5-10-17) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP UAB (5-10-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
CAREER .182 99-84 137 25 25 3 0 5 16 43 .314 19 1 35 0 .287 0 6 10-13 108 148 25 .911
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 - - IP - -
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) - -
 - - FEWEST ER - -
 - - STRIKEOUTS - -








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 - - RUNS MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 - - HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 - - DOUBLES MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS MR, GEORIGA STATE (5-18-17) 1
 - - RBI FIU (3-20-16) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, USM (4-24-17) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
Totals .224 107-103 254 41 57 15 0 6 29 90 .354 37 12 59 1 .346 3 11 19-22 156 30 7 .964
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 - - IP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 7.0
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) UAB (5-10-17) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 0
 - - STRIKEOUTS AAMU (3-16-17) 5
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, AT UNC (4-3-16) 4
 - - RUNS MR, VS. CSUB (4-2-17) 2
 - - HITS VS. UNC (4-2-16) 3
 - - DOUBLES MR, VS. UNC (4-2-16) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 - - HOME RUNS VS. UNC (4-2-16) 1
 - - RBI MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP VS. CSUB (4-2-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. IOWA (2-13-16) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
CAREER .203 50-30 69 9 14 3 3 1 10 26 .377 2 4 12 2 .263 1 2 1-1 122 2 1 .992
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 - - IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 - - FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 - - FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5
 - - RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 - - DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
 - - RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 - - RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 - - FEWEST HITS EKU (5-3-17) 1
 - - FEWEST ER MR, OKLAHOMA (3-4-17) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 - - RUNS MR, ALABAMA ST. (5-17-17) 1
 - - HITS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 3
 - - DOUBLES MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - RBI INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 4
 - - WALKS/HBP CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES AT FIU (4-29-17) 1
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
28
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, February 9, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 1 box score attached. 
Game 2 box score attached. 
Season stats attached. 
TOPS SPLIT OPENING DAY AS NEWCOMERS MAKE THEIR MARK 
BOILING SPRINGS, N.C. – For the first time since the 2007 WKU Softball’s season opener took extra 
innings to decide but the Red and White ultimately claimed their first-ever meeting with Hampton in a 
7-6 eight-inning decision for the program’s sixth-straight season-opening victory. In the day’s second 
game, junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink knocked her second go-ahead hit of the day in the top of the sixth 
but host Gardner-Webb responded in the bottom of the frame to claim the 5-4 decision. 
Freshman Maddie Bowlds had herself a day, finishing 7-for-9 at the plate with a double, a triple, two RBI 
and a stolen base. 
“In both of today’s games we attacked the opposing pitcher early and were able to produce some runs,” 
head coach Amy Tudor shared. “If we’re able to carry on this approach, we will put ourselves in a 
position to continue to be productive offensively which will in turn help our young pitching staff. All in 
all, we had a lot of good things happen today that will aid us down the road.” 
With today’s season-opening win, head coach Amy Tudor is now 14-0 in her career season openers. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday, Feb. 9 – 11 a.m. CT | vs. Hampton | W, 7-6 (8) 
Friday, Feb. 9 – 3 p.m. CT | at Gardner-Webb | L, 5-4 
Saturday, Feb. 10 – 9 a.m. CT | vs. Youngstown State | Livestats 
Saturday, Feb. 10 – 11 a.m. CT | vs. Hampton | Livestats 
Sunday, Feb. 11 – 9 a.m. CT | vs. Hampton | Livestats 
GAME 1: WKU 7, HAMPTON 6 (8 innings) 
Jordan Thomas kicked off the 2018 season with a free base to set up an RBI double by Maddie Bowlds to 
put WKU on the board first in its season opener. Kelsey McGuffin picked up the Hilltoppers’ second hit 
of the frame before the Red and White headed out to the field with a 1-0 advantage. 
Second-inning action opened with a Rebekah Engelhardt double before Morgan McElroy dropped a 
sacrifice bunt to advance Engelhardt to third. With Jordan Vorbrink ultimately reaching on an error, 
Engelhardt came around to score and double WKU’s lead to 2-0. Already back at the top of the lineup, 
Thomas dropped in a double to plate Vorbrink. Bowlds followed with her second extra-base hit of the 
day in the form of an RBI triple to extend WKU’s advantage to 4-0. 
Engelhardt picked up her second extra-base knock of the game with a two-out home run over the left-
center fence for her first long ball of the season and sixth of her career. Hampton responded in the 
bottom of the third with a three-run home run to right field to cut the Tops’ lead to 5-3. 
WKU countered in the top of the fourth on a two-out Brittany Vaughn RBI single that plated Bowlds to 
push the Red and White’s advantage back to three runs. 
Hampton evened the score in the bottom of the seventh following three hits, an error and a wild pitch. 
With runners on first and second with just one out, WKU got out of trouble after Kendall Smith fielded a 
ball from behind the plate and fired to Vaughn at second who threw over to Bowlds at first to turn the 
Hilltoppers’ first double play of the season. 
Heading to extra innings to open the season, Engelhardt began on second base with the international 
tiebreaker rule in place. On the first pitch of the inning, Engelhardt headed to third thanks to a wild 
pitch. With one down, Vorbrink stepped into the box and made contact with the first pitch she saw for a 
fielder’s choice that plated the winning run in Engelhardt. 
In need of three outs, WKU opted for a pitchout to open the frame which resulted in a Smith to McElroy 
to Vaughn pick off for the opening out. Two pitches later, Engelhardt handled a rocket for the second 
out before Shelby Nunn took care of the final batter with a strikeout. 
Haylee Towers got the start and worked from the circle into the top of the fourth inning, registering a 
pair of strikeouts before being relieved by Kelsey Aikey. Aikey went on to toss the next three innings 
racking up five punch outs of her own. Nunn came in in the bottom of the seventh inning and worked 
the final two frames to pick up her first win in her collegiate debut. 
In her collegiate debut, Bowlds opened the game 4-for-4 before getting called out in her fifth at bat for 
stepping out of the batting box while making contact. 
GAME 2: GARDNER-WEBB 5, WKU 4 
WKU’s second contest of the day was a back-and-forth affair that saw four lead changes in all. Taking on 
the weekend host, Gardner-Webb, the Hilltoppers got on the board first in the top of the second after 
McGuffin got things going with a leadoff double – her third extra-base hit of the day. McGuffin advanced 
to third on a groundout by Engelhardt before crossing the plate as McElroy extended the inning by 
reaching on an error. 
Bowlds continued her scorching streak at the plate with her sixth hit of the day in the top of the third 
and proceeded to steal second base during the next at bat before Smith knocked a double to right-
center field bringing her fellow freshman home. 
Gardner-Webb retaliated in the bottom of the third by plating a trio of two-out runs to take a 3-2 lead 
into the fourth. 
After scoreless frames in the fourth and fifth, WKU struck again in the top of the sixth inning. Engelhardt 
got things started with a single and Tommi Stowers followed with another single, moving Engelhardt 
into scoring position. McElroy followed up by reaching on an error to load the bags before Vorbrink 
stepped up for her second go-ahead hit of the day. The Louisville transfer’s single brought Engelhardt 
and Stowers around to score to give WKU the 4-3 advantage. 
The hosts responded again, plating two runs in the bottom of the sixth inning. Gardner-Webb used three 
hits, including a double, to do its damage in the frame to regain a 5-4 lead. 
In the top of the seventh, Vaughn got on base to represent the tying run after lining a one-out single to 
left field but ended up stranded at first. 
Nunn went the distance for a complete game and took the loss to move to 1-1 on the season in the 
circle. The freshman notched four strikeouts against zero walks in the outing. 
2 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 10, 2018 
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Game 3 box score attached. 
Game 4 box score attached. 
Season stats attached. 
OFFENSIVE BARRAGE LEADS WKU SOFTBALL TO SATURDAY SWEEP 
BOILING SPRINGS, N.C. – Day two of the 2018 season saw 20 combined RBI and 27 total runs as WKU 
needed just five innings to take down Youngstown State 17-6 and sixth innings to collect a run-rule walk 
off over Hampton, 10-2. The Hilltoppers have opened the season with a 3-1 record with one game 
remaining on the slate for Sunday. 
“Our run production has been really impressive so far,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. “We are getting 
a lot of contributions from a variety of players in a lot of different ways. Defensively, we had two 
mishaps but made some phenomenal plays as well. It didn’t hurt us because had ample run support. 
Shelby Nunn showed a few different look from the mound today, which resulted in more strikeouts – 
she was impressive.” 
With four triples in four games already in 2018, WKU Softball has already surpassed its total of three 
from last season. The Hilltoppers have also notched four home runs so far, with a pair off the bat of 
Kelsey McGuffin. WKU’s collective team batting average has climbed to .365 with 46 hits – 18 for extra 
bases - on the young season. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday, Feb. 9 – 11 a.m. CT | vs. Hampton | W, 7-6 (8) 
Friday, Feb. 9 – 3 p.m. CT | at Gardner-Webb | L, 5-4 
Saturday, Feb. 10 – 9 a.m. CT | vs. Youngstown State | W, 17-6 (6) 
Saturday, Feb. 10 – 11 a.m. CT | vs. Hampton | W, 10-2 (6) 
Sunday, Feb. 11 – 9 a.m. CT | vs. Hampton | Livestats 
GAME 3: WKU 17, YOUNGSTOWN STATE 6 (5 innings) 
As the visitors on the scoreboard for the third-straight game, the Red and White struck first and never 
trailed in their five-inning rout of Youngstown State. Jordan Thomas opened the game with WKU’s first 
hit-by-pitch of the season and has yet to record an at bat in the leadoff spot after collecting walks in 
both of Friday’s opening plate appearances. Thomas went on to steal second and advanced to third as 
Maddie Bowlds reached base on an infield error. Paige Carter subbed in for Bowlds – who left the game 
with a foot injury – and proceeded to steal second. Two batters later, Kendall Smith sent her first 
collegiate home run well over the left-field fence to give WKU a 3-0 advantage. 
Youngstown State was able to get a pair of runners on board in the bottom of the frame but the WKU 
defense took care of business to get the squad back to the dugout. 
Carter picked up her first of three RBI in the contest in her first plate appearance with a two-out single 
that scored Tommi Stowers. After Carter stole second a wild pitch plated Morgan McElroy from third to 
push WKU’s lead to 5-0. 
WKU sent 11 batters to the plate in the top of the third frame to put the game out of reach. In total, the 
Hilltoppers scored seven runs on three hits and four errors in the inning. Carter notched a triple that 
plated Jordan Vorbrink and Rebekah Engelhardt followed with a sacrifice fly that plated Carter. 
A two-run home run by the Penguins in the bottom of the frame cut WKU’s lead to 12-2 but the 
Hilltoppers one-upped YSU the next time at the plate with three more runs. Vorbrink put a tally in the 
hit column with an RBI double to the wall bringing McGuffin around to score. Thomas and Carter each 
added RBI singles to push WKU’s lead up to 15-2. 
Youngstown State added another tally in the bottom of the fourth to make the score 15-3 but WKU 
struck back again in the next frame for a 14-run advantage at 17-3. The Penguins were able to add three 
more runs in the bottom of the fifth before WKU closed the book. 
WKU’s 11-run margin of victory marked its largest since the 2015 season in an 11-0 run-rule win over 
FIU. 
Haylee Towers went 2.1 innings in the circle and left with the lead but didn’t pitch the 3.0 required 
innings for the decision. Towers finished with three strikeouts against four hits and a pair of earned 
runs. Shelby Nunn took the decision with 1.2 innings tossed in the game including a pair of strikeouts. 
Cassidy Blackford closed the day in the circle for WKU taking care of the final inning with two punch outs 
of her own. 
GAME 4: WKU 10, HAMPTON 2 (6 innings) 
The Hilltoppers grabbed another shortened-game win in the day’s second tilt. A run-rule walk off, WKU 
took down Hampton for the second-straight day in a 10-2 fashion. 
Holding the Pirates scoreless in all but the top of the fifth frame, WKU broke the scoreless tie in the 
bottom of the third exploding for five runs. Vorbrink opened the frame with a double before advancing 
to third on a single by Thomas. After Thomas stole second, a single by Carter scored Vorbrink and moved 
Thomas to third. Two batters later, Smith knocked an RBI single and advanced to second on the throw 
home as Thomas scored. Keeping the ball rolling, Brittany Vaughn sent a two-RBI hit to the outfield 
before Stowers singled through the left side to plate Vaughn. 
Scoring at least a run in each of the remaining innings, WKU pushed ahead to 7-0 after four innings 
thanks to a sacrifice fly by Carter and home run off McGuffin’s bat. Hampton plated a pair to open the 
fifth frame, cutting the lead back to five, but WKU once again responded with a couple tallies. 
Engelhardt opened the bottom of the fifth with a single before Stowers stepped u p and knocked a triple 
to score the runner. McElroy followed with a single to bring Stowers home and push the lead back to 
seven. 
After holding Hampton scoreless in the top of the sixth, Smith drew a lead-off walk and was replaced on 
the bases with Blackford. Two at bats later, Blackford stole second to move into scoring position. In the 
box, Stowers sent a fly ball high in the infield towards the third base side that would ultimately end up 
landing on the ground allowing Blackford to score from 120 feet away to end the game. 
Stowers has had WKU’s first walk-off hit of the season in both 2017 and 2018 now. 
Nunn went the distance in the circle, tossing a gem. The freshman carried a no-hitter into the top of the 
fifth frame before the Pirates broke it up. Nunn finished with 11 strikeouts in 6.0 innings pitched – more 
than any Hilltopper pitcher had in any outing last season. Collecting every decision for the Red and 
White so far Nunn is now 3-1 on her debut campaign. 
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SUNDAY CONTEST AGAINST HAMPTON CANCELED 
BOILING SPRINGS, N.C. - WKU Softball's fifth game of the weekend, scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 11, at 9 
a.m. CT, has been canceled and will not be rescheduled. The Hilltoppers will return to Bowling Green, 
Ky., with a 3-1 record with four games in the books. 
 
The Red and White will be back in action next weekend, Feb. 16-18 in Chattanooga, Tenn., with five 
more games on the slate. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
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Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
HILLTOPPER SOFTBALL SET TO STREAM 14 HOME GAMES ON CUSA TV 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball has announced that 14 of the squad’s home games from The Hill 
will be streamed live on CUSA.tv this season. Contests against nine different opponents will be 
streamed, including tilts with four 2017 NCAA Tournament teams. The full slate of home and away 
games available to stream on CUSA.tv can be found on the main website’s SCHEDULE link. 
To access the online streams, fans must first purchase a CUSA.tv monthly ($10.95) or yearly ($99.95) 
subscription via THIS LINK. Once subscribed, the full slate of available home and Conference USA away 
games can be accessed HERE. Direct links will also be provided leading up to game day and before first 
pitch on the team's social media outlets. 
Streaming will begin on Wednesday, March 7, the Red and White’s final home contest of an 11-game 
stand, when SIUE comes to town, marking the first of six non-conference streams. Fans unable to make 
it to the WKU Softball Complex will be able to watch a stationary view from the press box. 
Upon returning from its spring break trip south, WKU will have its Conference USA home-opening 
doubleheader with Middle Tennessee streamed on Saturday, March 17. Additional C-USA games slated 
to be streamed include: the UTEP doubleheader (April 7), series finale vs. Marshall (April 22) and all 
three games of the Senior Weekend series with FIU (May 5-6). 
Remaining non-conference games scheduled to be streamed include midweek contests with Jacksonville 
State (March 22), Eastern Kentucky (doubleheader, April 11), Kentucky (April 18) and Lipscomb (May 3). 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, February 14, 2018 
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WKU Chattanooga Challenge notes attached. 
CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE ON DECK FOR WKU SOFTBALL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Back in action after going 3-1 on opening weekend including the program’s 
sixth-straight season-opening win, WKU Softball is headed to the Chattanooga Challenge for a full slate 
of games. Play from Chattanooga, Tenn., will commence Thursday as the Hilltoppers will take on 
Tennessee Tech and Sacred Heart in back-to-back games from Frost Stadium. The Red and White will 
play as many as six games on the weekend, weather pending. 
Still set to open the second weekend of the 2018 campaign against Tennessee Tech (0-4) at Frost 
Stadium, WKU Softball will look to continue its blazing offensive start. With a team batting average of 
.368 and 38 runs scored through their first four games, the Hilltoppers are tied for 11th across the NCAA 
in run production with 9.5 runs per game. On the other hand, the Golden Eagles are hitting at a 
collective .194 rate from the plate and are still in search of their first win on the year. WKU is 9-5 all-time 
against Tennessee Tech. First pitch is slated for 4 p.m. CT. 
Game two on the altered Chattanooga Challenge slate for the Red and White will be against Sacred 
Heart on Thursday evening at 6 p.m. CT. The Pioneers will open their 2018 campaign in Chattanooga this 
weekend after posting a 23-28 record a year ago. WKU and SHU have never crossed paths on the 
diamond. 
Games after Thursday are not yet set and will be scheduled as the weather and field conditions allow. 
Additional games at the Chattanooga Challenge could be against any combination of the following 
teams including Alabama A&M (0-4), Chattanooga (2-2), Indiana State (0-0) and Tennessee State (0-4). 
All scheduled contests are subject to change with rain in the forecast for the majority of the weekend. 
Game changes will be posted on [WKUSports.com]WKUSports.com and on the team’s 
[twitter.com/wkusoftball]Twitter and [facebook.com/wkusoftball]Facebook pages. Mother Nature has 
already taken her toll on the Chattanooga Challenge, pushing games up to Thursday. 
Livestats links can be found on the softball schedule at WKUSports.com. Admission for the Chattanooga 
Challenge is $10 per day for adults and $5 each day for a youth ticket. Gates will open for fans one hour 
before the first game at each designated field. 
Last weekend in Boiling Springs, N.C., WKU Softball tied the program record for runs scored in a single 
day after the Hilltoppers collected a pair of run-rule victories on Saturday. With 17 runs against 
Youngstown State and 10 more in a 6-inning contest with Hampton, WKU plated 27 runs to match the 
previous record set on April 13, 2013 against ULM. 
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts last weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, 
Jordan Thomas in the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer 
Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. 
The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by 
pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage. 
Following weekend play in Chattanooga, WKU Softball will return home for the next 11 games hosting a 
pair of tournament from the WKU Softball Complex and a midweek tilt against SIUE. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
566 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will host at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of teams in the presea-
son top-25 or RV that WKU is 
scheduled to play this season.
This is head coach Amy Tudor’s 
fifth season at the helm of the 
WKU Softball program.
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OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
last season’s total of three. The Hilltoppers are slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base hit. As 
a team, WKU owns a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and Hampton 
(10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE  |  THURS-SUN, FEB. 15-18  | CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
THURSDAY, FEB. 15
WKU vs. Tennessee Tech | 4 p.m. CT










DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (3-1)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Canceled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. 4 p.m.
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. 6 p.m.
 17 vs. Tennessee St. Chattanooga, Tenn. TBD
  vs. Alabama A&M Chattanooga, Tenn. TBD
 18 vs. Indiana St. Chattanooga, Tenn. TBD
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Toledo WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  TBD WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.
 25 TBD WKU Softball Field 11 a./1:30 p.
MARCH (0-0)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Dayton WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  TBD WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.
 4 TBD WKU Softball Field 11 a./1:30 p.
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 1 p.m.
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 3 p.m.
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. Noon
 13 at LSU Baton Rouge, La. 6 p.m.
 14 at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. 4 p.m.
 17 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 18 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (3-1, 0-0 C-USA)
TBD
WKU at Chattanooga | TBD




WKU vs. Tennessee State | TBD




WKU vs. Alabama A&M | TBD




WKU vs. Indiana State | TBD
































WKU vs. Sacred Heart | 6 p.m. CT
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................566-468-3 (.547)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 120-100-1 
 Career Record ..... 337-306-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................236-164-1 (.590)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582




Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts last weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in the out-
field, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four games 
with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine extra-base 
hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest squads in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a roster that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
IN THE RANKINGS
After the first weekend of play, WKU Softball has made its mark in several offensive stat categories.As a team, the Hilltoppers 
are tied for fifth in the nation in triples/game (1.0), tied for sixth in doubles/game (2.5), tied for 11th in runs/game (9.5), 19th 
in slugging percentage (.608) and rank 23rd in batting average (.368). Individually, freshman Shelby Nunn is tied for second in 
the nation with three wins and is one of just 19 players with 3 or more wins after opening weekend. Freshman Maddie Bowlds is 
one of just 37 players with 4 or more hits in a single game which came in her collegiate debut.
38 INNINGS
After being picked preseason 10th in the 2017 C-USA Coaches Poll, WKU Softball defied expectations and earned the eighth seed 
in the 2017 league tournament. The Hilltoppers didn’t stop there; after two wins to make it into double elimination, the Red 
and White became the first 8-seed to be one of the final four teams standing. First things first, [8] WKU upset [5] UAB in a 12-7 
12-inning marathon. The Hilltoppers turned around two hours later and upset [4] Florida Atlantic 6-5 in 9 innings. 21 innings 
played in one day is the second-most in program history and most in just two games in one day. After a 2-0 loss to [1] Marshall 
in regulation, WKU closed the tournament with a 1-0 loss to [3] LA Tech in 10 innings. 38 innings played by one team in the 
C-USA Tournament is the second-most by a team all-time. DePaul owns the record with 43 innings across six games.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-41 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-8. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
Fourteen of the Red and White’s 31 victories on the 2017 season were come-from-behind wins. After all 62 games, the largest 
deficit the Hilltoppers overcame was a seven-run margin, down 1-8 to Northwestern State before claiming the 10-8 win with 
nine unanswered runs. All of the completed comebacks include Miami (OH) (2-6, 4.5), Western Illinois (0-1, 3.5), IUPUI (0-3, 
2.5), Wright State (2-3, 2.5), Evansville (0-2, 2), Northwestern State (1-8, 4), Bowling Green (1-2, 3.5), Ohio (0-2, 5.5), Samford 
(0-4, 3), Charlotte (0-1, 4.5), Charlotte (0-1, .5), Southern Miss (0-6, .5), Florida Atlantic (1-4, 5) and Alabama State (0-1, .5).
HAVE A DAY, TOMMI STOWERS
The first multi-hit game of then-freshman Tommi Stowers’ career was one for the books. Stowers went 5-for-5 on the day to tie 
both the WKU Softball program and Conference USA single-game record set for WKU in 2003 by Renita Pennington. In the first 
inning against Evansville, Stowers knocked the first pitch she saw back up the middle for a single to get things rolling. In the 
third inning, Stowers registered an RBI double and followed with a two-RBI double at her next at-bat in the fourth inning. In the 
sixth inning, Stowers produced a single through the left side before closing the day with a single again in the seventh inning.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs.Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn* 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 17 vs. Alabama A&M -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 18 vs. Indiana State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 23 Green Bay -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 23 Toledo -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 24 Indiana State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 24 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 25 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 2 Austin Peay -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 2 Dayton -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 3 Evansville -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 3  TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 4 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 7 SIUE -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 13 at LSU -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 14 at South Alabama -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD TEAM W/L
Aikey 0 0-0 1-0
Blackford 0 0-0 1-0
Nunn 2 3-1 3-1
Towers 2 0-0 2-0
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L GS CG SHO IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR AB AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 3.57 3-1 2 2 0 15.2 17 8 8 2 18 3 0 0 37 .279 0 0 0 0 0
 12 Aikey 4.67 0-0 0 0 0 3.0 2 3 2 1 5 1 0 0 11 .182 1 0 0 0 0
 20 Towers 6.56 0-0 2 0 0 5.1 12 5 5 3 5 4 0 2 28 .429 0 0 0 0 0
 24 Blackford 21.00 0-0 0 0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 4 .500 0 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 0  0
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 0 0/1 0 0/1
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 0  5
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 2  2
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Black Black 1 1
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
RECORD BY UNIFORM
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years







































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 35 Hampton 2/9
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 13 Hampton 2/10
RBI 11 Youngstown St. 2/10
Doubles 4 Hampton 2/9
Triples 2 Hampton 2/10
Home Runs 2 Youngstown St. 2/10
Walks 4 Hampton 2/10
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 10 Hampton 2/9
DP Turned 1 Hampton 2/9
   
Innings Pitched 8.0 Hampton 2/9
Fewest Hits Allowed 5 Hampton 2/10
Fewest Runs Allowed 2 Hampton 2/10
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:28 Youngstown St. 2/10
Shortest Game 1:49 Gardner-Webb 2/9
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Kendall Smith Hampton 2/9
Runs Scored 3 MR, Kelsey McGuffin Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 3 MR, Paige Carter Youngstown St. 2/10
Doubles 1 MR, Jordan Vorbrink Hampton 2/10
Triples 1 MR, Tommi Stowers Hampton 2/10
Home Runs 1 MR, Kelsey McGuffin Hampton 2/10
Total Bases 7 Maddie Bowlds Hamtpon 2/9
Walks 2 Kendall Smith Hampton 2/10
Stolen Bases 2 Jordan Thomas Youngstown St. 2/10
    
Putouts 11 Kendall Smith Hampton 2/10
Assists 3 Rebekah Engelhardt Gardner-Webb 2/9
    
Innings Pitched 6.0 2x, Shelby Nunn MR, Hampton 2/10
Fewest Hits Allowed 5 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
Fewest Runs Allowed 2 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (6)
Lost a run-rule game at UTEP, 4/6/17 (6)
Played extra innings vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. LA Tech, 5/12/17 (10)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Youngstown State, 2/10/18 (17)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order vs. Youngstown State, 2/10/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Alabama State, 5/16/17
Had 10-14 hits vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (13)
Had 15+ hits vs. UAB, 5/10/17 (19)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Alabama State, 5/17/17 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 (4)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Hampton, 2/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Youngstown State, 2/10/18 (5)
Player with three RBI K. Smith & P. Carter vs. Youngstown State, 2/10/18
Player with four RBI Adarian Gray vs. Ohio 3/9/17
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Paige Carter vs. Youngstown State, 2/10/18 (3)
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 (4)
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Taylor Proctor vs. Southern Miss, 4/24/17 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Larissa Franklin at Middle Tennessee, 5/3/15 (3)
Player scored three or more runs McGuffin & Smith vs. Youngstown St., 2/10/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Bryce Holmgren vs. FIU, 3/19/16
Had a walk-off hit Tommi Stowers, 2/10/18 (E6)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
31 MARSHALL  4/21-22
44 FIU  5/5-6
57 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29
100 NORTH TEXAS  DNP
101 WKU  -
75 LA TECH  DNP
99 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
105 SOUTHERN MISS  3/10-11
146 UAB  4/14-15
161 UTSA  DNP
190 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  3/17-18
240 UTEP  4/7-8
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
11 LSU  3/13
18 KENTUCKY  4/18
34 JACKSONVILLE STATE  3/22
41 SIUE  3/7
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
56 SOUTH ALABAMA  3/14
80 MURRAY STATE  4/4
126 INDIANA  3/27
142 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
154 EVANSVILLE  3/3
172 AUSTIN PEAY  3/2
174 DAYTON  3/2
175 TOLEDO  2/23
181 INDIANA STATE  2/18, 2/24
199 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
211 TENNESSEE TECH  2/15
220 HAMPTON  W, W
238 GARDNER-WEBB  L
243 SACRED HEART  2/15
255 CHATTANOOGA  2/26
266 TENNESSEE STATE  2/17
276 ALABAMA A&M  2/17
281 GREEN BAY  2/23
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Charlotte (E) 0-0 - 2-0 1.000  2-0 W2
WKU (E) 0-0 - 3-1 .750  3-1 W2
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 - 4-2 .667  4-2 W1
UTSA (W) 0-0 - 2-1 .667  2-1 L1
FIU (E) 0-0 - 2-4 .333  2-4 L2
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 - 2-4 .333  2-4 W1
North Texas (W) 0-0 - 1-2 .333  1-2 W1
Marshall (E) 0-0 - 1-3 .250  1-3 W1
UTEP (W) 0-0 - 1-4 .200  1-4 L4
LA Tech (W) 0-0 - 1-4 .200  1-4 W1
UAB (W) 0-0 - 1-4 .200  1-4 L3
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 - 0-4 .000  0-4 L4
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 1-0 0-0
3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
4 0-1 0-0 0-0 0-0
5 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
6 0-0 0-0 2-0 0-0
7 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
8 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
10+ 2-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 2-0 0-0 1-1
2 2-1 0-0 1-0
3 3-0 0-1 0-0
4 3-0 0-1 0-0
5 2-0 0-1 0-0
6 1-0 0-1 0-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 4 0 0 0
2 6 0 0 0
3 14 0 8 0
4 6 0 1 0
5 4 0 5 0
6 3 0 2 0
7 0 0 3 0
8 1 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 1 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-0
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ...............................................................3-0



















WKU Throws RHP ...................................................3-1
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ...................................................2-1
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-0
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................1-1
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................2-0
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................0-1
Opp. SP Goes <5 ....................................................3-0
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st .......................................................3-1
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................0-0
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................2-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................0-0
HITS
WKU Has More ........................................................3-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................0-0
Hits Are Even ...........................................................0-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................1-1
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................1-0
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................1-0
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................0-0
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................0-1
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................3-0
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................0-1
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................2-0
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................1-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................1-1
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................2-0
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-0
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 0/25 0/4 0 0 29 
McGuffin 2/10 0/2 0/1 0 13 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
Engelhardt 3/6 0/1 0 0 7 
McElroy 0/4 0 0 0 4 
Carter 0/2 1/2 0 0 4 
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
Vorbrink 0/1 0/1 0 0 2
Bowlds 0 1/1 1/1 0 2
Thomas 1/1 0 0 0 1
Smith 1/1 0 0 0 1
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 1/17 0/4 0/2 0/1 24 
McGuffin 1/7 0/1 0 0 8
Engelhardt 0/3 0/2 0 0 5
Carter 1/3 1/1 0/1 0 5 
Vorbrink 1/4 0 0 0 4 
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 1/1 0/1 0 0 2
McElroy 0/1 0 0 0 1
Smith 0 1 0 0 1
Bowlds 1/1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 0 13 
McGuffin - - 4 2 2 8
Engelhardt - - 0 5 1 6
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Carter - - - 2 0 2 
Towers - - - 2 - 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 0 1




PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 4 4
McGuffin  6 4 6
Carter  4 2 2
Smith  4 4 4 
Stowers  4 3 4 
Towers  4 - 0
Engelhardt  3 2 1
McElroy  3 3 3
Vorbrink  3 3 3
Bowlds  2 2 0
Thomas  2 2 2
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 4 4
McGuffin  8 4 6
Carter  6 2 2
Engelhardt 6 2 1
Stowers  6 3 4
Towers  5 - 0
McElroy  4 3 3
Smith  4 4 4
Thomas  4 4 4
Vorbrink  4 4 4
Aikey  2 - 0
Bowlds  2 2 0
Childress  2 - 0
Blackford  1 - 1
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STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 4 - - 1 - - - 3 - - - - - - - - - - - 4 - 
ENGELHARDT 4 - - - - 4 - - - - - - - 1 - - 2 1 - - -  
MCGUFFIN 4 - - - - - - - 4 - - - - 1 - 2 1 - - - -
VAUGHN 4 - - - - - 4 - - - - - - - 2 2 - - - - - 
SMITH 4 - 4 - - - - - - - - - - 2 2 - - - - - - 
THOMAS 4 - - - - - - 1 - 3 - 4 - - - - - - - - -
MCELROY 4 - - - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 - -  
BOWLDS 3 - - 3 - - - - - - - - 3 - - - - - - - - 
STOWERS 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 - - - 
TOWERS 2 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
CARTER 2 - - - - - - - - 1 - - 1 - - - 1 - - - -
NUNN 2 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .700 Maddie Bowlds
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
1.000 M. Bowlds & K. McGuffin
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.700 Maddie Bowlds
RUNS SCORED  
6  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
7  Maddie Bowlds
RUNS BATTED IN 
5  P. Carter & K. Smith
DOUBLES  
3  Keley McGuffin
TRIPLES  
1  Bowlds, Carter, Stowers, Thomas
HOME RUNS  
2  McGuffin 
TOTAL BASES  
15  Kelsey McGuffin
WALKS  
3  K. Smith & J. Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
1  Jordan Thomas
SACRIFICE HITS  
1  Carter, McElroy, Thomas
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
1  P. Carter & R. Engelhardt 
STOLEN BASES  
3  Jordan Thomas
ANALYSIS STATS
BATTING ANALYSIS
  BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 3 1.000 4 7 .571 0 0 --- 1 4  .250 2 3 .667 0
Carter 0 3 .000 4 5 .800 0 0 --- 4 5  .800 2 3 .667 2
Childress 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Engelhardt 6 7 .857 0 8 .000 0 0 --- 0 6  .000 1 5 .200 1
McElroy 0 5 .000 3 8 .375 0 0 --- 2 7  .286 0 7 .000 0
McGuffin 4 7 .571 2 8 .250 0 1 .000 1 6  .167 3 7 .429 1
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 1 5 .200 4 9 .444 0 0 --- 3 8  .375 2 4 .500 0
Stowers 1 4 .250 3 7 .429 0 0 --- 1 4  .250 1 2 .500 1 
Thomas 1 5 .200 3 7 .429 0 0 --- 2 4  .500 1 1 1.000 1
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 1 4 .250 3 12 .250 0 0 --- 2 9  .222 1 6 .167 1
Vorbrink 1 4 .250 2 7 .286 1 1 1.000 2 5  .400 1 2 .500 1
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0
2/15 Tennessee Tech            
 Sacred Heart           
2/17 Tennessee State            
 Alabama A&M            
2/18 Indiana State            
2/23 Green Bay            
 Toledo            
2/24 Indiana State            
 TBD            
2/15 TBD            
3/2 Austin Peay            
 Dayton            
3/3 Evansville            
 TBD            
3/4 TBD            
3/7 SIUE            
3/10 Southern Miss            
 Southern Miss            
3/11 Southern Miss            
3/13 LSU            
3/14 South Alabama            
3/17 MTSU            
 MTSU            
3/18 MTSU            
3/22 Jacksonville St.            
3/27 Indiana            
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 10 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 21 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 24 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 25 | Mobile, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 26 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 11, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-1   Neutral: 3-0   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 7 0 0 3-3 10 2 7 1 1 0 2 10 1.000 0 0 0 0  . 7 0 0 0 0 1-1 9 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 5 0 0 3-2 8 3 4 0 1 0 5 6  . 7 5 0 1 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 1 1 2-2 0 0 1  . 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 4 0 0 4-4 15 5 6 1 0 1 2 10  . 6 6 7 0 0 3 0  . 3 7 5 1 0 0-2 4 4 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 0 4-4 15 5 6 3 0 2 3 15 1.000 1 0 1 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 1-1 2 3 1  . 8 3 3
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 6 4 3-3 11 4 4 0 1 0 2 6  . 5 4 5 0 0 0 0  . 3 6 4 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 7 4-4 14 4 5 2 0 1 5 10  . 7 1 4 3 0 2 1  . 4 7 1 0 0 0-0 32 5 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 4-4 12 6 4 1 1 0 2 7  . 5 8 3 3 1 4 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 3-3 3 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 3 4-4 11 4 3 2 0 0 4 5  . 4 5 5 2 0 1 0  . 3 8 5 0 0 0-0 9 0 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 5 0 4-4 16 2 4 0 0 0 3 4  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 6 8 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 1 4-4 13 2 3 0 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 0 0 0 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 0-0 10 4 1  . 9 3 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 6 8 4 125 38 46 10 4 4 29 76  . 6 0 8 10 1 13 1  . 4 1 3 2 3 8-10 75 28 3  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 3 1 7 4 104 19 33 8 0 2 17 47  . 4 5 2 9 1 30 1  . 3 7 7 0 0 1-3 77 28 11  . 9 0 5
LOB - Team (27), Opp (21). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 5 7 3-1 4 2 2 0/0 0 15.2 17 8 8 2 18 3 0 0  . 2 7 9 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 3.0 2 3 2 1 5 1 0 0  . 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  6 . 5 6 0-0 2 2 0 0/0 0 5.1 12 5 5 3 5 4 0 2  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  5 . 0 4 3-1 4 4 2 0/0 0 25.0 33 19 18 9 30 8 0 2  . 3 1 7 1 1 0 0 0
Opponents  7 . 6 4 1-3 4 4 1 0/0 0 25.2 46 38 28 10 13 10 4 4  . 3 6 8 3 1 0 2 3
Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-3), NUNN,S. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (0-1).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 11, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Totals 125 38 46 29 10 4 4 76 10 0 8 2 1 3 2 1 13 75 28 3 27  . 3 6 8
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 11, 2018)
Pitching (All games)
Date Opponent ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr wp bk hbp dp ibb score w-l sv era
Feb 09 vs Hampton 8.0 10 6  5 2 8 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 7-6 1-0 0 4.38
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 6.0 9 5  5 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4-5 1-1 0 5.00
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 5.0 9 6  6 5 7 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 17-6 2-1 0 5.89
Feb 10 vs Hampton 6.0 5 2  2 2 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10-2 3-1 0 5.04
Totals 25.0 33 19 18 9 30 8 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 38-19 3-1 0 5.04







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Totals .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 vs. Hampton (2-9) AT BATS Same
 2 vs. Youngstown St. (2-10) RUNS Same
 3 vs. Youngstown St. (2-10) HITS Same
 1 2x, MR vs. Youngs. St. (2-10) DOUBLES Same
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 vs. Youngstown State (2-10) HOME RUNS Same
 3 vs. Youngstown State (2-10) RBI Same
 2 vs. Hampton (2-10) WALKS/HBP Same
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 vs. Hampton (2-9) AT BATS Same
 2 3x, MR vs. Hampton (2-10) RUNS Same
 2 vs. Hampton (2-10) HITS Same
 1 vs. Hampton (2-9) DOUBLES Same
 1 vs. Hampton (2-10) TRIPLES Same
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 vs. Youngstown St. (2-10) RBI Same
 1 4x, MR vs. Hampton (2-10) WALKS/HBP Same











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .333 4-4 12 6 4 1 1 0 2 7 .583 3 1 4 0 .500 0 1 3-3 3 0 0 1.000
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .357 4-4 14 4 5 2 0 1 5 10 .714 3 0 2 1 .471 0 0 0-0 32 5 0 1.000
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, ASU (5-16-17) 3
 1 4X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS MR, ASU (5-16-17) 3
 - - DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS MR, ASU (5-16-17) 1
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 - - WALKS/HBP SAMFORD (3-14-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. ALCORN STATE (3-25-15) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .250 4-4 16 2 4 0 0 0 3 4 .250 0 0 2 0 .250 0 0 0 6 8 0 1.000






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) AT BATS 6X,MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-10-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 2 3X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 3
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) DOUBLES 4X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HOME RUNS 6X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 1
 1 2X, MR VS. YOUNGS. ST. (2-10) RBI MR, UAB (5-10-17) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP UAB (5-10-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .400 4-4 15 5 6 1 0 1 2 10 .667 0 0 3 0 .375 1 0 0-2 4 4 0 1.000
CAREER .204 103-88 152 30 31 4 0 6 18 53 .349 19 1 38 0 .295 1 6 10-15 112 152 25 .913
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) IP SAME
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) SAME
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 - 4-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.57 3-1 4 2 2 0/0 0 15.2 17 8 8 2 18 3 0 0 63 .279 0 0 0 0 0
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) DOUBLES MR, VS. HAMPTON 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HOME RUNS MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RBI FIU (3-20-16) 3
 1 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 1 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, USM (4-24-17) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .400 4-4 15 5 6 3 0 2 3 15 1.000 1 0 1 0 .438 0 0 1-1 2 3 1 .833
Totals .234 111-107 269 46 63 18 0 8 32 105 .390 38 12 60 1 .351 3 11 20-23 158 33 8 .960
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kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 3.0 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) IP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 7.0
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) UAB (5-10-17) 1
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) FEWEST ER MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 0
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 5
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .083 28-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 4.67 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 3.0 2 3 2 1 5 1 0 0 12 .182 1 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 2.98 7-4 28 9 5 1/0 2 96.1 88 62 41 66 59 13 0 6 449 .242 20 8 1 3 0
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
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jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 3X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) AT BATS MR, AT UNC (4-3-16) 4
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
 1 3X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS VS. UNC (4-2-16) 3
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) DOUBLES MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 - - HOME RUNS VS. UNC (4-2-16) 1
 2 AT GARDNER-WEBB (2-9) RBI MR, AT GARDNER-WEBB (2-9-18) 2
 1 2X, MR VS. YOUN. ST (2-10) WALKS/HBP VS. CSUB (4-2-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. IOWA (2-13-16) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .273 4-4 11 4 3 2 0 0 4 5 .455 2 0 1 0 .385 1 0 0-0 9 0 0 1.000
CAREER .213 54-34 80 13 17 5 3 1 14 31 .388 4 4 13 2 .278 2 2 1-1 131 2 1 .993
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 2-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 2 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 61-53 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 29 2 .986
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 6.56 0-0 2 2 0 0 0 5.1 12 5 5 3 5 4 0 2 31 .429 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.52 8-12 28 19 13 1/0 2 122.1 166 95 79 50 83 21 3 12 581 .327 7 8 1 7 9
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 3.0 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 5 VS. YOUNGSTOWN (2-10) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) AT BATS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 - - DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 - - WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
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Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .364 3-3 11 4 4 0 1 0 2 6 .545 0 0 0 0 .364 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .229 47-34 118 16 27 4 1 3 15 42 .356 13 0 27 1 .303 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RBI ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .231 4-4 13 2 3 0 0 0 1 3 .231 0 0 0 0 .231 0 1 0-0 10 4 1 .933
TOTALS .161 63-61 143 18 23 4 0 0 9 27 .189 14 6 26 0 .264 0 6 3-4 182 83 8 .971
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 9-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 8 .500 0 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) FEWEST HITS EKU (5-3-17) 1
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) FEWEST ER MR, OKLAHOMA (3-4-17) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 3 2X, MR VS. YOUNGS. ST. (2-10) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, ALABAMA ST. (5-17-17) 1
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) HITS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 - - DOUBLES MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 1 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) TRIPLES MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RBI INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 4
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) WALKS/HBP CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .500 3-2 8 3 4 0 1 0 5 7 .750 1 0 0 0 .500 1 1 2-2 0 0 1 .000





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. GARDNER-WEBB (2-9) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 1 VS. GARDNER-WEBB (2-9) STOLEN BASES SAME
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .700 3-3 10 2 7 1 1 0 2 10 1.000 0 0 0 0 .700 0 0 1-1 9 0 0 1.000
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, February 15, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game 5 box score attached. 
WKU game 6 box score attached. 
WKU Season stats attached. 
AIKEY’S NO HITTER LEADS WKU SOFTBALL TO THURSDAY SPLIT AT CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE 
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. – Behind WKU Softball’s 12th no hitter in program history off the arm of Kelsey 
Aikey, the Hilltoppers turned in split results on day one from the Chattanooga Challenge. Tennessee 
Tech (1-5) handed the Red and White a 9-5 loss to open play before WKU responded with its second 
extra-inning win of the year in a 1-0 win over Sacred Heart (0-1). 
“We were very successful in getting runners on base in our second game today but missed opportunities 
to score those runners, thankfully Kelsey Aikey had a very special and impressive night,” head coach 
Amy Tudor shared. “I’m really proud of her; eight innings with zero hits is always a good night and fun to 
watch. Aikey competed every pitch – as did the defense behind her - and this achievement is well 
deserved.” 
“During the seventh and eighth innings especially, I was confident our hitters could break through and 
get us on the board,” Kelsey Aikey stated. “I stayed confident in myself and my pitches knowing my 
defense and catcher were in it doing everything they could too. It does mean a lot to join former 
Hilltoppers like Miranda Kramer who have thrown no-hitters, especially since we haven’t had one since 
she was here in 2015. I didn’t know Miranda very well but I definitely looked up to her.” 
The Hilltoppers are now 4-2 on the young season. On Friday, the WKU squad is scheduled to take on 
Tennessee State at noon CT, followed by another round with Tennessee Tech right away. 
GAME 5: TENNESSEE TECH 9, WKU 5 
After falling behind 7-0 by the bottom of the fourth inning to Tennessee Tech, the WKU offense was 
finally able to break through with a four-run fifth inning. The Hilltoppers saw Morgan McElroy, Maddie 
Bowlds and Paige Carter notch hits in the frame while Rebekah Engelhardt reached on an error and 
Kelsey McGuffin drew a walk as the Red and White cut the score to 7-4. 
Tennessee Tech responded with two more runs in the bottom of the fifth inning to put the contest out 
of reach for the Red and White. Jordan Thomas drew a one-out walk in the top of the seventh frame and 
ultimately came around to score the game’s final run on Carter’s second hit of the contest. 
Shelby Nunn got the nod in the circle and took the decision after 2.1 innings of work and six earned runs 
allowed. The freshman registered one strikeout against no walks. Haylee Towers tossed 3.0 innings in 
relief with three strikeouts while allowing Tennessee Tech’s last three runs before Kelsey Aikey worked 
0.2 innings to close the game. 
“In today’s first game, we were able to generate offense but Tennessee Tech just produced more,” 
Tudor said. “While it’s not enjoyable to be behind in a game, I was happy to see us respond and 
continue to fight, unfortunately the deficit was just too large to overcome.” 
GAME 6: WKU 1, SACRED HEART 0 (8) 
Kelsey Aikey carried her first collegiate no-hitter through eight innings behind a career-high seven 
strikeouts to help WKU Softball to a 1-0 extra-inning win over Sacred Heart in Thursday’s second game. 
Aikey gave up one hit by pitch and a fielder’s choice while WKU committed an error in an exceptional 
85-pitch outing. The win is the sophomore’s first decision of the 2018 campaign as she needed just 85 
pitches for the eight-inning victory. 
After Aikey and the Hilltopper defense held the Sacred Heart go-ahead run at third base with the 
international-tiebreaker rule in place, the Red and White headed to the plate to finish things up. Morgan 
McElroy began on second base in the bottom of the eighth for WKU and with one away, freshman 
Jordan Thomas stepped up and with a 1-2 count sent a standing double to the wall in left-center field to 
plate McElroy for the walk-off win. 
“Jordan Thomas, just like Aikey, was clutch,” Tudor shared. “Thomas looked confident at the plate and 
picked a good pitch and put a great swing on it.” 
WKU stranded 14 runners on base in the contest while Thomas’ game-ending double was the lone extra-
base knock of the game. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
1. Game one saw Paige Carter record a single and a double for her second multi-hit game of the 
season and the fifth of her career. 
2. Sophomore Kelsey Aikey threw an eight-inning no-hitter in game two – the first of her career and 
12th in program history. Miranda Kramer was the last Hilltopper to toss a no-no in a perfect 
game on May 7, 2015. 
3. WKU has won two games in walkoff fashion this season: first vs. Hampton in a 10-2 (6) run-rule 
decision and second vs. Sacred Heart 1-0 (8). 
4. WKU Softball has used a different starting lineup in all six of its games this season. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, February 16, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game 7 box score attached. 
WKU game 8 box score attached. 
WKU Season stats attached. 
WKU SPLITS DAY TWO AS SEVENTH-INNING RALLY FALLS JUST SHORT 
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. – A two-home run day by Brittany Vaughn in addition to Jordan Vorbrink’s first 
long ball as a Hilltopper helped WKU Softball to a split decision on Friday from the Chattanooga 
Challenge. WKU (5-3), claimed the day’s opening tilt over Tennessee State in another run-rule walkoff 
victory – a 10-0 decision in five innings. In their second meeting with Tennessee Tech in as many days, 
the Hilltoppers were able to piece together a seventh-inning rally that ended up falling just short in a 7-6 
loss. 
“A takeaway from today is that we need to work on being more consistent with our plate approaches 
when we have runners in scoring position,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “We are scoring quite a few 
runs and providing ample run support for our pitching staff but can improve with our consistency. I’m 
proud of the way we were able to generate offense in that first game and was impressed with our team 
scoring six runs after trailing 5-0 in game two.” 
Morgan McElroy put together a 3-for-5 day at the plate with a pair of walks and three RBI. Vaughn went 
3-for-6 with two home runs and four RBI. As a team, the WKU offense worked at a .333 batting average 
on the day. 
WKU Softball is scheduled to take on Tennessee State and Chattanooga in back-to-back games from 
Frost Stadium starting at noon CT on Saturday. 
GAME 7: WKU 10, TENNESSEE STATE 0 (5) 
After 2.5 scoreless innings to open Friday play in the Chattanooga Challenge, WKU finally broke through 
in the bottom of the third frame after Jordan Thomas drew a two-out walk and proceeded to steal 
second. Up next, Maddie Bowlds sent a double to right field allowing Thomas to score and give the 
Hilltoppers a lead they would not relinquish. 
An inning later with the bases loaded, McElroy stepped into the box and sent a two-run single through 
the right side. Deep into the inning, McElroy would ultimately score on a wild pitch to push WKU’s lead 
to 4-0. 
Kelsey McGuffin took a one-out walk in the bottom of the fifth frame and proceeded to steal second and 
third bases to score on a Paige Carter single up the middle. Next up, Vaughn launched a no-doubter over 
the left field fence for her first home run of the year. Two batters later with two away, Kendall Smith 
took a hit by pitch and McElroy followed with a walk to bring Jordan Vorbrink to the plate. The junior 
transfer worked a full count before delivering her first home run as a Hilltopper to right-center field for 
the run-rule walk-off win by a final score of 10-0. 
Shelby Nunn pitched her way to her fourth win of the season, allowing just three hits and a walk along 
the way. The complete-game shutout was the first of Nunn’s career while she went the distance for the 
third time of her debut campaign, improving to 4-2 on the year. 
GAME 8: TENNESSEE TECH 7, WKU 6 
Tennessee Tech struck first again in WKU’s second go-around with the Golden Eagles, plating three runs 
in the first frame. TTU’s lead grew to 5-0 in the top of the third before WKU got on the board in the 
bottom of the frame. Carter sent a two-out single to centerfield and Vaughn followed with her second 
homer of the day to bring the Hilltoppers within 5-2. 
The Golden Eagles added two more runs in the top of the fourth to extend their lead to 7-2. In the 
bottom half of the inning, Kelsey McGuffin got on board with a single to right field moving Thomas to 
third. McGuffin went on to steal second and induce a throw down to allow Thomas to score and make 
the margin 7-3. 
In the bottom of the fifth, back-to-back doubles by Smith and Engelhardt brought the score to 7-4. After 
holding Tennessee Tech scoreless for the final three frames, WKU had a chance to win the game in the 
bottom of the seventh. Vaughn got the inning started with a double to left field before Smith traded 
places with her on a gapper to right-center field. McElroy sent a one-out single to right-center to plate 
Smith and cut WKU’s deficit to just one. With the winning run on base after a walk, the Golden Eagles 
were able to hold off the Hilltoppers’ late surge. 
Kelsey Aikey took the loss after allowing three earned runs without recording an out as the Hilltoppers 
worked from behind the rest of the way. Haylee Towers worked 4.0 innings of relief with three earned 
runs allowed and a pair of strikeouts. Nunn handled the final three innings of play in the contest 
allowing just three hits and zero runs. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
1. Brittany Vaughn and Jordan Vorbrink both hit their first home runs of the season in WKU’s 10-0 
(5) win over Tennessee State. Vaughn’s long ball marked the 14th of her career (10 at WKU), 
while Vorbrink registered her first dinger as a Hilltopper and second of her career. Vorbrink’s 
three RBI are a new career high. Vaughn went on to hit her second homer of the season in 
Friday’s second game. 
2. WKU has now won three games in run-rule fashion. Additionally, Vorbrink’s walkoff home run was 
the third game of the year to end in a walkoff win for WKU. 
3. The Hilltoppers have now successfully swiped 17-of-19 attempted stolen bases this season. 
Behind the plate, Kendall Smith has already gunned down three runners, allowing just two 
stolen bags on the season. 
4. On the season, nine Hilltoppers are now hitting .280 or better at the plate. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 17, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game 9 box score attached. 
WKU game 10 box score attached. 
Chattanooga Challenge only stats attached. 
WKU Season stats attached. 
HILLTOPPER BATS STAY HOT IN SATURDAY SWEEP AT CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE 
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. – WKU Softball filled the stat sheets on its final day at the Chattanooga 
Challenge with an outpouring of offense that accumulated to 30 hits, 23 runs and 22 RBI across a pair of 
Saturday victories. The first game of the day from Frost Stadium ended in WKU’s fourth run-rule victory 
of the season – a 16-4 win over Tennessee State. WKU’s weekend finale also resulted in a win, coming in 
the form of a 7-2 come-from-behind advantage over the weekend host, Chattanooga. 
“What a day we had offensively,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “We set the tone early and continued 
to hit from top to bottom of our lineup all day. We stayed mentally focused and didn’t let rain or field 
conditions bother us and delivered great results. I’m proud of how we fought today and I’ll take that 
from our players any day.” 
On the weekend, the Hilltoppers racked up a team batting average of .352 with 57 hits – 22 for extra 
bases – while swiping 15-of-16 bases successfully. From the circle, Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey both 
finished 2-1 across the six weekend decisions. 
After spending the first two weekends on the road, the Hilltopper squad will play its next 11 games from 
the WKU Softball Complex. Coming up next, the Red and White will welcome Green Bay, Toledo and 
Indiana State to town for the Hilltopper Classic. 
GAME 9: WKU 16, TENNESSEE STATE 4 (5) 
WKU Softball used another big offensive showing to claim its fourth run-rule victory of the season. The 
Hilltoppers scored in all but one of the five frames of action including a big seven-run fourth inning. 
After a Kendall Smith sacrifice fly to score Jordan Thomas for the first run of the game. Brittany Vaughn 
followed with her third home run of the weekend to build WKU a 4-0 lead. Tennessee State went on to 
knot the game at four with two runs in the bottom of both the first and second innings. 
In the top of the third, Rebekah Engelhardt stepped into the box with two away and Brittany Vaughn at 
third and proceeded to send the first pitch she saw over the center field wall for her second home run of 
the season and the go-ahead hit. An inning later, the Hilltoppers sent 11 batters to the plate, registering 
eight hits and seven runs. Paige Carter recorded her first long ball of the year in the form of a three-run 
blast to left-center field for a trio of the Hilltopper runs in the inning. The Hilltoppers rounded out their 
scoring efforts with three more runs in the top of the fifth inning thanks to a combination of wild 
pitches, base hits and a sac fly. 
Three Hilltoppers registered three-hit efforts in the contest (Thomas, Kelsey McGuffin and Engelhardt), 
as WKU saw six players finish with multi-hit games. 
Aikey pitched the game’s final 4.0 innings, facing 14 batters while only allowing one hit against three 
punch outs and a walk. Aikey is now 2-1 on the season with all three decisions coming on the weekend. 
GAME 10: WKU 7, CHATTANOOGA 2 (6.1 INNINGS) 
In a rain-shortened Chattanooga Challenge finale, WKU Softball put together its first come-from-behind 
win of the 2018 campaign. After falling behind 2-0 after three innings, the Hilltoppers responded to 15-
minute game delay in the top of the fourth with a two-run single off the bat of Morgan McElroy to knot 
the game with Chattanooga. On the next play, Engelhardt delivered the go-ahead hit for the second-
straight game with a single to score Tommi Stowers. 
“When the call didn’t go our way in the top of the fourth, I was proud of our positive response,” Tudor 
continued. “McElroy had a 3-2 count and came up with a huge hit to score two runners. We did a great 
job of using that opportunity to continue to put pressure on the opponent.” 
Thomas opened the fifth inning with a walk before McGuffin reached on a fielder’s choice with Carter 
following with a single to move McGuffin into scoring position. In the next at bat, Smith launched a 
home run to right-center field to give WKU a 6-3 advantage and put the game out of reach. The 
Hilltoppers put the final touches on the score in the top of the sixth inning as Engelhardt scored on a RBI 
single from Thomas. 
Shelby Nunn went the distance in the circle for the Red and White, improving her record in the circle to 
5-2 on her debut campaign. Nunn registered three strikeouts against one walk and five hits. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
1. WKU’s 16 runs over Tennessee State marked the fourth double-digit scoring effort of the season 
by the Hilltoppers. The Red and White’s 16 hits are their most in a game this season. 
2. Three Hilltoppers saw home runs leave Frost Stadium in game one, including Paige Carter, 
Brittany Vaughn and Rebekah Engelhardt. WKU’s three-home run game was its first of the 2018 
season. Brittany Vaughn finished with three of WKU’s seven home runs on the weekend. 
3. Rebekah Engelhardt came up just a single shy of the cycle in the day’s opening game. After a 
ground-out to the pitcher in the bottom of the first, Engelhardt took care of the homer in her 
next at bat in the third. Her double came in the fourth inning and she followed with the triple in 
the fifth inning. Engelhardt finished with a career-high four RBI in the game. 
4. Paige Carter finished the day with two-multi hit games and now has four on the season. Against 
Tennessee State, the sophomore went 2-for-2 with a walk and HBP in addition to three RBI 
before turning in a 3-for-4 showing against Chattanooga. 
5. Kelsey Aikey finished with a collective 1.66 ERA on the weekend across 12.2 innings pitched. The 
sophomore allowed just five hits all tournament while striking out 11 and holding opposing 
batters to a .119 average. Aikey made four appearances (two starts) including her extra-inning 
no-hitter on Thursday. 
 
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2018)
(Chattanooga Challenge Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 4-2   Home: 0-0   Away: 1-0   Neutral: 3-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 5 0 0 6-6 18 7 9 1 0 1 6 13  . 7 2 2 4 1 1 0  . 6 0 9 0 0 3-3 3 0 1  . 7 5 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 5 0 0 6-6 16 5 8 4 0 0 3 12  . 7 5 0 7 0 1 0  . 6 5 2 0 0 2-2 6 0 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 4 7 4 6-6 19 8 9 1 0 3 8 19 1.000 0 3 2 0  . 5 4 5 0 0 2-2 6 15 1  . 9 5 5
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 4 1 2 6-6 17 4 7 0 0 0 7 7  . 4 1 2 3 0 2 0  . 4 7 6 1 0 0-0 10 9 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 8 9 6-6 18 5 7 2 0 0 0 9  . 5 0 0 4 0 4 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 3-3 6 1 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 1 3 6-6 16 7 5 3 0 1 5 11  . 6 8 8 4 2 5 0  . 4 7 8 1 0 2-2 26 4 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 9 4 6-6 17 5 5 2 1 1 6 12  . 7 0 6 4 0 5 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 2-2 4 13 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 2 4-3 11 2 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 1 0 3 1  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 1 8 2 3-3 11 1 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 7 3 1 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 1-1 23 1 2  . 9 2 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 1 5 8 6-6 19 1 3 0 0 1 3 6  . 3 1 6 2 0 6 0  . 2 3 8 0 0 0-1 26 2 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 5 2 6 162 45 57 14 1 7 41 94  . 5 8 0 30 6 31 1  . 4 6 5 2 0 15-16 111 49 4  . 9 7 6
Opponents  . 2 5 4 6 142 22 36 11 0 3 22 56  . 3 9 4 7 3 25 0  . 3 0 3 0 5 2-3 112 47 4  . 9 7 5
LOB - Team (44), Opp (25). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (2). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1.
(Chattanooga Challenge Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 6 6 2-1 4 2 1 1/0 0 12.2 5 3 3 2 11 2 0 1  . 1 1 9 0 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 4 3 2-1 4 3 2 1/0 0 16.1 17 8 8 2 9 4 0 1  . 2 6 6 1 1 0 0 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  8 . 7 5 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 8.0 14 11 10 3 5 5 0 1  . 3 8 9 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 9 7 4-2 6 6 3 2/0 0 37.0 36 22 21 7 25 11 0 3  . 2 5 4 1 3 0 0 5
Opponents  8 . 0 6 2-4 6 6 1 0/0 1 37.1 57 45 43 30 31 14 1 7  . 3 5 2 8 6 0 2 0
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-3), TOWERS,H. (1-2), NUNN,S. (1-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2018)
(Chattanooga Challenge Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 30 26 4 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 28 26 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 19 10 9 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 17 4 13 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 7 6 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 6 6 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 22 6 15 1  . 9 5 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 26 23 1 2  . 9 2 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 4 3 0 1  . 7 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 164 111 49 4  . 9 7 6 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
Opponents 163 112 47 4  . 9 7 5 2 15 1  . 9 3 8 4 0
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, February 19, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Photo of Kelsey Aikey attached – please credit TSU Athletics. 
KELSEY AIKEY TABBED CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK 
IRVING, Texas – Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey 
has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher of the Week honors, the league office announced Monday 
afternoon. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 
innings of work from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA. 
Aikey was untouchable from the circle Thursday night inside Chattanooga’s Frost Stadium, taking the 
12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through eight innings before the Hilltoppers were able to walk off 
in the bottom of the frame. The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against 
zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her first win of the season. Aikey needed just 85 pitches in 
her second career complete game shutout. 
With two weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 21 no-hitters have been recorded, 
however, Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings. 
In her last appearance of the weekend, Aikey tossed the final 4.0 innings in WKU’s 16-4 rout of 
Tennessee State on Saturday. Facing 14 batters, Aikey allowed just one hit in the appearance while 
striking out three. 
Across her four weekend appearances, Aikey (2-1) allowed a total of five hits while holding the 47 
opposing batters she faced to just a .119 batting average. She registered 11 punch outs across 
Chattanooga Challenge play while allowing just two walks and a hit by pitch. 
Aikey’s laurel is the first for the Hilltopper softball squad this season. The last pitcher to earn C-USA 
Pitcher of the Week honors was Kathryn Downing on March 7, 2016. A year prior - WKU’s first season in 
the league - Miranda Kramer collected eight weekly pitching awards. 
After spending the first two weekends on the road, the Hilltopper squad will play its next 11 games from 
the WKU Softball Complex. Coming up next, the Red and White will welcome Green Bay, Toledo and 
Indiana State to town for the Hilltopper Classic. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, February 22, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
HILLTOPPER CLASSIC SCHEDULE CHANGE 
Due to heavy rain forecasted for Friday evening, the Hilltopper Classic games scheduled for Friday, Feb. 
23 will now begin at 9 a.m. CT. WKU Softball’s first contest is now slated for 1 p.m. on Friday with the 
second to follow at approximately 3 p.m. No adjustments to the schedule for Saturday or Sunday have 
been made at this time. 
New Friday schedule: 
9 a.m. – Indiana State vs. Green Bay 
11 a.m. – Indiana State vs. Toledo 
1 p.m. – WKU vs. Green Bay 
3 p.m. – WKU vs. Toledo 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, February 22, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Livestats | Tournament Central 
WKU Softball weekend notes attached. 
RED AND WHITE SET FOR 2018 HOME OPENER WITH HILLTOPPER CLASSIC ON SLATE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Tied for the second-best 10-game start in program history with a 7-3 record, the Hilltoppers are 
set to make their 2018 home debut this weekend as Green Bay, Toledo and Indiana State are headed to The Hill. Green 
Bay, Toledo and Indiana State are heading to Bowling Green to compete in the outing. Any schedule changes will be 
communicated through the WKU Softball [twitter.com/wkusoftball]Twitter, [facebook.com/wkusoftball]Facebook 
and web platforms. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday – 9 a.m. CT – Indiana State vs. Green Bay 
11 a.m. CT – Indiana State vs. Toledo 
1 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Green Bay 
3 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Toledo 
Saturday – 10 a.m. CT – Green Bay vs. Toledo 
12:30 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Indiana State 
3 p.m. CT – 1 vs. 4 
5:30 p.m. CT – 2 vs. 3 
Sunday – 11 a.m. CT – Consolation 
1:30 p.m. CT – Championship 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Day passes are available to adults for $10 per day and youth (12 & below) passes can be purchased for $5 each. Flexible 
season ticket packages are available for $25 for 28 vouchers and can be used for both the Hilltopper Classic and 
Hilltopper Spring Fling. Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot (not PS3). 
First up on the weekend, WKU is slated to take on Green Bay (1-4) before closing Friday play against Toledo (3-2). The 
Green Bay Phoenix picked up their lone win in a 7-6 decision over UMKC on opening weekend. UWGB has been 
outscored 47-21 while hitting at a .264 clip on the season. WKU and the Phoenix have met once prior when Green Bay 
took a 6-5 decision on The Hill in 2014. 
In the all-time series against Toledo, WKU Softball owns a 2-0 advantage after winning both sides of a 2004 
doubleheader in Louisville. After winning their first three games, the Rockets dropped the next two for their current 3-2 
record. Toledo has plated nine runs on the year while its pitching staff has posted a stifling 1.24 ERA. 
Indiana State marks the third team the Hilltopper squad will face this weekend. The Sycamores (5-1) opened their 
season last weekend at the Chattanooga Challenge but never crossed paths with the Red and White. ISU’s lone loss was 
in its opener on Friday, Feb. 16 against Sacred Heart, a 4-0 decision. Indiana State owns a collective batting average of 
.238 with 34 runs scored while its pitching staff is allowing a 2.33 ERA. 
After the first two weekends of play, WKU Softball has made its mark in several offensive stat categories. As a team, the 
Hilltoppers lead the nation in doubles per game with 2.40 while ranking in the top-10 in scoring (8.30 runs/game) and 
slugging percentage (.592). WKU ranks 12th in both batting average (.359) and on-base percentage (.444) in addition to 
coming in at 14th in triples per game (.50) and 17th in stolen bases per game (2.30). Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 
sixth in victories with 5 already while Maddie Bowlds is one of just 78 players across the nation with four or more hits in 
a game. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 21 no-hitters recorded this year and the only extra-inning no-hitter. 
Head coach Amy Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six 
sophomores and a redshirt-sophomore on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, 
up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan 
Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and White. 
Following this weekend’s Hilltopper Classic, WKU Softball will remain in Bowling Green for another weekend outing with 
the Hilltopper Spring Fling on the slate for March 2-4. Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville are scheduled to visit The Hill. 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
570 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of teams in the presea-
son top-25 or RV that WKU is 
scheduled to play this season.
Home runs hits off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. The most in 
C-USA.
28 511
AIKKKKKKKEY THROWS A GEM
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and pro-
ceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) victory 
over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and is the only performance of 
the sort in the NCAA so far. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
WALKOFFS 
Through two weekends of play in 2018, the Red and White has already recorded three walk-off victories - matching the squad’s 
2017 total. Hitting the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 allow-
ing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came against 
Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing Morgan 
McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed her first 
home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 10-0 (5) 
decision over Tennessee State.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
HILLTOPPER CLASSIC  |  FRI-SUN, FEB. 23-25  | BOWLING GREEN, KY.
FRIDAY, FEB. 23
Green Bay at WKU | 1 p.m. CT










DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (7-3)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Canceled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Toledo WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  TBD WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.
 25 TBD WKU Softball Field 11 a./1:30 p.
MARCH (0-0)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Dayton WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  TBD WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.
 4 TBD WKU Softball Field 11 a./1:30 p.
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 1 p.m.
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 3 p.m.
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. Noon
 13 at LSU Baton Rouge, La. 6 p.m.
 14 at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. 4 p.m.
 17 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 18 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (7-3, 0-0 C-USA)
SATURDAY, FEB. 24
Indiana State at WKU | 12:30 p.m. CT
















Toledo at WKU | 3 p.m. CT
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................570-470-3 (.548)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 124-102-1 
 Career Record ..... 341-308-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................236-164-1 (.590)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582




The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With two weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 21 no-hitters have been recorded, however, 
Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
After the first two weekends of play, WKU Softball has made its mark in several offensive stat categories. As a team, the 
Hilltoppers lead the nation in doubles per game with 2.40 while ranking in the top-10 in scoring (8.30 runs/game) and slugging 
percentage (.592). WKU ranks 12th in both batting average (.359) and on-base percentage (.444) in addition to coming in at 
14th in triples per game (.50) and 17th in stolen bases per game (2.30). Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks sixth in victories with 5 
already while Maddie Bowlds is one of just 78 players across the nation with 4 or more hits in a game. Kelsey Aikey owns one of 
the 21 no-hitters recorded this year.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
38 INNINGS
After being picked preseason 10th in the 2017 C-USA Coaches Poll, WKU Softball defied expectations and earned the eighth seed 
in the 2017 league tournament. The Hilltoppers didn’t stop there; after two wins to make it into double elimination, the Red 
and White became the first 8-seed to be one of the final four teams standing. First things first, [8] WKU upset [5] UAB in a 12-7 
12-inning marathon. The Hilltoppers turned around two hours later and upset [4] Florida Atlantic 6-5 in 9 innings. 21 innings 
played in one day is the second-most in program history and most in just two games in one day. After a 2-0 loss to [1] Marshall 
in regulation, WKU closed the tournament with a 1-0 loss to [3] LA Tech in 10 innings. 38 innings played by one team in the 
C-USA Tournament is the second-most by a team all-time. DePaul owns the record with 43 innings across six games.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-41 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-8. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
Fourteen of the Red and White’s 31 victories on the 2017 season were come-from-behind wins. After all 62 games, the largest 
deficit the Hilltoppers overcame was a seven-run margin, down 1-8 to Northwestern State before claiming the 10-8 win with 
nine unanswered runs. All of the completed comebacks include Miami (OH) (2-6, 4.5), Western Illinois (0-1, 3.5), IUPUI (0-3, 
2.5), Wright State (2-3, 2.5), Evansville (0-2, 2), Northwestern State (1-8, 4), Bowling Green (1-2, 3.5), Ohio (0-2, 5.5), Samford 
(0-4, 3), Charlotte (0-1, 4.5), Charlotte (0-1, .5), Southern Miss (0-6, .5), Florida Atlantic (1-4, 5) and Alabama State (0-1, .5).
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6.1)
Feb. 23 Green Bay -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 23 Toledo -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 24 Indiana State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 24 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Feb. 25 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 2 Austin Peay -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 2 Dayton -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 3 Evansville -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 3  TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 4 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 7 SIUE -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 13 at LSU -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 14 at South Alabama -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD TEAM W/L
Aikey 2 2-1 3-2
Blackford 0 0-0 1-0
Nunn 5 5-2 5-3
Towers 3 0-0 3-2
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L GS CG SHO IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR AB AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 10 Nunn 3.50 5-2 5 4 1 32.0 34 16 16 4 27 7 0 1 133 .272 1 1 0 0 3
 12 Aikey 2.23 2-1 2 1 1 15.2 7 6 5 3 16 3 0 1 59 .132 1 1 0 0 2
 20 Towers 7.88 0-0 3 0 0 13.1 26 16 15 6 15 9 0 3 71 .406 0 1 0 0 0
 24 Blackford 21.00 0-0 0 0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 4 .500 0 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 1  1
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 0/1 0 1/2
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 1  6
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 4  4
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 2 0
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red White 1 1
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 35 Hampton 2/9
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 Tennessee Tech 2/16
Triples 2 Hampton 2/10
Home Runs 3 Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 7 MR, Sacred Heart 2/15
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 12 Tennessee Tech 2/16
DP Turned 1 Hampton 2/9
   
Innings Pitched 8.0 MR, Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:28 MR, Tennessee Tech 2/16
Shortest Game 1:32 Chattanooga 2/17
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Maddie Bowlds Tennessee Tech 2/16
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Doubles 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee Tech 2/16
Triples 1 MR, Beka Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Home Runs 1 MR, Kendall Smith Chattanooga 2/17
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 2 Kendall Smith Tennessee St. 2/17
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt Chattanooga 2/17
    
Putouts 11 Kendall Smith Hampton 2/10
Assists 5 Brittany Vaughn Sacred Heart 2/15
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 2 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at UTEP, 4/6/17 (6)
Played extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. LA Tech, 5/12/17 (10)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/16/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (12 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Alabama State, 5/16/17
Had 10-14 hits vs. Chattanooga, 2/17/18 (13)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (3)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. Tennessee Tech, 2/16/18 (5)
Team hit two triples vs. Hampton, 2/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Youngstown State, 2/10/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kendall Smith vs. Chattanooga, 2/17/18
Player with four RBI R. Engelhardt & B. Vaughn vs. Tennessee State 2/17/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits P. Carter & B. Vaughn vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (3)
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 (4)
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Kendall Smith vs. Tennessee Tech, 2/16/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Larissa Franklin at Middle Tennessee, 5/3/15 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Jordan Vorbrink, 2/16/18 (HR)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
31 MARSHALL  4/21-22
44 FIU  5/5-6
57 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29
100 NORTH TEXAS  DNP
101 WKU  -
75 LA TECH  DNP
99 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
105 SOUTHERN MISS  3/10-11
146 UAB  4/14-15
161 UTSA  DNP
190 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  3/17-18
240 UTEP  4/7-8
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
11 LSU  3/13
18 KENTUCKY  4/18
34 JACKSONVILLE STATE  3/22
41 SIUE  3/7
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
56 SOUTH ALABAMA  3/14
80 MURRAY STATE  4/4
126 INDIANA  3/27
142 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
154 EVANSVILLE  3/3
172 AUSTIN PEAY  3/2
174 DAYTON  3/2
175 TOLEDO  2/23
181 INDIANA STATE  2/24
199 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
211 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
220 HAMPTON  W, W
238 GARDNER-WEBB  L
243 SACRED HEART  W
255 CHATTANOOGA  W
266 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
281 GREEN BAY  2/23
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
UTSA (W) 0-0 - 6-2 .750  6-2 W3
WKU (E) 0-0 - 7-3 .700  7-3 W2
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 - 7-4 .636  7-3 W6
Charlotte (E) 0-0 - 5-4 .556  5-4 L2
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 - 6-5 .545  6-4 L1
FIU (E) 0-0 - 5-6 .455  4-6 W1
Marshall (E) 0-0 - 4-5 .444  4-5 L1
North Texas (W) 0-0 - 3-4 .429  3-4 L1
LA Tech (W) 0-0 - 5-7 .417  5-5 W1
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 - 4-7 .364  4-6 W2
UTEP (W) 0-0 - 4-7 .364  4-6 L1
UAB (W) 0-0 - 3-7 .222  3-7 W1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-0 0-0 2-0 0-0
1 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 2-0 0-0
3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
4 0-1 0-0 1-0 0-0
5 0-1 0-0 0-1 0-0
6 0-1 0-0 2-0 0-0
7 2-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
8 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 4-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 3-0 0-1 4-2
2 2-1 0-1 5-1
3 5-0 1-3 1-0
4 6-0 0-3 1-0
5 3-0 0-3 1-0
6 2-0 0-3 1-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 8 0 5 0
2 6 0 2 0
3 19 0 18 0
4 20 0 4 0
5 21 0 7 0
6 4 0 2 0
7 3 0 3 0
8 2 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-0
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ...............................................................3-0



















WKU Throws RHP ...................................................7-3
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ...................................................6-3
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-0
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................4-1
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................3-2
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................1-2
Opp. SP Goes <5 ....................................................6-1
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st .......................................................6-1
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................1-2
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................3-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................1-2
HITS
WKU Has More ........................................................7-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................0-2
Hits Are Even ...........................................................0-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................3-1
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................3-2
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................1-0
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................3-0
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................1-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................3-1
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................1-2
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................3-1
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................3-2
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................4-1
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-0
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 1/5 0 0 32 
McGuffin 3/11 1/3 0/1 0 15 
Carter 2/4 2/4 0 0 8 
Engelhardt 3/6 1/2 0 0 8 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 2/6 0 0 0 6 
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
Smith 3/3 0 0 0 3 
Vorbrink 0/1 0/1 0 0 2
Bowlds 0 1/1 1/1 0 2
Thomas 1/1 0 0 0 1
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 3/19 0/4 1/3 0/1 27 
McGuffin 1/7 0/1 0 0 8
Carter 2/4 2/2 0/1 0 7
Engelhardt 0/3 0/2 1/1 0 6
Vorbrink 1/4 1/1 0 0 5
McElroy 2/3 0 0 0 3 
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 1/1 0/1 0 0 2
Smith 0 2 0 0 2
Bowlds 1/1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 3 16 
McGuffin - - 4 2 2 8
Engelhardt - - 0 5 2 7
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Carter - - - 2 1 3 
Towers - - - 2 - 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2




PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 5 5
McGuffin  6 6 -
Thomas  5 5 5 
Carter  4 4 4
Smith  4 4 3 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 - 0
McElroy  4 4 4 
Engelhardt  3 3 3
Vorbrink  3 3 1
Bowlds  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 5 5
Thomas  10 10 10 
McGuffin  9 9 -
Carter  8 8 8
Engelhardt 6 5 5
Stowers  6 3 3
Towers  5 - 0
Smith  5 5 5
McElroy  4 4 4
Vorbrink  4 4 4
Aikey  2 - 0
Bowlds  2 2 0
Childress  2 - 0
Blackford  1 - 1
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STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 10 - - 4 - - - 5 - 1 - - - - - - - - 1 9 - 
THOMAS 10 - - - - - - 5 - 5 - 9 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 10 - - - - 10 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 3 3 2 - -  
SMITH 10 - 10 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 - 1 1 - - - 
MCGUFFIN 10 - - - - - - - 10 - - - 3 3 - 2 2 - - - -
VAUGHN 10 - - - - - 10 - - - - 1 - - 2 7 - - - - - 
MCELROY 10 - - - 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 7 - -  
CARTER 8 - - - - - - - - 4 4 - 1 4 2 - 1 - - - -
STOWERS 6 - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - - 3 3 - - - 
BOWLDS 6 - - 6 - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - - - - - 
NUNN 5 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 
TOWERS 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3
AIKEY 2 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .500 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.731 Paige Carter
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.590 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
11  J. Thomas & K. Smith 
HITS  
13  B. Vaughn & P. Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
11  B. Vaughn & P. Carter
DOUBLES  
5  K. McGuffin & K. Smith
TRIPLES  
1                Bowlds, Carter, Stowers, Thomas, Engelhardt
HOME RUNS  
3  Brittany Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
24  Kelsey McGuffin
WALKS  
10  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
3  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
1  Carter, McElroy, Thomas
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
1  Carter, Engelhardt, Smith, McElroy 
STOLEN BASES  
5  J. Thomas & P. Carter
ANALYSIS STATS
BATTING ANALYSIS
  BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 7 .429 6 14 .429 0 0 --- 3 9  .333 4 7 .571 2
Carter 4 11 .364 9 15 .600 0 1 .000 8 12 .667 6 10 .600 4
Childress 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Engelhardt 7 12 .583 4 20 .200 0 1 .000 4 14 .286 4 10 .400 4
McElroy 2 11 .182 8 19 .421 2 3 .667 6 17 .353 3 14 .214 2
McGuffin 7 15 .467 6 18 .333 0 1 .000 3 13 .231 4 12 .333 1
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 4 11 .364 6 19 .316 0 1 .000 5 14 .357 2 9 .222 0
Stowers 1 7 .143 5 15 .333 0 1 .000 3 10 .300 1 3 .333 1 
Thomas 5 14 .357 7 14 .500 0 0 --- 5 10 .500 2 5 .400 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 3 13 .231 10 22 .455 0 0 --- 5 15 .333 3 11 .273 3
Vorbrink 2 11 .182 4 19 .211 1 3 1.000 3 15 .200 3 9 .333 4
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0
2/23 Green Bay            
 Toledo            
2/24 Indiana State            
 TBD            
2/15 TBD            
3/2 Austin Peay            
 Dayton            
3/3 Evansville            
 TBD            
3/4 TBD            
3/7 SIUE            
3/10 Southern Miss            
 Southern Miss            
3/11 Southern Miss            
3/13 LSU            
3/14 South Alabama            
3/17 MTSU            
 MTSU            
3/18 MTSU            
3/22 Jacksonville St.            
3/27 Indiana            
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0





GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 21 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 24 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 25 | Mobile, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 7-3   Home: 0-0   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 5 0 0 9-8 26 10 13 1 1 1 11 19  . 7 3 1 5 1 1 0  . 5 7 6 1 1 5-5 3 0 2  . 6 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 4 2 9 10-10 28 11 12 5 1 0 5 19  . 6 7 9 10 1 5 0  . 5 9 0 0 1 5-5 9 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 2 9 6-6 21 3 9 2 1 0 4 13  . 6 1 9 1 0 2 0  . 4 5 5 0 0 2-2 32 1 2  . 9 4 3
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 9 4 10-10 33 10 13 5 0 2 3 24  . 7 2 7 5 0 5 0  . 4 7 4 0 0 4-4 8 4 1  . 9 2 3
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 7 1 10-10 35 10 13 1 0 3 11 23  . 6 5 7 0 3 4 0  . 4 2 1 0 0 2-2 12 23 1  . 9 7 2
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 4 4 10-10 32 10 11 3 1 2 8 22  . 6 8 8 4 0 8 0  . 4 0 5 1 0 2-4 8 17 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 10-10 30 11 10 5 0 2 10 21  . 7 0 0 7 2 7 1  . 4 7 5 1 0 2-2 58 9 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 3 3 3 10-10 30 6 10 0 0 0 8 10  . 3 3 3 3 0 2 0  . 3 8 2 1 1 0-0 20 13 1  . 9 7 1
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 7 3 7-6 22 6 6 0 1 0 3 8  . 3 6 4 1 0 3 1  . 3 0 4 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 0 0 10-10 30 5 6 2 0 1 7 11  . 3 6 7 4 0 7 0  . 2 9 4 0 0 0-1 35 2 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 6 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 5 9 10 287 83 103 24 5 11 70 170  . 5 9 2 40 7 44 2  . 4 4 4 4 3 23-26 186 77 7  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 2 8 0 10 246 41 69 19 0 5 39 103  . 4 1 9 16 4 55 1  . 3 3 5 0 5 3-6 189 75 15  . 9 4 6
LOB - Team (71), Opp (46). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (3). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 3 2-1 5 2 1 1/0 0 15.2 7 6 5 3 16 3 0 1  . 1 3 2 1 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 5 0 5-2 8 5 4 1/0 0 32.0 34 16 16 4 27 7 0 1  . 2 7 2 1 1 0 0 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  7 . 8 8 0-0 5 3 0 0/0 0 13.1 26 16 15 6 10 9 0 3  . 4 0 6 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  4 . 4 0 7-3 10 10 5 2/0 0 62.0 69 41 39 16 55 19 0 5  . 2 8 0 2 4 0 0 5
Opponents  7 . 8 9 3-7 10 10 2 0/0 1 63.0 103 83 71 40 44 24 5 11  . 3 5 9 11 7 0 4 3
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (3-6), NUNN,S. (2-3), TOWERS,H. (1-2),
AIKEY,K. (0-1).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Totals 287 83 103 70 24 5 11 170 40 0 23 3 7 3 4 2 44 186 77 7 71  . 3 5 9
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2018)
Pitching (All games)
Date Opponent ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr wp bk hbp dp ibb score w-l sv era
Feb 09 vs Hampton 8.0 10 6  5 2 8 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 7-6 1-0 0 4.38
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 6.0 9 5  5 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4-5 1-1 0 5.00
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 5.0 9 6  6 5 7 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 17-6 2-1 0 5.89
Feb 10 vs Hampton 6.0 5 2  2 2 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10-2 3-1 0 5.04
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 6.0 11 9  9 2 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5-9 3-2 0 6.10
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 8.0 0 0  0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1-0 4-2 0 4.85
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 5.0 3 0  0 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10-0 5-2 0 4.30
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 7.0 13 7  6 2 4 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6-7 5-3 0 4.53
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 5.0 4 4  4 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 16-4 6-3 0 4.62
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 6.0 5 2  2 1 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 7-2 7-3 0 4.40
Totals 62.0 69 41 39 16 55 19 0 5 2 0 4 1 0 83-41 7-3 0 4.40







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Totals .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 vs. Hampton (2-9) AT BATS Same
 3 vs. Youngstown St. (2-10) RUNS Same
 2 vs. Youngstown St. (2-10) HITS Same
 2 vs. Tennessee Tech (2-16) DOUBLES Same
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2x, MR vs. UTC (2-17) HOME RUNS Same
 3 2x, MR vs. UTC (2-17) RBI Same
 2 3x, MR vs. Tenn. St. (2-17) WALKS/HBP Same
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2x, MR vs. Tenn. St. (2-17) AT BATS Same
 2 4x, MR vs. Tenn. St. (2-17) RUNS Same
 3 Tenn. St. (2-17) HITS Same
 1 5x, MR vs. Chattanooga (2-17) DOUBLES Same
 1 vs. Hampton (2-10) TRIPLES Same
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 5x, MR vs. Chattanooga (2-17) RBI Same
 2 2x, MR vs. Tenn. Tech (2-16) WALKS/HBP Same











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .429 10-10 28 11 12 5 1 0 5 19 .679 10 1 5 0 .590 0 1 5-5 9 0 0 1.000
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .333 10-10 30 11 10 5 0 2 10 21 .700 7 2 7 1 .475 1 0 2-2 58 9 0 1.000
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 VS. CHATTANOOGA (2-17) HITS MR, ASU (5-16-17) 3
 1 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HOME RUNS MR, TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 1 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAMFORD (3-14-17) 3
 2 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .371 10-10 35 10 13 1 0 3 11 23 .657 0 3 4 0 .421 0 0 2-2 12 23 1 .972






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS 7X,MR VS. Tenn. St. (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST.  (2-17) DOUBLES 6X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) TRIPLES VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 1
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HOME RUNS 6X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-9-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 2 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) WALKS/HBP UAB (5-10-17) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .344 10-10 32 10 11 3 1 2 8 22 .688 4 0 8 0 .405 1 0 2-4 8 17 0 1.000
CAREER .213 109-94 169 35 36 6 1 7 24 65 .385 23 1 43 0 .309 1 6 12-17 116 165 25 .918
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 6.0 3X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) SAME
 0 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 - 8-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 1 6 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.50 5-2 8 5 4 1/0 0 32.0 34 16 16 4 27 7 0 1 133 .272 1 1 0 0 3
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT UTC (2-17) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 5X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) DOUBLES MR, VS. HAMPTON 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HOME RUNS MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RBI FIU (3-20-16) 3
 1 5X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) WALKS/HBP EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .394 10-10 33 10 13 5 0 2 3 24 .727 5 0 5 0 .474 0 0 4-4 8 4 1 .923
Totals .244 117-113 287 51 70 20 0 8 32 114 .397 42 12 64 1 .360 3 11 23-26 164 34 8 .961
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kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST ER MR, SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 7 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) STRIKEOUTS VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 5-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .083 32-11 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.23 2-1 5 2 1 1/0 0 15.2 7 6 5 3 16 3 0 1 59 .132 1 1 0 0 2
TOTALS 2.83 9-5 32 11 6 2/0 2 109 93 65 44 68 70 15 0 7 496 .230 20 9 1 3 11
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS MR, VS. TENN. TECH (2-16-18) 4
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
 1 6X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) HITS VS. UNC (4-2-16) 3
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) DOUBLES MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 1 4X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) WALKS/HBP VS. CSUB (4-2-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. IOWA (2-13-16) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .200 10-10 30 5 6 2 0 1 7 11 .367 4 0 7 0 .294 0 0 0-1 35 2 0 1.000
CAREER .202 60-40 99 14 20 5 3 2 17 37 .374 6 4 19 2 .273 1 2 1-2 157 4 1 .994
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 5-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 2 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 64-54 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 29 2 .986
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 7.88 0-0 5 3 0 0 0 13.1 26 16 15 6 10 9 0 3 71 .406 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.52 8-12 28 19 13 1/0 2 130.1 180 106 89 53 88 26 3 13 621 .3 31 7 8 1 7 9
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 4.0 VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 5 VS. YOUNGSTOWN (2-10) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 - - DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 1 AT UTC (2-17) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .273 7-6 22 6 6 0 1 0 3 8 .364 1 0 3 1 .304 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .225 51-37 129 18 29 4 1 3 16 44 .341 14 0 30 2 .299 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. SHU (2-15) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 2X, MR AT UTC (2-17) RBI 3X, MR AT UTC (2-17-18 2
 1 MR, AT UTC (2-17) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .333 10-10 30 6 10 0 0 0 8 10 .333 3 0 2 0 .382 1 1 0-0 20 13 1 .971
TOTALS .188 69-67 160 22 30 4 0 0 16 37 .213 17 6 28 0 .288 1 6 3-4 192 92 8 .973
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 11-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 8 .500 0 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) FEWEST HITS EKU (5-3-17) 1
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) FEWEST ER MR, OKLAHOMA (3-4-17) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR AT UTC (2-17) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 2X, MR AT UTC (2-17) HITS MR, AT UTC (2-17-18) 3
 1 VS. TENN. TECH (2-15) DOUBLES MR, VS. TENN. TECH (2-15-18) 1
 1 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) TRIPLES MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 1
 1 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) HOME RUNS MR, VS. TENN ST. (2-17-18) 1
 3 2X, MR VS. TENN.  ST. (2-17) RBI INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 4
 2 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .500 9-8 26 10 13 1 1 1 11 19 .731 5 1 1 0 .576 1 1 5-5 3 0 2 .600





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-15) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 1 VS. TENN. TECH (2-15) WALKS/HBP - -
 1 2X, MR TENN TECH (2-15) STOLEN BASES SAME
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .429 6-6 21 3 9 2 1 0 4 13 .619 1 0 2 0 .455 0 0 2-2 32 1 2 .943
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, February 23, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Livestats | Tournament Central 
Game 11 box score attached. 
Game 12 box score attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
TOPS TAKE DOWN GREEN BAY 10-0 (5), DROP FRIDAY FINALE 1-0 TO TOLEDO 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Winning its second-straight home opener and sixth of the last seven, WKU 
opened 2018 play from the WKU Softball Complex with a 10-0 five-inning win over Green Bay (1-6) in 
the Hilltopper Classic. The Hilltoppers (8-4) would end up with split results on the day after taking a 1-0 
setback against Toledo (4-3) in Friday’s finale. 
“We set the tone early today and were able to shut the door in another run-rule victory,” head coach 
Amy Tudor shared. “Having production from the top to bottom of our lineup even with kids playing 
while under the weather shows our grit, which really makes me proud as a coach.” 
In the circle, WKU’s pitching staff allowed just one run and nine total hits on the day. From the batter’s 
box, the Hilltoppers connected for 14 collective hits including four multi-hit games with two from 
freshman Maddie Bowlds. 
GAME 11: WKU 10, GREEN BAY 0 (5) 
Back-to-back triples by Paige Carter and Brittany Vaughn to open the second inning were enough for 
Friday’s first win but the Hilltopper lineup continued to pile on the offense to secure the squad’s fifth 
run-rule victory of the season. Morgan McElroy would end up bringing Vaughn home for the 2-0 lead in 
the bottom of the second. 
From there, the Red and White tacked on four more tallies in each the bottom of the third and fourth 
innings. Carter sent a two-RBI single to left-center field to double WKU’s lead before Vaughn knocked an 
RBI single and ultimately scored on the same play after a Phoenix throwing error. The Hilltoppers put 
the finishing touches on the final 10-0 margin of victory in the bottom of the fourth by plating four runs 
on two hits after drawing four walks in the frame. 
Batting clean-up, Carter finished the contest matching her season-high with three RBI while going 2-for-
2 with a walk and a run. In the next lineup spot, Vaughn turned in a 3-for-3 game at the plate, her 
second-consecutive outing with three hits. Vaughn added three RBI of her own while scoring twice 
herself. Bowlds added WKU’s third multi-hit showing with a 2-for-2 showing. 
Haylee Towers picked up her first decision of the season with the win after throwing four scoreless 
innings while allowing just three hits. Kelsey Aikey closed things out in the top of the fifth, facing the 
minimum. 
GAME 12: TOLEDO 1, WKU 0 
WKU Softball’s second game of the day ended in a 1-0 narrow victory at the hands of Toledo. The 
Rockets scored their lone run in the top of the third inning after a leadoff double and sacrifice bunt put 
the decisive run on third to ultimately score on an infield single. 
Bowlds recorded her second multi-hit game of the day with a 2-for-3 effort at the plate and now has 
four on her debut season. 
Shelby Nunn tossed her fifth complete game of the season while moving to 5-3 with the loss. The 
freshman struck out a pair while giving up zero free bases. 
“I thought today was a great day for our pitching staff,” Tudor continued. “We executed our pitches and 
had a great presence on the mound. Shelby took a tough loss in the circle but threw well enough to win. 
I am confident we will make adjustments at the plate tomorrow and get back on track.” 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday – 9 a.m. CT – Indiana State def. Green Bay - 1-0 
11 a.m. CT – Indiana State def. Toledo - 7-2 
1 p.m. CT – WKU def. Green Bay - 10-0 (5) 
3 p.m. CT – Toledo def. WKU – 1-0 
Saturday – 10 a.m. CT – Green Bay vs. Toledo 
12:30 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Indiana State 
3 p.m. CT – 1 vs. 4 
5:30 p.m. CT – 2 vs. 3 
Sunday – 11 a.m. CT – Consolation 
1:30 p.m. CT – Championship 
Any schedule changes will be communicated through the WKU 
Softball Twitter, Facebook and web platforms. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Freshman Maddie Bowlds registered two multi-hit performances on the day – both two-hit 
showings. She now has four multi-hit games on the season after a three-hit day at the 
Chattanooga Challenge and a four-hit tilt opening weekend. 
•WKU’s 1-0 loss to Toledo was the first time the Hilltoppers had been shut out all season. 
•The Hilltoppers are now 4-1 in home openers under head coach Amy Tudor and 12-7 overall in 
openers. WKU’s 10-0 (5) win matches the program’s largest home-opening margin of victory set 
in 2004 against Southeast Missouri. 
•With its 10-0 win over Green Bay, WKU Softball collected its fifth run-rule victory of the 2018 
season. 
•WKU has used 10 different starting lineups across its 12 games so far this season. 
•Combing for seven triples through 12 games in 2018, WKU Softball’s mark already ranks as the 13th-
most on a season by any Hilltopper squad in program history. The single-season team record is 
18, set by the 2013 team. 
 
**WKU WILL NOW PLAY TWO GAMES ON SUNDAY AT 12:30 & 4:45 PM CT** 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, February 24, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Livestats | Tournament Central 
Game 13 box score attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
HILLTOPPER OFFENSE STAYS HOT IN WEATHER-SHORTENED TILT AGAINST INDIANA STATE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – In Saturday’s lone rain-shortened game, WKU Softball (9-4) used five first-inning 
runs to take an early lead over Indiana State (7-2) and never looked back. Paige Carter launched her 
second home run of the season in the form of a three-run shot off the parking structure while Shelby 
Nunn (6-3) picked up the win from the circle on the day. 
“We had quality at bats today from the start,” head coach Amy Tudor said. “Setting the tone early is 
important and we were able to accomplish that today. Paige Carter has been a consistent presence for 
us in the lineup and continues to produce runs.” 
“Shelby Nunn did a good job in the circle today, only allowing one run,” Tudor added. “She continues to 
give us a chance and I was proud of her composure after yesterday’s tough loss.” 
Jordan Thomas waited out a seven-pitch walk as the Hilltoppers’ leadoff hitter to get on base for the 
11th time in 19 leadoff opportunities. Maddie Bowlds followed with a walk of her own before Carter 
stepped into the box in the cleanup spot and sent the 1-2 pitch off the parking structure for a 3-0 WKU 
lead. Up next, Kendall Smith took a hit by pitch for a free bag and came around to score on a Kelsey 
McGuffin double to push the Hilltopper advantage to four. Still not done, the Red and White saw Jordan 
Vorbrink find the grass for an RBI single to plate McGuffin for the fifth run of the frame. 
Indiana State broke up Nunn’s no-hit bid in the top of the third with a single and would avoid the 
shutout in the top of the fourth inning after recording two hits to open the frame to plate its lone run. 
WKU responded again in the bottom of the fourth when Vorbrink led off with a standing double to left-
center field before moving to third on a single by Thomas. Three batters later, with two outs, Carter 
added another RBI in the form of a double and advanced to third on an outfield mishap allowing the 
final run of the game to score. 
The Hilltoppers were threatening again in the bottom of the fifth with two runners on and two outs for 
Thomas at the plate, but a lightning strike and torrential rains forced the Red and White to call it a day a 
few innings early. 
Nunn tossed her sixth complete game in the victory while striking out a pair and allowing just four hits. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday – 9 a.m. CT – Indiana State def. Green Bay 1-0 
11 a.m. CT – Indiana State def. Toledo 7-2 
1 p.m. CT – WKU def. Green Bay 10-0 (5) 
3 p.m. CT – Toledo def. WKU 1-0 
Saturday – 10 a.m. CT – Toledo def. Green Bay 3-0 
12:30 p.m. CT – WKU def. Indiana State 7-1 (5) 
Sunday – 10 a.m. CT – WKU vs. Green Bay 
12:15 p.m. CT – Toledo vs. Indiana State 
2:30 p.m. CT – Toledo vs. Green Bay 
4:45 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Indiana State 
Any schedule changes will be communicated through the WKU Softball 
[twitter.com/wkusoftball]Twitter, [facebook.com/wkusoftball]Facebook and web platforms. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Three Hilltoppers registered multi-hit days in the win including Paige Carter, Kelsey McGuffin and 
Jordan Vorbrink. Carter leads the team with six multi-hit games on the year while McGuffin is 
second with five. Vorbrink’s performance was her first of the season. Carter is currently on a 
seven-game hitting streak and has reached base safely in 11-straight games – both are career 
highs. 
•Jordan Vorbrink has now set a new career-best hitting streak - with hits in her last four games – 
and reached base streak, reaching safely in the last seven contests. 
•Carter matched her career high with four RBI in the contest. She leads WKU with six multi-RBI 
games this season and is up to nine on her career. Carter is the third different Hilltopper to 
register a four RBI game this season (Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt). 
•The WKU pitching staff has combined for eight complete games already this season. Nunn has six 
while Kelsey Aikey and Haylee Towers each have one. In the circle, the staff has lowered its 
collective ERA to a 3.63 mark. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, February 25, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 14 box score attached. 
Game 15 box score attached. 
Hilltopper Classic only stats attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
HOT BATS LEAD WKU TO SUNDAY SWEEP IN HILLTOPPER CLASSIC 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Off to an 11-4 start on the 2018 campaign thanks to a pair of Sunday victories, 
WKU Softball has matched the fourth-best start in program history. The Hilltoppers picked up their 
second come-from-behind win on the season in the day’s opener, taking a 6-5 decision over Green Bay 
before returning to the WKU Softball Complex for a 6-2 night cap over Indiana State. 
“It was a long day for the entire team, but I was proud of our focus and response when we were behind 
in game one and ahead in the second game,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “We are continuing to 
produce offense from top to bottom of our lineup and keep making huge defensive stops. Speaking of 
defense, Kelsey Aikey and Shelby Nunn held down the circle both in starting and relief situations today. 
It’s beneficial for them to gain experience in different scenarios early in the year to prepare for 
conference play.” 
In 15 weekend at bats, Paige Carter recorded eight hits – five for extra bases – 10 RBI and 16 total bases 
while earning a pair of walks. The sophomore started all five games en route to a .533 batting average, 
1.067 slugging percentage and .588 on-base percentage. 
As a staff, the WKU pitchers combined for a 1.81 ERA, three complete games and two saves in 31.0 
innings pitched across the weekend. 
GAME 14: WKU 6, GREEN BAY 5 
Despite a slow start that saw the Hilltoppers fall behind 3-0 early on to Green Bay, WKU used a five-run 
fourth inning to pick up its second come-from-behind win of the season. Eleven Hilltoppers made plate 
appearances in the bottom of the productive fourth frame. 
Brittany Vaughn accounted for two of the appearances, waiting out walks both times including as the 
leadoff. A Kendall Smith double moved Vaughn into third base before Rebekah Engelhardt sent a 
sacrifice fly to right field for the first Hilltopper run of the contest. After what was intended to be a 
sacrifice bunt by Morgan McElroy, two runs crossed the plate as McElroy advanced all the way to third. 
Still not done, Jordan Vorbrink stepped into the box and send an RBI single out to left field to score 
McElroy for the 4-0 advantage. Carter would ultimately drive Vorbrink in for the fifth run of the inning 
on a fielder’s choice. 
Kelsey McGuffin opened the bottom of the fifth with her third walk of the game before taking second on 
an Engelhardt bunt single and third on a Green Bay throwing error. With two teammates in scoring 
position, Vorbrink picked up her second RBI of the game in the form of a groundout to the second 
baseman that allowed McGuffin to cross the plate. 
Green Bay would eventually score two more runs in the top of the sixth inning to pull within one at 6-5 
before the Hilltoppers got back to the dugout. 
Haylee Towers got the nod in the circle and went 3.0 innings before Shelby Nunn (7-3) came in for 3.0 
innings of relief and the win. Kelsey Aikey closed things out with a 14-pitch save in the seventh, 
recording a pair of strikeouts while facing the minimum. 
GAME 15: WKU 6, INDIANA STATE 2 
WKU wasted no time building its lead in the day’s second game as eight Hilltoppers made plate 
appearances the first trip to the box to take a 4-0 lead. Carter got on board with a two-out infield single 
and stole second before Vaughn stepped into the box and launched her team-leading fourth home run 
of the season. Smith kept the frame alive with a single before a McGuffin walk moved her into scoring 
position. With a 1-1 count, Engelhardt sent a double to the left-center gap to score both Hilltoppers on 
base to double the WKU lead. 
In the bottom of the second frame, the Red and White added another tally after Jordan Thomas doubled 
off the left-field wall and Carter – with her second hit of the day – brought her home. 
Indiana State broke into the scoring column in the top of the third after opening the inning with back-to-
back hits but the Hilltoppers responded in the bottom half of the frame with a run of their own for the 
final 6-2 score. Carter accounted for the RBI after sending her third hit of the game – second double – to 
right field to plate Vorbrink who led off with a single. 
After the Sycamores registered a hit in the first at bat of the game, Aikey and company sat the next six 
batters down in order. Aikey (3-1) worked 4.0 innings en route to her third win of the season, finishing 
with three strikeouts while allowing just one earned run. Nunn tossed the final 3.0 innings to earn her 
first collegiate save while allowing just two hit and no runs. 
Carter’s three-hit performance was her third of the sort this season as the sophomore now has seven 
total multi-hit games on her sophomore campaign. Additionally, she has now reached base safely in 
each of her last 13 games. 
Vorbrink’s fourth-inning single also marked the junior’s team-best sixth-straight game with a hit – 
extending her reached base streak to nine games. 
UP NEXT 
With the Hilltopper Classic in the books, the Red and White will now gear up to host another weekend 
outing with the Holiday Inn Hilltopper Spring Fling on the slate. Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville are 
scheduled to come to town for the three-day affair. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Kelsey Aikey notched the third save of her career against Green Bay this morning, the first for any 
Hilltopper in the 2018 season. She entered the game in the top of the seventh inning and faced 
the 2-3-4 batters from Green Bay. Aikey opened with a KL before a pop up to first base for the 
second out. The sophomore finished the game with three-straight strikes - looking, swinging, 
looking – to lock up the save. In the day’s second game, Aikey would go on to get the win while 
Shelby Nunn locked up the Hilltoppers’ second save of the year. 
•Kendall Smith contributed multiple hits against Green Bay for her fifth multi-hit game of the 
season. WKU now has 26 collective multi-hit efforts on the year. Jordan Vorbrink and Morgan 
McElroy added two RBI apiece while each recording their third multi-RBI game of the year. 
•Paige Carter recorded three hits and a pair of RBI in Sunday’s win over Indiana State. The 
sophomore now has seven multi-hit games along with seven multi-RBI performances this year – 
both lead the team. Carter has racked up 21 RBI through 14 games played. 
•WKU’s win over Green Bay marks the Hilltoppers’ second come-from-behind win of the season. 
The first came last weekend when the Red and White defeated Chattanooga 7-2 after trailing 2-
0 at the end of the third inning. Today, Green Bay was able to score two before the Hilltoppers 
got on the board, but WKU racked up five runs in the fourth inning and one in the fifth to secure 
the victory. 
•Brittany Vaughn now has four home runs on the season – 13 as a Hilltopper – and 17 on her career. 
•WKU Softball is now 2-1 all-time against the Green Bay Phoenix. The Hilltoppers have now claimed 
five-straight wins over Indiana State dating back to the 2012 campaign and are now 8-1 against 
the Sycamores all time. 
•An 11-4 start in the team’s first 15 games marks the best start to a season under head coach Amy 
Tudor. The program has had three starts of 12-3 (2004, 2009, 2012) and one of 11-4 (2011) in its 
history. All four of those teams went on to have 30+ win seasons. 
 
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2018)
(Hilltopper Classic - Series WKU Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 4-1   Home: 4-0   Away: 0-0   Neutral: 0-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 5 3 3 5-5 15 3 8 3 1 1 10 16 1.067 2 0 1 0  . 5 8 8 0 0 1-1 1 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 4 6 2 5-5 13 3 6 1 0 0 3 7  . 5 3 8 0 1 2 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 4 1 7 5-5 12 5 5 0 1 1 5 10  . 8 3 3 4 0 0 0  . 5 6 3 0 0 2-2 11 6 1  . 9 4 4
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 5 7 5-5 14 3 5 0 0 0 1 5  . 3 5 7 3 0 2 0  . 4 7 1 0 0 0-1 36 2 1  . 9 7 4
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 5-5 9 5 3 1 0 0 1 4  . 4 4 4 5 1 3 0  . 6 0 0 0 0 0-0 5 2 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 6 7 5-5 15 3 4 1 0 0 0 5  . 3 3 3 0 1 3 0  . 3 1 3 0 0 0-0 20 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 5-5 9 1 2 1 0 0 3 3  . 3 3 3 4 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 1 0 2-2 2 16 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 1 8 2 5-5 11 5 2 1 0 0 0 3  . 2 7 3 5 0 3 0  . 4 3 8 0 1 0-1 4 0 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 0 9 1 5-5 11 1 1 0 0 0 3 1  . 0 9 1 1 0 0 0  . 1 6 7 0 0 0-0 13 6 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 0 0 2-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 2 4 5 111 29 36 8 2 2 26 54  . 4 8 6 24 3 16 1  . 4 5 3 1 1 5-7 93 39 3  . 9 7 8
Opponents  . 2 3 7 5 118 9 28 5 1 0 8 35  . 2 9 7 4 0 19 0  . 2 6 2 0 1 2-3 83 35 3  . 9 7 5
LOB - Team (28), Opp (21). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (2). Picked off - CARTER,P. 1.
(Hilltopper Classic - Series WKU Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 4 0 1-0 2 1 0 0/0 1 5.0 5 2 1 0 5 1 0 0  . 2 6 3 0 0 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  1 . 7 5 1-0 2 2 1 1/0 0 8.0 6 2 2 2 3 1 1 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 4 2-1 4 2 2 0/0 1 18.0 17 5 5 2 11 3 0 0  . 2 3 9 0 0 0 0 1
Totals  1 . 8 1 4-1 5 5 3 1/0 2 31.0 28 9 8 4 19 5 1 0  . 2 3 7 0 0 0 0 1
Opponents  6 . 8 3 1-4 5 5 1 1/1 1 27.2 36 29 27 24 16 8 2 2  . 3 2 4 3 3 0 1 1
Pickoffs - Team (0), Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-3), NUNN,S. (2-2), AIKEY,K. (0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2018)
(Hilltopper Classic - Series WKU Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 21 20 1 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 19 13 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 18 2 16 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 7 5 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 1 5 0 1.000 0 2 0 1.000 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 39 36 2 1  . 9 7 4 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 18 11 6 1  . 9 4 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 1 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 135 93 39 3  . 9 7 8 2 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
Opponents 121 83 35 3  . 9 7 5 2 5 2  . 7 1 4 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 09, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 1-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-1   Neutral: 1-0   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 7 7 8 2-2 9 2 7 1 1 0 2 10 1.111 0 0 0 0  . 7 7 8 0 0 1-1 9 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 5 0 0 2-2 8 4 4 1 0 1 1 8 1.000 0 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-1 4 5 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 7 5 2-2 8 1 3 2 0 0 0 5  . 6 2 5 0 0 1 0  . 3 7 5 0 0 0-0 1 2 1  . 7 5 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 3 3 1-1 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 5 0 2-2 8 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 2 4 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 5 0 2-2 8 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 1 0 1 1  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 14 4 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 6 7 2-2 6 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 1 6 7 0 0 0 0  . 1 6 7 0 1 0-0 8 3 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 1 6 7 2-2 6 1 1 0 0 0 3 1  . 1 6 7 1 0 0 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 1 4 3 2-2 7 2 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 2 8 6 2 0 3 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 0 0 1-1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 2 8 2 67 11 22 6 1 1 9 33  . 4 9 3 4 0 6 1  . 3 6 6 0 1 1-2 42 19 1  . 9 8 4
Opponents  . 3 3 3 2 57 11 19 5 0 1 9 27  . 4 7 4 2 0 12 0  . 3 5 6 0 0 0-1 45 21 3  . 9 5 7
LOB - Team (17), Opp (7). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 3 8 1-1 2 1 1 0/0 0 8.0 10 5 5 0 5 1 0 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 3.0 2 3 2 1 5 1 0 0  . 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  7 . 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 7 3 3 1 2 3 0 1  . 4 3 8 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  5 . 0 0 1-1 2 2 1 0/0 0 14.0 19 11 10 2 12 5 0 1  . 3 3 3 1 0 0 0 0
Opponents  4 . 2 0 1-1 2 2 1 0/0 0 15.0 22 11 9 4 6 6 1 1  . 3 2 8 1 0 0 0 1
Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (0-1), AIKEY,K. (0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 09, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 18 14 4 0 1.000 1 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 11 8 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 9 4 5 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 9 9 0 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 6 2 4 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 4 1 2 1  . 7 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 62 42 19 1  . 9 8 4 1 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
Opponents 69 45 21 3  . 9 5 7 1 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 10, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-1   Neutral: 3-0   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 7 0 0 3-3 10 2 7 1 1 0 2 10 1.000 0 0 0 0  . 7 0 0 0 0 1-1 9 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 4 4 3-2 9 3 4 0 1 0 5 6  . 6 6 7 1 0 0 0  . 4 5 5 1 0 2-2 0 0 1  . 0 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 0 4-4 15 5 6 3 0 2 3 15 1.000 1 0 1 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 1-1 2 3 1  . 8 3 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 4 0 0 4-4 15 5 6 1 0 1 2 10  . 6 6 7 0 0 3 0  . 3 7 5 1 0 0-2 4 5 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 6 4 3-3 11 4 4 0 1 0 2 6  . 5 4 5 0 0 0 0  . 3 6 4 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 5 7 4-4 14 4 5 2 0 1 5 10  . 7 1 4 3 0 1 1  . 4 7 1 0 0 0-0 32 5 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 4-4 12 6 4 1 1 0 2 7  . 5 8 3 3 1 4 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 3-3 3 0 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 3 4-4 11 4 3 2 0 0 4 5  . 4 5 5 2 0 1 0  . 3 8 5 0 0 0-0 9 0 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 5 0 4-4 16 2 4 0 0 0 3 4  . 2 5 0 0 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 6 7 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 1 4-4 13 2 3 0 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 0 0 0 0  . 2 3 1 0 1 0-0 10 4 1  . 9 3 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 4-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 6 5 4 126 38 46 10 4 4 29 76  . 6 0 3 10 1 12 1  . 4 1 0 2 2 8-10 75 28 3  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 3 1 7 4 104 19 33 8 0 2 17 47  . 4 5 2 9 1 30 0  . 3 7 7 0 0 1-3 77 28 11  . 9 0 5
LOB - Team (27), Opp (21). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 5 7 3-1 4 2 2 0/0 0 15.2 17 8 8 2 18 3 0 0  . 2 7 9 0 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 3.0 2 3 2 1 5 1 0 0  . 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  6 . 5 6 0-0 2 2 0 0/0 0 5.1 12 5 5 3 5 4 0 2  . 4 2 9 0 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  5 . 0 4 3-1 4 4 2 0/0 0 25.0 33 19 18 9 30 8 0 2  . 3 1 7 1 1 0 0 0
Opponents  7 . 9 1 1-3 4 4 1 0/0 0 25.2 46 38 29 10 12 10 4 4  . 3 6 5 3 1 0 2 2
Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-3), NUNN,S. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 10, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 37 32 5 0 1.000 1 1 2  . 3 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 13 6 7 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 9 4 5 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 9 9 0 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 15 10 4 1  . 9 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 6 2 3 1  . 8 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 1 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 106 75 28 3  . 9 7 2 1 1 2  . 3 3 3 0 0
Opponents 116 77 28 11  . 9 0 5 1 8 2  . 8 0 0 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 15, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 4-2   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-1   Neutral: 4-1   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS,M.  . 6 1 5 4-4 13 3 8 1 1 0 3 11  . 8 4 6 1 0 0 0  . 6 4 3 0 0 2-2 13 0 1  . 9 2 9
15 MCGUFFIN,K.  . 4 5 0 6-6 20 6 9 4 0 2 3 19  . 9 5 0 3 0 2 0  . 5 2 2 0 0 1-1 2 3 1  . 8 3 3
26 CARTER,P.  . 4 2 9 5-4 14 3 6 1 1 0 7 9  . 6 4 3 3 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 1 1 3-3 2 0 1  . 6 6 7
 1 THOMAS,J.  . 3 1 3 6-6 16 7 5 2 1 0 3 9  . 5 6 3 6 1 4 0  . 5 2 2 0 1 3-3 7 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS,T.  . 3 1 3 5-4 16 4 5 0 1 0 2 7  . 4 3 8 0 0 2 0  . 3 1 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT,R  . 3 0 0 6-6 20 6 6 1 0 1 2 10  . 5 0 0 2 0 6 0  . 3 4 8 1 0 0-2 6 6 0 1.000
 2 SMITH,K.  . 2 3 8 6-6 21 4 5 2 0 1 5 10  . 4 7 6 3 1 5 1  . 3 6 0 0 0 1-1 45 5 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN,B.  . 2 2 7 6-6 22 2 5 0 0 0 3 5  . 2 2 7 0 1 4 0  . 2 6 1 0 0 0-0 8 15 1  . 9 5 8
23 MCELROY,M.  . 2 0 0 6-6 20 4 4 0 0 0 2 4  . 2 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 2 0 0 0 1 0-0 15 7 1  . 9 5 7
11 VORBRINK,J.  . 1 6 7 6-6 18 4 3 2 0 0 4 5  . 2 7 8 2 0 6 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 19 1 0 1.000
10 NUNN,S.  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD,C.  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 1 6 180 44 56 13 4 4 34 89  . 4 9 4 20 3 31 1  . 3 8 5 2 3 11-13 117 42 5  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 8 0 6 157 28 44 14 0 2 26 64  . 4 0 8 11 2 42 1  . 3 3 5 0 2 1-3 120 37 13  . 9 2 4
LOB - Team (46), Opp (29). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY,K.  1 . 2 0 1-0 3 1 1 1/0 0 11.2 3 3 2 1 13 1 0 0  . 0 7 9 1 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN,S.  5 . 4 4 3-2 5 3 2 0/0 0 18.0 23 14 14 2 19 6 0 0  . 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
20 TOWERS,H.  6 . 7 2 0-0 3 2 0 0/0 0 8.1 16 8 8 5 8 7 0 2  . 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD,C. 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  4 . 8 5 4-2 6 6 3 1/0 0 39.0 44 28 27 11 42 14 0 2  . 2 8 0 1 2 0 0 2
Opponents  5 . 6 0 2-4 6 6 2 0/0 0 40.0 56 44 32 20 31 13 4 4  . 3 1 1 4 3 0 2 3
PB - Team (0), Opp (2). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-3), NUNN,S. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 15, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH,K. 50 45 5 0 1.000 1 1 2  . 3 3 3 0 0
11 VORBRINK,J. 20 19 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT,R 12 6 6 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS,J. 7 7 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN,S. 3 0 3 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
20 TOWERS,H. 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN,B. 24 8 15 1  . 9 5 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY,M. 23 15 7 1  . 9 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS,M. 14 13 0 1  . 9 2 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN,K. 6 2 3 1  . 8 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER,P. 3 2 0 1  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD,C. 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS,T. 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY,K. 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 164 117 42 5  . 9 7 0 1 1 2  . 3 3 3 0 0
Opponents 170 120 37 13  . 9 2 4 1 11 2  . 8 4 6 2 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 16, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 5-3   Home: 0-0   Away: 0-1   Neutral: 5-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 2 9 6-6 21 3 9 2 1 0 4 13  . 6 1 9 1 0 2 0  . 4 5 5 0 0 2-2 32 1 2  . 9 4 3
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 0 8-8 25 7 10 4 0 2 3 20  . 8 0 0 5 0 5 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 4-4 3 4 1  . 8 7 5
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 0 7-6 20 5 8 1 1 0 8 11  . 5 5 0 4 0 1 0  . 4 8 0 1 1 4-4 2 0 1  . 6 6 7
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 8-8 21 9 7 4 1 0 3 13  . 6 1 9 9 1 5 0  . 5 4 8 0 1 5-5 9 0 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 3 1 3 5-4 16 4 5 0 1 0 2 7  . 4 3 8 0 0 2 0  . 3 1 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 8 6 8-8 28 6 8 1 0 2 7 15  . 5 3 6 0 2 4 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 11 17 1  . 9 6 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 0 8-8 25 7 7 2 0 1 3 12  . 4 8 0 4 0 8 0  . 3 6 7 1 0 0-2 7 13 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 8 0 8-8 25 8 7 4 0 1 6 14  . 5 6 0 5 2 6 1  . 4 3 8 0 0 1-1 52 9 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 8 0 8-8 25 5 7 0 0 0 5 7  . 2 8 0 2 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 1 0-0 17 10 1  . 9 6 4
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 0 0 8-8 25 5 5 2 0 1 7 10  . 4 0 0 2 0 7 0  . 2 5 9 0 0 0-0 20 2 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 6 8 231 60 73 20 4 7 48 122  . 5 2 8 32 5 42 1  . 4 0 7 2 3 17-19 153 63 6  . 9 7 3
Opponents  . 2 9 1 8 206 35 60 17 0 3 33 86  . 4 1 7 14 2 49 1  . 3 4 2 0 3 2-5 155 54 15  . 9 3 3
LOB - Team (60), Opp (39). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (1).
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 0 0 1-1 4 2 1 1/0 0 11.2 6 6 5 2 13 2 0 1  . 1 4 6 1 1 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 7 7 4-2 7 4 3 1/0 0 26.0 29 14 14 3 24 7 0 0  . 2 8 2 0 0 0 0 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee  6 . 2 4 0-0 4 2 0 0/0 0 12.1 23 12 11 6 10 8 0 2  . 3 9 7 0 0 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  4 . 5 3 5-3 8 8 4 2/0 0 51.0 60 35 33 14 49 17 0 3  . 2 9 1 1 2 0 0 3
Opponents  6 . 5 0 3-5 8 8 2 0/0 1 51.2 73 60 48 32 42 20 4 7  . 3 1 6 7 5 0 2 3
PB - Team (0), Opp (2). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-5), NUNN,S. (2-3), AIKEY,K. (0-1), TOWERS,H.
(0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 16, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 61 52 9 0 1.000 1 2 3  . 4 0 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 22 20 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 20 7 13 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 0 5 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 29 11 17 1  . 9 6 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 28 17 10 1  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 35 32 1 2  . 9 4 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 8 3 4 1  . 8 7 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 3 2 0 1  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 222 153 63 6  . 9 7 3 1 2 3  . 4 0 0 0 0
Opponents 224 155 54 15  . 9 3 3 1 17 2  . 8 9 5 2 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 7-3   Home: 0-0   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 5 0 0 9-8 26 10 13 1 1 1 11 19  . 7 3 1 5 1 1 0  . 5 7 6 1 1 5-5 3 0 2  . 6 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 4 2 9 10-10 28 11 12 5 1 0 5 19  . 6 7 9 10 1 5 0  . 5 9 0 0 1 5-5 9 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 2 9 6-6 21 3 9 2 1 0 4 13  . 6 1 9 1 0 2 0  . 4 5 5 0 0 2-2 32 1 2  . 9 4 3
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 9 4 10-10 33 10 13 5 0 2 3 24  . 7 2 7 5 0 5 0  . 4 7 4 0 0 4-4 8 4 1  . 9 2 3
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 7 1 10-10 35 10 13 1 0 3 11 23  . 6 5 7 0 3 4 0  . 4 2 1 0 0 2-2 12 23 1  . 9 7 2
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 4 4 10-10 32 10 11 3 1 2 8 22  . 6 8 8 4 0 8 0  . 4 0 5 1 0 2-4 8 17 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 3 3 10-10 30 11 10 5 0 2 10 21  . 7 0 0 7 2 7 1  . 4 7 5 1 0 2-2 58 9 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 3 3 3 10-10 30 6 10 0 0 0 8 10  . 3 3 3 3 0 2 0  . 3 8 2 1 1 0-0 20 13 1  . 9 7 1
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 7 3 7-6 22 6 6 0 1 0 3 8  . 3 6 4 1 0 3 1  . 3 0 4 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 0 0 10-10 30 5 6 2 0 1 7 11  . 3 6 7 4 0 7 0  . 2 9 4 0 0 0-1 35 2 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 6 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 5 9 10 287 83 103 24 5 11 70 170  . 5 9 2 40 7 44 2  . 4 4 4 4 3 23-26 186 77 7  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 2 8 0 10 246 41 69 19 0 5 39 103  . 4 1 9 16 4 55 1  . 3 3 5 0 5 3-6 189 75 15  . 9 4 6
LOB - Team (71), Opp (46). DPs turned - Team (1), Opp (3). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 3 2-1 5 2 1 1/0 0 15.2 7 6 5 3 16 3 0 1  . 1 3 2 1 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 5 0 5-2 8 5 4 1/0 0 32.0 34 16 16 4 27 7 0 1  . 2 7 2 1 1 0 0 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  7 . 8 8 0-0 5 3 0 0/0 0 13.1 26 16 15 6 10 9 0 3  . 4 0 6 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  4 . 4 0 7-3 10 10 5 2/0 0 62.0 69 41 39 16 55 19 0 5  . 2 8 0 2 4 0 0 5
Opponents  7 . 8 9 3-7 10 10 2 0/0 1 63.0 103 83 71 40 44 24 5 11  . 3 5 9 11 7 0 4 3
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (3-6), NUNN,S. (2-3), TOWERS,H. (1-2),
AIKEY,K. (0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 17, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 67 58 9 0 1.000 1 3 3  . 5 0 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 37 35 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 25 8 17 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 9 9 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 7 1 6 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 36 12 23 1  . 9 7 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 34 20 13 1  . 9 7 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 35 32 1 2  . 9 4 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 13 8 4 1  . 9 2 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 5 3 0 2  . 6 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 270 186 77 7  . 9 7 4 1 3 3  . 5 0 0 0 0
Opponents 279 189 75 15  . 9 4 6 3 23 3  . 8 8 5 4 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 23, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 8-4   Home: 1-0   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-3   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 5 1 6 11-10 31 11 16 1 2 1 14 24  . 7 7 4 6 1 2 0  . 5 9 0 1 1 5-5 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 5 0 0 8-8 26 5 13 2 1 0 5 17  . 6 5 4 2 0 3 0  . 5 3 6 0 0 2-3 46 3 3  . 9 4 2
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 4 1 5 12-12 41 12 17 1 1 3 14 29  . 7 0 7 0 3 4 0  . 4 5 5 0 0 4-4 16 23 1  . 9 7 5
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 7 5 12-12 32 13 12 5 1 0 5 19  . 5 9 4 12 1 6 0  . 5 5 6 0 1 5-5 11 0 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 6 8 12-12 38 11 14 5 0 2 3 25  . 6 5 8 6 0 7 0  . 4 5 5 0 0 4-4 9 4 1  . 9 2 9
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 6 12-12 36 11 11 3 1 2 8 22  . 6 1 1 5 0 10 0  . 3 8 1 1 0 3-5 9 25 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 3 0 3 12-12 33 6 10 0 0 0 9 10  . 3 0 3 4 0 2 0  . 3 6 8 1 1 0-0 27 16 1  . 9 7 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 7 8 12-12 36 11 10 5 0 2 10 21  . 5 8 3 7 2 7 1  . 4 1 3 1 0 2-2 63 9 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 6 1 8-6 23 6 6 0 1 0 3 8  . 3 4 8 1 0 3 1  . 2 9 2 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 2 9 12-12 35 6 8 2 0 1 7 13  . 3 7 1 4 0 8 0  . 3 0 8 0 0 0-1 35 2 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 7 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 5 3 12 331 93 117 24 7 11 78 188  . 5 6 8 47 7 52 2  . 4 4 0 4 3 26-30 222 91 8  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 2 7 0 12 289 42 78 21 0 5 40 114  . 3 9 4 17 4 60 1  . 3 1 9 0 6 3-6 222 85 16  . 9 5 0
LOB - Team (79), Opp (54). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (4). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 0 2-1 6 2 1 1/1 0 16.2 7 6 5 3 16 3 0 1  . 1 2 5 1 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 5 5-3 9 6 5 1/0 0 39.0 40 17 17 4 29 8 0 1  . 2 6 5 1 1 0 0 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee  6 . 0 6 1-0 6 4 0 0/1 0 17.1 29 16 15 7 13 10 0 3  . 3 7 2 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 7 8 8-4 12 12 6 3/1 0 74.0 78 42 40 17 60 21 0 5  . 2 7 0 2 4 0 0 6
Opponents  7 . 5 7 4-8 12 12 3 1/1 2 74.0 117 93 80 47 52 24 7 11  . 3 5 3 11 7 0 4 3
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (3-6), NUNN,S. (2-3), TOWERS,H. (1-2),
AIKEY,K. (0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 23, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 72 63 9 0 1.000 1 3 3  . 5 0 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 37 35 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 34 9 25 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 11 11 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 9 2 7 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 44 27 16 1  . 9 7 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 40 16 23 1  . 9 7 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 52 46 3 3  . 9 4 2 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 14 9 4 1  . 9 2 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 321 222 91 8  . 9 7 5 3 3 3  . 5 0 0 0 0
Opponents 323 222 85 16  . 9 5 0 4 26 4  . 8 6 7 4 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 24, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 9-4   Home: 2-0   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-3   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 5 2 9 12-11 34 12 18 2 2 2 18 30  . 8 8 2 6 1 2 0  . 5 9 5 1 1 5-5 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 6 4 9-9 28 6 13 2 1 0 5 17  . 6 0 7 3 0 3 0  . 5 1 6 0 0 2-3 54 3 3  . 9 5 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 9 0 13-13 41 12 16 6 0 2 4 28  . 6 8 3 6 0 8 0  . 4 6 8 0 0 4-4 10 4 1  . 9 3 3
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 8 6 13-13 44 13 17 1 1 3 14 29  . 6 5 9 0 3 4 0  . 4 2 6 0 0 4-4 18 27 2  . 9 5 7
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 8 2 13-13 34 15 13 5 1 0 5 20  . 5 8 8 13 1 6 0  . 5 6 3 0 1 5-5 11 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 6 13-13 36 11 11 3 1 2 8 22  . 6 1 1 8 0 10 0  . 4 2 2 1 0 4-6 9 27 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 7 8 13-13 36 6 10 0 0 0 9 10  . 2 7 8 4 0 2 0  . 3 4 1 1 1 0-0 29 17 1  . 9 7 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 6 3 13-13 38 6 10 3 0 1 8 16  . 4 2 1 4 0 8 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-1 35 2 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 6 3 13-13 38 12 10 5 0 2 10 21  . 5 5 3 7 3 8 1  . 4 0 8 1 0 2-2 65 9 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 6 1 8-6 23 6 6 0 1 0 3 8  . 3 4 8 1 0 3 1  . 2 9 2 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 9 0 1.000
Totals  . 3 5 2 13 352 100 124 27 7 12 84 201  . 5 7 1 52 8 54 2  . 4 4 2 4 3 27-31 237 100 9  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 2 6 5 13 309 43 82 22 0 5 41 119  . 3 8 5 17 4 62 1  . 3 1 2 0 6 3-6 236 94 17  . 9 5 1
LOB - Team (85), Opp (58). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (4). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 3 2-0 5 2 1 1/0 0 15.2 7 6 5 3 16 3 0 1  . 1 3 2 1 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 6 6-3 10 7 6 1/0 0 44.0 44 18 18 4 31 9 0 1  . 2 5 7 1 1 0 0 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 7 3 1-1 6 4 1 1/0 0 18.1 29 16 15 7 13 10 0 3  . 3 5 8 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 6 3 9-4 13 13 8 3/0 0 79.0 82 43 41 17 62 22 0 5  . 2 6 5 2 4 0 0 6
Opponents  7 . 6 5 4-9 13 13 3 1/1 2 78.2 124 100 86 52 54 27 7 12  . 3 5 2 13 8 0 4 3
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (2). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (3-6), NUNN,S. (2-3), TOWERS,H. (1-2),
AIKEY,K. (0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 24, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 74 65 9 0 1.000 1 3 3  . 5 0 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 37 35 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 36 9 27 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 11 11 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 11 2 9 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 47 29 17 1  . 9 7 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 47 18 27 2  . 9 5 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 60 54 3 3  . 9 5 0 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 15 10 4 1  . 9 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 346 237 100 9  . 9 7 4 3 3 3  . 5 0 0 0 0
Opponents 347 236 94 17  . 9 5 1 4 27 4  . 8 7 1 4 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 11-4   Home: 4-0   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-3   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 5 1 2 14-13 41 13 21 4 2 2 21 35  . 8 5 4 7 1 2 0  . 5 8 0 1 1 6-6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 0 0 11-11 35 6 14 2 1 0 5 18  . 5 1 4 4 0 4 0  . 4 6 2 0 0 2-3 68 3 3  . 9 5 9
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 8 3 15-15 47 15 18 1 1 4 16 33  . 7 0 2 4 3 4 0  . 4 6 3 0 0 4-4 23 29 2  . 9 6 3
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 8 1 15-15 42 15 16 6 0 2 4 28  . 6 6 7 10 1 8 0  . 5 0 9 0 0 4-4 13 6 1  . 9 5 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 9 15-15 39 16 14 6 1 0 5 22  . 5 6 4 15 1 8 0  . 5 4 5 0 2 5-6 13 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 1 7 15-15 41 11 13 4 1 2 11 25  . 6 1 0 8 0 10 0  . 4 1 2 2 0 4-6 10 33 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 1 1 15-15 45 14 14 6 0 2 10 26  . 5 7 8 7 3 10 1  . 4 2 9 1 0 2-2 78 10 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 9 15-15 43 8 12 3 0 1 10 18  . 4 1 9 4 1 9 0  . 3 5 4 0 0 0-1 35 2 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 6 8 15-15 41 7 11 0 0 0 11 11  . 2 6 8 4 0 2 0  . 3 2 6 1 1 0-0 33 19 1  . 9 8 1
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 5 0 9-6 24 6 6 0 1 0 3 8  . 3 3 3 1 0 3 2  . 2 8 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 11 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 4 9 15 398 112 139 32 7 13 96 224  . 5 6 3 64 10 60 3  . 4 4 7 5 4 28-33 279 116 10  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 2 6 6 15 364 50 97 24 1 5 47 138  . 3 7 9 20 4 74 1  . 3 1 2 0 6 5-9 272 110 18  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (99), Opp (67). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (5). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 0 3 3-1 7 3 1 1/0 1 20.2 12 8 6 3 21 4 0 1  . 1 6 7 1 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 9 4 7-3 12 7 6 1/0 1 50.0 51 21 21 6 38 10 0 1  . 2 6 0 1 1 0 0 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 5 8 1-0 7 5 1 1/0 0 21.1 32 18 17 8 13 10 1 3  . 3 4 8 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 4 11-4 15 15 8 3/0 2 93.0 97 50 47 20 74 24 1 5  . 2 6 6 2 4 0 0 6
Opponents  7 . 5 7 4-11 15 15 3 1/1 2 90.2 139 112 98 64 60 32 7 13  . 3 4 9 14 10 0 5 4
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-9), NUNN,S. (4-5), TOWERS,H. (1-2),
AIKEY,K. (0-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 88 78 10 0 1.000 1 5 4  . 5 5 6 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 43 10 33 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 37 35 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 13 2 11 0 1.000 0 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 13 13 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 0 3 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 53 33 19 1  . 9 8 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 54 23 29 2  . 9 6 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 74 68 3 3  . 9 5 9 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 20 13 6 1  . 9 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 1 0 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 405 279 116 10  . 9 7 5 3 5 4  . 5 5 6 0 0
Opponents 400 272 110 18  . 9 5 5 5 28 5  . 8 4 8 4 0
2018 WKU Softball
WKU vs Hampton
Feb 09, 2018 at Boiling Springs, NC (Brinkley Stadium)
WKU 7 (1-0)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 4 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 5 1 4 2 0 0 3 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 5 0 1 0 0 1 8 3 2
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 4 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 2
CARTER, Paige dp 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 3 2 1 0 1 4 2 1
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 1 0 1 1 0 3 0 0
TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 36 7 11 6 2 4 24 10 9
Hampton 6 (0-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Taylor  Warrick rf 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
Cassidy Blackwell lf 3 2 2 1 1 0 4 0 0
Kial Watts 2b 4 1 0 0 0 1 3 3 0
Quierra Bradford dp 3 1 2 4 1 1 0 0 1
Morgan Crawford ss 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1
Jada Fields 1b 3 0 1 0 0 1 7 0 0
  Alana VanDenburg ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brianna Anderson cf 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
Sarah Kollas c 3 0 1 0 0 1 5 1 1
Lorena Alvarez 3b 3 1 1 0 0 1 5 1 0
Allie Hotetz p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  Allyson  Babinsack p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 32 6 10 5 2 8 24 11 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E
WKU 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 7 11 1
Hampton 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 6 10 2
E - MCGUFFIN,K.; K. Watts; L. Alvarez. DP - WKU 1. LOB - WKU 9; HAM 5. 2B - THOMAS,J.; BOWLDS,M.; MCGUFFIN,K.;
ENGELHARDT,R; T. Warrick; Blackwell, C; M. Crawford; S. Kollas. 3B - BOWLDS,M.. HR - ENGELHARDT,R; Q. Bradford.
SH - MCELROY,M.. CS - S. Kollas.
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
TOWERS, Haylee 3.0 7 3 3 1 2 16 17 -
AIKEY, Kelsey 3.0 2 3 2 1 5 11 12 -
NUNN, Shelby 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 5 5 -
Hampton ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Allie Hotetz 3.0 6 5 5 1 1 15 17 2
Allyson  Babinsack 5.0 5 2 1 1 3 21 22 -
Win - NUNN,S. (1-0).  Loss - A. Babinsack (0-1).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.; A. Babinsack. Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 1/0; NUNN,S. 1/1. Pitches/strikes: A. Hotetz 2/1.
Umpires -
Start: 12:45 pm   Time: 2:22   Attendance: 50
TOWERS,H. faced 1 batter in the 4th.
AIKEY,K. faced 3 batters in the 7th.
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Gardner-Webb
Feb 09, 2018 at Boiling Springs, N.C (Brinkley Stadium)
WKU 4 (1-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 1 3 0 0 0 6 0 2
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 1 1 1 0 6 1 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 3
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 1
STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 1 0 0 0 5 1 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 31 4 11 3 2 2 18 9 8
Gardner-Webb 5 (1-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
ALMOND, Weslyn cf 3 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1
BOOTH, Andria rf 3 2 2 1 0 1 1 0 0
WACASTER, Kaylee lf 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
JOHNSON, Maddi dp 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
  PRESSLEY, Lily pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CUMISKEY, Rachel c 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0
HUFFMAN, Lauren 3b 3 0 1 1 0 1 0 4 0
  THORNTON, Callie pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PREBBLE, Katie 1b 3 0 1 0 0 0 11 0 1
STETTLER, Katie ss 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0
STERRETT, Trinity 2b 2 1 2 0 0 0 1 3 0
WARK, Ashley p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 25 5 9 4 0 4 21 10 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 4 11 0
Gardner-Webb 0 0 3 0 0 2 X 5 9 1
E - STETTLER, K.. DP - GWU 1. LOB - WKU 8; GWU 2. 2B - SMITH,K.; MCGUFFIN,K.; JOHNSON,M.. SB - BOWLDS,M.. CS -
ENGELHARDT,R.
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 25 25 -
Gardner-Webb ip h r er bb so ab bf np
WARK, Ashley 7.0 11 4 3 2 2 31 33 -
Win - WARK, A. (1-1).  Loss - NUNN,S. (1-1).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: None.
Umpires -
Start: 6:28 pm   Time: 1:49   Attendance: 200
Weather: Overcast
2018 WKU Softball
WKU vs Youngstown State
Feb 10, 2018 at Boiling Springs, NC (Brinkley Stadium)
WKU 17 (2-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf/lf 2 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  CARTER, Paige pr/rf 3 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 2
SMITH, Kendall c 4 3 2 3 0 0 7 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 3 1 2 1 0 1 1 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf/1b 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 0 0
TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  NUNN, Shelby p/rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 30 17 11 11 2 6 15 5 3
Youngstown State 6 (2-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Lucas, Hannah cf 4 0 1 1 0 2 0 0 2
Romero, Yazmine rf 4 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 2
Lusk, Maddi dp 3 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
Saibene, Nikki 2b 1 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0
Taylor, Stevie 3b 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 1 2
Christy, Tatum ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
  Lacatena, Milena ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Roach, Alexis lf 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Thompson-Cappadocio 1b 1 0 1 1 1 0 3 0 0
  Dadig, Dani 1b/ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mitchum, Miyah c 2 0 1 1 0 1 4 1 0
  Smith, Carey c 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
  Zappitelli, Lexi ph 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Geanangel, Paige p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Buffenbarger, Elle p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 23 6 9 6 5 7 15 2 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
WKU 3 2 7 3 2 17 11 0
Youngstown State 0 0 2 1 3 6 9 6
E - Taylor; Christy 2; Roach; Thompson-Cap; Geanangel. LOB - WKU 3; YSU 8. 2B - SMITH,K.; VORBRINK,J.; Romero;
Lusk; Zappitelli. 3B - CARTER,P.. HR - SMITH,K.; MCGUFFIN,K.; Saibene. HBP - THOMAS,J.; Saibene. SH -
THOMAS,J.. SF - ENGELHARDT,R. SB - THOMAS,J. 2; CARTER,P. 2; MCGUFFIN,K..
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
TOWERS, Haylee 2.1 5 2 2 2 3 12 14 56
NUNN, Shelby 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 7 7 28
BLACKFORD, Cassidy 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 4 8 34
Youngstown State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Geanangel, Paige 2.0 5 10 5 0 4 16 17 85
Buffenbarger, Elle 3.0 6 7 6 2 2 14 18 78
Win - NUNN,S. (2-1).  Loss - Geanangel (1-1).  Save - None.
WP - Geanangel; Buffenbarger. HBP - by Geanangel (THOMAS,J.); by BLACKFORD,C. (Saibene). Inherited runners/scored:
NUNN,S. 1/0; Buffenbarger 1/1. Pitches/strikes: TOWERS,H. 56/36; NUNN,S. 28/20; BLACKFORD,C. 34/16; Geanangel
85/51; Buffenbarger 78/55.
Umpires -
Start: 10 am   Time: 2:28   Attendance: 50
Weather: cloudy with occassional mist
Geanangel faced 5 batters in the 3rd.
2018 WKU Softball
Hampton vs WKU
Feb 10, 2018 at Boiling Springs, NC (Brinkley Stadium)
Hampton 2 (0-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Taylor  Warrick cf 3 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 1
  Brianna Anderson cf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cassidy Blackwell lf 3 0 1 1 0 1 4 0 0
Morgan Crawford ss 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 2
Quierra Bradford dp 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
Ashley Grassini c 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
Kial Watts 2b 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Jada Fields 1b 2 0 0 0 1 1 4 0 0
  DaSha  Hill pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Alana VanDenburg rf 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 2
Lorena Alvarez 3b 2 0 1 1 0 1 3 1 0
Allyson  Babinsack p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  Allie Hotetz p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Emily Sevilla p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 24 2 5 2 2 11 17 5 6
WKU 10 (3-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan lf 3 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 2 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 3
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 1 1 2 0 11 1 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 1 1 2 0 0 2 2 2
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 4 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 1
VORBRINK, Jordan 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 29 10 13 9 4 0 18 4 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 R H E
Hampton 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 5 2
WKU 0 0 5 2 2 1 10 13 2
Note: 2 outs, 1 runner LOB when the game ended.
E - T. Warrick; L. Alvarez; CARTER,P.; MCELROY,M.. LOB - HAM 6; WKU 7. 2B - MCGUFFIN,K.; VORBRINK,J.. 3B -
THOMAS,J.; STOWERS,T.. HR - MCGUFFIN,K.. SF - CARTER,P.. SB - VanDenburg; THOMAS,J.; BLACKFORD,C.. CS - K.
Watts; ENGELHARDT,R.
Hampton ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Allyson  Babinsack 2.1 7 5 5 1 0 13 14 52
Allie Hotetz 2.0 6 4 4 0 0 11 12 32
Emily Sevilla 1.1 0 1 0 3 0 5 8 41
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 24 26 95
Win - NUNN,S. (3-1).  Loss - A. Babinsack (0-3).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: A. Hotetz 1/1; E. Sevilla 1/0. Pitches/strikes: A. Babinsack 52/31; A. Hotetz 32/22; E.
Sevilla 41/21; NUNN,S. 95/66.
Umpires -
Start: 12:45 pm   Time: 1:54   Attendance: 75
Weather: 50 degrees; cloudy
2018 WKU Softball
WKU vs Tennessee Tech
Feb 15, 2018 at Chattanooga, Tenn. (Frost Stadium)
WKU 5 (3-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS,J. rf 2 1 0 0 1 0 4 0 0
  STOWERS,T. ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
BOWLDS,M. 1b 3 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 0
CARTER,P. dp 4 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 0
SMITH,K. c 4 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 3
VAUGHN,B. ss 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0
MCGUFFIN,K. cf 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT,R 3b 3 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 0
MCELROY,M. 2b 3 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 2
VORBRINK,J. lf 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
NUNN,S. p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  TOWERS,H. p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  AIKEY,K. p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 28 5 5 4 3 9 18 5 5
Tennessee Tech 9 (1-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
McCULLEY, Beth cf 3 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 0
  McGOWAN, Ashley ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPARKS, Raegan lf 4 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0
CRUSE, Bayli c 4 1 2 2 0 1 9 0 1
LaSALA, Gabby 3b 4 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
THOMAS, Taylor dp 4 1 2 2 0 2 0 0 2
THOMAS, Leigh Ellen rf 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
GRIFFIN, Callen 2b 3 1 1 2 0 0 3 2 1
HERLOCKER, Alyssa 1b 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
DAVIS, Hallie ss 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
  LOVE-BAKER, Sydney ss 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
WALDROP, Taylor p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 29 9 11 9 2 5 21 4 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 4 0 1 5 5 1
Tennessee Tech 0 0 6 1 2 0 X 9 11 2
E - BOWLDS,M.(1); SPARKS(1); HERLOCKER(1). LOB - WKU 5; TTU 5. 2B - CARTER,P.(1); MCGUFFIN,K.(3); McGOWAN(1);
SPARKS(1); LaSALA(1); THOMAS, T(1); GRIFFIN(1); DAVIS(1). SH - HERLOCKER(1). SB - BOWLDS,M.(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN,S. 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 13 14 37
TOWERS,H. 3.0 4 3 3 2 3 13 15 55
AIKEY,K. 0.2 1 0 0 0 1 3 3 11
Tennessee Tech ip h r er bb so ab bf np
WALDROP, Taylor 7.0 5 5 4 3 9 28 31 116
Win - WALDROP (1-1).  Loss - NUNN,S. (3-2).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: TOWERS,H. 1/0; AIKEY,K. 1/0. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 37/30; TOWERS,H. 55/39; AIKEY,K.
11/6; WALDROP 116/76.
Umpires - HP: John West  1B: Esther Halloway  3B: Timothy King
Start: 5:49pm   Time: 1:56   Attendance: 101
Weather: 71 degrees, breezy
2018 WKU Softball
Sacred Heart vs WKU
Feb 15, 2018 at Chattanooga, Tenn. (Frost Stadium)
Sacred Heart 0 (0-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
DESROSIERS, Hailey ss 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1
DELGADILLO, Lauren cf 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHRISTIAN, Katelyn 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
  LANDRY, Addison pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FILLMORE, Kelyn rf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
  ERRICO, Hanna pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BOISVERT, Jennie c 3 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 1
BEVINO, Fallon 1b 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0
FORD, Hannah dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
MANGIAMELI, S 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 1
HARVEY, Kylee lf 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
MCCANN, Kristen p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  OROSCO, Emily p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 24 0 0 0 0 7 22 5 3
WKU 1 (4-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
VAUGHN,B. ss 3 0 1 0 0 1 2 5 0
MCGUFFIN,K. cf 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 2
CARTER,P. rf 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 1
SMITH,K. c 3 0 0 0 0 1 8 0 0
  BLACKFORD,C. pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT,R 3b 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 3
STOWERS,T. dp 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3
MCELROY,M. 2b 4 1 0 0 0 1 3 2 1
VORBRINK,J. 1b 4 0 0 0 0 3 9 1 3
THOMAS,J. lf 2 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0
AIKEY,K. p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 27 1 5 1 7 9 24 9 14
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E
Sacred Heart 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 5 1
Note: 1 out, 1 runner LOB when the game ended.
E - VAUGHN,B.(1). LOB - SHU 3; WKU 14. 2B - THOMAS,J.(2). HBP - FORD, H; VAUGHN,B.; SMITH,K.. SH - BEVINO, F.
SB - CARTER,P.(1); SMITH,K.(1).
Sacred Heart ip h r er bb so ab bf np
MCCANN, Kristen 6.0 4 0 0 7 7 22 30 125
OROSCO, Emily 1.1 1 1 0 0 2 5 6 26
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY,K. 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 24 26 85
Win - AIKEY,K. (1-0).  Loss - OROSCO, E (0-1).  Save - None.
WP - MCCANN, K. HBP - by MCCANN, K (VAUGHN,B.); by AIKEY,K. (FORD, H); by OROSCO, E (SMITH,K.). PB - BOISVERT, J 2.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: MCCANN, K 125/68; OROSCO, E 26/17; AIKEY,K. 85/59.
Umpires -
Start: 8:15pm   Time: 2:03   Attendance: 76
2018 WKU Softball
Tennessee State vs WKU
Feb 16, 2018 at Chattanooga, Tenn. (Warner Park Field 3)
Tennessee State 0 (0-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
SNELL, Sarah ss 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
VIRE, Bri rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
COX, Kasey 2b 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
WEBER, Reese dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
O'KANE, Erica 1b 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0
JOHNSON, Ariel lf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
HUPPEE, Megan 3b 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0
ENNIS, Whitney c 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 1
  SCHNEIDER, Katie ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AKERS, Patton cf 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
POWELL, Lauren p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  HART, Tori p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  CABRERA, Amanda p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 17 0 3 0 1 3 14 6 4
WKU 10 (5-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 1 0 1 9 1 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
CARTER, Paige dp 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 1 0 0 1 2 0 3 0
SMITH, Kendall c 1 2 0 0 1 0 3 1 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 1 1 2 1 0 2 1 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 20 10 6 9 5 5 15 9 3
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
Tennessee State 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1
WKU 0 0 1 3 6 10 6 0
Note: 2 outs, 0 runners LOB when the game ended.
E - ENNIS(2). LOB - TSU 4; WKU 3. 2B - COX(3); THOMAS,J.(3); BOWLDS,M.(2). HR - VAUGHN,B.(1); VORBRINK,J.(1).
HBP - VAUGHN,B.; SMITH,K.. SH - JOHNSON(1). SB - SNELL(3); THOMAS,J.(4); MCGUFFIN,K. 2(3).
Tennessee State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
POWELL, Lauren 3.1 3 4 4 3 3 13 17 85
HART, Tori 1.0 1 2 2 1 1 4 5 24
CABRERA, Amanda 0.1 2 4 4 1 1 3 5 20
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 17 19 61
Win - NUNN,S. (4-2).  Loss - POWELL (0-4).  Save - None.
WP - POWELL 2(4); HART(1). HBP - by POWELL (VAUGHN,B.); by CABRERA (SMITH,K.). Inherited runners/scored: HART 2/1;
CABRERA 1/1. Pitches/strikes: POWELL 85/52; HART 24/15; CABRERA 20/9; NUNN,S. 61/45.
Umpires - HP: Daniel Robinson  1B: Roger Lemon  3B: Esther Holloway
Start: 12:59 PM   Time: 1:51   Attendance: 152
Weather: Cloudy, Slight Rain, 68
2018 WKU Softball
Tennessee Tech vs WKU
Feb 16, 2018 at Chattanooga, Tenn. (Warner Park Field 3)
Tennessee Tech 7 (2-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
McCULLEY, Beth cf 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
SPARKS, Raegan lf 3 1 1 0 1 0 3 0 0
CRUSE, Bayli 1b 4 2 3 5 0 0 6 0 1
THOMAS, Taylor dp 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
LaSALA, Gabby 3b 4 0 2 1 0 1 2 4 0
HUGHES, Kayla p 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
  THOMAS, Leigh Ellen p/rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0
GRIFFIN, Callen 2b 3 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 2
  WOOD, Aminah ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
McGOWAN, Ashley c 3 1 1 0 0 0 6 1 1
LOVE-BAKER, Sydney ss 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0
RICHTER, Hannah rf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  WALDROP, Taylor p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 32 7 13 7 2 4 21 11 6
WKU 6 (5-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan lf 3 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 3
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 5 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 2
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 0
CARTER, Paige dp 3 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 2 2 2 0 0 2 0 3
SMITH, Kendall c 3 2 2 1 1 1 4 3 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 2 1 1 1 0 2 0
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 4 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 3
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 31 6 11 5 7 6 21 12 11
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Tennessee Tech 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 7 13 1
WKU 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 6 11 1
E - GRIFFIN(2); BOWLDS,M.(1). LOB - TTU 6; WKU 11. 2B - THOMAS, T(1); LaSALA(1); THOMAS,J.(3); VAUGHN,B.(1);
SMITH,K. 2(4); ENGELHARDT,R(2). HR - CRUSE(1); VAUGHN,B.(2). SB - THOMAS,J.(5); MCGUFFIN,K.(4); CARTER,P.(3).
CS - McCULLEY(1).
Tennessee Tech ip h r er bb so ab bf np
HUGHES, Kayla 2.2 5 2 2 4 2 13 17 69
THOMAS, Leigh Ellen 1.1 3 2 2 2 0 6 8 29
WALDROP, Taylor 3.0 3 2 2 1 4 12 13 54
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 3 4 21
TOWERS, Haylee 4.0 7 4 3 1 2 17 18 60
NUNN, Shelby 3.0 3 0 0 0 2 12 12 31
Win - THOMAS, L (1-3).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (1-1).  Save - WALDROP (1).
Inherited runners/scored: THOMAS, L 3/0; WALDROP 1/0; TOWERS,H. 1/0. Pitches/strikes: HUGHES 69/35; THOMAS, L
29/15; WALDROP 54/39; AIKEY,K. 21/13; TOWERS,H. 60/35; NUNN,S. 31/24.
Umpires - HP: Roger Lemon  1B: Daniel Robinson  3B: Zach Barrow
Start: 2:28 pm   Time: 2:28   Attendance: 76
Weather: 48 degrees; misty
AIKEY,K. faced 4 batters in the 1st.
THOMAS, L faced 2 batters in the 5th.
2018 WKU Softball
WKU vs Tennessee State
Feb 17, 2018 at Chattanooga, Tenn. (Frost Stadium)
WKU 16 (6-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan lf 4 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 4 2 3 0 0 0 2 0 1
CARTER, Paige rf 2 3 2 3 1 0 1 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 1 2 1 1 2 0 3 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 3 2 4 0 0 0 3 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 4 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 2 3 4 0 0 1 2 1
VORBRINK, Jordan 1b 3 0 0 0 1 0 7 0 1
TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 28 16 17 15 4 1 15 6 5
Tennessee State 4 (0-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
SNELL, Sarah ss 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 0
AKERS, Patton cf 2 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 0
COX, Kasey 3b 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
O'KANE, Erica p/dp 2 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 0
JOHNSON, Ariel lf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
COLEGROVE, Emma c 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0
  WARE, Kierra pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  WEBER, Reese c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
HUPPEE, Megan 1b 2 1 1 1 0 1 6 0 0
CLARK, Maddison 2b 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
VIRE, Bri rf 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
POWELL, Lauren p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
  SCHNEIDER, Katie p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  CABRERA, Amanda p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 18 4 4 4 1 3 15 8 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
WKU 4 0 2 7 3 16 17 1
Tennessee State 2 2 0 0 0 4 4 0
E - CARTER,P.(2). LOB - WKU 5; TSU 2. 2B - MCGUFFIN,K.(5); SMITH,K.(5); ENGELHARDT,R(3); HUPPEE(1); VIRE(1). 3B
- ENGELHARDT,R(1). HR - CARTER,P.(1); VAUGHN,B.(3); ENGELHARDT,R(2); O'KANE(1). HBP - CARTER,P.; VAUGHN,B.;
AKERS. SH - CLARK(1). SF - SMITH,K.(1); MCELROY,M.(1). SB - SMITH,K.(2); VAUGHN,B. 2(2); WARE(2). CS -
VORBRINK,J.(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
TOWERS, Haylee 1.0 3 4 4 0 0 6 7 23
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 12 14 49
Tennessee State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
O'KANE, Erica 1.2 5 4 4 2 0 9 13 33
POWELL, Lauren 2.1 10 10 10 1 1 15 17 62
SCHNEIDER, Katie 0.0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 4
CABRERA, Amanda 1.0 2 1 1 0 0 4 5 18
Win - AIKEY,K. (3-1).  Loss - O'KANE (0-1).  Save - None.
WP - POWELL(5); SCHNEIDER 2(2). HBP - by O'KANE (CARTER,P.); by TOWERS,H. (AKERS); by POWELL (VAUGHN,B.). PB -
COLEGROVE(2); WEBER(1). Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 1/1; SCHNEIDER 1/1; CABRERA 1/1. Pitches/strikes:
TOWERS,H. 23/15; AIKEY,K. 49/30; O'KANE 33/19; POWELL 62/38; SCHNEIDER 4/0; CABRERA 18/13.
Umpires - HP: Tim King  1B: Roger Lemon  3B: Daniel Robinson
Start: 1:02 PM   Time: 1:43   Attendance: 171
Weather: Overcast with Rain, 58
TOWERS,H. faced 2 batters in the 2nd.
POWELL faced 1 batter in the 5th.
SCHNEIDER faced 1 batter in the 5th.
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Chattanooga
Feb 17, 2018 at Chattanooga, Tenn. (Frost Stadium)
WKU 7 (7-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan lf 3 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 4 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 1
CARTER, Paige rf 4 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 1 2 3 0 1 3 0 1
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 1 3 0 0 0 1 3 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 1 2 1 0 2 2 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 2 0
VORBRINK, Jordan 1b 2 0 1 0 1 0 8 0 2
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Totals 28 7 13 7 4 1 18 8 6
Chattanooga 2 (3-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Hayleigh Weissenbach lf 2 1 1 0 1 0 4 1 0
J.J. Hamill ss 3 1 1 2 0 1 3 4 1
Ashley Conner 2b 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
  Madison Harris pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Aly Walker rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
Emma Sturdivant 1b 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0
Amanda Beltran dp 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Lexee Lamoree c 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 4
Brook Womack 3b 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0
Alyssa Coppinger cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Allison Swinford p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
  Celie Hudson p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 22 2 5 2 1 3 19 13 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 3 3 1 0 7 13 0
Chattanooga 0 0 2 0 0 0 X 2 5 0
Note: 1 out, 2 runners LOB when the game ended.
DP - UTC 2. LOB - WKU 6; UTC 5. 2B - THOMAS,J.(5). HR - SMITH,K.(2); Hamill(1). HBP - Walker. SH -
Sturdivant(2). SB - CARTER,P.(5); ENGELHARDT,R 2(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 22 25 80
Chattanooga ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Allison Swinford 4.1 9 6 6 2 1 20 22 75
Celie Hudson 2.0 4 1 1 2 0 8 10 41
Win - NUNN,S. (5-2).  Loss - Swinford (1-1).  Save - None.
WP - NUNN,S.(1); Hudson(2). HBP - by NUNN,S. (Walker). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S.
80/49; Swinford 75/42; Hudson 41/18.
Umpires - HP: Roger Lemon  1B: Daniel Robinson  3B: Tim King
Start: 3:15pm   Time: 1:32   Attendance: 102
Weather: 61 degrees, rainy
2018 WKU Softball
Green Bay at WKU
Feb 23, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Green Bay 0 (1-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
SCHULTZ, Bailey cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
HISLOPE, Allie c 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0
ONSTAD, Chyanne 3b 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
DROHNER, Aubrey rf 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
BIHUN, Morgan 1b 2 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0
DELAGRANGE, Jaclyn dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
MADEIROS, Emily 2b 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
GUZMAN, Crystal ss 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0
SLOAN, Marjorie lf 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0
KINNAIRD, Alexis p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Totals 17 0 3 0 1 3 12 5 3
WKU 10 (8-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan lf 1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
  CHILDRESS, Taylor lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 2 2 1 1 0 6 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 2 1 2 3 1 0 0 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 2 3 3 0 0 2 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 6 0
VORBRINK, Jordan dp 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 19 10 9 8 5 2 15 7 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
Green Bay 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1
WKU 0 2 4 4 X 10 9 0
E - HISLOPE. DP - WKU 1. LOB - GB 3; WKU 2. 2B - ONSTAD. 3B - CARTER,P.; VAUGHN,B.. SB - VAUGHN,B. 2;
ENGELHARDT,R. CS - BOWLDS,M..
Green Bay ip h r er bb so ab bf np
KINNAIRD, Alexis 4.0 9 10 9 5 2 19 24 55
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
TOWERS, Haylee 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 14 15 31
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 -
Win - TOWERS,H. (1-0).  Loss - KINNAIRD (0-2).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: KINNAIRD 55/36; TOWERS,H. 31/20.
Umpires - HP: Jim Cooper  1B: Ken Cato  3B: Danny Pagan
Start: 2:11 pm   Time: 1:39   Attendance:
Weather: 67 degrees; partly sunny
2018 WKU Softball
Toledo vs WKU
Feb 23, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Toledo 1 (4-3)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
NORWOOD, Kylie ss 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
CHOATE, Megan 2b 3 0 1 1 0 1 4 2 1 -
CURRY, Bailey 1b 3 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 -
YENRICK, Bekah dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 -
BERGMAN, Kaitlyn c 3 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 -
COZY, Katie 3b 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 -
  ILL, Ami pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
SHOWALTER, Samantha l 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 -
RAUSCH, Ashley cf 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 -
POWELL, Taylor rf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  GOLDEN, Samantha ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -
WEBB, Heather p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  MINARCHICK, Kailey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -
Totals 26 1 6 1 0 2 21 5 5
WKU 0 (8-4)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan lf 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 .343
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 2 0 0 1 8 2 0 .517
CARTER, Paige rf 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 .500
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 .409
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 .350
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 .256
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 2 0 .294
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .250
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 .282
VORBRINK, Jordan dp 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 .237
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -
Totals 25 0 5 0 2 6 21 7 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Toledo 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 6 0
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1
E - BOWLDS,M.(3). DP - TOLEDO 1; WKU 1. LOB - TOLEDO 5; WKU 6. 2B - Rausch(1). SH - Powell(1).
Toledo ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
WEBB, Heather 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 14 15 65 -
MINARCHICK, Kailey 3.0 2 0 0 1 3 11 12 43 -
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 26 27 95 2.74
Win - Webb (2-1).  Loss - NUNN,S. (5-3).  Save - Minarchick (1).
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: Webb 65/38; Minarchick 43/27; NUNN,S. 95/69.
Umpires -
Start: 4 pm   Time: 1:53   Attendance: 335
2018 WKU Softball
Indiana State at WKU
Feb 24, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Indiana State 1 (7-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Becky Malchow cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
  Brittany Whiteside ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Bailey Martin dp 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
Brooke Mann c 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0
  Kristen Kelly pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rebecca Gibbs lf 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
Bella Peterson rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Amanda Guercio 1b 2 0 0 0 0 0 8 1 1
Mallory Marsicek ss 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
Shaye Barton 3b 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Leslie Sims 2b 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 0
Kylie Stober p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  Arielle Blankenship p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
  Peyton Ottersbach p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 20 1 4 1 0 2 14 9 4
WKU 7 (9-4)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 2
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 1 0 0 1 0 8 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 4 0
CARTER, Paige dp 3 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 21 7 7 6 5 2 15 9 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
Indiana State 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 1
WKU 5 0 0 2 0 7 7 1
Note: 2 outs, 2 runners LOB when the game ended.
E - Malchow, B.(1); VAUGHN,B.(2). LOB - INS 4; WKU 6. 2B - Martin(2); CARTER,P.(2); MCGUFFIN,K.(6);
VORBRINK,J.(3). HR - CARTER,P.(2). HBP - SMITH,K.. SB - ENGELHARDT,R(4).
Indiana State ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Kylie Stober 0.1 1 4 4 2 0 2 5 26
Arielle Blankenship 3.2 5 3 2 2 2 16 18 69
Peyton Ottersbach 0.2 1 0 0 1 0 3 4 10
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 20 20 60
Win - NUNN,S. (6-3).  Loss - Stober (0-2).  Save - None.
WP - Blankenship(2); Ottersbach(1). HBP - by Stober (SMITH,K.). Inherited runners/scored: Blankenship 1/1.
Pitches/strikes: Stober 26/11; Blankenship 69/45; Ottersbach 10/4; NUNN,S. 60/46.
Umpires - HP: Danny Pagan  1B: Jim Cooper  3B: Matt Leisure
Start: 12:30 pm   Time: 1:35   Attendance: 359
Weather: optimistic
2018 WKU Softball
Green Bay at WKU
Feb 25, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Green Bay 5 (1-8)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
MAGALDI, Olivia 2b 4 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 2 .167
SCHULTZ, Bailey cf 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 .179
ONSTAD, Chyanne 3b 4 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 .367
DROHNER, Aubrey dp 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 .148
HISLOPE, Allie c 2 2 2 0 1 0 5 2 0 .400
  SCHUBERT, Sonia pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
DELAGRANGE, Jaclyn 1b 2 1 2 0 1 0 4 0 0 .321
  ROSSMANN, Katie pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
OTTO, Alexis rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .176
  BIHUN, Morgan ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .304
GUZMAN, Crystal ss 3 0 2 4 0 1 3 2 1 .238
SLOAN, Marjorie lf 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 .000
PAUTZ, Elizabeth p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  SCHWEBKE, Kayla p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .000
Totals 28 5 8 4 3 8 18 8 5
WKU 6 (10-4)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 2 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 .342
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 0 1 1 7 0 0 .441
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 .450
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 1 1 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 .370
SMITH, Kendall c 4 1 2 0 0 2 9 0 4 .304
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 0 2 0 0 3 0 1 1 0 .390
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 .325
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 2 .286
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 .273
TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 21 6 6 6 10 5 21 5 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Green Bay 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 5 8 1
WKU 0 0 0 5 1 0 X 6 6 0
E - HISLOPE(2). LOB - GB 5; WKU 8. 2B - DELAGRANGE(1); SMITH,K.(6). 3B - GUZMAN(1). SF - ENGELHARDT,R(2). SB -
SCHUBERT(1); DELAGRANGE(1). CS - THOMAS,J.(1).
Green Bay ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
PAUTZ, Elizabeth 3.1 5 5 5 6 3 13 20 85 11.81
SCHWEBKE, Kayla 2.2 1 1 1 4 2 8 12 50 4.94
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
TOWERS, Haylee 3.0 3 2 2 1 0 11 12 39 5.47
NUNN, Shelby 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 14 16 71 3.36
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.0 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 14 1.98
Win - NUNN,S. (7-3).  Loss - PAUTZ (0-2).  Save - AIKEY,K. (1).
WP - PAUTZ(4). Inherited runners/scored: SCHWEBKE 3/1. Pitches/strikes: PAUTZ 85/43; SCHWEBKE 50/23; TOWERS,H.
39/27; NUNN,S. 71/43; AIKEY,K. 14/10.
Umpires - HP: Jason Booth  1B: Matt Leisure  3B: Ken Cato
Start: 10 am   Time: 2:12   Attendance:
Weather: 45 degrees; cloudy
2018 WKU Softball
Indiana State at WKU
Feb 25, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Indiana State 2 (7-4)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Leslie Sims 2b 3 1 2 0 0 0 5 2 0 .385
Bailey Martin lf 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 .263
Brooke Mann c 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 .297
Rebecca Gibbs rf 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 .323
Amanda Guercio 1b 3 0 1 1 0 0 7 0 0 .118
Shaye Barton 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 .229
Brittany Whiteside dp 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .000
  Bella Peterson rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .345
Mallory Marsicek ss 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 .265
Becky Malchow cf 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .171
Arielle Blankenship p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  Della Gher p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -
Totals 27 2 7 2 0 4 18 8 4
WKU 6 (11-4)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 .357
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 .359
CARTER, Paige dp 4 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 .533
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 1 1 2 1 0 3 2 1 .388
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 2 0 0 0 4 1 2 .333
  CHILDRESS, Taylor pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 .372
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 1 2 0 0 1 4 0 .318
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 .256
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .240
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .289
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 25 6 9 6 2 1 21 11 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Indiana State 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 7 0
WKU 4 1 0 1 0 0 X 6 9 1
E - AIKEY,K.(1). DP - INS 1. LOB - INS 4; WKU 6. 2B - Gibbs(1); THOMAS,J.(6); CARTER,P. 2(4); ENGELHARDT,R(4).
HR - VAUGHN,B.(4). HBP - MCGUFFIN,K.; VORBRINK,J.. SH - THOMAS,J.(2). SB - CARTER,P.(6). CS - Marsicek(1).
Indiana State ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Arielle Blankenship 0.2 4 4 4 1 0 6 7 29 3.44
Della Gher 5.1 5 2 2 1 1 19 23 81 2.82
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 16 16 65 1.99
NUNN, Shelby 3.0 2 0 0 0 1 11 11 38 2.77
Win - AIKEY,K. (3-1).  Loss - Blankenship (3-1).  Save - NUNN,S. (1).
HBP - by Gher (MCGUFFIN,K.); by Gher (VORBRINK,J.). Inherited runners/scored: Gher 1/0. Pitches/strikes:
Blankenship 29/17; Gher 81/48; AIKEY,K. 65/47; NUNN,S. 38/27.
Umpires - HP: Ken Cato  1B: Danny Pagan  3B: Jason Booth
Start: 5:50 pm   Time: 1:59   Attendance: 388
Weather: 48 degrees
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Spring Fling Tournament Central - goto.ps/SpringFling18 
WKU SOFTBALL HOMESTAND CONTINUES WITH HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING UP NEXT 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball will look to continue to build upon one of the best starts in program history as the 
team continues its homestand from The Hill with the Holiday Inn Hilltopper Spring Fling on deck for the weekend. The 
Red and White (11-4), will welcome Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville to Bowling Green for the three-day outing from 
the WKU Softball Complex. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday – 10 a.m. CT – Austin Peay (A) vs. Evansville (H) 
12:30 p.m. CT – Evansville (A) vs. Dayton (H) 
3 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Austin Peay 
5:30 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Dayton 
Saturday – 10 a.m. CT – Dayton (A) vs. Austin Peay (H) 
12:30 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Evansville 
3 p.m. CT – 1 vs. 4 
5:30 p.m. CT – 2 vs. 3 
Sunday – 11 a.m. CT – Consolation 
1:30 p.m. CT – Championship 
TICKETS & PARKING 
Day passes are available to adults for $10 per day and youth (12 & below) passes can be purchased for $5 each. Flexible 
season ticket packages are available for $25 for 28 vouchers and can be used the Hilltopper Spring Fling in addition to all 
remaining regular season home games. Spectator parking will be available in the Creason lot (not PS3). 
First up on the weekend, the Hilltoppers will host Austin Peay at 3 p.m. CT on Friday. The Governors are 3-5 on the 
young season with wins over Alabama A&M, Arkansas Pine Bluff and Central Arkansas. WKU is 22-4 all-time against 
APSU including a 10-4 mark in games played on The Hill. Immediately following Friday’s 3 p.m. tilt, the Red and White 
will take on Dayton at approximately 5:30 p.m. The Flyers are 4-6 on the year entering their Thursday afternoon contest 
at Kentucky. Dayton has picked up victories over Radford, UNC-Wilmington, UCSB and San Diego on the season. The 
Hilltoppers are 3-0 in the all-time series with the Flyers, winning the prior meetings in 2004, ’13 and ’15. 
The Hilltoppers’ Saturday slate will commence at 12:30 p.m. CT, with a matchup against Evansville (2-11). WKU crossed 
paths with the Purple Aces in Norman, Okla., last season where the Red and White were winners of the 9-4 decision. 
WKU is 10-9-1 all-time against Evansville, including a 5-2-1 mark from the WKU Softball Complex. 
After the first three weekends of play, WKU Softball has made its mark in several offensive stat categories. As a team, 
the Hilltoppers lead Conference USA in eight categories (batting average, .349; doubles per game, 2.13; fielding 
percentage, .975; On-base percentage, .447; scoring, 7.47; slugging percentage, .563; triples per game, .47; win-loss 
percentage, .733). In the national standings, the Red and White rank in the top 10 in doubles per game (6th), on-base 
percentage (7th), scoring (8th) and slugging percentage (10th). 
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks seventh in victories with seven already while Maddie Bowlds owns one of just 100 4+ hit 
performances in a game across the nation. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 32 no-hitters recorded this year while Jordan 
Thomas ranks fourth in the country in walks with 1.0 per game. 
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in 
front of its home crowd in last weekend’s Hilltopper Classic. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s 
.533 mark on the tournament, WKU outscored its opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) 
went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 
weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were 
allowed. 
An 11-4 start in the team's first 15 games marks the best start to a season under head coach Amy Tudor. The program 
has had three starts of 12-3 (2004, 2009, 2012) and one of 11-4 (2011) in its history. All four of those teams went on to 
have 30+ win seasons. 
With early season tournament play wrapped up following weekend action, WKU will host SIUE for its first of six mid-
week non-conference tilts from the WKU Softball Complex. Game time is set for 5 p.m. on Wednesday, March 7. 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
574 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of teams in the presea-
son top-25 or RV that WKU is 
scheduled to play this season.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. The most in 
C-USA.
28 513
AIKKKKKKKEY THROWS A GEM
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and pro-
ceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) victory 
over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and is the only performance of 
the sort in the NCAA so far. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
WALKOFFS 
Through three weekends of play in 2018, the Red and White has already recorded three walk-off victories - matching the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
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FRIDAY, MARCH 2
Austin Peay at WKU | 3 p.m. CT










DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Canceled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (0-0)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Dayton WKU Softball Field 5:30 p.m.
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field 12:30 p.m.
  TBD WKU Softball Field 3/5:30 p.
 4 TBD WKU Softball Field 11 a./1:30 p.
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 1 p.m.
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 3 p.m.
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. Noon
 13 at LSU Baton Rouge, La. 6 p.m.
 14 at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. 4 p.m.
 17 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 18 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (11-4, 0-0 C-USA)
SATURDAY, MARCH 3
Evansville at WKU | 12:30 p.m. CT
















Dayton at WKU | 5:30 p.m. CT
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................574-471-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 128-103-1 
 Career Record ..... 345-309-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................240-165-1 (.592)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With three weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 32 no-hitters have been recorded, however, 
Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
After the first three weekends of play, WKU Softball has made its mark in several offensive stat categories. As a team, the 
Hilltoppers lead Conference USA in eight categories (batting avg., .349; doubles/game, 2.13; fielding %, .975; On-base %, .447; 
scoring, 7.47; slugging %, .563; triples/game, .47; WL%, .733). In the national standings, the Red and White rank in the top 10 
in doubles/game (6th), on-base % (7th), scoring (8th) and slugging % (10th).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks seventh in victories with 7 already while Maddie Bowlds owns one of just 100 4+ hit perfor-
mances in a game across the nation. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 32 no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan Thomas ranks fourth 
in walks with 1.0/game. 
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
38 INNINGS
After being picked preseason 10th in the 2017 C-USA Coaches Poll, WKU Softball defied expectations and earned the eighth seed 
in the 2017 league tournament. The Hilltoppers didn’t stop there; after two wins to make it into double elimination, the Red 
and White became the first 8-seed to be one of the final four teams standing. First things first, [8] WKU upset [5] UAB in a 12-7 
12-inning marathon. The Hilltoppers turned around two hours later and upset [4] Florida Atlantic 6-5 in 9 innings. 21 innings 
played in one day is the second-most in program history and most in just two games in one day. After a 2-0 loss to [1] Marshall 
in regulation, WKU closed the tournament with a 1-0 loss to [3] LA Tech in 10 innings. 38 innings played by one team in the 
C-USA Tournament is the second-most by a team all-time. DePaul owns the record with 43 innings across six games.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-41 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-8. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The already own a pair 
of wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga and Green Bay, overcoming deficits of 2-0 and 3-0 
margins. Morgan McElroy produced both game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt (Chattanooga) and Jordan Vorbrink (Green 
Bay) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks for the Tops.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 2 Dayton -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 3 Evansville -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 3  TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 4 TBD -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 7 SIUE -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 13 at LSU -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 14 at South Alabama -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 3 3-1 1 6-2
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-0
Nunn 7 7-3 1 8-4
Towers 5 1-0 0 5-2
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR AB AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 1.94 3-1 8 3 1 1/0 1 21.2 12 8 6 3 21 4 0 1 75 .160 1 1 0 0 2
 10 Nunn 2.94 7-3 12 7 6 1/1 1 50.0 51 21 21 6 38 10 0 1 196 .260 1 1 0 0 4
 20 Towers 5.85 1-0 7 5 0 0/1 0 20.1 32 18 17 8 13 10 1 3 89 .360 0 1 0 0 0
 24 Blackford 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 4 .500 0 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 1  1
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 0/1 0 1/2
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 1  6
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 6  6
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 4 0
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red White 1 1
Black Black Gray 1 1
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 35 Hampton 2/9
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 Tennessee Tech 2/16
Triples 2 MR, Green Bay 2/23
Home Runs 3 Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 12 Tennessee Tech 2/16
DP Turned 1 MR, Toledo 2/23
   
Innings Pitched 8.0 MR, Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Green Bay 2/23
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:28 MR, Tennessee Tech 2/16
Shortest Game 1:32 Chattanooga 2/17
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Maddie Bowlds Tennessee Tech 2/16
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/25
Triples 1 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/23
Home Runs 1 MR, Brittany Vaughn Indiana State 2/25
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/23
    
Putouts 11 Kendall Smith Hampton 2/10
Assists 6 Rebekah Engelhardt Green Bay 2/23
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at UTEP, 4/6/17 (6)
Played extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. LA Tech, 5/12/17 (10)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order vs. Green Bay, 2/25/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18
Had 10-14 hits vs. Chattanooga, 2/17/18 (13)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. Indiana State, 2/25/18 (4)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. Indiana State, 2/25/18 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Youngstown State, 2/10/18 (5)
Player with three RBI P. Carter & B. Vaughn vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Paige Carter vs. Green Bay, 2/25/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/25/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Larissa Franklin at Middle Tennessee, 5/3/15 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Jordan Vorbrink, 2/16/18 (HR)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
31 MARSHALL  4/21-22
44 FIU  5/5-6
57 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29
100 NORTH TEXAS  DNP
101 WKU  -
75 LA TECH  DNP
99 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
105 SOUTHERN MISS  3/10-11
146 UAB  4/14-15
161 UTSA  DNP
190 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  3/17-18
240 UTEP  4/7-8
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
11 LSU  3/13
18 KENTUCKY  4/18
34 JACKSONVILLE STATE  3/22
41 SIUE  3/7
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
56 SOUTH ALABAMA  3/14
80 MURRAY STATE  4/4
126 INDIANA  3/27
142 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
154 EVANSVILLE  3/3
172 AUSTIN PEAY  3/2
174 DAYTON  3/2
175 TOLEDO  L
181 INDIANA STATE  W,W
199 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
211 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
220 HAMPTON  W, W
238 GARDNER-WEBB  L
243 SACRED HEART  W
255 CHATTANOOGA  W
266 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
281 GREEN BAY  W,W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
WKU (E) 0-0 - 11-4 .733  8-2 W3
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 - 11-5 .688  9-1 W4
North Texas (W) 0-0 - 7-4 .636  3-4 W4
UTSA (W) 0-0 - 7-5 .583  6-2 L2
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 - 9-7 .563  5-5 L1
UTEP (W) 0-0 - 9-7 .563  4-6 W5
FIU (E) 0-0 - 9-8 .529  7-3 L1
LA Tech (W) 0-0 - 8-8 .500  5-5 L1
Charlotte (E) 0-0 - 6-7 .462  4-6 L1
Marshall (E) 0-0 - 6-8 .429  5-5 W1
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 - 6-8 .429  4-6 W1
UAB (W) 0-0 - 6-9 .400  3-7 W1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-1 0-0 3-0 0-0
1 1-0 0-0 1-1 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 3-0 0-0
3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
4 0-1 0-0 1-0 0-0
5 0-1 0-0 1-1 0-0
6 2-1 0-0 2-0 0-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
8 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 5-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 5-0 0-1 6-3
2 5-1 1-1 5-2
3 8-0 2-4 1-0
4 10-0 0-4 1-0
5 5-0 0-4 1-0
6 4-0 0-4 1-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 17 0 5 0
2 9 0 4 0
3 23 0 20 0
4 32 0 7 0
5 22 0 7 0
6 4 0 4 0
7 3 0 3 0
8 2 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-0
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ...............................................................9-3



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................11-4
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................10-4
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................1-0
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................5-2
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................6-2
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................1-2
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................10-2
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st .......................................................9-1
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................2-3
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................5-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................1-1
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................10-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................1-3
Hits Are Even ...........................................................0-0
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................5-1
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................5-3
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................1-0
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................4-1
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................4-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................3-1
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................3-3
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................5-1
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................7-3
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................4-1
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-0
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 2/6 0 0 33 
McGuffin 4/12 1/3 0/1 0 16 
Carter 4/6 3/5 0 0 11 
Engelhardt 3/6 1/2 0 0 8 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 2/6 0 0 0 6 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
Bowlds 2/2 1/1 1/1 0 4
Vorbrink 1/2 0/1 0 0 3
Thomas 2/2 1/1 0 0 3
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 4/20 1/5 1/3 0/1 29
Carter 3/5 3/3 1/2 0 10 
McGuffin 1/7 0/1 0 0 8
Engelhardt 1/4 0/2 1/1 0 7
Vorbrink 2/5 1/1 0 0 6
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4 
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 1/1 0/1 0 0 2
Smith 0 2 0 0 2
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 4 17 
McGuffin - - 4 2 2 8
Engelhardt - - 0 5 2 7
Carter - - - 2 2 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Towers - - - 2 - 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2




PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Carter  7 7 1
Vorbrink  6 6 6 
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  5 5 1 
Smith  4 4 2 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 - 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Engelhardt  3 3 2
Bowlds  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 7 2
Carter  13 13 13
Thomas  11 11 3 
McGuffin  9 9 5
Vorbrink  9 9 9
Engelhardt 6 6 3
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 - 0
Smith  5 5 3
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  4 4 0
Aikey  2 - 0
Childress  2 - 0
Blackford  1 - 1
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STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 15 - - 4 - - - 8 - 1 2 - - - - - - - 1 14 - 
THOMAS 15 - - - - - - 7 - 8 - 14 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 15 - - - - 15 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 3 6 4 - -  
SMITH 15 - 15 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 3 3 1 - - - 
MCGUFFIN 15 - - - - - - - 15 - - - 3 4 - 3 5 - - - -
VAUGHN 15 - - - - - 15 - - - - 1 - 1 5 8 - - - - - 
MCELROY 15 - - - 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 10 - -  
CARTER 13 - - - - - - - - 6 7 - 1 7 4 - 1 - - - -
BOWLDS 11 - - 11 - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - - - - - 
NUNN 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 
STOWERS 6 - - - - - - - - - 6 - - - - - 3 3 - - - 
TOWERS 5 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
AIKEY 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .512 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.854 Paige Carter
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.580 Paige Carter
RUNS SCORED  
16  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
21  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
21  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
6  K. McGuffin, J. Thomas & K. Smith
TRIPLES  
2                  Paige Carter 
HOME RUNS  
4  Brittany Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
35  Paige Carter
WALKS  
15  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
3  B. Vaughn & K. Smith
SACRIFICE HITS  
2  Jordan Thomas
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  Rebekah Engelhardt 
STOLEN BASES  
6  Paige Carter
ANALYSIS STATS
BATTING ANALYSIS
  BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 5 13 .385 9 22 .409 0 0 --- 4 13 .308 4 7 .571 2
Carter 7 15 .467 14 26 .538 1 3 .333 13 20 .650 11 18 .611 8
Childress 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Engelhardt 7 16 .438 6 25 .240 0 1 .000 5 17 .294 5 13 .385 6
McElroy 2 14 .143 9 27 .333 2 3 .667 7 24 .292 3 18 .167 2
McGuffin 8 21 .381 8 21 .381 0 2 .000 4 15 .267 4 13 .308 1
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 7 18 .389 7 27 .259 0 3 .000 5 20 .250 3 18 .167 0
Stowers 1 8 .125 5 16 .313 0 1 .000 3 11 .273 1 3 .333 1 
Thomas 6 20 .300 8 19 .421 0 0 --- 6 13 .462 2 7 .286 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 3 16 .188 15 31 .484 1 1 1.000 9 22 .409 6 16 .375 6
Vorbrink 5 19 .263 7 24 .292 1 3 .333 5 19 .263 4 12 .333 5
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay            
 Dayton            
3/3 Evansville            
 TBD            
3/4 TBD            
3/7 SIUE            
3/10 Southern Miss            
 Southern Miss            
3/11 Southern Miss            
3/13 LSU            
3/14 South Alabama            
3/17 MTSU            
 MTSU            
3/18 MTSU            
3/22 Jacksonville St.            
3/27 Indiana            
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN (4)
GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 21 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 24 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 25 | Mobile, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Feb 26, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 11-4   Home: 4-0   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-3   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 5 1 2 14-13 41 13 21 4 2 2 21 35  . 8 5 4 7 1 2 0  . 5 8 0 1 1 6-6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 0 0 11-11 35 6 14 2 1 0 5 18  . 5 1 4 4 0 4 0  . 4 6 2 0 0 2-3 68 3 3  . 9 5 9
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 8 3 15-15 47 15 18 1 1 4 16 33  . 7 0 2 4 3 4 0  . 4 6 3 0 0 4-4 23 29 2  . 9 6 3
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 8 1 15-15 42 15 16 6 0 2 4 28  . 6 6 7 10 1 8 0  . 5 0 9 0 0 4-4 13 6 1  . 9 5 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 9 15-15 39 16 14 6 1 0 5 22  . 5 6 4 15 1 8 0  . 5 4 5 0 2 5-6 13 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 1 7 15-15 41 11 13 4 1 2 11 25  . 6 1 0 8 0 10 0  . 4 1 2 2 0 4-6 10 33 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 3 1 1 15-15 45 14 14 6 0 2 10 26  . 5 7 8 7 3 10 1  . 4 2 9 1 0 2-2 78 10 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 9 15-15 43 8 12 3 0 1 10 18  . 4 1 9 4 1 9 0  . 3 5 4 0 0 0-1 35 2 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 6 8 15-15 41 7 11 0 0 0 11 11  . 2 6 8 4 0 2 0  . 3 2 6 1 1 0-0 33 19 1  . 9 8 1
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 5 0 9-6 24 6 6 0 1 0 3 8  . 3 3 3 1 0 3 2  . 2 8 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 11 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 4 9 15 398 112 139 32 7 13 96 224  . 5 6 3 64 10 60 3  . 4 4 7 5 4 28-33 279 116 10  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 2 6 6 15 364 50 97 24 1 5 47 138  . 3 7 9 20 4 74 1  . 3 1 2 0 6 5-9 272 110 18  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (99), Opp (67). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (5). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 9 4 3-1 8 3 1 1/1 1 21.2 12 8 6 3 21 4 0 1  . 1 6 0 1 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 9 4 7-3 12 7 6 1/0 1 50.0 51 21 21 6 38 10 0 1  . 2 6 0 1 1 0 0 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 5 1-0 7 5 0 0/1 0 20.1 32 18 17 8 13 10 1 3  . 3 6 0 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 4 11-4 15 15 7 3/1 2 93.0 97 50 47 20 74 24 1 5  . 2 6 6 2 4 0 0 6
Opponents  7 . 5 7 4-11 15 15 3 1/1 2 90.2 139 112 98 64 60 32 7 13  . 3 4 9 14 10 0 5 4
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-9), NUNN,S. (4-5), TOWERS,H. (1-2),
AIKEY,K. (0-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 vs Toledo 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Totals 398 112 139 96 32 7 13 224 64 0 28 5 10 4 5 3 60 279 116 10 99  . 3 4 9
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Feb 25, 2018)
Pitching (All games)
Date Opponent ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr wp bk hbp dp ibb score w-l sv era
Feb 09 vs Hampton 8.0 10 6  5 2 8 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 7-6 1-0 0 4.38
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 6.0 9 5  5 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4-5 1-1 0 5.00
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 5.0 9 6  6 5 7 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 17-6 2-1 0 5.89
Feb 10 vs Hampton 6.0 5 2  2 2 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10-2 3-1 0 5.04
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 6.0 11 9  9 2 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5-9 3-2 0 6.10
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 8.0 0 0  0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1-0 4-2 0 4.85
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 5.0 3 0  0 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10-0 5-2 0 4.30
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 7.0 13 7  6 2 4 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6-7 5-3 0 4.53
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 5.0 4 4  4 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 16-4 6-3 0 4.62
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 6.0 5 2  2 1 3 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 7-2 7-3 0 4.40
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 5.0 3 0  0 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 10-0 8-3 0 4.07
Feb 23 vs Toledo 7.0 6 1  1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0-1 8-4 0 3.78
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 5.0 4 1  1 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7-1 9-4 0 3.63
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 7.0 8 5  5 3 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6-5 10-4 1 3.74
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 7.0 7 2  1 0 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6-2 11-4 2 3.54
Totals 93.0 97 50 47 20 74 24 1 5 2 0 4 3 0 112-50 11-4 2 3.54







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 - 2-0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 -
Totals .143 41-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS Same
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS Same
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS Same
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES Same
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) HOME RUNS Same
 3 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) RBI Same
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP Same
 1 MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) STOLEN BASES - -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS Same
 2 6X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) RUNS Same
 3 TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS Same
 1 6X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) DOUBLES Same
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES Same
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 5X, MR VS. CHATTANOOGA (2-17) RBI Same
 2 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY  (2-25) WALKS/HBP Same











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .359 15-15 39 16 14 6 1 0 5 22 .564 15 1 8 0 .545 0 2 5-6 13 0 0 1.000
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .311 15-15 45 14 14 6 0 2 10 26 .578 7 3 10 1 .429 1 0 2-2 78 10 0 1.000
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) STOLEN BASES 3X, MR GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .383 15-15 47 15 18 1 1 4 16 33 .702 4 3 4 0 .463 0 0 4-4 23 29 2 .963






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS 7X,MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST.  (2-25) DOUBLES 7X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) TRIPLES VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 1
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HOME RUNS 7X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .317 15-15 41 11 13 4 1 2 11 25 .610 8 0 10 0 .412 2 0 4-6 10 33 0 1.000
CAREER .213 114-99 178 36 38 7 1 7 27 68 .382 27 1 45 0 .317 2 6 14-19 118 181 25 .923
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 VS. TOLEDO (2-23) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) SAME
 0 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 - 12-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 2 11 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 2.94 7-3 12 7 6 1/0 1 50.0 51 21 21 6 38 10 0 1 207 .260 1 1 0 0 4
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT UTC (2-17) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 6X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HOME RUNS MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RBI FIU (3-20-16) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .381 15-15 42 15 16 6 0 2 4 28 .667 10 1 8 0 .509 0 0 4-4 13 6 1 .950
Totals .247 122-118 296 56 73 21 0 8 33 118 .399 47 13 67 1 .370 3 11 23-26 169 36 8 .962
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST ER MR, SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 7 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) STRIKEOUTS VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 8-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 0 1 .000
TOTALS .083 35-12 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 1.94 3-1 8 3 1 1/1 1 21.2 12 8 6 3 21 4 0 1 59 .160 1 1 0 0 2
TOTALS 2.744 10-5 35 12 6 2/1 3 115 98 67 45 68 75 16 0 7 418 .230 20 9 1 3 11
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS MR, VS. TENN. TECH (2-16-18) 4
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
 2 VS. VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-24) HITS VS. UNC (4-2-16) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 1 5X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP VS. CSUB (4-2-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. IOWA (2-13-16) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .279 15-15 43 8 12 3 0 1 10 18 .419 4 1 9 0 .354 0 0 0-1 35 2 0 1.000
CAREER .232 65-45 112 17 26 6 3 2 20 44 .393 6 4 19 2 .293 1 2 1-2 157 4 1 .994
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 7-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 3 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 66-56 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 30 2 .986
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.85 1-0 7 5 0 0/1 0 20.1 32 18 17 8 13 10 1 3 98 .360 0 1 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.64 9-12 33 22 13 1/1 2 137.1 186 108 91 55 91 27 4 13 648 .327 7 9 1 7 9
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 4.0 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 - - DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
 1 AT UTC (2-17) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .250 9-6 24 6 6 0 1 0 3 8 .333 1 0 3 2 .280 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .221 53-37 131 18 29 4 1 3 16 44 .336 14 0 30 3 .295 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. SHU (2-15) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .268 15-15 41 7 11 0 0 0 11 11 .268 4 0 2 0 .326 1 1 0-0 33 19 1 .981
TOTALS .181 74-72 171 23 31 4 0 0 19 35 .205 18 6 28 0 .281 1 6 3-4 205 98 8 .974
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 11-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0 8 .500 0 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) FEWEST HITS EKU (5-3-17) 1
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) FEWEST ER MR, OKLAHOMA (3-4-17) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) HOME RUNS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .512 14-13 41 13 21 4 2 2 21 35 .854 7 1 2 0 .580 1 1 6-6 6 0 2 .667





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP - -
 1 2X, MR TENN TECH (2-15) STOLEN BASES SAME
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .400 11-11 35 6 14 2 1 0 5 18 .514 4 0 4 0 .462 0 0 2-3 68 3 3 .959
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, March 2, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU games 16 & 17 box scores attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
Spring Fling Tournament Central - goto.ps/SpringFling18 
HILLTOPPERS SPLIT OPENING DAY OF SPRING FLING ON THE HILL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After putting together an 11-4 mark in the month of February, WKU Softball 
picked up split results on its first day of play in March, falling to Austin Peay 5-0 before responding with 
a 1-0 victory over Dayton. The Red and White moved to 12-5 on the season after the opening day of the 
Holiday Inn Hilltopper Spring Fling from the WKU Softball Complex. 
“I think we learned a lot today,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “We made a few adjustments from 
game one to game two which worked out in our favor. Shelby came in and threw well in game two with 
the team playing good defense behind her. We’ve also continued to get runners on base so we just need 
to keep finding ways to punch those runs through in key situations. We’re still growing and learning out 
there but I’m proud of how we responded today.” 
GAME 16: AUSTIN PEAY 5, WKU 0 
After a pair of scoreless innings by both sides, Austin Peay broke through in the top of the third inning 
with three runs, including a two-run home run, to take a lead it would not relinquish. The Governors (4-
9) added two more runs split between the sixth and seventh frames to get to the final 5-0 margin. 
WKU left nine runners stranded on the base paths in the loss. 
Freshman Maddie Bowlds registered three of the Hilltoppers’ six hits on the contest with a 3-for-4 day at 
the plate. The multi-hit showing pushed Bowlds’ tally of such to five on the season. 
Haylee Towers tossed the first 5.0+ innings for the Red and White while allowing five hits and four 
earned runs against a trio of strikeouts. Kelsey Aikey finished the tilt’s final 2.0 frames allowing one hit 
and one run while striking out a pair. 
GAME 17: WKU 1, DAYTON 0 
In the Hilltoppers’ second game from the WKU Softball Complex on Friday, Dayton (4-9) looked to strike 
first after the Flyers’ leadoff batter reached base but the Red and White would work out of the jam with 
a line-out double-play ball. Fast forward to the top of the third, Dayton registered its first hit in the form 
of a single to left field but the runner would end up stranded to bring WKU back to the plate. 
Leading off for the Hilltoppers in the bottom of the third, Jordan Vorbrink beat out a single to shallow 
right field on the second pitch she saw. With the top of the order due up, Jordan Thomas struck with the 
Red and White’s eighth triple of the year, bringing Vorbrink around for the contest’s decisive run. 
Over the course of the next three innings, WKU stranded five Dayton runners on the base paths before 
retiring the Flyers in order in the final stanza. 
Shelby Nunn pitched the complete-game shutout – her second of the season – to improve to 8-3 on her 
debut campaign. The Bowling Green native has now gone the distance in seven of her eight starts, 
registering three punch outs while allowing just four hits and a walk Friday against Dayton. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday – 10 a.m. CT – Evansville def. Austin Peay, 4-1 
12:30 p.m. CT – Evansville def. Dayton, 1-0 
3 p.m. CT – Austin Peay def. WKU, 5-0 
5:30 p.m. CT – WKU def. Dayton, 1-0 
Saturday – 10 a.m. CT – Dayton (A) vs. Austin Peay (H) 
12:30 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Evansville 
3 p.m. CT – 1 vs. 4 
5:30 p.m. CT – 2 vs. 3 
Sunday – 11 a.m. CT – Consolation 
1:30 p.m. CT – Championship 
TOPPER NOTES 
•Two Hilltopper freshmen – Maddie Bowlds and Jordan Thomas – had multi-hit games on the day. 
Bowlds went 3-for-4 for her third showing with three or more hits on the season. Thomas’ 2-for-
3 performance in the win over Dayton was her fourth multi-hit game of the year. 
•Jordan Thomas knocked her second triple of the young season bringing WKU’s 2018 total to eight. 
•After getting shut out in the 5-0 loss to Austin Peay – WKU’s second time being held scoreless – the 
Hilltoppers responded by shutting out Dayton, the fourth team to fall victim to a WKU shutout. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 3, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU games 18 & 19 box scores attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
Spring Fling Tournament Central - goto.ps/SpringFling18 
HC Amy Tudor interview - https://youtu.be/CrJXgVRew8Y 
WKU SOFTBALL IMPROVES TO 13-6 OVERALL WITH SATURDAY SPLIT AT HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball opened Saturday play at the Hilltopper Spring Fling with a 3-1 
victory over Evansville before dropping a 6-1 decision to Austin Peay from the WKU Softball Complex. 
The Red and White (13-6) will take on Dayton (4-10) at 11 a.m. CT, on Sunday in the Hilltopper Spring 
Fling consolation contest to wrap up early season tournament play. 
“I think we’ve responded well at times this weekend,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. “We’ve seen some 
different pitching, different situations and learning how to score our runners continues to be a goal for 
us.” 
GAME 18: WKU 3, EVANSVILLE 1 
Freshman Jordan Thomas continued her dominance in the Hilltoppers’ leadoff position by reaching base 
for the 13th time in 24 leadoff opportunities with an eight-pitch walk to get things going on Saturday. In 
what was intended to be a sacrifice bunt by Maddie Bowlds, two WKU runs would ultimately cross the 
plate - including Bowlds – after a sequence of fielding mishaps by the Purple Aces. 
WKU would add one more tally in the runs column in the bottom of the second inning after Tommi 
Stowers sent a one-out double to right-center field and came around to score on a Jordan Vorbrink 
single. 
Evansville secured its lone run in the form of a home run to lead off the fifth inning before Shelby Nunn 
would respond with a pair of strikeouts. 
Nunn worked the first 5.0 innings from the circle for the Red and White and secured her ninth victory of 
the season, moving to 9-3 overall while allowing just four hits, one earned run and striking out five. 
Kelsey Aikey made her seventh relief appearance and locked down the final 2.0 frames for her second 
save of the season. The sophomore allowed just one hit while punching out a pair. 
GAME 19: AUSTIN PEAY 6, WKU 1 
Through 2.1 innings, Nunn faced just one over the minimum before Austin Peay strung together back-to-
back singles and followed with a home run two batters later for a 3-0 lead it would not relinquish. The 
Hilltoppers responded their next trip to the plate after a Kendall Smith double followed by a Rebekah 
Engelhardt RBI single put WKU on the board. 
Austin Peay pushed the game out of reach in the bottom of the fourth with a couple more runs before 
tacking on the final tally in the bottom of the fifth for the final 6-1 margin. 
Nunn drew the third-straight start for the WKU squad in the circle and threw 3.0 innings while allowing 
three earned runs against four strikeouts. Aikey worked a couple inning in relief and allowed a pair of 
earned runs while striking out three. Cassidy Blackford tossed the final inning for WKU in her second 
appearance of the season. 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE 
Friday – 10 a.m. CT – Evansville def. Austin Peay, 4-1 
12:30 p.m. CT – Evansville def. Dayton, 1-0 
3 p.m. CT – Austin Peay def. WKU, 5-0 
5:30 p.m. CT – WKU def. Dayton, 1-0 
Saturday – 10 a.m. CT – Austin Peay (H) def. Dayton (A), 3-0 
12:30 p.m. CT – WKU def. Evansville, 3-1 
3 p.m. CT – 1 (Evansville) def. 4 (Dayton), 1-0 
5:30 p.m. CT – 2 (APSU) def. 3 (WKU), 6-1 
Sunday – 11 a.m. CT – Consolation: 3 (WKU) vs. 4 (Dayton) 
1:30 p.m. CT – Championship: 1 (Evansville) vs. 2 (Austin Peay) 
TOPPER NOTES 
•In Saturday’s win over Evansville, Jordan Vorbrink extended her hitting streak to a career-best nine-
consecutive games while pushing her reached-base tally to 12-straight games. Both streaks 
ended in WKU’s loss to Austin Peay. 
•Kelsey Aikey’s save in the victory over Evansville brought her to two on the season, matching her 
total from her debut campaign. The Hilltopper pitching staff has notched three saves on the 
2018 season. 
•WKU Softball is now 11-9-1 all-time against Evansville with a chance to add to that mark on Sunday. 
The Hilltoppers now sit at 22-6 all-time against Austin Peay. 
•Jordan Thomas reached base as the leadoff Hilltopper hitter in both games. She has now reached 
base safely in 14-of-25 leadoff opportunities this season. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, March 4, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game 20 box score attached. 
WKU Hilltopper Spring Fling stats attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
Photo of Kelsey Aikey from today’s win attached. Please credit Katie Stratman/WKU Athletics. 
AIKEY SPINS ONE-HITTER AS HILLTOPPERS TOP DAYTON IN WALK-OFF FASHION 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey spun a one-hit gem for WKU Softball as the Hilltoppers closed 
weekend play with a 1-0 walk-off victory over Dayton (4-12 on Sunday. The Red and White closed Hilltopper Spring Fling 
play with a 3-2 record while moving to 14-6 overall with the team’s fourth walk-off win of the season. 
“We had some people step up with big hits at the bottom of our lineup today and when the bottom of the order can 
deliver it’s going to be a pretty good day,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. 
In a scoreless pitcher’s duel entering the bottom of the seventh, both teams had only tallied one hit in the game. With 
one away, freshman Kendall Smith stepped into the box and sent the second pitch she saw down the leftfield line for a 
double. WKU’s next batter, Rebekah Engelhardt, advanced Smith to third with a shot that the Flyers’ third baseman 
mishandled to put runners on the corners. Morgan McElroy – the owner of WKU’s lone hit prior to the final frame – 
stepped into the box and connected with the first pitch she saw for the game-winning base hit to shallow right field that 
allowed Smith to score. 
“Morgan didn’t play yesterday, she was in the dugout out with the flu but she was watching, paying attention to 
details,” Tudor continued. “She’s a smart player and that really worked out to her advantage today. That was a big 
moment for her; two huge hits by Morgan with one being the game winner. That’s how you want every kid to respond 
after sitting out a couple games and I’m really proud of her.” 
Aikey carried her no-hit bid into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter managed to beat out an infield single. The 
sophomore hurler punched out five Dayton batters while allowing just a pair of walks. Aikey’s showing was her second 
complete-game shutout of the year with her other being an extra-inning no-hitter against Sacred Heart. 
“Kelsey continues to make strides to get more innings for us,” Tudor stated. “I think she has that ‘wow factor’ and 
people enjoy watching that. Aikey knows when she misses and I think becoming a smarter pitcher is what’s been helping 
her. She likes throwing hard, but her off-speed was working for her today and that’s something we’ve been focusing on 
for the last year now. Aikey did a great job in the circle and her composure is probably what I’m most proud of today.” 
A Cedar Falls, Iowa, native, Aikey has now racked up a 4-1 record to go along with two saves on the year. She needed 
just 98 pitches to take her fourth start of the year the distance. 
“When I start, I’m just thinking about getting three outs and getting us back on offense,” Kelsey Aikey shared. “Most of 
my innings come in relief but I was definitely excited to get the start today and I couldn’t have done this without the 
defense behind me.” 
UP NEXT 
With early season tournament play wrapped up, WKU will host SIUE for its first of six mid-week non-conference tilts 
from the WKU Softball Complex. Game time is set for 5 p.m. on Wednesday, March 7, and will be available for streaming 
through CUSA.tv. 
TOPPER NOTES 
•Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey moved to 4-1 on the season with a one-hit complete-game shutout win over 
Dayton. She has now thrown a one-hitter and a no-hitter in the first month of the 2018 campaign. Aikey now 
owns seven complete game showings on her career. 
•WKU Softball picked up its second 1-0 win over Dayton on the weekend in Sunday’s Hilltopper Spring Fling finale. 
Both pitchers carried no-hitters into the fifth inning before the Red and White got the final say. 
•The Hilltoppers improved to 5-0 all-time against the Flyers. WKU is now 7-3 from the WKU Softball Complex this 
season. 
•Morgan McElroy’s two-hit performance was her third of the sort on her sophomore campaign. She now owns 
seven on her career. McElroy is now 8-for-26 (.308) with runners in scoring position this season and 7-for-12 
(.583) with a runner on third with less than two outs. The walkoff hit was the first of her career on The Hill. 
•Jordan Thomas continues to dominate as a lead-off batter for the Hilltoppers. The freshman has now reached base 
in 15-of-26 leadoff opportunities for a .577 rate. Thomas reached base safely in all five weekend contests. 
ΩWKU now owns four walkoff wins in 2018, surpassing last season’s total of three. 

2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 04, 2018)
(Hilltopper Spring Fling Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-2   Home: 3-2   Away: 0-0   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 5 7 5-5 14 1 5 0 0 0 0 5  . 3 5 7 1 0 4 0  . 4 0 0 0 1 1-1 35 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 0 5-5 10 1 3 1 1 0 1 6  . 6 0 0 5 0 4 0  . 5 3 3 0 0 0-1 9 0 1  . 9 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 5 0 5-5 12 0 3 1 0 0 0 4  . 3 3 3 3 0 5 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 1-1 9 7 2  . 8 8 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 5 0 5-5 12 1 3 0 0 0 1 3  . 2 5 0 1 0 2 0  . 3 0 8 0 0 0-0 6 2 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 5 0 3-3 8 0 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 5 6 1  . 9 1 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 0 0 5-5 15 2 3 2 0 0 0 5  . 3 3 3 0 0 6 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 1-1 28 3 1  . 9 6 9
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 4 3 4-2 7 1 1 1 0 0 0 2  . 2 8 6 1 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 0 8 3 5-5 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 0 8 3 2 0 6 0  . 2 1 4 0 1 1-1 3 8 2  . 8 4 6
26 CARTER, Paige  . 0 7 1 5-5 14 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 7 1 1 0 7 0  . 1 3 3 0 1 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 5-5 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 2 0 4 0  . 1 5 4 0 1 0-0 5 0 0 1.000
Totals  . 1 9 1 5 115 6 22 5 1 0 4 29  . 2 5 2 16 0 40 0  . 2 9 0 0 4 5-6 102 35 7  . 9 5 1
Opponents  . 1 9 7 5 127 12 25 4 0 5 10 44  . 3 4 6 6 1 28 0  . 2 3 9 0 1 2-4 97 21 4  . 9 6 7
LOB - Team (32), Opp (21). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (1).
(Hilltopper Spring Fling Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  0 . 0 0 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  . 2 5 0 1 0 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 6 2 1-0 4 1 1 1/0 1 13.0 7 4 3 3 13 0 0 1  . 1 5 6 3 1 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 8 7 2-1 3 3 1 1/0 0 15.0 12 4 4 1 12 3 0 2  . 2 0 7 0 0 0 0 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 6 0 0-1 1 1 0 0/0 0 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 1 0 2  . 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals  2 . 2 6 3-2 5 5 2 2/0 1 34.0 25 12 11 6 28 4 0 5  . 1 9 7 4 1 0 0 1
Opponents  0 . 6 5 2-3 5 5 3 1/0 1 32.1 22 6 3 16 40 5 1 0  . 1 9 1 0 0 0 0 4
SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-4), AIKEY,K. (1-3), NUNN,S. (1-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 04, 2018)
(Hilltopper Spring Fling Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 35 35 0 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 8 6 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 5 5 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 0 5 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 4 2 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 2 0 2 0 1.000 0 1 2  . 3 3 3 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 32 28 3 1  . 9 6 9 0 2 2  . 5 0 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 12 5 6 1  . 9 1 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 10 9 0 1  . 9 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 18 9 7 2  . 8 8 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 13 3 8 2  . 8 4 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 144 102 35 7  . 9 5 1 2 2 2  . 5 0 0 0 0
Opponents 122 97 21 4  . 9 6 7 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, March 6, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game 21 notes attached. 
RED AND WHITE SET FOR FIRST MIDWEEK TILT AS SIUE VISITS THE HILL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With four weekends of tournament play under its belt, WKU Softball is set for 
its first mid-week tilt of the year as SIUE is set to visit The Hill on Wednesday for a 4 p.m. CT, contest. 
The Cougars (8-3) will make a stop in Lexington at Kentucky Tuesday afternoon before heading to 
Bowling Green for Wednesday’s fixture. 
GAME INFORMATION 
WKU vs. SIUE – 4 p.m. CT – WKU Softball Complex - WATCH ($) | LIVESTATS 
WKU has never crossed paths with the squad out of Edwardsville, Ill., prior to Wednesday’s meeting. The 
Cougars have won their last three outings and also own a win over Conference USA foe UAB in the form 
of a 5-2 decision on Feb. 24 in Troy, Ala. 
Through 11 games, SIUE owns a collective batting average of .311 on the year with 89 hits – 20 extra 
base – for a .441 slugging percentage. In the circle, the Cougars’ pitching staff has recorded a 1.63 ERA, 
allowing more than two runs on just a pair of occasions this season to account for two of the squad’s 
three losses. 
After the first four weekends of play, WKU Softball has made its mark in several offensive stat 
categories. As a team, the Hilltoppers lead Conference USA in five categories (batting average, .314; 
doubles per game, 1.85; on base percentage, .413; scoring, 5.90; triples per game, .40). In the national 
standings, the Red and White rank in the top 10 in doubles per game (sixth) and in the top-25 in triples 
per game (16th) and on base percentage (17th). 
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks ninth in victories with nine already. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 44 no-
hitters recorded this year while ranking 14th in the NCAA with two saves to her name. Jordan Thomas 
ranks fourth in walks with 1.0 per game while leading the nation with 20 total walks. Kendall Smith’s 
eight total doubles rank 10th in the country. 
WKU owns a 7-3 record at the WKU Softball Complex this season with Wednesday’s game against SIUE 
marking the end of an 11-game homestand for the Hilltoppers. Over that stretch, four individuals have 
hit better than .300 at the plate including Jordan Vorbrink (.360), Maddie Bowlds (.357), Brittany Vaughn 
(.333) and Paige Carter (.310). The Hilltoppers’ pitching staff owns a collective 2.05 ERA across WKU’s 10 
home games while holding opposing batters to a .216 average. 
Following WKU’s first of seven home mid-week non-conference tilts the team will head south for a five-
game spring break trip. The Hilltoppers will open Conference USA play with a series at Southern Miss 
March 10-11 before dropping by Baton Rouge, La., and Mobile, Ala., for tilts matchups with LSU and 
South Alabama. 
 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
577 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of walkoff victories by 
the Hilltoppers in 2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. The most in 
C-USA.
28 413
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and pro-
ceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) victory 
over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and is the only performance of 
the sort in the NCAA so far. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the seeason, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through four weekends of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
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DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Canceled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (3-2)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field 4 p.m.
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 1 p.m.
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 3 p.m.
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. Noon
 13 at LSU Baton Rouge, La. 6 p.m.
 14 at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. 4 p.m.
 17 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 18 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (14-6, 0-0 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................577-473-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 131-105-1 
 Career Record ..... 348-311-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................243-167-1 (.592)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With four weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 44 no-hitters have been recorded, however, 
Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
After the first four weekends of play, WKU Softball has made its mark in several offensive stat categories. As a team, the Hill-
toppers lead Conference USA in five categories (batting avg., .314; doubles/game, 1.85; On-base %, .413; scoring, 5.90; triples/
game, .40). In the national standings, the Red and White rank in the top 10 in doubles/game (6th) and in the top-25 in triples/
game (16th) and on-base % (17th).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks ninnth in victories with 9 already. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 44 no-hitters recorded this year 
while ranking 14th in the NCAA with two saves to her name. Jordan Thomas ranks fourth in walks with 1.0/game while leading 
the nation with 20 total walks. Kendall Smith’s eight total doubles rank 10th in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
38 INNINGS
After being picked preseason 10th in the 2017 C-USA Coaches Poll, WKU Softball defied expectations and earned the eighth seed 
in the 2017 league tournament. The Hilltoppers didn’t stop there; after two wins to make it into double elimination, the Red 
and White became the first 8-seed to be one of the final four teams standing. First things first, [8] WKU upset [5] UAB in a 12-7 
12-inning marathon. The Hilltoppers turned around two hours later and upset [4] Florida Atlantic 6-5 in 9 innings. 21 innings 
played in one day is the second-most in program history and most in just two games in one day. After a 2-0 loss to [1] Marshall 
in regulation, WKU closed the tournament with a 1-0 loss to [3] LA Tech in 10 innings. 38 innings played by one team in the 
C-USA Tournament is the second-most by a team all-time. DePaul owns the record with 43 innings across six games.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-41 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-8. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already owns 
a pair of wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga and Green Bay, overcoming deficits of 2-0 and 
3-0 margins. Morgan McElroy produced both game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt (Chattanooga) and Jordan Vorbrink 
(Green Bay) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks for the Tops.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 S/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 13 at LSU -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 14 at South Alabama -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 4 4-1 2 8-4
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-1
Nunn 10 9-4 1 10-5
Towers 6 1-1 0 5-3
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR AB AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 1.82 4-1 12 4 2 2/1 2 34.2 19 12 9 6 34 4 0 2 130 .158 4 2 0 0 2
 10 Nunn 2.69 9-4 15 10 7 1/0 1 65.0 63 25 25 7 50 13 0 3 267 .248 1 1 0 0 5
 20 Towers 5.80 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5 119 .339 0 1 0 0 0
 24 Blackford 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0 13 .375 1 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 1  1
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 2  7
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 7  7
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 4 0
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red White 1 1
Black Black Gray 1 1
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 35 Hampton 2/9
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 Tennessee Tech 2/16
Triples 2 MR, Green Bay 2/23
Home Runs 3 Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 13 Dayton 3/2
DP Turned 1 MR, Dayton 3/4
   
Innings Pitched 8.0 MR, Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:28 MR, Tennessee Tech 2/16
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Maddie Bowlds Tennessee Tech 2/16
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/25
Triples 1 MR, Jordan Thomas Dayton 3/2
Home Runs 1 MR, Brittany Vaughn Indiana State 2/25
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 2 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/23
    
Putouts 11 MR, Maddie Bowlds Dayton 3/2
Assists 6 MR, Morgan McElroy Dayton 3/2
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at UTEP, 4/6/17 (6)
Played extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. LA Tech, 5/12/17 (10)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order vs. Green Bay, 2/25/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18
Had 10-14 hits vs. Chattanooga, 2/17/18 (13)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. Indiana State, 2/25/18 (4)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. Indiana State, 2/25/18 (4)
Team hit two triples vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. Youngstown State, 2/10/18 (5)
Player with three RBI P. Carter & B. Vaughn vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Maddie Bowlds vs. Austin Peay, 3/2/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/25/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Larissa Franklin at Middle Tennessee, 5/3/15 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
31 MARSHALL  4/21-22
44 FIU  5/5-6
57 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29
100 NORTH TEXAS  DNP
101 WKU  -
75 LA TECH  DNP
99 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
105 SOUTHERN MISS  3/10-11
146 UAB  4/14-15
161 UTSA  DNP
190 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  3/17-18
240 UTEP  4/7-8
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
11 LSU  3/13
18 KENTUCKY  4/18
34 JACKSONVILLE STATE  3/22
41 SIUE  3/7
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
56 SOUTH ALABAMA  3/14
80 MURRAY STATE  4/4
126 INDIANA  3/27
142 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
154 EVANSVILLE  W
172 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
174 DAYTON  W, W
175 TOLEDO  L
181 INDIANA STATE  W, W
199 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
211 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
220 HAMPTON  W, W
238 GARDNER-WEBB  L
243 SACRED HEART  W
255 CHATTANOOGA  W
266 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
281 GREEN BAY  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 - 15-6 .714  8-2 W2
WKU (E) 0-0 - 14-6 .700  7-3 W1
UTSA (W) 0-0 - 10-8 .556  4-6 L1
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 - 11-10 .524  5-5 L2
FIU (E) 0-0 - 11-11 .500  5-5 L2
North Texas (W) 0-0 - 8-9 .471  5-5 W1
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 - 9-10 .474  7-3 W2
LA Tech (W) 0-0 - 10-12 .455  5-5 L4
UTEP (W) 0-0 - 10-12 .455  5-5 L1
Marshall (E) 0-0 - 8-12 .400  4-6 L4
Charlotte (E) 0-0 - 6-11 .353  1-9 L4
UAB (W) 0-0 - 7-15 .318  3-7 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-2 0-0 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 2-1 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 3-0 0-0
3 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
4 0-1 0-0 1-0 0-0
5 0-1 0-0 1-2 0-0
6 2-1 0-0 2-1 0-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
8 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 5-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 6-0 0-1 8-5
2 6-1 1-1 7-4
3 10-0 2-6 2-0
4 12-0 0-6 2-0
5 7-0 0-6 2-0
6 6-0 0-6 2-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 19 0 5 0
2 10 0 4 0
3 24 0 26 0
4 33 0 9 0
5 22 0 9 0
6 4 0 5 0
7 4 0 4 0
8 2 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-0
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................11-4



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................14-6
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................12-5
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-1
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................8-3
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................6-3
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................4-3
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................10-3
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................12-1
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................2-5
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................6-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................1-1
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................11-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................2-4
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................5-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................6-3
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................4-3
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................6-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................4-1
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................6-5
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................5-1
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................9-3
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................5-2
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................0-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 2/6 0 0 33 
McGuffin 4/12 1/3 0/1 0 16 
Carter 4/6 3/5 0 0 11 
Engelhardt 3/6 1/2 0 0 8 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Bowlds 2/2 2/2 1/1 0 5 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
Thomas 3/3 1/1 0 0 4
Vorbrink 1/2 0/1 0 0 3
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 4/20 1/5 1/3 0/1 29
Carter 3/5 3/3 1/2 0 10 
McGuffin 1/7 0/1 0 0 8
Engelhardt 1/4 0/2 1/1 0 7
Vorbrink 2/5 1/1 0 0 6
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4 
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 1/1 0/1 0 0 2
Smith 0 2 0 0 2
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 4 17 
McGuffin - - 4 2 2 8
Engelhardt - - 0 5 2 7
Carter - - - 2 2 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Towers - - - 2 - 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2




PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 0
Carter  7 7 0
Vorbrink  9 9 0 
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  5 5 0 
Smith  4 4 2 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 - 0
McElroy  4 4 1 
Engelhardt  3 3 0
Bowlds  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 7 0
Carter  12 12 0
Thomas  11 11 5 
McGuffin  9 9 0
Vorbrink  12 12 0
Engelhardt 6 6 4
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 - 0
Smith  5 5 2
McElroy  4 4 1
Bowlds  6 6 0
Aikey  2 - 0
Childress  2 - 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 20 - - 4 2 - - 11 - 1 2 - - - - 1 - - 1 18 - 
VAUGHN 20 - - - - - 20 - - - - 1 - 2 9 8 - - - - - 
THOMAS 20 - - - - - - 9 - 11 - 19 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 20 - - - - 20 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 8 6 - -  
SMITH 20 - 20 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 5 5 2 - - - 
MCGUFFIN 20 - - - - - - - 20 - - - 3 4 - 4 7 1 - 1 -
CARTER 18 - - - - - - - - 8 10 - 1 11 5 - 1 - - - -
MCELROY 18 - - - 18 - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 13 - -  
BOWLDS 16 - - 16 - - - - - - - - 16 - - - - - - - - 
NUNN 10 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 
STOWERS 8 - - - - - - - - - 8 - - - - 1 3 4 - - - 
TOWERS 6 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
AIKEY 4 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .400 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.655 Paige Carter
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.543 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
17  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
22  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
21  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
8  Kendall Smith
TRIPLES  
2                  P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
4  Brittany Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
37  Brittany Vaughn
WALKS  
20  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
3  B. Vaughn & K. Smith
SACRIFICE HITS  
2  J. Thomas & P. Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  Rebekah Engelhardt 
STOLEN BASES  
7  Paige Carter
ANALYSIS STATS
BATTING ANALYSIS
  BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG H AB AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 8 20 .400 11 29 .379 0 1 .000 4 15 .267 7 13 .538 2
Carter 7 20 .350 15 35 .429 1 3 .333 13 25 .520 11 22 .500 8
Childress 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Engelhardt 7 23 .304 7 30 .233 0 1 .000 6 21 .286 6 18 .333 7
McElroy 3 18 .167 10 31 .323 2 3 .667 8 26 .308 3 22 .136 2
McGuffin 8 28 .286 8 25 .320 0 2 .000 4 18 .222 4 15 .267 1
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 9 28 .321 8 32 .250 0 4 .000 5 23 .217 4 23 .174 0
Stowers 2 13 .154 5 18 .278 0 1 .000 3 12 .250 1 6 .167 1 
Thomas 8 26 .308 9 23 .391 0 0 --- 6 14 .429 2 9 .222 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 5 22 .227 16 37 .432 1 1 1.000 9 25 .360 7 20 .350 6
Vorbrink 7 29 .241 8 26 .308 1 3 .333 6 21 .286 5 14 .357 6
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE            
3/10 Southern Miss            
 Southern Miss            
3/11 Southern Miss            
3/13 LSU            
3/14 South Alabama            
3/17 MTSU            
 MTSU            
3/18 MTSU            
3/22 Jacksonville St.            
3/27 Indiana            
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 24 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 04, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 14-6   Home: 7-3   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 0 19-18 55 13 22 4 2 2 21 36  . 6 5 5 8 1 9 0  . 4 7 7 1 2 7-7 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 8 16-16 49 7 19 2 1 0 5 23  . 4 6 9 5 0 8 0  . 4 4 4 0 1 3-4 103 3 3  . 9 7 2
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 5 6 20-20 59 15 21 2 1 4 16 37  . 6 2 7 7 3 9 0  . 4 4 9 0 0 5-5 32 36 4  . 9 4 4
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 7 20-20 49 17 17 7 2 0 6 28  . 5 7 1 20 1 12 0  . 5 4 3 0 2 5-7 22 0 1  . 9 5 7
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 2 20-20 53 15 16 6 0 2 4 28  . 5 2 8 12 1 12 0  . 4 3 9 0 1 4-4 18 6 1  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 8 3 20-20 60 16 17 8 0 2 10 31  . 5 1 7 7 3 16 1  . 3 8 0 1 0 3-3 106 13 1  . 9 9 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 3 20-20 55 9 15 3 0 1 11 21  . 3 8 2 5 1 11 0  . 3 4 4 0 0 0-1 41 4 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 6 5 18-18 49 7 13 0 0 0 12 13  . 2 6 5 4 0 2 0  . 3 1 5 1 1 0-0 38 25 2  . 9 6 9
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 4 20-20 53 11 14 4 1 2 12 26  . 4 9 1 10 0 16 0  . 3 6 9 2 1 5-7 13 41 2  . 9 6 4
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 2 6 13-8 31 7 7 1 1 0 3 10  . 3 2 3 2 0 5 2  . 2 7 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 16 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 4 20 513 118 161 37 8 13 100 253  . 4 9 3 80 10 100 3  . 4 1 3 5 8 33-39 381 151 17  . 9 6 9
Opponents  . 2 4 8 20 491 62 122 28 1 10 57 182  . 3 7 1 26 5 102 1  . 2 9 3 0 7 7-13 369 131 22  . 9 5 8
LOB - Team (131), Opp (88). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (6). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 8 2 4-1 12 4 2 2/1 2 34.2 19 12 9 6 34 4 0 2  . 1 5 8 4 2 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 6 9 9-4 15 10 7 2/0 1 65.0 63 25 25 7 50 13 0 3  . 2 4 8 1 1 0 0 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 0 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5  . 3 3 9 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 0 14-6 20 20 9 5/1 3 127.0 122 62 58 26 102 28 1 10  . 2 4 8 6 5 0 0 7
Opponents  5 . 7 5 6-14 20 20 6 2/1 3 123.0 161 118 101 80 100 37 8 13  . 3 1 4 14 10 0 5 8
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (7-13), NUNN,S. (5-6), AIKEY,K. (1-5),
TOWERS,H. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 04, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 1
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 3
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Totals 513 118 161 100 37 8 13 253 80 0 33 6 10 8 5 3 100 381 151 17 131  . 3 1 4







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 - 2-0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 -
Totals .143 41-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 3 TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS SAME
 1 7X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 6X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) RBI SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .347 20-20 49 17 17 7 2 0 6 28 .571 20 1 12 0 .543 0 2 5-7 22 0 1 .957
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .283 20-20 60 16 17 8 0 2 10 31 .517 7 3 16 1 .380 1 0 3-3 106 13 1 .992
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 2X, MR VS. UE (3-3) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) STOLEN BASES 3X, MR GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .356 20-20 59 15 21 2 1 4 16 37 .627 7 3 9 0 .449 0 0 5-5 32 36 4 .944






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS 7X,MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST.  (2-25) DOUBLES 7X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) TRIPLES VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 1
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HOME RUNS 7X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .264 20-20 53 11 14 4 1 2 12 26 .491 10 0 16 0 .369 2 1 5-7 13 41 2 .964
CAREER .205 119-104 190 36 39 7 1 7 28 69 .363 29 1 51 0 .311 2 7 15-20 121 189 27 .920
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 2X, MR VS.DAYTON (3-2) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 - 15-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 2 16 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 2.69 9-4 15 10 7 2/0 1 65.0 63 25 25 7 50 13 0 3 267 .248 1 1 0 0 5
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT UTC (2-17) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 6X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HOME RUNS MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RBI FIU (3-20-16) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .302 20-20 53 15 16 6 0 2 4 28 .528 12 1 12 0 .439 0 1 4-4 18 6 1 .960
Totals .238 127-123 307 56 73 21 0 8 33 118 .384 49 13 71 1 .363 3 12 23-26 174 36 8 .963
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) STRIKEOUTS VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 12-4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 2 1 .666
TOTALS .083 39-13 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 23 2 .900
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 1.82 4-1 12 4 2 2/1 2 34.2 19 12 9 6 34 4 0 2 130 .158 4 2 0 0 2
TOTALS 2.63 11-5 39 13 7 3/1 4 128 105 71 48 71 88 16 0 8 567 .222 23 10 1 3 11
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS MR, VS. TENN. TECH (2-16-18) 4
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
 2 VS. VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-24) HITS VS. UNC (4-2-16) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 1 6X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) WALKS/HBP VS. CSUB (4-2-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. IOWA (2-13-16) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .273 20-20 55 9 15 3 0 1 11 21 .382 5 1 11 0 .344 0 0 0-1 41 4 0 1.000
CAREER .234 70-50 124 18 29 6 3 2 21 47 .379 7 5 21 2 .299 1 2 1-2 163 6 1 .994
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 8-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 5 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 66-56 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 113 32 2 .986
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.80 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5 119 .339 0 1 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.67 9-13 34 23 13 1/1 2 142.1 191 112 95 56 94 28 4 15 669 .325 7 9 1 7 9
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 VS. EVANSVILLE (3-3) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 VS. EVANSVILLE (3-3) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .226 13-8 31 7 7 1 1 0 3 10 .323 2 0 5 2 .273 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .217 57-39 138 19 30 5 1 3 16 46 .333 15 0 32 3 .292 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. SHU (2-15) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .265 18-18 49 7 13 0 0 0 12 13 .265 4 0 2 0 .315 1 1 0-0 38 25 2 .969
TOTALS .184 77-75 179 23 33 4 0 0 20 37 .207 18 6 28 0 .279 1 6 3-4 210 104 9 .972
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 5-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 12-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0 13 .375 1 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) HOME RUNS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .400 19-18 55 13 22 4 2 2 21 36 .655 8 1 9 0 .477 1 2 7-7 4 0 2 .667





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 1 MR, VS. DAYTON (3-2) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 3X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .388 16-16 49 7 19 2 1 0 5 23 .469 5 0 8 0 .444 0 1 3-4 103 3 3 .972
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3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, March 7, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game 21 box score attached. 
Updated WKU season stats attached. 
OFFENSE DELIVERS 10-4 MIDWEEK VICTORY OVER SIUE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Trailing 2-0 to SIUE (8-5) heading to the bottom of the third inning, WKU 
Softball struck for five runs to take a lead it wouldn’t relinquish for the squad’s third come-from-behind 
victory of the 2018 campaign. Seven different Hilltoppers registered hits in the 10-4 win as the Red and 
White climbed to 15-6 on the season. 
“One of the things I am most proud of is our team’s fight,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “We did a 
good job getting our bunts down to move the runners and after the first few innings were able to find 
ways to score them. We ran the bases well today, making good decisions and executed everything we 
worked on in practice this week.” 
The Cougars struck first on a two-run home run in the top of the third inning before WKU got its offense 
rolling at the plate. Rebekah Engelhardt led off the inning with a double off the left field fence before 
Jordan Thomas followed with a double to trade spots and plate Engelhardt for the first Hilltopper run. 
Five batters later with the bases loaded and two outs, Kendall Smith sent a single down the left line to 
score a pair for a 3-2 WKU advantage. Tommi Stowers kept the scoring going with a two-RBI double to 
the left-center gap for the 5-2 lead. 
SIUE retaliated in the top of the fourth, plating its final two runs of the game to pull within 5-4 before 
WKU could tally an out. Shelby Nunn relieved Kelsey Aikey in the circle at that point and struck out three 
of the next four batters to get WKU back to the dugout with its lead still intact. 
“Kelsey Aikey started well and Shelby Nunn did a good job out of the bullpen in relief,” Tudor continued. 
“Nunn is continuing to mature and develop in the circle during her freshmen season.” 
In the bottom of the fifth, Jordan Vorbrink sent her fourth double of the season to right-center field to 
lead off the frame before Paige Carter’s third home run of the year pushed WKU’s lead to 7-4. 
Leading off an inning for the third time of the night, Engelhardt opened the bottom of the sixth with a 
double to right-center field before moving to third on a groundout. Maddie Bowlds reached on a 
fielder’s choice that held Engelhardt at third after a run-down. Up next, Brittany Vaughn broke through 
for her first hit of the day in the form of a single through the right side, scoring both Hilltopper runners. 
Over the course of the next two batters, Vaughn stole her way around the diamond – including home – 
to account for WKU’s 10th run of the contest. 
In need of three outs to secure the victory, Nunn headed back out to the circle and sent the SIUE batters 
back to the dugout in order including a looking strikeout for the final out. Nunn tossed the final 4.0 
innings to secure her 10th win of the season, moving to 10-4 overall. The freshman allowed just one hit 
while striking out six and retiring the final 11 Cougar batters of the game. 
With the first of seven home mid-week non-conference tilts in the book, WKU is headed south for a five-
game spring break trip. The Hilltoppers will open Conference USA play with a series at Southern Miss 
March 10-11 before dropping by Baton Rouge, La., and Mobile, Ala., for matchups with LSU and South 
Alabama. 
TOPPER NOTES 
•WKU’s leadoff batter successfully reached base in 5-of-6 innings in the 10-4 win over SIUE. Three of 
those leadoff plate appearances resulted in a double. Rebekah Engelhardt went 2-for-3 in 
leadoff opportunities with two doubles. Jordan Thomas led the game off with a walk while 
Jordan Vorbrink got the fifth inning going with a double. 
•The Hilltoppers scored double digits for the sixth time of the season, moving to 6-0 when scoring 
double figures. 
•Trailing 3-0 in the middle of the third, WKU pieced together its third come-from-behind win of the 
season. Kendall Smith’s two-RBI single was the go-ahead hit at the time but Tommi Stowers’ 
two-RBI double was ultimately the difference. 
•Paige Carter registered her third home run of the season in the bottom of the fifth inning in the 
form of a two-run shot. She now has five across her first two seasons on The Hill. 
•Rebekah Engelhardt’s multi-hit day marks the junior’s fifth of the sort this season and the ninth of 
her career. Engelhardt also extended her reached-base streak to five-consecutive games. 
•Four Hilltoppers registered multi-RBI games in the win including Brittany Vaughn (season 7th, career 
30th), Paige Carter (8, 11), Kendall Smith (3) and Tommi Stowers (2, 3). 
•Brittany Vaughn’s three stolen bases are a new career high for the redshirt senior. All three came 
on the same trip around the diamond after a single. The last time a Hilltopper put up those 
numbers was in 2015 when Larissa Franklin swiped three bags against MTSU on May 3. As a 
team, WKU stole five bases for the second time this season. 
•WKU registered five doubles in the win marking the second time this season with numbers of such. 
The Hilltoppers have recorded a double in 18-of-21 games this season and own multiple two-
basers in 12 of those contests. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, March 9, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game notes for games 22-24 attached. 
TOPS SET TO OPEN SPRING BREAK TRIP WITH SERIES AT SOUTHERN MISS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Already a month into the season, WKU Softball is headed for Hattiesburg, Miss., 
to open Conference USA action at Southern Miss with a three-game weekend series. The Hilltoppers and 
Golden Eagles are slated to play a doubleheader on Saturday before wrapping up play with a single tilt 
on Sunday. The Red and White enter the weekend winners of their last two contests and own a 15-6 
overall record while Southern Miss has dropped its last two decisions and sits at 9-12. 
WEEKEND INFORMATION 
Saturday, March 10 – 1 p.m. CT at Southern Miss | Stats | Watch 
Saturday, March 10 – 3 p.m. CT at Southern Miss | Stats | Watch 
Sunday, March 11 – Noon CT at Southern Miss | Stats | Watch 
Both the Hilltoppers and Golden Eagles rank in the league’s top five in team batting averages as WKU 
owns the second-best rate at .314 while Southern Miss sits in fifth with a .274 mark. In the ERA 
standings, WKU has registered a 3.24 reading for the sixth-best mark while USM’s 3.66 ERA sits in 
eighth. The largest contrast between the weekend foes comes in the fielding realm where WKU owns a 
.971 fielding percentage for a top-three reading while Southern Miss ranks 13th with a .953 mark. 
Additionally, behind the plate, the Hilltoppers have thrown out 7-of-14 baserunners attempting to steal 
against the Golden Eagles’ 3-of-21 caught-stealing rate. 
Last season, WKU and Southern Miss met on The Hill for a weather-shortened two-game series. The Red 
and White claimed both decisions, 11-6 and 4-1, to improve WKU’s all-time record to 6-2 over USM. 
Playing in Hattiesburg for just one prior series, the Golden Eagles own a 2-1 advantage when playing at 
the USM Softball Complex. Both Hilltopper losses were extra-inning decisions in Hattiesburg. 
The 2018 campaign marks the third-straight season the Red and White have traveled to Hattiesburg 
after spending nearly a week in town for the 2017 Conference USA Tournament. Exceeding preseason 
expectations, WKU grabbed the eighth and final seed into the tournament field last season. Embracing 
the role of the underdog, the Hilltoppers proceeded to upset fifth-seeded UAB, 12-7 in 12 innings of 
play. Still in single elimination, WKU played again later that night and took down No. 4 seed Florida 
Atlantic in a nine-inning 6-5 decision. The Hilltoppers ultimately played 38 innings across four games in 
Hattiesburg, becoming the first eight seed to advance to the tournament’s semifinals. 
WKU has claimed its conference-opening series each of the last six seasons after sweeping Middle 
Tennessee in Murfreesboro, Tenn., last year. Playing a league slate every year but the program’s 
inaugural season, the Hilltoppers have won 10-of-17 conference-opening series. 
Following weekend play from Hattiesburg, the Hilltoppers will continue their spring break trek south as 
the squad will head to Baton Rouge, La., and Mobile, Ala., for a pair of midweek non-conference tilts at 
LSU and South Alabama. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
578 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of walkoff victories by 
the Hilltoppers in 2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 




WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA-leading 21 
walks while also ranking 13th with eight doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 16-of-27 occasions 
for a .593 rating. As a team, WKU is 51-for-130 when leading off an inning (.392).
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and pro-
ceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) victory 
over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and is the only performance of 
the sort in the NCAA to date. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the seeason, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through four weekends of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
SOUTHERN MISS |  SAT-SUN, MARCH 10-11  | HATTIESBURG, MISS.
SATURDAY, MARCH 10 (DH)
SUNDAY, MARCH 11
WKU at Southern Miss | 1, 3, 12 p.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Canceled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (4-2)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 1 p.m.
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. 3 p.m.
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. Noon
 13 at LSU Baton Rouge, La. 6 p.m.
 14 at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. 4 p.m.
 17 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 18 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (15-6, 0-0 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................578-473-3 (.550)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 132-105-1 
 Career Record ..... 349-311-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................244-167-1 (.593)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
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SEASON NOTES
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With four weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 44 no-hitters have been recorded, however, 
Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
Through its first 21 games of the season, WKU Softball has made its mark in several offensive stat categories. As a team, the 
Hilltoppers lead Conference USA in five categories (doubles/game, 2.0; On-base %, .413; scoring, 6.10; slugging %, .499; triples/
game, .38). In the national standings, the Red and White rank in the top 10 in doubles/game (2th) and in the top-25 in triples/
game (19th), scoring (24th), slugging % (21st) and on-base % (17th).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks sixth in victories with 10 already. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 46 no-hitters recorded this year 
while ranking 15th in the NCAA with two saves to her name. Jordan Thomas ranks fourth in walks with 1.0/game while leading 
the nation with 21 total walks. Thomas and Kendall Smith each own eight doubles to rank 13th in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-41 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-8. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already owns 
a trio of wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay and SIUE, overcoming deficits of 
2-0, 3-0 and 2-0 margins. Morgan McElroy produced the first two game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt (Chattanooga) and 
Jordan Vorbrink (Green Bay) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks for the Tops. Most recently, Kendall Smith 
delivered the tying hit before Tommi Stowers’ knock would be the decider against SIUE.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 13 at LSU -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 14 at South Alabama -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 5 4-1 2 9-4
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-1
Nunn 10 10-4 1 11-5
Towers 6 1-1 0 5-3
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR AB AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.42 4-1 13 5 2 2/1 2 37.2 23 16 13 7 36 4 1 4 143 .174 4 2 0 0 2
 10 Nunn 2.54 10-4 16 10 7 1/0 1 69.0 64 25 25 7 56 13 0 3 280 .240 1 1 0 0 5
 20 Towers 5.80 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5 119 .339 0 1 0 0 0
 24 Blackford 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0 13 .375 1 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 1  1
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 2  7
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 7  7
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 6 1
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red White 1 1
Black Black Gray 1 1
White Red Red 1 1
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 35 Hampton 2/9
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, Green Bay 2/23
Home Runs 3 Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 13 Dayton 3/2
DP Turned 1 MR, Dayton 3/4
   
Innings Pitched 8.0 MR, Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:28 MR, Tennessee Tech 2/16
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Maddie Bowlds Tennessee Tech 2/16
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Jordan Thomas Dayton 3/2
Home Runs 1 MR, Paige Carter SIUE 3/7
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 11 MR, Maddie Bowlds Dayton 3/2
Assists 6 MR, Morgan McElroy Dayton 3/2
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at UTEP, 4/6/17 (6)
Played extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. LA Tech, 5/12/17 (10)
Scored 10-14 runs vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order vs. Green Bay, 2/25/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. SIUE, 3/7/18
Had 10-14 hits vs. Chattanooga, 2/17/18 (13)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI P. Carter & B. Vaughn vs. Green Bay, 2/23/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Maddie Bowlds vs. Austin Peay, 3/2/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
31 MARSHALL  4/21-22
44 FIU  5/5-6
57 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29
75 LA TECH  DNP
99 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
100 NORTH TEXAS  DNP
101 WKU  -
105 SOUTHERN MISS  3/10-11
146 UAB  4/14-15
161 UTSA  DNP
190 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  3/17-18
240 UTEP  4/7-8
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
11 LSU  3/13
18 KENTUCKY  4/18
34 JACKSONVILLE STATE  3/22
41 SIUE  W
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
56 SOUTH ALABAMA  3/14
80 MURRAY STATE  4/4
126 INDIANA  3/27
142 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
154 EVANSVILLE  W
172 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
174 DAYTON  W, W
175 TOLEDO  L
181 INDIANA STATE  W, W
199 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
211 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
220 HAMPTON  W, W
238 GARDNER-WEBB  L
243 SACRED HEART  W
255 CHATTANOOGA  W
266 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
281 GREEN BAY  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Middle Tennessee (E) 0-0 - 16-6 .727  9-1 W3
WKU (E) 0-0 - 15-6 .714  7-3 W2
UTSA (W) 0-0 - 10-9 .526  4-6 L1
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 - 11-10 .524  5-5 L2
FIU (E) 0-0 - 12-12 .500  4-6 L1
North Texas (W) 0-0 - 8-8 .500  5-5 W1
LA Tech (W) 0-0 - 10-12 .455  5-5 L4
UTEP (W) 0-0 - 10-12 .455  5-5 L1
Southern Miss (W) 0-0 - 9-12 .429  5-5 L2
Marshall (E) 0-0 - 8-12 .400  4-6 L4
Charlotte (E) 0-0 - 6-11 .353  1-9 L5
UAB (W) 0-0 - 7-17 .292  2-8 L3
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-2 0-0 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 2-1 0-0
2 0-0 0-0 3-0 0-0
3 1-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
4 0-1 0-0 2-0 0-0
5 0-1 0-0 1-2 0-0
6 2-1 0-0 2-1 0-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
8 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 6-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 6-0 0-1 9-5
2 6-1 1-1 8-4
3 11-0 2-6 2-0
4 13-0 0-6 2-0
5 8-0 0-6 2-0
6 7-0 0-6 2-0
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 19 0 5 0
2 10 0 4 0
3 29 0 28 0
4 33 0 11 0
5 24 0 9 0
6 7 0 5 0
7 4 0 4 0
8 2 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 0 0













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-0
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................12-4



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................15-6
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................13-5
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-1
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................8-3
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................7-3
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................4-3
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................11-3
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................12-1
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................3-5
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................6-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................1-1
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................12-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................2-4
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................6-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................6-3
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-1
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................5-3
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................6-2
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................4-1
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................6-5
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................6-1
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................3-0
Opp. Hits 0 ...............................................................9-3
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................5-2
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................1-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 10-4
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 2/6 0 0 33 
McGuffin 4/12 1/3 0/1 0 16 
Carter 4/6 3/5 0 0 11 
Engelhardt 4/7 1/2 0 0 9 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Bowlds 2/2 2/2 1/1 0 5 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
Thomas 3/3 1/1 0 0 4
Vorbrink 1/2 0/1 0 0 3
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 5/21 1/5 1/3 0/1 30
Carter 4/6 3/3 1/2 0 11 
McGuffin 1/7 0/1 0 0 8
Engelhardt 1/4 0/2 1/1 0 7
Vorbrink 2/5 1/1 0 0 6
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4 
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Smith 1 2 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 4 17 
McGuffin - - 4 2 2 8
Engelhardt - - 0 5 2 7
Carter - - - 2 3 5
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Towers - - - 2 - 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2




PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Vorbrink  9 9 1 
Carter  7 7 1
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  5 5 1 
Smith  4 4 3 
Stowers  4 3 1 
Towers  4 - 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Engelhardt  3 3 1
Bowlds  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 - 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 7 1
Carter  13 13 1
Vorbrink  12 12 1
Thomas  11 11 5 
McGuffin  9 9 0
Engelhardt 6 6 4
Stowers  6 3 1
Towers  5 - 0
Smith  5 5 3
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  4 4 1
Aikey  2 - 0
Childress  2 - 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 1 7 .143 8 20 .400 11 30 .367 0 1 .000 4 16  .250 7 13 .538 2
Carter 4 10 .400 7 21 .333 16 36 .444 1 3 .333 14 26  .538 11 22 .500 8
Childress 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Engelhardt 5 10 .500 9 26 .346 7 30 .233 0 1 .000 6 21  .286 6 18 .333 7
McElroy 1 7 .143 3 19 .158 10 33 .303 2 3 .667 8 28  .286 3 25 .120 2
McGuffin 5 13 .385 8 28 .286 8 25 .320 0 2 .000 4 18  .222 4 15 .267 1
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 6 13 .462 9 29 .310 9 34 .265 1 5 .200 6 25  .240 5 25 .200 2
Stowers 1 5 .200 2 14 .143 6 20 .300 0 1 .000 4 14  .286 2 7 .286 3 
Thomas 16 27 .593 8 27 .296 10 25 .400 0 0 --- 7 16  .438 2 9 .222 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 4 15 .267 5 22 .227 17 41 .415 1 1 1.000 10 29  .345 7 21 .333 6
Vorbrink 8 23 .348 8 30 .267 8 29 .276 1 3 .333 6 23  .261 5 15 .333 6
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 21 - - 4 2 - - 12 - 1 2 - - - 1 1 - - 1 18 - 
VAUGHN 21 - - - - - 21 - - - - 1 - 3 9 8 - - - - - 
ENGELHARDT 21 - - - - 21 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 8 6 1 -  
THOMAS 21 - - - - - - 9 1 11 - 20 - - - - - - - 1 -
SMITH 21 - 21 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 5 6 2 - - - 
MCGUFFIN 20 - - - - - - - 20 - - - 3 4 - 4 7 1 - 1 -
CARTER 19 - - - - - - - - 9 10 - 1 11 5 1 1 - - - -
MCELROY 19 - - - 19 - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 14 - -  
BOWLDS 17 - - 17 - - - - - - - - 17 - - - - - - - - 
NUNN 10 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10 
STOWERS 9 - - - - - - - - - 9 - - - - 1 3 5 - - - 
TOWERS 6 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
AIKEY 5 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .404 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.702 Paige Carter
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.541 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
18  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
23  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
23  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
8  K. Smith & J. Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
4  Brittany Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
40  Paige Carter
WALKS  
21  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
3  B. Vaughn & K. Smith
SACRIFICE HITS  
2  M. Bowlds, J. Thomas & P. Carter
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  Rebekah Engelhardt 
STOLEN BASES  
8  P. Carter & B. Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
3/10 Southern Miss            
 Southern Miss            
3/11 Southern Miss            
3/13 LSU            
3/14 South Alabama            
3/17 MTSU            
 MTSU            
3/18 MTSU            
3/22 Jacksonville St.            
3/27 Indiana            
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 07, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-6   Home: 8-3   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 4 20-19 57 15 23 4 2 3 23 40  . 7 0 2 10 1 9 0  . 4 9 3 1 2 8-8 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 0 17-17 50 9 19 2 1 0 5 23  . 4 6 0 7 0 8 0  . 4 5 6 0 2 4-5 110 3 3  . 9 7 4
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 4 9 21-21 63 16 22 2 1 4 18 38  . 6 0 3 7 3 10 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 8-8 37 37 4  . 9 4 9
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 6 21-21 52 18 18 8 2 0 7 30  . 5 7 7 21 1 12 0  . 5 4 1 0 2 5-7 22 0 1  . 9 5 7
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 2 20-20 53 15 16 6 0 2 4 28  . 5 2 8 12 1 12 0  . 4 3 9 0 1 4-4 18 6 1  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 8 6 21-21 63 17 18 8 0 2 12 32  . 5 0 8 7 3 16 1  . 3 7 8 1 1 3-3 113 15 1  . 9 9 2
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 6 21-21 56 13 16 6 1 2 12 30  . 5 3 6 10 0 17 0  . 3 8 2 2 1 5-7 13 45 2  . 9 6 7
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 1 21-21 59 10 16 4 0 1 11 23  . 3 9 0 5 1 14 0  . 3 3 8 0 0 0-1 43 4 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 5 0 19-19 52 7 13 0 0 0 12 13  . 2 5 0 4 0 3 0  . 2 9 8 1 1 0-0 38 26 2  . 9 7 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 3 5 14-9 34 7 8 2 1 0 5 12  . 3 5 3 2 0 5 2  . 2 7 8 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 17 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 4 21 539 128 169 42 8 14 109 269  . 4 9 9 85 10 106 3  . 4 1 3 5 10 38-44 402 160 17  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 4 6 21 516 66 127 28 2 12 61 195  . 3 7 8 27 5 110 1  . 2 9 0 0 7 7-14 387 138 23  . 9 5 8
LOB - Team (136), Opp (89). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (6). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 2 4-1 13 5 2 2/1 2 37.2 23 16 13 7 36 4 1 4  . 1 7 4 4 2 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 4 10-4 16 10 7 2/0 1 69.0 64 25 25 7 56 13 0 3  . 2 4 0 1 1 0 0 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 0 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5  . 3 3 9 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 4 15-6 21 21 9 5/1 3 134.0 127 66 62 27 110 28 2 12  . 2 4 6 6 5 0 0 7
Opponents  6 . 0 2 6-15 21 21 6 2/1 3 129.0 169 128 111 85 106 42 8 14  . 3 1 4 14 10 0 5 10
PB - Team (0), Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (7-14), NUNN,S. (5-6), AIKEY,K. (1-6),
TOWERS,H. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 07, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
Totals 539 128 169 109 42 8 14 269 85 0 38 6 10 10 5 3 106 402 160 17 136  . 3 1 4







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 - 2-0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 0 0 -
Totals .143 41-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 3 TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS SAME
 1 7X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .346 21-21 52 18 18 8 2 0 7 30 .577 21 1 12 0 .541 0 2 5-7 22 0 1 .957
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .286 21-21 63 17 18 8 0 2 12 32 .508 7 3 16 1 .378 1 0 3-3 113 15 1 .992
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 2X, MR VS. UE (3-3) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .349 21-21 63 16 22 2 1 4 18 38 .603 7 3 10 0 .438 0 0 8-8 37 37 4 .949






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS 7X,MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) TRIPLES VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 1
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HOME RUNS 7X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .286 21-21 56 13 16 6 1 2 12 30 .536 10 0 17 0 .382 2 1 5-7 13 45 2 .967
CAREER .212 120-105 193 38 41 9 1 7 28 73 .378 29 1 52 0 .316 2 7 15-20 121 189 27 .921
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 2X, MR VS.DAYTON (3-2) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 - 16-10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 2 17 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 2.54 10-4 16 10 7 2/0 1 69.0 64 25 25 7 56 13 0 3 280 .240 1 1 0 0 5
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT UTC (2-17) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 6X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HOME RUNS MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RBI FIU (3-20-16) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .302 20-20 53 15 16 6 0 2 4 28 .528 12 1 12 0 .439 0 1 4-4 18 6 1 .960
Totals .238 127-123 307 56 73 21 0 8 33 118 .384 49 13 71 1 .363 3 12 23-26 174 36 8 .963
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) STRIKEOUTS VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 13-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 2 1 .667
TOTALS .083 40-14 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 23 2 .900
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.42 4-1 13 5 2 2/1 2 37.2 23 16 13 7 36 4 1 4 143 .174 4 2 0 0 2
TOTALS 2.78 11-5 40 14 7 3/1 4 131 109 75 52 72 90 16 1 10 580 .225 23 10 1 3 11
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, VS.SIUE (3-7-18) 4
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
 2 VS. VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-24) HITS VS. UNC (4-2-16) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 1 6X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) WALKS/HBP VS. CSUB (4-2-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. IOWA (2-13-16) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .271 21-21 59 10 16 4 0 1 11 23 .390 5 1 14 0 .338 0 0 0-1 43 4 0 1.000
CAREER .234 71-51 128 19 30 7 3 2 21 49 .383 7 5 24 2 .298 1 2 1-2 165 6 1 .994
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 8-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 5 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 66-56 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 113 32 2 .986
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.80 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5 119 .339 0 1 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.67 9-13 34 23 13 1/1 2 142.1 191 112 95 56 94 28 4 15 669 .325 7 9 1 7 9
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) AT BATS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 VS. EVANSVILLE (3-3) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .235 14-9 34 7 8 2 1 0 5 12 .353 2 0 5 2 .278 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .220 58-40 141 19 31 6 1 3 18 48 .340 15 0 32 3 .293 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 2X, MR VS. SHU (2-15) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .250 19-19 52 7 13 0 0 0 12 13 .250 4 0 3 0 .298 1 1 0-0 38 26 2 .970
TOTALS .181 78-76 182 23 33 4 0 0 20 37 .203 18 6 29 0 .275 1 6 3-4 210 105 9 .972
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball18
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 5-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 12-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0 13 .375 1 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) HOME RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .404 20-19 57 15 23 4 2 3 23 40 .702 10 1 9 0 .493 1 2 8-8 4 0 2 .667





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .380 17-17 50 9 19 2 1 0 5 23 .460 7 0 8 0 .456 0 2 4-5 110 3 3 .974
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 10, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Box score for games 22 & 23 attached. 
Updated season stats attached. 
C-USA only stats attached. 
Action photo of Jordan Vorbrink attached. Please credit Katie Stratman/WKU Athletics. 
Photo of head coach Amy Tudor attached. Please credit Katie Stratman/WKU Athletics. 
HILLTOPPERS FIRE ON ALL CYLINDERS TO SWEEP DOUBLEHEADER AT SOUTHERN MISS 
HATTIESBURG, Miss. – Firing on all cylinders, WKU Softball secured it seventh-straight conference-
opening series with a doubleheader sweep of Southern Miss on Saturday in Hattiesburg, Miss. The 
Hilltoppers claimed the Conference USA-opener with a five-inning run-rule 11-3 win before turning 
around and taking game two 4-1. The game one victory also marked the 350th career win for head coach 
Amy Tudor. 
WKU climbed to 17-6 with the sweep and is now 2-0 in C-USA play. Southern Miss dropped to 9-14 
overall and 0-2 in league play. 
“We did a great job in all aspects of the game today,” Coach Tudor shared. “Aikey and Nunn both held it 
down in the circle, we played good defense behind them and showed up offensively throughout the 
lineup. Jordan Vorbrink stepped up huge for us today. She was focused and came through with hit and 
hit.” 
Jordan Vorbrink reached base during all seven of her plate appearances, combining for a 5-for-5 day at 
the dish while added a pair of walks. The junior racked up three RBI and two runs scored across the day. 
WKU combined for a .404 batting average on the day while collecting 21 hits – six for extra bases – and 
15 runs. The Hilltopper pitching staff posted a 2.33 ERA while Southern Miss posted an 8.17 mark. 
Shelby Nunn (11-4) and Kelsey Aikey (5-1) picked up wins in the circle for the Red and White. 
WEEKEND INFORMATION 
Saturday, March 10 – 1 p.m. CT at Southern Miss | W, 11-3 (5) 
Saturday, March 10 – 3 p.m. CT at Southern Miss | W, 4-1 
Sunday, March 11 – Noon CT at Southern Miss | Stats | Watch 
GAME 22: WKU 11, SOUTHERN MISS 3 (5) 
Southern Miss struck first in the bottom of the first inning on a sacrifice fly and held the lead until WKU 
knotted things up in the top of the third. Rebekah Engelhardt sent a leadoff triple down the right line 
and scored during the following at bat as Jordan Thomas registered a sac fly to get the Hilltoppers on the 
board. 
Back at the plate for the top of the fourth, Vorbrink led things off with a walk before Paige Carter moved 
her into scoring position with a sacrifice bunt. Next up, Kendall Smith connected for her third home run 
of the season for the 3-1 WKU advantage. 
The flood gates opened in the top of the fifth for the Hilltoppers as eight runners crossed the plate. 
Engelhardt and Thomas each saw two plate appearances in the frame as the Red and White sent 11 
batters to the dish. WKU finished with seven hits – three for extra bases – in the frame including a 
double by Thomas, a triple by Kelsey McGuffin and a two-run home run by Engelhardt. WKU pushed its 
lead to a 10-run margin with an 11-1 reading with the big fifth frame. 
In the bottom of the fifth, the Golden Eagles responded with three singles and scored a pair of runners 
on a sacrifice fly to the right field fence. With two away Aikey relieved Nunn in the circle with a Southern 
Miss runner in scoring position looking to extend the game out of run-rule territory. The sophomore 
hurler need just four pitches to induce a fly out to centerfield and secure the five-inning run-rule victory 
for the Red and White. 
Nunn took the decision and climbed to 11-4 on her debut campaign. In 4.2 innings of work, Nunn struck 
out three against two walks while allowing five hits. 
GAME 23: WKU 4, SOUTHERN MISS 1 
After a quick first inning of game two, WKU got on the board in the second inning after capitalizing on 
two hits and an error in the frame. Maddie Bowlds grounded out unassisted allowing McGuffin to score 
the contest’s first run. 
WKU plated two more runs in the top of the fourth inning after McGuffin and Engelhardt got the frame 
going with back-to-back singles. After a ground out and a fielder’s choice, Vorbrink sent a single through 
the right side to score two for a 3-0 WKU advantage. 
The Hilltoppers added one more tally to the scoring column in the top of the sixth inning after Vorbrink 
singled and induced a rundown between first and second that allowed Thomas to score from third. 
Down to their final out, the Golden Eagles refused to be shut out as USM’s catcher sent the first pitch 
she saw over the left field fence for a solo home run to make the score the final 4-1 margin. 
Aikey matched her career high with seven strike outs en route to her fifth win of the season. The 
sophomore tossed her third complete game of the year while moving to 5-1 on the season. Aikey 
allowed just three hits and no walks on 97 pitches, 67 strikes. 
TOPPER NOTES 
•WKU Softball registered two triples in the day’s opening contest bring the team’s season total to 
10. Rebekah Engelhardt notched her second three-baser of the year while Kelsey McGuffin 
recorded the first of her career. The Hilltoppers have knocked multiple triples in three games 
now this season. 
•Taking both sides of the Saturday doubleheader at Southern Miss, WKU improves to 8-2 all-time 
against the Golden Eagles, winning the last four matchups. The Hilltoppers are now 3-2 against 
USM playing in Hattiesburg. 
•Saturday’s sweep also locked up the conference-opening series win for the Hilltoppers. WKU will go 
for back-to-back league-opening sweeps in Sunday’s tilt. The Red and White have won their 
conference-opening series each of the last seven seasons and have won 11-of-18 in program 
history. 
•Kendall Smith and Rebekah Engelhardt each registered their third home run of the season on 
Saturday. Engelhardt now owns eight homers during her career on The Hill. 
•The Hilltoppers’ first win of the day was in come-from-behind fashion after trailing 1-0 through two 
innings. WKU knotted the contest at 1-1 on a sacrifice fly in the top of the third before adding 
two runs in the fourth and eight runs in the fifth. 
•Jordan Vorbrink put up a multi-hit game in both contests going a combined 5-for-5 at the plate. She 
now owns three multi-hit efforts on the year and five on her career. 
•Rebekah Engelhardt, Paige Carter and Kelsey McGuffin each added two-hit games on the day as 
well. Engelhardt owns six multi-hit showings on the year and 10 in her career while Carter has 
eight performances of such on the year and 12 in her career and McGuffin now sits at five on 
the season and 17 during her career. 
•WKU also saw four multi-RBI performances recorded across the doubleheader. Kendall Smith, 
Kelsey McGuffin and Rebekah Engelhardt all recorded multiple RBI in the run-rule victory while 
Jordan Vorbrink did so in game two. 
•WKU Softball has now claimed six run-rule victories on the 2018 campaign. 
•Head coach Amy Tudor won her 350th and 351st games with the doubleheader sweep. She now 




WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, March 11, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Box score for game 24 attached. 
Updated season stats attached. 
C-USA only stats attached. 
TOPS CLINCH SERIES DESPITE 11-INNING SERIES FINALE LOSS AT SOUTHERN MISS 
HATTIESBURG, Miss. – After the series finale first pitch was delivered five hours later than originally scheduled due to 
inclement weather, WKU Softball fell to Southern Miss from the USM Softball Complex in 11 innings, 2-0. The Hilltoppers 
clinched the series with a doubleheader sweep on Saturday before moving to 17-7 on the season with Sunday’s setback. 
“Winning a series on the road is always big,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “We swung the bats well for two of the 
three games and I think there are things we can learn from this game and take those lessons with us down the road. We 
showed our ability to keep fighting even when we aren’t clicking on all cylinders. I was proud of our toughness when our 
backs were against the wall in several situations, especially late in the game. This one is on the books and now we’ll 
adjust and keep moving forward.” 
Starting pitcher Shelby Nunn carried a no-hitter through 4.1 innings before Southern Miss broke into the hit column with 
a double to left-center field. The Golden Eagle runner advanced to third, marking the first base runner of the game to 
advance past second but the Hilltoppers were able to hold her there and get back to the dugout. 
Moving ahead to the bottom of the seventh, USM’s leadoff hitter reached base after an infield error by the Red and 
White. The next batter sent a double to center field allowing the runner to be sent around in an attempt to score. WKU 
executed a right field to second base to home plate relay flawlessly allowing Kendall Smith to tag out the runner at the 
plate to extend the game. Still with just one out, Kelsey Aikey relieved Nunn in the circle and proceeded to induce a 
fielder’s choice to the left side to get the runner heading to third before Smith and Morgan McElroy connected for the 
caught stealing for the third out. 
WKU managed to load the bases in the top of the eighth – all on two outs – after a Jordan Thomas walk, a Maddie 
Bowlds single and a Jordan Vorbrink walk but the runners ended up stranded. 
In each of the four extra innings, both squads were able to get the potential go-ahead run on board but each ended up 
stranded with the exception of the bottom of the 11th. Five of Southern Miss’ eight runners left on base came during 
extra innings, with a Golden Eagle moving into scoring position all three frames. 
Southern Miss ultimately broke the scoreless tie in the bottom of the 11th after a one-out single followed by a home run 
to right-center field for the 2-0 walkoff victory. 
Aikey took the decision in the game after tossing the final 4.0 frames for the Red and White. The sophomore moves to 5-
2 on the year after allowing four hits and three walks while striking out three. 
Freshman Maddie Bowlds finished with a 3-for-4 day at the plate with a sacrifice hit on the scorecard as well. The first 
baseman recorded three singles for her sixth multi-hit game of the season – fourth with three or more knocks. 
Next up, the WKU squad is headed for Baton Rouge, La., where the Hilltoppers will take on nationally-ranked LSU on 
Tuesday before traveling to Mobile, Ala., for a contest at South Alabama on Wednesday. 
TOPPER NOTES 
•Maddie Bowlds recorded her sixth multi-hit game of the season in Sunday’s series finale at Southern Miss. The 
freshman racked up three singles across the fourth, sixth and eighth innings. 
•The extra-inning affair was WKU’s third time going past regulation on the year. The Hilltoppers are now 2-1 when 
playing extra frames with Sunday’s 11-inning contest marking the longest of the season. 
•Kendall Smith caught her eighth runner attempting to steal on her debut campaign. The freshman catcher is now 8-
for-16 in runners caught stealing. Six of the runners caught – including Sunday’s – have come with Kelsey Aikey 
in the circle. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, March 12, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU notes for games 25-26 attached. 
LSU, SOUTH ALABAMA ON DECK FOR SPRING BREAK MIDWEEK TILTS 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With its Conference USA-opening series in the books, WKU Softball will resume 
its non-conference slate with a pair of midweek matchups at No. 8 LSU and South Alabama during its 
spring break trip. The Hilltoppers will visit Tiger Stadium in Baton Rouge, La., for a 6 p.m. CT tilt on 
Tuesday before heading to Mobile, Ala., for a 4 p.m. first pitch at Jaguar Field on Wednesday. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Tues. March 13 at LSU – 6 p.m. CT | SECN+ | Stats 
Wed. March 14 at South Alabama – 4 p.m. CT | JagNation TV | Stats 
WKU is set to take on LSU for the third time in program history this week. The Tigers claimed the prior 
decisions on back-to-back days during the 2006 campaign in Baton Rouge. Former Sun Belt Conference 
foe, South Alabama, owns a slim 14-11 advantage in the all-time series between the programs. 
However, the Red and White are an even 6-6 when facing the Jaguars in Mobile. 
LSU has owned a top-10 ranking all five weeks of the 2018 polls and sits at 22-2 on the season entering 
Tuesday’s contest. A common opponent between the squads is Southern Miss; both WKU and LSU took 
down the Golden Eagles. The Tigers opened SEC play over the weekend with three victories over Auburn 
and are hitting at a collective .280 rate. In the circle, LSU’s pitching staff has a combined 1.08 ERA to go 
along with 170 strikeouts. 
Wednesday’s opposition, South Alabama, sits at 13-11 on the year after winning its SBC-opening 
doubleheader over UT-Arlington. The Jaguars have put together a combined batting average of .234 at 
the plate while the pitchers have a collective 2.72 ERA. USA and WKU have both picked up a victory over 
Southern Miss and taken a loss to Toledo. 
Head coach Amy Tudor’s squad enters spring break midweek play with a 17-7 overall record. Clinching 
its seventh-straight conference-opening series, the Hilltoppers are tied for first in C-USA. In 2018, the 
Red and White are 3-2 in true road contests and a combined 9-4 when playing away from home. 
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-41 up 
against SEC opposition. Under Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with 
seven SEC programs, putting together a record of 5-8. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 
Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU against an SEC school. 
Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Miss., and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. 
Following its pair of non-conference matchups, WKU Softball will return to The Hill to host Middle 
Tennessee for its second Conference USA series. The Red and White will play a doubleheader on 
Saturday beginning at 1 p.m. before wrapping up weekend action on Sunday with the first pitch coming 
again at 1 p.m. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
580 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of walkoff victories by 
the Hilltoppers in 2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 




WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA-leading 23 
walks while also ranking in the top-15 with nine doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 16-of-31 
occasions for a .516 rating. As a team, WKU is 60-for-153 when leading off an inning (.392).
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and pro-
ceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) victory 
over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and is the only performance of 
the sort in the NCAA entering the weekend. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the seeason, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through five weekends of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
LSU & SOUTH ALABAMA | TUES & WED, MARCH 13 & 14 
TUESDAY, MARCH 13
WKU at LSU | 6 p.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Canceled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (6-3)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 at LSU Baton Rouge, La. 6 p.m.
 14 at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. 4 p.m.
 17 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 18 MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (17-7, 2-1 C-USA)
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14
WKU at South Alabama | 4 p.m. CT
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................580-474-3 (.550)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 134-106-1 
 Career Record ..... 351-312-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................244-167-1 (.593)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582




FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With four weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 44 no-hitters have been recorded, however, 
Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
Through its first 21 games of the season, WKU Softball has made its mark in several offensive stat categories. As a team, the 
Hilltoppers lead Conference USA in five categories (doubles/game, 2.0; On-base %, .413; scoring, 6.10; slugging %, .499; triples/
game, .38). In the national standings, the Red and White rank in the top 10 in doubles/game (2th) and in the top-25 in triples/
game (19th), scoring (24th), slugging % (21st) and on-base % (17th).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks sixth in victories with 10 already. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 46 no-hitters recorded this year 
while ranking 15th in the NCAA with two saves to her name. Jordan Thomas ranks fourth in walks with 1.0/game while leading 
the nation with 21 total walks. Thomas and Kendall Smith each own eight doubles to rank 13th in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-41 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-8. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already owns 
four wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE and Southern Miss, overcoming 
deficits of 2-0, 3-0, 2-0 and 1-0 margins. Morgan McElroy produced the first two game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt 
(Chattanooga) and Jordan Vorbrink (Green Bay and Southern Miss) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks for 
the Tops. 
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 14 at South Alabama -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 6 5-2 2 11-5
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-1
Nunn 12 11-4 1 12-6
Towers 6 1-1 0 5-3
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR AB AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.29 5-2 16 6 3 2/1 2 49.0 30 19 16 10 46 4 1 6 186 .175 5 2 0 0 3
 10 Nunn 2.45 11-4 18 12 7 1/0 1 80.0 72 28 28 10 62 16 0 3 325 .235 1 1 0 2 6
 20 Towers 5.80 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5 119 .339 0 1 0 0 0
 24 Blackford 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0 13 .375 1 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 3  8
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 7  7
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 6 1
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Black Black Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red White 1 1
Black Black Gray 1 1
White Red Red 1 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 38 Southern Miss 3/11
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, Dayton 3/4
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 Southern Miss 3/11
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:57 Southern Miss 3/11
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Tommi Stowers at USM 3/11
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at USM 3/10
Home Runs 1 MR, Beka Engelhardt at USM 3/10
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 6 MR, Morgan McElroy Dayton 3/2
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at UTEP, 4/6/17 (6)
Played extra innings at Southern Miss, 3/11/18 (11)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Southern Miss, 3/11/18 (11)
Scored 10-14 runs at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. SIUE, 3/7/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kendall Smith at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Maddie Bowlds at Southern Miss, 3/11/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
31 MARSHALL  4/21-22
44 FIU  5/5-6
57 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29
75 LA TECH  DNP
99 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
100 NORTH TEXAS  DNP
101 WKU  -
105 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
146 UAB  4/14-15
161 UTSA  DNP
190 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  3/17-18
240 UTEP  4/7-8
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
11 LSU  3/13
18 KENTUCKY  4/18
34 JACKSONVILLE STATE  3/22
41 SIUE  W
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
56 SOUTH ALABAMA  3/14
80 MURRAY STATE  4/4
126 INDIANA  3/27
142 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
154 EVANSVILLE  W
172 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
174 DAYTON  W, W
175 TOLEDO  L
181 INDIANA STATE  W, W
199 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
211 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
220 HAMPTON  W, W
238 GARDNER-WEBB  L
243 SACRED HEART  W
255 CHATTANOOGA  W
266 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
281 GREEN BAY  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Charlotte (E) 2-1 .667 8-12 .400  3-7 W2
WKU (E) 2-1 .667 17-7 .708  7-3 L1
UTSA (W) 2-1 .667 12-10 .545  5-5 L1
LA Tech (W) 2-1 .667 12-13 .480  4-6 L1
Marshall (E) 1-1-1 .500 9-13-1 .413  4-5-1 T1
UAB (W) 1-1-1 .500 8-18-1 .315  2-7-1 T1
MTSU (E) 1-2 .333 17-8 .680  7-3 W1
FIU (E) 1-2 .333 14-14 .500  5-5 W1
North Texas (W) 1-2 .333 9-10 .474  4-6 L2
Southern Miss (W) 1-2 .333 10-14 .417  4-6 W1
UTEP (W) 0-0 - 10-13 .435  4-6 L2
Florida Atlantic (E) 0-0 - 12-13 .480  3-7 W1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-3 0-1 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 3-1 1-0
2 0-0 0-0 3-1 0-1
3 1-0 0-0 1-0 1-0
4 1-1 1-0 2-0 0-0
5 0-1 0-0 1-2 0-0
6 2-1 0-0 2-1 0-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
8 0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 7-0 1-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 6-0 1-1 9-6
2 7-1 2-1 8-5
3 12-0 2-6 3-1
4 15-0 0-6 2-1
5 10-0 0-6 2-1
6 8-0 0-6 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 19 0 6 1
2 11 1 4 0
3 30 1 28 0
4 37 4 11 0
5 32 8 11 2
6 8 1 5 0
7 4 0 5 1
8 2 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 2 2













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-0
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................14-4



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................17-7
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................15-6
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-1
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................9-4
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................8-3
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................5-4
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................12-3
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................13-1
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................4-6
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................6-0
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................2-1
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................14-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................2-5
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................7-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................7-3
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-2
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................6-3
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................6-3
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................5-1
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................7-5
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................6-1
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................4-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................10-3
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................6-3
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................1-1
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 2/6 0 0 33 
McGuffin 5/13 1/3 0/1 0 17 
Carter 5/7 3/5 0 0 12 
Engelhardt 5/8 1/2 0 0 10 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Bowlds 2/2 3/3 1/1 0 6 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Vorbrink 2/3 1/2 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
Thomas 3/3 1/1 0 0 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 5/21 1/5 1/3 0/1 30
Carter 4/6 3/3 1/2 0 11 
McGuffin 2/8 0/1 0 0 9
Engelhardt 2/5 0/2 1/1 0 8
Vorbrink 3/6 1/1 0 0 7
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Smith 1 3 0 0 4 
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 4 17 
McGuffin - - 4 2 2 8
Engelhardt - - 0 5 3 8
Carter - - - 2 3 5
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Smith - - - - 3 3
Towers - - - 2 - 2




PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 0
Vorbrink  9 9 0 
Carter  7 7 4
McGuffin  6 6 3
Thomas  5 5 0 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 - 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Engelhardt  4 4 4
Bowlds  2 2 1
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 0 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 7 0
Carter  13 13 4
Vorbrink  12 12 4
Thomas  11 11 8 
McGuffin  9 9 3
Engelhardt 7 7 7
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 - 0
Smith  5 5 0
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  4 4 1
Aikey  2 - 0
Childress  2 0 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 8 .250 10 26 .385 13 34 .382 0 2 .000 5 19  .263 8 14 .571 2
Carter 6 12 .500 9 23 .391 18 44 .409 1 5 .200 14 30  .467 12 27 .444 8
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 7 14 .500 11 32 .344 9 34 .265 0 1 .000 7 23  .304 7 20 .350 9
McElroy 1 8 .125 3 23 .130 12 40 .300 2 3 .667 9 30  .300 4 29 .138 3
McGuffin 6 16 .375 11 34 .324 9 29 .310 0 2 .000 5 22  .227 6 20 .300 3
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 7 18 .389 9 34 .264 10 38 .263 1 5 .200 7 29  .241 5 26 .192 2
Stowers 1 6 .167 2 18 .111 7 25 .280 0 2 .000 5 16  .313 2 8 .250 3 
Thomas 16 31 .516 9 33 .273 11 29 .379 0 0 --- 8 18  .444 2 10 .200 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 4 15 .267 5 24 .208 17 41 .415 1 1 1.000 10 29  .345 7 23 .304 6
Vorbrink 10 25 .400 10 32 .313 11 35 .314 3 5 .600 9 27  .333 7 18 .389 6
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 24 - - 4 4 - - 13 - 1 2 - - 2 2 1 - - 1 18 - 
SMITH 24 - 24 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 7 2 - - - 
ENGELHARDT 24 - - - - 24 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 8 6 4 -  
THOMAS 24 - - - - - - 11 1 12 - 23 - - - - - - - 1 -
MCGUFFIN 23 - - - - - - - 23 - - - 3 4 - 4 7 1 3 1 -
VAUGHN 22 - - - - - 22 - - - - 1 - 4 9 8 - - - - - 
CARTER 22 - - - - - - - - 11 11 - 1 11 7 2 1 - - - -
MCELROY 22 - - - 20 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 8 14 - -  
BOWLDS 20 - - 20 - - - - - - - - 20 - - - - - - - - 
NUNN 12 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
TOWERS 6 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
AIKEY 6 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .403 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.672 Paige Carter
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.506 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
20  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
27  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
24  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
9  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  R. Engelhardt, P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
4  Brittany Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
45  Paige Carter
WALKS  
23  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
3  B. Vaughn & K. Smith
SACRIFICE HITS  
4  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
8  P. Carter & B. Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU            
3/14 South Alabama            
3/17 MTSU            
 MTSU            
3/18 MTSU            
3/22 Jacksonville St.            
3/27 Indiana            
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 11, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 17-7   Home: 8-3   Away: 3-2   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 2-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 3 23-22 67 16 27 5 2 3 24 45  . 6 7 2 11 1 9 0  . 4 8 8 1 3 8-8 5 1 2  . 7 5 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 3 20-20 60 10 23 2 1 0 6 27  . 4 5 0 7 0 9 0  . 4 4 8 0 4 4-5 137 4 3  . 9 7 9
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 3 8 22-22 65 16 22 2 1 4 18 38  . 5 8 5 7 3 10 0  . 4 2 7 0 0 8-8 37 37 4  . 9 4 9
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 3 24-24 62 20 20 9 2 0 8 33  . 5 3 2 23 1 14 0  . 5 0 6 1 2 5-7 27 0 1  . 9 6 4
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 7 23-23 63 18 20 7 1 2 6 35  . 5 5 6 12 1 14 0  . 4 3 4 0 1 4-4 22 6 1  . 9 6 6
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 3 24-24 67 12 21 4 0 1 14 28  . 4 1 8 9 1 15 0  . 4 0 3 0 0 0-1 47 10 2  . 9 6 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 3 24-24 66 16 20 6 2 3 14 39  . 5 9 1 10 0 21 0  . 3 8 5 2 1 5-7 15 52 2  . 9 7 1
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 6 4 24-24 72 18 19 8 0 3 15 36  . 5 0 0 8 3 17 1  . 3 5 3 2 2 3-3 130 16 1  . 9 9 3
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 8 22-22 63 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 3 8 4 0 5 0  . 2 7 9 1 1 0-0 44 31 3  . 9 6 2
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 9 17-11 43 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 3 0 2 3 0 7 2  . 2 6 1 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 20 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 2 24 629 143 196 45 10 16 123 309  . 4 9 1 94 10 122 3  . 4 0 5 7 14 38-44 469 188 20  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 3 9 24 595 72 142 31 2 14 67 219  . 3 6 8 33 5 126 1  . 2 8 3 2 8 8-16 456 171 26  . 9 6 0
LOB - Team (157), Opp (104). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (10). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 9 5-2 16 6 3 2/1 2 49.0 30 19 16 10 46 4 1 6  . 1 7 5 5 2 0 0 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 4 5 11-4 18 12 7 2/0 1 80.0 72 28 28 10 62 16 0 3  . 2 3 5 1 1 0 2 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 0 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5  . 3 3 9 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 0 4 17-7 24 24 10 5/1 3 156.1 142 72 68 33 126 31 2 14  . 2 3 9 7 5 0 2 8
Opponents  5 . 7 6 7-17 24 24 7 3/2 3 152.0 196 143 125 94 122 45 10 16  . 3 1 2 14 10 0 7 14
PB - Team (0), Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (8-16), AIKEY,K. (2-8), NUNN,S. (5-6),
TOWERS,H. (1-2).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 11, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 2-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 2-1   C-USA: 2-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 6 2 5 3-3 8 2 5 0 0 0 3 5  . 6 2 5 4 0 1 0  . 7 5 0 0 0 0-0 4 6 2  . 8 3 3
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 1 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 5 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 4 5 5 0 1 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 3 4 0 1 1 2 9  . 9 0 0 0 0 4 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 7 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 1 4 0 0 0 1 4  . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 4 0 0 0 2 0-0 27 1 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 3 4 1 1 0 2 7  . 7 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 4 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 0 0 3-3 10 2 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 3 0 8 1 0 0-0 5 0 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 2 3-3 11 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 0 0 2 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 6 5 1  . 9 1 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 1 1 3-2 9 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 1 1 1 1 0 2 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 1 1 3-3 9 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 4 4 4 1 0 1 0  . 1 8 2 1 1 0-0 17 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 0 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 0 0 3 90 15 27 3 2 2 14 40  . 4 4 4 9 0 16 0  . 3 5 6 2 4 0-0 67 28 3  . 9 6 9
Opponents  . 1 9 0 3 79 6 15 3 0 2 6 24  . 3 0 4 6 0 16 0  . 2 4 1 2 1 1-2 69 33 3  . 9 7 1
LOB - Team (21), Opp (15). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (4).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 8 5 1-1 3 1 1 0/0 0 11.1 7 3 3 3 10 0 0 2  . 1 7 9 1 0 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 1 1-0 2 2 0 0/0 0 11.0 8 3 3 3 6 3 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals  1 . 8 8 2-1 3 3 1 0/0 0 22.1 15 6 6 6 16 3 0 2  . 1 9 0 1 0 0 2 1
Opponents  4 . 2 6 1-2 3 3 1 1/1 0 23.0 27 15 14 9 16 3 2 2  . 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 4
PB - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 11, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Totals 629 143 196 123 45 10 16 309 94 0 38 6 10 14 7 3 122 469 188 20 157  . 3 1 2







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) RUNS SAME
 3 TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS SAME
 1 9X, MR AT USM (3-13) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .323 24-24 62 20 20 9 2 0 8 33 .532 23 1 14 0 .506 1 2 5-7 27 0 1 .964
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .264 24-24 72 18 19 8 0 3 15 36 .500 8 3 17 1 .353 2 2 3-3 130 16 1 .993
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 2X, MR VS. UE (3-3) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .338 22-22 65 16 22 2 1 4 18 38 .585 7 3 10 0 .427 0 0 8-8 37 37 4 .949






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS 8X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) TRIPLES 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS 8X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .303 24-24 66 16 20 6 2 3 14 39 .591 10 0 21 0 .385 2 1 5-7 15 52 2 .971
CAREER .222 123-108 203 41 45 9 2 8 30 82 .404 29 1 56 0 .319 2 7 15-20 123 196 27 .923
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 2X, MR VS.DAYTON (3-2) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 - 18-12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 2 20 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 2.45 11-4 18 12 7 2/0 1 80.0 72 28 28 10 62 16 0 3 325 .235 1 1 0 2 6
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 7X, MR AT USM (3-10) DOUBLES MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HOME RUNS MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI FIU (3-20-16) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .317 23-23 63 18 20 7 1 2 6 35 .556 12 1 14 0 .434 0 1 4-4 22 6 1 .966
Totals .243 130-126 317 59 77 22 1 8 35 125 .394 49 13 73 1 .364 3 12 23-26 178 36 8 .964
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kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 13-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 0 2 1 .667
TOTALS .083 40-14 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 23 2 .900
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.29 5-2 16 6 3 2/1 2 49.0 30 19 16 10 46 4 1 6 186 .175 5 2 0 0 3
TOTALS 2.70 12-6 43 15 8 3/1 4 142.1 116 78 55 75 100 16 1 12 623 .222 23 10 1 3 12
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, VS.SIUE (3-7-18) 4
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RUNS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 2 AT USM (3-11) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR AT USM (3-11-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. IOWA (2-13-16) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .313 24-24 67 12 21 4 0 1 14 28 .418 9 1 15 0 .403 0 0 0-1 47 10 2 .966
CAREER .257 74-54 136 21 35 7 3 2 24 54 .397 11 5 25 2 .333 1 2 1-2 169 12 3 .984
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 8-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 5 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 66-56 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 113 32 2 .986
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.80 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5 119 .339 0 1 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.67 9-13 34 23 13 1/1 2 142.1 191 112 95 56 94 28 4 15 669 .325 7 9 1 7 9
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .209 17-11 43 8 9 2 1 0 5 13 .302 3 0 7 2 .261 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .213 61-42 150 20 32 6 1 3 18 49 .327 16 0 34 3 .287 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .238 22-22 63 8 15 0 0 0 13 15 .238 4 0 5 0 .279 1 1 0-0 44 31 3 .962
TOTALS .181 81-79 193 24 35 4 0 0 21 39 .202 18 6 31 0 .271 1 6 3-4 216 110 10 .970
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 5-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 12-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0 13 .375 1 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) HOME RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .403 23-22 67 16 27 5 2 3 24 45 .672 11 1 9 0 .488 1 3 8-8 5 1 2 .750





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .383 20-20 60 10 23 2 1 0 6 27 .450 7 0 9 0 .448 0 4 4-5 137 4 3 .979
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, March 13, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 25 box score attached. 
Updated WKU season stats attached. 
EARLY LEAD DOESN’T HOLD FOR HILLTOPPERS AT NO. 8 LSU 
BATON ROUGE, La. – Leading as much as 3-0 over No. 8 LSU from Tiger Park Tuesday night, WKU 
Softball would ultimately drop the midweek tilt, 7-3. The Hilltoppers became just the third team to put 
up three or more runs on the nationally-ranked Tigers this season while moving to 17-8 on the season 
with the setback. LSU climbed to 23-2 on the year with the non-conference victory. 
“Today we were loose and focused,” head coach Amy Tudor started. “Any time you can play a top-
ranked opponent at their place and put up three runs against them – which hasn’t happened much – 
you know your team is confident at the plate. This was the first big game for some of our players and I 
thought we responded well to the challenge.” 
“Jordan Thomas and Paige Carter had big days at the plate as well as Jordan Vorbrink, Rebekah 
Engelhardt and Maddie Bowlds stepping up with hits for us,” Tudor continued. “We ended up getting to 
see an All-American in the circle, which always makes for a fun challenge.” 
Jordan Thomas led the Red and White off with a single in the first inning from Baton Rouge before 
Maddie Bowlds moved her into scoring position with a sacrifice bunt. Two batters later, Paige Carter 
singled to left field and Thomas came around to score, beating the throw to the plate for a 1-0 WKU 
lead. Entering the midweek contest, the Hilltoppers were 6-0 on the year when scoring in the first 
frame. 
To lead off the top of the third, Rebekah Engelhardt sent the first pitch she saw to the leftfield corner for 
her seventh double of the season. Thomas proceeded to draw a walk before Bowlds sent a single back 
up the middle to score Engelhardt for a 2-0 WKU advantage. The Red and White weren’t done though, 
Carter stepped into the box for her second at bat of the game and dropped a single into shallow right 
field to score Thomas from second to push WKU’s lead to 3-0. 
WKU chased the LSU pitcher, Maribeth Gorsuch, after 2.0 frames as the Tigers were forced to call upon 
All-American hurler Allie Walljasper to close out the game. Gorsuch allowed all three of WKU’s runs in 
the game while four of the Hilltoppers’ seven hits came off Walljasper. 
LSU got on the board in the bottom of the third inning with back-to-back singles followed by a home run 
to centerfield. In the circle, Shelby Nunn responded with a strikeout before the Hilltoppers turned two 
to get back to the dugout. After sending the Red and White back to the dugout in order, the Tigers 
struck for two more runs in the bottom of the fourth to take the lead at 5-3. 
The Tigers added another pair of runs in the bottom of the fifth to open up a 7-3 advantage over the 
Tops, which would end up standing as the final score. 
Nunn took the decision in the circle, allowing four runs on six hits with two walks and a strikeout. Kelsey 
Aikey relieved Nunn in the top of the fourth and worked the next 1.1 innings allowing three runs on 
three hits. Haylee Towers wrapped up the game for the Hilltopper pitching staff, tossing the game’s final 
1.2 innings. Towers allowed three hits, no runs and one walk while striking out three Tigers. 
“In the circle, I thought Shelby Nunn did a good job setting the tone through the first couple innings and 
Haylee Towers really did so as well to close out the game,” stated Tudor. “We are continuing to learn 
and adjust and I feel that we can take that confidence with us moving forward.” 
NEXT TIME OUT: 
Up next, the Hilltoppers are headed for Mobile, Ala., to take on the Jaguars of South Alabama. First pitch 
on Wednesday afternoon is scheduled for 4 p.m. CT. 
Wed. March 14 at South Alabama – 4 p.m. CT | JagNation TV | Stats 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Against SEC squads, WKU is now 18-42 all-time including a 5-9 mark under head coach Amy Tudor. 
The Hilltoppers are now 0-3 all-time against LSU with all three setbacks coming in Baton Rouge, 
La. 
•Jordan Thomas continued her success in the leadoff role going 1-for-2 while also drawing a walk 
when leading off an inning. The freshman is now 17-of-33 in leadoff opportunities. As a team, 
WKU has reached base in 62-of-160 leadoff chances this season for a .388 rate. 
•WKU is now 6-1 when scoring in the first inning and 13-2 when scoring first this season. 
•Paige Carter had a multi-hit, multi-RBI day at No. 8 LSU. Carter accounted for a pair of RBI for her 
9th multi-RBI game of the season. Her two singles also marked the sophomore’s 9th multi-hit day 
this year. 
•With three runs, WKU became just the third team to score at least three runs on nationally-ranked 
LSU all season. The other two games came against No 3/4 Oregon and No. 5/2 Oregon. From 
Conference USA, Southern Miss (4-0), Louisiana Tech (2-1, 9) and Florida Atlantic (6-1, 5-1) were 
all head to a maximum of one run. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, March 14, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 26 box score attached. 
Updated WKU season stats attached. 
TOPS SUFFER SETBACK AT SOUTH ALABAMA TO CLOSE SPRING BREAK ROAD TRIP 
MOBILE, Ala. – WKU Softball has concluded its spring break trip that included a conference series win 
while also giving No. 8 LSU a tough time before dropping its final game in the form of an 8-0 six-inning 
decision at South Alabama on Wednesday. The Hilltoppers moved to 17-9 on the season with the 
setback while South Alabama climbed to 14-11. 
South Alabama struck early Wednesday afternoon, plating five runs in the bottom of the first inning to 
take a lead it would not relinquish. All five tallies were unearned after a fielding error by the Hilltoppers. 
Taking over in the circle with two outs in the bottom of the first, Haylee Towers worked the next 4.0 
innings allowing just three hits by USA along the way. The Jaguars plated one run, unearned, against the 
sophomore hurler while she added a strikeout. 
The home squad pushed its advantage to 6-0 in the bottom of the fifth before adding its first earned 
runs in the bottom of the sixth to clinch the game at 8-0. South Alabama is the first team in 26 games to 
pick up a run-rule victory over the Hilltopper squad. 
All four pitchers on the WKU roster saw action in the game and combined to allow just the two earned 
runs in the contest. Shelby Nunn took the decision, moving to 11-6 on the year. 
Offensively, Paige Carter extended her hitting streak to a team-best six-straight games. Jordan Vorbrink 
also added a hit for the second-consecutive day. Both Hilltoppers have also now each reached base in 
six-straight contests. Brittany Vaughn and Kelsey McGuffin also added hits for the Red and White. 
During WKU’s five games on the road, Vorbrink led the way with a .500 batting average, knocking seven 
hits across 14 at bats while drawing four walks. Carter (.467), Rebekah Engelhardt (.357), Kelsey 
McGuffin (.357) and Maddie Bowlds (.313) all registered batting averages of .300 or better during the 
stretch on the road. 
NEXT TIME OUT: 
Up next, the Hilltoppers are headed back to Bowling Green, Ky., to host Middle Tennessee for the first 
Conference USA series from the WKU Softball Complex this season. The Red and White will play a 
doubleheader starting at 1 p.m. CT on Saturday before closing series action with a noon tilt on Sunday. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, March 15, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Full Rankings 
WKU SOFTBALL RECEIVING VOTES IN LATEST USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball has 
received votes in the latest USA Today/NCFA DI Top 25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers are one of 12 
teams receiving votes in the Tuesday poll and the only Conference USA representative listed. 
In the first six weeks of the season, WKU has put together a 17-9 record overall and picked up a 
conference series victory at Southern Miss over the weekend before taking on No. 8 LSU and South 
Alabama most recently. 
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective 
batting average of .305 while leading Conference USA in runs (146), doubles (47), triples (10), RBI (126), 
total bases (322), slugging percentage (.475), walks drawn (95) and on base percentage (.396). WKU’s 
1.81 doubles per game ranks fifth in the nation. 
WKU will resume its conference slate this weekend as Middle Tennessee is headed to The Hill for a 
three-game series. The Red and White will play a doubleheader on Saturday beginning at 1 p.m. CT, 
while the Sunday finale will commence again at 1 p.m. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, March 16, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU notes for games 27-29 attached. 
TOPS HOST MIDDLE TENNESSEE FOR HOME-OPENING C-USA SERIES 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Back on The Hill following a five-game spring break road trip, WKU Softball will 
host rival Middle Tennessee for a Saturday-Sunday series at the WKU Softball Complex. First pitch of 
Saturday’s doubleheader is slated for 1 p.m. CT, while Sunday’s finale will start at 1 p.m. as well. 
WEEKEND INFORMATION 
Sat., March 17 – Bowling Green, Ky. – 1 p.m. CT | CUSA.tv | Stats 
Bowling Green, Ky. – 3 p.m. CT | CUSA.tv | Stats 
Sun., March 18 – Bowling Green, Ky. – 1 p.m. CT | Stats 
Two of the top teams in Conference USA – WKU and Middle Tennessee – are set to square off during the 
second week of league play. The Hilltoppers claimed their opening series on the road 2-1 over Southern 
Miss while the Blue Raiders dropped their series in Murfreesboro, Tenn., to Louisiana Tech by the same 
margin. 
MTSU enters the weekend with an 18-8 reading on the 2018 season while WKU owns a 17-9 mark. The 
squads have not faced a common opponent to date. 
The Hilltoppers have faced the Blue Raiders more than any other opponent in program history. In the 
all-time series, the Red and White own the advantage with a 35-25 record over MTSU. WKU has claimed 
the last five decisions thanks to a series sweep on the road to open the 2017 C-USA slate. When playing 
on The Hill, WKU owns an 18-13 series lead. 
WKU enters the weekend with an 8-3 record when playing at the WKU Softball Complex this season 
while Middle Tennessee is 1-1 in true road contests. 
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball has received votes in the 
latest USA Today/NCFA DI Top 25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers are one of 12 teams receiving votes in 
the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA representative listed. The last time that WKU 
was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015. 
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective 
batting average of .305 while leading Conference USA in runs (146), doubles (47), triples (10), RBI (126), 
total bases (322), slugging percentage (.475), walks drawn (95) and on base percentage (.396). WKU’s 
1.81 doubles per game ranks fifth in the nation. 
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 15th in victories with 11 already. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 58 no-
hitters recorded – including the only extra-inning no-hitter - this year while ranking 25th in the NCAA 
with two saves to her name. Jordan Thomas ranks fourth in walks with 0.92 per game while ranking 
second in the nation with 24 total walks. Thomas owns 10 doubles to rank sixth in the country. 
Following the weekend series with the Blue Raiders, WKU will close out its four-game homestand with a 
midweek non-conference tilt with Jacksonville State on Thursday. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
580 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of walkoff victories by 
the Hilltoppers in 2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 




WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA second-best 
24 walks while also ranking sixth in the nation with 10 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 17-of-
34 occasions for a .500 rating. As a team, WKU is 63-for-166 when leading off an inning (.380).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball has received votes in the latest USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers are one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and pro-
ceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) victory 
over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and is the only performance of 
the sort in the NCAA entering the weekend. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the seeason, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through six weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE SERIES | SAT.-SUN., MARCH 17 & 18 
TUESDAY, MARCH 13
MTSU at WKU | 1, 3, 1 p.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Canceled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (6-5)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (17-9, 2-1 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................580-476-3 (.550)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 134-108-1 
 Career Record ..... 351-314-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................244-167-1 (.593)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With four weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 58 no-hitters have been recorded, however, 
Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective batting average of .305 
while leading Conference USA in runs (146), doubles (47), triples (10), RBI (126), total bases (322), slugging percentage (.475), 
walks drawn (95) and on base percentage (.396). WKU’s 1.81 doubles per game ranks fifth in the nation.
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 15th  in victories with 11 already. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 58 no-hitters recorded this year 
while ranking 25th in the NCAA with two saves to her name. Jordan Thomas ranks fourth in walks with.92/game while ranking 
second in the nation with 24 total walks. Thomas owns 10 doubles to rank sixth in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-42 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-9. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already owns 
four wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE and Southern Miss, overcoming 
deficits of 2-0, 3-0, 2-0 and 1-0 margins. Morgan McElroy produced the first two game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt 
(Chattanooga) and Jordan Vorbrink (Green Bay and Southern Miss) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks for 
the Tops. 
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 6 5-2 2 11-7
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 14 11-6 1 12-8
Towers 6 1-1 0 5-5
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR AB AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.62 5-2 18 6 3 2/1 2 50.2 35 22 19 12 46 4 1 7 197 .194 5 2 0 0 3
 10 Nunn 2.68 11-6 20 14 7 1/0 1 83.2 82 37 32 13 63 17 0 4 349 .251 1 1 0 2 6
 20 Towers 4.74 1-1 10 6 0 0/1 0 31.0 43 23 21 12 20 13 1 5 147 .323 0 2 0 0 0
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 3  8
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 7  7
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 6 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Black Black Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red White 1 1
Black Black Gray 1 2
White Red Red 1 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 38 Southern Miss 3/11
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, Dayton 3/4
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 Southern Miss 3/11
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:57 Southern Miss 3/11
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Tommi Stowers at USM 3/11
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at USM 3/10
Home Runs 1 MR, Beka Engelhardt at USM 3/10
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 6 MR, Morgan McElroy Dayton 3/2
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings at Southern Miss, 3/11/18 (11)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Southern Miss, 3/11/18 (11)
Scored 10-14 runs at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. SIUE, 3/7/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kendall Smith at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Maddie Bowlds at Southern Miss, 3/11/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
31 MARSHALL  4/21-22
44 FIU  5/5-6
57 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29
75 LA TECH  DNP
99 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
100 NORTH TEXAS  DNP
101 WKU  -
105 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
146 UAB  4/14-15
161 UTSA  DNP
190 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  3/17-18
240 UTEP  4/7-8
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
11 LSU  L
18 KENTUCKY  4/18
34 JACKSONVILLE STATE  3/22
41 SIUE  W
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
56 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
80 MURRAY STATE  4/4
126 INDIANA  3/27
142 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
154 EVANSVILLE  W
172 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
174 DAYTON  W, W
175 TOLEDO  L
181 INDIANA STATE  W, W
199 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
211 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
220 HAMPTON  W, W
238 GARDNER-WEBB  L
243 SACRED HEART  W
255 CHATTANOOGA  W
266 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
281 GREEN BAY  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Florida Atlantic (E) 3-0 1.000 15-14 .517  4-6 L1
WKU (E) 2-1 .667 17-9 .654  6-4 L3
Charlotte (E) 2-1 .667 8-14 .364  2-8 L2
UTSA (W) 2-1 .667 13-11 .545  5-5 L1
LA Tech (W) 2-1 .667 13-13 .500  5-5 W3
Marshall (E) 1-1-1 .500 9-13-1 .413  4-5-1 T1
UAB (W) 1-1-1 .500 8-18-1 .315  2-7-1 T1
MTSU (E) 1-2 .333 18-8 .692  7-3 W1
FIU (E) 1-2 .333 14-16 .467  4-6 L2
North Texas (W) 1-2 .333 10-13 .435  3-7 W1
Southern Miss (W) 1-2 .333 11-17 .393  3-7 W1
UTEP (W) 0-3 .000 10-16 .385  1-9 L5
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-4 0-1 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 3-1 1-0
2 0-0 0-0 3-1 0-1
3 1-1 0-0 1-0 1-0
4 1-1 1-0 2-0 0-0
5 0-1 0-0 1-2 0-0
6 2-1 0-0 2-1 0-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-2 0-0
8 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 7-0 1-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 6-1 2-2 10-6
2 7-2 2-2 8-5
3 12-0 2-7 3-2
4 15-0 0-8 2-1
5 9-0 0-8 2-1
6 8-0 0-7 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 20 0 11 1
2 11 1 4 0
3 32 1 31 0
4 37 4 13 0
5 32 8 14 2
6 8 1 7 0
7 4 0 5 1
8 2 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 2 2













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................14-5



















WKU Throws RHP ................................................17-9
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................15-8
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-1
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................9-4
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................8-5
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................5-5
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................12-4
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................13-2
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................4-7
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................6-1
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................2-2
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................14-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................2-7
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................7-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................7-4
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-3
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................6-4
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................6-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................5-1
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................7-7
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................6-1
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................4-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................10-4
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................6-3
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................1-2
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 2/6 0 0 33 
McGuffin 5/13 1/3 0/1 0 17 
Carter 6/8 3/5 0 0 13 
Engelhardt 5/8 1/2 0 0 10 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Bowlds 2/2 3/3 1/1 0 6 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Vorbrink 2/3 1/2 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
Thomas 4/4 1/1 0 0 5
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 5/21 1/5 1/3 0/1 30
Carter 5/7 3/3 1/2 0 12 
McGuffin 2/8 0/1 0 0 9
Engelhardt 2/5 0/2 1/1 0 8
Vorbrink 3/6 1/1 0 0 7
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Smith 1 3 0 0 4 
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 4 17 
McGuffin - - 4 2 2 8
Engelhardt - - 0 5 3 8
Carter - - - 2 3 5
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Smith - - - - 3 3
Towers - - - 2 - 2




PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Vorbrink  9 9 2 
Carter  7 7 6
McGuffin  6 6 1
Thomas  5 5 0 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 - 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Engelhardt  4 4 0
Bowlds  2 2 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 0 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 7 1
Carter  13 13 6
Vorbrink  12 12 6
Thomas  11 11 0 
McGuffin  9 9 1
Engelhardt 8 8 0
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 - 0
Smith  5 5 0
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  4 4 0
Aikey  2 - 0
Childress  2 0 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 9 .222 10 29 .345 14 37 .378 0 2 .000 6 22  .273 8 16 .500 2
Carter 7 13 .538 10 24 .417 20 48 .417 1 5 .200 16 32  .500 13 29 .448 9
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 8 15 .533 12 36 .333 9 34 .265 0 1 .000 7 23  .304 7 22 .318 9
McElroy 1 11 .091 3 28 .107 12 40 .300 2 3 .667 9 30  .300 4 30 .133 3
McGuffin 6 17 .353 12 37 .324 9 30 .300 0 2 .000 5 23  .217 6 21 .286 3
Nunn 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Smith 7 19 .368 9 38 .237 10 39 .256 1 5 .200 7 30  .233 5 29 .172 2
Stowers 1 6 .167 2 19 .105 7 26 .269 0 2 .000 5 16  .313 2 9 .222 3 
Thomas 17 34 .500 11 37 .297 11 31 .355 0 0 --- 8 19  .421 3 12 .250 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 4 16 .250 5 25 .200 18 46 .391 1 1 1.000 10 30  .333 8 25 .320 6
Vorbrink 10 26 .385 12 36 .333 11 37 .297 3 5 .600 9 29  .310 8 20 .400 6
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 26 - - 4 4 - - 15 - 1 2 - - 4 2 1 - - 1 18 - 
SMITH 26 - 26 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 8 2 1 - - 
ENGELHARDT 26 - - - - 26 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 8 6 6 -  
THOMAS 26 - - - - - - 11 1 14 - 25 - - - - - - - 1 -
MCGUFFIN 25 - - - - - - - 25 - - - 3 4 - 4 8 1 4 1 -
VAUGHN 24 - - - - - 24 - - - - 1 - 4 9 10 - - - - - 
CARTER 24 - - - - - - - - 11 13 - 1 11 9 2 1 - - - -
MCELROY 24 - - - 22 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 10 14 - -  
BOWLDS 22 - - 22 - - - - - - - - 22 - - - - - - - - 
NUNN 14 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
AIKEY 6 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 
TOWERS 6 6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .417 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.667 Paige Carter
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.500 J. Thomas & P. Carter
RUNS SCORED  
22  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
30  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
26  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
10  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  R. Engelhardt, P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
4  Brittany Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
48   Paige Carter
WALKS  
24  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
3  B. Vaughn & K. Smith
SACRIFICE HITS  
5  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 




NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU            
 MTSU            
3/18 MTSU            
3/22 Jacksonville St.            
3/27 Indiana            
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 14, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 17-9   Home: 8-3   Away: 3-4   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 2-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 1 7 25-24 72 16 30 5 2 3 26 48  . 6 6 7 11 2 9 0  . 5 0 0 1 3 8-9 5 2 2  . 7 7 8
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 6 4 22-22 66 10 24 2 1 0 7 28  . 4 2 4 7 0 10 0  . 4 2 5 0 5 4-5 149 5 3  . 9 8 1
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 4 24-24 71 16 23 2 1 4 18 39  . 5 4 9 7 3 13 0  . 4 0 7 0 0 9-9 40 42 6  . 9 3 2
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 4 26-26 68 22 22 10 2 0 8 36  . 5 2 9 24 1 16 0  . 5 0 0 1 2 5-7 27 0 1  . 9 6 4
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 5 26-26 73 12 23 4 0 1 14 30  . 4 1 1 9 1 18 0  . 3 9 8 0 0 0-1 50 11 2  . 9 6 8
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 25-25 67 18 21 7 1 2 6 36  . 5 3 7 12 1 17 0  . 4 2 5 0 1 4-4 25 6 1  . 9 6 9
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 0 26-26 70 17 21 7 2 3 14 41  . 5 8 6 10 0 22 0  . 3 7 8 2 2 5-7 19 55 3  . 9 6 1
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 4 7 26-26 77 18 19 8 0 3 15 36  . 4 6 8 8 3 20 1  . 3 3 3 2 2 3-3 134 17 1  . 9 9 3
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 1 24-24 68 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 2 1 4 0 6 0  . 2 6 0 1 1 0-0 47 34 3  . 9 6 4
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 0 19-11 45 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 8 9 3 0 8 2  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 21 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 0 5 26 678 146 207 47 10 16 126 322  . 4 7 5 95 11 140 3  . 3 9 6 7 16 39-46 503 206 23  . 9 6 9
Opponents  . 2 5 1 26 649 87 163 34 2 16 82 249  . 3 8 4 44 6 131 1  . 3 0 4 2 9 14-22 495 181 28  . 9 6 0
LOB - Team (168), Opp (122). DPs turned - Team (6), Opp (10). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 6 2 5-2 18 6 3 2/1 2 50.2 35 22 19 12 46 4 1 7  . 1 9 4 5 2 0 0 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 6 8 11-6 20 14 7 2/0 1 83.2 82 37 32 13 63 17 0 4  . 2 5 1 1 1 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 10 6 0 0/1 0 31.0 43 23 21 12 20 13 1 5  . 3 2 3 0 2 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 1 17-9 26 26 10 5/1 3 167.2 163 87 77 44 131 34 2 16  . 2 5 1 8 6 0 2 9
Opponents  5 . 4 3 9-17 26 26 8 4/2 3 165.0 207 146 128 95 140 47 10 16  . 3 0 5 15 11 0 7 16
PB - Team (0), Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9), NUNN,S. (7-8),
TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 11, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 2-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 2-1   C-USA: 2-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 6 2 5 3-3 8 2 5 0 0 0 3 5  . 6 2 5 4 0 1 0  . 7 5 0 0 0 0-0 4 6 2  . 8 3 3
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 1 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 5 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 4 5 5 0 1 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 3 4 0 1 1 2 9  . 9 0 0 0 0 4 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 7 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 1 4 0 0 0 1 4  . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 4 0 0 0 2 0-0 27 1 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 3 4 1 1 0 2 7  . 7 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 4 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 0 0 3-3 10 2 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 3 0 8 1 0 0-0 5 0 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 2 3-3 11 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 0 0 2 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 6 5 1  . 9 1 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 1 1 3-2 9 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 1 1 1 1 0 2 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 1 1 3-3 9 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 4 4 4 1 0 1 0  . 1 8 2 1 1 0-0 17 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 0 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 0 0 3 90 15 27 3 2 2 14 40  . 4 4 4 9 0 16 0  . 3 5 6 2 4 0-0 67 28 3  . 9 6 9
Opponents  . 1 9 0 3 79 6 15 3 0 2 6 24  . 3 0 4 6 0 16 0  . 2 4 1 2 1 1-2 69 33 3  . 9 7 1
LOB - Team (21), Opp (15). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (4).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 8 5 1-1 3 1 1 0/0 0 11.1 7 3 3 3 10 0 0 2  . 1 7 9 1 0 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 1 1-0 2 2 0 0/0 0 11.0 8 3 3 3 6 3 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals  1 . 8 8 2-1 3 3 1 0/0 0 22.1 15 6 6 6 16 3 0 2  . 1 9 0 1 0 0 2 1
Opponents  4 . 2 6 1-2 3 3 1 1/1 0 23.0 27 15 14 9 16 3 2 2  . 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 4
PB - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 14, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
Totals 678 146 207 126 47 10 16 322 95 0 39 7 11 16 7 3 140 503 206 23 168  . 3 0 5







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS SAME
 2 7X, MR VS. LSU (3-13) RUNS SAME
 3 TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS SAME
 1 10X, MR AT LSU (3-13) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 1 8X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .324 26-26 68 22 22 10 2 0 8 36 .529 24 1 16 0 .500 1 2 5-7 27 0 1 .964
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .247 26-26 77 18 19 8 0 3 15 36 .468 8 3 20 1 .333 2 2 3-3 134 17 1 .993
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 2X, MR VS. UE (3-3) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .324 24-24 71 16 23 2 1 4 18 39 .549 7 3 13 0 .427 0 0 9-9 40 42 6 .932






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS 8X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) TRIPLES 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS 8X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .300 26-26 70 17 21 7 2 3 14 41 .586 10 0 22 0 .378 2 2 5-7 19 57 3 .961
CAREER .222 125-110 207 42 46 10 2 8 30 84 .406 29 1 57 0 .318 2 8 15-20 127 201 28 .922
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP - -
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 2X, MR VS.DAYTON (3-2) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 - 20-14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 3 21 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 2.68 11-6 20 14 7 2/0 1 83.2 82 37 32 13 63 17 0 4 349 .251 1 1 0 2 6
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 7X, MR AT USM (3-10) DOUBLES MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HOME RUNS MR VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI FIU (3-20-16) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .313 25-25 67 18 21 7 1 2 6 36 .537 12 1 17 0 .425 0 1 4-4 25 6 1 .969
Totals .243 132-128 321 59 78 22 1 8 35 126 .393 49 13 76 1 .363 3 12 23-26 181 36 8 .964
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kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 18-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 1 6 1 .75
TOTALS .083 45-15 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 5 27 3 .914
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.62 5-2 18 6 3 2/1 2 50.2 35 22 19 12 46 4 1 7 197 .194 5 2 0 0 3
TOTALS 2.82 12-6 45 15 8 3/1 4 143.2 121 81 58 77 100 16 1 13 634 .227 23 10 1 3 12
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
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jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 3X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, VS.SIUE (3-7-18) 4
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RUNS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 2 AT USM (3-11) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR AT USM (3-11-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. IOWA (2-13-16) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .315 26-26 73 12 23 4 0 1 14 30 .411 9 1 18 0 .398 0 0 0-1 50 11 2 .968
CAREER .260 76-56 142 21 37 7 3 2 24 56 .394 11 5 28 2 .333 1 2 1-2 172 13 3 .984
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 10-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 6 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 68-56 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 113 33 2 .986
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 4.74 1-1 10 6 0 0/1 0 31.0 43 23 21 12 20 13 1 5 147 .323 0 2 0 0 0
TOTALS 4.49 9-13 36 23 13 1/1 2 148.0 197 113 95 59 98 30 4 15 697 .322 7 10 1 7 9
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .200 19-11 45 8 9 2 1 0 5 13 .289 3 0 8 2 .250 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .211 63-42 152 20 32 6 1 3 18 49 .322 16 0 35 3 .284 1 1 0-0 25 2 3 .900







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .221 24-24 68 8 15 0 0 0 13 15 .221 4 0 6 0 .260 1 1 0-0 47 34 3 .964
TOTALS .177 83-81 198 24 35 4 0 0 21 39 .197 18 6 32 0 .265 1 6 3-4 219 113 10 .971
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 6-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 13-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) HOME RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .417 25-24 72 16 30 5 2 3 26 48 .667 11 2 9 0 .500 1 3 8-8 5 2 2 .778





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .364 22-22 66 10 24 2 1 0 7 28 .424 7 0 10 0 .425 0 5 4-5 149 5 3 .981
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 17, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Box score for games 27 & 28 attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
Photo of Shelby Nunn home run celebration attached – please credit Steve Roberts/WKU Athletics 
FOUR HOME RUNS HELP TOPS TO DOUBLEHEADER SPLIT WITH MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Behind home runs off the bats of three different freshmen in game two of the 
doubleheader, WKU Softball secured a split with visiting Middle Tennessee on Saturday. The Blue 
Raiders claimed game one 7-4 before WKU picked up the win in game two, 8-6. Sunday’s rubber match 
is slated for a 1 p.m. CT first pitch from the WKU Softball Complex. 
“We saw different people step up for us today after committing a few early errors,” head coach Amy 
Tudor shared. “Kelsey McGuffin stepped up huge for us in game one while three freshmen came up with 
some clutch hitting in the second game.” 
The Hilltoppers improved to 18-10 overall and 3-2 in Conference USA with the Saturday split. Middle 
Tennessee is now 19-9 (2-3 C-USA) with the mixed results. 
WKU now owns six home runs through five Conference USA tilts in 2018. Across Saturday’s 
doubleheader, the Hilltoppers racked up 12 hits, 12 runs and 12 RBI. In the circle, WKU allowed just 
seven earned runs to MTSU’s 10. 
WEEKEND INFORMATION 
Sat., March 17 – vs. MTSU – L, 7-4 
Vs. MTSU – W, 8-6 
Sun., March 18 – Bowling Green, Ky. – 1 p.m. CT | Stats 
GAME 27: MIDDLE TENNESSEE 7, WKU 4 
Middle Tennessee used four hits and a Hilltopper error to plate five runs in a big first inning. WKU scored 
in the frame as well. Maddie Bowlds reached on a one-out single before Paige Carter drew a walk. Two 
batters later, Kelsey McGuffin stepped into the box and sent the first pitch she saw over the right field 
fence for a three-run home run. McGuffin’s long ball marked her third of the season and cut the MTSU 
lead to 5-3. 
After back-to-back Kelsey Aikey strikeouts in the top of the second inning, the Blue Raiders put a runner 
on board following a Hilltopper error and proceeded to score the runner. The visitors added their final 
tally in the top of the sixth for their seventh run. 
Brittany Vaughn led off the top of the seventh with a double off the centerfield wall and proceeded to 
take third on a MTSU error. Two batters later, Jordan Thomas reached on another Blue Raider error that 
allowed Vaughn to score for the final 7-4 margin. 
Shelby Nunn took the decision after getting the start, moving to 11-7 on the season. After relieving 
Nunn, Aikey tossed the final 6.2 innings of the contest, allowing five hits, two runs – one earned – while 
striking out four. 
GAME 28: WKU 8, MIDDLE TENNESSEE 6 
The Blue Raiders opened game two of the doubleheader with three first-inning hits but only scored one 
run before adding another tally in the top of the second frame. WKU got its bats going in the bottom of 
the second as McGuffin singled to right field before Kendall Smith stepped into the box two batters later 
and launched her fourth home run of the season to right field to knot things up at 2-2. 
MTSU responded right back its next trip to the plate, scoring three unearned runs off the Hilltoppers to 
regain a 5-2 advantage. Not to be outdone, the Red and White matched the Blue Raiders’ three-run tally 
in the bottom of the frame. Jordan Thomas led off the frame with a single before a Maddie Bowlds’ 
double brought Thomas around to score. With one out, Paige Carter reached on a MTSU error before 
McGuffin drew a walk to load the bases. Up next, Vaughn stepped into the box and got hit by the first 
pitch she saw for an RBI for pull the Hilltoppers within one. With two away, Nunn picked up her first 
collegiate RBI in the form of a walk to score McGuffin and tie the contest at 5-5. 
In the bottom of the fourth, Thomas did what she does best for the WKU squad and led off by reaching 
base in the form of her first collegiate home run. 
Holding the MTSU offense scoreless for the second-straight inning, WKU added its final two tallies in the 
bottom of the fifth inning. Smith drew a two-out walk before Nunn stepped into the box and sent her 
first collegiate home run into the parking structure for an 8-5 lead. 
Both offenses were held scoreless in the sixth inning before Middle Tennessee attempted a rally in the 
top of the seventh. The Blue Raiders led off with a double before the runner moved to third on a fly out 
to right field. MTSU’s lone run of the inning came during the following at bat but the Blue Raiders loaded 
the bases before Nunn got the final say with a strikeout for the final out of the game. 
Tossing 4.0 innings of relief, Nunn picked up the win moving to 12-7 on the season. The freshman 
allowed one MTSU run while recording zero walks and one strikeout. Haylee Towers took the no-
decision as the Hilltoppers were tied when she left in the top of the fourth. 
“Shelby Nunn made a huge adjustment from game one to game two in the circle, which was very 
important for us,” Tudor stated. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•WKU batted through the order in its three-run third inning in game two. The Hilltoppers plated 
three runs on two hits, one error, two walks and one hit by pitch. 
•In six leadoff opportunities on the day, Jordan Thomas reached base safely four times to up her 
rating to .525 % (21-of-40) on the season. WKU is now 70-of-179 (.391%) as a team in leadoff 
opportunities. 
•In the all-time series, WKU is now 36-26 against the Blue Raiders. MTSU’s win in game one snapped 
a five-game winning streak by the Hilltoppers. 
•The Hilltoppers launched four home runs on the day (Kelsey McGuffin, Jordan Thomas, Kendall 
Smith & Shelby Nunn). Three of the longballs came in game two – all by freshmen - to mark the 
second time on the year that the Hilltoppers left the yard three times in a game. 
•Kelsey McGuffin matched her career-best RBI total with three in the day’s first game on her home 
run. The junior also had a pair of multi-hit showings and now owns 19 career multi-hit games (8 
this season). McGuffin’s 3 RBI showing was the second of the sort in her career, her third multi-
RBI game this season, and the 10th of her career. 
•Jordan Thomas racked up three hits in game two for her second showing of the sort this season 
and sixth multi-hit game overall. 
•Shelby Nunn collected her first three collegiate plate appearances in game two on the day. In the 
first trip to the plate she grounded out to third base. Her next trip up, Nunn drew an RBI walk. 
Her third trip to the plate resulted in her first collegiate home run – a two-run shot into PS3. 
Nunn’s three-RBI is the 10th time this year an individual Hilltopper racked up three RBI. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, March 18, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Box score for game 29 attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
BLUE RAIDERS OUTLAST HILLTOPPERS IN EXTRA-INNING SERIES FINALE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – In an eight-inning series finale with rival Middle Tennessee, WKU Softball 
dropped its first series to the Blue Raiders since the 2010 season. A low-scoring affair compared to 
Saturday’s doubleheader, MTSU used a three-run eighth inning to claim the 5-2 decision. 
WKU moved to 18-11 overall with the loss and is now 3-3 in Conference USA action. Middle Tennessee 
improved to 20-9 (3-3 C-USA) with the series victory. 
For the first time in the series, WKU struck first on the scoreboard as Brittany Vaughn drew a leadoff 
walk in the bottom of the third inning and stole second before Jordan Thomas brought her home with a 
double to the left corner. The two-baser was the team-leading 12th of the season for Thomas. 
Kelsey Aikey carried her no-hit bid into the top of the fourth inning before MTSU knocked a solo home 
run to knot things up at 1-1. With the bases loaded and two outs, Aikey got the final say in a 13-pitch at 
bat, registering her third strikeout of the game. 
WKU struck again in the bottom of the fifth frame to regain its lead. Rebekah Engelhardt led off with a 
walk before Brittany Vaughn laid down a sacrifice bunt to move her into scoring position. With two 
away, Paige Carter stepped into the box and sent a single to leftfield allowing Engelhardt to score for the 
go-ahead run. 
In a two-on no-out jam in the top of the sixth, Shelby Nunn and company worked out of it. The Tops got 
the first out on the force at third before a fly out to left field and a ground out to third base. 
Middle Tennessee managed to tally another run in the top of the seventh to even things up at 2-2. The 
Blue Raiders held WKU scoreless in the bottom of the seventh before adding three runs in the top of the 
eighth to take a 5-2 lead. 
Maddie Bowlds added the Hilltoppers’ fourth hit of the day in the bottom of the eight with a single to 
left field but the Red and White couldn’t get anything else going. 
Nunn relieved Aikey in the circle as each WKU hurler tossed 4.0 frames. Aikey allowed one run on one 
hit with five walks and three strikeouts while Nunn allowed nine hits and four runs with a walk and a 
punch out. 
On defense, the Red and White stranded 11 Blue Raider runners on base while six Hilltopper runners 
were left on board. 
NEXT TIME OUT: 
WKU will wrap up its current homestand with a game on Thursday against visiting Jacksonville State. 
First pitch of the non-conference tilt is slated for 3 p.m. CT and will be streamed on CUSA.tv. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Jordan Thomas’ third-inning double was her team-best 12th of the season. The individual single-
season record for doubles is 16 while four players are tied for second with 15. WKU is up to 52 
doubles collectively and has recorded a two-baser in 25-of-29 games this year. 
•Middle Tennessee claimed its first series over WKU since the 2010 campaign. WKU is now 36-27 all-
time against the Blue Raiders including a 19-15 mark at the WKU Softball Complex. 
 
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 02, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 12-5   Home: 5-2   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 6 8 16-15 47 13 22 4 2 2 21 36  . 7 6 6 8 1 4 0  . 5 4 4 1 1 6-6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 1 5 13-13 41 6 17 2 1 0 5 21  . 5 1 2 5 0 4 0  . 4 7 8 0 0 3-4 86 3 3  . 9 6 7
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 7 3 17-17 51 15 19 1 1 4 16 34  . 6 6 7 6 3 4 0  . 4 6 7 0 0 4-4 29 33 2  . 9 6 9
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 6 17-17 45 16 16 7 2 0 6 27  . 6 0 0 15 1 10 0  . 5 2 5 0 2 5-6 15 0 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 4 8 17-17 46 15 16 6 0 2 4 28  . 6 0 9 12 1 8 0  . 4 9 2 0 0 4-4 14 6 1  . 9 5 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 9 8 17-17 47 9 14 3 0 1 10 20  . 4 2 6 5 1 10 0  . 3 7 7 0 0 0-1 39 2 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 9 4 17-17 51 14 15 6 0 2 10 27  . 5 2 9 7 3 12 1  . 4 0 3 1 0 3-3 86 11 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 3 17-17 46 11 13 4 1 2 11 25  . 5 4 3 8 0 13 0  . 3 7 5 2 1 4-6 10 35 1  . 9 7 8
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 9 17-17 46 7 11 0 0 0 11 11  . 2 3 9 4 0 2 0  . 2 9 4 1 1 0-0 34 25 2  . 9 6 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 3 1 11-6 26 6 6 0 1 0 3 8  . 3 0 8 1 0 3 2  . 2 5 9 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 13 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 3 4 17 446 113 149 33 8 13 97 237  . 5 3 1 71 10 70 3  . 4 3 2 5 5 30-35 321 134 12  . 9 7 4
Opponents  . 2 5 7 17 416 55 107 26 1 8 52 159  . 3 8 2 22 4 82 1  . 3 0 1 0 7 5-9 311 119 19  . 9 5 8
LOB - Team (115), Opp (75). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (6). Picked off - CARTER,P. 1, MCGUFFIN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 0 7 3-1 9 3 1 1/1 1 23.2 13 9 7 3 23 4 0 2  . 1 5 9 1 1 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 8 8-3 13 8 7 2/0 1 57.0 55 21 21 7 41 11 0 1  . 2 4 9 1 1 0 0 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 0 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5  . 3 3 9 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 21.00 0-0 1 0 0 0/0 0 1.0 2 3 3 3 2 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 4 0 12-5 17 17 8 4/1 2 107.0 107 55 52 22 82 26 1 8  . 2 5 7 2 4 0 0 7
Opponents  6 . 6 8 5-12 17 17 4 2/1 2 103.2 149 113 99 71 70 33 8 13  . 3 3 4 14 10 0 5 5
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (5-9), NUNN,S. (4-5), TOWERS,H. (1-2),
AIKEY,K. (0-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 02, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 97 86 11 0 1.000 1 5 4  . 5 5 6 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 41 39 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 15 15 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 15 2 13 0 1.000 0 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 46 10 35 1  . 9 7 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 64 29 33 2  . 9 6 9 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 92 86 3 3  . 9 6 7 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 61 34 25 2  . 9 6 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 21 14 6 1  . 9 5 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 2 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 0 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 467 321 134 12  . 9 7 4 4 5 4  . 5 5 6 0 0
Opponents 449 311 119 19  . 9 5 8 6 30 5  . 8 5 7 4 0
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, March 21, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game notes for game 30 attached. 
RED AND WHITE WELCOME JACKSONVILLE STATE TO THE HILL FOR THURSDAY TILT 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball will wrap up its four-game homestand on Thursday as Jacksonville 
State comes to town for a 3 p.m. CT, non-conference game on The Hill. Both the Hilltoppers (18-11) and 
Gamecocks (11-14) will look to get back into the win column after suffering setbacks their last time out. 
The midweek tilt will be available for streaming on CUSA.tv. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Thursday, March 22 – 3 p.m. CT vs. Jacksonville State | Stats | CUSA.tv 
Jacksonville State is coming off a 2-2 weekend at the Charleston Invitational and will open Ohio Valley 
Conference play following the midweek contest in Bowling Green. Both JSU and WKU have played a 
three-game series in Hattiesburg, Miss., at Southern Miss. The Hilltoppers took two games over the 
Golden Eagles while Jacksonville State claimed just its middle game. 
In the all-time series against the Gamecocks, WKU trails 2-1 after dropping last year’s decision 6-0 in 
Jacksonville. The previous two games took place in 2010 and ’12 with each decided by one run. This will 
be the first time the two programs meet in Bowling Green. 
Through 25 games, Jacksonville State owns a collective batting average of .256 on the year with 174 hits 
– 54 extra base – for a .377 slugging percentage. In the circle, the Gamecock pitching staff has registered 
a 3.42 ERA with 108 strikeouts while opposing batters hit at a .273 clip. 
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective 
batting average of .294 while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.52), doubles per game (1.79), triples 
per game (0.34), RBI (140), total bases (355), slugging percentage (.468), walks drawn (106) and on base 
percentage (.386). WKU’s 1.79 doubles per game ranks sixth in the nation. 
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 19th in victories with 12. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 66 no-hitters 
recorded this year – included the only extra-inning no-hitter - while ranking 31st in the NCAA with two 
saves to her name. Jordan Thomas ranks sixth in walks with 0.86 per game while ranking second in the 
nation with 25 total walks. Thomas owns 12 doubles to rank fourth in the country. 
Following Thursday’s game with Jacksonville State, head coach Amy Tudor and company will head to 
Bloomington, Ind., to take on its second Power 5 opponent of the season in the Indiana Hoosiers. First 
pitch on Tuesday, March 27 is slated for 3 p.m. CT. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
581 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of walkoff victories by 
the Hilltoppers in 2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 




WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA second-best 
54 walks while also ranking fourth in the nation with 12 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 
21-of-41 occasions for a .512 rating. As a team, WKU is 72-for-187 when leading off an inning (.385).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and pro-
ceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) victory 
over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and is the only performance of 
the sort in the NCAA entering the weekend. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through six weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
JACKSONVILLE STATE | THURSDAY, MARCH 22
THURSDAY, MARCH 22
Jacksonville State at WKU | 3 p.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Canceled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (7-7)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (18-11, 3-3 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................581-478-3 (.548)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 134-108-1 
 Career Record ..... 352-364-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................245-169-1 (.592)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With four weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 66 no-hitters have been recorded, however, 
Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective batting average of .294 
while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.52), doubles/game (1.79), triples/game (0.34), RBI (140), total bases (355), slugging 
percentage (.468), walks drawn (106) and on base percentage (.386). WKU’s 1.79 doubles per game ranks sixth in the nation.
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 19th  in victories with 12. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 66 no-hitters recorded this year while 
ranking 31st in the NCAA with two saves to her name. Jordan Thomas ranks sixth in walks with .86/game while ranking second 
in the nation with 25 total walks. Thomas owns 12 doubles to rank fourth in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-42 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-9. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already 
owns ive wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss and Middle 
Tennessee. Morgan McElroy produced the first two game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt (Chattanooga), Jordan Vorbrink 
(Green Bay and Southern Miss) and Shelby Nunn (Middle Tennessee) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks 
for the Tops. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 7 5-2 2 11-9
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 15 12-8 1 13-10
Towers 7 1-1 0 6-5
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR AB AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.40 5-2 20 7 3 2/1 2 61.1 41 25 21 19 53 6 1 8 243 .190 9 2 0 1 5
 10 Nunn 3.04 12-8 23 15 7 1/0 1 92.0 101 47 40 14 65 22 0 4 395 .274 2 2 0 2 8
 20 Towers 4.74 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6 163 .333 0 2 0 0 2
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 3  8
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 7  7
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 6 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
Black Black Red 2 1
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red White 1 1
White Red Red 2 3
Black Black Gray 1 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 38 Southern Miss 3/11
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, MTSU 3/17
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, MTSU 3/18
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 Southern Miss 3/11
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:57 Southern Miss 3/11
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Tommi Stowers at USM 3/11
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at USM 3/10
Home Runs 1 MR, Shelby Nunn MTSU 3/17
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 6 MR, Morgan McElroy Dayton 3/2
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. MTSU, 3/17/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Shelby Nunn vs. MTSU, 3/17/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
59 LA TECH  DNP 
73 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29 
77 MARSHALL  4/21-22
96 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
120 UTSA  DNP
125 WKU  -
141 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
149 FIU  5/5-6
153 UAB  4/14-15 
164 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
191 UTEP  4/7-8 
211 NORTH TEXAS  DNP
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
11 LSU  L
27 KENTUCKY  4/18
44 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
56 LIPSCOMB  5/3
102 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
115 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L 
121 SIUE  W 
131 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
140 SACRED HEART  W
146 TOLEDO  L 
155 GARDNER-WEBB  L
160 JACKSONVILLE STATE  3/22
184 INDIANA  3/27
189 MURRAY STATE  4/4
192 CHATTANOOGA  W
202 EVANSVILLE  W
218 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
224 DAYTON  W, W
227 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
245 HAMPTON  W, W
250 GREEN BAY  W, W 
283 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Florida Atlantic (E) 5-1 833 17-15 .531  6-4 W2
Marshall (E) 4-1-1 .750 12-13-1 .481  4-5-1 W4
LA Tech (W) 4-1 .667 15-14 .517  5-5 L1
UAB (W) 3-2-1 .583 10-20-1 .339  3-6-1 L2
MTSU (E) 3-3 .500 20-9 .690  7-3 W1
WKU (E) 3-3 .500 18-11 .621  5-5 L1
UTSA (W) 3-3 .500 14-13 .519  5-5 L1
North Texas (W) 3-3 .500 12-14 .462  4-6 W1
Charlotte (E) 3-3 .500 9-16 .360  3-7 L2
FIU (E) 2-4 .333 15-18 .455  3-7 W1
UTEP (W) 1-5 .167 11-18 .379  2-8 W1
Southern Miss (W) 1-5 .167 11-20 .355  2-8 L3
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-4 0-1 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 3-1 1-0
2 0-1 0-1 3-1 0-1
3 1-1 0-0 1-0 1-0
4 1-2 1-1 2-0 0-0
5 0-1 0-0 1-3 0-1
6 2-1 0-0 3-1 1-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-3 0-1
8 1-0 1-0 0-1 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 7-0 1-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 6-1 2-3 10-7
2 7-2 2-3 9-6
3 12-1 2-8 4-2
4 16-0 0-9 2-2
5 10-1 0-0 2-1
6 9-1 0-8 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 23 3 17 7
2 13 3 6 2
3 36 5 34 3
4 38 5 14 1
5 35 11 14 2
6 8 1 8 1
7 5 1 7 3
8 2 0 3 3
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 5 5













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................15-7



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................18-11
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................16-8
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-3
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................9-4
WKU SP Goes <5 ....................................................9-7
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................5-7
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................13-4
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................13-3
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................5-8
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................6-2
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................3-3
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................14-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-9
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................7-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-5
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-4
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................5-4
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................7-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................6-3
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................7-9
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................6-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................5-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................10-5
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................7-4
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................1-2
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 2/6 0 0 33 
McGuffin 7/15 1/3 0/1 0 19 
Carter 6/8 3/5 0 0 13 
Engelhardt 5/8 1/2 0 0 10 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Bowlds 2/2 3/3 1/1 0 6 
Thomas 4/4 2/2 0 0 6
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Vorbrink 2/3 1/2 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 5/21 1/5 1/3 0/1 30
Carter 5/7 3/3 1/2 0 12 
McGuffin 2/8 1/2 0 0 10
Engelhardt 2/5 0/2 1/1 0 8
Vorbrink 3/6 1/1 0 0 7
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 4 17 
McGuffin - - 4 2 3 9
Engelhardt - - 0 5 3 8
Carter - - - 2 3 5
Smith - - - - 4 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Towers - - - 2 - 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
Thomas - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 0
Vorbrink  9 9 1 
Carter  7 7 1
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  5 5 2 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 - 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Engelhardt  5 5 0
Bowlds  3 3 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 7 4
Carter  13 13 1
Vorbrink  12 12 2
Thomas  11 11 3 
McGuffin  9 9 0
Engelhardt 8 8 1
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 - 0
Smith  5 5 0
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  4 4 3
Aikey  2 - 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 2
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 9 .222 12 34 .353 15 44 .341 0 2 .000 7 26  .269 8 18 .444 2
Carter 7 14 .500 10 26 .385 21 56 .375 1 5 .200 17 39  .436 14 35 .400 10
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 9 17 .529 12 41 .293 9 37 .243 0 2 .000 7 26  .269 7 27 .259 9
McElroy 1 11 .091 3 28 .107 12 40 .300 2 3 .667 9 30  .300 4 30 .133 3
McGuffin 8 22 .364 15 43 .349 10 33 .303 0 2 .000 6 25  .240 7 23 .304 6
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 1 1.000 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 7 19 .368 9 41 .220 11 43 .256 1 6 .167 7 32  .219 5 31 .161 2
Stowers 1 7 .143 2 20 .100 7 28 .250 0 2 .000 5 17  .294 2 10 .200 3 
Thomas 21 41 .512 14 44 .318 12 35 .343 0 0 --- 9 22  .409 3 13 .231 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 6 18 .333 6 28 .214 18 49 .367 1 1 1.000 10 31  .323 8 27 .296 6
Vorbrink 10 28 .357 13 41 .317 11 42 .263 3 5 .600 9 33  .273 8 22 .364 6
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 29 - - 4 6 - - 16 - 1 2 - - 5 3 2 - - 1 18 - 
SMITH 29 - 29 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 3 1 - - 
THOMAS 29 - - - - - - 13 1 15 - 28 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 29 - - - - 29 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 8 7 8 -  
MCGUFFIN 28 - - - - - - - 28 - - - 3 4 1 6 8 1 4 1 -
CARTER 27 - - - - - - - - 13 14 - 2 12 10 2 1 - - - -
VAUGHN 27 - - - - - 27 - - - - 1 - 4 9 10 1 - 1 1 - 
BOWLDS 25 - - 25 - - - - - - - - 24 1 - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 25 - - - 23 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 11 14 - -  
NUNN 17 15 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 1 - 15 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
AIKEY 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
TOWERS 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .378 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.598 Paige Carter
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.491 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
24  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
31  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
27  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
12  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  R. Engelhardt, P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
4  B. Vaughn & K. Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
49   Paige Carter
WALKS  
25  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
4  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
5  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
10  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St.            
3/27 Indiana            
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU 
WKU
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 18, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 18-11   Home: 9-5   Away: 3-4   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 3-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 7 8 28-27 82 17 31 5 2 3 27 49  . 5 9 8 13 2 9 0  . 4 6 9 1 3 8-9 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 4 6 25-25 78 12 27 3 1 0 8 32  . 4 1 0 7 0 11 1  . 4 0 0 0 5 4-5 171 5 4  . 9 7 8
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 9 29-29 79 24 26 12 2 1 11 45  . 5 7 0 25 1 19 0  . 4 9 1 1 2 5-7 35 0 1  . 9 7 2
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 2 9 28-28 76 21 25 8 1 3 9 44  . 5 7 9 13 1 18 0  . 4 3 3 0 1 4-5 32 7 1  . 9 7 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 2 27-27 77 18 24 3 1 4 19 41  . 5 3 2 8 4 14 0  . 4 0 4 0 1 10-10 43 48 7  . 9 2 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 9 29-29 83 12 24 4 0 1 14 31  . 3 7 3 10 1 19 0  . 3 7 2 0 0 0-1 54 13 2  . 9 7 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 9 29-29 78 18 21 7 2 3 14 41  . 5 2 6 11 0 22 0  . 3 5 2 2 2 5-7 23 65 4  . 9 5 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 3-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 8 29-29 84 20 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 7 6 10 3 21 1  . 3 3 3 2 2 3-3 146 17 1  . 9 9 4
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 1 25-25 68 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 2 1 4 0 6 0  . 2 6 0 1 1 0-0 48 34 4  . 9 5 3
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 8 20-11 48 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 7 1 3 0 9 2  . 2 3 5 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 4 29 758 160 223 52 10 20 140 355  . 4 6 8 106 12 150 4  . 3 8 6 7 17 40-48 569 233 27  . 9 6 7
Opponents  . 2 6 2 29 738 105 193 41 2 18 99 292  . 3 9 6 55 7 140 2  . 3 1 8 3 15 14-22 558 214 35  . 9 5 7
LOB - Team (184), Opp (146). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 0 5-2 20 7 3 2/1 2 61.1 41 25 21 19 53 6 1 8  . 1 9 0 9 2 0 1 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 4 12-8 23 15 7 2/0 1 92.0 101 47 40 14 65 22 0 4  . 2 7 4 2 2 0 2 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 8 18-11 29 29 10 5/1 3 189.2 193 105 89 55 140 41 2 18  . 2 6 2 13 7 0 3 15
Opponents  5 . 2 7 11-18 29 29 10 4/2 3 186.0 223 160 140 106 150 52 10 20  . 2 9 4 17 12 0 7 17
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (7-8), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 18, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-3   Home: 1-2   Away: 2-1   C-USA: 3-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 2 1 6-6 19 6 8 2 1 1 5 15  . 7 8 9 1 0 3 0  . 4 5 0 0 0 0-1 11 1 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 6-6 18 2 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 5 0 2 0  . 4 7 8 0 0 0-0 8 8 2  . 8 8 9
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 8 6-6 22 3 7 1 0 0 2 8  . 3 6 4 0 0 2 1  . 3 1 8 0 2 0-0 49 1 1  . 9 8 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 6 6-6 21 4 6 3 0 1 4 12  . 5 7 1 3 0 5 0  . 3 6 0 1 0 0-0 13 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 5 0 6-6 20 2 5 1 0 0 2 6  . 3 0 0 3 0 0 0  . 3 4 8 0 1 0-0 5 1 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 6-6 18 4 4 0 1 1 2 9  . 5 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 2 6 3 0 0 0-0 6 17 1  . 9 5 8
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 2 4-4 11 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 0 0 2 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 7 5 2  . 8 5 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 2 5 6-6 16 3 2 0 0 2 5 8  . 5 0 0 3 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 1 1 0-0 29 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 2 5 4-4 8 2 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 2 5 0 1 1 1 0  . 3 0 0 0 1 1-1 3 6 1  . 9 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 8 3 4-2 12 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 8 3 1 0 3 0  . 1 5 4 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 3 6 170 29 43 8 2 6 28 73  . 4 2 9 20 1 26 1  . 3 3 2 2 5 1-2 133 55 7  . 9 6 4
Opponents  . 2 6 9 6 167 24 45 10 0 4 23 67  . 4 0 1 17 1 25 1  . 3 3 5 3 8 1-2 132 66 10  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (37), Opp (39). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 5 9 1-1 5 2 1 0/0 0 22.0 13 6 5 10 17 2 0 3  . 1 7 3 5 0 0 1 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 9 8 2-2 5 3 0 0/0 0 19.1 27 13 11 4 8 8 0 0  . 3 3 3 1 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  2 . 8 4 3-3 6 6 1 0/0 0 44.1 45 24 18 17 25 10 0 4  . 2 6 9 6 1 0 3 8
Opponents  4 . 1 4 3-3 6 6 3 1/1 0 44.0 43 29 26 20 26 8 2 6  . 2 5 3 3 1 0 2 5
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 18, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Totals 758 160 223 140 52 10 20 355 106 0 40 8 12 17 7 4 150 569 233 27 184  . 2 9 4







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME
 2 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 12X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 1 11X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) RBI SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .329 29-29 79 24 26 12 2 1 11 45 .570 25 1 19 0 .491 1 2 5-7 35 0 1 .972
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .238 29-29 84 20 20 8 0 4 17 40 .476 10 3 21 1 .333 2 2 3-3 146 17 1 .994
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 2X, MR VS. UE (3-3) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .312 27-27 77 18 24 3 1 4 19 41 .532 8 4 14 0 .404 0 1 10-10 43 48 7 .929






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS 8X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) TRIPLES 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS 8X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .269 29-29 78 18 21 7 2 3 14 41 .526 11 0 22 0 .352 2 2 5-7 23 65 4 .957
CAREER .214 128-113 215 43 46 10 2 8 30 84 .391 30 1 57 0 .310 2 8 15-20 131 209 28 .922
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 2X, MR VS.DAYTON (3-2) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .250 23-17 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 20 0 1 0 .500 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.04 12-8 23 15 7 2/0 1 92.0 101 47 40 14 65 22 0 4 395 .274 2 2 0 2 8
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .329 28-28 76 21 25 8 1 3 9 44 .579 13 1 18 0 .433 0 1 4-4 32 7 1 .975
Totals .248 135-131 330 62 82 23 1 9 38 134 .406 50 13 77 1 .366 3 12 23-26 188 37 8 .966
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 20-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 2 8 1 .909
TOTALS .083 47-16 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 6 29 3 .921
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.40 5-2 20 7 3 2/1 2 61.1 41 25 21 19 53 6 1 8 243 .190 9 2 0 1 5
TOTALS 2.72 12-6 47 16 8 3/1 4 154.2 127 84 60 84 107 18 1 14 680 .224 28 10 1 4 14
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS MR, VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 4
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RUNS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 2 AT USM (3-11) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR AT USM (3-11-18) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES VS. IOWA (2-13-16) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .289 29-29 83 12 24 4 0 1 14 31 .373 10 1 19 0 .372 0 0 0-1 54 13 2 .971
CAREER .250 79-59 152 21 38 7 3 2 24 57 .375 12 5 29 2 .324 1 2 1-2 176 15 3 .985
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 11-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 9 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 70-58 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 113 36 2 .987
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 4.74 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6 163 .333 0 2 0 0 2
TOTALS 4.50 9-13 37 24 13 1/1 2 151.0 202 118 97 62 98 30 4 16 713 .324 7 10 1 7 11
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .188 20-11 48 8 9 2 1 0 5 13 .271 3 0 9 2 .235 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .206 64-42 155 20 32 6 1 3 18 49 .316 16 0 36 3 .279 1 1 0-0 25 2 3 .900







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .221 25-25 68 8 15 0 0 0 13 15 .221 4 0 6 0 .260 1 1 0-0 48 34 4 .953
TOTALS .177 84-82 198 24 35 4 0 0 21 39 .197 18 6 32 0 .265 1 6 3-4 220 113 11 .968
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 6-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 13-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) HOME RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .378 28-27 82 17 31 5 2 3 27 49 .598 13 2 9 0 .469 1 3 8-8 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .346 25-25 78 12 27 3 1 0 8 32 .410 7 0 11 1 .400 0 5 4-5 171 5 4 .978
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, March 22, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 30 box score attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
QUICK START LEADS HILLTOPPERS PAST JACKSONVILLE STATE, 6-2 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball jumped out to an early lead and never looked back as the 
Hilltoppers improved to 19-11 on the season with a 6-2 win over defending OVC champion Jacksonville 
State Thursday afternoon. The Red and White climbed to 10-5 from the confines of the WKU Softball 
Complex on the year as seven different Hilltoppers accounted for the team’s eight hits on the day. 
“We set the tone early both defensively and offensively,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “I thought we 
did a good job taking advantage of a few mishaps by Jacksonville State. I’m proud of how hard our team 
worked this week in practice and I think it showed in our play today. Jacksonville State played a hard-
fought game and hats off to them for fighting during this difficult time.” 
After Kelsey Aikey struck out the Jacksonville State side to open the day, WKU took advantage of two 
first-inning Gamecock throwing errors and took a 3-0 lead in the frame. Jordan Thomas scored WKU’s 
first run of the day after a failed pick-off attempt by the JSU catcher ended up in left field. Brittany 
Vaughn drove in the Hilltoppers second and third runs of the frame with a bases-loaded double. 
Aikey registered five strike outs before her no-hit bid was broken up with 2.2 innings in the books. JSU 
would avoid being shut out in the top of the fourth, using a solo home run to climb within two at 3-1. 
WKU responded in the bottom of the fourth with three more runs to push its lead to 6-1. Kendall Smith 
led things off by reaching on an error before Morgan McElroy moved her into scoring position with a 
sacrifice bunt. In the box next, Rebekah Engelhardt knocked a single to right-center field to load the bags 
before Thomas stepped into the box and sent a deep sacrifice fly to left field to advance all of the 
Hilltopper runners. Maddie Bowlds followed with another base hit to score Engelhardt before Paige 
Carter closed out the scoring with a single of her own. 
Jacksonville State cut the deficit to four its final trip to the plate with an RBI double to the left corner, 
but Shelby Nunn registered the final two outs with a pair of swinging strikeouts. 
Aikey took the decision after tossing 4.1 innings and allowing one run on two hits with five strikeouts. 
Nunn worked the final 2.2 innings while recording five punch outs as well. 
NEXT TIME OUT 
Next time out, head coach Amy Tudor and company will head to Bloomington, Ind., to take on its second 
Power 5 opponent of the season in the Indiana Hoosiers. First pitch on Tuesday, March 27 is slated for 3 
p.m. CT. 
TOPPER NOTES 
•Starting her eighth game of the season, Kelsey Aikey opened the contest by striking out the 
Jacksonville State side in the top of the first – looking, swinging, swinging. The sophomore went 
on to finish with five punch outs en route to her sixth (6-2) win of the year. 
•Brittany Vaughn’s first inning double was her fourth of the season and brought WKU’s collective 
total to 53. The Hilltoppers have now registered a double in 26-of-30 games this year. 
•Freshman Jordan Thomas went 2-for-3 at the plate for her seventh multi-hit game of the season. 
She also registered a run and an RBI in the outing. 
•At the plate, WKU reached base in 3-of-6 leadoff situations on the day. The team now owns a 75-
for-193 rating (.389) on the season in leadoff opportunities. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, March 26, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game notes for game 31 attached. 
RED AND WHITE HEADED FOR TUESDAY TILT AT INDIANA 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball will open up a five-game road stretch on Tuesday as the Hilltopper 
squad heads to Bloomington, Ind., to take on Indiana in a 3 p.m. CT tilt from Andy Mohr Field. Both the 
Hilltoppers (19-11) and Hoosiers (10-21) will look to add to their current win streaks. The midweek tilt 
will be available for streaming on both BTN Plus and FloSoftball with paid subscriptions. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Tuesday, March 27 – 3 p.m. CT at Indiana | Stats | BTN Plus | FloSoftball 
Indiana is coming off a weekend sweep over No. 18 Ohio State and has won six of its last eight games. 
Both IU and WKU have played two games against Green Bay at home. WKU claimed both decisions (10-0 
and 6-5) while Indiana split with the Phoenix, winning 4-3 before falling 5-2. 
In the all-time series against the Hoosiers, WKU leads 3-1. The Hilltoppers are 2-1 when playing in 
Bloomington. In the most recent meeting on March 25, 2006, the Red and White claimed a 4-3 decision. 
Neither side has ever shut out the other while the margin of victory has been three runs or less in all 
four meetings. 
Through 31 games, Indiana owns a collective batting average of .236 on the year with 179 hits – 45 extra 
base – for a .336 slugging percentage. In the circle, the Hoosier pitching staff has registered a 3.53 ERA 
with 220 strikeouts while opposing batters hit at a .222 clip. 
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective 
batting average of .295 while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.53), doubles per game (1.77), triples 
per game (0.33), RBI (150) and on base percentage (.387). WKU’s 1.77 doubles per game ranks eighth in 
the nation. 
Indiana is in its first season under former Marshall head coach Shonda Stanton and marks the second 
Power 5 squad the Hilltoppers will face the season. The Red and White visited Baton Rouge, La., in mid-
March to take on No. 8-ranked LSU at home as well. WKU will close its regular-season Power 5 slate on 
April 18 when Kentucky visits the WKU Softball Complex. 
Following Tuesday’s game at Indiana, head coach Amy Tudor and company will head to Charlotte, N.C., 
for the third Conference USA series of the 2018 campaign. First pitch of Friday’s doubleheader is slated 
for noon CT. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
582 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of walkoff victories by 
the Hilltoppers in 2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 




WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA second-best 
25 walks while also ranking fifth in the nation with 12 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 22-of-
42 occasions for a .524 rating. As a team, WKU is 75-for-193 when leading off an inning (.389).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and pro-
ceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) victory 
over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and is the only performance of 
the sort in the NCAA entering Tuesday’s contest. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through seven weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
INDIANA | TUESDAY, MARCH 27
TUESDAY, MARCH 27
WKU at Indiana | 3 p.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Canceled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (8-7)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. 3 p.m.
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (19-11, 3-3 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................582-478-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 135-108-1 
 Career Record ..... 353-364-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................246-169-1 (.592)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With four weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 69 no-hitters have been recorded, however, 
Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective batting average of .295 
while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.53), doubles/game (1.77), triples/game (0.33), RBI (145) and on base percentage 
(.387). WKU’s 1.77 doubles per game ranks eighth in the nation.
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 21st  in victories with 12. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 69 no-hitters recorded this year while 
ranking 31st in the NCAA with two saves to her name. Jordan Thomas ranks eighth in walks with .83/game while ranking 
second in the nation with 25 total walks. Thomas owns 12 doubles to rank fifth in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-42 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-9. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already 
owns ive wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss and Middle 
Tennessee. Morgan McElroy produced the first two game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt (Chattanooga), Jordan Vorbrink 
(Green Bay and Southern Miss) and Shelby Nunn (Middle Tennessee) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks 
for the Tops. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 8 6-2 2 12-9
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 15 12-8 1 14-10
Towers 7 1-1 0 6-5
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.35 6-2 21 8 3 2/1 2 65.2 43 26 22 23 58 6 1 9 262 .186 9 2 0 1 5
 10 Nunn 3.03 12-8 24 15 7 1/0 1 94.2 103 48 41 14 70 23 0 4 405 .272 4 2 0 2 8
 20 Towers 4.74 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6 163 .333 0 2 0 0 2
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 3  8
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 7  7
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 7 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
Black Black Red 2 1
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red White 1 1
White Red Red 2 3
Black Black Gray 1 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 38 Southern Miss 3/11
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, MTSU 3/17
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, MTSU 3/18
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 Southern Miss 3/11
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:57 Southern Miss 3/11
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Tommi Stowers at USM 3/11
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at USM 3/10
Home Runs 1 MR, Shelby Nunn MTSU 3/17
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 6 MR, Morgan McElroy Dayton 3/2
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. MTSU, 3/17/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Shelby Nunn vs. MTSU, 3/17/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
73 MARSHALL  4/21-22 
74 LA TECH  DNP 
82 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29 
97 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
124 WKU  -
126 UTSA  DNP
136 FIU  5/5-6
138 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
149 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
158 UAB  4/14-15 
177 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
211 UTEP  4/7-8 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
12 LSU  L
28 KENTUCKY  4/18
45 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
54 LIPSCOMB  5/3
77 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
123 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
127 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
133 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
140 INDIANA  3/27
144 SIUE  W
160 TOLEDO  L 
165 EVANSVILLE  W 
168 SACRED HEART  W
174 GARDNER-WEBB  L
192 CHATTANOOGA  W
204 MURRAY STATE  4/4
225 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
232 DAYTON  W, W
243 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
252 GREEN BAY  W, W
253 HAMPTON  W, W 
281 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Florida Atlantic (E) 7-2 .778 19-16 .543  7-3 W2
North Texas (W) 6-3 .667 15-15 .500  6-4 W3
Marshall (E) 5-3-1 .611 14-16-1 .468  6-3-1 L2
UAB (W) 3-2-1 .583 10-20-1 .339  3-6-1 L2
MTSU (E) 5-4 .556 22-10 .688  6-4 L1
WKU (E) 3-3 .500 19-11 .633  5-5 W1
UTSA (W) 3-3 .500 14-13 .519  5-5 L1
Charlotte (E) 4-5 .444 10-18 .357  4-6 W1
LA Tech (W) 4-5 .444 16-17 .485  6-4 L3
Southern Miss (W) 4-5 .444 14-20 .412  4-6 W3
FIU (E) 2-4 .333 15-18 .455  3-7 W1
UTEP (W) 1-8 .111 11-21 .344  1-9 L3
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-4 0-1 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 3-1 1-0
2 0-1 0-1 4-1 0-1
3 1-1 0-0 1-0 1-0
4 1-2 1-1 2-0 0-0
5 0-1 0-0 1-3 0-1
6 3-1 0-0 3-1 1-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-3 0-1
8 1-0 1-0 0-1 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 7-0 1-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 7-1 2-3 10-7
2 8-2 2-3 9-6
3 13-1 2-8 4-2
4 17-0 0-9 2-2
5 11-1 0-0 2-1
6 10-1 0-8 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 26 3 17 7
2 13 3 6 2
3 36 5 34 3
4 41 5 15 1
5 35 11 14 2
6 8 1 8 1
7 5 1 8 3
8 2 0 3 3
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 5 5













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................16-7



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................19-11
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................17-8
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-3
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................9-4
WKU SP Goes <5 .................................................10-7
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................5-7
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................14-4
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................14-3
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................5-8
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................7-2
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................3-3
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................15-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-9
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................8-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-5
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-4
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................5-4
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................7-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................7-3
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................8-9
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................6-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................5-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................10-5
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................8-4
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................1-2
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 2/6 0 0 33 
McGuffin 7/15 1/3 0/1 0 19 
Carter 6/8 3/5 0 0 13 
Engelhardt 5/8 1/2 0 0 10 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Thomas 5/5 2/2 0 0 7
Bowlds 2/2 3/3 1/1 0 6 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Vorbrink 2/3 1/2 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 1/5 1/3 0/1 31
Carter 5/7 3/3 1/2 0 12 
McGuffin 2/8 1/2 0 0 10
Engelhardt 2/5 0/2 1/1 0 8
Vorbrink 3/6 1/1 0 0 7
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 4 17 
McGuffin - - 4 2 3 9
Engelhardt - - 0 5 3 8
Carter - - - 2 3 5
Smith - - - - 4 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Towers - - - 2 - 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
Thomas - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Vorbrink  9 9 2 
Carter  7 7 2
McGuffin  6 6 1
Thomas  5 5 3 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 - 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Engelhardt  5 5 1
Bowlds  4 4 4
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 7 5
Carter  13 13 2
Vorbrink  12 12 3
Thomas  11 11 4 
McGuffin  9 9 1
Engelhardt 8 8 2
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 - 0
Smith  5 5 0
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  4 4 4
Aikey  2 - 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 2
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 9 .222 12 34 .353 16 48 .333 0 2 .000 8 28  .286 9 19 .474 3
Carter 8 15 .533 10 27 .370 22 58 .379 1 5 .200 18 41  .439 15 37 .405 11
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 9 19 .474 12 43 .279 10 38 .263 0 2 .000 8 27  .296 7 27 .259 9
McElroy 1 11 .091 3 29 .103 12 41 .293 2 3 .667 9 31  .290 4 32 .125 3
McGuffin 8 22 .364 15 43 .349 11 35 .314 0 2 .000 7 27  .259 8 24 .333 6
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 1 1.000 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 8 20 .400 9 43 .209 11 44 .250 1 6 .167 7 33  .212 5 31 .161 2
Stowers 1 7 .143 2 20 .100 7 28 .250 0 2 .000 5 17  .294 2 10 .200 3 
Thomas 22 42 .524 16 47 .340 12 35 .343 0 0 --- 9 22  .409 3 13 .231 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 6 19 .316 6 29 .207 19 51 .373 2 2 1.000 11 33  .333 8 27 .296 6
Vorbrink 10 28 .357 13 41 .317 12 44 .273 3 5 .600 10 34  .294 8 23 .348 6
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
SMITH 30 - 30 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 4 1 - - 
VORBRINK 30 - - 4 6 - - 17 - 1 2 - - 6 3 2 - - 1 18 - 
THOMAS 30 - - - - - - 13 1 16 - 29 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 30 - - - - 30 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 8 7 9 -  
MCGUFFIN 29 - - - - - - - 29 - - - 3 4 1 7 8 1 4 1 -
VAUGHN 28 - - - - - 29 - - - - 1 - 4 9 10 2 - 1 1 - 
CARTER 28 - - - - - - - - 13 15 - 2 12 11 2 1 - - - -
BOWLDS 26 - - 26 - - - - - - - - 25 1 - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 26 - - - 24 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 11 15 - -  
NUNN 17 15 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 1 - 15 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
AIKEY 8 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8
TOWERS 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .376 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.588 Paige Carter
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.491 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
25  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
32  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
28  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
12  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  R. Engelhardt, P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
4  B. Vaughn & K. Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
50   Paige Carter
WALKS  
25  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
4  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
5  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
10  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/27 Indiana            
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 22, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 19-11   Home: 10-5   Away: 3-4   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 3-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 7 6 29-28 85 18 32 5 2 3 28 50  . 5 8 8 14 2 10 0  . 4 7 1 1 3 9-11 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 4 1 26-26 82 13 28 3 1 0 9 33  . 4 0 2 7 0 13 1  . 3 9 3 0 5 4-5 177 5 4  . 9 7 8
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 1 30-30 82 25 28 12 2 1 12 47  . 5 7 3 25 1 19 0  . 4 9 1 2 2 5-7 36 0 1  . 9 7 3
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 29-29 78 21 26 8 1 3 9 45  . 5 7 7 13 2 18 0  . 4 4 1 0 1 4-5 32 7 1  . 9 7 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 3 28-28 80 18 25 4 1 4 21 43  . 5 3 8 8 4 15 0  . 4 0 2 0 1 10-10 44 48 7  . 9 2 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 9 4 30-30 85 13 25 4 0 1 14 32  . 3 7 6 12 1 20 0  . 3 8 8 0 0 1-2 55 13 2  . 9 7 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 2 30-30 81 19 22 7 2 3 14 42  . 5 1 9 11 0 22 0  . 3 5 1 2 2 5-7 23 67 4  . 9 5 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 3-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 0 30-30 87 21 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 6 0 10 3 21 1  . 3 2 4 2 2 3-3 156 17 1  . 9 9 4
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 1 4 26-26 70 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 1 4 4 0 8 0  . 2 5 3 1 2 0-0 50 35 4  . 9 5 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 8 20-11 48 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 7 1 3 0 9 2  . 2 3 5 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 5 30 783 166 231 53 10 20 145 364  . 4 6 5 109 13 157 4  . 3 8 7 8 18 42-51 590 238 27  . 9 6 8
Opponents  . 2 5 8 30 763 107 197 42 2 19 101 300  . 3 9 3 59 7 150 2  . 3 1 6 3 15 14-22 576 220 39  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (191), Opp (152). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 5 6-2 21 8 3 2/1 2 65.2 43 26 22 23 58 6 1 9  . 1 8 6 9 2 0 1 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 3 12-8 24 15 7 2/0 1 94.2 103 48 41 14 70 23 0 4  . 2 7 2 4 2 0 2 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 4 19-11 30 30 10 5/1 3 196.2 197 107 91 59 150 42 2 19  . 2 5 8 15 7 0 3 15
Opponents  5 . 2 5 11-19 30 30 10 4/2 3 192.0 231 166 144 109 157 53 10 20  . 2 9 5 18 13 0 8 18
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (7-8), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 18, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-3   Home: 1-2   Away: 2-1   C-USA: 3-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 2 1 6-6 19 6 8 2 1 1 5 15  . 7 8 9 1 0 3 0  . 4 5 0 0 0 0-1 11 1 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 6-6 18 2 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 5 0 2 0  . 4 7 8 0 0 0-0 8 8 2  . 8 8 9
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 8 6-6 22 3 7 1 0 0 2 8  . 3 6 4 0 0 2 1  . 3 1 8 0 2 0-0 49 1 1  . 9 8 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 6 6-6 21 4 6 3 0 1 4 12  . 5 7 1 3 0 5 0  . 3 6 0 1 0 0-0 13 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 5 0 6-6 20 2 5 1 0 0 2 6  . 3 0 0 3 0 0 0  . 3 4 8 0 1 0-0 5 1 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 6-6 18 4 4 0 1 1 2 9  . 5 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 2 6 3 0 0 0-0 6 17 1  . 9 5 8
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 2 4-4 11 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 0 0 2 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 7 5 2  . 8 5 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 2 5 6-6 16 3 2 0 0 2 5 8  . 5 0 0 3 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 1 1 0-0 29 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 2 5 4-4 8 2 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 2 5 0 1 1 1 0  . 3 0 0 0 1 1-1 3 6 1  . 9 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 8 3 4-2 12 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 8 3 1 0 3 0  . 1 5 4 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 3 6 170 29 43 8 2 6 28 73  . 4 2 9 20 1 26 1  . 3 3 2 2 5 1-2 133 55 7  . 9 6 4
Opponents  . 2 6 9 6 167 24 45 10 0 4 23 67  . 4 0 1 17 1 25 1  . 3 3 5 3 8 1-2 132 66 10  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (37), Opp (39). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 5 9 1-1 5 2 1 0/0 0 22.0 13 6 5 10 17 2 0 3  . 1 7 3 5 0 0 1 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 9 8 2-2 5 3 0 0/0 0 19.1 27 13 11 4 8 8 0 0  . 3 3 3 1 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  2 . 8 4 3-3 6 6 1 0/0 0 44.1 45 24 18 17 25 10 0 4  . 2 6 9 6 1 0 3 8
Opponents  4 . 1 4 3-3 6 6 3 1/1 0 44.0 43 29 26 20 26 8 2 6  . 2 5 3 3 1 0 2 5
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 22, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
Totals 783 166 231 145 53 10 20 364 109 0 42 9 13 18 8 4 157 590 238 27 191  . 2 9 5







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME
 2 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 12X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 1 12X, MR VS. JSU (3-22) RBI SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .341 30-30 82 25 28 12 2 1 12 47 .573 25 1 19 0 .491 2 2 5-7 36 0 1 .973
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .230 30-30 87 21 20 8 0 4 17 40 .460 10 3 21 1 .324 2 2 3-3 156 17 1 .994
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 4X, MR VS. JSU (3-22) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .313 28-28 80 18 25 4 1 4 21 43 .538 8 4 15 0 .402 0 1 10-10 44 48 7 .929






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS 8X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) TRIPLES 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS 8X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .272 30-03 81 19 22 7 2 3 14 42 .519 11 0 22 0 .351 2 2 5-7 23 67 4 .957
CAREER .216 129-114 218 44 47 10 2 8 30 85 .390 30 1 57 0 .311 2 8 15-20 131 211 28 .923
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 2X, MR VS.DAYTON (3-2) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .250 24-17 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 20 0 1 0 .500 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.03 12-8 24 15 7 2/0 1 94.2 103 48 41 14 70 23 0 4 405 .272 4 2 0 2 8
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .333 29-29 78 21 26 8 1 3 9 45 .577 13 2 18 0 .441 0 1 4-4 32 7 1 .975
Totals .250 136-132 332 62 83 23 1 9 38 135 .407 50 14 77 1 .368 3 12 23-26 188 37 8 .966
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kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 2 10 1 .923
TOTALS .083 48-17 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 6 31 3 .925
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.35 6-2 21 8 3 2/1 2 65.2 43 26 22 23 58 6 1 9 262 .186 9 2 0 1 5
TOTALS 2.69 13-6 48 17 8 3/1 4 159.0 129 85 61 88 112 18 1 15 699 .221 28 10 1 4 14
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS MR, VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 4
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RUNS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 1 VS. JACKSONVILLE ST. (3-22) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .294 30-30 85 13 25 4 0 1 14 32 .376 12 1 20 0 .388 0 0 1-2 55 13 2 .971
CAREER .253 80-60 154 22 39 7 3 2 24 58 .377 14 5 30 2 .333 1 2 2-3 177 15 3 .985
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 11-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 9 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 70-58 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 113 36 2 .987
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 4.74 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6 163 .333 0 2 0 0 2
TOTALS 4.50 9-13 37 24 13 1/1 2 151.0 202 118 97 62 98 30 4 16 713 .324 7 10 1 7 11
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .188 20-11 48 8 9 2 1 0 5 13 .271 3 0 9 2 .235 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .206 64-42 155 20 32 6 1 3 18 49 .316 16 0 36 3 .279 1 1 0-0 25 2 3 .900







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .214 26-65 70 8 15 0 0 0 13 15 .214 4 0 8 0 .253 1 2 0-0 50 35 4 .955
TOTALS .175 85-83 200 24 35 4 0 0 21 39 .195 18 6 34 0 .262 1 7 3-4 222 114 11 .968
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 6-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 13-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) HOME RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .376 29-28 85 18 32 5 2 3 28 50 .588 14 2 10 0 .471 1 3 9-9 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .341 26-26 82 13 28 3 1 0 9 33 .402 7 0 13 1 .393 0 5 4-5 177 5 4 .978
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, March 29, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU game notes for games 31-33 attached. 
HILLTOPPERS HEADED FOR CHARLOTTE TO RESUME C-USA PLAY 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Following a bye weekend and a cancelled midweek game, WKU Softball will 
finally return to action after going eight days between contests as the Hilltoppers head to Charlotte, 
N.C., for a three-game weekend series with the 49ers. The Red and White enter their third Conference 
USA series of the season with a 19-11 overall record and a 3-3 reading in league play. Charlotte sits at 
10-19 overall with a 4-5 record against C-USA foes. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Friday, March 30 – noon CT at Charlotte | Stats | CUSA.tv 
Friday, March 30 – 2 p.m. CT at Charlotte | Stats | CUSA.tv 
Saturday, March 31 – 11 a.m. CT at Charlotte | Stats | CUSA.tv 
Charlotte suffered a midweek loss to UNCG its last time out in the form of an 8-0 setback to drop to 5-11 
at home from the Sue M. Daughtridge Stadium. Over the weekend, the 49ers traveled to Murfreesboro, 
Tenn., falling 2-1 in the series at Middle Tennessee. Charlotte also dropped its series against Florida 
Atlantic after opening league play by claiming 2-of-3 games at North Texas. 
In the all-time series against the 49ers, WKU leads 6-4. The Hilltoppers are 1-2 when playing in 
Charlotte. The sides had never met prior to WKU joining Conference USA in 2015 but have played a 
three-game series each season since. So far, the host squad has won each of the prior series. 
Through 29 games, Charlotte owns a collective batting average of .255 on the year with 192 hits – 39 
extra base – for a .324 slugging percentage. In the circle, the 49er pitching staff has registered a 3.33 
ERA with 164 strikeouts while opposing batters hit at a .260 clip. 
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective 
batting average of .295 while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.53), doubles per game (1.77), triples 
per game (0.33), RBI (150) and on base percentage (.387). WKU’s 1.77 doubles per game ranks sixth in 
the nation. 
Following WKU’s weekend series in North Carolina, the squad will wrap up its current road stretch, 
heading to Murray State on Wednesday, April 4. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
582 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of walkoff victories by 
the Hilltoppers in 2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 




WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA second-best 
25 walks while also ranking fifth in the nation with 12 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 22-of-
42 occasions for a .524 rating. As a team, WKU is 75-for-193 when leading off an inning (.389).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and pro-
ceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) victory 
over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and is the only performance of 
the sort in the NCAA entering the weekend series. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through seven weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
CHARLOTTE SERIES | FRIDAY-SATURDAY, MARCH 30-31
FRI.-SAT., MARCH 30-31
WKU at Charlotte | Noon, 2 p.m. & 11 a.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (8-7)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. Noon
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 2 p.m.
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. 11 a.m.
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (19-11, 3-3 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................582-478-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 135-108-1 
 Career Record ..... 353-364-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................246-169-1 (.592)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With four weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 69 no-hitters have been recorded, however, 
Aikey is the only pitcher to carry the feat through extra innings.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective batting average of .295 
while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.53), doubles/game (1.77), triples/game (0.33), RBI (145) and on base percentage 
(.387). WKU’s 1.77 doubles per game ranks sixth in the nation.
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 34th  in victories with 12. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 73 no-hitters recorded this year while 
ranking 38th in the NCAA with two saves to her name. Jordan Thomas ranks seventh in walks with .83/game while ranking 
T-8th in the nation with 25 total walks. Thomas owns 12 doubles to rank 12th in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-42 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-9. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already 
owns ive wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss and Middle 
Tennessee. Morgan McElroy produced the first two game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt (Chattanooga), Jordan Vorbrink 
(Green Bay and Southern Miss) and Shelby Nunn (Middle Tennessee) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks 
for the Tops. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 8 6-2 2 12-9
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 15 12-8 1 14-10
Towers 7 1-1 0 6-5
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.35 6-2 21 8 3 2/1 2 65.2 43 26 22 23 58 6 1 9 262 .186 9 2 0 1 5
 10 Nunn 3.03 12-8 24 15 7 1/0 1 94.2 103 48 41 14 70 23 0 4 405 .272 4 2 0 2 8
 20 Towers 4.74 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6 163 .333 0 2 0 0 2
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 3  8
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 7  7
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 7 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
Black Black Red 2 1
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red White 1 1
White Red Red 2 3
Black Black Gray 1 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 38 Southern Miss 3/11
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, MTSU 3/17
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, MTSU 3/18
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 Southern Miss 3/11
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:57 Southern Miss 3/11
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Tommi Stowers at USM 3/11
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at USM 3/10
Home Runs 1 MR, Shelby Nunn MTSU 3/17
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 6 MR, Morgan McElroy Dayton 3/2
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. MTSU, 3/17/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Shelby Nunn vs. MTSU, 3/17/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
73 MARSHALL  4/21-22 
74 LA TECH  DNP 
82 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29 
97 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
124 WKU  -
126 UTSA  DNP
136 FIU  5/5-6
138 CHARLOTTE  3/30-31
149 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
158 UAB  4/14-15 
177 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
211 UTEP  4/7-8 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
12 LSU  L
28 KENTUCKY  4/18
45 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
54 LIPSCOMB  5/3
77 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
123 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
127 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
133 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
140 INDIANA  Cancelled
144 SIUE  W
160 TOLEDO  L 
165 EVANSVILLE  W 
168 SACRED HEART  W
174 GARDNER-WEBB  L
192 CHATTANOOGA  W
204 MURRAY STATE  4/4
225 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
232 DAYTON  W, W
243 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
252 GREEN BAY  W, W
253 HAMPTON  W, W 
281 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Florida Atlantic (E) 7-2 .778 19-16 .543  7-3 W2
North Texas (W) 6-3 .667 16-15 .516  7-3 W4
Marshall (E) 5-3-1 .611 14-16-1 .468  6-3-1 L2
UAB (W) 3-2-1 .583 11-22-1 .348  4-5-1 L1
MTSU (E) 5-4 .556 23-10 .697  6-4 W1
WKU (E) 3-3 .500 19-11 .633  5-5 W1
UTSA (W) 3-3 .500 14-13 .519  5-5 L1
Charlotte (E) 4-5 .444 10-19 .345  3-7 L1
LA Tech (W) 4-5 .444 16-17 .485  6-4 L3
Southern Miss (W) 4-5 .444 14-22 .389  4-6 L2
FIU (E) 2-4 .333 16-19 .457  3-7 W1
UTEP (W) 1-8 .111 11-23 .324  1-9 L5
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-4 0-1 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 3-1 1-0
2 0-1 0-1 4-1 0-1
3 1-1 0-0 1-0 1-0
4 1-2 1-1 2-0 0-0
5 0-1 0-0 1-3 0-1
6 3-1 0-0 3-1 1-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-3 0-1
8 1-0 1-0 0-1 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 7-0 1-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 7-1 2-3 10-7
2 8-2 2-3 9-6
3 13-1 2-8 4-2
4 17-0 0-9 2-2
5 11-1 0-0 2-1
6 10-1 0-8 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 26 3 17 7
2 13 3 6 2
3 36 5 34 3
4 41 5 15 1
5 35 11 14 2
6 8 1 8 1
7 5 1 8 3
8 2 0 3 3
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 5 5













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................16-7



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................19-11
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................17-8
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-3
WKU SP Goes 5+ ....................................................9-4
WKU SP Goes <5 .................................................10-7
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................5-7
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................14-4
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................14-3
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................5-8
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................7-2
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................3-3
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................15-1
Opp. Has More ........................................................3-9
Hits Are Even ...........................................................1-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 .....................................................8-2
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-5
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-4
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................5-4
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................7-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................7-3
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ...............................................................8-9
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................6-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................5-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................10-5
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................8-4
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................1-2
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 2/6 0 0 33 
McGuffin 7/15 1/3 0/1 0 19 
Carter 6/8 3/5 0 0 13 
Engelhardt 5/8 1/2 0 0 10 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Thomas 5/5 2/2 0 0 7
Bowlds 2/2 3/3 1/1 0 6 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Vorbrink 2/3 1/2 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 1/5 1/3 0/1 31
Carter 5/7 3/3 1/2 0 12 
McGuffin 2/8 1/2 0 0 10
Engelhardt 2/5 0/2 1/1 0 8
Vorbrink 3/6 1/1 0 0 7
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 4 17 
McGuffin - - 4 2 3 9
Engelhardt - - 0 5 3 8
Carter - - - 2 3 5
Smith - - - - 4 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Towers - - - 2 - 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
Thomas - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Vorbrink  9 9 2 
Carter  7 7 2
McGuffin  6 6 1
Thomas  5 5 3 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 - 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Engelhardt  5 5 1
Bowlds  4 4 4
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 7 5
Carter  13 13 2
Vorbrink  12 12 3
Thomas  11 11 4 
McGuffin  9 9 1
Engelhardt 8 8 2
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 - 0
Smith  5 5 0
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  4 4 4
Aikey  2 - 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 2
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 9 .222 12 34 .353 16 48 .333 0 2 .000 8 28  .286 9 19 .474 3
Carter 8 15 .533 10 27 .370 22 58 .379 1 5 .200 18 41  .439 15 37 .405 11
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 9 19 .474 12 43 .279 10 38 .263 0 2 .000 8 27  .296 7 27 .259 9
McElroy 1 11 .091 3 29 .103 12 41 .293 2 3 .667 9 31  .290 4 32 .125 3
McGuffin 8 22 .364 15 43 .349 11 35 .314 0 2 .000 7 27  .259 8 24 .333 6
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 1 1.000 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 8 20 .400 9 43 .209 11 44 .250 1 6 .167 7 33  .212 5 31 .161 2
Stowers 1 7 .143 2 20 .100 7 28 .250 0 2 .000 5 17  .294 2 10 .200 3 
Thomas 22 42 .524 16 47 .340 12 35 .343 0 0 --- 9 22  .409 3 13 .231 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 6 19 .316 6 29 .207 19 51 .373 2 2 1.000 11 33  .333 8 27 .296 6
Vorbrink 10 28 .357 13 41 .317 12 44 .273 3 5 .600 10 34  .294 8 23 .348 6
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
SMITH 30 - 30 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 4 1 - - 
VORBRINK 30 - - 4 6 - - 17 - 1 2 - - 6 3 2 - - 1 18 - 
THOMAS 30 - - - - - - 13 1 16 - 29 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 30 - - - - 30 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 8 7 9 -  
MCGUFFIN 29 - - - - - - - 29 - - - 3 4 1 7 8 1 4 1 -
VAUGHN 28 - - - - - 29 - - - - 1 - 4 9 10 2 - 1 1 - 
CARTER 28 - - - - - - - - 13 15 - 2 12 11 2 1 - - - -
BOWLDS 26 - - 26 - - - - - - - - 25 1 - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 26 - - - 24 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 11 15 - -  
NUNN 17 15 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 1 - 15 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
AIKEY 8 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8
TOWERS 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .376 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.588 Paige Carter
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.491 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
25  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
32  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
28  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
12  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  R. Engelhardt, P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
4  B. Vaughn & K. Smith 
TOTAL BASES  
50   Paige Carter
WALKS  
25  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
4  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
5  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
10  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte            
 Charlotte            
3/31 Charlotte            
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 22, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 19-11   Home: 10-5   Away: 3-4   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 3-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 7 6 29-28 85 18 32 5 2 3 28 50  . 5 8 8 14 2 10 0  . 4 7 1 1 3 9-11 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 4 1 26-26 82 13 28 3 1 0 9 33  . 4 0 2 7 0 13 1  . 3 9 3 0 5 4-5 177 5 4  . 9 7 8
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 1 30-30 82 25 28 12 2 1 12 47  . 5 7 3 25 1 19 0  . 4 9 1 2 2 5-7 36 0 1  . 9 7 3
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 29-29 78 21 26 8 1 3 9 45  . 5 7 7 13 2 18 0  . 4 4 1 0 1 4-5 32 7 1  . 9 7 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 3 28-28 80 18 25 4 1 4 21 43  . 5 3 8 8 4 15 0  . 4 0 2 0 1 10-10 44 48 7  . 9 2 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 9 4 30-30 85 13 25 4 0 1 14 32  . 3 7 6 12 1 20 0  . 3 8 8 0 0 1-2 55 13 2  . 9 7 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 2 30-30 81 19 22 7 2 3 14 42  . 5 1 9 11 0 22 0  . 3 5 1 2 2 5-7 23 67 4  . 9 5 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 3-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 0 30-30 87 21 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 6 0 10 3 21 1  . 3 2 4 2 2 3-3 156 17 1  . 9 9 4
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 1 4 26-26 70 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 1 4 4 0 8 0  . 2 5 3 1 2 0-0 50 35 4  . 9 5 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 8 20-11 48 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 7 1 3 0 9 2  . 2 3 5 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 5 30 783 166 231 53 10 20 145 364  . 4 6 5 109 13 157 4  . 3 8 7 8 18 42-51 590 238 27  . 9 6 8
Opponents  . 2 5 8 30 763 107 197 42 2 19 101 300  . 3 9 3 59 7 150 2  . 3 1 6 3 15 14-22 576 220 39  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (191), Opp (152). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 5 6-2 21 8 3 2/1 2 65.2 43 26 22 23 58 6 1 9  . 1 8 6 9 2 0 1 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 3 12-8 24 15 7 2/0 1 94.2 103 48 41 14 70 23 0 4  . 2 7 2 4 2 0 2 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 4 19-11 30 30 10 5/1 3 196.2 197 107 91 59 150 42 2 19  . 2 5 8 15 7 0 3 15
Opponents  5 . 2 5 11-19 30 30 10 4/2 3 192.0 231 166 144 109 157 53 10 20  . 2 9 5 18 13 0 8 18
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (7-8), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 18, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-3   Home: 1-2   Away: 2-1   C-USA: 3-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 2 1 6-6 19 6 8 2 1 1 5 15  . 7 8 9 1 0 3 0  . 4 5 0 0 0 0-1 11 1 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 6-6 18 2 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 5 0 2 0  . 4 7 8 0 0 0-0 8 8 2  . 8 8 9
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 8 6-6 22 3 7 1 0 0 2 8  . 3 6 4 0 0 2 1  . 3 1 8 0 2 0-0 49 1 1  . 9 8 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 6 6-6 21 4 6 3 0 1 4 12  . 5 7 1 3 0 5 0  . 3 6 0 1 0 0-0 13 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 5 0 6-6 20 2 5 1 0 0 2 6  . 3 0 0 3 0 0 0  . 3 4 8 0 1 0-0 5 1 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 6-6 18 4 4 0 1 1 2 9  . 5 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 2 6 3 0 0 0-0 6 17 1  . 9 5 8
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 2 4-4 11 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 0 0 2 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 7 5 2  . 8 5 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 2 5 6-6 16 3 2 0 0 2 5 8  . 5 0 0 3 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 1 1 0-0 29 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 2 5 4-4 8 2 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 2 5 0 1 1 1 0  . 3 0 0 0 1 1-1 3 6 1  . 9 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 8 3 4-2 12 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 8 3 1 0 3 0  . 1 5 4 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 3 6 170 29 43 8 2 6 28 73  . 4 2 9 20 1 26 1  . 3 3 2 2 5 1-2 133 55 7  . 9 6 4
Opponents  . 2 6 9 6 167 24 45 10 0 4 23 67  . 4 0 1 17 1 25 1  . 3 3 5 3 8 1-2 132 66 10  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (37), Opp (39). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 5 9 1-1 5 2 1 0/0 0 22.0 13 6 5 10 17 2 0 3  . 1 7 3 5 0 0 1 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 9 8 2-2 5 3 0 0/0 0 19.1 27 13 11 4 8 8 0 0  . 3 3 3 1 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  2 . 8 4 3-3 6 6 1 0/0 0 44.1 45 24 18 17 25 10 0 4  . 2 6 9 6 1 0 3 8
Opponents  4 . 1 4 3-3 6 6 3 1/1 0 44.0 43 29 26 20 26 8 2 6  . 2 5 3 3 1 0 2 5
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 22, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
Totals 783 166 231 145 53 10 20 364 109 0 42 9 13 18 8 4 157 590 238 27 191  . 2 9 5







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME
 2 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 12X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 1 12X, MR VS. JSU (3-22) RBI SAME
 2 6X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .341 30-30 82 25 28 12 2 1 12 47 .573 25 1 19 0 .491 2 2 5-7 36 0 1 .973
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .230 30-30 87 21 20 8 0 4 17 40 .460 10 3 21 1 .324 2 2 3-3 156 17 1 .994
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 4X, MR VS. JSU (3-22) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .313 28-28 80 18 25 4 1 4 21 43 .538 8 4 15 0 .402 0 1 10-10 44 48 7 .929






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS 8X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) TRIPLES 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS 8X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .272 30-03 81 19 22 7 2 3 14 42 .519 11 0 22 0 .351 2 2 5-7 23 67 4 .957
CAREER .216 129-114 218 44 47 10 2 8 30 85 .390 30 1 57 0 .311 2 8 15-20 131 211 28 .923
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 2X, MR VS.DAYTON (3-2) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .250 24-17 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 20 0 1 0 .500 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.03 12-8 24 15 7 2/0 1 94.2 103 48 41 14 70 23 0 4 405 .272 4 2 0 2 8
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .333 29-29 78 21 26 8 1 3 9 45 .577 13 2 18 0 .441 0 1 4-4 32 7 1 .975
Totals .250 136-132 332 62 83 23 1 9 38 135 .407 50 14 77 1 .368 3 12 23-26 188 37 8 .966
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 2 10 1 .923
TOTALS .083 48-17 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 6 31 3 .925
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.35 6-2 21 8 3 2/1 2 65.2 43 26 22 23 58 6 1 9 262 .186 9 2 0 1 5
TOTALS 2.69 13-6 48 17 8 3/1 4 159.0 129 85 61 88 112 18 1 15 699 .221 28 10 1 4 14
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS MR, VS. MTSU (3-18-18) 4
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RUNS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 1 VS. JACKSONVILLE ST. (3-22) STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .294 30-30 85 13 25 4 0 1 14 32 .376 12 1 20 0 .388 0 0 1-2 55 13 2 .971
CAREER .253 80-60 154 22 39 7 3 2 24 58 .377 14 5 30 2 .333 1 2 2-3 177 15 3 .985
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 11-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 9 0 1.000
TOTALS .214 70-58 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 113 36 2 .987
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 4.74 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6 163 .333 0 2 0 0 2
TOTALS 4.50 9-13 37 24 13 1/1 2 151.0 202 118 97 62 98 30 4 16 713 .324 7 10 1 7 11
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .188 20-11 48 8 9 2 1 0 5 13 .271 3 0 9 2 .235 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .206 64-42 155 20 32 6 1 3 18 49 .316 16 0 36 3 .279 1 1 0-0 25 2 3 .900







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .214 26-65 70 8 15 0 0 0 13 15 .214 4 0 8 0 .253 1 2 0-0 50 35 4 .955
TOTALS .175 85-83 200 24 35 4 0 0 21 39 .195 18 6 34 0 .262 1 7 3-4 222 114 11 .968
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 6-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 13-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) HOME RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .376 29-28 85 18 32 5 2 3 28 50 .588 14 2 10 0 .471 1 3 9-9 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .341 26-26 82 13 28 3 1 0 9 33 .402 7 0 13 1 .393 0 5 4-5 177 5 4 .978
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3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, March 30, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 31 & 32 box scores attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
FIVE HILLTOPPER HOME RUNS CLINCH DOUBLEHEADER SWEEP AT CHARLOTTE 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – A five home run day from the WKU Softball bats helped the Hilltoppers clinch their 
second Conference USA series victory on Friday with a doubleheader sweep over Charlotte. Game one 
saw the Red and White score all three runs of their 3-2 win off leadoff home runs before WKU added 
two more long balls in a 5-1 game two victory. 
“The long ball was huge for us today,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “We did a great job of picking our 
pitches and kept our bats in the zone, which resulted in some hard hits. I’m really proud of how we 
played defense and ran the bases today.” 
“We still have a bit to work on but our effort has been there all week,” Tudor continued “The team has 
been focused in practice and carried that into today’s doubleheader.” 
The Hilltoppers climbed to 21-11 on the season with the wins while improving to 5-3 in C-USA tilts. 
Charlotte fell to 10-21 with the setbacks and now sits at 4-7 in league play. 
Saturday’s series finale is slated for 11 a.m. CT from the Sue M. Daughtridge Stadium. The Hilltoppers 
will look for their first series sweep since the 2017 series against Southern Miss. 
GAME 31: WKU 3, CHARLOTTE 2 
Jordan Thomas made sure the Hilltoppers struck first in Friday’s opening game, knocking the third pitch 
of the day to straight-away center field for her second home run of the season. Charlotte responded in 
its first trip to the plate by capitalizing on a walk followed by an RBI double. 
WKU struck again in the top of the third with another leadoff home run, that time coming off the bat of 
Rebekah Engelhardt to regain the Hilltopper advantage. The fourth inning opened the same way as the 
first and third – with another leadoff dinger – as Kelsey McGuffin notched her fourth home run of the 
season. 
Charlotte got one run back in the bottom of the sixth after Charlotte’s leadoff batter singled and 
ultimately came around to score. Kelsey Aikey worked through the sixth frame stranding the sixth and 
seventh Charlotte batters of the day at the frame’s close. 
Shelby Nunn closed things out in the circle for the Red and White, picking up three outs and her second 
save of the season. Charlotte stranded a pair of runners on board after a walk and a hit in the frame. 
Aikey secured the win with 6.0 innings of work for the Hilltoppers, moving to 7-2 on her sophomore 
campaign. 
GAME 32: WKU 5, CHARLOTTE 1 
The Hilltoppers struck first again in game two from the Sue M. Daughtridge Stadium. Following a 
scoreless first frame on both sides, the Hilltoppers launched their fourth leadoff home run of the day as 
McGuffin got WKU started with her second homer on the day. Brittany Vaughn followed with a single to 
register her first at bat of the day (2 walks, HBP in game one). Two batters later, Engelhardt pushed the 
WKU advantage to 3-0 with a two-run dinger over the left-center fence to leave the park for the second 
time on the day. 
Charlotte would scratch across the next run, coming in the bottom of the fourth with a two-out RBI 
single to avoid the shutout. Nunn would work out of the frame leaving the bases full of 49er runners. 
Vaughn plated the Hilltoppers’ first non-home run tally of the day with her first sacrifice fly of the season 
as Paige Carter touched home. The Red and White tacked on an insurance run in their final trip to the 
plate with another sacrifice fly. After Jordan Vorbrink got on board with a leadoff single, Carter moved 
her into scoring position with a sac bunt. Vorbrink advanced to third on a wild pitch before McGuffin 
stepped into the box and score Vorbrink with a sac fly deep to right field for the final 5-1 margin. 
Nunn tossed her eighth complete game of the season en route to her 13th win in the circle for the 
Hilltoppers. The freshman used 103 pitches to register five strikeouts while allowing one Charlotte run. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Jordan Thomas continued her leadoff dominance by opening the series with her second home run 
of the season. Game two opened with a leadoff single from the freshman. Thomas is now 24-
for-45 in leadoff opportunities. 
•Rebekah Engelhardt added her fourth home run of the season to lead off the third inning of game 
one before adding her fifth long ball of the year in the second inning of game two. Kelsey 
McGuffin added WKU’s third home run of game one– her fourth of the year – to lead off the 
fourth frame before adding her fifth homer of the year in the second inning of game two. WKU’s 
3-home run game marked the squad’s third outing of such of the season. 
•The Hilltoppers now own 25 home runs on the season. Entering the day, WKU had only hit one 
leadoff home run before 4-of-5 came in that fashion on Friday. Eleven of WKU’s homers have 
come in C-USA play (eight games). 
•Brittany Vaughn stole her team-leading 11th and 12th bases on the day and has yet to be caught 
stealing on the season. As a team, WKU is 45-for-54 in stolen bases. 
•WKU improved to 8-4 all-time against Charlotte with the doubleheader sweep. The Hilltoppers are 
now 3-2 when playing in Charlotte. 
•Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin each tallied a pair of hits in the day’s second game. Vorbrink 
now owns four multi-hit games on the year while McGuffin is up to nine. 
•Kelsey McGuffin and Rebekah Engelhardt each tallied multiple RBI in game two. McGuffin and 
Engelhardt are both now up to four multi-RBI games on the season. 
 
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 03, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 13-6   Home: 6-3   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 2 3 18-17 52 13 22 4 2 2 21 36  . 6 9 2 8 1 6 0  . 5 0 0 1 2 7-7 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 1 3 15-15 46 7 19 2 1 0 5 23  . 5 0 0 5 0 6 0  . 4 7 1 0 1 3-4 97 3 3  . 9 7 1
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 7 5 19-19 56 15 21 2 1 4 16 37  . 6 6 1 7 3 7 0  . 4 7 0 0 0 5-5 30 34 2  . 9 7 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 4 19-19 48 17 17 7 2 0 6 28  . 5 8 3 18 1 12 0  . 5 3 7 0 2 5-7 21 0 1  . 9 5 5
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 8 19-19 52 15 16 6 0 2 4 28  . 5 3 8 12 1 12 0  . 4 4 6 0 0 4-4 17 6 1  . 9 5 8
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 8 19-19 52 9 15 3 0 1 11 21  . 4 0 4 5 1 10 0  . 3 6 2 0 0 0-1 40 4 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 8 1 19-19 57 15 16 7 0 2 10 29  . 5 0 9 7 3 15 1  . 3 8 2 1 0 3-3 101 12 1  . 9 9 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 5 19-19 51 11 14 4 1 2 12 26  . 5 1 0 9 0 16 0  . 3 7 1 2 1 5-7 12 38 2  . 9 6 2
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 9 17-17 46 7 11 0 0 0 11 11  . 2 3 9 4 0 2 0  . 2 9 4 1 1 0-0 34 25 2  . 9 6 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 2 6 13-8 31 7 7 1 1 0 3 10  . 3 2 3 2 0 5 2  . 2 7 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 16 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 2 2 19 491 117 158 36 8 13 99 249  . 5 0 7 77 10 91 3  . 4 2 0 5 7 33-39 360 145 15  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 5 8 19 469 62 121 28 1 10 57 181  . 3 8 6 24 5 97 1  . 3 0 1 0 7 6-11 350 128 21  . 9 5 8
LOB - Team (125), Opp (85). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (6). Picked off - CARTER,P. 1, MCGUFFIN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 8 3-1 11 3 1 1/1 2 27.2 18 12 9 4 29 4 0 2  . 1 8 4 4 2 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 6 9 9-4 15 10 7 2/0 1 65.0 63 25 25 7 50 13 0 3  . 2 4 8 1 1 0 0 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 0 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5  . 3 3 9 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 3 8 13-6 19 19 8 4/1 3 120.0 121 62 58 24 97 28 1 10  . 2 5 8 6 5 0 0 7
Opponents  6 . 0 6 6-13 19 19 5 2/1 3 116.2 158 117 101 77 91 36 8 13  . 3 2 2 14 10 0 5 7
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (6-11), NUNN,S. (5-6), AIKEY,K. (0-3),
TOWERS,H. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 03, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 44 40 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 18 2 16 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 114 101 12 1  . 9 9 1 1 6 5  . 5 4 5 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 103 97 3 3  . 9 7 1 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 66 30 34 2  . 9 7 0 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 61 34 25 2  . 9 6 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 52 12 38 2  . 9 6 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 24 17 6 1  . 9 5 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 22 21 0 1  . 9 5 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 3 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0 3  . 0 0 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 520 360 145 15  . 9 7 1 4 6 5  . 5 4 5 0 0
Opponents 499 350 128 21  . 9 5 8 6 33 6  . 8 4 6 4 0
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, March 31, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 33 box score attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
WKU DROPS SATURDAY FINALE AT CHARLOTTE, WINS SERIES 2-1 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – WKU Softball closed weekend play at Charlotte with a 3-0 loss to the 49ers on 
Saturday after securing the series victory by claiming both sides of Friday’s doubleheader. The 
Hilltoppers moved to 21-12 overall and 5-4 in Conference USA action with the weekend results. 
On the series, WKU registered a collective .429 slugging percentage while adding 10 walks, three hit by 
pitches, two sac flies and five sac hits. As a team, WKU posted a .329 on-base percentage led by Brittany 
Vaughn’s .700 clip. Vaughn went 1-for-3 on the series while adding three walks, three hit by pitches and 
a sac fly. 
In the 49ers’ first trip to the plate in Saturday’s finale, the home squad put two runners on before the 
Hilltoppers recorded an out on a sacrifice bunt. With two outs, Charlotte loaded the bases after a walk 
but WKU was able to get back to the dugout unscathed thanks to Kelsey Aikey’s first strike out of the 
day. 
Charlotte registered the game’s first run for the first time in the weekend series as the 49ers combined a 
double, sacrifice bunt and single through the left side to get on the scoreboard. The hosts added a pair 
of runs in the bottom of the fifth to extend their lead to 3-0. 
WKU broke up Charlotte pitcher Haley Wiseman’s no-hit bid with two outs in the top of the sixth inning 
as Jordan Vorbrink singled to centerfield. Tommi Stowers added the Hilltoppers’ second hit of the day in 
a pinch-hit appearance in the seventh inning. 
Aikey took the decision after tossing 4.1 innings. Charlotte posted three earned runs on eight hits while 
Aikey struck out a pair while throwing 75 pitches. Shelby Nunn closed the final 1.2 innings in from the 
Sue M. Daughtridge Stadium while allowing just one hit and one walk while picking up a strikeout. 
Next up, WKU will head to Murray, Ky., for a non-conference tilt at Murray State on Wednesday, April 4. 
First pitch against the Racers is slated for 5 p.m. CT. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Jordan Thomas continued her leadoff dominance and is now 25-for-47 in leadoff opportunities for 
a .532 OBP. 
•WKU moved to 8-5 all-time against Charlotte with the doubleheader sweep. The Hilltoppers are 
now 3-3 when playing in Charlotte. 
•Brittany Vaughn stole her team-leading 13th base of the season and has yet to be caught. Jordan 
Vorbrink also swiped a bag for her second of the year while WKU moved to 47-for-56 on the 
base paths. 
•Both of the Hilltoppers’ hits on the day were from the leadoff position. WKU finished 9-for-21 in 
leadoff situations on the series. 
 
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 04, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 14-6   Home: 7-3   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 0 19-18 55 13 22 4 2 2 21 36  . 6 5 5 8 1 9 0  . 4 7 7 1 2 7-7 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 8 16-16 49 7 19 2 1 0 5 23  . 4 6 9 5 0 8 0  . 4 4 4 0 1 3-4 103 3 3  . 9 7 2
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 5 6 20-20 59 15 21 2 1 4 16 37  . 6 2 7 7 3 9 0  . 4 4 9 0 0 5-5 32 36 4  . 9 4 4
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 7 20-20 49 17 17 7 2 0 6 28  . 5 7 1 20 1 12 0  . 5 4 3 0 2 5-7 22 0 1  . 9 5 7
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 2 20-20 53 15 16 6 0 2 4 28  . 5 2 8 12 1 12 0  . 4 3 9 0 1 4-4 18 6 1  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 8 3 20-20 60 16 17 8 0 2 10 31  . 5 1 7 7 3 16 1  . 3 8 0 1 0 3-3 106 13 1  . 9 9 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 3 20-20 55 9 15 3 0 1 11 21  . 3 8 2 5 1 11 0  . 3 4 4 0 0 0-1 41 4 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 6 5 18-18 49 7 13 0 0 0 12 13  . 2 6 5 4 0 2 0  . 3 1 5 1 1 0-0 38 25 2  . 9 6 9
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 4 20-20 53 11 14 4 1 2 12 26  . 4 9 1 10 0 16 0  . 3 6 9 2 1 5-7 13 41 2  . 9 6 4
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 2 6 13-8 31 7 7 1 1 0 3 10  . 3 2 3 2 0 5 2  . 2 7 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 16 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 4 20 513 118 161 37 8 13 100 253  . 4 9 3 80 10 100 3  . 4 1 3 5 8 33-39 381 151 17  . 9 6 9
Opponents  . 2 4 8 20 491 62 122 28 1 10 57 182  . 3 7 1 26 5 102 1  . 2 9 3 0 7 7-13 369 131 22  . 9 5 8
LOB - Team (131), Opp (88). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (6). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 8 2 4-1 12 4 2 2/1 2 34.2 19 12 9 6 34 4 0 2  . 1 5 8 4 2 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 6 9 9-4 15 10 7 2/0 1 65.0 63 25 25 7 50 13 0 3  . 2 4 8 1 1 0 0 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 0 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5  . 3 3 9 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 0 14-6 20 20 9 5/1 3 127.0 122 62 58 26 102 28 1 10  . 2 4 8 6 5 0 0 7
Opponents  5 . 7 5 6-14 20 20 6 2/1 3 123.0 161 118 101 80 100 37 8 13  . 3 1 4 14 10 0 5 8
PB - Team (0), Opp (4). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (7-13), NUNN,S. (5-6), AIKEY,K. (1-5),
TOWERS,H. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 04, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 45 41 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 18 2 16 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 120 106 13 1  . 9 9 2 1 7 6  . 5 3 8 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 109 103 3 3  . 9 7 2 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 65 38 25 2  . 9 6 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 56 13 41 2  . 9 6 4 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 25 18 6 1  . 9 6 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 23 22 0 1  . 9 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 72 32 36 4  . 9 4 4 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 3 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 1 4  . 2 0 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 549 381 151 17  . 9 6 9 5 7 6  . 5 3 8 0 0
Opponents 522 369 131 22  . 9 5 8 6 33 6  . 8 4 6 4 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 07, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 15-6   Home: 8-3   Away: 1-1   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 0-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 4 20-19 57 15 23 4 2 3 23 40  . 7 0 2 10 1 9 0  . 4 9 3 1 2 8-8 4 0 2  . 6 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 0 17-17 50 9 19 2 1 0 5 23  . 4 6 0 7 0 8 0  . 4 5 6 0 2 4-5 110 3 3  . 9 7 4
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 4 9 21-21 63 16 22 2 1 4 18 38  . 6 0 3 7 3 10 0  . 4 3 8 0 0 8-8 37 37 4  . 9 4 9
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 6 21-21 52 18 18 8 2 0 7 30  . 5 7 7 21 1 12 0  . 5 4 1 0 2 5-7 22 0 1  . 9 5 7
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 2 20-20 53 15 16 6 0 2 4 28  . 5 2 8 12 1 12 0  . 4 3 9 0 1 4-4 18 6 1  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 8 6 21-21 63 17 18 8 0 2 12 32  . 5 0 8 7 3 16 1  . 3 7 8 1 1 3-3 113 15 1  . 9 9 2
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 8 6 21-21 56 13 16 6 1 2 12 30  . 5 3 6 10 0 17 0  . 3 8 2 2 1 5-7 13 45 2  . 9 6 7
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 1 21-21 59 10 16 4 0 1 11 23  . 3 9 0 5 1 14 0  . 3 3 8 0 0 0-1 43 4 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 5 0 19-19 52 7 13 0 0 0 12 13  . 2 5 0 4 0 3 0  . 2 9 8 1 1 0-0 38 26 2  . 9 7 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 3 5 14-9 34 7 8 2 1 0 5 12  . 3 5 3 2 0 5 2  . 2 7 8 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 17 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 4 21 539 128 169 42 8 14 109 269  . 4 9 9 85 10 106 3  . 4 1 3 5 10 38-44 402 160 17  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 4 6 21 516 66 127 28 2 12 61 195  . 3 7 8 27 5 110 1  . 2 9 0 0 7 7-14 387 138 23  . 9 5 8
LOB - Team (136), Opp (89). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (6). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 2 4-1 13 5 2 2/1 2 37.2 23 16 13 7 36 4 1 4  . 1 7 4 4 2 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 5 4 10-4 16 10 7 2/0 1 69.0 64 25 25 7 56 13 0 3  . 2 4 0 1 1 0 0 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 0 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5  . 3 3 9 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 4 15-6 21 21 9 5/1 3 134.0 127 66 62 27 110 28 2 12  . 2 4 6 6 5 0 0 7
Opponents  6 . 0 2 6-15 21 21 6 2/1 3 129.0 169 128 111 85 106 42 8 14  . 3 1 4 14 10 0 5 10
PB - Team (0), Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (7-14), NUNN,S. (5-6), AIKEY,K. (1-6),
TOWERS,H. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 07, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 47 43 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 19 2 17 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 129 113 15 1  . 9 9 2 1 7 7  . 5 0 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 116 110 3 3  . 9 7 4 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 66 38 26 2  . 9 7 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 60 13 45 2  . 9 6 7 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 25 18 6 1  . 9 6 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 23 22 0 1  . 9 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 78 37 37 4  . 9 4 9 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 4 0 2  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 3 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 1 5  . 1 6 7 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 579 402 160 17  . 9 7 1 5 7 7  . 5 0 0 0 0
Opponents 548 387 138 23  . 9 5 8 6 38 6  . 8 6 4 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 10, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 17-6   Home: 8-3   Away: 3-1   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 2-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 1 9 22-21 62 16 26 5 2 3 24 44  . 7 1 0 11 1 9 0  . 5 0 7 1 3 8-8 5 0 2  . 7 1 4
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 5 7 19-19 56 10 20 2 1 0 6 24  . 4 2 9 7 0 9 0  . 4 2 9 0 3 4-5 123 3 3  . 9 7 7
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 5 23-23 58 20 20 9 2 0 8 33  . 5 6 9 22 1 14 0  . 5 2 4 1 2 5-7 26 0 1  . 9 6 3
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 3 8 22-22 65 16 22 2 1 4 18 38  . 5 8 5 7 3 10 0  . 4 2 7 0 0 8-8 37 37 4  . 9 4 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 2 8 23-23 64 12 21 4 0 1 14 28  . 4 3 8 7 1 14 0  . 4 0 3 0 0 0-1 46 6 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 2 2 22-22 59 18 19 6 1 2 6 33  . 5 5 9 12 1 13 0  . 4 4 4 0 1 4-4 21 6 1  . 9 6 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 6 23-23 62 16 19 6 2 3 14 38  . 6 1 3 10 0 19 0  . 3 9 2 2 1 5-7 13 49 2  . 9 6 9
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 7 9 23-23 68 18 19 8 0 3 15 36  . 5 2 9 8 3 16 1  . 3 7 0 2 1 3-3 123 15 1  . 9 9 3
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 5 4 21-21 59 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 5 4 4 0 4 0  . 2 9 7 1 1 0-0 39 29 3  . 9 5 8
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 3 7 16-10 38 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 3 4 2 3 0 5 2  . 2 9 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 18 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 2 1 23 591 143 190 44 10 16 123 302  . 5 1 1 91 10 113 3  . 4 1 6 7 12 38-44 438 170 18  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 4 2 23 559 70 135 29 2 13 65 207  . 3 7 0 29 5 120 1  . 2 8 4 2 7 8-15 423 157 25  . 9 5 9
LOB - Team (147), Opp (96). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (9). Picked off - CARTER,P. 1, MCGUFFIN,K. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 8 5-1 15 6 3 2/1 2 45.0 26 17 14 7 43 4 1 5  . 1 6 6 5 2 0 0 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 6 6 11-4 17 11 7 2/0 1 73.2 69 28 28 9 59 14 0 3  . 2 4 2 1 1 0 2 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 0 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5  . 3 3 9 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 1 6 17-6 23 23 10 5/1 3 146.0 135 70 66 29 120 29 2 13  . 2 4 2 7 5 0 2 7
Opponents  6 . 2 1 6-17 23 23 7 2/1 3 141.0 190 143 125 91 113 44 10 16  . 3 2 1 14 10 0 7 12
PB - Team (0), Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (8-15), AIKEY,K. (2-7), NUNN,S. (5-6),
TOWERS,H. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 10, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 52 46 6 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 20 2 18 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 139 123 15 1  . 9 9 3 1 8 7  . 5 3 3 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 129 123 3 3  . 9 7 7 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 64 13 49 2  . 9 6 9 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 28 21 6 1  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 27 26 0 1  . 9 6 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 71 39 29 3  . 9 5 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 78 37 37 4  . 9 4 9 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 4 1 2 1  . 7 5 0 0 2 5  . 2 8 6 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 7 5 0 2  . 7 1 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 626 438 170 18  . 9 7 1 5 8 7  . 5 3 3 0 0
Opponents 605 423 157 25  . 9 5 9 9 38 6  . 8 6 4 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 10, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 2-0   Home: 0-0   Away: 2-0   C-USA: 2-0
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 1.000 2-2 5 2 5 0 0 0 3 5 1.000 2 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 0-0 3 2 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 6 0 0 2-2 5 1 3 1 0 0 1 4  . 8 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 6 6 7 0 1 0-0 1 0 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 5 0 0 2-2 6 3 3 0 1 0 2 5  . 8 3 3 0 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 5 0 0 2-2 6 3 3 0 1 1 2 8 1.333 0 0 2 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 2-2 6 2 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 5 0 0 1 0 2 0  . 3 7 5 1 0 0-0 4 0 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 8 6 2-2 7 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 2 8 6 0 0 1 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 0-0 1 3 1  . 8 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 5 0 2-1 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 2 5 0 1 0 0 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 0 0 2-2 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 2 8 6 1 0 0-0 10 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 1 6 7 2-2 6 1 1 0 0 0 1 1  . 1 6 7 0 0 1 0  . 1 6 7 0 1 0-0 13 0 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 0 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 4 0 4 2 52 15 21 2 2 2 14 33  . 6 3 5 6 0 7 0  . 4 5 0 2 2 0-0 36 10 1  . 9 7 9
Opponents  . 1 8 6 2 43 4 8 1 0 1 4 12  . 2 7 9 2 0 10 0  . 2 1 3 2 0 1-1 36 19 2  . 9 6 5
LOB - Team (11), Opp (7). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (3).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  0 . 9 5 1-0 2 1 1 0/0 0 7.1 3 1 1 0 7 0 0 1  . 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 5 0 1-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 1 0 0  . 2 7 8 0 0 0 2 0
Totals  2 . 3 3 2-0 2 2 1 0/0 0 12.0 8 4 4 2 10 1 0 1  . 1 8 6 1 0 0 2 0
Opponents  8 . 1 7 0-2 2 2 1 0/0 0 12.0 21 15 14 6 7 2 2 2  . 4 0 4 0 0 0 2 2
SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-1), AIKEY,K. (1-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 10, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 13 13 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 10 10 0 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 5 3 2 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 4 0 4 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 3 3 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 1 1 0 0 1.000 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 1 0 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 5 1 3 1  . 8 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 47 36 10 1  . 9 7 9 0 1 0 1.000 0 0
Opponents 57 36 19 2  . 9 6 5 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 11, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 17-7   Home: 8-3   Away: 3-2   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 2-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 3 23-22 67 16 27 5 2 3 24 45  . 6 7 2 11 1 9 0  . 4 8 8 1 3 8-8 5 1 2  . 7 5 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 3 20-20 60 10 23 2 1 0 6 27  . 4 5 0 7 0 9 0  . 4 4 8 0 4 4-5 137 4 3  . 9 7 9
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 3 8 22-22 65 16 22 2 1 4 18 38  . 5 8 5 7 3 10 0  . 4 2 7 0 0 8-8 37 37 4  . 9 4 9
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 3 24-24 62 20 20 9 2 0 8 33  . 5 3 2 23 1 14 0  . 5 0 6 1 2 5-7 27 0 1  . 9 6 4
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 7 23-23 63 18 20 7 1 2 6 35  . 5 5 6 12 1 14 0  . 4 3 4 0 1 4-4 22 6 1  . 9 6 6
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 3 24-24 67 12 21 4 0 1 14 28  . 4 1 8 9 1 15 0  . 4 0 3 0 0 0-1 47 10 2  . 9 6 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 3 24-24 66 16 20 6 2 3 14 39  . 5 9 1 10 0 21 0  . 3 8 5 2 1 5-7 15 52 2  . 9 7 1
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 6 4 24-24 72 18 19 8 0 3 15 36  . 5 0 0 8 3 17 1  . 3 5 3 2 2 3-3 130 16 1  . 9 9 3
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 8 22-22 63 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 3 8 4 0 5 0  . 2 7 9 1 1 0-0 44 31 3  . 9 6 2
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 9 17-11 43 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 3 0 2 3 0 7 2  . 2 6 1 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 20 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 1 2 24 629 143 196 45 10 16 123 309  . 4 9 1 94 10 122 3  . 4 0 5 7 14 38-44 469 188 20  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 3 9 24 595 72 142 31 2 14 67 219  . 3 6 8 33 5 126 1  . 2 8 3 2 8 8-16 456 171 26  . 9 6 0
LOB - Team (157), Opp (104). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (10). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 2 9 5-2 16 6 3 2/1 2 49.0 30 19 16 10 46 4 1 6  . 1 7 5 5 2 0 0 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 4 5 11-4 18 12 7 2/0 1 80.0 72 28 28 10 62 16 0 3  . 2 3 5 1 1 0 2 5
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 8 0 1-1 8 6 0 0/1 0 25.1 37 22 21 9 16 11 1 5  . 3 3 9 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 0 4 17-7 24 24 10 5/1 3 156.1 142 72 68 33 126 31 2 14  . 2 3 9 7 5 0 2 8
Opponents  5 . 7 6 7-17 24 24 7 3/2 3 152.0 196 143 125 94 122 45 10 16  . 3 1 2 14 10 0 7 14
PB - Team (0), Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (8-16), AIKEY,K. (2-8), NUNN,S. (5-6),
TOWERS,H. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 11, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 22 2 20 0 1.000 0 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 147 130 16 1  . 9 9 3 1 8 8  . 5 0 0 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 144 137 4 3  . 9 7 9 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 69 15 52 2  . 9 7 1 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 59 47 10 2  . 9 6 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 29 22 6 1  . 9 6 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 28 27 0 1  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 78 44 31 3  . 9 6 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 78 37 37 4  . 9 4 9 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 0 2 6  . 2 5 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 8 5 1 2  . 7 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 677 469 188 20  . 9 7 0 5 8 8  . 5 0 0 0 0
Opponents 653 456 171 26  . 9 6 0 10 38 6  . 8 6 4 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 11, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 2-1   Home: 0-0   Away: 2-1   C-USA: 2-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 6 2 5 3-3 8 2 5 0 0 0 3 5  . 6 2 5 4 0 1 0  . 7 5 0 0 0 0-0 4 6 2  . 8 3 3
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 1 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 5 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 4 5 5 0 1 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 3 4 0 1 1 2 9  . 9 0 0 0 0 4 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 7 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 1 4 0 0 0 1 4  . 4 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 4 0 0 0 2 0-0 27 1 0 1.000
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 0 3-3 10 3 4 1 1 0 2 7  . 7 0 0 0 0 2 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-0 4 0 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 0 0 3-3 10 2 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 3 0 8 1 0 0-0 5 0 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 2 3-3 11 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 0 0 2 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 6 5 1  . 9 1 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 1 1 3-2 9 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 1 1 1 1 0 2 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 1 1 3-3 9 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 4 4 4 1 0 1 0  . 1 8 2 1 1 0-0 17 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 0 0 0 1-1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 0 0 3 90 15 27 3 2 2 14 40  . 4 4 4 9 0 16 0  . 3 5 6 2 4 0-0 67 28 3  . 9 6 9
Opponents  . 1 9 0 3 79 6 15 3 0 2 6 24  . 3 0 4 6 0 16 0  . 2 4 1 2 1 1-2 69 33 3  . 9 7 1
LOB - Team (21), Opp (15). DPs turned - Team (0), Opp (4).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 8 5 1-1 3 1 1 0/0 0 11.1 7 3 3 3 10 0 0 2  . 1 7 9 1 0 0 0 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  1 . 9 1 1-0 2 2 0 0/0 0 11.0 8 3 3 3 6 3 0 0  . 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals  1 . 8 8 2-1 3 3 1 0/0 0 22.1 15 6 6 6 16 3 0 2  . 1 9 0 1 0 0 2 1
Opponents  4 . 2 6 1-2 3 3 1 1/1 0 23.0 27 15 14 9 16 3 2 2  . 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 4
PB - Team (0), Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 11, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 28 27 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 18 17 1 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 9 2 7 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 5 1 4 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 5 5 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 4 4 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 3 0 3 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 12 6 5 1  . 9 1 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 12 4 6 2  . 8 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 98 67 28 3  . 9 6 9 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
Opponents 105 69 33 3  . 9 7 1 4 0 0   - - - 1 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 13, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 17-8   Home: 8-3   Away: 3-3   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 2-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 1 4 24-23 70 16 29 5 2 3 26 47  . 6 7 1 11 1 9 0  . 4 9 4 1 3 8-8 5 1 2  . 7 5 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 8 1 21-21 63 10 24 2 1 0 7 28  . 4 4 4 7 0 9 0  . 4 4 3 0 5 4-5 142 4 3  . 9 8 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 8 25-25 65 22 22 10 2 0 8 36  . 5 5 4 24 1 15 0  . 5 1 6 1 2 5-7 27 0 1  . 9 6 4
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 4 23-23 68 16 22 2 1 4 18 38  . 5 5 9 7 3 11 0  . 4 1 0 0 0 9-9 38 40 4  . 9 5 1
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 4 25-25 70 12 22 4 0 1 14 29  . 4 1 4 9 1 17 0  . 4 0 0 0 0 0-1 49 11 2  . 9 6 8
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 8 24-24 65 18 20 7 1 2 6 35  . 5 3 8 12 1 16 0  . 4 2 3 0 1 4-4 24 6 1  . 9 6 8
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 4 25-25 69 17 21 7 2 3 14 41  . 5 9 4 10 0 22 0  . 3 8 3 2 1 5-7 17 54 3  . 9 5 9
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 5 3 25-25 75 18 19 8 0 3 15 36  . 4 8 0 8 3 18 1  . 3 4 1 2 2 3-3 134 17 1  . 9 9 3
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 7 23-23 66 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 2 7 4 0 5 0  . 2 6 8 1 1 0-0 45 32 3  . 9 6 3
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 5 18-11 44 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 9 5 3 0 7 2  . 2 5 5 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 21 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 0 9 25 656 146 203 47 10 16 126 318  . 4 8 5 95 10 130 3  . 4 0 1 7 15 39-45 487 197 21  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 4 7 25 623 79 154 31 2 16 74 237  . 3 8 0 38 5 130 1  . 2 9 5 2 9 13-21 477 180 26  . 9 6 2
LOB - Team (162), Opp (113). DPs turned - Team (6), Opp (10). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 6 4 5-2 17 6 3 2/1 2 50.1 33 22 19 12 46 4 1 7  . 1 8 5 5 2 0 0 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 7 0 11-5 19 13 7 2/0 1 83.0 78 32 32 12 63 16 0 4  . 2 4 4 1 1 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 4 4 1-1 9 6 0 0/1 0 27.0 40 22 21 10 19 11 1 5  . 3 4 2 0 1 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 10.50 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 3 3 3 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 7 5 1 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 3 17-8 25 25 10 5/1 3 162.1 154 79 75 38 130 31 2 16  . 2 4 7 7 5 0 2 9
Opponents  5 . 6 4 8-17 25 25 7 3/2 3 159.0 203 146 128 95 130 47 10 16  . 3 0 9 15 10 0 7 15
PB - Team (0), Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (13-21), AIKEY,K. (3-9), NUNN,S. (7-8),
TOWERS,H. (3-4).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 13, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 24 3 21 0 1.000 1 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 3 1  . 7 5 0 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 152 134 17 1  . 9 9 3 1 13 8  . 6 1 9 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 149 142 4 3  . 9 8 0 6 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 62 49 11 2  . 9 6 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 31 24 6 1  . 9 6 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 28 27 0 1  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 80 45 32 3  . 9 6 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 74 17 54 3  . 9 5 9 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 82 38 40 4  . 9 5 1 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 8 5 1 2  . 7 5 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 705 487 197 21  . 9 7 0 6 13 8  . 6 1 9 0 0
Opponents 683 477 180 26  . 9 6 2 10 39 6  . 8 6 7 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 14, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 17-9   Home: 8-3   Away: 3-4   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 2-1
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 4 1 7 25-24 72 16 30 5 2 3 26 48  . 6 6 7 11 2 9 0  . 5 0 0 1 3 8-9 5 2 2  . 7 7 8
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 6 4 22-22 66 10 24 2 1 0 7 28  . 4 2 4 7 0 10 0  . 4 2 5 0 5 4-5 149 5 3  . 9 8 1
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 4 24-24 71 16 23 2 1 4 18 39  . 5 4 9 7 3 13 0  . 4 0 7 0 0 9-9 40 42 6  . 9 3 2
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 4 26-26 68 22 22 10 2 0 8 36  . 5 2 9 24 1 16 0  . 5 0 0 1 2 5-7 27 0 1  . 9 6 4
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 5 26-26 73 12 23 4 0 1 14 30  . 4 1 1 9 1 18 0  . 3 9 8 0 0 0-1 50 11 2  . 9 6 8
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 25-25 67 18 21 7 1 2 6 36  . 5 3 7 12 1 17 0  . 4 2 5 0 1 4-4 25 6 1  . 9 6 9
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 3 0 0 26-26 70 17 21 7 2 3 14 41  . 5 8 6 10 0 22 0  . 3 7 8 2 2 5-7 19 55 3  . 9 6 1
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 4 7 26-26 77 18 19 8 0 3 15 36  . 4 6 8 8 3 20 1  . 3 3 3 2 2 3-3 134 17 1  . 9 9 3
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 1 24-24 68 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 2 1 4 0 6 0  . 2 6 0 1 1 0-0 47 34 3  . 9 6 4
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 2 0 0 19-11 45 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 8 9 3 0 8 2  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 21 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 0 5 26 678 146 207 47 10 16 126 322  . 4 7 5 95 11 140 3  . 3 9 6 7 16 39-46 503 206 23  . 9 6 9
Opponents  . 2 5 1 26 649 87 163 34 2 16 82 249  . 3 8 4 44 6 131 1  . 3 0 4 2 9 14-22 495 181 28  . 9 6 0
LOB - Team (168), Opp (122). DPs turned - Team (6), Opp (10). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 6 2 5-2 18 6 3 2/1 2 50.2 35 22 19 12 46 4 1 7  . 1 9 4 5 2 0 0 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 6 8 11-6 20 14 7 2/0 1 83.2 82 37 32 13 63 17 0 4  . 2 5 1 1 1 0 2 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 10 6 0 0/1 0 31.0 43 23 21 12 20 13 1 5  . 3 2 3 0 2 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 1 17-9 26 26 10 5/1 3 167.2 163 87 77 44 131 34 2 16  . 2 5 1 8 6 0 2 9
Opponents  5 . 4 3 9-17 26 26 8 4/2 3 165.0 207 146 128 95 140 47 10 16  . 3 0 5 15 11 0 7 16
PB - Team (0), Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9), NUNN,S. (7-8),
TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 14, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 24 3 21 0 1.000 1 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 8 2 6 0 1.000 0 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 152 134 17 1  . 9 9 3 1 14 8  . 6 3 6 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 157 149 5 3  . 9 8 1 6 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 32 25 6 1  . 9 6 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 63 50 11 2  . 9 6 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 84 47 34 3  . 9 6 4 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 28 27 0 1  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 77 19 55 3  . 9 6 1 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 88 40 42 6  . 9 3 2 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 1 6 1  . 8 7 5 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 9 5 2 2  . 7 7 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 732 503 206 23  . 9 6 9 6 14 8  . 6 3 6 0 0
Opponents 704 495 181 28  . 9 6 0 10 39 7  . 8 4 8 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 18-10   Home: 9-4   Away: 3-4   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 3-2
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 5 0 0 2-1 2 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 2.000 1 0 0 0  . 6 6 7 0 0 0-0 3 23 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 8 0 27-26 79 17 30 5 2 3 26 48  . 6 0 8 12 2 9 0  . 4 6 8 1 3 8-9 8 2 2  . 8 3 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 5 1 24-24 74 12 26 3 1 0 8 31  . 4 1 9 7 0 11 0  . 4 0 7 0 5 4-5 162 5 4  . 9 7 7
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 4 7 27-27 72 21 25 8 1 3 9 44  . 6 1 1 13 1 18 0  . 4 5 3 0 1 4-5 30 7 1  . 9 7 4
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 28-28 75 24 25 11 2 1 10 43  . 5 7 3 25 1 17 0  . 5 0 0 1 2 5-7 32 0 1  . 9 7 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 6 26-26 76 17 24 3 1 4 19 41  . 5 3 9 7 4 14 0  . 4 0 2 0 0 9-9 40 44 7  . 9 2 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 9 1 28-28 79 12 23 4 0 1 14 30  . 3 8 0 10 1 18 0  . 3 7 8 0 0 0-1 54 13 2  . 9 7 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 6 28-28 76 17 21 7 2 3 14 41  . 5 3 9 10 0 22 0  . 3 5 2 2 2 5-7 22 60 3  . 9 6 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 4 7 28-28 81 20 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 9 4 10 3 21 1  . 3 4 4 2 2 3-3 141 17 1  . 9 9 4
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 1 25-25 68 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 2 1 4 0 6 0  . 2 6 0 1 1 0-0 48 34 4  . 9 5 3
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 8 20-11 48 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 7 1 3 0 9 2  . 2 3 5 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 3 0 0 28 731 158 219 51 10 20 138 350  . 4 7 9 102 12 146 3  . 3 9 1 7 16 39-47 545 222 26  . 9 6 7
Opponents  . 2 5 9 28 706 100 183 39 2 17 94 277  . 3 9 2 49 7 136 1  . 3 1 2 3 13 14-22 534 203 34  . 9 5 6
LOB - Team (178), Opp (135). DPs turned - Team (8), Opp (10). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 4 5-2 19 6 3 2/1 2 57.1 40 24 20 14 50 6 1 7  . 1 9 7 7 2 0 1 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 6 12-7 22 15 7 2/0 1 88.0 92 43 36 13 64 20 0 4  . 2 6 3 1 2 0 2 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 4 18-10 28 28 10 5/1 3 181.2 183 100 84 49 136 39 2 17  . 2 5 9 10 7 0 3 13
Opponents  5 . 4 3 10-18 28 28 9 4/2 3 178.0 219 158 138 102 146 51 10 20  . 3 0 0 17 12 0 7 16
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (7-8), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 26 3 23 0 1.000 1 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 11 2 9 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 159 141 17 1  . 9 9 4 2 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 171 162 5 4  . 9 7 7 7 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 38 30 7 1  . 9 7 4 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 69 54 13 2  . 9 7 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 33 32 0 1  . 9 7 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 85 22 60 3  . 9 6 5 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 86 48 34 4  . 9 5 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 91 40 44 7  . 9 2 3 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 10 2 7 1  . 9 0 0 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 12 8 2 2  . 8 3 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 793 545 222 26  . 9 6 7 8 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
Opponents 771 534 203 34  . 9 5 6 10 39 8  . 8 3 0 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-2   Home: 1-1   Away: 2-1   C-USA: 3-2
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 5 3 3 5-5 15 6 8 2 1 1 5 15 1.000 1 0 3 0  . 5 6 3 0 0 0-1 9 1 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 5 0 0 1-1 2 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 2.000 1 0 0 0  . 6 6 7 0 0 0-0 0 5 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 5 7 5-5 14 2 5 0 0 0 3 5  . 3 5 7 5 0 1 0  . 5 2 6 0 0 0-0 8 8 2  . 8 8 9
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 3 5-5 18 3 6 1 0 0 2 7  . 3 8 9 0 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 2 0-0 40 1 1  . 9 7 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 4 5-5 17 4 5 2 0 1 3 10  . 5 8 8 3 0 3 0  . 3 8 1 1 0 0-0 10 0 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 5-5 16 3 4 0 1 1 2 9  . 5 6 3 0 0 4 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 5 12 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 3 5 5-5 17 2 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 2 9 4 2 0 0 0  . 3 1 6 0 1 0-0 4 1 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 2 4-4 11 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 0 0 2 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 7 5 2  . 8 5 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 5 4 5-5 13 3 2 0 0 2 5 8  . 6 1 5 3 0 2 0  . 2 9 4 1 1 0-0 24 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 4 3 3-3 7 1 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 2 8 6 0 1 1 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 0 2 1  . 6 6 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 8 3 4-2 12 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 8 3 1 0 3 0  . 1 5 4 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 3 5 143 27 39 7 2 6 26 68  . 4 7 6 16 1 22 0  . 3 4 6 2 4 0-1 109 44 6  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 5 9 5 135 19 35 8 0 3 18 52  . 3 8 5 11 1 21 0  . 3 1 3 3 6 1-2 108 55 9  . 9 4 8
LOB - Team (31), Opp (28). DPs turned - Team (2), Opp (4).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 5 6 1-1 4 1 1 0/0 0 18.0 12 5 4 5 14 2 0 2  . 1 9 4 3 0 0 1 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 2 0 2-1 4 3 0 0/0 0 15.1 18 9 7 3 7 6 0 0  . 2 9 0 0 1 0 2 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  2 . 5 0 3-2 5 5 1 0/0 0 36.1 35 19 13 11 21 8 0 3  . 2 5 9 3 1 0 3 6
Opponents  4 . 6 7 2-3 5 5 2 1/1 0 36.0 39 27 24 16 22 7 2 6  . 2 7 3 3 1 0 2 4
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 17, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 25 24 1 0 1.000 1 1 1  . 5 0 0 1 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 17 5 12 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 10 10 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 10 9 1 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 7 2 5 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 5 4 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 5 0 5 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 0 3 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 42 40 1 1  . 9 7 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 18 8 8 2  . 8 8 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 14 7 5 2  . 8 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 3 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 159 109 44 6  . 9 6 2 2 1 1  . 5 0 0 1 0
Opponents 172 108 55 9  . 9 4 8 4 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 18, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 18-11   Home: 9-5   Away: 3-4   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 3-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 7 8 28-27 82 17 31 5 2 3 27 49  . 5 9 8 13 2 9 0  . 4 6 9 1 3 8-9 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 4 6 25-25 78 12 27 3 1 0 8 32  . 4 1 0 7 0 11 1  . 4 0 0 0 5 4-5 171 5 4  . 9 7 8
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 9 29-29 79 24 26 12 2 1 11 45  . 5 7 0 25 1 19 0  . 4 9 1 1 2 5-7 35 0 1  . 9 7 2
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 2 9 28-28 76 21 25 8 1 3 9 44  . 5 7 9 13 1 18 0  . 4 3 3 0 1 4-5 32 7 1  . 9 7 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 2 27-27 77 18 24 3 1 4 19 41  . 5 3 2 8 4 14 0  . 4 0 4 0 1 10-10 43 48 7  . 9 2 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 9 29-29 83 12 24 4 0 1 14 31  . 3 7 3 10 1 19 0  . 3 7 2 0 0 0-1 54 13 2  . 9 7 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 9 29-29 78 18 21 7 2 3 14 41  . 5 2 6 11 0 22 0  . 3 5 2 2 2 5-7 23 65 4  . 9 5 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 3-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 8 29-29 84 20 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 7 6 10 3 21 1  . 3 3 3 2 2 3-3 146 17 1  . 9 9 4
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 1 25-25 68 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 2 1 4 0 6 0  . 2 6 0 1 1 0-0 48 34 4  . 9 5 3
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 8 20-11 48 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 7 1 3 0 9 2  . 2 3 5 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 4 29 758 160 223 52 10 20 140 355  . 4 6 8 106 12 150 4  . 3 8 6 7 17 40-48 569 233 27  . 9 6 7
Opponents  . 2 6 2 29 738 105 193 41 2 18 99 292  . 3 9 6 55 7 140 2  . 3 1 8 3 15 14-22 558 214 35  . 9 5 7
LOB - Team (184), Opp (146). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 0 5-2 20 7 3 2/1 2 61.1 41 25 21 19 53 6 1 8  . 1 9 0 9 2 0 1 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 4 12-8 23 15 7 2/0 1 92.0 101 47 40 14 65 22 0 4  . 2 7 4 2 2 0 2 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 8 18-11 29 29 10 5/1 3 189.2 193 105 89 55 140 41 2 18  . 2 6 2 13 7 0 3 15
Opponents  5 . 2 7 11-18 29 29 10 4/2 3 186.0 223 160 140 106 150 52 10 20  . 2 9 4 17 12 0 7 17
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (7-8), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 18, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 27 3 24 0 1.000 2 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 11 2 9 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 164 146 17 1  . 9 9 4 2 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 180 171 5 4  . 9 7 8 8 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 40 32 7 1  . 9 7 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 36 35 0 1  . 9 7 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 69 54 13 2  . 9 7 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 92 23 65 4  . 9 5 7 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 86 48 34 4  . 9 5 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 98 43 48 7  . 9 2 9 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 11 2 8 1  . 9 0 9 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 829 569 233 27  . 9 6 7 9 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
Opponents 807 558 214 35  . 9 5 7 11 40 8  . 8 3 3 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 18, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 3-3   Home: 1-2   Away: 2-1   C-USA: 3-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 2 1 6-6 19 6 8 2 1 1 5 15  . 7 8 9 1 0 3 0  . 4 5 0 0 0 0-1 11 1 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 3 3 6-6 18 2 6 0 0 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 5 0 2 0  . 4 7 8 0 0 0-0 8 8 2  . 8 8 9
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 8 6-6 22 3 7 1 0 0 2 8  . 3 6 4 0 0 2 1  . 3 1 8 0 2 0-0 49 1 1  . 9 8 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 8 6 6-6 21 4 6 3 0 1 4 12  . 5 7 1 3 0 5 0  . 3 6 0 1 0 0-0 13 0 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 5 0 6-6 20 2 5 1 0 0 2 6  . 3 0 0 3 0 0 0  . 3 4 8 0 1 0-0 5 1 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 6-6 18 4 4 0 1 1 2 9  . 5 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 2 6 3 0 0 0-0 6 17 1  . 9 5 8
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 2 4-4 11 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 8 2 0 0 2 0  . 1 8 2 0 0 0-0 7 5 2  . 8 5 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 2 5 6-6 16 3 2 0 0 2 5 8  . 5 0 0 3 0 2 0  . 2 5 0 1 1 0-0 29 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 2 5 4-4 8 2 1 1 0 0 1 2  . 2 5 0 1 1 1 0  . 3 0 0 0 1 1-1 3 6 1  . 9 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 8 3 4-2 12 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 8 3 1 0 3 0  . 1 5 4 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 3 6 170 29 43 8 2 6 28 73  . 4 2 9 20 1 26 1  . 3 3 2 2 5 1-2 133 55 7  . 9 6 4
Opponents  . 2 6 9 6 167 24 45 10 0 4 23 67  . 4 0 1 17 1 25 1  . 3 3 5 3 8 1-2 132 66 10  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (37), Opp (39). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 5 9 1-1 5 2 1 0/0 0 22.0 13 6 5 10 17 2 0 3  . 1 7 3 5 0 0 1 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 9 8 2-2 5 3 0 0/0 0 19.1 27 13 11 4 8 8 0 0  . 3 3 3 1 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  2 . 8 4 3-3 6 6 1 0/0 0 44.1 45 24 18 17 25 10 0 4  . 2 6 9 6 1 0 3 8
Opponents  4 . 1 4 3-3 6 6 3 1/1 0 44.0 43 29 26 20 26 8 2 6  . 2 5 3 3 1 0 2 5
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 18, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 30 29 1 0 1.000 1 1 1  . 5 0 0 1 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 13 13 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 12 11 1 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 8 2 6 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 0 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 0 3 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 51 49 1 1  . 9 8 0 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 24 6 17 1  . 9 5 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 10 3 6 1  . 9 0 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 18 8 8 2  . 8 8 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 14 7 5 2  . 8 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 195 133 55 7  . 9 6 4 3 1 1  . 5 0 0 1 0
Opponents 208 132 66 10  . 9 5 2 5 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Austin Peay at WKU
Mar 02, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Austin Peay 5 (4-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
SCHILLING, Natalie lf 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .250
ACREE, Kacy cf 3 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 .364
LIERMANN, Danielle 3b 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 .382
HARKLEROAD, Emily 1b 3 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 .206
SHORTER, Bailey rf 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 .261
RACKEL, Morgan p 3 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 0 .276
MATTSON, Carly c 3 1 1 1 0 1 5 0 1 .235
VEDDER, Kendall dp 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 .000
PFEFFERLE, Brooke ss 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 .226
INAGAKI, Erica 2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 .000
Totals 27 5 6 5 1 5 21 7 2
WKU 0 (11-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 .311
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .231
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 0 3 0 0 0 7 0 0 .465
CARTER, Paige dp 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 4 .429
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 2 1 .392
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 .314
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 .348
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 .289
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .234
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 .298
TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 -
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 26 0 6 0 3 4 21 5 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Austin Peay 0 0 3 0 0 1 1 5 6 0
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
LOB - APSU 2; WKU 9. 2B - PFEFFERLE(3). HR - ACREE(1); LIERMANN(5); MATTSON(3). SH - ENGELHARDT,R(1). SB -
SMITH,K.(3).
Austin Peay ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
RACKEL, Morgan 7.0 6 0 0 3 4 26 30 128 2.05
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
TOWERS, Haylee 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 20 21 102 5.77
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.0 1 1 1 0 2 7 7 32 2.18
Win - RACKEL (3-2).  Loss - TOWERS,H. (1-1).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: RACKEL 128/80; TOWERS,H. 102/69; AIKEY,K. 32/20.
Umpires - HP: Jason Booth  1B: Danny Pagan  3B: Abel Gonzalez
Start: 3 pm   Time: 1:59   Attendance:
Weather: 57 degrees; sunny
2018 WKU Softball
Dayton at WKU
Mar 02, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Dayton 0 (4-9)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
BUDICIN, Kailee 3b 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 .283
CASH, Manda lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .222
  SCHWARTZ, Katherine lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .286
  FITZGERALD, Kelly lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .091
  SIDOR, Briley pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
DAVIDSON, Kyle c 3 0 2 0 0 0 6 0 0 .415
TASSI, Lisa 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 .150
ZIEGLER, Ellie 1b 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 .182
EHRENBORG, Abby dp 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 4 .225
MALOOF, Madi rf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .147
HABERSTICH, Kayla ss 3 0 1 0 0 0 4 1 0 .211
KWEDER, Jaclyn cf 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 .206
WEAVER, Jessica p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  GILLIAM, Jessica p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 25 0 4 0 1 3 18 2 6
WKU 1 (12-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 .375
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 1 0 11 0 0 .395
CARTER, Paige dp 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 .469
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 2 1 .358
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 5 .278
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 .265
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .333
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 1 .229
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .222
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 .306
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -
Totals 22 1 4 1 4 6 21 13 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Dayton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1
WKU 0 0 1 0 0 0 X 1 4 2
E - BUDICIN, K.(5); ENGELHARDT,R(1); MCELROY,M.(2). DP - UD 1; WKU 1. LOB - UD 6; WKU 7. 2B - DAVIDSON, K.(5);
THOMAS,J.(7). 3B - THOMAS,J.(2). SH - TASSI, L.(2). SB - BOWLDS,M.(3).
Dayton ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
WEAVER, Jessica 5.0 4 1 1 4 5 19 23 115 2.87
GILLIAM, Jessica 1.0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 15 4.42
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 25 27 82 2.30
Win - NUNN,S. (8-3).  Loss - WEAVER, J. (1-3).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: WEAVER, J. 115/68; GILLIAM, J. 15/9; NUNN,S. 82/57.
Umpires - HP: Matt Leisure  1B: Abel Gonzalez  3B: Devin Luca
Start: 5:30 pm   Time: 1:52   Attendance: 383
Weather: 50 chilly and sunny
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 22, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 19-11   Home: 10-5   Away: 3-4   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 3-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 7 6 29-28 85 18 32 5 2 3 28 50  . 5 8 8 14 2 10 0  . 4 7 1 1 3 9-11 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 4 1 26-26 82 13 28 3 1 0 9 33  . 4 0 2 7 0 13 1  . 3 9 3 0 5 4-5 177 5 4  . 9 7 8
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 1 30-30 82 25 28 12 2 1 12 47  . 5 7 3 25 1 19 0  . 4 9 1 2 2 5-7 36 0 1  . 9 7 3
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 29-29 78 21 26 8 1 3 9 45  . 5 7 7 13 2 18 0  . 4 4 1 0 1 4-5 32 7 1  . 9 7 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 3 28-28 80 18 25 4 1 4 21 43  . 5 3 8 8 4 15 0  . 4 0 2 0 1 10-10 44 48 7  . 9 2 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 9 4 30-30 85 13 25 4 0 1 14 32  . 3 7 6 12 1 20 0  . 3 8 8 0 0 1-2 55 13 2  . 9 7 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 2 30-30 81 19 22 7 2 3 14 42  . 5 1 9 11 0 22 0  . 3 5 1 2 2 5-7 23 67 4  . 9 5 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 3-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 0 30-30 87 21 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 6 0 10 3 21 1  . 3 2 4 2 2 3-3 156 17 1  . 9 9 4
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 1 4 26-26 70 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 1 4 4 0 8 0  . 2 5 3 1 2 0-0 50 35 4  . 9 5 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 8 20-11 48 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 7 1 3 0 9 2  . 2 3 5 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 5 30 783 166 231 53 10 20 145 364  . 4 6 5 109 13 157 4  . 3 8 7 8 18 42-51 590 238 27  . 9 6 8
Opponents  . 2 5 8 30 763 107 197 42 2 19 101 300  . 3 9 3 59 7 150 2  . 3 1 6 3 15 14-22 576 220 39  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (191), Opp (152). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 5 6-2 21 8 3 2/1 2 65.2 43 26 22 23 58 6 1 9  . 1 8 6 9 2 0 1 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 3 12-8 24 15 7 2/0 1 94.2 103 48 41 14 70 23 0 4  . 2 7 2 4 2 0 2 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 2 4 19-11 30 30 10 5/1 3 196.2 197 107 91 59 150 42 2 19  . 2 5 8 15 7 0 3 15
Opponents  5 . 2 5 11-19 30 30 10 4/2 3 192.0 231 166 144 109 157 53 10 20  . 2 9 5 18 13 0 8 18
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (7-8), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 22, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 27 3 24 0 1.000 2 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 11 2 9 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 174 156 17 1  . 9 9 4 2 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 186 177 5 4  . 9 7 8 8 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 40 32 7 1  . 9 7 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 37 36 0 1  . 9 7 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 70 55 13 2  . 9 7 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 94 23 67 4  . 9 5 7 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 89 50 35 4  . 9 5 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 99 44 48 7  . 9 2 9 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 13 2 10 1  . 9 2 3 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 855 590 238 27  . 9 6 8 9 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
Opponents 835 576 220 39  . 9 5 3 11 42 9  . 8 2 4 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 30, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 21-11   Home: 10-5   Away: 5-4   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 5-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 6 7 31-30 90 19 33 5 2 3 28 51  . 5 6 7 14 2 12 0  . 4 5 8 1 5 9-11 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 4 9 31-31 83 23 29 8 1 5 12 54  . 6 5 1 14 2 19 0  . 4 5 0 1 1 4-5 35 7 1  . 9 7 7
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 1 32-32 88 26 30 12 2 2 13 52  . 5 9 1 27 1 19 0  . 4 9 2 2 2 5-7 38 0 1  . 9 7 4
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 2 6 28-28 89 13 29 3 1 0 9 34  . 3 8 2 7 0 14 1  . 3 7 5 0 6 5-6 193 5 4  . 9 8 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 7 30-30 82 19 26 4 1 4 22 44  . 5 3 7 10 6 15 0  . 4 2 4 1 1 12-12 47 52 7  . 9 3 4
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 1 32-32 93 14 28 4 0 1 14 35  . 3 7 6 12 1 22 0  . 3 8 7 0 0 1-2 58 13 2  . 9 7 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 6 32-32 87 21 24 7 2 5 17 50  . 5 7 5 11 0 25 0  . 3 5 0 2 2 5-7 25 72 4  . 9 6 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 3-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 2 0 32-32 91 21 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 4 0 12 3 23 1  . 3 2 4 2 2 3-3 164 18 1  . 9 9 5
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 5 28-28 73 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 0 5 4 0 9 0  . 2 4 4 1 3 0-0 55 39 4  . 9 5 9
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 0 22-11 50 8 9 2 1 0 5 13  . 2 6 0 3 0 10 2  . 2 2 6 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 9 4 32 831 174 244 53 10 25 153 392  . 4 7 2 116 15 170 4  . 3 8 6 10 22 45-54 632 254 27  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 5 9 32 818 110 212 48 2 19 104 321  . 3 9 2 65 7 159 2  . 3 1 8 3 17 14-22 618 229 39  . 9 5 6
LOB - Team (204), Opp (170). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 3 4 7-2 22 9 3 2/1 2 71.2 49 28 24 26 61 9 1 9  . 1 9 4 9 2 0 1 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 6 13-8 26 16 8 2/0 2 102.2 112 49 42 17 76 26 0 4  . 2 7 2 4 2 0 2 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 1 2 21-11 32 32 11 5/1 4 210.2 212 110 94 65 159 48 2 19  . 2 5 9 15 7 0 3 17
Opponents  5 . 1 7 11-21 32 32 11 4/2 3 206.0 244 174 152 116 170 53 10 25  . 2 9 4 22 15 0 10 22
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (7-8), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 30, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 27 3 24 0 1.000 2 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 11 2 9 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 183 164 18 1  . 9 9 5 2 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 202 193 5 4  . 9 8 0 8 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 43 35 7 1  . 9 7 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 39 38 0 1  . 9 7 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 73 58 13 2  . 9 7 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 101 25 72 4  . 9 6 0 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 98 55 39 4  . 9 5 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 106 47 52 7  . 9 3 4 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 15 2 12 1  . 9 3 3 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 913 632 254 27  . 9 7 0 9 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
Opponents 886 618 229 39  . 9 5 6 11 45 9  . 8 3 3 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 30, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 5-3   Home: 1-2   Away: 4-1   C-USA: 5-3
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 5 8 8-8 24 8 11 2 1 3 8 24 1.000 2 0 4 0  . 4 8 1 1 0 0-1 14 1 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 4 6 8-8 26 3 9 0 0 0 3 9  . 3 4 6 5 0 4 0  . 4 5 2 0 0 0-0 11 8 2  . 9 0 5
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 6 8-8 27 5 8 3 0 2 5 17  . 6 3 0 5 0 5 0  . 3 9 4 1 0 0-0 15 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 7 6 8-8 29 3 8 1 0 0 2 9  . 3 1 0 0 0 3 1  . 2 7 6 0 3 1-1 65 1 1  . 9 8 5
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 8-8 24 6 6 0 1 3 5 17  . 7 0 8 1 0 7 0  . 2 8 0 0 0 0-0 8 22 1  . 9 6 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 4 0 8-8 25 3 6 1 0 0 2 7  . 2 8 0 3 0 2 0  . 3 2 1 0 3 0-0 5 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 0 0 6-6 10 3 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 3 0 0 3 3 1 0  . 4 7 1 1 1 3-3 6 10 1  . 9 4 1
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 4 3 6-6 14 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 4 3 0 0 3 0  . 1 4 3 0 1 0-0 12 9 2  . 9 1 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 0 0 8-8 20 3 2 0 0 2 5 8  . 4 0 0 5 0 4 0  . 2 6 9 1 1 0-0 37 2 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 7 1 6-2 14 1 1 0 0 0 0 1  . 0 7 1 1 0 4 0  . 1 3 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 7 8 218 37 56 8 2 11 36 101  . 4 6 3 27 3 39 1  . 3 4 1 4 9 4-5 175 71 7  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 7 0 8 222 27 60 16 0 4 26 88  . 3 9 6 23 1 34 1  . 3 3 7 3 10 1-2 174 75 10  . 9 6 1
LOB - Team (50), Opp (57). DPs turned - Team (3), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  1 . 7 5 2-1 6 3 1 0/0 0 28.0 19 8 7 13 20 5 0 3  . 1 9 6 5 0 0 1 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 7 3-2 7 4 1 0/0 1 27.1 36 14 12 7 14 11 0 0  . 3 1 6 1 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  2 . 5 2 5-3 8 8 2 0/0 1 58.1 60 27 21 23 34 16 0 4  . 2 7 0 6 1 0 3 10
Opponents  4 . 1 0 3-5 8 8 4 1/1 0 58.0 56 37 34 27 39 8 2 11  . 2 5 7 7 3 0 4 9
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 30, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 39 37 2 0 1.000 1 1 1  . 5 0 0 1 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 15 15 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 15 14 1 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 10 2 8 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 0 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 0 3 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 67 65 1 1  . 9 8 5 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 31 8 22 1  . 9 6 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 17 6 10 1  . 9 4 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 23 12 9 2  . 9 1 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 21 11 8 2  . 9 0 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 253 175 71 7  . 9 7 2 3 1 1  . 5 0 0 1 0
Opponents 259 174 75 10  . 9 6 1 5 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 21-12   Home: 10-5   Away: 5-5   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 5-4
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 5 5 32-31 93 19 33 5 2 3 28 51  . 5 4 8 14 2 14 0  . 4 4 5 1 5 9-11 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 7 32-32 86 23 29 8 1 5 12 54  . 6 2 8 14 2 21 0  . 4 3 7 1 1 4-5 35 7 1  . 9 7 7
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 33-33 90 26 30 12 2 2 13 52  . 5 7 8 28 1 19 0  . 4 8 8 2 2 5-7 39 0 1  . 9 7 5
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 5 29-29 92 13 29 3 1 0 9 34  . 3 7 0 7 0 15 1  . 3 6 4 0 6 5-6 200 5 4  . 9 8 1
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 3 31-31 83 19 26 4 1 4 22 44  . 5 3 0 11 7 15 0  . 4 3 1 1 1 13-13 50 55 7  . 9 3 8
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 5 33-33 95 14 29 4 0 1 14 36  . 3 7 9 13 1 22 0  . 3 9 4 0 0 2-3 60 13 2  . 9 7 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 7 33-33 90 21 24 7 2 5 17 50  . 5 5 6 11 0 28 0  . 3 4 0 2 2 5-7 25 73 4  . 9 6 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 3-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 7 33-33 92 21 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 3 5 12 3 24 1  . 3 2 1 2 3 3-3 167 20 1  . 9 9 5
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 29-29 75 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 0 0 4 0 9 0  . 2 3 8 1 3 0-0 57 39 4  . 9 6 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 9 6 23-11 51 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 7 5 3 0 10 2  . 2 4 1 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 9 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 8 33 853 174 246 53 10 25 153 394  . 4 6 2 119 16 179 4  . 3 8 2 10 23 47-56 650 262 27  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 6 3 33 841 113 221 50 2 19 107 332  . 3 9 5 67 8 162 2  . 3 2 2 3 20 14-22 639 235 39  . 9 5 7
LOB - Team (210), Opp (178). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 9 7-3 23 10 3 2/1 2 76.0 57 31 27 27 63 11 1 9  . 2 1 1 10 3 0 1 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 2 13-8 27 16 8 2/0 2 104.1 113 49 42 18 77 26 0 4  . 2 7 0 4 2 0 2 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 1 3 21-12 33 33 11 5/1 4 216.2 221 113 97 67 162 50 2 19  . 2 6 3 16 8 0 3 20
Opponents  5 . 0 0 12-21 33 33 12 5/2 3 213.0 246 174 152 119 179 53 10 25  . 2 8 8 22 16 0 10 23
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (7-8), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 27 3 24 0 1.000 2 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 11 2 9 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 188 167 20 1  . 9 9 5 3 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 209 200 5 4  . 9 8 1 8 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 43 35 7 1  . 9 7 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 40 39 0 1  . 9 7 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 75 60 13 2  . 9 7 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 102 25 73 4  . 9 6 1 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 100 57 39 4  . 9 6 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 17 2 14 1  . 9 4 1 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 112 50 55 7  . 9 3 8 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 939 650 262 27  . 9 7 1 10 14 8  . 6 3 6 1 0
Opponents 913 639 235 39  . 9 5 7 11 47 9  . 8 3 9 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 5-4   Home: 1-2   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 5-4
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 7 9-9 27 8 11 2 1 3 8 24  . 8 8 9 2 0 6 0  . 4 3 3 1 0 0-1 14 1 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 5 7 9-9 28 3 10 0 0 0 3 10  . 3 5 7 6 0 4 0  . 4 7 1 0 0 1-1 13 8 2  . 9 1 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 7 6 9-9 29 5 8 3 0 2 5 17  . 5 8 6 6 0 5 0  . 3 8 9 1 0 0-0 16 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 9-9 32 3 8 1 0 0 2 9  . 2 8 1 0 0 4 1  . 2 5 0 0 3 1-1 72 1 1  . 9 8 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 9-9 27 6 6 0 1 3 5 17  . 6 3 0 1 0 10 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 8 23 1  . 9 6 9
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 1 4 9-9 28 3 6 1 0 0 2 7  . 2 5 0 3 0 4 0  . 2 9 0 0 3 0-0 5 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 8 2 7-7 11 3 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 7 3 4 4 1 0  . 5 0 0 1 1 4-4 9 13 1  . 9 5 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 3 3 7-2 15 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 3 3 1 0 4 0  . 1 8 8 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 2 5 7-7 16 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 2 5 0 0 3 0  . 1 2 5 0 1 0-0 14 9 2  . 9 2 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 0 9 5 9-9 21 3 2 0 0 2 5 8  . 3 8 1 5 0 5 0  . 2 5 9 1 2 0-0 40 4 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 2 9 240 37 58 8 2 11 36 103  . 4 2 9 30 4 48 1  . 3 3 1 4 10 6-7 193 79 7  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 2 8 2 9 245 30 69 18 0 4 29 99  . 4 0 4 25 2 37 1  . 3 4 9 3 13 1-2 195 81 10  . 9 6 5
LOB - Team (56), Opp (65). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 6 2-2 7 4 1 0/0 0 32.1 27 11 10 14 22 7 0 3  . 2 3 7 6 1 0 1 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 9 0 3-2 8 4 1 0/0 1 29.0 37 14 12 8 15 11 0 0  . 3 0 8 1 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  2 . 6 1 5-4 9 9 2 0/0 1 64.1 69 30 24 25 37 18 0 4  . 2 8 2 7 2 0 3 13
Opponents  3 . 6 6 4-5 9 9 5 2/1 0 65.0 58 37 34 30 48 8 2 11  . 2 4 2 7 4 0 4 10
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 44 40 4 0 1.000 2 1 1  . 5 0 0 1 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 16 16 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 15 14 1 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 12 2 10 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 0 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 0 3 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 74 72 1 1  . 9 8 6 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 32 8 23 1  . 9 6 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 23 9 13 1  . 9 5 7 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 25 14 9 2  . 9 2 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 23 13 8 2  . 9 1 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 279 193 79 7  . 9 7 5 4 1 1  . 5 0 0 1 0
Opponents 286 195 81 10  . 9 6 5 5 6 1  . 8 5 7 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Evansville at WKU
Mar 03, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Evansville 1 (4-12)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Hay, Brittany cf 4 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 .286
Daggett, Allison lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 .233
Gould, Eryn rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .375
Hickey, Elyse 1b 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .231
  Galas, Toni pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Florey, Morgan p 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 .175
Renneisen, Lindsay ss 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 .224
Johnson, McKenzie 3b 3 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 3 .255
Latoria, Alex dp 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 .073
Porter, Bailee 2b 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 .167
Bostic, Bailee c 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 .125
Totals 27 1 5 1 0 8 18 3 6
WKU 3 (13-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan lf 1 1 0 0 2 1 2 0 1 .340
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 1 1 0 0 1 7 0 3 .422
CARTER, Paige rf 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 .431
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 .368
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 1 .308
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 2 8 0 1 .263
STOWERS, Tommi dp 2 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 .267
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 .260
VORBRINK, Jordan 2b 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 .302
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 21 3 4 1 4 13 21 7 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Evansville 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 5 2
WKU 2 1 0 0 0 0 X 3 4 1
E - Gould, E.(2); Porter, B.(2); ENGELHARDT,R(2). LOB - UE 6; WKU 6. 2B - Hay, B.(1); Renneisen, L(2);
VAUGHN,B.(2); STOWERS,T.(1). HR - Johnson, M.(2). HBP - Gould, E.. SH - BOWLDS,M.(1); CARTER,P.(2). SB -
VAUGHN,B.(5); ENGELHARDT,R(5).
Evansville ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Florey, Morgan 6.0 4 3 1 4 13 21 27 109 2.09
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 20 20 81 2.40
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.0 1 0 0 0 3 7 8 30 1.77
Win - NUNN,S. (9-3).  Loss - Florey, M. (2-6).  Save - AIKEY,K. (2).
HBP - by AIKEY,K. (Gould, E.). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: Florey, M. 109/72; NUNN,S. 81/52;
AIKEY,K. 30/20.
Umpires - HP: Danny Pagan  1B: Matt Leisure  3B: Devin Luce
Start: 12:30 pm   Time: 1:48   Attendance:
Weather: 52 degrees; sunny
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Austin Peay
Mar 03, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
WKU 1 (13-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan lf 2 0 1 0 1 1 4 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 0 0 1 4 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
CARTER, Paige rf 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 1 0 0 1 7 1 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 1 1 0 2 1 2 0
VORBRINK, Jordan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 24 1 5 1 2 8 18 4 4
Austin Peay 6 (6-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
SCHILLING, Natalie lf 4 2 2 0 0 1 0 0 2
ACREE, Kacy cf 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 0
LIERMANN, Danielle 3b 3 1 2 4 0 0 1 1 0
  KEEN, Katie pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MATTSON, Carly c 3 0 1 0 0 1 8 1 1
HARKLEROAD, Emily 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 0
SHORTER, Bailey rf 2 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
RACKEL, Morgan dp/p 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
GROSS, Kelsey p/dp 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
  VEDDER, Kendall ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
PFEFFERLE, Brooke ss 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 0
INAGAKI, Erica 2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0
Totals 26 6 9 4 2 7 21 6 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 2
Austin Peay 0 0 3 2 1 0 X 6 9 0
E - THOMAS,J.(1); SMITH,K.(1). LOB - WKU 4; APSU 4. 2B - SMITH,K.(7). HR - LIERMANN(6). SB - CARTER,P.(7);
ACREE(1). CS - THOMAS,J.(2); KEEN(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 13 13 53
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.0 4 3 2 1 3 9 10 52
BLACKFORD, Cassidy 1.0 1 0 0 1 0 4 5 17
Austin Peay ip h r er bb so ab bf np
GROSS, Kelsey 4.0 5 1 1 2 2 15 17 75
RACKEL, Morgan 3.0 0 0 0 0 6 9 9 47
Win - GROSS (1-2).  Loss - NUNN,S. (9-4).  Save - RACKEL (1).
WP - AIKEY,K. 3(4); BLACKFORD,C.(1). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 53/35; AIKEY,K.
52/33; BLACKFORD,C. 17/7; GROSS 75/48; RACKEL 47/31.
Umpires - HP: Matt Leisure  1B: Jon Hand  3B: Danny Pagan




Mar 04, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Dayton 0 (4-12)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
MATEJA, Morgan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .286
BUDICIN, Kailee 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .241
  BLARR, Julia 3b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
HABERSTICH, Kayla ss 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 .149
DAVIDSON, Kyle c 3 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 .306
CASH, Manda p 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 .190
  SIDOR, Briley pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
CURRY, Jules rf 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .000
  TASSI, Lisa 2b 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 .167
MALOOF, Madi dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .175
ZIEGLER, Ellie 1b 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 2 .171
KWEDER, Jaclyn cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 .175
SCHWARTZ, Katherine lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 .250
Totals 22 0 1 0 2 5 19 3 3
WKU 1 (14-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 1 .340
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 2 6 0 0 .365
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 .379
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 .339
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 .259
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 1 0 0 1 5 1 0 .286
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 .255
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 2 1 0 0 4 0 1 .288
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .296
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 22 1 3 1 3 9 21 6 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Dayton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 2
E - BLARR, J.(1); VAUGHN,B. 2(4). DP - WKU 1. LOB - UD 3; WKU 4. 2B - SMITH,K.(8). SH - MCGUFFIN,K.(1). SB -
DAVIDSON, K.(2). CS - SIDOR, B.(1).
Dayton ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
CASH, Manda 6.1 3 1 0 3 9 22 26 93 1.13
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 22 24 98 1.51
Win - AIKEY,K. (4-1).  Loss - CASH, M. (1-4).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: CASH, M. 93/62; AIKEY,K. 98/67.
Umpires - HP: Jon Hand  1B: Abel Gonzalez  3B: Matt Leisure
Start: 11 am   Time: 1:32   Attendance:
Weather: 48 degrees; sunny
2018 WKU Softball
SIUE at WKU
Mar 07, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
SIUE 4 (8-5)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
HEREN, Alyssa cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 .360
CONCATTO, Bailley 2b 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 .432
SCHAFER, Zoe 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 .395
EBY, Tess lf 3 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 .341
ADRIAN, Haley 3b 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 .300
CURTIS, Reagan rf 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 .250
BINA, Sydney c 2 0 0 0 1 1 6 0 0 .185
COBB-ADAMS, Alana ss 3 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 1 .154
MARLOW, Abby dp 2 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 .286
RIVAS, Corrina p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  INGLES, Emily p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 25 4 5 4 1 8 18 7 1
WKU 10 (15-6)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan cf 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 .345
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 1 2 0 0 2 0 7 0 0 .373
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 1 1 2 0 1 5 1 1 .343
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 4 1 1 0 0 3 2 0 1 .270
CARTER, Paige rf 2 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 .407
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 1 2 0 0 7 2 1 .288
STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 .243
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 .236
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 2 2 0 0 1 0 4 0 .305
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 26 10 8 9 5 6 21 9 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
SIUE 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 5 1
WKU 0 0 5 0 2 3 X 10 8 0
E - ADRIAN(5). LOB - SIUE 1; WKU 5. 2B - THOMAS,J.(8); VORBRINK,J.(4); STOWERS,T.(2); ENGELHARDT,R 2(6). 3B -
SCHAFER(1). HR - EBY(3); MARLOW(1); CARTER,P.(3). SH - BOWLDS,M.(2); SMITH,K.(1). SB - BOWLDS,M.(4); VAUGHN,B.
3(8); CARTER,P.(8). CS - CONCATTO(1).
SIUE ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
RIVAS, Corrina 2.2 4 5 5 3 3 11 16 65 5.42
INGLES, Emily 3.1 4 5 5 2 3 15 17 62 2.20
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 3.0 4 4 4 1 2 12 13 51 2.93
NUNN, Shelby 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 13 13 57 2.40
Win - NUNN,S. (10-4).  Loss - RIVAS (1-2).  Save - None.
PB - BINA(2). Inherited runners/scored: INGLES 1/0. Pitches/strikes: RIVAS 65/38; INGLES 62/40; AIKEY,K. 51/33;
NUNN,S. 57/40.
Umpires - HP: Jim Cooper  1B: Adam Rider  3B: Roland Hammer
Start: 4 pm   Time: 2:06   Attendance: 102
Weather: 42 degrees; cloudy
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Southern Miss (Game 1)
Mar 10, 2018 at Hattiesburg, Miss. (USM Softball Complex)
WKU 11 (16-6,1-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf/lf 3 1 1 1 0 1 3 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 6 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss/dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf/2b 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 0
CARTER, Paige dp/rf 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 1 3 0 0 3 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b/ss 3 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 1 1 2 0 1 2 0 2
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 2 2 2 0 1 0 1 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 23 11 11 11 2 4 15 4 2
Southern Miss 3 (9-12,0-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
NICHOLS, Karley 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 6 0 0
BROWN, Destini cf 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
NELSON, Chase ss 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0
VAN SCHAIK, Sarah dp 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
DAVIS, Alyssa 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 2
PAPP, Samantha c 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 0 0
CHERRY, Ciarra rf 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
POWELL, Jamie 2b 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0
  TAYLOR, Beth ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
REYNOLDS, Samantha lf 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
ROBLES, Samantha p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  LEWIS, Jade p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 19 3 5 3 2 3 15 7 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 R H E
WKU 0 0 1 2 8 11 11 0
Southern Miss 1 0 0 0 2 3 5 0
LOB - WKU 2; USM 5. 2B - THOMAS,J.(9); PAPP, S.(3). 3B - MCGUFFIN,K.(1); ENGELHARDT,R(2). HR - SMITH,K.(3);
ENGELHARDT,R(3). SH - CARTER,P.(3). SF - THOMAS,J.(1); SMITH,K.(2); NELSON, C.(1); VAN SCHAIK(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 18 22 76
AIKEY, Kelsey 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4
Southern Miss ip h r er bb so ab bf np
ROBLES, Samantha 4.1 8 8 8 2 3 19 23 77
LEWIS, Jade 0.2 3 3 3 0 1 4 5 19
Win - NUNN,S. (11-4).  Loss - ROBLES, S. (5-5).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 1/0; LEWIS, J. 3/3. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 76/46; AIKEY,K. 4/2; ROBLES, S.
77/49; LEWIS, J. 19/12.
Umpires - HP: Jason Booth  1B: Darryl Sanders  3B: Michael Henslee
Start: 11:05 am   Time: 1:46   Attendance:
Weather: Partly Cloudy 74 degrees
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Southern Miss (Game 2)
Mar 10, 2018 at Hattieburg, Miss. (USM Softball Complex)
WKU 4 (17-6,2-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan lf 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 1 0 1 7 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan 2b 3 0 3 2 1 0 2 1 0
CARTER, Paige rf 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 4
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 1 0 7 0 0
STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3
MCELROY, Morgan ss 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 29 4 10 3 4 3 21 6 9
Southern Miss 1 (9-14,0-2 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
NICHOLS, Karley 1b 3 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 0
BROWN, Destini cf 3 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
NELSON, Chase ss 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0
VAN SCHAIK, Sarah 2b 3 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 1
PAPP, Samantha c 3 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 0
DAVIS, Alyssa 3b 3 0 1 0 0 0 3 4 0
ALDOUS, Caitlyn rf 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 0
REYNOLDS, Samantha lf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
FRUGE, Kaley dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
CROWSON, Kim p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 24 1 3 1 0 7 21 12 2
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 4 10 1
Southern Miss 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 2
E - MCELROY,M.; NELSON, C. 2(7). DP - USM 3. LOB - WKU 9; USM 2. 2B - CARTER,P.(5). HR - PAPP, S.(2). SH -
BOWLDS,M.(3). SB - DAVIS, A.(5).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 24 24 97
Southern Miss ip h r er bb so ab bf np
CROWSON, Kim 7.0 10 4 3 4 3 29 34 107
Win - AIKEY,K. (5-1).  Loss - CROWSON, K. (4-4).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(5). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 97/67; CROWSON, K. 107/70.
Umpires - HP: Darryl Sanders  1B: Michael Henslee  3B: Jason Booth
Start: 1:21 pm   Time: 1:47   Attendance: 640
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Southern Miss
Mar 11, 2018 at Hattiesburg, Miss. (USM Softball Complex)
WKU 0 (17-7,2-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan lf 4 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 0 3 0 0 0 14 1 0
VORBRINK, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 0 2 1 1 4 1
CARTER, Paige rf 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 5
SMITH, Kendall c 4 0 0 0 0 1 7 1 1
STOWERS, Tommi dp 5 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan ss 4 0 0 0 0 1 5 2 1
  CHILDRESS, Taylor ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 4 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 0 1 0 0 2 2 3 1
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
Totals 38 0 6 0 3 9 31 18 10
Southern Miss 2 (10-14,1-2 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
NICHOLS, Karley 1b 5 0 0 0 0 1 9 2 2
BROWN, Destini cf 4 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2
NELSON, Chase ss 5 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1
VAN SCHAIK, Sarah 2b 5 1 1 0 0 0 6 7 0
PAPP, Samantha c 5 1 3 2 0 2 8 0 0
  TAYLOR, Beth pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAVIS, Alyssa 3b 4 0 1 0 0 0 4 3 2
FRUGE, Kaley lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
  LEWIS, Jade ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CHERRY, Ciarra dp 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1
REYNOLDS, Samantha rf 3 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0
ROBLES, Samantha p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  CROWSON, Kim p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 36 2 7 2 4 6 33 14 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2
Southern Miss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 7 1
Note: 1 out, 0 runners LOB when the game ended.
E - VORBRINK,J. 2(2); NELSON, C.(8). DP - USM 1. LOB - WKU 10; USM 8. 2B - MCGUFFIN,K.(7); PAPP, S.(4); DAVIS,
A.(6). HR - PAPP, S.(3). SH - BOWLDS,M.(4); SMITH,K.(2); REYNOLDS, S.(4). CS - DAVIS, A.(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 6.1 3 0 0 1 3 22 23 86
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 14 18 80
Southern Miss ip h r er bb so ab bf np
ROBLES, Samantha 7.2 4 0 0 2 8 27 29 92
CROWSON, Kim 3.1 2 0 0 1 1 11 14 48
Win - CROWSON, K. (5-4).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (5-2).  Save - None.
PB - PAPP, S.(3). Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 1/0; CROWSON, K. 2/0. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 86/52; AIKEY,K.
80/44; ROBLES, S. 92/61; CROWSON, K. 48/36.
Umpires - HP: Michael Henslee  1B: Jason Booth  3B: Darryl Sanders
Start: 5:00pm   Time: 2:57   Attendance: 568
Weather: Sunny, humid, 63 degrees
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at #8 LSU
Mar 13, 2018 at Baton Rouge, La. (Tiger Park)
WKU 3 (17-8)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 2 2 0 1 1 0 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 1 0 0 5 0 1
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 0 0 2 2 1 0
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 1
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 0 0 1 2 2 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 27 3 7 3 1 8 18 9 5
LSU 7 (23-2)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Aliyah Andrews lf 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2
Emily Griggs cf 4 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
Amber Serrett ss 3 1 1 3 0 0 2 3 1
  Elyse Thornhill ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Amanda Doyle 1b 3 0 0 0 1 2 7 0 0
Sydney Springfield c/dp 2 1 1 1 2 0 7 0 2
Becca Schulte 2b 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0
  Shelbi Sunseri ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Michaela Schlattman dp 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
  CC Caccamise c 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3
Shemiah Sanchez 3b 3 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0
Akiya Thymes rf 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
Maribeth Gorsuch p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  Allie Walljasper p 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
Totals 29 7 12 7 5 4 21 9 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 7 1
LSU 0 0 3 2 2 0 X 7 12 0
E - ENGELHARDT,R(3). DP - WKU 1. LOB - WKU 5; LSU 9. 2B - THOMAS,J.(10); ENGELHARDT,R(7). HR - Serrett(3);
Springfield(2). SH - BOWLDS,M.(5). SB - VAUGHN,B.(9); Al. Andrews 2(22); Griggs(2); Serrett(1); Thymes(4).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 14 16 55
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.1 3 3 3 2 0 7 9 50
TOWERS, Haylee 1.2 3 0 0 1 3 8 9 34
LSU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Maribeth Gorsuch 2.0 3 3 3 1 3 8 10 46
Allie Walljasper 5.0 4 0 0 0 5 19 19 67
Win - Walljasper (10-1).  Loss - NUNN,S. (11-5).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 1/1; TOWERS,H. 2/1; Walljasper 6/2. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 55/31; AIKEY,K.
50/27; TOWERS,H. 34/25; Gorsuch 46/28; Walljasper 67/48.
Umpires - HP: Scott Mair  1B: Gary Mitchell  3B: Kim Ortego
Start: 6:02 pm   Time: 2:16   Attendance: 1178
Weather: 61 degrees, partly cloudy
Gorsuch faced 2 batters in the 3rd.
NUNN,S. faced 1 batter in the 4th.
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at South Alabama
Mar 14, 2018 at Mobile, Ala. (Jaguar Field)
WKU 0 (17-9)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf/cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 7 1 2
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp/rf 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss/3b 3 0 1 0 0 2 2 2 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
  STOWERS, Tommi c 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf/dp 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b/ss 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 22 0 4 0 0 10 16 9 6
South Alabama 8 (14-11)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Todd, Kaleigh 2b 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 5
Lowe, Haleigh lf 2 2 0 0 2 0 4 0 0
Reid, Brittani rf 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
Foster, Kristian ss 3 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
Gruich, Katelyn 1b 3 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0
Kvistad, Kamdyn dp 4 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 2
Mayo, Savanna 3b 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
Cabral, Lyric c 3 0 2 3 0 0 10 1 0
  Stevens, Taylor pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Nichols, MC cf 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
  Krzywiecki, Abby ph 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Brown, Devin p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 26 8 9 8 6 1 18 1 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2
South Alabama 5 0 0 0 1 2 8 9 2
Note: 1 out, 2 runners LOB when the game ended.
E - VAUGHN,B. 2(6); S. Mayo(3); D. Brown(2). LOB - Toppers 6; Jaguars 9. 2B - K. Foster(5); L. Cabral 2(3). HBP
- CARTER,P.; Krzywiecki. SH - ENGELHARDT,R(2). SB - M. Nichols(4). CS - CARTER,P.(1).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 7 8 31
TOWERS, Haylee 4.0 3 1 0 2 1 16 19 86
BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0.1 0 2 2 3 0 1 4 20
AIKEY, Kelsey 0.1 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 4
South Alabama ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Brown, Devin 6.0 4 0 0 0 10 22 24 90
Win - D. Brown (10-6).  Loss - NUNN,S. (11-6).  Save - None.
WP - BLACKFORD,C.(2). HBP - by D. Brown (CARTER,P.); by TOWERS,H. (Krzywiecki). Inherited runners/scored: TOWERS,H.
1/0; BLACKFORD,C. 2/0; AIKEY,K. 3/2. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 31/17; TOWERS,H. 86/57; BLACKFORD,C. 20/7; AIKEY,K.
4/4; D. Brown 90/68.
Umpires - HP: Scott Mair  1B: Matt Dial  3B: Frank Holcomb
Start: 4 pm   Time: 1:54   Attendance: 407
BLACKFORD,C. faced 3 batters in the 6th.
2018 WKU Softball
Middle Tennessee at WKU (Game 1)
Mar 17, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Middle Tennessee 7 (19-8,2-2 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
BURGESS, Summer ss 4 1 3 1 0 1 0 4 0 .462
BIRDSONG, Precious cf 4 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .356
DE LA CRUZ, Jocelynn 3b 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 .304
  MCCLURE, Brooke pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .167
HARRIS, Morgan c 4 1 1 2 0 0 4 0 1 .329
CUSHING, Lexi 1b 4 1 2 1 0 0 12 0 0 .429
SMITH, Claire 2b 4 1 1 0 0 0 3 4 1 .329
USELTON, Kristin dp 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 .292
  PORTILLO, Deja pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .167
CUCCIA, Kirstyn rf 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 .235
MCGEE, Keely lf 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 .295
JENNINGS, Cori p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 -
Totals 28 7 9 6 2 4 21 12 5
WKU 4 (17-10,2-2 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 .297
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 .351
CARTER, Paige dp 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 .385
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 .291
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 1 2 3 0 1 5 1 0 .342
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 1 1 6 0 0 .235
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .221
  STOWERS, Tommi dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 .176
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 .325
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 .276
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -
Totals 27 4 4 4 3 4 21 5 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Middle Tennessee 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 7 9 4
WKU 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 4 2
E - Burgess, S. 2(12); Cushing, L.(3); Smith, C.(4); BOWLDS,M.(4); MCELROY,M.(4). DP - WKU 1. LOB - MT 5; WKU
5. 2B - De La Cruz(4); Cushing, L. 2(8); Smith, C.(3); MCGUFFIN,K.(8); VAUGHN,B.(3). HR - MCGUFFIN,K.(3). SH -
De La Cruz(1); McGee, K.(3). SF - Uselton, K.(2).
Middle Tennessee ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
JENNINGS, Cori 7.0 4 4 3 3 4 27 30 112 2.06
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 5 6 24 3.15
AIKEY, Kelsey 6.2 5 2 1 2 4 23 27 113 2.30
Win - Jennings, C. (8-4).  Loss - NUNN,S. (11-7).  Save - None.
WP - Jennings, C.(4); AIKEY,K. 2(7). PB - SMITH,K.(1). Inherited runners/scored: AIKEY,K. 2/2. Pitches/strikes:
Jennings, C. 112/70; NUNN,S. 24/17; AIKEY,K. 113/73.
Umpires - HP: Michael Henslee  1B: Jennifer Collins  3B: Destini Robinson
Start: 1 pm   Time: 1:53   Attendance:
Weather: 62 degrees; partly sunny
2018 WKU Softball
Middle Tennessee at WKU (Game 2)
Mar 17, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Middle Tennessee 6 (19-9,2-3 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
BURGESS, Summer ss 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 4 1 .454
BIRDSONG, Precious cf 2 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 .384
DE LA CRUZ, Jocelynn 3b 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 0 .294
HARRIS, Morgan c 4 0 2 2 0 0 4 1 0 .349
CUSHING, Lexi 1b 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .412
  MUNOZ, Dani 1b 3 1 2 3 0 0 9 0 0 .333
  MCCLURE, Brooke pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .167
SMITH, Claire 2b 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 .315
  KING, Ryan ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .185
USELTON, Kristin dp 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 .314
CUCCIA, Kirstyn rf 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 .205
MCGEE, Keely lf 2 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 .326
BALDWIN, Amber p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -
  TAYLOR, Pattie Ruth p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  GREER, Gretchen p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 29 6 11 6 3 1 18 10 8
WKU 8 (18-10,3-2 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan lf 4 2 3 1 0 0 3 0 0 .354
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 1 1 1 0 1 10 0 0 .346
VORBRINK, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 0 1 0 3 2 0 .280
CARTER, Paige rf 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 .361
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 .365
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 .308
SMITH, Kendall c 2 2 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 .253
NUNN, Shelby dp 2 1 1 3 1 0 0 1 0 .500
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 3 .266
TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 -
Totals 26 8 8 8 4 2 21 11 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Middle Tennessee 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 6 11 2
WKU 0 2 3 1 2 0 X 8 8 1
E - Burgess, S. 2(14); VAUGHN,B.(7). DP - WKU 1. LOB - MT 8; WKU 5. 2B - Birdsong, P.(2); THOMAS,J.(11);
BOWLDS,M.(3). HR - Munoz, D.(2); THOMAS,J.(1); SMITH,K.(4); NUNN,S.(1). HBP - McGee, K.; VAUGHN,B.. SH -
Birdsong, P.(3); Uselton, K.(5). CS - MCGUFFIN,K.(1).
Middle Tennessee ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
BALDWIN, Amber 3.0 5 6 5 3 0 15 19 77 2.83
TAYLOR, Pattie Ruth 2.0 3 2 2 1 1 8 9 40 3.43
GREER, Gretchen 1.0 0 0 0 0 1 3 3 18 2.66
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
TOWERS, Haylee 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 11 16 54 4.73
NUNN, Shelby 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 18 19 59 2.82
Win - NUNN,S. (12-7).  Loss - Taylor, P. (1-1).  Save - None.
WP - Baldwin, A.(7). HBP - by Baldwin, A. (VAUGHN,B.); by NUNN,S. (McGee, K.). Inherited runners/scored: Greer, G.
1/0; NUNN,S. 1/0. Pitches/strikes: Baldwin, A. 77/41; Taylor, P. 40/26; Greer, G. 18/11; TOWERS,H. 54/32; NUNN,S.
59/40.
Umpires - HP: Jennifer Collins  1B: Destini Robinson  3B: Michael Henslee
Start: 3:20 pm   Time: 2:16   Attendance: 279
Weather: 73 degrees; sunny
2018 WKU Softball
Middle Tennessee at WKU
Mar 18, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Middle Tennessee 5 (20-9,3-3 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
BURGESS, Summer ss 4 1 1 0 1 2 3 5 5 .436
BIRDSONG, Precious cf 5 2 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 .407
DE LA CRUZ, Jocelynn 3b 4 0 1 2 0 1 0 3 1 .292
HARRIS, Morgan c 5 1 3 2 0 0 4 0 2 .371
MUNOZ, Dani 1b 3 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 1 .250
SMITH, Claire 2b 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 3 1 .307
USELTON, Kristin dp 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 .309
CUCCIA, Kirstyn rf 3 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 1 .227
  MCCLURE, Brooke pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .167
MCGEE, Keely lf 3 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 .280
JENNINGS, Cori p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 32 5 10 5 6 4 24 11 11
WKU 2 (18-11,3-3 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan lf 4 0 1 1 0 2 3 0 1 .325
CARTER, Paige rf 3 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 .376
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 0 1 0 0 0 9 0 1 .341
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 .312
VORBRINK, Jordan 2b 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 .287
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 .230
NUNN, Shelby dp 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 .167
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 5 2 .262
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 4 0 .308
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 27 2 4 2 4 4 24 11 6
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E
Middle Tennessee 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 5 10 1
WKU 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 1
E - Burgess, S.(15); ENGELHARDT,R(4). DP - MT 1; WKU 1. LOB - MT 11; WKU 6. 2B - De La Cruz(5); Harris, M.(3);
THOMAS,J.(12). HR - Harris, M.(1). SH - De La Cruz(2); Smith, C.(5); VAUGHN,B.(1). SB - VAUGHN,B.(10).
Middle Tennessee ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
JENNINGS, Cori 8.0 4 2 2 4 4 27 32 114 1.91
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.0 1 1 1 5 3 13 19 87 2.36
NUNN, Shelby 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 19 21 85 3.21
Win - Jennings, C. (9-4).  Loss - NUNN,S. (12-8).  Save - None.
WP - NUNN,S.(2); AIKEY,K. 2(9). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: Jennings, C. 114/70; AIKEY,K.
87/52; NUNN,S. 85/57.
Umpires - HP: Jennifer Collins  1B: Destini Robinson  3B: Michael Henslee
Start: 1 pm   Time: 2:12   Attendance: 303
Weather: 53 degrees; cloudy
2018 WKU Softball
Jacksonville State at WKU
Mar 22, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Jacksonville State 2 (11-15)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Caitlyn Sapp 3b 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 0 .311
Anna Chisolm 2b 4 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 3 .203
Taylor Beshears ss 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 .330
Alexus Jimmerson dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 .265
Leila Chambers rf 3 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 0 .278
Hayley Sims 1b 2 0 0 0 1 1 5 0 0 .286
Lex Hull c 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 .135
  Amber Jones c 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 .357
Ryann Luna lf 2 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 .105
Emily Woodruff cf 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 .296
Faith Sims p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  Nicole Rodriguez p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  Kirsten Titus p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 25 2 4 2 4 10 18 6 6
WKU 6 (19-11)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 .353
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 1 1 1 0 2 6 0 0 .337
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 1 1 0 2 1 1 0 1 .299
CARTER, Paige dp 3 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 .375
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .338
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 .313
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 .222
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 2 .208
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 .274
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .250
Totals 25 6 8 5 3 7 21 5 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Jacksonville State 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 4 4
WKU 3 0 0 3 0 0 X 6 8 0
E - SAPP, C.(6); BESHEARS, T. 2(14); HULL, L.(2). LOB - JSU 6; WKU 7. 2B - SAPP, C.(5); VAUGHN,B.(4). HR -
CHAMBERS, L.(2). HBP - MCGUFFIN,K.. SH - MCELROY,M.(2). SF - THOMAS,J.(2). SB - VORBRINK,J.(1); CARTER,P.(9).
CS - CARTER,P.(2).
Jacksonville State ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Faith Sims 1.0 2 3 2 1 2 6 8 32 2.40
Nicole Rodriguez 2.0 1 0 0 0 2 7 7 18 4.61
Alexus Jimmerson 2.0 4 3 2 1 1 8 11 40 4.37
Kirsten Titus 1.0 1 0 0 1 2 4 5 18 6.30
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 15 19 84 2.30
NUNN, Shelby 2.2 2 1 1 0 5 10 10 34 3.02
Win - AIKEY,K. (6-2).  Loss - SIMS, F. (7-7).  Save - None.
WP - JIMMERSON, A(4); NUNN,S. 2(4). HBP - by SIMS, F. (MCGUFFIN,K.). Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 2/0.
Pitches/strikes: SIMS, F. 32/22; RODRIGUEZ, N 18/14; JIMMERSON, A 40/27; TITUS, K. 18/11; AIKEY,K. 84/48; NUNN,S.
34/27.
Umpires - HP: Kevin Gramig  1B: Jason Booth  3B: Jay Davis
Start: 3 pm   Time: 1:49   Attendance: 162
Weather: 54 degrees; sunny
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Charlotte (Game 1)
Mar 30, 2018 at Charlotte, N.C. (Daughtridge Stadium)
WKU 3 (20-11,4-3-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 0 1 0 0 1 8 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 4 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 1 2 4 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 1
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 1 0 2 0 5 1
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 24 3 5 3 4 11 21 11 6
Charlotte 2 (10-20,4-6-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
SHIPPER, Becca c 3 0 0 0 1 1 12 1 0
RHONEY, Bailey dp 4 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0
  POWERS, Erin pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PACE, Haley ss 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 3
HARRIS, Meredith 1b 3 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 0
BIRCH, Lizzy 3b 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3
BERRIER, Kiersten cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McGough, Jude 2b 3 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 1
GRAY, Spenser rf 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0
OCKER, Emma lf 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2
WISEMAN, Haley p 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
Totals 26 2 7 2 4 4 21 2 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 5 0
Charlotte 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 7 0
LOB - WKU 6; Charlotte 9. 2B - RHONEY(2); HARRIS(8); BIRCH(4). HR - THOMAS,J.(2); MCGUFFIN,K.(4);
ENGELHARDT,R(4). HBP - VAUGHN,B.. SH - MCELROY,M.(3); BIRCH(3); BERRIER(4). SB - BOWLDS,M.; VAUGHN,B.(11).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 22 27 97
NUNN, Shelby 1.0 1 0 0 1 1 4 5 25
Charlotte ip h r er bb so ab bf np
WISEMAN, Haley 7.0 5 3 3 4 11 24 30 129
Win - AIKEY,K. (7-2).  Loss - WISEMAN (7-12).  Save - NUNN,S. (2).
WP - WISEMAN 3(5). HBP - by WISEMAN (VAUGHN,B.). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 97/61;
NUNN,S. 25/17; WISEMAN 129/80.
Umpires - HP: Monique McMurray  1B: Melvin Clark  3B: Tammy Cooper
Start: 12:58 pm   Time: 1:57   Attendance: 197
Weather: 70 deg, Cloudy, 13 W
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Charlotte (Game 2)
Mar 30, 2018 at Charlotte, N.C. (Daughtridge Stadium)
WKU 5 (21-11,5-3-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 2 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 2
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 4 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 1 1 1 0 0 3 1 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 1 1
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 2 0 1 2 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 24 5 8 5 3 2 21 5 7
Charlotte 1 (10-21,4-7-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
SHIPPER, Becca c 3 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0
RHONEY, Bailey dp 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
PACE, Haley ss 4 0 3 0 0 0 4 2 0
HARRIS, Meredith 1b 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 3
BIRCH, Lizzy 3b 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0
  DOTY, Bethany ph/3b 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 0
BERRIER, Kiersten cf 3 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
McGough, Jude 2b 3 0 1 0 0 2 3 1 0
GRAY, Spenser rf 3 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
OCKER, Emma lf 3 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 3
RILEY, Lauren p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  GREEN, Alison p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 29 1 8 1 2 5 21 7 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 3 0 0 1 0 1 5 8 0
Charlotte 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 8 0
LOB - WKU 7; Charlotte 9. 2B - PACE 2(5); GRAY(1). HR - MCGUFFIN,K.(2); ENGELHARDT,R(2). HBP - VAUGHN,B.. SH -
BOWLDS,M.(1); CARTER,P. 2(2). SF - MCGUFFIN,K.(1); VAUGHN,B.(1). SB - VAUGHN,B.(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 29 31 103
Charlotte ip h r er bb so ab bf np
RILEY, Lauren 1.2 4 3 3 0 1 8 9 23
GREEN, Alison 5.1 4 2 2 3 1 16 24 68
Win - NUNN,S. (13-8).  Loss - RILEY (1-2).  Save - None.
WP - GREEN(1). HBP - by GREEN (VAUGHN,B.). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 103/67; RILEY
23/16; GREEN 68/39.
Umpires - HP: Melvin Clark  1B: Tammy Cooper  3B: Monique McMurray
Start:   Time: 1:47   Attendance: 216
Weather: 71 deg, Cloudy, 12 NW
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Charlotte
Mar 31, 2018 at Charlotte, N.C. (Daughtridge Stadium)
WKU 0 (21-12,5-4-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 7 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 3
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 3 0
SMITH, Kendall c 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 1
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
  TOWERS, Haylee ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 2
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 22 0 2 0 3 9 18 8 6
Charlotte 3 (11-21,5-7-0 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
PACE, Haley ss 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 0
SHIPPER, Becca c 3 1 1 0 0 0 8 1 3
HARRIS, Meredith 1b 2 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 0
RHONEY, Bailey dp 3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0
  POWERS, Erin pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
McGough, Jude 2b 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0
BIRCH, Lizzy 3b 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4
BERRIER, Kiersten cf 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0
GRAY, Spenser rf 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
OCKER, Emma lf 3 0 2 1 0 1 2 0 1
WISEMAN, Haley p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Totals 23 3 9 3 2 3 21 6 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Charlotte 0 1 0 0 2 0 X 3 9 0
DP - WKU 1. LOB - WKU 6; Charlotte 8. 2B - RHONEY(3); BERRIER(4). HBP - VAUGHN,B.; SHIPPER. SH - SMITH,K.(3);
HARRIS(3); BERRIER(5); GRAY(4). SB - VORBRINK,J.(2); VAUGHN,B.(13).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 17 22 75
NUNN, Shelby 1.2 1 0 0 1 1 6 7 26
Charlotte ip h r er bb so ab bf np
WISEMAN, Haley 7.0 2 0 0 3 9 22 27 117
Win - WISEMAN (8-12).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (7-3).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(10). HBP - by AIKEY,K. (SHIPPER); by WISEMAN (VAUGHN,B.). Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 1/0.
Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 75/46; NUNN,S. 26/15; WISEMAN 117/70.
Umpires - HP: Tammy Cooper  1B: Monique McMurray  3B: Melvin Clark
Start:   Time: 1:49   Attendance: 201
Weather: 57 deg,  Sunny, ESE 7
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, April 3, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 34 notes attached. 
TRIP TO MURRAY STATE UP NEXT FOR WKU SOFTBALL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Following its second Conference USA series victory, WKU Softball is headed to 
Murray State for a midweek non-conference tilt on Wednesday. First pitch between the Hilltoppers (21-
12) and Racers (9-22) is slated for 5 p.m. CT, from Racer Field in Murray, Ky. Action will be streamed for 
free on the OVC Digital Network. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Wednesday, April 4 – 5 p.m. CT – Murray, Ky. | Livestats | Watch 
Murray State enters the midweek tilt looking to snap an eight-game skid while the Hilltoppers will look 
to get back into the win column after dropping their series finale at Charlotte over the weekend. WKU 
owns an 8-2 advantage in the all-time series against Murray State. The Red and White are 2-2 when 
playing in Murray since the series commenced in 2010. When the team’s met on The Hill during the 
2017 campaign, WKU claimed a 1-0 decision as Kathryn Downing tossed a two-hitter and Brittany 
Vaughn scored the game’s lone run. 
This season, common opponents between the in-state foes include South Alabama, Tennessee Tech and 
Jacksonville State. The Racers split with South Alabama, topped Tennessee Tech and dropped both 
decisions to JSU. 
Murray State is 2-4 when playing at Racer Field this season while the WKU squad owns a 5-5 record in 
true road games. This will mark the Hilltoppers’ first – and only - game in the state of Kentucky that will 
not be played at the WKU Softball Complex. 
Through 31 games, Murray State owns a collective batting average of .229 with 184 hits – 50 for extra 
bases – to go along with a .330 slugging percentage. In the circle, the Racers’ pitching staff has 
registered a 3.78 ERA with 94 strikeouts while holding opposing batters to a .281 clip. 
In comparison, WKU has posted a .288 batting average with 246 hits – 88 extra-base – and a .462 
slugging mark. In the circle, WKU’s pitchers own a collective 3.13 ERA with 162 strikeouts while holding 
opposition to a .263 average at the plate. 
Following Wednesday’s game, WKU will return home after four games on the road to host UTEP for a 
three-game series. Saturday’s doubleheader will commence at 1 p.m. CT while Sunday’s finale is slated 
for noon. 
 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
584 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of walkoff victories by 
the Hilltoppers in 2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 




WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA second-best 
25 walks while also ranking fifth in the nation with 12 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 25-of-
47 occasions for a .532 rating. As a team, WKU is 84-for-214 when leading off an inning (.393).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s midweek tilt. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through eight weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
MURRAY STATE | WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4
WKU at Murray State | 5 p.m. CT
Murray, Ky. | Racer Field
Live Stats: WKUSports.com









DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (0-0)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. 5 p.m.
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (21-12, 5-4 C-USA)
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball2
Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................584-479-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 138-111-1 
 Career Record ..... 355-317-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................246-169-1 (.592)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With eight weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 81 no-hitters have been recorded, with only 
two being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective batting average of .288 
while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.27), doubles/game (1.61), triples/game (0.30), RBI (153) and on base percentage 
(.382).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 31st  in victories with 13. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 81 no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan 
Thomas ranks sixth in walks with .85/game while ranking eighth in the nation with 28 total walks. Thomas owns 12 doubles to 
rank 21st in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-42 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-9. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already 
owns five wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss and Middle 
Tennessee. Morgan McElroy produced the first two game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt (Chattanooga), Jordan Vorbrink 
(Green Bay and Southern Miss) and Shelby Nunn (Middle Tennessee) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks 
for the Tops. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 10 7-3 2 13-10
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 16 13-8 1 16-11
Towers 7 1-1 0 6-5
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.49 7-3 23 10 3 2/1 2 76.0 57 31 27 27 63 11 1 9 311 .211 10 3 0 1 10
 10 Nunn 2.82 13-8 27 16 8 2/0 2 104.1 113 49 42 18 77 26 0 4 448 .270 4 2 0 2 8
 20 Towers 4.74 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6 163 .333 0 2 0 0 2
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 3  8
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 8  8
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 7 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Black Black Red 2 2
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red Red 2 3
Black Black Gray 1 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 38 Southern Miss 3/11
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Charlotte 3/30
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, Charlotte 3/31
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 Southern Miss 3/11
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:57 Southern Miss 3/11
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Tommi Stowers at USM 3/11
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at USM 3/10
Home Runs 1 MR, Beka Engelhardt Charlotte 3/31
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 6 MR, Morgan McElroy Dayton 3/2
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at EKU, 5/3/17 (11)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. MTSU, 3/17/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at Charlotte, 3/30/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Shelby Nunn vs. MTSU, 3/17/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
70 LA TECH  DNP 
89 MARSHALL  4/21-22 
96 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29 
99 FIU  5/5-6 
130 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
135 WKU  -
139 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
145 UTSA  DNP
149 UAB  4/14-15 
160 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
168 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
213 UTEP  4/7-8 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
12 LSU  L
26 KENTUCKY  4/18
48 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
51 LIPSCOMB  5/3
70 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
105 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
124 INDIANA  Cancelled
125 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
126 SIUE  W
143 TOLEDO  L 
147 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
150 EVANSVILLE  W 
173 SACRED HEART  W
175 GARDNER-WEBB  L
190 CHATTANOOGA  W
214 MURRAY STATE  4/4
217 DAYTON  W, W
232 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
239 HAMPTON  W, W 
242 GREEN BAY  W, W
254 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
278 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
North Texas (W) 8-4 .667 18-16 .529  7-3 W1
Florida Atlantic (E) 8-4 .667 20-18 .526  5-5 L1
UAB (W) 5-3-1 .611 13-22-1 .375  5-5 L1
LA Tech (W) 7-5 .583 19-17 .528  6-4 W3
WKU (E) 5-4 .556 21-12 .636  4-6 L1
Marshall (E) 6-5-1 .542 15-18-1 .456  5-5 L2
MTSU (E) 6-6 .500 25-12 .676  6-4 W2
UTSA (W) 4-5 .444 15-15 .500  4-6 W1
FIU (E) 4-5 .444 18-20 .474  4-6 W2
Charlotte (E) 5-7 .417 11-21 .344  3-7 W1
Southern Miss (W) 4-8 .333 14-25 .359  3-7 L5
UTEP (W) 3-9 .250 13-24 .351  3-7 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 4-1 2-0
2 0-1 0-1 5-1 1-1
3 2-1 1-0 1-1 1-1
4 1-2 1-1 2-0 0-0
5 1-1 1-0 1-3 0-1
6 3-1 0-0 3-1 1-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-3 0-1
8 1-0 1-0 0-1 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 7-0 1-0 0-0 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 7-1 2-3 12-8
2 9-2 2-4 10-6
3 15-1 2-9 4-2
4 19-0 0-10 2-2
5 13-1 0-10 2-1
6 12-1 0-9 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 27 4 18 8
2 16 6 7 3
3 37 6 34 3
4 42 6 16 2
5 36 12 16 4
6 8 1 9 2
7 6 2 8 3
8 2 0 3 3
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 5 5













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................18-8



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................21-12
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ................................................19-9
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-3
WKU SP Goes 5+ .................................................11-4
WKU SP Goes <5 .................................................10-8
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................6-8
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................15-4
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................16-3
Opp. Scores 1st .......................................................5-9
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................8-2
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................4-3
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................15-1
Opp. Has More .....................................................4-10
Hits Are Even ...........................................................2-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................10-3
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-5
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-4
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................7-5
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................7-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................7-3
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................8-10
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................6-2
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................7-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................12-6
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................8-4
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................1-2
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 2/27 2/6 0 0 33 
McGuffin 8/16 1/3 0/1 0 20
Carter 6/8 3/5 0 0 13 
Engelhardt 5/8 1/2 0 0 10 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Thomas 5/5 2/2 0 0 7
Bowlds 2/2 3/3 1/1 0 6
Vorbrink 3/4 1/2 0 0 6 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 1/5 1/3 0/1 31
Carter 5/7 3/3 1/2 0 12 
McGuffin 3/9 1/2 0 0 11
Engelhardt 3/6 0/2 1/1 0 9
Vorbrink 3/6 1/1 0 0 7
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 4 17 
McGuffin - - 4 2 5 11
Engelhardt - - 0 5 5 10
Carter - - - 2 3 5
Smith - - - - 4 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Thomas - - - - 2 2
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 0
Vorbrink  9 9 5
Carter  7 7 0
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  5 5 0 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 1 
Towers  4 0 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Engelhardt  5 5 0
Bowlds  5 5 0
Aikey  1 - 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 8 8
Carter  13 13 0
Vorbrink  12 12 6
Thomas  11 11 7 
McGuffin  9 9 0
Engelhardt 8 8 0
Stowers  6 3 1
Towers  5 0 0
Smith  5 5 0
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  5 5 0
Aikey  2 - 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 2
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 2 10 .200 13 41 .317 16 48 .333 0 2 .000 8 28  .286 10 23 .435 3
Carter 8 17 .471 11 31 .355 22 58 .379 1 5 .200 18 43  .419 15 40 .375 11
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 10 22 .455 13 48 .271 10 38 .263 0 2 .000 9 30  .300 8 31 .258 11
McElroy 1 12 .083 3 30 .100 12 41 .293 2 4 .500 9 35  .257 4 34 .118 3
McGuffin 10 25 .400 17 47 .362 11 35 .314 0 2 .000 7 30  .233 8 26 .308 6
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 1 1.000 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 8 20 .400 9 43 .209 11 44 .250 1 6 .167 7 37  .189 5 33 .152 2
Stowers 1 8 .125 3 22 .136 7 28 .250 0 2 .000 5 18  .278 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 25 47 .532 18 55 .327 12 35 .343 0 0 --- 9 22  .409 3 14 .214 2
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 7 21 .333 7 32 .219 19 51 .373 2 2 1.000 11 33  .333 8 28 .286 6
Vorbrink 12 31 .387 16 48 .333 12 44 .273 3 5 .600 10 36  .278 9 27 .333 6
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 33 - - 4 6 - - 20 - 1 2 - - 9 3 2 - - 1 18 - 
SMITH 33 - 33 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 7 1 - - 
THOMAS 33 - - - - - - 13 1 19 - 32 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 33 - - - - 33 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 8 7 12 -  
MCGUFFIN 32 - - - - - - - 32 - - - 3 4 1 10 8 1 4 1 -
CARTER 31 - - - - - - - - 13 18 - 2 12 14 2 1 - - - -
VAUGHN 31 - - - - - 32 - - - - 1 - 4 9 10 5 - 1 1 - 
BOWLDS 29 - - 29 - - - - - - - - 28 1 - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 29 - - - 27 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 11 18 - -  
NUNN 18 16 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 1 - 16 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
AIKEY 10 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10
TOWERS 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .355 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.628 Kelsey McGuffin
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.488 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
26  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
33  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
28  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
12  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  R. Engelhardt, P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
5  R. Engelhardt & K. McGuffin 
TOTAL BASES  
54  Kelsey McGuffin
WALKS  
28  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
7  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
6  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  J. Thomas, R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
13  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State            
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 21-12   Home: 10-5   Away: 5-5   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 5-4
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 5 5 32-31 93 19 33 5 2 3 28 51  . 5 4 8 14 2 14 0  . 4 4 5 1 5 9-11 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 7 32-32 86 23 29 8 1 5 12 54  . 6 2 8 14 2 21 0  . 4 3 7 1 1 4-5 35 7 1  . 9 7 7
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 3 33-33 90 26 30 12 2 2 13 52  . 5 7 8 28 1 19 0  . 4 8 8 2 2 5-7 39 0 1  . 9 7 5
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 5 29-29 92 13 29 3 1 0 9 34  . 3 7 0 7 0 15 1  . 3 6 4 0 6 5-6 200 5 4  . 9 8 1
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 3 31-31 83 19 26 4 1 4 22 44  . 5 3 0 11 7 15 0  . 4 3 1 1 1 13-13 50 55 7  . 9 3 8
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 5 33-33 95 14 29 4 0 1 14 36  . 3 7 9 13 1 22 0  . 3 9 4 0 0 2-3 60 13 2  . 9 7 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 7 33-33 90 21 24 7 2 5 17 50  . 5 5 6 11 0 28 0  . 3 4 0 2 2 5-7 25 73 4  . 9 6 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 3-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 7 33-33 92 21 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 3 5 12 3 24 1  . 3 2 1 2 3 3-3 167 20 1  . 9 9 5
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 29-29 75 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 0 0 4 0 9 0  . 2 3 8 1 3 0-0 57 39 4  . 9 6 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 9 6 23-11 51 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 7 5 3 0 10 2  . 2 4 1 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 9 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 8 33 853 174 246 53 10 25 153 394  . 4 6 2 119 16 179 4  . 3 8 2 10 23 47-56 650 262 27  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 6 3 33 841 113 221 50 2 19 107 332  . 3 9 5 67 8 162 2  . 3 2 2 3 20 14-22 639 235 39  . 9 5 7
LOB - Team (210), Opp (178). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 4 9 7-3 23 10 3 2/1 2 76.0 57 31 27 27 63 11 1 9  . 2 1 1 10 3 0 1 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 2 13-8 27 16 8 2/0 2 104.1 113 49 42 18 77 26 0 4  . 2 7 0 4 2 0 2 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 4 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6  . 3 3 3 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 1 3 21-12 33 33 11 5/1 4 216.2 221 113 97 67 162 50 2 19  . 2 6 3 16 8 0 3 20
Opponents  5 . 0 0 12-21 33 33 12 5/2 3 213.0 246 174 152 119 179 53 10 25  . 2 8 8 22 16 0 10 23
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (14-22), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (7-8), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 5-4   Home: 1-2   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 5-4
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 7 9-9 27 8 11 2 1 3 8 24  . 8 8 9 2 0 6 0  . 4 3 3 1 0 0-1 14 1 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 5 7 9-9 28 3 10 0 0 0 3 10  . 3 5 7 6 0 4 0  . 4 7 1 0 0 1-1 13 8 2  . 9 1 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 7 6 9-9 29 5 8 3 0 2 5 17  . 5 8 6 6 0 5 0  . 3 8 9 1 0 0-0 16 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 9-9 32 3 8 1 0 0 2 9  . 2 8 1 0 0 4 1  . 2 5 0 0 3 1-1 72 1 1  . 9 8 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 9-9 27 6 6 0 1 3 5 17  . 6 3 0 1 0 10 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 8 23 1  . 9 6 9
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 1 4 9-9 28 3 6 1 0 0 2 7  . 2 5 0 3 0 4 0  . 2 9 0 0 3 0-0 5 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 8 2 7-7 11 3 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 7 3 4 4 1 0  . 5 0 0 1 1 4-4 9 13 1  . 9 5 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 3 3 7-2 15 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 3 3 1 0 4 0  . 1 8 8 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 2 5 7-7 16 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 2 5 0 0 3 0  . 1 2 5 0 1 0-0 14 9 2  . 9 2 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 0 9 5 9-9 21 3 2 0 0 2 5 8  . 3 8 1 5 0 5 0  . 2 5 9 1 2 0-0 40 4 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 2 9 240 37 58 8 2 11 36 103  . 4 2 9 30 4 48 1  . 3 3 1 4 10 6-7 193 79 7  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 2 8 2 9 245 30 69 18 0 4 29 99  . 4 0 4 25 2 37 1  . 3 4 9 3 13 1-2 195 81 10  . 9 6 5
LOB - Team (56), Opp (65). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 6 2-2 7 4 1 0/0 0 32.1 27 11 10 14 22 7 0 3  . 2 3 7 6 1 0 1 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 9 0 3-2 8 4 1 0/0 1 29.0 37 14 12 8 15 11 0 0  . 3 0 8 1 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  2 . 6 1 5-4 9 9 2 0/0 1 64.1 69 30 24 25 37 18 0 4  . 2 8 2 7 2 0 3 13
Opponents  3 . 6 6 4-5 9 9 5 2/1 0 65.0 58 37 34 30 48 8 2 11  . 2 4 2 7 4 0 4 10
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Totals 853 174 246 153 53 10 25 394 119 0 47 9 16 23 10 4 179 650 262 27 210  . 2 8 8







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) AT BATS SAME
 2 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 12X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS SAME 
 1 13X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) RBI SAME
 2 7X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .333 33-33 90 26 30 12 2 2 13 52 .578 28 1 19 0 .488 2 2 5-7 39 0 1 .975
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .217 33-33 92 21 20 8 0 4 17 40 .435 12 3 24 1 .321 2 3 3-3 167 20 1 .995
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 4X, MR VS. JSU (3-22) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 4X, MR VS. IND. ST. (2-25) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .313 31-31 83 19 26 4 1 4 22 44 .530 11 7 15 0 .431 1 1 13-13 50 55 7 .938






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS 8X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) TRIPLES 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS 10X, MR AT CHARLOTTE(3-30-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .267 33-33 90 21 24 7 2 5 17 50 .556 11 0 28 0 .340 2 2 5-7 25 73 4 .961
CAREER .216 132-117 227 46 49 10 2 10 33 93 .410 30 1 63 0 .308 2 8 15-20 133 221 29 .924
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 3X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .250 27-18 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 20 0 1 0 .500 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 2.82 13-8 27 16 8 2/0 2 104.1 113 49 42 18 77 26 0 4 448 .270 4 2 0 2 8
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 1
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .337 32-32 86 23 29 8 1 5 12 54 .628 14 2 21 0 .437 1 1 4-4 35 7 1 .977
Totals .253 139-135 340 64 86 23 1 11 41 144 .424 51 14 80 1 .369 4 12 23-26 191 37 8 .966
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 - 21-8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0-0 2 14 1 .941
TOTALS .083 48-17 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 6 35 3 .932
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.49 7-3 23 10 3 2/1 2 76.0 57 31 27 27 63 11 1 9 311 .211 10 3 0 1 10
TOTALS 2.73 14-7 50 19 8 3/1 4 169.1 143 90 66 92 117 23 1 15 748 .230 29 11 1 4 19
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
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jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) AT BATS MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 4
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RUNS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-31) STOLEN BASES 3X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-31-18) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .305 33-33 95 14 29 4 0 1 14 36 .379 13 1 22 0 .394 0 0 2-3 60 13 2 .973
CAREER .262 83-63 164 23 43 7 3 2 24 62 .378 15 5 32 2 .341 1 2 3-4 182 15 3 .985
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 - 12-7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 0 2 9 0 1.000
TOTALS .212 71-58 132 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .318 20 2 45 1 .323 1 4 5-6 113 36 2 .987
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 4.74 1-1 11 7 0 0/1 0 34.0 48 28 23 15 20 13 1 6 163 .333 0 2 0 0 2
TOTALS 4.50 9-13 37 24 13 1/1 2 151.0 202 118 97 62 98 30 4 16 713 .324 7 10 1 7 11
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT CHARLOTTE (3-31) AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .196 23-11 51 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .275 3 0 10 2 .241 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .209 67-42 158 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .316 16 0 37 3 .280 1 1 0-0 25 2 3 .900







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .200 29-29 75 8 15 0 0 0 13 15 .200 4 0 9 0 .238 1 3 0-0 57 39 4 .960
TOTALS .171 88-86 205 24 35 4 0 0 21 39 .190 18 6 35 0 .257 1 8 3-4 229 118 11 .969
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 7-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 14-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) HOME RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .355 32-31 93 19 33 5 2 3 28 51 .548 14 2 14 0 .445 1 5 9-9 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .315 29-29 92 13 29 3 1 0 9 34 .370 7 0 15 1 .364 0 6 5-6 200 5 4 .981
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, April 4, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 34 box score attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
HILLTOPPERS FALL AT MURRAY STATE, 10-6 
MURRAY, Ky. – WKU Softball dropped its midweek tilt at Murray State 10-6 on Wednesday. Three 
Hilltoppers produced multi-hit games including Maddie Bowlds, Paige Carter and Brittany Vaughn. The 
Hilltoppers moved to 21-13 with the non-conference loss. 
Looking to end its eight-game losing skid, Murray State struck early with a three-run first inning 
Wednesday afternoon. The Hilltoppers would battle back their next trip as Carter drew a lead-off walk 
and proceeded to score on Vaughn's home run over the wall in left-center field. 
WKU headed to the bottom of the second inning trailing by one at 3-2 before Murray State drew a 
leadoff walk. With no outs in the frame, Kelsey Aikey relieved Shelby Nunn in the circle and proceeded 
to hold the Racer runner at first with the help of the Hilltopper defense. 
In the top of the fourth, the Red and White added four more runs. Carter opened things with a double 
and Vaughn stepped into the box and traded spots with her to even the game at 3-3. During Rebekah 
Engelhardt's at bat, the MSU catcher attempted a pick off to third base but the ball ended up the left 
field allowing two Hilltopper runners to score for a 5-3 lead. WKU's fourth run of the frame came off the 
bat of Jordan Thomas in the form of an RBI single to score Kendall Smith from third. 
Murray State used a big fifth frame to regain its lead, plating six runs in total for a 9-6 advantage. The 
Racers added their 10th run on a sacrifice fly in the bottom of the sixth. 
Aikey took the loss on the day after 3.1 innings of work. The sophomore moved to 7-4 after allowing 
four runs on two hits in addition to four strikeouts. Nunn and Haylee Towers combined for 2.2 innings of 
work. 
Next up, WKU will return home after four games on the road to host UTEP for a three-game series. 
Saturday’s doubleheader will commence at 1 p.m. CT while Sunday’s finale is slated for noon. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Brittany Vaughn knocked a two-run home run in the top of the second for her fifth dinger of the 
season. Vaughn now owns 18 on her career including 14 during her two seasons on The Hill. As a 
team, WKU has now registered 26 long balls on the year. 
•Vaughn extended her reached base streak to a season-high nine games. Her streak is the longest 
active streak on the team followed by an eight-game stretch by Jordan Thomas. 
•WKU moves to 8-3 all-time against Murray State with the loss and is now 2-3 when playing in 
Murray, Ky. 
•Maddie Bowlds, Paige Carter and Brittany Vaughn each registered multi-hit performances. Bowlds 
now owns seven such showings on the year while Carter registered her 10th of the season and 
14th of her career. Vaughn’s two knock day was her fifth of the year and 34th of her career. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, April 6, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Games 35-37 notes attached. 
TOPS WELCOME UTEP TO THE HILL FOR WEEKEND SERIES 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With just 19 regular season games remaining, WKU Softball is set to begin a 
four-game homestand as UTEP visits town to kick things off with a three-game series. First pitch of 
Saturday’s doubleheader between the Hilltoppers (21-13) and Miners (13-24) is slated for 1 p.m. CT, 
from the WKU Softball Complex. Sunday’s finale is slated for noon. Saturday’s contests will be streamed 
on CUSA.tv. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Saturday, April 7 – 1 p.m. CT – vs. UTEP | Livestats | Watch 
Saturday, April 7 – 3 p.m. CT – vs. UTEP | Livestats | Watch 
Sunday, April 8 – Noon CT – vs UTEP | Livestats 
UTEP is coming off a series win over UTSA at the Helen of Troy Softball Complex where the Hilltoppers 
claimed the first-ever series against the Miners last season. This year’s three-game slate will be the first 
time the sides meet in Bowling Green. 
Entering the series, the Miners own a 3-9 mark in Conference USA action while WKU sits at 5-4. UTEP is 
1-10 in true road tests this season while that mark moves to 5-20 when playing any from El Paso. 
WKU and UTEP have not met any of the same non-conference opponents but have both faced off 
against Southern Miss already. The Red and White claimed the series, 2-1, in Hattiesburg, Miss., while 
the Golden Eagles swept the Miners. 
Through 37 games, UTEP owns a collective batting average of .276 with 263 hits – 75 for extra bases – to 
go along with a .413 slugging percentage. In the circle, the Miners’ pitching staff has registered a 5.84 
ERA with 159 strikeouts while holding opposing batters to a .317 clip. 
In comparison, WKU has posted a .287 batting average with 253 hits – 91 extra-base – and a .460 
slugging mark. In the circle, WKU’s pitchers own a collective 3.30 ERA with 167 strikeouts while holding 
opposition to a .266 average at the plate. 
Following weekend play, WKU will stay home to play host to Eastern Kentucky on Wednesday, April 11, 
for a doubleheader. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
584 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of walkoff victories by 
the Hilltoppers in 2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 




WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA 10th-best 28 
walks while also ranking fifth in the nation with 12 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 25-of-49 
occasions for a .510 rating. As a team, WKU is 87-for-221 when leading off an inning (.394).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s weekend slate. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through eight weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
UTEP | SATURDAY-SUNDAY, APRIL 7-8
SATURDAY-SUNDAY, APRIL 7-8
UTEP at WKU | 1, 3, Noon CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (0-1)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. L, 10-6
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field Noon
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (21-13, 5-4 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................584-480-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 138-112-1 
 Career Record ..... 355-318-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................246-169-1 (.592)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With eight weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 83 no-hitters have been recorded, with only 
two being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective batting average of .287 
while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.29), doubles/game (1.62), triples/game (0.29), RBI (157), on base percentage (.380) 
and slugging percentage (.460).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 34th  in victories with 13. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 83 no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan 
Thomas ranks seventh in walks with .82/game while ranking 10th in the nation with 28 total walks. Thomas owns 12 doubles to 
rank 23rd in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-42 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-9. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already 
owns five wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss and Middle 
Tennessee. Morgan McElroy produced the first two game-tying hits while Rebekah Engelhardt (Chattanooga), Jordan Vorbrink 
(Green Bay and Southern Miss) and Shelby Nunn (Middle Tennessee) delivered what would ultimately be the go-ahead knocks 
for the Tops. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State Aikey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 82 10-6 L
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 7 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 8 UTEP* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 10 7-4 2 13-11
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 17 13-8 1 16-12
Towers 7 1-1 0 6-6
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.74 7-4 24 10 3 2/1 2 79.1 59 35 31 33 67 11 1 9 329 .209 10 3 0 1 10
 10 Nunn 2.83 13-8 28 17 8 2/0 2 106.1 118 52 43 19 78 26 0 4 461 .275 4 2 0 3 8
 20 Towers 5.25 1-1 12 7 0 0/1 0 34.2 51 31 26 16 20 15 1 6 169 .342 0 2 0 0 2
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 3  8
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 8  8
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 7 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Black Black Red 2 2
Black Black Black 2 2
White Red Red 2 4
Black Black Gray 1 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 38 Southern Miss 3/11
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Charlotte 3/30
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, Charlotte 3/31
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 Southern Miss 3/11
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:57 Southern Miss 3/11
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Tommi Stowers at USM 3/11
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Paige Carter Indiana State 2/24
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at USM 3/10
Home Runs 1 MR, Brittany Vaughn at Murray State 4/4
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 6 MR, Morgan McElroy Dayton 3/2
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Murray State, 4/4/18 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (11 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. MTSU, 3/17/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at Charlotte, 3/30/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Brittany Vaughn at Murray State, 4/4/18
Player with four RBI Paige Carter vs. Indiana State, 2/24/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
70 LA TECH  DNP 
89 MARSHALL  4/21-22 
96 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29 
99 FIU  5/5-6 
130 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
135 WKU  -
139 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
145 UTSA  DNP
149 UAB  4/14-15 
160 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
168 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
213 UTEP  4/7-8 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
12 LSU  L
26 KENTUCKY  4/18
48 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
51 LIPSCOMB  5/3
70 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
105 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
124 INDIANA  Cancelled
125 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
126 SIUE  W
143 TOLEDO  L 
147 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
150 EVANSVILLE  W 
173 SACRED HEART  W
175 GARDNER-WEBB  L
190 CHATTANOOGA  W
214 MURRAY STATE  L
217 DAYTON  W, W
232 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
239 HAMPTON  W, W 
242 GREEN BAY  W, W
254 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
278 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
North Texas (W) 8-4 .667 18-17 .514  7-3 L1
Florida Atlantic (E) 8-4 .667 20-18 .526  5-5 L1
UAB (W) 5-3-1 .611 13-23-1 .365  5-5 L2
LA Tech (W) 7-5 .583 20-17 .541  6-4 W4
WKU (E) 5-4 .556 21-13 .618  4-6 L2
Marshall (E) 6-5-1 .542 16-19-1 .458  4-6 W1
MTSU (E) 6-6 .500 25-13 .658  6-4 L1
UTSA (W) 4-5 .444 15-16 .484  3-7 L1
FIU (E) 4-5 .444 20-20 .500  6-4 W4
Charlotte (E) 5-7 .417 11-23 .324  2-8 L2
Southern Miss (W) 4-8 .333 14-27 .341  3-7 L7
UTEP (W) 3-9 .250 13-24 .351  3-7 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 4-1 2-0
2 0-1 0-1 5-1 1-1
3 2-1 1-0 1-1 1-1
4 1-2 1-1 2-0 0-0
5 1-1 1-0 1-3 0-1
6 3-2 0-0 3-1 1-0
7 3-0 0-0 0-3 0-1
8 1-0 1-0 0-1 0-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 7-0 1-0 0-1 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 7-1 2-4 12-8
2 9-2 2-5 10-6
3 15-1 2-10 4-2
4 19-1 0-10 2-2
5 13-1 0-11 2-1
6 12-1 0-10 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 27 4 21 8
2 18 6 7 3
3 37 6 34 3
4 46 6 16 2
5 36 12 22 4
6 8 1 10 2
7 6 2 8 3
8 2 0 3 3
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 5 5













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................18-8



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................21-13
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ..............................................19-10
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-3
WKU SP Goes 5+ .................................................11-4
WKU SP Goes <5 .................................................10-9
Opp. SP Goes 5+ ....................................................6-9
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................15-4
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................16-3
Opp. Scores 1st ....................................................5-10
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................8-2
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................4-4
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................15-1
Opp. Has More .....................................................4-11
Hits Are Even ...........................................................2-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................10-3
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................8-5
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-5
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................7-5
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................7-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................7-4
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................8-10
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................6-3
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................7-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................12-7
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................8-4
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................1-2
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
26 Vaughn (5) 34-4/04 Murray State 3-2/1 2/0 0-3 L, 10-6
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 3/28 2/6 0 0 34 
McGuffin 8/16 1/3 0/1 0 20
Carter 7/9 3/5 0 0 14 
Engelhardt 5/8 1/2 0 0 10 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
Bowlds 3/3 3/3 1/1 0 7 
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Thomas 5/5 2/2 0 0 7
Vorbrink 3/4 1/2 0 0 6 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 2/6 1/3 0/1 32
Carter 5/7 3/3 1/2 0 12 
McGuffin 3/9 1/2 0 0 11
Engelhardt 3/6 0/2 1/1 0 9
Vorbrink 3/6 1/1 0 0 7
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 5 18 
McGuffin - - 4 2 5 11
Engelhardt - - 0 5 5 10
Carter - - - 2 3 5
Smith - - - - 4 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Thomas - - - - 2 2
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Vorbrink  9 9 0
Carter  7 7 1
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  5 5 1 
Engelhardt  5 5 0
Bowlds  5 5 1 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 1 
Towers  4 0 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Aikey  1 0 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 9 9
Carter  13 13 1
Vorbrink  12 12 0
Thomas  11 11 8 
McGuffin  9 9 0
Engelhardt 8 8 0
Stowers  6 3 1
Towers  5 1 1
Smith  5 5 1
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  5 5 1
Aikey  2 0 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 11 .273 15 44 .341 16 52 .308 0 2 .000 8 28  .286 10 24 .417 3
Carter 10 19 .526 13 33 .394 22 63 .349 1 5 .200 18 43  .419 15 40 .375 11
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 10 22 .455 13 48 .271 11 45 .244 0 2 .000 9 31  .290 8 32 .250 11
McElroy 1 12 .083 3 30 .100 12 45 .267 2 4 .500 9 35  .257 4 34 .118 3
McGuffin 10 25 .400 17 48 .354 12 41 .293 0 2 .000 7 31  .226 8 27 .296 6
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 8 21 .381 9 44 .205 11 50 .220 1 6 .167 7 38  .184 5 33 .152 2
Stowers 1 8 .125 3 22 .136 7 29 .241 0 2 .000 5 18  .278 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 25 49 .510 18 57 .316 13 37 .351 0 0 --- 10 23  .435 4 16 .250 3
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 7 21 .333 7 32 .219 21 55 .382 2 2 1.000 13 35  .371 8 29 .276 6
Vorbrink 12 32 .375 16 50 .320 13 49 .265 3 5 .600 10 36  .278 9 28 .321 6
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 34 - - 4 6 - - 21 - 1 2 - - 10 3 2 - - 1 18 - 
SMITH 34 - 34 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 8 1 - - 
THOMAS 34 - - - - - - 13 1 20 - 33 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 34 - - - - 34 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 8 7 13 -  
MCGUFFIN 33 - - - - - - - 33 - - - 3 4 1 10 9 1 4 1 -
CARTER 32 - - - - - - - - 13 19 - 2 12 15 2 1 - - - -
VAUGHN 32 - - - - - 32 - - - - 1 - 4 9 11 5 - 1 1 - 
BOWLDS 30 - - 30 - - - - - - - - 29 1 - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 30 - - - 28 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 11 18 - 1  
NUNN 19 17 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 16 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
AIKEY 10 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10
TOWERS 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .365 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.607 Kelsey McGuffin
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.480 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
26  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
35  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
28  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
12  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  R. Engelhardt, P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
5  Engelhardt, McGuffin & Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
54  McGuffin & Thomas
WALKS  
28  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
7  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
6  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  J. Thomas, R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
13  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-6 (5) 
4/7 UTEP            
 UTEP            
4/8 UTEP            
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
GAME 34 | Murray, Ky. | T-2:16 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     0 2 0 4 0 0 0 - 6   7   2
MURR   3 0 0 0 6 1 X - 10 10 3
WP-VAN DUYSE (2-5) | LP-AIKEY (7-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, Brittany (5)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 04, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 21-13   Home: 10-5   Away: 5-6   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 5-4
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 6 5 33-32 96 21 35 6 2 3 28 54  . 5 6 3 15 2 14 0  . 4 5 6 1 5 9-11 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 0 34-34 94 26 31 12 2 2 14 53  . 5 6 4 28 1 19 0  . 4 8 0 2 2 5-7 40 0 1  . 9 7 6
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 2 6 33-33 89 24 29 8 1 5 12 54  . 6 0 7 14 2 22 0  . 4 2 5 1 1 4-5 35 7 1  . 9 7 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 2 3 30-30 96 13 31 3 1 0 9 36  . 3 7 5 7 0 15 1  . 3 6 9 0 6 5-7 207 5 5  . 9 7 7
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 2 32-32 87 21 28 5 1 5 25 50  . 5 7 5 11 7 15 0  . 4 3 4 1 1 13-13 51 58 7  . 9 4 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 9 3 34-34 99 14 29 4 0 1 14 36  . 3 6 4 13 1 23 0  . 3 8 1 0 0 2-3 61 13 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 8 34-34 93 21 24 7 2 5 17 50  . 5 3 8 11 0 28 0  . 3 3 0 2 2 5-7 28 73 5  . 9 5 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 3 34-34 94 22 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 2 6 13 3 24 1  . 3 2 1 2 3 3-3 172 20 1  . 9 9 5
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 30-30 75 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 0 0 4 0 9 0  . 2 3 8 1 3 0-0 57 41 4  . 9 6 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 9 6 23-11 51 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 7 5 3 0 10 2  . 2 4 1 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 14 1  . 9 4 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 9 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 7 34 882 180 253 55 10 26 157 406  . 4 6 0 122 16 183 4  . 3 8 0 10 23 47-57 668 267 29  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 6 6 34 869 123 231 52 2 19 117 344  . 3 9 6 75 8 167 2  . 3 2 8 4 20 15-23 660 243 42  . 9 5 6
LOB - Team (215), Opp (187). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 7 4 7-4 24 10 3 2/1 2 79.1 59 35 31 33 67 11 1 9  . 2 0 9 10 3 0 1 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 3 13-8 28 17 8 2/0 2 106.1 118 52 43 19 78 26 0 4  . 2 7 5 4 2 0 3 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 2 5 1-1 12 7 0 0/1 0 34.2 51 31 26 16 20 15 1 6  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 3 0 21-13 34 34 11 5/1 4 222.2 231 123 105 75 167 52 2 19  . 2 6 6 16 8 0 4 20
Opponents  4 . 9 6 13-21 34 34 13 5/2 3 220.0 253 180 156 122 183 55 10 26  . 2 8 7 22 16 0 10 23
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-23), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (8-9), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Mar 31, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 5-4   Home: 1-2   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 5-4
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 7 9-9 27 8 11 2 1 3 8 24  . 8 8 9 2 0 6 0  . 4 3 3 1 0 0-1 14 1 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 5 7 9-9 28 3 10 0 0 0 3 10  . 3 5 7 6 0 4 0  . 4 7 1 0 0 1-1 13 8 2  . 9 1 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 7 6 9-9 29 5 8 3 0 2 5 17  . 5 8 6 6 0 5 0  . 3 8 9 1 0 0-0 16 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 9-9 32 3 8 1 0 0 2 9  . 2 8 1 0 0 4 1  . 2 5 0 0 3 1-1 72 1 1  . 9 8 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 9-9 27 6 6 0 1 3 5 17  . 6 3 0 1 0 10 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 8 23 1  . 9 6 9
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 1 4 9-9 28 3 6 1 0 0 2 7  . 2 5 0 3 0 4 0  . 2 9 0 0 3 0-0 5 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 8 2 7-7 11 3 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 2 7 3 4 4 1 0  . 5 0 0 1 1 4-4 9 13 1  . 9 5 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 3 3 7-2 15 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 3 3 1 0 4 0  . 1 8 8 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 2 5 7-7 16 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 2 5 0 0 3 0  . 1 2 5 0 1 0-0 14 9 2  . 9 2 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 0 9 5 9-9 21 3 2 0 0 2 5 8  . 3 8 1 5 0 5 0  . 2 5 9 1 2 0-0 40 4 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 1-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 2 9 240 37 58 8 2 11 36 103  . 4 2 9 30 4 48 1  . 3 3 1 4 10 6-7 193 79 7  . 9 7 5
Opponents  . 2 8 2 9 245 30 69 18 0 4 29 99  . 4 0 4 25 2 37 1  . 3 4 9 3 13 1-2 195 81 10  . 9 6 5
LOB - Team (56), Opp (65). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 1 6 2-2 7 4 1 0/0 0 32.1 27 11 10 14 22 7 0 3  . 2 3 7 6 1 0 1 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 9 0 3-2 8 4 1 0/0 1 29.0 37 14 12 8 15 11 0 0  . 3 0 8 1 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  2 . 6 1 5-4 9 9 2 0/0 1 64.1 69 30 24 25 37 18 0 4  . 2 8 2 7 2 0 3 13
Opponents  3 . 6 6 4-5 9 9 5 2/1 0 65.0 58 37 34 30 48 8 2 11  . 2 4 2 7 4 0 4 10
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. Pickoffs - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 04, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
Totals 882 180 253 157 55 10 26 406 122 0 47 10 16 23 10 4 183 668 267 29 215  . 2 8 7







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS SAME
 2 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 12X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS SAME 
 1 14X, MR AT  AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) RBI SAME
 2 7X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .330 34-34 94 26 31 12 2 2 14 53 .564 28 1 19 0 .480 2 2 5-7 40 0 1 .976
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .213 34-34 94 22 20 8 0 4 17 40 .426 13 3 24 1 .321 2 3 3-3 172 20 1 .995
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .322 32-32 87 21 28 5 1 5 25 50 .575 11 7 15 0 .434 1 1 13-13 51 58 7 .940






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS 8X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) TRIPLES 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS 10X, MR AT CHARLOTTE(3-30-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .258 34-34 93 21 24 7 2 5 17 50 .538 11 0 28 0 .330 2 2 5-7 28 73 5 .953
CAREER .213 133-118 230 46 49 10 2 10 33 93 .404 30 1 63 0 .304 2 8 15-20 136 221 30 .922
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 3X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 28-19 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 2.83 13-8 28 17 8 2/0 2 106.1 118 52 43 19 78 26 0 4 461 .275 4 2 0 3 8
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 1
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .326 33-33 89 24 29 8 1 5 12 54 .607 14 2 22 0 .425 1 1 4-4 35 7 1 .977
Totals .251 140-136 343 65 86 23 1 11 41 144 .420 51 14 81 1 .367 4 12 23-26 191 37 8 .966
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kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 24-10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 2 14 1 .941
TOTALS .077 51-19 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 6 35 3 .932
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.74 7-4 24 10 3 2/1 2 79.1 59 35 31 33 67 11 1 9 329 .209 10 3 0 1 10
TOTALS 2.84 14-8 51 19 8 3/1 4 172.2 145 94 70 98 121 23 1 15 766 .229 29 11 1 4 19
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
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jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR AT MURRAY ST (4-4) AT BATS MR, AT MURRAY ST. (4-4-18) 4
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RUNS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) DOUBLES MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-31) STOLEN BASES 3X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-31-18) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .293 34-34 99 14 29 4 0 1 14 36 .364 13 1 23 0 .381 0 0 2-3 61 13 2 .974
CAREER .256 84-64 168 23 43 7 3 2 24 62 .369 15 5 35 2 .333 1 2 3-4 183 15 3 .985
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .000 13-7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 .500 0 0 0 2 9 0 1.000
TOTALS .212 72-58 132 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .318 21 2 45 1 .327 1 4 5-6 113 36 2 .987
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.25 1-1 12 7 0 0/1 0 34.2 51 31 26 16 20 15 1 6 169 .342 0 2 0 0 2
TOTALS 4.62 9-13 38 24 13 1/1 2 151.2 205 121 100 63 98 32 4 16 719 .326 7 10 1 7 11
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT CHARLOTTE (3-31) AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .196 23-11 51 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .275 3 0 10 2 .241 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .209 67-42 158 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .316 16 0 37 3 .280 1 1 0-0 25 2 3 .900







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .200 30-30 75 8 15 0 0 0 13 15 .200 4 0 9 0 .238 1 3 0-0 57 41 4 .961
TOTALS .171 89-87 205 24 35 4 0 0 21 39 .190 18 6 35 0 .257 1 8 3-4 229 120 11 .969
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 7-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 14-0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) HOME RUNS MR, VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .365 33-32 96 21 35 6 2 3 28 54 .563 15 2 14 0 .456 1 5 9-9 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .323 30-30 96 13 31 3 1 0 9 36 .375 7 0 15 1 .369 0 6 5-7 207 5 5 .977
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 7, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Games 35 & 36 box scores attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
WKU SPLITS FRIGID SATURDAY DOUBLEHEADER WITH UTEP 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball secured its sixth come-from-behind win of the season taking down UTEP 10-8 
before dropped the second half of Saturday’s doubleheader 6-4 from The Hill. The Hilltoppers (22-14; 6-5 C-USA) will 
look to secure their third series victory in Sunday’s finale against the Miners (14-25; 4-10 C-USA). First pitch of game 
three from the WKU Softball Complex is slated for noon CT. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Saturday, April 7 –vs. UTEP | W, 10-8 
Saturday, April 7 –vs. UTEP | L, 6-4 
Sunday, April 8 – Noon CT – vs UTEP | Livestats 
GAME 35: WKU 10, UTEP 8 
After two combined runs through the first three innings of the day’s first tilt, both sides’ bats got hot in what turned into 
a high-scoring affair. UTEP claimed a slim 2-1 lead after its trip to the plate in the fourth inning but WKU responded with 
a six-run bottom half of the frame as all nine batters made a plate appearance. Jordan Thomas drew a bases-loaded 
walk to knot the game at 2-2 before Maddie Bowlds followed with an RBI walk of her own. Jordan Vorbrink and Paige 
Carter both added RBI knocks for the Hilltopper squad as well. 
WKU added three more runs in the bottom of the fifth after UTEP plated four of their own in the top of the frame. 
Thomas picked up her third and fourth RBI of the contest with her third home run of the season to give the Hilltoppers a 
10-6 advantage. 
UTEP went on to plate a pair in the top of the sixth but was unable to close the gap as Shelby Nunn worked the game’s 
final 2.2 innings to secure her third save of the season. Kelsey Aikey picked up the victory after tossing the opening 4.1 
frames, moving to 8-4 on the year. 
GAME 36: UTEP 6, WKU4 
Game two of the day saw WKU strike first with a big four-run fifth inning. Ten Hilltoppers made plate appearances in the 
frame as Rebekah Engelhardt opened and closed the inning for the Red and White. Engelhardt got things going with a 
leadoff walk and scored the game’s first run as Kendall Smith reached on an error. Maddie Bowlds and Jordan Vorbrink 
notched back-to-back doubles before Paige Carter brought in WKU’s fourth run of the inning. 
Getting her second start of the day, Aikey tossed 6.0 innings of one-hit shutout ball before UTEP struck for three runs on 
her watch their final trip to the plate. The Miners added three more runs after Nunn took over in the circle. Nunn took 
the game-two loss to move to 13-9 on the year. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Jordan Thomas launched her third home run of the season in the form of a two-run shot in the fifth inning of game 
one. The dinger was her first with anyone on base and ultimately was the decider in the game. Thomas finished 
with a career-high four RBI while going 2-for-3 at the dish in addition to an RBI walk. 
•WKU now has 27 combined homers on the year after Jordan Thomas’ long ball. 
•All 10 of WKU’s runs in game one and 3-of-4 in game two came with two outs. 
•Kelsey Aikey got the nod to start both games on the day, winning the first contest before not factoring into the 
second game’s decision. In total, the sophomore righty struck out nine while allowing six walks on the day. She 
threw 208 pitches – 123 for strikes – across 10.1 innings of work. 
•Shelby Nunn finished with a save and a loss on the day in 3.2 innings of work. The freshman’s third save of the 
campaign moved her into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. She’s the first to register at least 
three saves in a season since the 2008 campaign and fifth Hilltopper to achieve the feat overall. 
•Trailing 2-1 after the top of the fourth in game one, WKU pieced together its sixth come-from-behind win of the 
season and third in C-USA action. 
•In the first series between UTEP and WKU to take place on The Hill, WKU now sits at 3-2 all-time against the 
Miners. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, April 8, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 37 box score attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
CARTER’S HOME RUN, AIKEY’S PITCHING ANCHOR TOPS’ SERIES-CLINCHING WIN OVER UTEP 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Trailing 6-2 entering the bottom of the fifth inning, WKU Softball mounted its largest come-
from-behind win of the season with six unanswered runs to clinch the series victory over UTEP with a 8-6 win from The 
Hill on Sunday. Paige Carter knocked a three-run home run to give the Hilltoppers a 7-6 advantage in the bottom of the 
fifth and Kelsey Aikey secured her ninth victory of the season with 3.1 innings of two-hit, shutout ball in relief. 
“Anytime we can get a conference series win it’s huge for us,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “When our backs were 
against the wall today I thought we really stepped up and performed well both offensively and in the circle. The crowd 
played a huge role in this victory for us today. I’ve never heard this place get that loud and we certainly appreciate 
everyone coming out and being as vocal as they were.” 
With the win, WKU secured the series over UTEP to improve to 23-14 overall and 7-5 in Conference USA action. The Red 
and White have now claimed three of their four C-USA series on the year. UTEP fell to 14-26 and 4-11 in C-USA. 
WKU struck first, tallying a pair of runs in the bottom of the first inning as Kelsey McGuffin drew a one-out bases-loaded 
walk. Brittany Vaughn followed with a single to bring Maddie Bowlds around to score for the 2-0 Hilltopper advantage. 
UTEP went on to score the next six runs with a pair in the top of the third followed by a four-run fourth frame. 
After being retired in order in the bottom of the fourth, WKU limited UTEP to one base runner in the top of the next 
frame before exploding for five runs. Kendall Smith and Jordan Thomas opened things with back-to-back singles before 
Bowlds drew a walk to load the bases. Jordan Vorbrink sent a two-RBI single to left-center field before Carter rounded 
out the scoring with her three-run homer to straight-away center. 
Aikey opened the top of the sixth with a strikeout before inducing a pair of infield popouts to retire the Miner batters in 
order for the first time since the opening inning. Three straight walks by Smith, Thomas and Bowlds loaded the bases for 
Vorbrink who brought home the insurance run in the form of pinch-runner Cassidy Blackford on a groundout. 
In need of three outs, Aikey spread 14 pitches out across four UTEP batters allowing just her second hit in relief in the 
top of the seventh before securing the victory. The sophomore finished with no walks and a strike out while tossing 48 
pitches – 31 for strikes. 
WKU will continue its homestand as Eastern Kentucky will visit The Hill on Wednesday for a doubleheader slated for 3 
p.m. CT. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Sunday’s four-run deficit marked the largest come-from-behind win of the season for WKU. The comeback victory 
was the seventh of the 2018 campaign for the Hilltoppers. 
•WKU is now 4-2 all-time against UTEP, claiming both series against the Miners. 
•The Hilltopper leadoff hitters went 4-for-6 on the day, reaching safely in the 1st, 2nd, 5th and 6th innings with two 
walks and two singles. WKU is now 96-for-240 in leadoff opportunities for a .400 mark. 
•Paige Carter registered her fourth home run of the season and sixth of her career on The Hill. Her long ball marked 
WKU’s 28th of the season. 
•Jordan Vorbrink and Paige Carter each notched 3-RBI days. Vorbrink now has two 3 RBI games on the season (and 
career) while Carter’s effort was her fourth of the season (and career). 
•Jordan Thomas reached base every trip to the plate on the day going 2-for-2 with two walks. The freshman scored 
two runs. The multi-hit effort was her second of the weekend and ninth of the season. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, April 10, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU notes for games 38 & 39 attached. 
COLONELS SET TO VISIT THE HILL FOR MIDWEEK DOUBLEHEADER 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Fresh off its third Conference USA series win, WKU Softball will set its sights on 
in-state foe Eastern Kentucky as the Colonels visit The Hill for a Wednesday doubleheader. First pitch 
from the WKU Softball Complex is slated for 3 p.m. CT. Both non-conference tilts will be streamed on 
CUSA.tv. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Wednesday, April 11 – EKU at WKU – 3 p.m. CT – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
– EKU at WKU – 5 p.m. CT – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Eastern Kentucky enters Wednesday’s doubleheader with a 22-12 record on the season. The Colonels 
are 2-8 on the year in true road games and 14-11 in contests away from Richmond. WKU currently sits at 
23-14 overall and owns a 12-6 mark from the confines of the WKU Softball Complex. 
Most recently, EKU visited Morehead State over the weekend to pick up its first road victories of the 
season with 7-0 and 14-2 decisions. The Colonels will host Kentucky Tuesday before heading to Bowling 
Green for Wednesday’s matchup. 
Common opponents between Wednesday’s sides include Austin Peay, Murray State, Youngstown State 
and Sacred Heart. EKU split against APSU, took both sides of a doubleheader with Murray State, 
defeated YSU and claimed the decision over Sacred Heart. The contests against Austin Peay and Murray 
State were all played from EKU’s Gertrude Hood Field. 
Through 34 games, Eastern Kentucky owns a collective batting average of .284 with 248 hits – 94 for 
extra bases – to go along with a .498 slugging percentage. In the circle, the Colonels’ pitching staff has 
registered a 3.06 ERA with 137 strikeouts while holding opposing batters to a .259 clip. 
In comparison, WKU has posted a .288 batting average with 275 hits – 95 extra-base – and a .457 
slugging mark. In the circle, WKU's pitchers own a collective 3.59 ERA with 179 strikeouts while holding 
opposition to a .272 average at the plate. 
Last season, WKU and EKU faced off from Richmond, each claiming a game. In the series that dates back 
to the inaugural WKU Softball season – 2000 – the Hilltoppers own a slim 11-10 advantage. EKU has 
claimed six of the 11 games played on The Hill with the most recent meeting from Bowling Green taking 
place prior to head coach Amy Tudor’s tenure, back in 2013. 
Following the midweek matchups, the Red and White will hit the road for another crucial C-USA series. 
WKU will head to Birmingham, Ala., to take on UAB. The weekend schedule is still pending with 
inclement weather in the forecast. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
586 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of come-from-behind 
victories by the Hilltoppers in 
2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. 
28 728
LEADING THINGS OFF
WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA 10th-best 28 
walks while also ranking fifth in the nation with 12 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 27-of-52 
occasions for a .519 rating. As a team, WKU is 96-for-240 when leading off an inning (.400).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s upcoming contests. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through nine weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN SAVES THE DAY
Freshman pitcher Shelby Nunn has already registered three saves on the season. The freshman’s third save of the campaign 
moved her into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. She’s the first to register at least three saves in a season since 
the 2008 campaign and fifth Hilltopper to achieve the feat overall. Across the nation, three saves ranks Nunn 24th overall while 
the mark ties her for the most in C-USA.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
EKU | WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1
EKU at WKU | 3 & 5 p.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (2-2)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. L, 10-6
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 10-8
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field L, 6-4
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
 15 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. Noon
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (23-14, 7-5 C-USA)
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball2
Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................586-481-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 140-113-1 
 Career Record ..... 357-319-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................248-170-1 (.593)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With eight weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 86 no-hitters have been recorded, with only 
two being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective batting average of .288 
while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.46), doubles/game (1.54), triples/game (0.27), RBI (177), on base percentage (.388), 
fewest hit batters (8) and strikeout-to-walk ratio (2.13).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 46th  in victories with 13. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 86 no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan 
Thomas ranks seventh in walks with .86/game while ranking eighth in the nation with 32 total walks. Thomas owns 12 doubles 
to rank 30th in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-42 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-9. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already owns 
even wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle Tennessee 
and two over UTEP. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State Aikey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 82 10-6 L
Apr. 7 UTEP* Aikey 4.1 9 6 6 4 3 100 10-8 W
Apr. 7 UTEP* Nunn 1.0 3 3 3 0 1 28 6-4 L
Apr. 8 UTEP* Aikey 3.1 2 0 0 0 1 48 8-6 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 12 9-4 2 15-12
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 18 13-9 3 18-13
Towers 7 1-1 0 6-6
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 3.01 9-4 27 12 3 2/1 2 93.0 74 44 40 39 77 12 1 11 388 .221 11 3 0 1 10
 10 Nunn 3.33 13-9 31 18 8 2/0 3 113.2 133 63 54 22 80 31 0 6 501 .285 5 2 0 3 8
 20 Towers 5.25 1-1 12 7 0 0/1 0 34.2 51 31 26 16 20 15 1 6 169 .342 0 2 0 0 2
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 3  8
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 8  8
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 7 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Red Red Red 1 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Black Black Red 3 2
Black Black Black 2 2
Gray Gray Gray 1 1
White Red Red 2 4
Black Black Gray 1 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 38 Southern Miss 3/11
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Charlotte 3/30
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, Charlotte 3/31
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 Southern Miss 3/11
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:57 Southern Miss 3/11
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Tommi Stowers at USM 3/11
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Jordan Thomas UTEP 4/7
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at USM 3/10
Home Runs 1 MR, Paige Carter UTEP 4/8
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Maddie Bowlds UTEP 4/7
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 7 Brittany Vaughn UTEP 4/7
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs UTEP, 4/7/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Murray State, 4/4/18 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order UTEP, 4/7/18 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at Charlotte, 3/30/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Carter & Vorbrink, vs UTEP, 4/8/18
Player with four RBI Jordan Thomas vs. UTEP 4/7/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
70 FIU  5/5-6 
76 LA TECH  DNP 
91 MARSHALL  4/21-22 
105 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29 
128 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
146 WKU  -
147 UAB  4/14-15 
148 UTSA  DNP
159 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
167 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
168 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
211 UTEP  W, L, W
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 LSU  L
20 KENTUCKY  4/18
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
54 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
72 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
96 EASTERN KENTUCKY  4/11
104 INDIANA  Cancelled
123 TOLEDO  L 
127 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
131 SIUE  W
149 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
155 EVANSVILLE  W 
163 GARDNER-WEBB  L
180 CHATTANOOGA  W
183 SACRED HEART  W
206 DAYTON  W, W
209 MURRAY STATE  L
227 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
237 HAMPTON  W, W 
240 GREEN BAY  W, W
249 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
282 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 10-5 .667 23-17 .575  7-3 W7
North Texas (W) 8-4 .667 21-17 .553  8-2 W3
UAB (W) 7-4-1 .625 15-24-1 .387  5-5 W1
Florida Atlantic (E) 9-6 .600 21-20 .512  5-5 L1
WKU (E) 7-5 .583 23-14 .622  6-4 W1
Marshall (E) 8-6-1 .567 18-20-1 .474  4-6 L1
MTSU (E) 6-6 .500 25-15 .625  4-6 L3
FIU (E) 6-6 .500 22-21 .512  7-3 W1
UTSA (W) 5-7 .417 16-18 .471  3-7 W1
Charlotte (E) 5-10 .333 11-26 .297  2-8 L5
Southern Miss (W) 5-10 .333 15-29 .341  1-9 L1
UTEP (W) 4-11 .267 14-26 .350  3-7 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 4-1 2-0
2 0-1 0-1 5-1 1-1
3 2-1 1-0 1-1 1-1
4 1-3 1-2 2-0 0-0
5 1-1 1-0 1-3 0-1
6 3-2 0-0 4-2 2-1
7 3-0 0-0 0-3 0-1
8 2-0 2-0 1-1 1-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 8-0 2-0 0-1 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 8-1 3-4 12-9
2 10-2 3-5 10-7
3 15-1 2-10 6-3
4 20-1 1-10 2-3
5 15-2 0-11 2-1
6 14-2 0-10 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 29 6 22 9
2 18 6 7 3
3 38 7 36 5
4 52 12 21 7
5 48 20 26 8
6 9 2 12 4
7 6 2 14 9
8 2 0 3 3
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 5 5













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................20-9



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................22-14
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ..............................................21-11
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-3
WKU SP Goes 5+ .................................................11-5
WKU SP Goes <5 .................................................12-9
Opp. SP Goes 5+ .................................................6-10
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................17-4
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................17-4
Opp. Scores 1st ....................................................6-10
WKU Scores in 1st ..................................................9-2
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................5-4
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................15-1
Opp. Has More .....................................................6-12
Hits Are Even ...........................................................2-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................11-4
WKU Commits 1 .....................................................9-5
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-5
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................7-5
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................9-4
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................7-5
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................8-11
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................8-3
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................7-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................13-7
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................8-4
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................2-3
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
26 Vaughn (5) 34-4/04 Murray State 3-2/1 2/0 0-3 L, 10-6
27 Thomas (3) 35-4/07 UTEP 3-2/1 5/2 8-6 W, 10-8
28 Carter (4) 37-4/08 UTEP 3-2/2 5/0 4-6 W, 8-6
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 3/28 2/6 0 0 34 
McGuffin 8/16 1/3 0/1 0 20
Carter 7/9 3/5 0 0 14 
Engelhardt 5/8 1/2 0 0 10
Thomas 7/7 2/2 0 0 9 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
Bowlds 4/4 3/3 1/1 0 8 
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Vorbrink 4/5 1/2 0 0 7 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 2/6 1/3 0/1 32
Carter 5/7 4/4 1/2 0 13 
McGuffin 3/9 1/2 0 0 11
Engelhardt 3/6 0/2 1/1 0 9
Vorbrink 4/7 2/2 0 0 9
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
Thomas 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 5 18 
McGuffin - - 4 2 5 11
Engelhardt - - 0 5 5 10
Carter - - - 2 4 6
Smith - - - - 4 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Thomas - - - - 3 3
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Vorbrink  9 9 3
Carter  7 7 4
McGuffin  6 6 3
Thomas  5 5 4 
Engelhardt  5 5 0
Bowlds  5 5 2 
Smith  4 4 1 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 0 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Aikey  1 0 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 12 12
Carter  13 13 4
Vorbrink  12 12 3
Thomas  11 11 11 
McGuffin  9 9 3
Engelhardt 8 8 3
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 1 1
Smith  5 5 4
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  5 5 4
Aikey  2 0 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 11 .273 15 45 .333 19 57 .333 0 2 .000 8 29  .276 12 26 .462 5
Carter 10 22 .455 13 37 .351 25 71 .352 1 7 .143 21 51  .412 17 45 .378 13
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 13 25 .520 14 52 .269 11 49 .224 0 3 .000 9 33  .273 8 37 .216 11
McElroy 1 12 .077 3 32 .094 12 48 .250 2 4 .500 9 37  .243 4 36 .111 3
McGuffin 12 27 .444 20 53 .377 12 43 .279 0 2 .000 7 31  .226 8 30 .267 6
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 10 23 .435 10 46 .217 12 54 .222 1 6 .167 8 42  .190 6 34 .176 3
Stowers 1 9 .111 3 23 .130 7 31 .226 0 2 .000 5 19  .263 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 27 52 .519 20 60 .333 16 42 .381 0 0 --- 11 24  .458 6 18 .333 7
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 7 24 .292 7 37 .189 22 58 .379 3 3 1.000 14 37  .378 8 30 .267 6
Vorbrink 12 33 .364 16 52 .308 17 57 .298 5 8 .625 13 43  .302 12 34 .353 9
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 37 - - 4 6 - - 24 - 1 2 - - 13 3 2 - - 1 18 - 
THOMAS 37 - - - - - - 13 1 23 - 36 - - - - - - - 1 -
SMITH 37 - 37 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 8 1 3 - 
ENGELHARDT 37 - - - - 37 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 10 8 13 -  
MCGUFFIN 36 - - - - - - - 36 - - - 3 4 1 12 10 1 4 1 -
CARTER 35 - - - - - - - - 13 22 - 2 12 18 2 1 - - - -
VAUGHN 35 - - - - - 35 - - - - 1 - 4 9 12 7 - 1 1 - 
BOWLDS 33 - - 33 - - - - - - - - 32 1 - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 33 - - - 31 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 12 20 - 1  
NUNN 20 18 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 17 
AIKEY 12 12 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
TOWERS 7 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .353 Jordan Thoams
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.598 Jordan Thomas
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.504 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
30  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
38  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
33  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
12  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  R. Engelhardt, P. Carter & J. Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
5  Engelhardt, McGuffin & Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
61  Jordan Thomas
WALKS  
32  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
8  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
6  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  J. Thomas, R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
13  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
6  35-4/07 UTEP 2-1 M4 Thomas RBI BB (2-2) Thomas 2 run HR (10-6) 10-8
7  37-4/08 UTEP 6-2 M5 Carter 3 run HR (7-6) Carter 3 run HR (7-6) 8-6
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-6 (5) 
4/7 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-1 (11) 
 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-2 (11) 
4/8 UTEP Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-6 (5) 
4/11 EKU            
 EKU            
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
GAME 34 | Murray, Ky. | T-2:16 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     0 2 0 4 0 0 0 - 6   7   2
MURR   3 0 0 0 6 1 X - 10 10 3
WP-VAN DUYSE (2-5) | LP-AIKEY (7-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, Brittany (5)
GAME 35 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:25 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R   H  E 
UTEP     1 0 0 1 4 2 0 - 8   13 1
WKU     0 0 1 6 3 0 X -10  8   1
WP-AIKEY (8-4) Save-NUNN(3) 
LP-Wright (3-14) 
HR UTEP - Ryder (3), McKechnie (1)
HR WKU - THOMAS (3)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-228
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 0 0 0 0 6 - 6  7  2
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  6  0
WP-Johnson (2-0) |  LP-NUNN (13-9) 
HR UTEP - Smith, McKechnie
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:03 A-202
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 2 4 0 0 0 - 6  10 1
WKU     2 0 0 0 5 1 X - 8  8   0
WP-AIKEY (9-4) | LP-Johnson (2-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER (4)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 08, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 23-14   Home: 12-6   Away: 5-6   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 7-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 3 37-37 102 30 36 12 2 3 18 61  . 5 9 8 32 1 21 0  . 5 0 4 2 2 5-7 47 1 1  . 9 8 0
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 5 2 36-35 108 22 38 6 2 4 33 60  . 5 5 6 15 2 15 0  . 4 3 7 1 5 10-12 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 3 33-33 102 17 34 4 1 0 11 40  . 3 9 2 13 0 16 1  . 4 0 9 0 6 7-9 232 7 5  . 9 8 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 36-36 96 25 32 8 1 5 13 57  . 5 9 4 18 2 24 0  . 4 4 4 1 1 5-7 37 8 1  . 9 7 8
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 5 35-35 95 22 29 5 1 5 26 51  . 5 3 7 13 8 17 0  . 4 2 7 1 1 13-13 60 69 8  . 9 4 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 3 37-37 109 17 33 5 0 1 20 41  . 3 7 6 15 1 25 0  . 3 9 2 0 0 3-4 61 13 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 4 8 37-37 101 24 25 7 2 5 17 51  . 5 0 5 13 0 31 0  . 3 2 8 2 3 6-9 31 81 5  . 9 5 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 2 0 37-37 100 26 22 8 0 4 18 42  . 4 2 0 16 3 25 1  . 3 3 9 2 3 3-3 185 22 1  . 9 9 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 8 33-33 80 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 8 8 4 0 9 0  . 2 2 4 1 5 0-0 61 46 4  . 9 6 4
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 5 26-11 54 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 5 9 3 0 10 2  . 2 2 8 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 9 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 16 1  . 9 4 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 6-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 8 37 955 202 275 57 10 28 177 436  . 4 5 7 145 17 197 4  . 3 8 8 10 26 53-65 731 299 30  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 7 2 37 959 143 261 58 2 23 136 392  . 4 0 9 84 8 179 2  . 3 3 5 4 20 15-23 717 268 46  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (236), Opp (203). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 0 1 9-4 27 12 3 2/1 2 93.0 74 44 40 39 77 12 1 11  . 2 2 1 11 3 0 1 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 3 3 13-9 31 18 8 2/0 3 113.2 133 63 54 22 80 31 0 6  . 2 8 5 5 2 0 3 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 2 5 1-1 12 7 0 0/1 0 34.2 51 31 26 16 20 15 1 6  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 9 23-14 37 37 11 5/1 5 243.2 261 143 125 84 179 58 2 23  . 2 7 2 18 8 0 4 20
Opponents  5 . 0 4 14-23 37 37 13 5/2 3 239.0 275 202 172 145 197 57 10 28  . 2 8 8 22 17 0 10 26
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-23), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (8-9), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 08, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 7-5   Home: 3-3   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 7-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 1 2 12-12 34 9 14 2 1 3 9 27  . 7 9 4 6 0 8 0  . 4 8 8 1 0 1-3 16 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 6 8 12-12 38 6 14 1 0 0 9 15  . 3 9 5 8 0 6 0  . 4 7 8 0 0 2-2 13 8 2  . 9 1 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 1 12-12 37 9 13 3 0 3 9 25  . 6 7 6 10 0 7 0  . 4 7 9 1 0 0-0 23 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 9 12-12 38 7 11 2 0 0 4 13  . 3 4 2 6 0 5 1  . 3 8 6 0 3 3-3 97 3 1  . 9 9 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 2 5 12-12 40 4 9 1 0 1 7 13  . 3 2 5 3 0 5 0  . 2 7 9 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 0 0 12-12 35 9 7 0 1 3 5 18  . 5 1 4 3 0 13 0  . 2 6 3 0 1 1-2 11 31 1  . 9 7 7
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 5 8 10-10 19 4 3 1 0 0 3 4  . 2 1 1 6 5 3 0  . 4 5 2 1 1 4-4 18 24 2  . 9 5 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 4 8 12-12 27 7 4 0 0 2 6 10  . 3 7 0 8 0 6 0  . 3 3 3 1 2 0-0 53 6 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 1 1 10-2 18 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 1 1 1 0 4 0  . 1 5 8 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 0 9 5 10-10 21 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 0 9 5 0 0 3 0  . 0 9 5 0 3 0-0 18 14 2  . 9 4 1
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 6 12 313 59 80 10 2 13 56 133  . 4 2 5 53 5 62 1  . 3 6 8 4 13 12-15 256 111 8  . 9 7 9
Opponents  . 2 9 6 12 335 50 99 24 0 8 48 147  . 4 3 9 34 2 49 1  . 3 6 1 3 13 1-2 252 106 14  . 9 6 2
LOB - Team (77), Opp (81). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 8 9 4-2 10 6 1 0/0 0 46.0 42 20 19 20 32 8 0 5  . 2 5 1 7 1 0 1 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 4 3 3-3 11 5 1 0/0 2 36.1 52 25 23 11 17 16 0 2  . 3 3 1 2 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 6 1 7-5 12 12 2 0/0 2 85.1 99 50 44 34 49 24 0 8  . 2 9 6 9 2 0 3 13
Opponents  4 . 1 7 5-7 12 12 5 2/1 0 84.0 80 59 50 53 62 10 2 13  . 2 5 6 7 5 0 4 13
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 08, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
*Apr 07 UTEP 24 10 8 9 0 0 1 11 9 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 15 1 7  . 2 8 8
*Apr 07 UTEP 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 6 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 21 11 0 9  . 2 8 6
*Apr 08 UTEP 23 8 8 8 0 0 1 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 21 6 0 5  . 2 8 8
Totals 955 202 275 177 57 10 28 436 145 0 53 12 17 26 10 4 197 731 299 30 236  . 2 8 8







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS SAME
 2 10X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 12X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) HOME RUNS SAME 
 4 VS. UTEP (4-7) RBI SAME
 2 8X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .353 37-37 102 30 36 12 2 3 18 61 .598 32 1 21 0 .504 2 2 5-7 47 1 1 .980
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .220 37-37 100 26 22 8 0 4 18 42 .420 16 3 25 1 .339 2 3 3-3 185 22 1 .995
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .305 35-35 95 22 29 5 1 5 26 51 .537 13 8 17 0 .427 1 1 13-13 60 69 8 .942






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS 8X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) TRIPLES 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS 10X, MR AT CHARLOTTE(3-30-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .248 37-37 101 24 25 7 2 5 17 51 .505 13 0 31 0 .328 2 3 6-9 31 81 5 .957
CAREER .210 136-121 238 49 50 10 2 10 33 94 .395 32 1 66 0 .304 2 9 16-22 139 229 30 .925
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
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shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 3X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 31-20 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.33 13-9 31 18 8 2/0 3 113.2 133 63 54 22 80 31 0 6 501 .285 5 2 0 3 8
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 1
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .333 36-36 96 25 32 8 1 5 13 57 .594 18 2 24 0 .444 1 1 5-7 37 8 1 .978
Totals .254 143-139 350 66 89 23 1 11 42 147 .420 55 14 83 1 .374 4 12 24-29 193 38 8 .967
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kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 27-12 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 2 16 1 .947
TOTALS .077 54-21 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 6 37 3 .935
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.01 9-4 27 12 3 2/1 2 93.0 74 44 40 39 77 12 1 11 388 .221 11 3 0 1 10
TOTALS 2.97 16-8 54 21 8 3/1 4 186.1 160 103 79 104 131 24 1 17 825 .233 30 11 1 4 19
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
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jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 8X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) AT BATS MR, VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 4
 2 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) RUNS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 4X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) DOUBLES MR VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 1 3X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) STOLEN BASES 4X, MR  VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .303 37-37 109 17 33 5 0 1 20 41 .376 15 1 25 0 .392 0 0 3-4 61 13 2 .974
CAREER .264 87-67 178 26 47 8 3 2 30 67 .376 17 5 37 2 .343 1 2 4-5 183 15 3 .985
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .000 13-7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 .500 0 0 0 2 9 0 1.000
TOTALS .212 72-58 132 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .318 21 2 45 1 .327 1 4 5-6 113 36 2 .987
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.25 1-1 12 7 0 0/1 0 34.2 51 31 26 16 20 15 1 6 169 .342 0 2 0 0 2
TOTALS 4.62 9-13 38 24 13 1/1 2 151.2 205 121 100 63 98 32 4 16 719 .326 7 10 1 7 11
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT CHARLOTTE (3-31) AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .185 26-11 54 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .259 3 0 10 2 .228 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .205 70-42 161 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .311 16 0 37 3 .275 1 1 0-0 25 2 3 .900







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .188 33-33 80 8 15 0 0 0 13 15 .188 4 0 9 0 .224 1 5 0-0 61 46 4 .964
TOTALS .167 92-90 210 24 35 4 0 0 21 39 .186 18 6 35 0 .251 1 10 3-4 233 125 11 .970
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 9-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 16-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. UTEP (4-8) HOME RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .352 36-35 108 22 38 6 2 4 33 60 .556 15 2 15 0 .437 1 5 10-10 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 3 VS. UTEP (4-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 7X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .333 33-33 102 17 34 4 1 0 11 40 .392 13 0 16 1 .409 0 6 7-9 232 7 5 .980
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, April 11, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Box score for games 38 & 39 attached. 
WKU overall stats attached. 
HC Amy Tudor Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6dpPXDJMU8 
TOPS SPLIT WEDNESDAY DOUBLEHEADER WITH EKU 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball split Wednesday’s doubleheader against Eastern Kentucky from 
The Hill, taking game one 6-3 before falling 8-4 in the second tilt. The Hilltoppers climbed to 24-15 
overall with the split results while EKU moved to 23-14. 
“I thought we swung the bat pretty well today and that we played some good defense behind our 
pitchers,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “Kelsey Aikey had a great day in the circle and overall our 
team moral was up, which is something we’ve been talking about. I felt like the team was in it today and 
we’re using these two games to prepare for UAB.” 
GAME 38: WKU 6, EKU 3 
After retiring the Colonel batters in order to get the day started, WKU took advantage of three EKU first-
inning mishaps to open a 4-0 lead. After Jordan Thomas drew a leadoff walk, Maddie Bowlds and Jordan 
Vorbrink each reached on EKU errors while each getting credited with sacrifice bunts. Thomas scored 
the game’s first run after taking two bases on Vorbrink’s sacrifice. Paige Carter followed with a walk 
before Kelsey McGuffin cleared the bases with a base hit. 
Kelsey Aikey carried her no-hit effort into the top of the third before the visitors struck for three runs 
and three hits to pull within one run. Following a scoreless fourth frame, WKU added an insurance run 
off McGuffin’s bat in the bottom of the fifth as Vorbrink scored. The Hilltoppers added their final tally on 
a fielder’s choice that allowed Rebekah Engelhardt to score from second. 
Following EKU’s three-run third inning, Aikey allowed just two hits the rest of the way. The sophomore 
moved to 10-4 on the season with the win. Aikey registered three strikeouts while tossing 114 pitches in 
her fourth complete game of the season. 
GAME 39: EKU 8, WKU 4 
EKU responded in game two with a quick start, taking a 2-0 lead before the Red and White got to the 
plate. The Colonels added another run in the top of the second inning on a bases-loaded walk before 
WKU starter Haylee Towers struck out the next EKU batter. 
The Hilltoppers broke into the scoring column in the bottom of the second frame, sending six batters to 
the plate. McGuffin opened things up with a one-out single up the middle before Brittany Vaughn 
moved McGuffin into scoring position with a base hit. Both runners advanced 60 feet on a groundout 
before Engelhardt sent a two-RBI single back up the middle to bring WKU within 3-2. 
Both sides added another run in their respective half innings during the third frame. EKU got its run in 
the form of a solo home run while WKU strung together a Thomas single and an RBI double by Vorbrink. 
Neither side tallied runs in the fourth before both dugouts added another tally in the fifth each on solo 
home runs. WKU’s long ball came off the bat of Carter for the sophomore’s fifth of the year. 
In their final trip to the plate, EKU extended its lead to four runs at 8-4 to put the game out of reach for 
the Hilltoppers. Vorbrink drew a one-out walk in the bottom of the seventh but ended up stranded as 
the Red and White popped up the next two outs to the second baseman. 
Towers took the loss in the game moving to 1-2 on the season as the Hilltoppers were never able to tie 
or take the lead. The sophomore threw two frames in the circle with a strike out and three runs allowed. 
Shelby Nunn tossed the final 5.0 innings, allowing five runs while striking out three. 
Next up, the Red and White will hit the road for another crucial C-USA series. WKU will head to 
Birmingham, Ala., to take on UAB in a weather-adjusted doubleheader on Friday. The schedule for 
Saturday is still pending with inclement weather in the forecast. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•In game one, freshman Maddie Bowlds knocked her second triple of the season to bring WKU’s 
total to 11 on the year. Bowlds – along with three other Hilltoppers – all share the team lead 
with two triples apiece. 
•Paige Carter knocked her fifth home run of the season in the day’s second game. She is now one of 
four Hilltoppers tied for the team home run lead at five. WKU is now up to 29 homers on the 
season. 
•With the doubleheader split, WKU still owns the all-time advantage over EKU, improving to 12-11 
against the Colonels. 
•Kelsey McGuffin notched 3 RBI in game one for her fifth multi-RBI game of the year and 12th of her 
career. 
•WKU now sits at 13-7 from the WKU Softball Complex this season. Rebekah Engelhardt had a pair 
of RBI in game two for her fifth multi-RBI contest of the year and the 10th of her career. 
•Brittany Vaughn added a two-hit performance in game two with a pair of base hits. The redshirt-
senior now owns six multi-hit games on the year and 35 across her career. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, April 12, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU notes for games 40-42 attached. 
WKU SOFTBALL HEADED TO UAB FOR C-USA SERIES 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Midway through its Conference USA slate, WKU Softball is headed for 
Birmingham, Ala., to take on weekend host UAB in a three-game series. Due to inclement weather in the 
forecast, the series will begin on Friday with a doubleheader from Mary Bowers Field at 3 p.m. CT. The 
sides will look to wrap up the series with a 1 p.m. tilt on Saturday. 
SERIES INFORMATION 
Friday, April 13 – WKU at UAB – 3 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
- WKU at UAB – 5 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Saturday, April 14 – WKU at UAB – 1 p.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Coming off a midweek doubleheader split with Eastern Kentucky, WKU enters the series with a 24-15 
overall record while UAB owns a 15-26-1 reading on the year. The Hilltoppers are currently in second in 
the C-USA East division at 7-5 while the Blazers are 7-4-1 for third place in the West. 
UAB owns a 4-6-1 record at home while the Red and White are 11-8 when playing away from the WKU 
Softball Complex. 
Both sides have met Murray State, Tennessee Tech, SIUE, South Alabama, UTEP, Jacksonville State, 
Middle Tennessee, Southern Miss and Chattanooga this season. WKU and UAB both claimed the series 
2-1 against UTEP and Southern Miss. Most recently, the Blazers headed to Chattanooga on Wednesday, 
dropping a 3-1 decision from Frost Stadium where the Hilltoppers took down the Mocs 7-2 early this 
year. 
In the all-time series, WKU and UAB are knotted at 6-6. Last season, UAB claimed the series in Bowling 
Green 2-1 before the Hilltoppers got the final say with a 12-7 12-inning win in the C-USA Tournament 
from Hattiesburg, Miss. The weekend series in Birmingham will be the first time the sides meet at UAB 
for a C-USA series. 
WKU enters the series as the Conference USA leader in scoring (5.42), doubles per game (1.53), triples 
per game (0.28), RBI (185), on base percentage (.385), fewest batters hits (8) and strikeout-to-walk ratio 
(2.13). 
Any changes in the weekend schedule due to inclement weather will be communicated across the 
team’s digital platforms including WKUSports.com, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
587 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of come-from-behind 
victories by the Hilltoppers in 
2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. 
28 729
LEADING THINGS OFF
WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA 10th-best 34 
walks while also ranking fifth in the nation with 12 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 30-of-55 
occasions for a .545 rating. As a team, WKU is 102-for-253 when leading off an inning (.403).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s upcoming contests. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through 10 weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN SAVES THE DAY
Freshman pitcher Shelby Nunn has already registered three saves on the season. The freshman’s third save of the campaign 
moved her into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. She’s the first to register at least three saves in a season since 
the 2008 campaign and fifth Hilltopper to achieve the feat overall. Across the nation, three saves ranks Nunn 24th overall while 
the mark ties her for the most in C-USA.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
UAB SERIES | FRIDAY-SATURDAY, APRIL 13-14
FRI. - SAT., APRIL 13-14
WKU at UAB | 3, 5, 1 p.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (3-3)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. L, 10-6
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 10-8
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field L, 6-4
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field W, 6-3
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 8-4
 13 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 3 p.m.
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 5 p.m.
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. 1 p.m.
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (24-15, 7-5 C-USA)
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball2
Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................587-482-3 (.549)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 141-114-1 
 Career Record ..... 358-320-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................249-171-1 (.593)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With 10 weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 87 no-hitters have been recorded, with only two 
being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team owns a collective batting average of .287 
while leading Conference USA in scoring (5.42), doubles/game (1.53), triples/game (0.26), RBI (185), on base percentage (.385), 
fewest hit batters (8) and strikeout-to-walk ratio (2.13).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 26th  in saves with 3. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 87 no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan 
Thomas ranks seventh in walks with .87/game while ranking fifth in the nation with 34 total walks. Thomas owns 12 doubles to 
rank 34th in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-42 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-9. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad already owns 
even wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle Tennessee 
and two over UTEP. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State Aikey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 82 10-6 L
Apr. 7 UTEP* Aikey 4.1 9 6 6 4 3 100 10-8 W
Apr. 7 UTEP* Nunn 1.0 3 3 3 0 1 28 6-4 L
Apr. 8 UTEP* Aikey 3.1 2 0 0 0 1 48 8-6 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Aikey^ 7.0 5 3 3 5 3 114 6-3 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Towers 2.0 3 3 2 2 1 40 8-4 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 14 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 15 at UAB* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 13 10-4 2 16-12
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 18 13-9 3 18-14
Towers 8 1-2 0 6-7
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 3.01 10-4 28 13 4 2/1 2 100.0 79 47 43 44 80 14 1 12 418 .219 11 3 0 1 10
 10 Nunn 3.48 13-9 32 18 8 2/0 3 118.2 138 68 59 22 83 31 0 9 521 .284 5 2 0 3 8
 20 Towers 5.35 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7 181 .342 0 2 0 0 3
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 4  9
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 8  8
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 7 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Red Red Red 2 1
Black Black Red 3 2
Black Black Black 2 2
Gray Gray Gray 1 1
White Red Red 2 4
Black Black Gray 1 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 38 Southern Miss 3/11
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Charlotte 3/30
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, Charlotte 3/31
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 Southern Miss 3/11
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 2:57 Southern Miss 3/11
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 5 MR, Tommi Stowers at USM 3/11
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Jordan Thomas UTEP 4/7
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds vs. EKU 4/11
Home Runs 1 MR, Paige Carter vs. EKU 4/11
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Maddie Bowlds UTEP 4/7
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 7 Brittany Vaughn UTEP 4/7
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. MTSU, 3/18/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs UTEP, 4/7/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Murray State, 4/4/18 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order UTEP, 4/7/18 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at Charlotte, 3/30/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kelsey McGuffin, vs. EKU, 4/11/18
Player with four RBI Jordan Thomas vs. UTEP 4/7/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at [RV] FIU, 4/29-30/17
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
70 FIU  5/5-6 
76 LA TECH  DNP 
91 MARSHALL  4/21-22 
105 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29 
128 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
146 WKU  -
147 UAB  4/14-15 
148 UTSA  DNP
159 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
167 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
168 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
211 UTEP  W, L, W
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 LSU  L
20 KENTUCKY  4/18
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
54 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
72 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
96 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W, L––
104 INDIANA  Cancelled
123 TOLEDO  L 
127 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
131 SIUE  W
149 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
155 EVANSVILLE  W 
163 GARDNER-WEBB  L
180 CHATTANOOGA  W
183 SACRED HEART  W
206 DAYTON  W, W
209 MURRAY STATE  L
227 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
237 HAMPTON  W, W 
240 GREEN BAY  W, W
249 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
282 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 10-5 .667 23-17 .575  7-3 W7
North Texas (W) 8-4 .667 21-17 .553  8-2 W3
UAB (W) 7-4-1 .625 15-24-1 .387  5-5 W1
Florida Atlantic (E) 9-6 .600 21-20 .512  5-5 L1
WKU (E) 7-5 .583 24-15 .615  6-4 W1
Marshall (E) 8-6-1 .567 18-20-1 .474  4-6 L1
MTSU (E) 6-6 .500 25-15 .625  4-6 L3
FIU (E) 6-6 .500 22-21 .512  7-3 W1
UTSA (W) 5-7 .417 16-18 .471  3-7 W1
Charlotte (E) 5-10 .333 11-26 .297  2-8 L5
Southern Miss (W) 5-10 .333 15-29 .341  1-9 L1
UTEP (W) 4-11 .267 14-26 .350  3-7 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 4-1 2-0
2 0-1 0-1 5-1 1-1
3 2-1 1-0 2-1 1-1
4 1-4 1-2 2-0 0-0
5 1-1 1-0 1-3 0-1
6 4-2 0-0 4-2 2-1
7 3-0 0-0 0-3 0-1
8 2-0 2-0 1-2 1-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 8-0 2-0 0-1 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-1 3-5 12-9
2 11-2 3-6 10-7
3 16-1 2-11 6-3
4 21-1 1-11 2-3
5 16-2 0-12 2-1
6 15-2 0-11 2-1
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 33 6 24 9
2 20 6 8 3
3 39 7 40 5
4 52 12 21 7
5 50 20 27 8
6 10 2 12 4
7 6 2 17 9
8 2 0 3 3
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 5 5













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ............................................................21-9



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................24-15
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ..............................................22-12
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-3
WKU SP Goes 5+ .................................................12-5
WKU SP Goes <5 ...............................................12-10
Opp. SP Goes 5+ .................................................6-10
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................18-5
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................18-4
Opp. Scores 1st ....................................................6-11
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................10-2
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................5-5
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................15-1
Opp. Has More .....................................................6-13
Hits Are Even ...........................................................3-1
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................11-4
WKU Commits 1 ..................................................10-5
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-6
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................7-5
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................9-5
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................8-5
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................9-11
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................8-4
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................7-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................13-7
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................9-4
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................2-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
26 Vaughn (5) 34-4/04 Murray State 3-2/1 2/0 0-3 L, 10-6
27 Thomas (3) 35-4/07 UTEP 3-2/1 5/2 8-6 W, 10-8
28 Carter (4) 37-4/08 UTEP 3-2/2 5/0 4-6 W, 8-6
29 Carter (5) 39-4/11 EKU 2-2/0 5/1 5-3 L, 8-4
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 4/29 2/6 0 0 35
McGuffin 8/16 1/3 0/1 0 20
Carter 7/9 3/5 0 0 14 
Engelhardt 5/8 1/2 0 0 10
Thomas 7/7 2/2 0 0 9 
Towers 0/8 0 0 0 8
Bowlds 4/4 3/3 1/1 0 8 
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Vorbrink 4/5 1/2 0 0 7 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 2/6 1/3 0/1 32
Carter 5/7 4/4 1/2 0 13 
McGuffin 3/9 2/3 0 0 12
Engelhardt 4/7 0/2 1/1 0 10
Vorbrink 4/7 2/2 0 0 9
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
Thomas 0 0 1 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 5 18 
McGuffin - - 4 2 5 11
Engelhardt - - 0 5 5 10
Carter - - - 2 5 7
Smith - - - - 4 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Thomas - - - - 3 3
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Vorbrink  9 9 1
Carter  7 7 6
McGuffin  6 6 5
Thomas  5 5 1 
Engelhardt  5 5 2
Bowlds  5 5 0 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 0 0
McElroy  4 4 0 
Aikey  1 0 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 12 1
Carter  13 13 6
Vorbrink  12 12 5
Thomas  13 13 13 
McGuffin  9 9 5
Engelhardt 8 8 5
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 1 0
Smith  5 5 0
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  5 5 0
Aikey  2 0 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 11 .273 15 45 .333 19 57 .333 0 2 .000 8 29  .276 12 26 .462 5
Carter 10 22 .455 13 37 .351 25 71 .352 1 7 .143 21 51  .412 17 45 .378 13
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 13 25 .520 14 52 .269 11 49 .224 0 3 .000 9 33  .273 8 37 .216 11
McElroy 1 12 .077 3 32 .094 12 48 .250 2 4 .500 9 37  .243 4 36 .111 3
McGuffin 12 27 .444 20 53 .377 12 43 .279 0 2 .000 7 31  .226 8 30 .267 6
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 10 23 .435 10 46 .217 12 54 .222 1 6 .167 8 42  .190 6 34 .176 3
Stowers 1 9 .111 3 23 .130 7 31 .226 0 2 .000 5 19  .263 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 27 52 .519 20 60 .333 16 42 .381 0 0 --- 11 24  .458 6 18 .333 7
Towers 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Vaughn 7 24 .292 7 37 .189 22 58 .379 3 3 1.000 14 37  .378 8 30 .267 6
Vorbrink 12 33 .364 16 52 .308 17 57 .298 5 8 .625 13 43  .302 12 34 .353 9
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 39 - - 4 6 - - 26 - 1 2 - - 15 3 2 - - 1 18 - 
THOMAS 39 - - - - - - 13 1 25 - 38 - - - - - - - 1 -
SMITH 39 - 39 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 8 1 5 - 
ENGELHARDT 39 - - - - 39 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 4 10 10 13 -  
MCGUFFIN 38 - - - - - - - 38 - - - 3 4 1 14 10 1 4 1 -
CARTER 37 - - - - - - - - 13 24 - 2 12 20 2 1 - - - -
VAUGHN 37 - - - - - 37 - - - - 1 - 4 9 12 9 - 1 1 - 
BOWLDS 35 - - 35 - - - - - - - - 34 1 - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 35 - - - 33 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 14 20 - 1  
NUNN 20 18 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 17 
AIKEY 13 13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 13
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
TOWERS 8 8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .354 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.578 Kelsey McGuffin
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.497 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
32  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
40  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
34  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
12  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
2                  Engelhardt, Carter, Thomas, Bowlds 
HOME RUNS  
5  Engelhardt, McGuffin, Vaughn, Carter 
TOTAL BASES  
65  Paige Carter
WALKS  
34  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
8  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
7  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
2  J. Thomas, R. Engelhardt & K. Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
13  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
6  35-4/07 UTEP 2-1 M4 Thomas RBI BB (2-2) Thomas 2 run HR (10-6) 10-8
7  37-4/08 UTEP 6-2 M5 Carter 3 run HR (7-6) Carter 3 run HR (7-6) 8-6
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-6 (5) 
4/7 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-1 (11) 
 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-2 (11) 
4/8 UTEP Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-6 (5) 
4/11 EKU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-2 (11) 
 EKU Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-2 (1) 
4/14 UAB            
 UAB            
4/15 UAB            
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
GAME 34 | Murray, Ky. | T-2:16 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     0 2 0 4 0 0 0 - 6   7   2
MURR   3 0 0 0 6 1 X - 10 10 3
WP-VAN DUYSE (2-5) | LP-AIKEY (7-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, Brittany (5)
GAME 35 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:25 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R   H  E 
UTEP     1 0 0 1 4 2 0 - 8   13 1
WKU     0 0 1 6 3 0 X -10  8   1
WP-AIKEY (8-4) Save-NUNN(3) 
LP-Wright (3-14) 
HR UTEP - Ryder (3), McKechnie (1)
HR WKU - THOMAS (3)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-228
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 0 0 0 0 6 - 6  7  2
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  6  0
WP-Johnson (2-0) |  LP-NUNN (13-9) 
HR UTEP - Smith, McKechnie
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:03 A-202
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 2 4 0 0 0 - 6  10 1
WKU     2 0 0 0 5 1 X - 8  8   0
WP-AIKEY (9-4) | LP-Johnson (2-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER (4)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:55 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
EKU       0 0 3 0 0 0 0 - 3  5 3
WKU     4 0 0 0 1 1 X - 6  5 1
WP-AIKEY (10-4) | LP-PAULICK (8-5) 
HR EKU - HARRISON, Brooke (1)
GAME 39 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-298
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
EKU       2 1 1 0 1 0 3 - 8  8 1
WKU     0 2 1 0 1 0 0 - 4  7 2
WP-PAULICK (9-5) | LP-TOWERS (1-2) 
HR EKU-MURPHY 2 (12), CLARK 2 (10)
HR WKU - CARTER (5)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 11, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 24-15   Home: 13-7   Away: 5-6   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 7-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 5 4 38-37 113 24 40 6 2 5 34 65  . 5 7 5 16 2 16 0  . 4 3 9 1 6 10-12 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 3 39-39 108 32 37 12 2 3 19 62  . 5 7 4 34 1 24 0  . 4 9 7 2 2 5-7 54 1 1  . 9 8 2
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 38-38 102 26 34 8 1 5 16 59  . 5 7 8 19 2 25 0  . 4 4 4 1 1 5-7 41 9 1  . 9 8 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 2 1 35-35 109 18 35 4 2 0 11 43  . 3 9 4 13 0 17 1  . 3 9 3 0 7 7-9 243 7 5  . 9 8 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 7 37-37 101 23 31 5 1 5 26 53  . 5 2 5 13 8 19 0  . 4 2 3 1 1 13-13 62 73 10  . 9 3 1
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 1 39-39 113 19 34 6 0 1 21 43  . 3 8 1 17 1 25 0  . 3 9 7 0 1 5-6 61 13 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 5 39-39 106 25 27 7 2 5 19 53  . 5 0 0 13 0 31 0  . 3 3 1 2 4 7-10 35 84 5  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 9 39-39 105 26 23 8 0 4 18 43  . 4 1 0 17 3 27 1  . 3 3 9 2 3 3-3 193 23 2  . 9 9 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 25 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 5 26-11 54 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 5 9 3 0 10 2  . 2 2 8 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 9 35-35 84 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 7 9 4 0 9 0  . 2 1 3 1 6 0-0 64 51 4  . 9 6 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 3-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 1 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 2 10 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 5 16 1  . 9 5 5
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 6-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 6 39 1004 212 287 58 11 29 185 454  . 4 5 2 152 17 208 4  . 3 8 5 10 31 56-68 773 315 33  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 7 0 39 1013 154 274 61 2 28 147 423  . 4 1 8 91 8 186 2  . 3 3 4 4 21 15-23 756 283 50  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (248), Opp (212). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (12). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 0 1 10-4 28 13 4 2/1 2 100.0 79 47 43 44 80 14 1 12  . 2 1 9 11 3 0 1 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 4 8 13-9 32 18 8 2/0 3 118.2 138 68 59 22 83 31 0 9  . 2 8 4 5 2 0 3 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 6 7 24-15 39 39 12 5/1 5 257.2 274 154 135 91 186 61 2 28  . 2 7 0 18 8 0 4 21
Opponents  4 . 9 7 15-24 39 39 13 5/2 3 252.0 287 212 179 152 208 58 11 29  . 2 8 6 22 17 0 10 31
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-23), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (8-9), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 08, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 7-5   Home: 3-3   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 7-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 1 2 12-12 34 9 14 2 1 3 9 27  . 7 9 4 6 0 8 0  . 4 8 8 1 0 1-3 16 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 6 8 12-12 38 6 14 1 0 0 9 15  . 3 9 5 8 0 6 0  . 4 7 8 0 0 2-2 13 8 2  . 9 1 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 1 12-12 37 9 13 3 0 3 9 25  . 6 7 6 10 0 7 0  . 4 7 9 1 0 0-0 23 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 9 12-12 38 7 11 2 0 0 4 13  . 3 4 2 6 0 5 1  . 3 8 6 0 3 3-3 97 3 1  . 9 9 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 2 5 12-12 40 4 9 1 0 1 7 13  . 3 2 5 3 0 5 0  . 2 7 9 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 0 0 12-12 35 9 7 0 1 3 5 18  . 5 1 4 3 0 13 0  . 2 6 3 0 1 1-2 11 31 1  . 9 7 7
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 5 8 10-10 19 4 3 1 0 0 3 4  . 2 1 1 6 5 3 0  . 4 5 2 1 1 4-4 18 24 2  . 9 5 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 4 8 12-12 27 7 4 0 0 2 6 10  . 3 7 0 8 0 6 0  . 3 3 3 1 2 0-0 53 6 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 1 1 10-2 18 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 1 1 1 0 4 0  . 1 5 8 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 0 9 5 10-10 21 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 0 9 5 0 0 3 0  . 0 9 5 0 3 0-0 18 14 2  . 9 4 1
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 6 12 313 59 80 10 2 13 56 133  . 4 2 5 53 5 62 1  . 3 6 8 4 13 12-15 256 111 8  . 9 7 9
Opponents  . 2 9 6 12 335 50 99 24 0 8 48 147  . 4 3 9 34 2 49 1  . 3 6 1 3 13 1-2 252 106 14  . 9 6 2
LOB - Team (77), Opp (81). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 8 9 4-2 10 6 1 0/0 0 46.0 42 20 19 20 32 8 0 5  . 2 5 1 7 1 0 1 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 4 3 3-3 11 5 1 0/0 2 36.1 52 25 23 11 17 16 0 2  . 3 3 1 2 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 6 1 7-5 12 12 2 0/0 2 85.1 99 50 44 34 49 24 0 8  . 2 9 6 9 2 0 3 13
Opponents  4 . 1 7 5-7 12 12 5 2/1 0 84.0 80 59 50 53 62 10 2 13  . 2 5 6 7 5 0 4 13
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 11, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
*Apr 07 UTEP 24 10 8 9 0 0 1 11 9 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 15 1 7  . 2 8 8
*Apr 07 UTEP 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 6 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 21 11 0 9  . 2 8 6
*Apr 08 UTEP 23 8 8 8 0 0 1 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 21 6 0 5  . 2 8 8
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 22 6 5 4 0 1 0 7 4 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 21 6 1 5  . 2 8 7
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 27 4 7 4 1 0 1 11 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 8 21 10 2 7  . 2 8 6
Totals 1004 212 287 185 58 11 29 454 152 0 56 12 17 31 10 4 208 773 315 33 248  . 2 8 6







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS SAME
 2 10X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 12X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) HOME RUNS SAME 
 4 VS. UTEP (4-7) RBI SAME
 2 8X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .343 39-39 106 32 37 12 2 3 19 62 .574 34 1 24 0 .497 2 2 5-7 54 1 1 .982
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .219 39-39 105 26 23 8 0 4 18 43 .410 17 3 27 1 .339 2 3 3-3 193 23 2 .991
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .307 37-37 101 23 31 5 1 5 26 53 .525 13 8 19 0 .423 1 1 13-13 62 73 10 .931






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS 8X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) TRIPLES 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS 10X, MR AT CHARLOTTE(3-30-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .255 39-39 106 25 27 7 2 5 19 53 .500 13 0 31 0 .331 2 4 7-10 35 84 5 .960
CAREER .214 138-123 243 50 52 10 2 10 35 96 .395 32 1 66 0 .306 2 10 17-23 143 232 30 .926
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 3X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 32-20 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 3 25 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.48 13-9 32 18 8 2/0 3 118.2 138 68 59 22 83 31 0 9 521 .284 5 2 0 3 8
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 1
 3 MR VS. EKU (4-11) RBI 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .333 38-38 102 26 34 8 1 5 16 59 .578 19 2 25 0 .444 1 1 5-7 41 9 1 .980
Totals .256 145-141 356 67 91 23 1 11 45 149 .419 56 14 84 1 .374 4 12 24-29 197 39 8 .967
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 28-13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 5 16 1 .955
TOTALS .077 55-22 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 9 37 3 .939
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.01 10-4 28 13 4 2/1 2 100.0 79 47 43 44 80 14 1 12 418 .219 11 3 0 1 10
TOTALS 2.97 17-8 55 22 9 3/1 4 193.1 165 106 82 109 134 26 1 18 855 .232 30 11 1 4 19
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 8X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) AT BATS MR, VS. UTEP (4-7-18) 4
 2 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 5X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 2 VS. EKU (4-11) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .301 39-39 113 19 34 6 0 1 21 43 .381 17 1 25 0 .397 0 1 5-6 61 13 2 .974
CAREER .264 89-69 182 28 48 9 3 2 31 69 .379 19 5 37 2 .348 1 3 6-7 183 15 3 .985
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .000 15-8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 1 0 .333 0 0 0 2 10 0 1.000
TOTALS .211 74-59 133 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .316 21 2 46 1 .325 1 4 5-6 113 37 2 .987
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.35 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7 181 .342 0 2 0 0 3
TOTALS 4.65 9-14 39 25 13 1/1 2 153.2 208 124 102 65 99 33 4 17 731 .327 7 10 1 7 12
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT CHARLOTTE (3-31) AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 - - HITS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 - - RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .185 26-11 54 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .259 3 0 10 2 .228 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .205 70-42 161 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .311 16 0 37 3 .275 1 1 0-0 25 2 3 .900







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .179 35-35 84 8 15 0 0 0 13 15 .179 4 0 9 0 .213 1 6 0-0 64 51 4 .966
TOTALS .164 94-92 214 24 35 4 0 0 21 39 .182 18 6 35 0 .247 1 11 3-4 236 130 11 .971
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 9-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 16-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. EKU (4-11) HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .354 38-37 113 24 40 6 2 5 34 65 .575 16 2 16 0 .439 1 6 10-12 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 2X, MR VS. TENN. TECH (2-16) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 3 VS. UTEP (4-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 7X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .321 35-35 109 18 35 4 2 0 11 43 .394 13 0 17 1 .393 0 7 7-9 243 7 5 .980
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, April 13, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 40 & 41 box scores attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
TOPS DROP FRIDAY DOUBLEHEADER AT UAB; GAME THREE SET FOR 10 A.M. SATURDAY 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – WKU Softball dropped a pair of heartbreakers in Conference USA action at UAB on 
Friday. The Hilltoppers fell in game one 4-2 before their comeback bid came up just short in the 3-2 
game two loss. With Friday’s results, WKU moved to 24-17 (7-7) overall while UAB improved to 17-26-1 
(7-5-1). 
SERIES INFORMATION 
Friday, April 13 – WKU at UAB – 3 p.m. CT | UAB 4, WKU 2 
- WKU at UAB – 5 p.m. CT | UAB 3, WKU 2 
Saturday, April 14 – WKU at UAB – 10 a.m. CT | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
GAME 40: UAB 4, WKU 2 
WKU was the first to strike in the opening game of the series as Rebekah Engelhardt sent a one-out 
triple to right field to get the Hilltoppers into the hit column in the second inning. Morgan McElroy went 
on to reach on a fielder’s choice bunt before stealing second. With one away, Kendall Smith stepped 
into the box and sent a double to right field to score both WKU runners for the 2-0 advantage. 
UAB threatened in the bottom of the second and third frames, but Kelsey Aikey and the Hilltopper 
defense were able to get back to the dugout unscathed both times. Again in the bottom of the fourth, 
the Blazers had a runner on with no outs before the next UAB batter touched the ball out of the box and 
Engelhardt followed by handling a liner at the hot corner and fired to Maddie Bowlds at first to double 
up the runner and get back to the dugout once again. 
In the bottom of the sixth, UAB broke into the scoring column on an unearned sacrifice fly. With the 
bases loaded and two outs, Aikey recorded her second strikeout of the day to limit the damage. 
Jordan Thomas drew her second walk of the game with two outs in the top of the seventh but ultimately 
marked the sixth runner stranded by the Red and White on the day. With just two hits entering the 
bottom of the seventh UAB doubled its offensive production. Down to its final strike, UAB struck for a 
three-run home run to claim the first game of the series. 
Aikey worked her fifth complete game of the season, moving to 10-5 with the loss. The sophomore 
tossed 140 pitches – 87 for strikes – while striking out a pair. 
GAME 41: UAB 3, WKU 2 
Game two saw starting pitcher Shelby Nunn retire the first seven Blazer batters before the hosts finally 
beat on an infield single for a runner, who would ultimately end up stranded. UAB tacked on its second 
hit in the form of a double in the bottom of the fourth but the runner again ended up stranded. 
After a leadoff walk by Paige Carter in the top of the fifth, the sophomore moved into scoring position 
on a Brittany Vaughn single. Tommi Stowers stepped up for a pinch hit and reached on a fielder’s choice 
that saw Carter beat the throw to third. Next in the box, Smith sent a foul ball down towards the left 
field bullpen that allowed Carter to score for the RBI sacrifice fly. 
UAB responded an inning later with a three-run sixth frame. Two runs were ultimately earned as the 
Blazers tallied three of their four hits in the inning. 
Not going down without a fight, Engelhardt knocked a one-out double in the top of the seventh to keep 
the Hilltoppers alive. The junior would come around to score as Vaughn reached on an error to pull the 
visitors within one. Vaughn made it to second on the error and advanced to third on a wild pitch. With 
just one out, Haylee Towers stepped in for a pinch hit and laid down a bunt to induce a throw to first for 
the second out before Vaughn was tagged out at the plate attempting to tie the game. 
Nunn went the distance in the circle for the Hilltopper squad and moved to 13-10 on the season with 
the loss. The freshman tossed 6.0 innings, allowing four hits, three runs – two earned – while striking out 
a pair. 
Game three of the weekend series is now slated to start at 10 a.m. CT from the Mary Bowers Field in 
Birmingham, Ala. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Game one saw Rebekah Engelhardt knock her team-leading third triple of the season. Her three-
baser was the Hilltoppers’ 12th of the year. Engelhardt finished 2-for-3 in the game for her sixth 
multi-hit game of the year and 11th of her career. 
•WKU is now 6-8 all-time against UAB. This weekend’s series is the first time the sides have met in 
Birmingham for a C-USA slate. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 14, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 42 box score attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
HILLTOPPERS DROP 11-INNING HEARTBREAKER AT UAB 
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. – For the second time in Conference USA action, WKU Softball needed 11 innings to 
decide the third game of a series on the road as the Hilltoppers dropped a 4-3 decision in the series 
finale at UAB on Saturday. WKU struck first for the third-straight game but UAB got the final say as the 
Hilltoppers dropped to 24-18 overall and 7-8 in C-USA play following its longest game (3:14) of the 
season. UAB improved to 18-26-1 on the year and 10-4-1 in league action. 
For the first time in the series, a run scored in the first inning as the Hilltopper struck with two outs 
Saturday morning. Jordan Vorbrink got the Red and White started with a two-out single to left field 
before Kelsey McGuffin reached second base on a fielding error that scored Vorbrink from first. 
Paige Carter opened the fourth inning with a single to shallow center field before Brittany Vaughn 
advanced her into scoring position with a sacrifice bunt. Getting her first non-pitching start of the year, 
Haylee Towers stepped into the box and sent a two-out double to the right-center gap on the first pitch 
she saw to score Carter and double the WKU lead. 
UAB struck for its second, third and fourth hits of the game in the bottom of the fourth inning but a 
fielder’s choice, a Shelby Nunn strikeout and an outfield assist by Towers to catch a Blazer runner at the 
plate got the Hilltoppers out of trouble. 
WKU took a 3-0 advantage in the top of the sixth when Carter led off with a single before moving to 
second on a sacrifice bunt by Vaughn and scoring on a fielder’s choice by Towers. 
In the bottom of the sixth, UAB scored a trio of unearned runs on three hits, an error and an obstruction 
call before the Hilltoppers could get out of the inning with the bases still loaded. After being retired in 
order to open the seventh the Red and White got to work on defense with two Blazer runners in scoring 
position and zero outs. Kelsey Aikey struck out the following batter on three pitches before WKU used a 
fielder’s choice to get the lead runner at the plate. A flyout to left field sent the game to extra innings 
tied at three. 
The series finale would ultimately go 11 innings before UAB used a bases loaded sacrifice fly to secure 
the 4-3 win over WKU. For the second time on the year, the Hilltoppers saw the third game of a series 
on the road last 11 frames. 
WKU finished the day with multi-hit performances from both Carter (2-for-4) and Towers (2-for-5). UAB 
out-hit the Red and White 12 to 8 in the finale while each side left a double-digit tally of runners on 
base. 
Starter Shelby Nunn started and finished the game, tossing 5.1 innings on the day while Aikey took the 
decision in relief. Aikey (10-6) threw 5.0 frames allowing just one run. 
Next up, WKU will return home for a four-game homestand as No. 19 Kentucky visits The Hill for a 
Wednesday tilt before Marshall comes to town for another Conference USA series. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•In her first non-pitching start of the season, left fielder Haylee Towers went 2-for-5 at the plate 
with a single, double and an RBI. Towers’ multi-hit showing was her first of the season and ninth 
of her career. 
•Jordan Thomas recorded her third triple of the season in the top of the 11th. Three knocks of the 
sort ties Thomas with Rebekah Engelhardt for the team lead. WKU now owns 12 triples on the 
year as a team. 
•Jordan Thomas drew her 37th walk of the season in game three, tying the WKU Softball single 
season record with 11 regular season games left on the slate. 
•Maddie Bowlds became the 12th batter in WKU Softball history to take 6 at bats in a game, tying 
the single game record. 
•With Saturday’s relief appearance, sophomore Kelsey Aikey moved into a tie for second on WKU’s 
career relief appearances list with 34. The record is 39. Aikey already owns the single-season 
relief appearances record with 18 last year on her freshman campaign. 
•Prior to last season’s series in Bowling Green, UAB and WKU had never played an extra inning 
game. Since then, the sides have played three extra-inning contests across their last seven tilts. 
Across the last four meetings, the sides have played 37 innings. 
•WKU is now 6-9 all-time against UAB. This weekend’s series is the first time the sides have met in 
Birmingham for a C-USA slate. The Hilltoppers are now 1-5 all-time when playing in Birmingham. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, April 17, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 43 notes attached. 
NO. 18 KENTUCKY HEADED TO THE HILL FOR WEDNESDAY TILT 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – No. 18 Kentucky is headed to The Hill for a 6 p.m. CT tilt on Wednesday from 
the WKU Softball Complex. With a standing-room only crowd expected, the gates will open at 4:30 p.m. 
for spectators. All tickets will be general admission and fans are advised to arrive early to ensure a seat. 
The Hilltoppers’ second meeting with an SEC foe this season will be streamed on CUSA.tv, available with 
a subscription. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Wednesday, April 18 – 6 p.m. CT – Bowling Green, Ky. | Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Kentucky, currently ranked in the top-20 in both major polls, sits at 26-13 overall. The Wildcats are 4-10 
in true road contests, visiting No. 9 Texas A&M most recently. 
WKU and Kentucky have met all but three seasons of the Hilltopper program’s existence: 2008, ’11, ’17. 
Last year’s meeting in Lexington was cancelled due to inclement weather. The 2016 meeting between 
the sides from Bowling Green saw the Wildcats claim a 5-0 victory in front of a record-breaking 1,323 
fans at the WKU Softball Complex. UK owns a 14-8 advantage in the all-time series, including an 8-4 
mark when playing on The Hill. 
Common opponents between the sides this season include Dayton, SIUE, LSU, Eastern Kentucky and 
Middle Tennessee. The Hilltoppers and Wildcats both picked up at least one victory over Dayton, SIUE, 
EKU and Middle Tennessee. Kentucky claimed both completed contests over LSU. 
Over their last 10 games, the Wildcats own a 7-3 record including wins over No. 9 Texas A&M and No. 16 
Alabama. On the season, Kentucky is sporting a .320 batting average, .474 slugging rate and a .398 on-
base percentage. With 331 hits, 84 have gone for extra bases. In the circle, the UK pitching staff has 
recorded a 2.86 ERA to go along with 197 strike outs and a .239 opposing batting average. 
At the plate, the Hilltoppers have posted a collective .276 batting average to go along with a .435 
slugging rate and a .375 on-base reading. Of 301 hits by the Red and White, 103 have been extra-base 
knocks. In the circle, the WKU hurlers have posted a 3.52 ERA along with 192 strikeouts. Opposing 
batters have been limited to a .267 batting average by the Hilltopper staff. 
Following the mid-week tilt with Kentucky, WKU will continue its homestand as Conference USA rival 
Marshall pays a visit to The Hill. The three-game series is slated for a 1 p.m. doubleheader on Saturday 
before a noon finale on Sunday. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
587 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of come-from-behind 
victories by the Hilltoppers in 
2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. 
28 729
LEADING THINGS OFF
WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA 10th-best 34 
walks while also ranking fifth in the nation with 12 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 32-of-60 
occasions for a .533 rating. As a team, WKU is 109-for-278 when leading off an inning (.392).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s upcoming contests. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through 10 weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN SAVES THE DAY
Freshman pitcher Shelby Nunn has registered three saves on the season. The freshman’s third save of the campaign moved her 
into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. She’s the first to register at least three saves in a season since the 2008 
campaign and fifth Hilltopper to achieve the feat overall. Across the nation, three saves ranks Nunn 28th overall while the mark 
ties her for the most in C-USA.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
VS. #18 KENTUCKY | WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18
Kentucky at WKU |6 p.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (3-6)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. L, 10-6
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 10-8
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field L, 6-4
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field W, 6-3
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 8-4
 13 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L,  4-2
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 3-2
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 4-3 (11)
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (24-18, 7-8 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................587-485-3 (.547)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 141-117-1 
 Career Record ..... 358-323-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................249-171-1 (.593)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With 10 weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 92 no-hitters have been recorded, with only two 
being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team leads Conference USA in scoring (5.21), 
doubles/game (1.45), triples/game (0.31), on base percentage (.375), fewest hit batters (8) and RBI (190).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 28th  in saves with 3. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 92 no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan 
Thomas ranks seventh in walks with .88/game while ranking fifth in the nation with 37 total walks. Thomas owns 12 doubles to 
rank 53rd in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-42 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2017 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record of 
5-9. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for WKU 
against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the host 
Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad owns seven 
wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle Tennessee and 
two over UTEP. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State Aikey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 82 10-6 L
Apr. 7 UTEP* Aikey 4.1 9 6 6 4 3 100 10-8 W
Apr. 7 UTEP* Nunn 1.0 3 3 3 0 1 28 6-4 L
Apr. 8 UTEP* Aikey 3.1 2 0 0 0 1 48 8-6 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Aikey^ 7.0 5 3 3 5 3 114 6-3 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Towers 2.0 3 3 2 2 1 40 8-4 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Aikey^ 6.2 4 4 3 5 2 140 4-2 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Nunn^ 6.0 4 3 2 1 2 75 3-2 L
Apr. 15 at UAB* Aikey 5.0 5 1 1 5 1 83 4-3 L
Apr. 18 Kentucky -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 14 10-6 2 16-14
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 20 13-10 3 18-16
Towers 8 1-2 0 6-7
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.95 10-6 30 14 5 2/1 2 111.2 88 52 47 54 83 15 2 13 473 .218 12 3 0 3 10
 10 Nunn 3.28 13-10 34 20 9 2/0 3 130.0 149 74 61 24 86 34 0 9 571 .280 5 2 0 4 8
 20 Towers 5.35 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7 181 .342 0 2 0 0 3
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 5  10
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 9  9
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 7 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Red Red Red 2 1
Black Black Red 3 2
Black Black Black 2 2
Gray Gray Gray 1 1
White Red Red 2 4
Black Black Gray 1 2
White Gray Gray 0 1
Red Black Black 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 40 UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Charlotte 3/30
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, UAB 4/14
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 MR, UAB 4/14
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 3:14 UAB 4/14
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 6 Maddie Bowlds at UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Jordan Thomas UTEP 4/7
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds vs. EKU 4/11
Home Runs 1 MR, Paige Carter vs. EKU 4/11
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Maddie Bowlds UTEP 4/7
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 7 Brittany Vaughn UTEP 4/7
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings at UAB, 4/14/18 (11)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at UAB, 4/14/18 (11)
Scored 10-14 runs UTEP, 4/7/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Murray State, 4/4/18 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order UTEP, 4/7/18 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at Charlotte, 3/30/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kelsey McGuffin, vs. EKU, 4/11/18
Player with four RBI Jordan Thomas vs. UTEP 4/7/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at UAB, 4/13-14/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
67 FIU  5/5-6 
71 LA TECH  DNP 
91 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29 
100 MARSHALL  4/21-22 
118 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
134 UAB  L, L, L 
157 WKU  -
159 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
164 UTSA  DNP
167 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
191 UTEP  W, L, W
194 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 LSU  L
19 KENTUCKY  4/18
50 LIPSCOMB  5/3
53 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
87 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
101 INDIANA  Cancelled
105 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
117 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W, L
131 TOLEDO  L 
133 SIUE  W
155 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
160 GARDNER-WEBB  L
169 CHATTANOOGA  W
184 EVANSVILLE  W 
185 SACRED HEART  W
186 DAYTON  W, W
219 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
228 MURRAY STATE  L
241 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
246 HAMPTON  W, W 
248 GREEN BAY  W, W
283 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 13-5 .722 27-17 .614  10-0 W11
UAB (W) 10-4-1 .700 18-26-1 .411  5-5 W3
Florida Atlantic (E) 9-6 .600 22-21 .512  5-5 L1
Marshall (E) 10-7-1 .583 21-22-1 .489  6-4 W2
North Texas (W) 8-7 .533 22-20 .524  5-5 L3
FIU (E) 8-7 .533 24-23 .511  7-3 L1
MTSU (E) 7-8 .467 28-17 .622  5-5 W1
WKU (E) 7-8 .467 24-18 .571  3-7 L4
UTEP (W) 7-11 .389 18-26 .409  6-4 W4
Charlotte (E) 6-12 .333 14-28 .333  3-7 L2
UTSA (W) 5-10 .333 16-22 .421  2-8 L4
Southern Miss (W) 5-10 .333 16-29 .356  2-8 W1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 5-0 0-0
1 3-1 0-0 4-1 2-0
2 0-3 0-3 5-1 1-1
3 2-2 1-1 2-2 1-2
4 1-4 1-2 2-2 0-2
5 1-1 1-0 1-3 0-1
6 4-2 0-0 4-2 2-1
7 3-0 0-0 0-3 0-1
8 2-0 2-0 1-2 1-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 8-0 2-0 0-1 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-2 3-5 12-11
2 11-4 3-6 10-8
3 16-3 2-11 6-4
4 21-3 1-11 2-4
5 16-5 0-12 2-1
6 15-3 0-12 2-2
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 34 7 24 9
2 22 8 8 3
3 39 7 40 5
4 53 13 21 7
5 51 21 27 8
6 11 3 19 11
7 7 3 20 12
8 2 0 3 3
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 6 6













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-1
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ..........................................................21-11



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................24-18
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ..............................................22-14
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-4
WKU SP Goes 5+ .................................................12-8
WKU SP Goes <5 ...............................................12-10
Opp. SP Goes 5+ .................................................6-13
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................18-5
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................18-7
Opp. Scores 1st ....................................................6-11
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................10-3
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................5-5
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................15-1
Opp. Has More .....................................................6-15
Hits Are Even ...........................................................3-2
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................11-4
WKU Commits 1 ..................................................10-5
WKU Commits 2+ ..................................................3-9
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................7-6
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................9-5
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................8-7
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................9-14
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................8-4
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................7-0
Opp. Hits 0 ............................................................13-9
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................9-5
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................2-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
26 Vaughn (5) 34-4/04 Murray State 3-2/1 2/0 0-3 L, 10-6
27 Thomas (3) 35-4/07 UTEP 3-2/1 5/2 8-6 W, 10-8
28 Carter (4) 37-4/08 UTEP 3-2/2 5/0 4-6 W, 8-6
29 Carter (5) 39-4/11 EKU 2-2/0 5/1 5-3 L, 8-4
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 4/29 2/6 0 0 35
McGuffin 8/16 1/3 0/1 0 20
Carter 8/10 3/5 0 0 15 
Engelhardt 6/9 1/2 0 0 11
Thomas 7/7 2/2 0 0 9 
Towers 1/9 0 0 0 9
Bowlds 4/4 3/3 1/1 0 8 
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Vorbrink 4/5 1/2 0 0 7 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 2/6 1/3 0/1 32
Carter 5/7 4/4 1/2 0 13 
McGuffin 3/9 2/3 0 0 12
Engelhardt 4/7 0/2 1/1 0 10
Vorbrink 4/7 2/2 0 0 9
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
Thomas 0 0 1 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 5 18 
McGuffin - - 4 2 5 11
Engelhardt - - 0 5 5 10
Carter - - - 2 5 7
Smith - - - - 4 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Thomas - - - - 3 3
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 2
Vorbrink  9 9 1
Carter  7 7 1
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  5 5 1 
Engelhardt  5 5 0
Bowlds  5 5 1 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 1 1
McElroy  4 4 0 
Aikey  1 0 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 12 4
Carter  13 13 9
Vorbrink  12 12 1
Thomas  14 14 1 
McGuffin  9 9 8
Engelhardt 8 8 8
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 1 1
Smith  5 5 1
McElroy  4 4 0
Bowlds  5 5 1
Aikey  2 0 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 15 .200 17 53 .321 19 68 .279 0 3 .000 8 35  .229 13 34 .382 5
Carter 14 29 .483 17 47 .362 25 74 .338 1 7 .143 21 53  .396 17 47 .362 13
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 14 29 .483 18 61 .295 12 55 .218 0 3 .000 10 37  .270 9 40 .225 13
McElroy 1 14 .071 3 33 .091 12 54 .222 2 4 .500 9 40  .225 4 38 .105 3
McGuffin 12 29 .414 22 60 .367 13 51 .255 1 3 .333 8 36  .222 9 36 .250 7
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 11 25 .440 10 51 .196 14 62 .226 1 7 .143 9 47  .191 6 37 .162 3
Stowers 1 10 .100 3 24 .125 7 32 .219 0 2 .000 5 20  .250 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 32 60 .533 22 69 .319 16 49 .327 0 1 .000 11 29  .379 7 24 .292 7
Towers 0 2 .000 1 4 .250 1 4 .250 0 0 --- 1 3  .333 1 2 .500 1
Vaughn 8 27 .296 8 43 .186 25 66 .379 3 3 1.000 14 39  .359 9 35 .257 6
Vorbrink 13 37 .351 17 61 .279 18 63 .286 5 8 .625 13 47  .277 13 40 .325 9
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 42 - - 4 7 - - 28 - 1 2 - - 17 4 2 - - 1 18 - 
ENGELHARDT 42 - - - - 42 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 5 12 10 13 -  
SMITH 42 - 42 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 8 1 8 - 
THOMAS 42 - - - - - - 13 1 28 - 41 - - - - - - - 1 -
MCGUFFIN 41 - - - - - - - 41 - - - 3 5 2 15 10 1 4 1 -
CARTER 40 - - - - - - - - 13 27 - 2 12 21 4 1 - - - -
VAUGHN 40 - - - - - 40 - - - - 1 - 4 9 12 11 1 1 1 - 
BOWLDS 38 - - 38 - - - - - - - - 37 1 - - - - - - - 
MCELROY 37 - - - 35 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 14 22 - 1  
NUNN 22 20 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 19 
AIKEY 14 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
TOWERS 9 8 - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 - 8
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 8 AB 
 .347 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 8 AB  
.554 Kelsey McGuffin
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.481 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
32  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
42  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
34  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
12  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
3                  Engelhardt & Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
5  Engelhardt, McGuffin, Vaughn, Carter 
TOTAL BASES  
67  Paige Carter
WALKS  
37  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
9  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
8  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kendall Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
13  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
6  35-4/07 UTEP 2-1 M4 Thomas RBI BB (2-2) Thomas 2 run HR (10-6) 10-8
7  37-4/08 UTEP 6-2 M5 Carter 3 run HR (7-6) Carter 3 run HR (7-6) 8-6
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-6 (5) 
4/7 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-1 (11) 
 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-2 (11) 
4/8 UTEP Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-6 (5) 
4/11 EKU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-2 (11) 
 EKU Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-2 (1) 
4/14 UAB Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-3 (11) 
 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-7 (5) 
4/15 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (18) 
4/18 Kentucky            
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
GAME 34 | Murray, Ky. | T-2:16 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     0 2 0 4 0 0 0 - 6   7   2
MURR   3 0 0 0 6 1 X - 10 10 3
WP-VAN DUYSE (2-5) | LP-AIKEY (7-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, Brittany (5)
GAME 35 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:25 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R   H  E 
UTEP     1 0 0 1 4 2 0 - 8   13 1
WKU     0 0 1 6 3 0 X -10  8   1
WP-AIKEY (8-4) Save-NUNN(3) 
LP-Wright (3-14) 
HR UTEP - Ryder (3), McKechnie (1)
HR WKU - THOMAS (3)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-228
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 0 0 0 0 6 - 6  7  2
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  6  0
WP-Johnson (2-0) |  LP-NUNN (13-9) 
HR UTEP - Smith, McKechnie
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:03 A-202
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 2 4 0 0 0 - 6  10 1
WKU     2 0 0 0 5 1 X - 8  8   0
WP-AIKEY (9-4) | LP-Johnson (2-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER (4)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:55 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
EKU       0 0 3 0 0 0 0 - 3  5 3
WKU     4 0 0 0 1 1 X - 6  5 1
WP-AIKEY (10-4) | LP-PAULICK (8-5) 
HR EKU - HARRISON, Brooke (1)
GAME 39 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-298
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
EKU       2 1 1 0 1 0 3 - 8  8 1
WKU     0 2 1 0 1 0 0 - 4  7 2
WP-PAULICK (9-5) | LP-TOWERS (1-2) 
HR EKU-MURPHY 2 (12), CLARK 2 (10)
HR WKU - CARTER (5)
GAME 40 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:23 A-212
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 2 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4 3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 1 3 - 4  4 0
WP-KACHEL (11-11) | LP-AIKEY (10-5)
HR UAB - ROGERS (4)
GAME 41 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:53 A-298
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 2   2  2
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 X - 3  4  2
WP-BLOUNT (3-12) | LP-NUNN (13-10)
GAME 42 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:53 A-298
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0  0   0 -  3  8  3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0  0   1 -  4 12 3
WP-BLOUNT (4-12) | LP-AIKEY (10-6)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 24-18   Home: 13-7   Away: 5-9   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 7-8
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 4 7 41-40 121 27 42 6 2 5 34 67  . 5 5 4 19 2 19 0  . 4 4 1 1 6 10-12 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 2 42-42 118 32 38 12 3 3 19 65  . 5 5 1 37 1 26 0  . 4 8 1 2 2 6-8 60 1 2  . 9 6 8
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 5 41-41 111 26 35 8 1 5 17 60  . 5 4 1 20 3 28 0  . 4 3 0 1 1 5-7 45 9 1  . 9 8 2
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 3 40-40 109 23 33 5 1 5 27 55  . 5 0 5 13 9 21 0  . 4 1 7 1 3 13-13 71 84 13  . 9 2 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 9 8 38-38 121 18 36 4 2 0 11 44  . 3 6 4 13 0 21 1  . 3 6 6 0 8 7-10 270 7 5  . 9 8 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 2 42-42 124 20 35 6 0 1 21 44  . 3 5 5 17 1 27 0  . 3 7 3 0 1 6-7 67 14 3  . 9 6 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 9 42-42 116 27 30 8 3 5 19 59  . 5 0 9 14 0 33 0  . 3 3 3 2 4 7-10 37 94 6  . 9 5 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 5-1 8 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 1 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 4 11 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 2 42-42 113 26 24 9 0 4 20 45  . 3 9 8 17 4 30 1  . 3 2 8 3 3 3-3 202 25 3  . 9 8 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 30 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 9 28-11 56 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 5 0 3 0 10 2  . 2 2 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 2 38-37 87 9 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 7 2 4 0 9 0  . 2 0 7 1 6 1-1 67 51 5  . 9 5 9
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 6-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 6 42 1091 219 301 61 13 29 190 475  . 4 3 5 160 20 230 4  . 3 7 5 11 34 59-72 842 349 41  . 9 6 7
Opponents  . 2 6 7 42 1103 165 294 65 3 29 158 452  . 4 1 0 103 8 192 2  . 3 3 2 7 21 16-26 831 313 55  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (268), Opp (237). DPs turned - Team (12), Opp (15). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 9 5 10-6 30 14 5 2/1 2 111.2 88 52 47 54 83 15 2 13  . 2 1 8 12 3 0 3 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 2 8 13-10 34 20 9 2/0 3 130.0 149 74 61 24 86 34 0 9  . 2 8 0 5 2 0 4 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 2 24-18 42 42 14 5/1 5 280.2 294 165 141 103 192 65 3 29  . 2 6 7 19 8 0 7 21
Opponents  4 . 6 2 18-24 42 42 15 5/2 3 277.0 301 219 183 160 230 61 13 29  . 2 7 6 25 20 0 11 34
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (16-26), AIKEY,K. (4-11),
NUNN,S. (8-10), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 7-8   Home: 3-3   Away: 4-5   C-USA: 7-8
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 4 9 15-15 43 9 15 2 1 3 10 28  . 6 5 1 7 1 11 0  . 4 4 2 1 0 1-3 20 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 6 15-15 49 7 15 1 0 0 9 16  . 3 2 7 8 0 8 0  . 4 0 4 0 0 3-3 19 9 3  . 9 0 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 8 15-15 47 9 14 3 1 3 9 28  . 5 9 6 13 0 9 0  . 4 4 3 1 0 1-1 29 1 1  . 9 6 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 8 6 3-1 7 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 4 2 9 0 0 1 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 0-0 2 4 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 11 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 4 0 15-15 50 7 12 2 0 0 4 14  . 2 8 0 6 0 9 1  . 3 2 1 0 4 3-4 124 3 1  . 9 9 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 2 9 15-15 48 7 11 1 0 1 7 15  . 3 1 3 6 0 8 0  . 3 1 5 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 15-15 45 11 10 1 2 3 5 24  . 5 3 3 4 0 15 0  . 2 8 6 0 1 1-2 13 41 2  . 9 6 4
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 8 5 13-13 27 4 5 1 0 0 4 6  . 2 2 2 6 6 5 0  . 4 2 5 1 3 4-4 27 35 5  . 9 2 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 4 3 15-15 35 7 5 1 0 2 8 12  . 3 4 3 8 1 9 0  . 3 0 4 2 2 0-0 62 8 1  . 9 8 6
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 0 0 12-2 20 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 1 4 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 0 8 3 13-12 24 2 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 0 8 3 0 0 3 0  . 0 8 3 0 3 1-1 21 14 3  . 9 2 1
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 3 5 15 400 66 94 13 4 13 61 154  . 3 8 5 61 8 84 1  . 3 4 4 5 16 15-19 325 145 16  . 9 6 7
Opponents  . 2 8 0 15 425 61 119 28 1 9 59 176  . 4 1 4 46 2 55 1  . 3 4 9 6 13 2-5 327 136 19  . 9 6 1
LOB - Team (97), Opp (106). DPs turned - Team (6), Opp (8).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 7 9 4-4 12 7 2 0/0 0 57.2 51 25 23 30 35 9 1 6  . 2 4 3 8 1 0 3 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 6 7 3-4 13 7 2 0/0 2 47.2 63 31 25 13 20 19 0 2  . 3 0 9 2 1 0 3 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 2 3 7-8 15 15 4 0/0 2 108.1 119 61 50 46 55 28 1 9  . 2 8 0 10 2 0 6 13
Opponents  3 . 4 7 8-7 15 15 7 2/1 0 109.0 94 66 54 61 84 13 4 13  . 2 3 5 10 8 0 5 16
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-5), AIKEY,K. (2-4), NUNN,S. (0-1).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
*Apr 07 UTEP 24 10 8 9 0 0 1 11 9 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 15 1 7  . 2 8 8
*Apr 07 UTEP 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 6 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 21 11 0 9  . 2 8 6
*Apr 08 UTEP 23 8 8 8 0 0 1 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 21 6 0 5  . 2 8 8
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 22 6 5 4 0 1 0 7 4 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 21 6 1 5  . 2 8 7
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 27 4 7 4 1 0 1 11 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 8 21 10 2 7  . 2 8 6
*Apr 13 at UAB 24 2 4 1 1 1 0 7 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 8 20 6 3 6  . 2 8 3
*Apr 13 at UAB 23 2 2 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 18 12 2 3  . 2 7 9
*Apr 14 at UAB 40 3 8 2 1 1 0 11 4 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 11 31 16 3 11  . 2 7 6
Totals 1091 219 301 190 61 13 29 475 160 0 59 13 20 34 11 4 230 842 349 41 268  . 2 7 6







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS SAME
 2 10X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 12X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) HOME RUNS SAME 
 4 VS. UTEP (4-7) RBI SAME
 2 9X, MR AT UAB (4-13) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .322 42-42 118 32 38 12 2 3 19 65 .551 37 1 26 0 .481 2 2 6-8 60 1 2 .968
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .212 42-42 113 26 24 9 0 4 20 45 .398 17 4 30 1 .328 3 3 3-3 202 25 3 .987
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .303 40-40 109 23 33 5 1 5 27 55 .505 13 9 21 0 .417 1 3 13-13 71 84 13 .923






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR AT UAB (4-13) AT BATS 9X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13) TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS 10X, MR AT CHARLOTTE(3-30-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .259 42-42 116 27 30 8 3 5 19 59 .509 14 0 33 0 .333 2 4 7-10 37 94 6 .956
CAREER .217 141-126 253 52 55 11 3 10 35 102 .403 33 1 68 0 .308 2 10 17-23 145 242 31 .926
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 3X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 3X, MR AT UAB (4-14) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 34-22 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 3 30 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.28 13-10 34 20 9 2/0 3 130.0 149 74 61 24 86 34 0 9 571 .280 5 2 0 4 8
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 8X, MR AT UAB (4-13) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 1
 3 MR VS. EKU (4-11) RBI 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .315 41-41 111 26 35 8 1 5 17 60 .541 20 3 28 0 .430 1 1 5-7 45 9 1 .982
Totals .252 148-144 365 67 92 23 1 11 46 150 .411 57 15 87 1 .372 4 12 24-29 201 39 8 .968
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 30-14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 6 20 1 .963
TOTALS .077 57-23 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 10 41 3 .944
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.95 10-6 30 14 5 2/1 2 111.2 88 54 47 54 83 15 2 13 473 .218 12 3 0 3 10
TOTALS 2.94 17-10 57 23 10 3/1 4 205.0 174 119 86 119 137 27 2 19 910 .230 31 11 1 6 19
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 5X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 2 VS. EKU (4-11) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .282 42-42 124 20 35 6 0 1 21 44 .355 17 1 27 0 .373 0 1 6-7 67 14 3 .964
CAREER .254 92-72 193 29 49 9 3 2 31 70 .363 19 5 39 2 .335 1 3 7-8 189 16 4 .981
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .250 17-9 8 0 2 1 0 0 1 3 .375 1 0 2 0 .333 0 0 0 4 11 0 1.000
TOTALS .216 76-60 139 25 30 7 1 2 19 45 .324 21 2 47 1 .325 1 4 5-6 115 38 2 .987
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.35 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7 181 .342 0 2 0 0 3
TOTALS 4.65 9-14 39 25 13 1/1 2 153.2 208 124 102 65 99 33 4 17 731 .327 7 10 1 7 12
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT CHARLOTTE (3-31) AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 2 AT UAB (4-14) HITS MR, AT UAB (4-14-18) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-14) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 AT UAB (4-14) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .179 28-11 56 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .250 3 0 10 2 .220 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .202 72-42 163 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .307 16 0 37 3 .272 1 1 0-0 25 2 3 .900







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-13) STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .172 38-37 87 9 15 0 0 0 13 15 .172 4 0 9 0 .207 1 6 1-1 67 51 5 .959
TOTALS .161 97-94 217 25 35 4 0 0 21 39 .180 18 6 35 0 .244 1 11 4-5 239 130 12 .969
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball20
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 9-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 16-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. EKU (4-11) HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .347 41-40 121 27 42 6 2 5 34 67 .554 19 2 19 0 .441 1 6 10-12 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 6 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 3 VS. UTEP (4-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 7X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .298 38-38 121 18 36 4 2 0 11 44 .364 13 0 21 1 .366 0 8 7-10 270 7 5 .982
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball 21
TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, April 18, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 43 box score attached. 
Updated season stats attached. 
WKU SOFTBALL FALLS TO NO. 18 KENTUCKY IN MIDWEEK MATCHUP 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball fell to No. 18 Kentucky in a 7-1 non-conference decision from the 
WKU Softball Complex on Wednesday night. A crowd of 1,093 – the second-largest in program history - 
was in attendance for the midweek tilt. 
With the setback, the Hilltoppers moved to 24-19 overall while the nationally-ranked Wildcats improved 
to 27-13 on the season. 
Since earning a start in left field in game three at UAB, Haylee Towers has put together back-to-back 
multi-hit performances in her two non-pitching starts with a 2-for-3 showing Wednesday evening. 
Shelby Nunn (13-11) took the decision after 5.1 innings of work. The freshman allowed just two earned 
runs while picking up a strikeout while walking three. Kelsey Aikey tossed the final 1.2 frames, allowing 
just two hits while striking out a Wildcat pinch hitter. 
Seven different Hilltopper batters accounted for the squad’s eight hits in the game. WKU’s run was 
manufactured by a leadoff double from Jordan Thomas before a Brittany Vaughn single moved her to 
third. Paige Carter stepped into the box and reached on an RBI fielder’s choice to get the Red and White 
on the board. 
Kentucky struck in the first inning and added two more tallies in the second before WKU held the visitors 
scoreless for three-straight frames. UK would go on to take on four more runs in the top of the sixth 
before a scoreless seventh. The Wildcats’ first two runs were earned before the last five came across 
unearned. 
Thomas and Maddie Bowlds each registered doubles on the day for WKU’s 18th multi-double game of 
the season. Thomas now owns 13 two-basers on the year, which ranks 32nd in the country and brings her 
within three of tying the WKU single-season record. Bowlds is up to five doubles on the season. 
WKU will now turn its focus to Marshall as the Thundering Herd visits The Hill for a weekend series. First 
pitch of Saturday’s doubleheader is set for 1 p.m. CT while Sunday’s finale will commence at noon. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, April 20, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU notes for games 44-46 attached. 
TOPS SET TO HOST MARSHALL FOR WEEKEND SERIES ON THE HILL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Back on The Hill for a Conference USA series, WKU Softball will host weekend 
visitor Marshall for a three-game series. First pitch of weekend action is slated for 1 p.m. CT on Saturday 
with the day’s second game to follow. Game three is slated for a noon start on Sunday. 
Sat., April 21 – vs. Marshall – 1 p.m. CT – Livestats 
Sat., April 21 – vs. Marshall – 3 p.m. CT – Livestats 
Sun., April 22 – vs. Marshall – Noon CT – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Saturday will double as the team’s annual “Bark in the Park” event and fans are welcome to bring their 
dogs to the WKU Softball Complex. WKU Athletics will also be giving away phone wallets to the first 100 
fans at Saturday’s doubleheader. 
Marshall enters weekend play with a record of 22-22-1 and a 10-7-1 reading in C-USA play. The 
Thundering Herd is 5-10-1 in away tilts this season while the Hilltoppers sit at 13-8 in home games this 
year. 
In the all-time series, Marshall owns an 8-5 advantage which the Red and White will look to even up this 
weekend. Last time the sides crossed paths was the 2017 C-USA Tournament when Marshall claimed a 
slim 2-0 victory to give the Hilltoppers their first of two losses in the outing. 
Common opponents for the weekend foes include Tennessee Tech, UAB, Southern Miss and Charlotte. 
Marshall claimed a 10-4 win over Tennessee Tech opening weekend, before taking a 1-1-1 weekend at 
UAB to open league play. After that, Marshall swept Southern Miss before claiming 2-of-3 tilts over 
Charlotte. 
At the plate, the Thundering Herd has posted a collective .281 batting average with 333 hits – 85 for 
extra bases – to go along with a .390 slugging rate. Marshall owns a league-high 105 stolen bases on the 
weekend. In the circle, the Herd’s pitching staff owns a 3.50 ERA with 171 strikeouts while holding 
opposing batters to a .271 batting average. 
Following weekend play, WKU will head to Boca Raton, Fla., for another crucial conference series at 
Florida Atlantic. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
587 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of come-from-behind 
victories by the Hilltoppers in 
2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. 
28 729
LEADING THINGS OFF
WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA 6th-best 37 
walks while also ranking 35th in the nation with 13 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 33-of-62 
occasions for a .532 rating. As a team, WKU is 111-for-285 when leading off an inning (.389).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s upcoming contests. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through 10 weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN SAVES THE DAY
Freshman pitcher Shelby Nunn has registered three saves on the season. The freshman’s third save of the campaign moved her 
into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. She’s the first to register at least three saves in a season since the 2008 
campaign and fifth Hilltopper to achieve the feat overall. Across the nation, three saves ranks Nunn 28th overall while the mark 
ties her for the most in C-USA.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
MARSHALL SERIES | SAT-SUN, APRIL 21 & 22
SAT-SUN, APRIL 21-22
Marshall at WKU |1, 3 & noon CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (3-7)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. L, 10-6
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 10-8
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field L, 6-4
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field W, 6-3
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 8-4
 13 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L,  4-2
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 3-2
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 4-3 (11)
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 7-1
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m.
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field Noon
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (24-19, 7-8 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................587-486-3 (.547)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 141-118-1 
 Career Record ..... 358-324-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................249-172-1 (.591)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With 10 weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 94 no-hitters have been recorded, with only two 
being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team leads Conference USA in scoring (5.12), 
doubles/game (1.47), triples/game (0.30), fewest hit batters (8) and RBI (191).
Individually, Shelby Nunn ranks 31st  in saves with 3. Kelsey Aikey owns one of the 94 no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan 
Thomas ranks seventh in walks with .86/game while ranking fifth in the nation with 37 total walks. Thomas owns 13 doubles to 
rank 35th in the country.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-43 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2018 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-10. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the 
host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad owns seven 
wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle Tennessee and 
two over UTEP. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State Aikey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 82 10-6 L
Apr. 7 UTEP* Aikey 4.1 9 6 6 4 3 100 10-8 W
Apr. 7 UTEP* Nunn 1.0 3 3 3 0 1 28 6-4 L
Apr. 8 UTEP* Aikey 3.1 2 0 0 0 1 48 8-6 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Aikey^ 7.0 5 3 3 5 3 114 6-3 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Towers 2.0 3 3 2 2 1 40 8-4 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Aikey^ 6.2 4 4 3 5 2 140 4-2 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Nunn^ 6.0 4 3 2 1 2 75 3-2 L
Apr. 15 at UAB* Aikey 5.0 5 1 1 5 1 83 4-3 L
Apr. 18 Kentucky Nunn 5.1 7 6 2 3 1 104 7-1 L
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 21 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 22 Marshall* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 14 10-6 2 16-15
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 21 13-11 3 18-17
Towers 8 1-2 0 6-7
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 2.90 10-6 31 14 5 2/1 2 113.1 90 53 47 56 84 15 2 13 482 .220 13 3 0 3 10
 10 Nunn 3.26 13-11 35 21 9 2/0 3 135.1 156 80 63 27 87 36 0 9 600 .280 5 2 0 4 9
 20 Towers 5.35 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7 181 .342 0 2 0 0 3
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 0 0/0
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 5  10
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 9  9
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 7 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Red Red Red 2 1
Black Black Red 3 2
Black Black Black 2 2
Gray Gray Gray 1 1
White Red Red 2 4
Black Black Gray 1 2
Black Black White 0 1
White Gray Gray 0 1
Red Black Black 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 40 UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Charlotte 3/30
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, UAB 4/14
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 MR, UAB 4/14
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 3:14 UAB 4/14
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 6 Maddie Bowlds at UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 Maddie Bowlds Hampton 2/9
RBI 4 MR, Jordan Thomas UTEP 4/7
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds vs. EKU 4/11
Home Runs 1 MR, Paige Carter vs. EKU 4/11
Total Bases 9 Rebekah Engelhardt Tennessee St. 2/17
Walks 3 MR, Maddie Bowlds UTEP 4/7
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 7 Brittany Vaughn UTEP 4/7
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings at UAB, 4/14/18 (11)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at UAB, 4/14/18 (11)
Scored 10-14 runs UTEP, 4/7/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Murray State, 4/4/18 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order UTEP, 4/7/18 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits at Southern miss, 3/10/18 (10)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs at Charlotte, 3/30/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. SEMO, 3/21/13 (Thomas & Mattox, 2nd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Jordan Mauch,  3/18/17, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Jordan Mauch, FAU, 3/18/17
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kelsey McGuffin, vs. EKU, 4/11/18
Player with four RBI Jordan Thomas vs. UTEP 4/7/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits  Maddie Bowlds vs. Hampton, 2/9/18 
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at UAB, 4/13-14/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
67 FIU  5/5-6 
71 LA TECH  DNP 
91 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29 
100 MARSHALL  4/21-22 
118 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
134 UAB  L, L, L 
157 WKU  -
159 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
164 UTSA  DNP
167 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
191 UTEP  W, L, W
194 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 LSU  L
19 KENTUCKY  L
50 LIPSCOMB  5/3
53 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
87 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
101 INDIANA  Cancelled
105 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
117 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W, L
131 TOLEDO  L 
133 SIUE  W
155 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
160 GARDNER-WEBB  L
169 CHATTANOOGA  W
184 EVANSVILLE  W 
185 SACRED HEART  W
186 DAYTON  W, W
219 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
228 MURRAY STATE  L
241 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
246 HAMPTON  W, W 
248 GREEN BAY  W, W
283 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 13-5 .722 28-17 .622  10-0 W12
UAB (W) 10-4-1 .700 19-26-1 .424  6-4 W4
Florida Atlantic (E) 9-6 .600 22-22 .500  4-6 L2
Marshall (E) 10-7-1 .583 22-22-1 .500  7-3 W3
North Texas (W) 8-7 .533 22-21 .512  5-5 L4
FIU (E) 8-7 .533 24-23 .511  7-3 L1
MTSU (E) 7-8 .467 29-17 .630  5-5 W2
WKU (E) 7-8 .467 24-19 .558  3-7 L5
UTEP (W) 7-11 .389 18-26 .409  6-4 W4
Charlotte (E) 6-12 .333 15-29 .341  4-6 L1
UTSA (W) 5-10 .333 17-22 .436  3-7 W1
Southern Miss (W) 5-10 .333 16-30 .348  2-8 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 5-0 0-0
1 3-2 0-0 4-1 2-0
2 0-3 0-3 5-1 1-1
3 2-2 1-1 2-2 1-2
4 1-4 1-2 2-2 0-2
5 1-1 1-0 1-3 0-1
6 4-2 0-0 4-2 2-1
7 3-0 0-0 0-4 0-1
8 2-0 2-0 1-2 1-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 8-0 2-0 0-1 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-2 3-6 12-11
2 11-4 3-7 10-8
3 16-3 2-12 6-4
4 21-3 1-12 2-4
5 16-5 0-13 2-1
6 15-3 0-13 2-2
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 34 7 25 9
2 22 8 10 3
3 39 7 40 5
4 53 13 21 7
5 51 21 27 8
6 12 3 25 11
7 7 3 20 12
8 2 0 3 3
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 6 6













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-2
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ..........................................................21-11



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................24-19
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ..............................................22-14
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-5
WKU SP Goes 5+ .................................................12-9
WKU SP Goes <5 ...............................................12-10
Opp. SP Goes 5+ .................................................6-14
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................18-5
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................18-7
Opp. Scores 1st ....................................................6-12
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................10-3
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................5-6
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................15-1
Opp. Has More .....................................................6-16
Hits Are Even ...........................................................3-2
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................11-4
WKU Commits 1 ..................................................10-5
WKU Commits 2+ ...............................................3-10
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................7-7
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................9-5
Opp. Commits 2+ ..................................................8-7
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................9-15
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................8-4
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................7-0
Opp. Hits 0 ..........................................................13-10
Opp. Hits 1 ...............................................................9-5
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................2-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
26 Vaughn (5) 34-4/04 Murray State 3-2/1 2/0 0-3 L, 10-6
27 Thomas (3) 35-4/07 UTEP 3-2/1 5/2 8-6 W, 10-8
28 Carter (4) 37-4/08 UTEP 3-2/2 5/0 4-6 W, 8-6
29 Carter (5) 39-4/11 EKU 2-2/0 5/1 5-3 L, 8-4
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 4/29 2/6 0 0 35
McGuffin 8/16 1/3 0/1 0 20
Carter 8/10 3/5 0 0 15 
Engelhardt 6/9 1/2 0 0 11
Towers 2/10 0 0 0 10 
Thomas 7/7 2/2 0 0 9 
Bowlds 4/4 3/3 1/1 0 8 
McElroy 3/7 0 0 0 7
Vorbrink 4/5 1/2 0 0 7 
Smith 5/5 0 0 0 5
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 2/6 1/3 0/1 32
Carter 5/7 4/4 1/2 0 13 
McGuffin 3/9 2/3 0 0 12
Engelhardt 4/7 0/2 1/1 0 10
Vorbrink 4/7 2/2 0 0 9
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 1 0 0 0 1
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
Thomas 0 0 1 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 5 18 
McGuffin - - 4 2 5 11
Engelhardt - - 0 5 5 10
Carter - - - 2 5 7
Smith - - - - 4 4
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Thomas - - - - 3 3
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 3
Vorbrink  9 9 0
Carter  7 7 2
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  5 5 2 
Engelhardt  5 5 1
Bowlds  5 5 2 
Smith  4 4 1 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 2 2
McElroy  4 4 0 
Aikey  1 0 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 12 5
Thomas  14 14 2 
Carter  13 13 10
Vorbrink  12 12 0
McGuffin  9 9 0
Engelhardt 9 9 9
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 2 2
Bowlds  5 5 2 
Smith  5 5 2
McElroy  4 4 0
Aikey  2 0 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 15 .200 17 54 .315 20 70 .286 0 3 .000 8 36  .222 14 36 .389 5
Carter 14 29 .483 18 49 .367 25 75 .333 1 7 .143 21 54  .389 17 48 .354 13
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 14 29 .483 18 62 .290 13 57 .228 0 3 .000 10 37  .270 10 42 .238 13
McElroy 1 14 .071 3 33 .091 12 54 .222 2 4 .500 9 40  .225 4 38 .105 3
McGuffin 12 30 .400 22 62 .355 13 52 .250 1 3 .333 8 37  .216 9 38 .237 6
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 12 27 .444 11 53 .208 14 62 .226 1 7 .143 9 47  .191 6 37 .162 3
Stowers 1 10 .100 3 25 .120 7 32 .219 0 2 .000 5 20  .250 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 33 62 .532 23 71 .324 16 50 .320 0 1 .000 11 29  .379 7 25 .280 7
Towers 0 2 .000 3 6 .500 1 5 .200 0 0 --- 1 3  .333 2 3 .667 1
Vaughn 8 28 .286 8 45 .178 26 67 .388 3 3 1.000 15 40  .375 9 35 .257 6
Vorbrink 13 38 .342 17 62 .274 18 65 .277 5 8 .625 13 47  .277 13 40 .325 9
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
ENGELHARDT 43 - - - - 43 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 5 12 10 14 -  
THOMAS 43 - - - - - - 13 1 29 - 42 - - - - - - - 1 -
SMITH 43 - 43 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 9 1 8 - 
VORBRINK 43 - - 4 8 - - 28 - 1 2 - - 17 5 2 - - 1 18 - 
MCGUFFIN 42 - - - - - - - 42 - - - 3 5 2 15 11 1 4 1 -
CARTER 41 - - - - - - - - 13 28 - 2 13 21 4 1 - - - -
VAUGHN 41 - - - - - 41 - - - - 1 1 4 9 12 11 1 1 1 - 
BOWLDS 39 - - 39 - - - - - - - - 37 1 - 1 - - - - - 
MCELROY 37 - - - 35 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 14 22 - 1  
NUNN 23 21 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 20 
AIKEY 14 14 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
TOWERS 10 8 - - - - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 2 - 8
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .364 Haylee Towers
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.554 Jordan Thomas
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.478 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
33  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
43  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
35  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
13  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
3                  Engelhardt & Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
5  Engelhardt, McGuffin, Vaughn, Carter 
TOTAL BASES  
68  Paige Carter
WALKS  
37  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
9  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
8  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kendall Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
13  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
6  35-4/07 UTEP 2-1 M4 Thomas RBI BB (2-2) Thomas 2 run HR (10-6) 10-8
7  37-4/08 UTEP 6-2 M5 Carter 3 run HR (7-6) Carter 3 run HR (7-6) 8-6
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-6 (5) 
4/7 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-1 (11) 
 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-2 (11) 
4/8 UTEP Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-6 (5) 
4/11 EKU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-2 (11) 
 EKU Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-2 (1) 
4/14 UAB Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-3 (11) 
 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-7 (5) 
4/15 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (18) 
4/18 Kentucky Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-2 (18) 
4/21 Marshall            
 Marshall            
4/22 Marshall           
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
GAME 34 | Murray, Ky. | T-2:16 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     0 2 0 4 0 0 0 - 6   7   2
MURR   3 0 0 0 6 1 X - 10 10 3
WP-VAN DUYSE (2-5) | LP-AIKEY (7-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, Brittany (5)
GAME 35 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:25 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R   H  E 
UTEP     1 0 0 1 4 2 0 - 8   13 1
WKU     0 0 1 6 3 0 X -10  8   1
WP-AIKEY (8-4) Save-NUNN(3) 
LP-Wright (3-14) 
HR UTEP - Ryder (3), McKechnie (1)
HR WKU - THOMAS (3)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-228
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 0 0 0 0 6 - 6  7  2
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  6  0
WP-Johnson (2-0) |  LP-NUNN (13-9) 
HR UTEP - Smith, McKechnie
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:03 A-202
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 2 4 0 0 0 - 6  10 1
WKU     2 0 0 0 5 1 X - 8  8   0
WP-AIKEY (9-4) | LP-Johnson (2-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER (4)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:55 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
EKU       0 0 3 0 0 0 0 - 3  5 3
WKU     4 0 0 0 1 1 X - 6  5 1
WP-AIKEY (10-4) | LP-PAULICK (8-5) 
HR EKU - HARRISON, Brooke (1)
GAME 39 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-298
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
EKU       2 1 1 0 1 0 3 - 8  8 1
WKU     0 2 1 0 1 0 0 - 4  7 2
WP-PAULICK (9-5) | LP-TOWERS (1-2) 
HR EKU-MURPHY 2 (12), CLARK 2 (10)
HR WKU - CARTER (5)
GAME 40 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:23 A-212
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 2 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4 3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 1 3 - 4  4 0
WP-KACHEL (11-11) | LP-AIKEY (10-5)
HR UAB - ROGERS (4)
GAME 41 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:44 A-219
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 2   2  2
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 X - 3  4  2
WP-BLOUNT (3-12) | LP-NUNN (13-10)
GAME 42 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-3:14 A-207
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0  0   0 -  3  8  3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0  0   1 -  4 12 3
WP-BLOUNT (4-12) | LP-AIKEY (10-6)
GAME 43 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:04 A-1093
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UK         1 2 0 0 0 4 0 - 7  9  0 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1  8  7
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 18, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 24-19   Home: 13-8   Away: 5-9   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 7-8
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 6 4 6-2 11 0 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 4 5 5 1 0 3 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 0-0 5 12 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 4 7 42-41 124 27 43 6 2 5 35 68  . 5 4 8 19 2 19 0  . 4 3 8 1 6 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 2 43-43 121 33 39 13 3 3 19 67  . 5 5 4 37 1 27 0  . 4 7 8 2 2 6-8 62 1 3  . 9 5 5
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 7 42-42 114 26 35 8 1 5 16 60  . 5 2 6 20 3 29 0  . 4 2 0 1 1 5-7 46 9 2  . 9 6 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 4 41-41 112 23 34 5 1 5 27 56  . 5 0 0 13 9 21 0  . 4 1 5 1 3 13-13 71 86 14  . 9 1 8
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 9 8 39-39 124 18 37 5 2 0 11 46  . 3 7 1 13 0 23 1  . 3 6 5 0 8 7-10 280 7 5  . 9 8 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 6 43-43 127 20 35 6 0 1 21 44  . 3 4 6 17 1 28 0  . 3 6 6 0 1 6-7 71 14 3  . 9 6 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 43-43 119 27 31 8 3 5 19 60  . 5 0 4 14 0 34 0  . 3 3 3 2 4 7-10 38 97 7  . 9 5 1
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 7 43-43 115 26 25 9 0 4 20 46  . 4 0 0 17 4 30 1  . 3 3 1 3 3 3-3 203 25 6  . 9 7 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 32 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 5 29-11 57 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 6 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 7 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 2 38-37 87 9 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 7 2 4 0 9 0  . 2 0 7 1 6 1-1 67 51 5  . 9 5 9
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 6 43 1118 220 309 63 13 29 190 485  . 4 3 4 160 20 238 4  . 3 7 4 11 34 60-73 863 357 48  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 6 7 43 1135 172 303 67 3 29 158 463  . 4 0 8 108 8 194 2  . 3 3 3 7 22 17-27 852 325 55  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (273), Opp (247). DPs turned - Team (12), Opp (15). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 9 0 10-6 31 14 5 2/1 2 113.1 90 53 47 56 84 15 2 13  . 2 2 0 13 3 0 3 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 2 6 13-11 35 21 9 2/0 3 135.1 156 80 63 27 87 36 0 9  . 2 8 0 5 2 0 4 9
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 4 8 24-19 43 43 14 5/1 5 287.2 303 172 143 108 194 67 3 29  . 2 6 7 20 8 0 7 22
Opponents  4 . 5 4 19-24 43 43 16 5/2 3 284.0 309 220 184 160 238 63 13 29  . 2 7 6 25 20 0 11 34
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (17-27), AIKEY,K. (4-11),
NUNN,S. (9-11), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 7-8   Home: 3-3   Away: 4-5   C-USA: 7-8
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 4 9 15-15 43 9 15 2 1 3 10 28  . 6 5 1 7 1 11 0  . 4 4 2 1 0 1-3 20 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 6 15-15 49 7 15 1 0 0 9 16  . 3 2 7 8 0 8 0  . 4 0 4 0 0 3-3 19 9 3  . 9 0 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 8 15-15 47 9 14 3 1 3 9 28  . 5 9 6 13 0 9 0  . 4 4 3 1 0 1-1 29 1 1  . 9 6 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 8 6 3-1 7 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 4 2 9 0 0 1 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 0-0 2 4 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 11 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 4 0 15-15 50 7 12 2 0 0 4 14  . 2 8 0 6 0 9 1  . 3 2 1 0 4 3-4 124 3 1  . 9 9 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 2 9 15-15 48 7 11 1 0 1 7 15  . 3 1 3 6 0 8 0  . 3 1 5 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 15-15 45 11 10 1 2 3 5 24  . 5 3 3 4 0 15 0  . 2 8 6 0 1 1-2 13 41 2  . 9 6 4
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 8 5 13-13 27 4 5 1 0 0 4 6  . 2 2 2 6 6 5 0  . 4 2 5 1 3 4-4 27 35 5  . 9 2 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 4 3 15-15 35 7 5 1 0 2 8 12  . 3 4 3 8 1 9 0  . 3 0 4 2 2 0-0 62 8 1  . 9 8 6
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 0 0 12-2 20 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 1 4 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 0 8 3 13-12 24 2 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 0 8 3 0 0 3 0  . 0 8 3 0 3 1-1 21 14 3  . 9 2 1
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 3 5 15 400 66 94 13 4 13 61 154  . 3 8 5 61 8 84 1  . 3 4 4 5 16 15-19 325 145 16  . 9 6 7
Opponents  . 2 8 0 15 425 61 119 28 1 9 59 176  . 4 1 4 46 2 55 1  . 3 4 9 6 13 2-5 327 136 19  . 9 6 1
LOB - Team (97), Opp (106). DPs turned - Team (6), Opp (8).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 7 9 4-4 12 7 2 0/0 0 57.2 51 25 23 30 35 9 1 6  . 2 4 3 8 1 0 3 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 6 7 3-4 13 7 2 0/0 2 47.2 63 31 25 13 20 19 0 2  . 3 0 9 2 1 0 3 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 2 3 7-8 15 15 4 0/0 2 108.1 119 61 50 46 55 28 1 9  . 2 8 0 10 2 0 6 13
Opponents  3 . 4 7 8-7 15 15 7 2/1 0 109.0 94 66 54 61 84 13 4 13  . 2 3 5 10 8 0 5 16
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-5), AIKEY,K. (2-4), NUNN,S. (0-1).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 18, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
*Apr 07 UTEP 24 10 8 9 0 0 1 11 9 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 15 1 7  . 2 8 8
*Apr 07 UTEP 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 6 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 21 11 0 9  . 2 8 6
*Apr 08 UTEP 23 8 8 8 0 0 1 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 21 6 0 5  . 2 8 8
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 22 6 5 4 0 1 0 7 4 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 21 6 1 5  . 2 8 7
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 27 4 7 4 1 0 1 11 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 8 21 10 2 7  . 2 8 6
*Apr 13 at UAB 24 2 4 1 1 1 0 7 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 8 20 6 3 6  . 2 8 3
*Apr 13 at UAB 23 2 2 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 18 12 2 3  . 2 7 9
*Apr 14 at UAB 40 3 8 1 1 1 0 11 4 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 11 31 16 3 11  . 2 7 6
Apr 18 KENTUCKY 27 1 8 1 2 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 21 8 7 5  . 2 7 6
Totals 1118 220 309 190 63 13 29 485 160 0 60 13 20 34 11 4 238 863 357 48 273  . 2 7 6







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. INDIANA ST.  (2-25) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS SAME
 2 10X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 13X, MR VS. UK (4-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) HOME RUNS SAME 
 4 VS. UTEP (4-7) RBI SAME
 2 9X, MR AT UAB (4-13) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .322 43-43 121 33 39 13 3 3 19 67 .554 37 1 27 0 .478 2 2 6-8 62 1 3 .955
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .217 43-43 115 26 25 9 0 4 20 46 .400 17 4 30 1 .331 3 3 3-3 203 25 6 .974
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 3 MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) HITS MR, GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 3
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) HOME RUNS MR, IND. ST. (2-25-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .304 41-41 112 23 34 5 1 5 27 56 .500 13 9 21 0 .415 1 3 13-13 71 86 14 .918






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 6X, MR AT UAB (4-13) AT BATS 9X,MR AT USM (3-11-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13) TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS 10X, MR AT CHARLOTTE(3-30-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .261 43-43 119 27 31 8 3 5 19 60 .504 14 0 34 0 .333 2 4 7-10 38 97 7 .951
CAREER .219 142-127 256 52 56 11 3 10 35 103 .402 33 1 69 0 .308 2 10 17-23 146 245 32 .924
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 3X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) IP SAME
 3 VS. TENN. ST.  (2-16) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 3X, MR AT UAB (4-14) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 35-23 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 3 32 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.26 13-11 35 21 9 2/0 3 135.1 156 80 63 27 87 36 0 9 600 .280 5 2 0 4 9
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 8X, MR AT UAB (4-13) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 5X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) HOME RUNS MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 1
 3 MR VS. EKU (4-11) RBI 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .307 42-42 114 26 35 8 1 5 16 60 .526 20 3 29 0 .420 1 1 5-7 46 9 2 .965
Totals .250 149-145 368 67 92 23 1 11 45 150 .408 57 15 88 1 .369 4 12 24-29 202 39 9 .964
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 30-14 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 6 20 1 .963
TOTALS .077 57-23 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 10 41 3 .944
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 2.90 10-6 31 14 5 2/1 2 113.1 90 53 47 56 84 15 2 13 482 .220 13 3 0 3 10
TOTALS 2.91 17-10 58 23 10 3/1 4 206.2 176 112 86 121 138 27 2 19 919 .231 32 11 1 6 19
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 5X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 2 VS. EKU (4-11) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .276 43-43 127 20 35 6 0 1 21 44 .346 17 1 28 0 .366 0 1 6-7 71 14 3 .966
CAREER .250 93-73 196 29 49 9 3 2 31 70 .357 19 5 40 2 .329 1 3 7-8 193 16 4 .981
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .364 18-10 11 0 4 1 0 0 1 5 .455 1 0 3 0 .417 0 0 0 5 12 0 1.000
TOTALS .225 77-61 142 25 32 7 1 2 19 47 .331 21 2 48 1 .331 1 4 5-6 116 39 2 .987
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.35 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7 181 .342 0 2 0 0 3
TOTALS 4.65 9-14 39 25 13 1/1 2 153.2 208 124 102 65 99 33 4 17 731 .327 7 10 1 7 12
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT CHARLOTTE (3-31) AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 2 2x MR, vs. UK (4-18) HITS MR, vs. UK (4-18-18) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-14) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 AT UAB (4-14) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .175 29-11 57 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .246 3 0 11 2 .217 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .201 73-42 164 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .305 16 0 38 3 .271 1 1 0-0 26 2 3 .903







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 4X, MR AT USM (3-11) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) HITS MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-13) STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .172 38-37 87 9 15 0 0 0 13 15 .172 4 0 9 0 .207 1 6 1-1 67 51 5 .959
TOTALS .161 97-94 217 25 35 4 0 0 21 39 .180 18 6 35 0 .244 1 11 4-5 239 130 12 .969
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball20
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 10-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 17-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. EKU (4-11) HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .347 42-41 124 27 43 6 2 5 35 68 .548 19 2 19 0 .438 1 6 11-13 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 6 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 5X, MR VS. UK (4-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RBI SAME
 3 VS. UTEP (4-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 7X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .298 39-39 124 18 37 5 2 0 11 46 .371 13 0 23 1 .365 0 8 7-10 280 7 5 .983
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3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 21, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 44 & 45 box scores attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
VAUGHN’S 7-RBI DAY HELPS TOPS TO SPLIT WITH MARSHALL; GAME THREE SET FOR 9 A.M. SUNDAY 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – With 24 hits spread evenly across Saturday’s doubleheader against Marshall, WKU Softball took 
the split decision on The Hill. The Hilltoppers posted their largest come-from-behind victory yet with eight unanswered 
runs to claim an 8-6 win in the series opener against the Thundering Herd on Saturday. Game two saw the Red and 
White again fall behind early but erase the deficit before falling 7-5 in eight innings to the Thundering Herd. 
“Before the game, we really emphasized that no deficit could be too large for our team to overcome and little did we 
know that would come in to fruition just a couple innings later,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “We came out and 
showed our fight and put ourselves in a position to win two big games today. If we continue to work to clean up our 
walks and be smarter on the base paths we will certainly put ourselves in another positive position tomorrow.” 
Brittany Vaughn had herself a day, combining for a 6-for-9 showing at the plate with seven RBI, two home runs, a double 
and a stolen base. Her 4-for-4 performance in game one was her first career four-hit game and included her first multi-
home run contest. 
WKU moved to 25-20 overall with the day’s results and is now 8-9 in Conference USA play. Marshall moved to 23-23-1 
on the year and 11-8-1 in C-USA action. 
SERIES SCHEDULE 
Sat., April 21 – vs. Marshall – 1 p.m. CT – W, 8-6 
Sat., April 21 – vs. Marshall – 3 p.m. CT – L, 7-5 (8) 
Sun., April 22 – vs. Marshall – 9 a.m. CT – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
GAME 44: WKU 8, MARSHALL 6 
Trailing 6-0 before its second trip to the plate, WKU responded with eight unanswered runs – tallying at least one each 
of its final five trips to the plate – to secure its largest come-from-behind victory of the season. 
Jordan Vorbrink was the first Hilltopper run across, representing WKU’s scoring in the bottom of the second. After 
retiring the Marshall batters in order in the top of the third, the Red and White got back to work on offense. Brittany 
Vaughn stepped into the box and sent the first pitch she saw out of the park. Two pitches later, Kelsey McGuffin 
followed with a longball of her own for WKU’s first back-to-back home runs since the 2013 campaign. 
WKU kept the offense rolling with a three-run fourth inning to knot the game. Kendall Smith opened things up with a 
leadoff single before Maddie Bowlds reached on an error, moving Smith into scoring position. After Smith swiped third 
base, Vaughn stepped into the box and sent her second home run of the game out of the park on a full count to even 
the score at 6-6. 
In the bottom of the fifth, WKU took its first lead of the contest after Rebekah Engelhardt made it to second base on a 
single and error with one out. Two batters later, Morgan McElroy stepped in for her first at bat of the game and sent a 
single to right field, allowing Engelhardt to score for the go-ahead strike. 
Marshall wasn’t going away however, with two outs in the top of the sixth, a Thundering Herd batter singled to 
centerfield to represent the tying run on the base path. On the fourth pitch of the next at bat, Maddie Bowlds held on to 
a foul ball after a full-extension dive towards the first base dugout to get the Hilltoppers back on offense. 
Jordan Thomas led off the bottom of the sixth with a single before Vaughn followed suit. McGuffin was hit by an 0-2 
count pitch to load the bases. Two batters later with one away, Vorbrink drew an RBI hit by pitch for a WKU insurance 
run, scoring Thomas. 
The Thundering Herd led off the top of the seventh with a double to right-center before reliever Kelsey Aikey and the 
Hilltopper defense shut it down. Aikey would go on to induce a groundout and flyout before registering the final out 
herself with a strikeout looking to secure her third save of the season. 
Shelby Nunn picked up her 14th victory of the season and moved to 14-11 overall after 5.0 innings of work. The freshman 
struck out three while allowing five earned runs. Aikey closed the game, handling the final two innings while allowing 
just two hits and zero walks. The sophomore is now up to six saves on her career which ties her for second in the 
Hilltopper record book. 
GAME 45: MARSHALL 7, WKU 5 (8) 
Game two begin eerily similar to the day’s first tilt as Marshall struck for a big five-run third inning to get the scoring 
started. The Hilltoppers again responded in the bottom of the frame for a single tally. After a leadoff McElroy single, a 
sacrifice bunt that Bowlds reached safely on thanks to a Marshall fielding error and a Vaughn single through the left side, 
WKU added its second run of the contest to cut the deficit to three. 
WKU would go on to allow just one Marshall runner to get on base over the next three innings before using a three-run 
seventh inning to send the contest to extra innings. McElroy dropped a one-out single in just over the Marshall pitcher’s 
glove before moving to second on a Bowlds’ base hit. Thomas stepped in and loaded the bases with a single through the 
right side before Vaughn sent a double to the right-center gap to plate both Bowlds and McElroy to make it a one-run 
game. After the Thundering Herd intentionally walked McGuffin, Vorbrink stepped into the box and sent a single to left 
field that allowed Thomas to score and tie the game at 5-5. Paige Carter would follow with a single to load the bases but 
WKU was unable to strike again for the walk off. 
In extras for the fourth C-USA series, the Hilltoppers are still seeking their first extra-inning victory of the season after 
Marshall was able to retake the lead in the top of the eighth before WKU ended the game with the winning run at the 
plate. 
Throwing the game’s final 5.0 innings, Nunn (14-12) took the loss in game two after allowing two runs on three hits with 
a pair of strikeouts. WKU’s seventh-inning surge took Aikey off the line for the decision after she tossed 3.0 innings of 
two-hit ball but allowed five runs. 
TOPPER NOTES 
•In the bottom of the third inning in game one, WKU knocked back-to-back home runs within three pitches of each 
other. Brittany Vaughn sent the first pitch she saw to straight-away center to lead off the frame before Kelsey 
McGuffin sent a 1-0 count ball at PS3. The last time WKU hit back-to-back home runs was vs. SEMO on March 
21, 2013. 
•Brittany Vaughn also became the first Hilltopper to hit multiple home runs in the same game this season. The 
redshirt-senior went yard in her second and third at bats of game one and finished with four RBI in the game. 
•Trailing 6-0 after the top of the sixth, WKU slowing chipped away at the deficit before Morgan McElroy used an RBI 
single for the go-ahead hit in the bottom of the sixth after Brittany Vaughn had tied the game at 6-all with her 
three-run homer. 
•Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey secured her third save of the season and the sixth of her career as WKU claimed 
the day’s first game. With the save, Aikey is now tied for the second-most saves in a single season as well as the 
second-most saves in a career. Aikey also match her single-season school record with her 18th relief appearance 
of the season. She set the program record of 18 during her freshman campaign. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native 
needs just three more relief appearances to tie the career relief appearances program record held by Adrienne 
Lathrop (2003-06) of 39. 
•Freshman Jordan Thomas drew her 38th walk of the season in game two of the doubleheader and now owns sole 
possession of WKU’s single-season walks record with seven regular season games left to play. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, April 22, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 46 box score attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
Photo of Shelby Nunn attached – please credit Steve Roberts/WKU Athletics 
HC Amy Tudor postgame interview: https://youtu.be/iAoqTo4f3YU 
NUNN TOSSES TWO-HIT GEM, TOPS COME FROM BEHIND FOR 4-1 WIN TO CLINCH MARSHALL SERIES 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Just as the previous two games of the series began, Marshall struck first in Sunday’s rubber 
match before WKU Softball got the final say yet again to claim a 4-1 win and clinch the crucial Conference USA series. 
Freshman pitcher Shelby Nunn allowed just two hits en route to her 15th victory of the season as the Hilltopper bats 
stayed hot to out-hit the Thundering Herd 8-2. 
“I thought Shelby did a great job of bouncing back today,” head coach Amy Tudor shared. “Her pitches were working 
today and her change-up was definitely on. After she got past inning one, she got on a roll and got in sync and fought 
through. Looking back at yesterday, Kelsey Aikey did a great job of coming in and shutting the door as well. Overall, they 
both did a really good job for us in the circle.” 
WKU’s ninth come-from-behind victory of the season helped the squad to a 26-20 overall record including an even 9-9 
mark in league play. Marshall dropped to 23-24-1 on the year with an 11-9-1 C-USA reading with the loss. The 
Thundering Herd had won its previous two series entering the weekend on The Hill. 
Marshall took advantage of a slow start by the Red and White, making WKU pay for a leadoff single, two walks and an 
error in the top of the first. The Hilltoppers looked as if they would match the Herd’s tally in the bottom of the frame 
with two hits and a Marshall error but both WKU runners ended up stranded in scoring position. 
Beginning with her strikeout for the final out of the first frame, Nunn and the Hilltopper defense went on to retire 15-
straight Marshall batters. Marshall finally got a runner on board via an error but an induced popout ended the threat. 
The Herd finally broke through for its second knock of the game in the top of the seventh after Nunn had held 19-
straight batters hitless. 
Kendall Smith evened the contest up with a two-out home run to the parking structure in the bottom of the fourth. 
Smith’s fifth longball of the year was WKU’s fourth of the game and first of three in the frame to chase the Marshall 
starter. 
After stranding the go-ahead run at third in the bottom of the fifth, WKU headed to the plate the next trip on a mission. 
Rebekah Engelhardt waited out a full-count walk to lead things off before Smith laid down a bunt single that got by the 
Marshall pitcher. Up next, Morgan McElroy reached on a throwing error which allowed Engelhardt to score from second 
for the go-ahead run. Still not done, Maddie Bowlds stepped into the box and connected for a double over the right 
fielder’s glove that brought home Smith and McElroy for the 4-1 Hilltopper advantage. 
Nunn tossed 104 pitches en route to her 10th complete game of the season. The freshman moved to 15-12 with her first 
two-hit or less performance while striking out four and allowing just two walks. 
With its first scheduled open week since the early season tournaments, WKU will continue working before heading to 
the Sunshine State for another critical three-game series at Florida Atlantic. 
TOPPER NOTES 
•Jordan Thomas continued to put her touch on the program’s single-season walks record, drawing her 39th free base 
of the season. 
•Kendall Smith’s solo home run in the bottom of the fourth inning marked the fifth longball of her freshman 
campaign. 
•Freshman pitcher Shelby Nunn put together a gem to move to 15-12 on the year. Her two-hitter was the fewest 
hits she has allowed in a complete game. Of her 104 pitches, 66 were strikes. The start brought her season total 
to 37 which ranks third on the WKU single-season record list, just one away from tying the record. 
•WKU claimed its first series win over Marshall since the 2015 campaign. The Hilltoppers are now 7-9 all-time 
against the Herd with a 4-4 mark when playing in Bowling Green. 
•Over the weekend, WKU Softball hit five combined home runs to bring its season total to 34. Brittany Vaughn leads 
the way with seven while Engelhardt and McGuffin are both up to six. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, April 27, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU notes for games 47-49 attached. 
TOPS HEADED TO FLORIDA ATLANTIC FOR FINAL REGULAR SEASON ROAD SERIES 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball is headed to Boca Raton, Fla., for its final Conference USA road 
series of the regular season as the Hilltoppers will take on Florida Atlantic in a three-game weekend set. 
The Red and White (26-20; 9-9 C-USA and Owls (23-23; 10-7 C-USA) are slated for a Saturday 
doubleheader commencing at 3 p.m. CT, with the series finale scheduled for Sunday at noon CT. All 
three games will be streamed on CUSA.tv. 
SERIES INFORMATION 
Sat., April 28 – WKU at Florida Atlantic – 3 p.m. CT – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Sat., April 28 – WKU at Florida Atlantic – 5 p.m. CT – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Sun., April 29 – WKU at Florida Atlantic – Noon CT – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
Florida Atlantic is coming off a weekend split on the road against Middle Tennessee after Sunday’s 
rubber match was cancelled. WKU most recently claimed the three-game series against Marshall on The 
Hill. FAU moved into fourth in the league standings while the Hilltoppers climbed to sixth with the 
weekend results. 
Common opponents between the weekend foes include LSU, UTEP, Charlotte, Marshall and previously 
mentioned MTSU. The Owls dropped a pair of contests to LSU and later went on to sweep UTEP marking 
the differences in results between the sides. 
Not many record book pages need to be turned to find the most recent meeting between the C-USA 
East division foes. In the 2017 Conference USA Tournament, WKU – the eighth seed – faced No. 4-
seeded Florida Atlantic in a single elimination contest, not to mention the Hilltoppers’ second game of 
the day. Just over three hours after upsetting fifth seed UAB in a 12-7 12-inning decision, WKU 
continued its party wrecking tour and took down the Owls 6-5 in nine innings to earn a spot in the 
semifinals and end the Owls’ season. 
In the all-time series against Florida Atlantic, WKU trails 15-22. The Hilltoppers are 6-8 in games played 
in Boca Raton. Since joining C-USA, WKU is 4-7 against the Owls. 
Following the crucial weekend series in the Sunshine State, WKU will return home for its final regular 
season midweek tilt and series as Lipscomb and FIU come to town. The weekend set will also serve as 
the Hilltoppers’ Senior Weekend. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
589 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of come-from-behind 
victories by the Hilltoppers in 
2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. 
28 934
LEADING THINGS OFF
WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA 6th-best 39 
walks while also posting 13 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 35-of-66 occasions for a .530 
rating. As a team, WKU is 121-for-305 when leading off an inning (.397).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s upcoming contests. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through 11 weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN & AIKEY SAVE THE DAY
Freshman Shelby Nunn and sophomore Kelsey Aikey have each registered three saves on the season. The third saves for each 
during the campaign moved them into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. Both Hilltoppers are the first to register 
at least three saves in a season since the 2008 campaign and fifth and sixth Hilltoppers to achieve the feat overall. Aikey is now 
up to five saves on her career, which ranks third on WKU’s all-time saves list.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
FLORIDA ATLANTIC SERIES | SAT-SUN, APRIL 28 & 29
SAT-SUN, APRIL 28-29
WKU at Florida Atlantic | 3, 5 & noon CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (5-8)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. L, 10-6
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 10-8
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field L, 6-4
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field W, 6-3
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 8-4
 13 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L,  4-2
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 3-2
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 4-3 (11)
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 7-1
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field L, 7-5 (8)
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field W, 4-1
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 3 p.m.
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. 5 p.m.
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. Noon
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (26-20, 9-9 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................589-487-3 (.547)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 143-119-1 
 Career Record ..... 360-325-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................251-173-1 (.592)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With 10 weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 99 no-hitters have been recorded, with only two 
being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team leads Conference USA in scoring (5.15), 
doubles/game (1.41), triples/game (0.28), fewest hit batters (9) and RBI (206).
Individually, Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey rank 42nd  in saves with 3. Kelsey Aikey also owns one of the 99 no-hitters recorded 
this year. Jordan Thomas ranks ninth in walks with .85/game while ranking sixth in the nation with 39 total walks. 
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-43 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2018 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-10. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the 
host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad owns nine 
wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle Tennessee, and 
two each over UTEP and Marshall. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State Aikey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 82 10-6 L
Apr. 7 UTEP* Aikey 4.1 9 6 6 4 3 100 10-8 W
Apr. 7 UTEP* Nunn 1.0 3 3 3 0 1 28 6-4 L
Apr. 8 UTEP* Aikey 3.1 2 0 0 0 1 48 8-6 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Aikey^ 7.0 5 3 3 5 3 114 6-3 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Towers 2.0 3 3 2 2 1 40 8-4 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Aikey^ 6.2 4 4 3 5 2 140 4-2 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Nunn^ 6.0 4 3 2 1 2 75 3-2 L
Apr. 15 at UAB* Aikey 5.0 5 1 1 5 1 83 4-3 L
Apr. 18 Kentucky Nunn 5.1 7 6 2 3 1 104 7-1 L
Apr. 21 Marshall* Nunn 5.0 8 6 5 3 3 89 8-6 W
Apr. 21 Marshall* Nunn 5.0 3 2 2 2 2 77 7-5 L
Apr. 22 Marshall* Nunn^ 7.0 2 1 0 2 4 104 4-1 W
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 15 10-6 2 17-16
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 23 15-12 3 20-18
Towers 8 1-2 0 6-7
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 3.08 10-6 33 15 5 2/1 3 118.1 94 58 52 60 85 16 2 14 506 .220 13 4 0 4 10
 10 Nunn 3.22 15-12 38 23 10 2/0 3 152.1 169 89 70 34 96 39 0 10 674 .271 5 2 0 4 10
 20 Towers 5.35 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7 181 .342 0 2 0 0 3
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 1 1/1
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 5  10
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 10  10
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 8 2
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Red Red Red 2 1
Black Black Red 3 2
Black Black Black 2 2
Gray Gray Gray 1 1
White Red Red 3 5
Black Black Gray 1 2
Black Black White 0 1
White Gray Gray 0 1
Red Black Black 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 40 UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Marshall 4/21
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 1 MR, UAB 4/14
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 MR, UAB 4/14
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 3:14 UAB 4/14
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 6 Maddie Bowlds at UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 3 MR, Brittany Vaughn Tennessee St. 2/17
Hits 4 MR, Brittany Vaughn Marshall 4/21
RBI 4 MR, Jordan Thomas UTEP 4/7
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds vs. EKU 4/11
Home Runs 2 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Total Bases 10 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Walks 3 MR, Maddie Bowlds UTEP 4/7
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 7 Brittany Vaughn UTEP 4/7
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs UTEP, 4/7/18 (10)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Murray State, 4/4/18 (10)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order UTEP, 4/7/18 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (12)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Brittany Vaughn,  4/21/18, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Brittany Vaughn, Marshall, 4/21/18
Had a player hit a grand slam Adarian Gray vs. Ohio, 3/9/17
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with four RBI Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Jordan Thomas vs. MTSU, 3/17/18 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Carter & Vaughn vs. Tennessee St., 2/17/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at UAB, 4/13-14/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
56 FIU  5/5-6 
71 LA TECH  DNP  
85 MARSHALL  W, L, W
92 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  4/28-29
113 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
133 UAB  L, L, L 
144 WKU  -
153 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
157 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
184 UTSA  DNP
196 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
199 UTEP  W, L, W
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
12 LSU  L
16 KENTUCKY  L
52 LIPSCOMB  5/3
54 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
86 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
96 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W, L
104 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
115 INDIANA  Cancelled
118 TOLEDO  L 
120 SIUE  W
156 CHATTANOOGA  W
164 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
165 DAYTON  W, W
179 EVANSVILLE  W 
183 GARDNER-WEBB  L
191 SACRED HEART  W
212 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
217 MURRAY STATE  L
233 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
241 HAMPTON  W, W 
247 GREEN BAY  W, W
284 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 15-6 .714 31-18 .633  9-1 W2
UAB (W) 11-6-1 .639 20-28-1 .418  6-4 L1
FIU (E) 10-7 .588 26-23 .531  7-3 W4
Florida Atlantic (E) 10-7 .588 23-23 .500  4-6 W1
Marshall (E) 11-9-1 .548 23-25-1 .480  5-5 L2
WKU (E) 9-9 .500 26-20 .565  4-6 W1
MTSU (E) 8-9 .471 31-18 .633  6-4 W1
North Texas (W) 8-9 .471 22-23 .489  4-6 L6
UTEP (W) 7-11 .389 18-28 .391  5-5 L2
Southern Miss (W) 7-11 .389 18-31 .367  4-6 W2
UTSA (W) 6-12 .333 18-25 .419  3-7 L3
Charlotte (E) 6-12 .333 15-29 .341  4-6 L1
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 5-0 0-0
1 3-2 0-0 5-1 3-0
2 0-3 0-3 5-1 1-1
3 2-2 1-1 2-2 1-2
4 2-4 2-2 2-2 0-2
5 1-2 1-1 1-3 0-1
6 4-2 0-0 5-2 3-1
7 3-0 0-0 0-5 0-2
8 3-0 3-0 1-2 1-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 8-0 2-0 0-1 0-0
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-2 4-6 13-12
2 11-4 5-7 10-9
3 16-3 4-13 6-4
4 21-3 1-13 4-4
5 17-5 0-14 3-1
6 17-3 0-14 2-2
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 34 7 26 10
2 23 9 16 9
3 42 10 45 10
4 58 18 21 7
5 52 22 27 8
6 16 7 25 11
7 10 6 20 12
8 2 0 5 5
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 8 8













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-2
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ..........................................................23-12



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................26-20
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ..............................................24-15
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-5
WKU SP Goes 5+ .................................................14-9
WKU SP Goes <5 ...............................................12-11
Opp. SP Goes 5+ .................................................6-15
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................20-5
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................18-7
Opp. Scores 1st ....................................................8-13
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................10-3
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................6-6
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................17-2
Opp. Has More .....................................................6-16
Hits Are Even ...........................................................3-2
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................11-5
WKU Commits 1 ..................................................10-5
WKU Commits 2+ ...............................................5-10
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................7-7
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................9-6
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................10-7
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................9-15
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................9-5
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................8-0
Opp. Hits 0 ..........................................................14-10
Opp. Hits 1 ............................................................10-6
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................2-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
26 Vaughn (5) 34-4/04 Murray State 3-2/1 2/0 0-3 L, 10-6
27 Thomas (3) 35-4/07 UTEP 3-2/1 5/2 8-6 W, 10-8
28 Carter (4) 37-4/08 UTEP 3-2/2 5/0 4-6 W, 8-6
29 Carter (5) 39-4/11 EKU 2-2/0 5/1 5-3 L, 8-4
30 Vaughn (6) 44-4/21 Marshall 0-0/0* 3/0 1-6 W, 8-6
31 McGuffin (6) 44-4/21 Marshall 1-0/0 3/0 2-6 W, 8-6
32 Vaughn (7) 44-4/21 Marshall 3-2/2 4/2 3-6 W, 8-6
33 Engelhardt (6) 45-4/21 Marshall 3-1/0 4/2 1-5 L, 7-5
34 Smith (5) 46-4/22 Marshall 1-1/0 4/2 0-1 W, 4-1
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 5/30 2/6 1/1 0 37
McGuffin 8/16 1/3 0/1 0 20
Carter 9/11 3/5 0 0 16 
Engelhardt 7/10 1/2 0 0 12
Towers 2/10 0 0 0 10 
Thomas 8/8 2/2 0 0 10
Bowlds 5/5 3/3 1/1 0 9 
McElroy 4/8 0 0 0 8
Vorbrink 4/5 1/2 0 0 7 
Smith 7/7 0 0 0 7
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 3/7 2/4 0/1 34
Carter 5/7 4/4 1/2 0 13 
McGuffin 3/9 2/3 0 0 12
Engelhardt 4/7 0/2 1/1 0 10
Vorbrink 4/7 2/2 0 0 9
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 3/4 0 0 0 4
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 2 0 0 0 2
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
Thomas 0 0 1 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 7 20 
McGuffin - - 4 2 6 12
Engelhardt - - 0 5 6 11
Carter - - - 2 5 7
Smith - - - - 5 5
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Thomas - - - - 3 3
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 6
Vorbrink  9 9 3
Carter  7 7 0
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  5 5 5
Engelhardt  5 5 0
Bowlds  5 5 5
Smith  4 4 1 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 2 0
McElroy  4 4 3
Aikey  1 0 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 12 8
Thomas  14 14 5
Carter  13 13 0
Vorbrink  12 12 3
Engelhardt 12 12 12
McGuffin  9 9 0
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 2 0
Bowlds  5 5 5
Smith  5 5 5
McElroy  4 4 3
Aikey  2 0 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 3 15 .200 17 54 .315 20 70 .286 0 3 .000 8 36  .222 14 36 .389 5
Carter 14 29 .483 18 49 .367 25 75 .333 1 7 .143 21 54  .389 17 48 .354 13
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 14 29 .483 18 62 .290 13 57 .228 0 3 .000 10 37  .270 10 42 .238 13
McElroy 1 14 .071 3 33 .091 12 54 .222 2 4 .500 9 40  .225 4 38 .105 3
McGuffin 12 30 .400 22 62 .355 13 52 .250 1 3 .333 8 37  .216 9 38 .237 6
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 12 27 .444 11 53 .208 14 62 .226 1 7 .143 9 47  .191 6 37 .162 3
Stowers 1 10 .100 3 25 .120 7 32 .219 0 2 .000 5 20  .250 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 33 62 .532 23 71 .324 16 50 .320 0 1 .000 11 29  .379 7 25 .280 7
Towers 0 2 .000 3 6 .500 1 5 .200 0 0 --- 1 3  .333 2 3 .667 1
Vaughn 8 28 .286 8 45 .178 26 67 .388 3 3 1.000 15 40  .375 9 35 .257 6
Vorbrink 13 38 .342 17 62 .274 18 65 .277 5 8 .625 13 47  .277 13 40 .325 9
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 46 - - 4 8 - - 31 - 1 2 - - 18 6 3 - - 1 18 - 
THOMAS 46 - - - - - - 13 1 32 - 45 - - - - - - - 1 -
SMITH 46 - 46 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 7 10 12 1 8 - 
ENGELHARDT 46 - - - - 46 - - - - - - - 1 - 1 8 12 10 14 -  
MCGUFFIN 45 - - - - - - - 45 - - - 3 7 2 16 11 1 4 1 -
CARTER 44 - - - - - - - - 13 31 - 2 13 23 5 1 - - - -
VAUGHN 44 - - - - - 44 - - - - 1 4 4 9 12 11 1 1 1 - 
BOWLDS 42 - - 42 - - - - - - - - 37 1 - 1 - - - 3 - 
MCELROY 39 - - - 37 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 14 24 - 1  
NUNN 25 23 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 22 
AIKEY 15 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 15
TOWERS 11 8 - - 1 - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 3 - 8 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .333 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.560 Brittany Vaughn
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.477 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
35  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
45  Paige Carter
RUNS BATTED IN 
35  Paige Carter
DOUBLES  
13  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
3                  Engelhardt & Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
7  Brittany Vaughn 
TOTAL BASES  
71  Jordan Thomas
WALKS  
39  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
9  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
9  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kendall Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
14  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
6  35-4/07 UTEP 2-1 M4 Thomas RBI BB (2-2) Thomas 2 run HR (10-6) 10-8
7  37-4/08 UTEP 6-2 M5 Carter 3 run HR (7-6) Carter 3 run HR (7-6) 8-6
8  44-4/21 Marshall 6-0 M2 Vaughn 3 run HR (6-6) McElroy RBI 1B (7-6) 8-6
9  46-4/22 Marshall 1-0 M4 Smith solo HR (1-1) McElroy E1T (2-1) 4-1 
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-6 (5) 
4/7 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-1 (11) 
 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-2 (11) 
4/8 UTEP Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-6 (5) 
4/11 EKU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-2 (11) 
 EKU Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-2 (1) 
4/14 UAB Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-3 (11) 
 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-7 (5) 
4/15 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (18) 
4/18 Kentucky Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-2 (18) 
4/21 Marshall Nunn Smith Bowlds Towers Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (19) 
 Marshall Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-4 (11) 
4/22 Marshall Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-7 (5)
4/28 FAU            
 FAU            
4/29 FAU            
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
GAME 34 | Murray, Ky. | T-2:16 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     0 2 0 4 0 0 0 - 6   7   2
MURR   3 0 0 0 6 1 X - 10 10 3
WP-VAN DUYSE (2-5) | LP-AIKEY (7-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, Brittany (5)
GAME 35 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:25 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R   H  E 
UTEP     1 0 0 1 4 2 0 - 8   13 1
WKU     0 0 1 6 3 0 X -10  8   1
WP-AIKEY (8-4) Save-NUNN(3) 
LP-Wright (3-14) 
HR UTEP - Ryder (3), McKechnie (1)
HR WKU - THOMAS (3)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-228
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 0 0 0 0 6 - 6  7  2
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  6  0
WP-Johnson (2-0) |  LP-NUNN (13-9) 
HR UTEP - Smith, McKechnie
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:03 A-202
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 2 4 0 0 0 - 6  10 1
WKU     2 0 0 0 5 1 X - 8  8   0
WP-AIKEY (9-4) | LP-Johnson (2-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER (4)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:55 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
EKU       0 0 3 0 0 0 0 - 3  5 3
WKU     4 0 0 0 1 1 X - 6  5 1
WP-AIKEY (10-4) | LP-PAULICK (8-5) 
HR EKU - HARRISON, Brooke (1)
GAME 39 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-298
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
EKU       2 1 1 0 1 0 3 - 8  8 1
WKU     0 2 1 0 1 0 0 - 4  7 2
WP-PAULICK (9-5) | LP-TOWERS (1-2) 
HR EKU-MURPHY 2 (12), CLARK 2 (10)
HR WKU - CARTER (5)
GAME 40 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:23 A-212
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 2 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4 3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 1 3 - 4  4 0
WP-KACHEL (11-11) | LP-AIKEY (10-5)
HR UAB - ROGERS (4)
GAME 41 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:44 A-219
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 2   2  2
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 X - 3  4  2
WP-BLOUNT (3-12) | LP-NUNN (13-10)
GAME 42 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-3:14 A-207
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0  0   0 -  3  8  3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0  0   1 -  4 12 3
WP-BLOUNT (4-12) | LP-AIKEY (10-6)
GAME 43 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:04 A-1093
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UK         1 2 0 0 0 4 0 - 7  9  0 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1  8  7
WP-Rethlake (8-4) | LP-NUNN (13-11)
GAME 44 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:23 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MAR      0 6 0 0 0 0 0 - 6 10 4
WKU     0 1 2 3 1 1 X - 8 12 2
WP-NUNN (14-11) Save-AIKEY (3) 
LP-WILLIAMSON (7-8) 
HR MAR - HARRELL (9)
HR WKU-VAUGHN2 (7), MCGUFFIN (6)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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GAME 45 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-305
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H  E 
MAR      0 0 5 0 0 0 0 2 - 7  5   1
WKU     0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 - 5  12 0
WP-TOLBERT (12-9) | LP-NUNN (14-12) 
HR MAR - DAISS (4)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 46 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-125
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MAR      1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1  2  3
WKU     0 0 0 1 0 3 X - 4  8 2
WP-NUNN (15-12) | LP-TOLBERT (12-10) 
HR WKU - SMITH (5)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-20   Home: 15-9   Away: 5-9   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 9-9
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 3 45-44 135 27 45 6 2 5 35 70  . 5 1 9 19 2 21 0  . 4 2 0 1 6 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 8 44-44 125 25 41 6 1 7 34 70  . 5 6 0 13 9 22 0  . 4 2 6 1 3 14-14 75 93 14  . 9 2 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 6 46-46 132 35 43 13 3 3 19 71  . 5 3 8 39 1 30 2  . 4 7 7 2 2 6-8 65 2 3  . 9 5 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 8 42-42 133 20 41 6 2 0 13 51  . 3 8 3 13 0 23 1  . 3 7 0 0 9 7-10 313 7 6  . 9 8 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 0 8 8-3 13 0 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 3 8 5 1 0 4 0  . 3 5 7 0 0 0-0 5 12 1  . 9 4 4
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 5 45-45 122 27 36 8 1 6 17 64  . 5 2 5 22 4 33 0  . 4 1 6 1 1 5-7 51 9 2  . 9 6 8
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 9 46-46 136 21 38 6 0 1 23 47  . 3 4 6 17 3 29 0  . 3 7 2 0 2 6-7 75 14 4  . 9 5 7
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 6 46-46 128 30 34 8 3 6 20 66  . 5 1 6 15 0 36 0  . 3 3 8 2 5 8-11 40 109 7  . 9 5 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 2 46-46 125 29 29 9 0 5 21 53  . 4 2 4 18 4 31 1  . 3 4 0 3 3 4-4 215 25 7  . 9 7 2
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 41-39 95 12 19 0 0 0 14 19  . 2 0 0 4 0 9 0  . 2 3 0 1 6 1-1 70 58 5  . 9 6 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 37 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 5 29-11 57 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 6 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 7 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 2 46 1208 237 341 65 13 34 205 534  . 4 4 2 166 23 253 6  . 3 7 6 11 37 63-76 929 389 52  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 6 3 46 1219 186 320 71 3 31 172 490  . 4 0 2 119 9 204 2  . 3 3 1 8 23 19-29 912 350 63  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (298), Opp (265). DPs turned - Team (12), Opp (17). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1. Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1,
CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 0 8 10-6 33 15 5 2/1 3 118.1 94 58 52 60 85 16 2 14  . 2 2 0 13 4 0 4 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 2 2 15-12 38 23 10 2/0 3 152.1 169 89 70 34 96 39 0 10  . 2 7 1 5 2 0 4 10
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 0 26-20 46 46 15 5/1 6 309.2 320 186 155 119 204 71 3 31  . 2 6 3 20 9 0 8 23
Opponents  4 . 4 9 20-26 46 46 17 5/2 3 304.0 341 237 195 166 253 65 13 34  . 2 8 2 26 23 0 11 37
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-29), NUNN,S. (11-13),
AIKEY,K. (4-11), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 9-9   Home: 5-4   Away: 4-5   C-USA: 9-9
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 4 18-18 51 10 16 2 1 4 10 32  . 6 2 7 9 2 15 0  . 4 2 9 1 0 1-3 25 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 0 18-18 58 8 18 1 0 0 11 19  . 3 2 8 8 2 9 0  . 4 1 2 0 1 3-3 23 9 4  . 8 8 9
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 0 18-18 58 11 18 3 1 3 9 32  . 5 5 2 15 0 12 2  . 4 4 6 1 0 1-1 32 2 1  . 9 7 1
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 0 16-16 40 6 12 2 0 2 11 20  . 5 0 0 6 6 6 0  . 4 5 3 1 3 5-5 31 42 5  . 9 3 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 7 1 18-18 59 9 16 3 0 0 6 19  . 3 2 2 6 0 9 1  . 3 3 8 0 5 3-4 157 3 2  . 9 8 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 16 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 4 1 18-18 54 14 13 1 2 4 6 30  . 5 5 6 5 0 17 0  . 3 0 5 0 2 2-3 15 53 2  . 9 7 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 5-2 9 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 3 3 0 0 2 0  . 2 2 2 0 0 0-0 2 4 1  . 8 5 7
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 2 0 18-18 59 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 8 8 6 0 10 0  . 2 9 2 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 0 0 18-18 45 10 9 1 0 3 9 19  . 4 2 2 9 1 10 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 74 8 2  . 9 7 6
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 8 16-14 32 5 6 0 0 0 2 6  . 1 8 8 0 0 3 0  . 1 8 8 0 3 1-1 24 21 3  . 9 3 8
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 0 0 12-2 20 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 1 4 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 7 18 490 83 126 15 4 18 75 203  . 4 1 4 67 11 99 3  . 3 5 6 5 19 18-22 391 177 20  . 9 6 6
Opponents  . 2 6 7 18 509 75 136 32 1 11 71 203  . 3 9 9 57 3 65 1  . 3 4 0 7 14 4-7 387 161 27  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (122), Opp (124). DPs turned - Team (6), Opp (10). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1. Picked off - VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 3 4-4 14 8 2 0/0 1 62.2 55 30 28 34 36 10 1 7  . 2 4 1 8 2 0 4 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 4 6 5-5 16 9 3 0/0 2 64.2 76 40 32 20 29 22 0 3  . 2 8 1 2 1 0 3 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 3 3 9-9 18 18 5 0/0 3 130.1 136 75 62 57 65 32 1 11  . 2 6 7 10 3 0 7 14
Opponents  3 . 5 3 9-9 18 18 8 2/1 0 129.0 126 83 65 67 99 15 4 18  . 2 5 7 11 11 0 5 19
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (4-7), AIKEY,K. (2-4), NUNN,S. (2-3).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
*Apr 07 UTEP 24 10 8 9 0 0 1 11 9 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 15 1 7  . 2 8 8
*Apr 07 UTEP 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 6 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 21 11 0 9  . 2 8 6
*Apr 08 UTEP 23 8 8 8 0 0 1 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 21 6 0 5  . 2 8 8
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 22 6 5 4 0 1 0 7 4 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 21 6 1 5  . 2 8 7
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 27 4 7 4 1 0 1 11 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 8 21 10 2 7  . 2 8 6
*Apr 13 at UAB 24 2 4 1 1 1 0 7 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 8 20 6 3 6  . 2 8 3
*Apr 13 at UAB 23 2 2 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 18 12 2 3  . 2 7 9
*Apr 14 at UAB 40 3 8 1 1 1 0 11 4 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 11 31 16 3 11  . 2 7 6
Apr 18 KENTUCKY 27 1 8 1 2 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 21 8 7 5  . 2 7 6
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 30 8 12 7 0 0 3 21 1 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 8 21 10 2 8  . 2 8 0
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 33 5 12 5 1 0 1 16 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 24 14 0 9  . 2 8 2
*Apr 22 MARSHALL 27 4 8 3 1 0 1 12 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 8 2 8  . 2 8 2
Totals 1208 237 341 205 65 13 34 534 166 1 63 13 23 37 11 6 253 929 389 52 298  . 2 8 2







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, VS. MARSHALL  (4-22) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 5X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 3X, MR VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS SAME
 2 10X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 13X, MR VS. UK (4-18) DOUBLES SAME
 1 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-2) TRIPLES SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) HOME RUNS SAME 
 4 VS. UTEP (4-7) RBI SAME
 2 9X, MR AT UAB (4-13) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .326 46-46 132 35 43 13 3 3 19 71 .538 39 1 30 2 .477 2 2 6-8 65 2 3 .957
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .232 46-46 125 29 29 9 0 5 21 53 .424 18 4 31 1 .340 3 3 4-4 215 25 7 .972
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. MARSHALL (4-21) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 4 VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HITS VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 1 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 2 VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HOME RUNS VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 2
 4 2X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .328 44-44 125 25 41 6 1 7 34 70 .560 13 9 22 0 .426 1 3 14-14 75 93 14 .923






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) AT BATS 10X,MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13) TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13-18) 1
 1 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HOME RUNS 11X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .266 46-46 128 30 34 8 3 6 20 66 .516 15 0 36 0 .338 2 5 8-11 40 109 7 .955
CAREER .223 145-130 265 55 59 11 3 11 36 109 .411 34 1 71 0 .311 2 11 18-24 148 257 32 .927
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) IP SAME
 2 VS. MARSHALL (4-22) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 38-25 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 3 37 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.22 15-12 38 23 10 2/0 3 152.1 169 89 70 34 96 39 0 10 674 .271 5 2 0 4 10
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 8X, MR AT UAB (4-13) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS MR, VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 3
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 6X, VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HOME RUNS MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 1
 3 MR VS. EKU (4-11) RBI 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 3
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .295 45-45 122 27 36 8 1 6 17 64 .525 22 4 33 0 .416 1 1 5-7 51 9 2 .968
Totals .247 152-148 376 68 93 23 1 12 46 154 .410 59 16 92 1 .369 4 12 24-29 207 39 9 .965
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 33-15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 6 20 1 .963
TOTALS .077 60-24 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 10 41 3 .944
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.08 10-6 33 15 5 2/1 3 118.1 94 58 54 60 85 16 2 14 506 .220 13 4 0 4 10
TOTALS 3.01 17-10 60 24 10 3/1 5 211.2 180 117 91 125 139 28 2 20 943 .231 32 12 1 7 19
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 5X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 2 VS. EKU (4-11) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .279 46-46 136 21 38 6 0 1 23 47 .346 17 3 29 0 .372 0 2 6-7 75 14 4 .957
CAREER .254 96-76 205 30 52 9 3 2 33 73 .356 19 7 41 2 .336 1 4 7-8 197 16 5 .977
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .308 20-11 13 0 4 1 0 0 1 5 .385 1 0 4 0 .357 0 0 0 5 12 1 .944
TOTALS .222 79-62 144 25 32 7 1 2 19 47 .326 21 2 49 1 .327 1 4 5-6 116 39 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.35 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7 181 .342 0 2 0 0 3
TOTALS 4.65 9-14 39 25 13 1/1 2 153.2 208 124 102 65 99 33 4 17 731 .327 7 10 1 7 12
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT CHARLOTTE (3-31) AT BATS MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 4
 - - RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 3
 2 2x MR, vs. UK (4-18) HITS MR, vs. UK (4-18-18) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-14) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 AT UAB (4-14) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER INDIANA STATE (2-24-17) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .175 29-11 57 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .246 3 0 11 2 .217 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .201 73-42 164 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .305 16 0 38 3 .271 1 1 0-0 26 2 3 .903







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 3X, MR VS. MARSHALL(4-21) HITS MR, MARSHALL (4-21-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 3X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) RBI 4X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-13) STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .200 41-39 95 12 19 0 0 0 14 19 .200 4 0 9 0 .230 1 6 1-1 70 58 5 .962
TOTALS .173 100-96 225 28 39 4 0 0 22 43 .191 18 6 35 0 .252 1 11 4-5 232 137 12 .969
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball21
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 10-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 17-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. EKU (4-11) HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .333 45-44 135 27 45 6 2 5 35 70 .519 19 2 21 0 .420 1 6 11-13 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 6 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 MR, VS. MARSHALL (4-22) RBI SAME
 3 VS. UTEP (4-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 7X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .308 42-42 133 20 41 6 2 0 13 51 .383 13 0 23 1 .370 0 9 7-10 313 7 6 .982
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, April 28, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 47 & 48 box scores attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
HILLTOPPERS FALL IN SATURDAY DOUBLEHEADER AT FLORIDA ATLANTIC 
BOCA RATON, Fla. – WKU softball connected for three home runs across Saturday’s doubleheader loss 
at Florida Atlantic. Game one saw the Hilltoppers take an early lead before the Owls fought back for a 
10-7 win. FAU jumped on the board first in game two before the Red and White took a 12-6 lead before 
ultimately falling 13-12 in eight innings. 
WKU moved to 26-22 overall and 9-11 in Conference USA with the day’s setbacks. Florida Atlantic 
improved to 25-23 and 12-7 in league action. 
SERIES INFORMATION 
Sat., April 28 – WKU at Florida Atlantic – 3 p.m. CT | L, 10-7 
Sat., April 28 – WKU at Florida Atlantic – 5 p.m. CT | L, 13-12 (8) 
Sun., April 29 – WKU at Florida Atlantic – Noon CT – Livestats | CUSA.tv 
GAME 47: FAU 10, WKU 7 
Saturday’s first game saw Jordan Thomas open things up with a double before Brittany Vaughn drew a 
walk and Jordan Vorbrink single to load the bases. With one out, Kelsey McGuffin stepped into the box 
and drew a bases-loaded, full-count RBI walk to get WKU on the board. Rebekah Engelhardt followed 
with a single to score both Vaughn and Vorbrink for a 3-0 Hilltopper advantage. 
Florida Atlantic wouldn’t go down quietly though, as the Owls responded with six runs, three earned. 
The Owls tacked on three more runs in the bottom of the third to push ahead 9-3. 
WKU responded in the top of the fifth as Engelhardt reached on a fielding error and stole second before 
Kendall Smith drew a walk. Morgan McElroy followed with a base hit to load the bases before Thomas 
came to the plate and sent the first pitch she saw over the left-field wall for WKU’s first grand slam of 
the season, cutting the Hilltoppers’ deficit to 9-7. 
FAU added another tally in the bottom of the fifth to push its advantage back to three. 
Kelsey Aikey took the loss in the day’s first tilt, moving to 10-7 on the season. Shelby Nunn and Haylee 
Towers also saw action in the contest, combing for four strikeouts. 
GAME 48: FAU 13, WKU 12 (8) 
Despite loading the bases in the top of the first for the second-game of the day, WKU was unable to put 
any tallies in the score column. Florida Atlantic would go on to strike first, putting up a couple runs in 
their first trip to the plate. 
WKU went on to respond its next trip to the plate to put up six runs to take its first lead of the game. 
McElroy reached on a fielder’s choice RBI sacrifice bunt to score Haylee Towers for WKU’s first tally. 
Thomas followed with an RBI fielder’s choice to knot the contest before a Vorbrink RBI groundout put 
the Hilltoppers in the lead. Vaughn went on to reach on another FAU error that allowed Thomas to score 
before Rebekah Engelhardt sent a two-run home run off a car in the parking lot past the left field fence 
for the 6-2 advantage. 
The Owls cut into the Hilltopper lead with two runs in the bottom of the third before adding another 
tally in the bottom of the fourth to pull within one. 
In the top of the fifth, the Hilltoppers were at it again, ultimately scoring three runs to open up a 9-5 
lead. Kelsey McGuffin registered an RBI base hit to score Kendall Smith for the first run before McElroy 
reached on an error that allowed Towers to score. McElroy would end up scoring the third run herself 
on a wild pitch. 
After the hosts got a run back in the bottom of the fifth, WKU kept its offense rolling. Following a great 
diving grab in foul territory for the third out of the fifth, Vaughn led off the frame with a double down 
the left line. Smith would work a walk before Vaughn was thrown out on a fielder’s choice at the plate 
from the bat of Towers. Stepping into the box, Kelsey McGuffin sent the fourth pitch she saw off the left 
foul pole for a three-run home run to double WKU’s lead to 12-6. 
Responding again, FAU went on to tie the game in the bottom of the sixth with a six-run frame of its 
own. The Owls would go on to hold WKU scoreless the next two frames before winning on a walk-off RBI 
single back up the middle in the bottom of the eighth. 
Nunn got the start at worked 5.0 innings for the Hilltoppers, picking up a strikeout along the way. The 
freshman took a no decision. Aikey tossed the game’s final two frames, allowing two runs on one hit 
with two strikeouts while taking the loss. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Freshman Jordan Thomas led off the series in Boca Raton with her team-leading 14th double of the 
season. The outfielder needs just one more two-baser to tie for second on WKU’s single-season 
double list. The record is 16. 
•WKU knocked three home runs across the Saturday doubleheader. In the first game, Jordan 
Thomas hit the Hilltoppers’ first grand slam of the year for her fourth homer of the season. 
Game two saw a two-run home run by Rebekah Engelhardt before Kelsey McGuffin connected 
with a line drive off the foul pole – each for their seventh homers of the season. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, April 29, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 49 box score attached. 
WKU season stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
WKU SOFTBALL DROPS SUNDAY FINALE FROM FAU, 6-1 
BOCA RATON, Fla. – For the second day in a row, freshman Jordan Thomas connected for a home run 
but the Hilltoppers ultimately fell in the series finale at Florida Atlantic 6-1. FAU was kept off the 
scoreboard in all but the third and fifth frames, however it was enough as the Owls improved to 26-23 
on the year and 13-7 in Conference USA action. WKU is now 26-23 overall and 9-12 in C-USA play. 
With one combined baserunner through the first 15 outs, WKU and FAU would each go on to score their 
next trips to the plate. Florida Atlantic struck first, scoring three runs in the bottom of the third inning. 
Jordan Thomas put the Hilltoppers in the hit and run column with a solo home run to lead off the top of 
the fourth. 
In the bottom of the fifth, the Owls added three more runs to open up a 6-1 advantage over the 
Hilltopper squad. 
Shelby Nunn took the loss in Sunday’s finale, moving to 15-13 on her debut campaign. Nunn allowed 
three runs – two earned – while striking out a pair. Kelsey Aikey closed the game, tossing the final 3.0 
frames in her 20th relief appearance of her sophomore campaign. 
WKU will be back in action on Thursday, May 5 as Lipscomb visits The Hill. First pitch is slated for 6 p.m. 
CT and will be streamed on CUSA.tv. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Jordan Thomas continued her tear, connecting for her second home run in as many days after 
leading off the fourth inning with a shot to right-center field. Thomas now owns five homers on 
her debut campaign. 
•Sophomore Kelsey Aikey now owns sole possession of second place on WKU’s career relief 
appearances list with 38 across her first two years on The Hill. The record is 39. 
 
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 04, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 21-13   Home: 10-5   Away: 5-6   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 5-4
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 6 5 33-32 96 21 35 6 2 3 28 54  . 5 6 3 15 2 14 0  . 4 5 6 1 5 9-11 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 3 0 34-34 94 26 31 12 2 2 14 53  . 5 6 4 28 1 19 0  . 4 8 0 2 2 5-7 40 0 1  . 9 7 6
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 2 6 33-33 89 24 29 8 1 5 12 54  . 6 0 7 14 2 22 0  . 4 2 5 1 1 4-5 35 7 1  . 9 7 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 2 3 30-30 96 13 31 3 1 0 9 36  . 3 7 5 7 0 15 1  . 3 6 9 0 6 5-7 207 5 5  . 9 7 7
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 2 32-32 87 21 28 5 1 5 25 50  . 5 7 5 11 7 15 0  . 4 3 4 1 1 13-13 51 58 7  . 9 4 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 9 3 34-34 99 14 29 4 0 1 14 36  . 3 6 4 13 1 23 0  . 3 8 1 0 0 2-3 61 13 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 8 34-34 93 21 24 7 2 5 17 50  . 5 3 8 11 0 28 0  . 3 3 0 2 2 5-7 28 73 5  . 9 5 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 3 34-34 94 22 20 8 0 4 17 40  . 4 2 6 13 3 24 1  . 3 2 1 2 3 3-3 172 20 1  . 9 9 5
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 30-30 75 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 2 0 0 4 0 9 0  . 2 3 8 1 3 0-0 57 41 4  . 9 6 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 9 6 23-11 51 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 7 5 3 0 10 2  . 2 4 1 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 14 1  . 9 4 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 9 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 7 34 882 180 253 55 10 26 157 406  . 4 6 0 122 16 183 4  . 3 8 0 10 23 47-57 668 267 29  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 6 6 34 869 123 231 52 2 19 117 344  . 3 9 6 75 8 167 2  . 3 2 8 4 20 15-23 660 243 42  . 9 5 6
LOB - Team (215), Opp (187). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 7 4 7-4 24 10 3 2/1 2 79.1 59 35 31 33 67 11 1 9  . 2 0 9 10 3 0 1 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  2 . 8 3 13-8 28 17 8 2/0 2 106.1 118 52 43 19 78 26 0 4  . 2 7 5 4 2 0 3 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 2 5 1-1 12 7 0 0/1 0 34.2 51 31 26 16 20 15 1 6  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 3 0 21-13 34 34 11 5/1 4 222.2 231 123 105 75 167 52 2 19  . 2 6 6 16 8 0 4 20
Opponents  4 . 9 6 13-21 34 34 13 5/2 3 220.0 253 180 156 122 183 55 10 26  . 2 8 7 22 16 0 10 23
PB - Team (1), SMITH,K. 1, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (2), SMITH,K. 2, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-23), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (8-9), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 04, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 27 3 24 0 1.000 2 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 11 2 9 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 193 172 20 1  . 9 9 5 3 15 8  . 6 5 2 1 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 217 207 5 5  . 9 7 7 8 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 43 35 7 1  . 9 7 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 41 40 0 1  . 9 7 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 76 61 13 2  . 9 7 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 102 57 41 4  . 9 6 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 106 28 73 5  . 9 5 3 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 17 2 14 1  . 9 4 1 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 116 51 58 7  . 9 4 0 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 964 668 267 29  . 9 7 0 10 15 8  . 6 5 2 1 0
Opponents 945 660 243 42  . 9 5 6 11 47 10  . 8 2 5 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 22-14   Home: 11-6   Away: 5-6   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 6-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 5 6 35-34 104 21 37 6 2 3 30 56  . 5 3 8 15 2 14 0  . 4 4 3 1 5 10-12 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 0 36-36 100 28 34 12 2 3 18 59  . 5 9 0 30 1 21 0  . 4 8 9 2 2 5-7 44 0 1  . 9 7 8
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 0 32-32 100 15 33 4 1 0 11 39  . 3 9 0 11 0 15 1  . 3 9 6 0 6 7-9 225 6 5  . 9 7 9
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 0 35-35 94 25 31 8 1 5 12 56  . 5 9 6 17 2 24 0  . 4 3 9 1 1 5-7 35 8 1  . 9 7 7
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 4 34-34 92 22 28 5 1 5 25 50  . 5 4 3 13 8 16 0  . 4 3 0 1 1 13-13 55 68 8  . 9 3 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 2 36-36 106 16 32 5 0 1 17 40  . 3 7 7 14 1 25 0  . 3 8 8 0 0 3-4 61 13 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 3 36-36 99 24 25 7 2 5 17 51  . 5 1 5 12 0 30 0  . 3 2 7 2 3 5-7 29 80 5  . 9 5 6
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 4 36-36 98 25 21 8 0 4 18 41  . 4 1 8 15 3 24 1  . 3 3 1 2 3 3-3 183 22 1  . 9 9 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 9 2 32-32 78 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 9 2 4 0 9 0  . 2 2 9 1 5 0-0 61 44 4  . 9 6 3
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 9 25-11 53 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 6 4 3 0 10 2  . 2 3 2 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 9 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 16 1  . 9 4 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 5-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 6 36 932 194 267 57 10 27 169 425  . 4 5 6 137 17 192 4  . 3 8 4 10 26 52-63 710 293 30  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 7 0 36 928 137 251 55 2 23 130 379  . 4 0 8 83 8 177 2  . 3 3 4 4 20 15-23 699 257 45  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (231), Opp (198). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 0 5 13-9 30 17 8 2/0 3 110.0 125 57 48 21 79 28 0 6  . 2 8 0 5 2 0 3 8
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 2 8-4 26 12 3 2/1 2 89.2 72 44 40 39 76 12 1 11  . 2 2 3 11 3 0 1 10
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 2 5 1-1 12 7 0 0/1 0 34.2 51 31 26 16 20 15 1 6  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 2 22-14 36 36 11 5/1 5 236.2 251 137 119 83 177 55 2 23  . 2 7 0 18 8 0 4 20
Opponents  4 . 9 3 14-22 36 36 13 5/2 3 233.0 267 194 164 137 192 57 10 27  . 2 8 6 22 17 0 10 26
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-23), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (8-9), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 27 3 24 0 1.000 2 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 11 2 9 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 206 183 22 1  . 9 9 5 3 15 8  . 6 5 2 3 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 236 225 6 5  . 9 7 9 8 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 45 44 0 1  . 9 7 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 44 35 8 1  . 9 7 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 76 61 13 2  . 9 7 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 109 61 44 4  . 9 6 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 114 29 80 5  . 9 5 6 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 19 2 16 1  . 9 4 7 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 131 55 68 8  . 9 3 9 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1033 710 293 30  . 9 7 1 10 15 8  . 6 5 2 3 0
Opponents 1001 699 257 45  . 9 5 5 11 52 11  . 8 2 5 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 6-5   Home: 2-3   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 6-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 0 6 11-11 32 9 13 2 1 3 8 26  . 8 1 3 5 0 8 0  . 4 7 4 1 0 1-3 14 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 7 1 11-11 35 5 13 1 0 0 6 14  . 4 0 0 7 0 6 0  . 4 7 6 0 0 2-2 13 8 2  . 9 1 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 4 11-11 35 7 11 3 0 3 9 23  . 6 5 7 8 0 7 0  . 4 3 2 1 0 0-0 20 0 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 7 8 11-11 36 5 10 2 0 0 4 12  . 3 3 3 4 0 4 1  . 3 5 0 0 3 3-3 90 2 1  . 9 8 9
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 2 2 11-11 36 3 8 1 0 0 4 9  . 2 5 0 3 0 4 0  . 2 8 2 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 1 2 11-11 33 9 7 0 1 3 5 18  . 5 4 5 2 0 12 0  . 2 5 7 0 1 0-0 9 30 1  . 9 7 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 2 5 9-9 16 4 2 1 0 0 2 3  . 1 8 8 6 5 2 0  . 4 6 4 1 1 4-4 13 23 2  . 9 4 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 2 0 11-11 25 6 3 0 0 2 6 9  . 3 6 0 7 0 5 0  . 3 0 3 1 2 0-0 51 6 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 1 8 9-2 17 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 1 8 1 0 4 0  . 1 6 7 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 0 5 9-9 19 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 1 0 5 0 0 3 0  . 1 0 5 0 3 0-0 18 12 2  . 9 3 8
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 2-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 8 11 290 51 72 10 2 12 48 122  . 4 2 1 45 5 57 1  . 3 5 5 4 13 11-13 235 105 8  . 9 7 7
Opponents  . 2 9 3 11 304 44 89 21 0 8 42 134  . 4 4 1 33 2 47 1  . 3 6 3 3 13 1-2 234 95 13  . 9 6 2
LOB - Team (72), Opp (76). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 2 3-2 9 6 1 0/0 0 42.2 40 20 19 20 31 8 0 5  . 2 5 8 7 1 0 1 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 6 4 3-3 10 4 1 0/0 2 32.2 44 19 17 10 16 13 0 2  . 3 1 9 2 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 4 0 6-5 11 11 2 0/0 2 78.1 89 44 38 33 47 21 0 8  . 2 9 3 9 2 0 3 13
Opponents  3 . 7 7 5-6 11 11 5 2/1 0 78.0 72 51 42 45 57 10 2 12  . 2 4 8 7 5 0 4 13
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 07, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 57 51 6 0 1.000 2 1 1  . 5 0 0 3 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 20 20 0 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 16 14 2 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 14 2 12 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 0 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 0 3 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 93 90 2 1  . 9 8 9 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 40 9 30 1  . 9 7 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 38 13 23 2  . 9 4 7 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 32 18 12 2  . 9 3 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 23 13 8 2  . 9 1 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 348 235 105 8  . 9 7 7 4 1 1  . 5 0 0 3 0
Opponents 342 234 95 13  . 9 6 2 5 11 2  . 8 4 6 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 08, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 23-14   Home: 12-6   Away: 5-6   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 7-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 3 37-37 102 30 36 12 2 3 18 61  . 5 9 8 32 1 21 0  . 5 0 4 2 2 5-7 47 1 1  . 9 8 0
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 5 2 36-35 108 22 38 6 2 4 33 60  . 5 5 6 15 2 15 0  . 4 3 7 1 5 10-12 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 3 3 33-33 102 17 34 4 1 0 11 40  . 3 9 2 13 0 16 1  . 4 0 9 0 6 7-9 232 7 5  . 9 8 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 36-36 96 25 32 8 1 5 13 57  . 5 9 4 18 2 24 0  . 4 4 4 1 1 5-7 37 8 1  . 9 7 8
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 5 35-35 95 22 29 5 1 5 26 51  . 5 3 7 13 8 17 0  . 4 2 7 1 1 13-13 60 69 8  . 9 4 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 3 37-37 109 17 33 5 0 1 20 41  . 3 7 6 15 1 25 0  . 3 9 2 0 0 3-4 61 13 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 4 8 37-37 101 24 25 7 2 5 17 51  . 5 0 5 13 0 31 0  . 3 2 8 2 3 6-9 31 81 5  . 9 5 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 2 0 37-37 100 26 22 8 0 4 18 42  . 4 2 0 16 3 25 1  . 3 3 9 2 3 3-3 185 22 1  . 9 9 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 24 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 8 33-33 80 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 8 8 4 0 9 0  . 2 2 4 1 5 0-0 61 46 4  . 9 6 4
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 5 26-11 54 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 5 9 3 0 10 2  . 2 2 8 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 9 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 16 1  . 9 4 7
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 6-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 8 37 955 202 275 57 10 28 177 436  . 4 5 7 145 17 197 4  . 3 8 8 10 26 53-65 731 299 30  . 9 7 2
Opponents  . 2 7 2 37 959 143 261 58 2 23 136 392  . 4 0 9 84 8 179 2  . 3 3 5 4 20 15-23 717 268 46  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (236), Opp (203). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (11). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 0 1 9-4 27 12 3 2/1 2 93.0 74 44 40 39 77 12 1 11  . 2 2 1 11 3 0 1 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 3 3 13-9 31 18 8 2/0 3 113.2 133 63 54 22 80 31 0 6  . 2 8 5 5 2 0 3 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 2 5 1-1 12 7 0 0/1 0 34.2 51 31 26 16 20 15 1 6  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 2
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 9 23-14 37 37 11 5/1 5 243.2 261 143 125 84 179 58 2 23  . 2 7 2 18 8 0 4 20
Opponents  5 . 0 4 14-23 37 37 13 5/2 3 239.0 275 202 172 145 197 57 10 28  . 2 8 8 22 17 0 10 26
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (5). Pickoffs - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-23), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (8-9), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 08, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 27 3 24 0 1.000 2 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 11 2 9 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 208 185 22 1  . 9 9 5 3 15 8  . 6 5 2 3 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 49 47 1 1  . 9 8 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 244 232 7 5  . 9 8 0 8 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 46 37 8 1  . 9 7 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 76 61 13 2  . 9 7 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 111 61 46 4  . 9 6 4 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 117 31 81 5  . 9 5 7 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 19 2 16 1  . 9 4 7 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 137 60 69 8  . 9 4 2 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1060 731 299 30  . 9 7 2 10 15 8  . 6 5 2 3 0
Opponents 1031 717 268 46  . 9 5 5 11 53 12  . 8 1 5 5 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 08, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 7-5   Home: 3-3   Away: 4-2   C-USA: 7-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 4 1 2 12-12 34 9 14 2 1 3 9 27  . 7 9 4 6 0 8 0  . 4 8 8 1 0 1-3 16 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 6 8 12-12 38 6 14 1 0 0 9 15  . 3 9 5 8 0 6 0  . 4 7 8 0 0 2-2 13 8 2  . 9 1 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 5 1 12-12 37 9 13 3 0 3 9 25  . 6 7 6 10 0 7 0  . 4 7 9 1 0 0-0 23 1 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 9 12-12 38 7 11 2 0 0 4 13  . 3 4 2 6 0 5 1  . 3 8 6 0 3 3-3 97 3 1  . 9 9 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 6 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 2 5 12-12 40 4 9 1 0 1 7 13  . 3 2 5 3 0 5 0  . 2 7 9 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 0 0 12-12 35 9 7 0 1 3 5 18  . 5 1 4 3 0 13 0  . 2 6 3 0 1 1-2 11 31 1  . 9 7 7
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 5 8 10-10 19 4 3 1 0 0 3 4  . 2 1 1 6 5 3 0  . 4 5 2 1 1 4-4 18 24 2  . 9 5 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 4 8 12-12 27 7 4 0 0 2 6 10  . 3 7 0 8 0 6 0  . 3 3 3 1 2 0-0 53 6 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 1 1 10-2 18 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 1 1 1 0 4 0  . 1 5 8 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 0 9 5 10-10 21 1 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 0 9 5 0 0 3 0  . 0 9 5 0 3 0-0 18 14 2  . 9 4 1
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 6 12 313 59 80 10 2 13 56 133  . 4 2 5 53 5 62 1  . 3 6 8 4 13 12-15 256 111 8  . 9 7 9
Opponents  . 2 9 6 12 335 50 99 24 0 8 48 147  . 4 3 9 34 2 49 1  . 3 6 1 3 13 1-2 252 106 14  . 9 6 2
LOB - Team (77), Opp (81). DPs turned - Team (4), Opp (5).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 8 9 4-2 10 6 1 0/0 0 46.0 42 20 19 20 32 8 0 5  . 2 5 1 7 1 0 1 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 4 3 3-3 11 5 1 0/0 2 36.1 52 25 23 11 17 16 0 2  . 3 3 1 2 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 6 1 7-5 12 12 2 0/0 2 85.1 99 50 44 34 49 24 0 8  . 2 9 6 9 2 0 3 13
Opponents  4 . 1 7 5-7 12 12 5 2/1 0 84.0 80 59 50 53 62 10 2 13  . 2 5 6 7 5 0 4 13
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (1-2), AIKEY,K. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 08, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
 2 SMITH, Kendall 59 53 6 0 1.000 2 1 1  . 5 0 0 3 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 24 23 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 18 16 2 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 14 2 12 0 1.000 0 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 6 0 6 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 0 3 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 101 97 3 1  . 9 9 0 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 43 11 31 1  . 9 7 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 44 18 24 2  . 9 5 5 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 34 18 14 2  . 9 4 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 23 13 8 2  . 9 1 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 375 256 111 8  . 9 7 9 4 1 1  . 5 0 0 3 0
Opponents 372 252 106 14  . 9 6 2 5 12 3  . 8 0 0 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 11, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 24-15   Home: 13-7   Away: 5-6   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 7-5
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 5 4 38-37 113 24 40 6 2 5 34 65  . 5 7 5 16 2 16 0  . 4 3 9 1 6 10-12 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 4 3 39-39 108 32 37 12 2 3 19 62  . 5 7 4 34 1 24 0  . 4 9 7 2 2 5-7 54 1 1  . 9 8 2
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 38-38 102 26 34 8 1 5 16 59  . 5 7 8 19 2 25 0  . 4 4 4 1 1 5-7 41 9 1  . 9 8 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 2 1 35-35 109 18 35 4 2 0 11 43  . 3 9 4 13 0 17 1  . 3 9 3 0 7 7-9 243 7 5  . 9 8 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 7 37-37 101 23 31 5 1 5 26 53  . 5 2 5 13 8 19 0  . 4 2 3 1 1 13-13 62 73 10  . 9 3 1
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 1 39-39 113 19 34 6 0 1 21 43  . 3 8 1 17 1 25 0  . 3 9 7 0 1 5-6 61 13 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 5 39-39 106 25 27 7 2 5 19 53  . 5 0 0 13 0 31 0  . 3 3 1 2 4 7-10 35 84 5  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 9 39-39 105 26 23 8 0 4 18 43  . 4 1 0 17 3 27 1  . 3 3 9 2 3 3-3 193 23 2  . 9 9 1
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 25 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 8 5 26-11 54 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 5 9 3 0 10 2  . 2 2 8 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 9 35-35 84 8 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 7 9 4 0 9 0  . 2 1 3 1 6 0-0 64 51 4  . 9 6 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 3-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 1 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 2 10 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 5 16 1  . 9 5 5
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 6-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 6 39 1004 212 287 58 11 29 185 454  . 4 5 2 152 17 208 4  . 3 8 5 10 31 56-68 773 315 33  . 9 7 1
Opponents  . 2 7 0 39 1013 154 274 61 2 28 147 423  . 4 1 8 91 8 186 2  . 3 3 4 4 21 15-23 756 283 50  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (248), Opp (212). DPs turned - Team (10), Opp (12). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 0 1 10-4 28 13 4 2/1 2 100.0 79 47 43 44 80 14 1 12  . 2 1 9 11 3 0 1 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 4 8 13-9 32 18 8 2/0 3 118.2 138 68 59 22 83 31 0 9  . 2 8 4 5 2 0 3 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 6 7 24-15 39 39 12 5/1 5 257.2 274 154 135 91 186 61 2 28  . 2 7 0 18 8 0 4 21
Opponents  4 . 9 7 15-24 39 39 13 5/2 3 252.0 287 212 179 152 208 58 11 29  . 2 8 6 22 17 0 10 31
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-23), AIKEY,K. (3-9),
NUNN,S. (8-9), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 11, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 28 3 25 0 1.000 2 8 1  . 8 8 9 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 12 2 10 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 218 193 23 2  . 9 9 1 3 15 8  . 6 5 2 3 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 56 54 1 1  . 9 8 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 255 243 7 5  . 9 8 0 8 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 51 41 9 1  . 9 8 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 76 61 13 2  . 9 7 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 119 64 51 4  . 9 6 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 124 35 84 5  . 9 6 0 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 22 5 16 1  . 9 5 5 0 3 6  . 3 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 145 62 73 10  . 9 3 1 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1121 773 315 33  . 9 7 1 10 15 8  . 6 5 2 3 0
Opponents 1089 756 283 50  . 9 5 4 12 56 12  . 8 2 4 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 13, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 24-17   Home: 13-7   Away: 5-8   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 7-7
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 4 2 40-39 117 25 40 6 2 5 34 65  . 5 5 6 18 2 17 0  . 4 3 5 1 6 10-12 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 7 41-41 113 32 37 12 2 3 19 62  . 5 4 9 36 1 25 0  . 4 8 7 2 2 5-7 57 1 2  . 9 6 7
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 2 7 40-40 107 26 35 8 1 5 16 60  . 5 6 1 19 3 27 0  . 4 3 8 1 1 5-7 44 9 1  . 9 8 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 4 37-37 115 18 35 4 2 0 11 43  . 3 7 4 13 0 19 1  . 3 7 5 0 8 7-9 260 7 5  . 9 8 2
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 2 39-39 106 23 32 5 1 5 27 54  . 5 0 9 13 9 20 0  . 4 1 9 1 1 13-13 65 79 11  . 9 2 9
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 6 41-41 119 19 34 6 0 1 21 43  . 3 6 1 17 1 27 0  . 3 8 0 0 1 5-6 63 13 2  . 9 7 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 8 41-41 112 27 30 8 3 5 19 59  . 5 2 7 13 0 31 0  . 3 3 9 2 4 7-10 37 90 6  . 9 5 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 2 0 41-41 109 26 24 9 0 4 20 45  . 4 1 3 17 3 29 1  . 3 3 3 3 3 3-3 198 24 3  . 9 8 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 29 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 9 28-11 56 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 5 0 3 0 10 2  . 2 2 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 2 37-37 87 9 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 7 2 4 0 9 0  . 2 0 7 1 6 1-1 66 51 5  . 9 5 9
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 4-0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 1 0 1 0  . 2 5 0 0 0 0-0 2 10 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 17 1  . 9 5 8
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 6-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 9 41 1051 216 293 60 12 29 188 464  . 4 4 1 156 19 219 4  . 3 7 8 11 32 57-69 811 333 38  . 9 6 8
Opponents  . 2 6 6 41 1061 161 282 64 3 29 154 439  . 4 1 4 97 8 190 2  . 3 3 0 5 21 16-25 798 301 52  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (257), Opp (222). DPs turned - Team (11), Opp (15). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 0 2 10-5 29 14 5 2/1 2 106.2 83 51 46 49 82 14 2 13  . 2 1 6 12 3 0 2 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 4 3 13-10 33 19 9 2/0 3 124.2 142 71 61 23 85 34 0 9  . 2 7 9 5 2 0 3 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 6 3 24-17 41 41 14 5/1 5 270.1 282 161 140 97 190 64 3 29  . 2 6 6 19 8 0 5 21
Opponents  4 . 7 9 17-24 41 41 15 5/2 3 266.0 293 216 182 156 219 60 12 29  . 2 7 9 23 19 0 11 32
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (16-25), AIKEY,K. (4-10),
NUNN,S. (8-10), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 13, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 32 3 29 0 1.000 2 8 2  . 8 0 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 12 2 10 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 225 198 24 3  . 9 8 7 3 16 9  . 6 4 0 3 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 272 260 7 5  . 9 8 2 9 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 54 44 9 1  . 9 8 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 78 63 13 2  . 9 7 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 60 57 1 2  . 9 6 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 122 66 51 5  . 9 5 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 24 6 17 1  . 9 5 8 0 4 6  . 4 0 0 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 133 37 90 6  . 9 5 5 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 155 65 79 11  . 9 2 9 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1182 811 333 38  . 9 6 8 11 16 9  . 6 4 0 3 0
Opponents 1151 798 301 52  . 9 5 5 15 57 12  . 8 2 6 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 13, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 7-7   Home: 3-3   Away: 4-4   C-USA: 7-7
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 8 5 14-14 39 9 15 2 1 3 9 28  . 7 1 8 6 1 10 0  . 4 6 8 1 0 1-3 19 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 8 14-14 44 6 14 1 0 0 9 15  . 3 4 1 8 0 8 0  . 4 2 3 0 0 2-2 15 8 2  . 9 2 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 0 14-14 42 9 13 3 0 3 9 25  . 5 9 5 12 0 8 0  . 4 5 5 1 0 0-0 26 1 1  . 9 6 4
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 14-14 44 7 11 2 0 0 4 13  . 2 9 5 6 0 7 1  . 3 4 0 0 4 3-3 114 3 1  . 9 9 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 10 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 4 4 14-14 41 11 10 1 2 3 5 24  . 5 8 5 3 0 13 0  . 2 9 5 0 1 1-2 13 37 2  . 9 6 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 0 5 14-14 44 5 9 1 0 1 7 13  . 2 9 5 5 0 6 0  . 2 8 6 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 6 7 12-12 24 4 4 1 0 0 4 5  . 2 0 8 6 6 4 0  . 4 3 2 1 1 4-4 21 30 3  . 9 4 4
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 6 1 14-14 31 7 5 1 0 2 8 12  . 3 8 7 8 0 8 0  . 3 1 7 2 2 0-0 58 7 1  . 9 8 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 0 0 12-2 20 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 1 4 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 0 8 3 12-12 24 2 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 0 8 3 0 0 3 0  . 0 8 3 0 3 1-1 20 14 3  . 9 1 9
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 0 0 0 2-0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 3 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 3 9 14 360 63 86 12 3 13 59 143  . 3 9 7 57 7 73 1  . 3 5 0 5 14 13-16 294 129 13  . 9 7 0
Opponents  . 2 7 9 14 383 57 107 27 1 9 55 163  . 4 2 6 40 2 53 1  . 3 4 7 4 13 2-4 294 124 16  . 9 6 3
LOB - Team (86), Opp (91). DPs turned - Team (5), Opp (8).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 9 2 4-3 11 7 2 0/0 0 52.2 46 24 22 25 34 8 1 6  . 2 4 0 8 1 0 2 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 1 3 3-4 12 6 2 0/0 2 42.1 56 28 25 12 19 19 0 2  . 3 1 1 2 1 0 2 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 5 0 7-7 14 14 4 0/0 2 98.0 107 57 49 40 53 27 1 9  . 2 7 9 10 2 0 4 13
Opponents  3 . 7 9 7-7 14 14 7 2/1 0 98.0 86 63 53 57 73 12 3 13  . 2 3 9 8 7 0 5 14
PB - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-4), AIKEY,K. (2-3), NUNN,S. (0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 13, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 21 19 2 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 16 3 13 0 1.000 0 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 10 0 10 0 1.000 1 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 3 0 3 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 118 114 3 1  . 9 9 2 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 66 58 7 1  . 9 8 5 2 2 2  . 5 0 0 3 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 28 26 1 1  . 9 6 4 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 52 13 37 2  . 9 6 2 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 54 21 30 3  . 9 4 4 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 25 15 8 2  . 9 2 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 37 20 14 3  . 9 1 9 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 436 294 129 13  . 9 7 0 5 2 2  . 5 0 0 3 0
Opponents 434 294 124 16  . 9 6 3 8 13 3  . 8 1 3 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 24-18   Home: 13-7   Away: 5-9   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 7-8
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 4 7 41-40 121 27 42 6 2 5 34 67  . 5 5 4 19 2 19 0  . 4 4 1 1 6 10-12 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 2 42-42 118 32 38 12 3 3 19 65  . 5 5 1 37 1 26 0  . 4 8 1 2 2 6-8 60 1 2  . 9 6 8
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 5 41-41 111 26 35 8 1 5 17 60  . 5 4 1 20 3 28 0  . 4 3 0 1 1 5-7 45 9 1  . 9 8 2
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 3 40-40 109 23 33 5 1 5 27 55  . 5 0 5 13 9 21 0  . 4 1 7 1 3 13-13 71 84 13  . 9 2 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 9 8 38-38 121 18 36 4 2 0 11 44  . 3 6 4 13 0 21 1  . 3 6 6 0 8 7-10 270 7 5  . 9 8 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 2 42-42 124 20 35 6 0 1 21 44  . 3 5 5 17 1 27 0  . 3 7 3 0 1 6-7 67 14 3  . 9 6 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 9 42-42 116 27 30 8 3 5 19 59  . 5 0 9 14 0 33 0  . 3 3 3 2 4 7-10 37 94 6  . 9 5 6
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 5 0 5-1 8 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 7 5 1 0 2 0  . 3 3 3 0 0 0-0 4 11 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 2 42-42 113 26 24 9 0 4 20 45  . 3 9 8 17 4 30 1  . 3 2 8 3 3 3-3 202 25 3  . 9 8 7
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 30 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 9 28-11 56 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 5 0 3 0 10 2  . 2 2 0 0 0 0-0 1 1 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 2 38-37 87 9 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 7 2 4 0 9 0  . 2 0 7 1 6 1-1 67 51 5  . 9 5 9
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 6-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 6 42 1091 219 301 61 13 29 190 475  . 4 3 5 160 20 230 4  . 3 7 5 11 34 59-72 842 349 41  . 9 6 7
Opponents  . 2 6 7 42 1103 165 294 65 3 29 158 452  . 4 1 0 103 8 192 2  . 3 3 2 7 21 16-26 831 313 55  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (268), Opp (237). DPs turned - Team (12), Opp (15). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 9 5 10-6 30 14 5 2/1 2 111.2 88 52 47 54 83 15 2 13  . 2 1 8 12 3 0 3 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 2 8 13-10 34 20 9 2/0 3 130.0 149 74 61 24 86 34 0 9  . 2 8 0 5 2 0 4 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 2 24-18 42 42 14 5/1 5 280.2 294 165 141 103 192 65 3 29  . 2 6 7 19 8 0 7 21
Opponents  4 . 6 2 18-24 42 42 15 5/2 3 277.0 301 219 183 160 230 61 13 29  . 2 7 6 25 20 0 11 34
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (16-26), AIKEY,K. (4-11),
NUNN,S. (8-10), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 33 3 30 0 1.000 2 8 2  . 8 0 0 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 15 4 11 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 2 1 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 230 202 25 3  . 9 8 7 3 16 10  . 6 1 5 4 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 282 270 7 5  . 9 8 2 9 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 55 45 9 1  . 9 8 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 63 60 1 2  . 9 6 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 84 67 14 3  . 9 6 4 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 27 6 20 1  . 9 6 3 0 4 7  . 3 6 4 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 123 67 51 5  . 9 5 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 137 37 94 6  . 9 5 6 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 168 71 84 13  . 9 2 3 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1232 842 349 41  . 9 6 7 12 16 10  . 6 1 5 4 0
Opponents 1199 831 313 55  . 9 5 4 15 59 13  . 8 1 9 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 7-8   Home: 3-3   Away: 4-5   C-USA: 7-8
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 4 9 15-15 43 9 15 2 1 3 10 28  . 6 5 1 7 1 11 0  . 4 4 2 1 0 1-3 20 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 6 15-15 49 7 15 1 0 0 9 16  . 3 2 7 8 0 8 0  . 4 0 4 0 0 3-3 19 9 3  . 9 0 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 8 15-15 47 9 14 3 1 3 9 28  . 5 9 6 13 0 9 0  . 4 4 3 1 0 1-1 29 1 1  . 9 6 8
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 8 6 3-1 7 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 4 2 9 0 0 1 0  . 2 8 6 0 0 0-0 2 4 0 1.000
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 11 0 1.000
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 4 0 15-15 50 7 12 2 0 0 4 14  . 2 8 0 6 0 9 1  . 3 2 1 0 4 3-4 124 3 1  . 9 9 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 2 9 15-15 48 7 11 1 0 1 7 15  . 3 1 3 6 0 8 0  . 3 1 5 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 2 2 15-15 45 11 10 1 2 3 5 24  . 5 3 3 4 0 15 0  . 2 8 6 0 1 1-2 13 41 2  . 9 6 4
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 1 8 5 13-13 27 4 5 1 0 0 4 6  . 2 2 2 6 6 5 0  . 4 2 5 1 3 4-4 27 35 5  . 9 2 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 4 3 15-15 35 7 5 1 0 2 8 12  . 3 4 3 8 1 9 0  . 3 0 4 2 2 0-0 62 8 1  . 9 8 6
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 0 0 12-2 20 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 1 4 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 0 8 3 13-12 24 2 2 0 0 0 1 2  . 0 8 3 0 0 3 0  . 0 8 3 0 3 1-1 21 14 3  . 9 2 1
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 3 5 15 400 66 94 13 4 13 61 154  . 3 8 5 61 8 84 1  . 3 4 4 5 16 15-19 325 145 16  . 9 6 7
Opponents  . 2 8 0 15 425 61 119 28 1 9 59 176  . 4 1 4 46 2 55 1  . 3 4 9 6 13 2-5 327 136 19  . 9 6 1
LOB - Team (97), Opp (106). DPs turned - Team (6), Opp (8).
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 7 9 4-4 12 7 2 0/0 0 57.2 51 25 23 30 35 9 1 6  . 2 4 3 8 1 0 3 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 6 7 3-4 13 7 2 0/0 2 47.2 63 31 25 13 20 19 0 2  . 3 0 9 2 1 0 3 3
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 2 3 7-8 15 15 4 0/0 2 108.1 119 61 50 46 55 28 1 9  . 2 8 0 10 2 0 6 13
Opponents  3 . 4 7 8-7 15 15 7 2/1 0 109.0 94 66 54 61 84 13 4 13  . 2 3 5 10 8 0 5 16
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3. SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (2-5), AIKEY,K. (2-4), NUNN,S. (0-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 14, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 22 20 2 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 19 3 16 0 1.000 0 2 2  . 5 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 11 0 11 0 1.000 1 0 1  . 0 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 6 2 4 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 128 124 3 1  . 9 9 2 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 71 62 8 1  . 9 8 6 2 2 3  . 4 0 0 4 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 31 29 1 1  . 9 6 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 56 13 41 2  . 9 6 4 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 67 27 35 5  . 9 2 5 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 38 21 14 3  . 9 2 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 31 19 9 3  . 9 0 3 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 486 325 145 16  . 9 6 7 6 2 3  . 4 0 0 4 0
Opponents 482 327 136 19  . 9 6 1 8 15 4  . 7 8 9 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 18, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 24-19   Home: 13-8   Away: 5-9   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 7-8
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 6 4 6-2 11 0 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 4 5 5 1 0 3 0  . 4 1 7 0 0 0-0 5 12 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 4 7 42-41 124 27 43 6 2 5 35 68  . 5 4 8 19 2 19 0  . 4 3 8 1 6 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 2 43-43 121 33 39 13 3 3 19 67  . 5 5 4 37 1 27 0  . 4 7 8 2 2 6-8 62 1 3  . 9 5 5
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 7 42-42 114 26 35 8 1 5 16 60  . 5 2 6 20 3 29 0  . 4 2 0 1 1 5-7 46 9 2  . 9 6 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 4 41-41 112 23 34 5 1 5 27 56  . 5 0 0 13 9 21 0  . 4 1 5 1 3 13-13 71 86 14  . 9 1 8
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 9 8 39-39 124 18 37 5 2 0 11 46  . 3 7 1 13 0 23 1  . 3 6 5 0 8 7-10 280 7 5  . 9 8 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 6 43-43 127 20 35 6 0 1 21 44  . 3 4 6 17 1 28 0  . 3 6 6 0 1 6-7 71 14 3  . 9 6 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 43-43 119 27 31 8 3 5 19 60  . 5 0 4 14 0 34 0  . 3 3 3 2 4 7-10 38 97 7  . 9 5 1
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 7 43-43 115 26 25 9 0 4 20 46  . 4 0 0 17 4 30 1  . 3 3 1 3 3 3-3 203 25 6  . 9 7 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 32 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 5 29-11 57 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 6 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 7 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 2 38-37 87 9 15 0 0 0 13 15  . 1 7 2 4 0 9 0  . 2 0 7 1 6 1-1 67 51 5  . 9 5 9
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 6 43 1118 220 309 63 13 29 190 485  . 4 3 4 160 20 238 4  . 3 7 4 11 34 60-73 863 357 48  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 6 7 43 1135 172 303 67 3 29 158 463  . 4 0 8 108 8 194 2  . 3 3 3 7 22 17-27 852 325 55  . 9 5 5
LOB - Team (273), Opp (247). DPs turned - Team (12), Opp (15). Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  2 . 9 0 10-6 31 14 5 2/1 2 113.1 90 53 47 56 84 15 2 13  . 2 2 0 13 3 0 3 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 2 6 13-11 35 21 9 2/0 3 135.1 156 80 63 27 87 36 0 9  . 2 8 0 5 2 0 4 9
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 4 8 24-19 43 43 14 5/1 5 287.2 303 172 143 108 194 67 3 29  . 2 6 7 20 8 0 7 22
Opponents  4 . 5 4 19-24 43 43 16 5/2 3 284.0 309 220 184 160 238 63 13 29  . 2 7 6 25 20 0 11 34
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (4). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (17-27), AIKEY,K. (4-11),
NUNN,S. (9-11), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 18, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 35 3 32 0 1.000 2 9 2  . 8 1 8 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 17 5 12 0 1.000 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 292 280 7 5  . 9 8 3 9 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 234 203 25 6  . 9 7 4 3 17 10  . 6 3 0 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 88 71 14 3  . 9 6 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 57 46 9 2  . 9 6 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 27 6 20 1  . 9 6 3 0 4 7  . 3 6 4 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 123 67 51 5  . 9 5 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 66 62 1 3  . 9 5 5 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 142 38 97 7  . 9 5 1 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 171 71 86 14  . 9 1 8 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1268 863 357 48  . 9 6 2 12 17 10  . 6 3 0 5 0
Opponents 1232 852 325 55  . 9 5 5 15 60 13  . 8 2 2 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 21, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 25-20   Home: 14-9   Away: 5-9   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 8-9
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 4 1 44-43 132 27 45 6 2 5 35 70  . 5 3 0 19 2 21 0  . 4 2 9 1 6 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 3 1 43-43 121 25 40 6 1 7 34 69  . 5 7 0 13 9 22 0  . 4 3 1 1 3 14-14 73 92 14  . 9 2 2
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 6 45-45 129 35 42 13 3 3 19 70  . 5 4 3 38 1 29 2  . 4 7 6 2 2 6-8 64 2 3  . 9 5 7
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 0 8 8-3 13 0 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 3 8 5 1 0 4 0  . 3 5 7 0 0 0-0 5 12 1  . 9 4 4
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 3 44-44 119 27 36 8 1 6 17 64  . 5 3 8 22 4 31 0  . 4 2 5 1 1 5-7 50 9 2  . 9 6 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 0 41-41 130 20 39 5 2 0 11 48  . 3 6 9 13 0 23 1  . 3 6 4 0 9 7-10 305 7 5  . 9 8 4
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 8 45-45 133 21 37 6 0 1 23 46  . 3 4 6 17 3 28 0  . 3 7 3 0 1 6-7 74 14 4  . 9 5 7
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 0 45-45 126 29 34 8 3 6 20 66  . 5 2 4 14 0 36 0  . 3 3 8 2 5 8-11 38 108 7  . 9 5 4
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 2 1 45-45 122 27 27 9 0 4 20 48  . 3 9 3 18 4 31 1  . 3 3 3 3 3 4-4 211 25 6  . 9 7 5
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 33 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 9 6 40-38 92 11 18 0 0 0 14 18  . 1 9 6 4 0 9 0  . 2 2 7 1 6 1-1 68 56 5  . 9 6 1
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 5 29-11 57 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 6 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 7 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 2 45 1181 233 333 64 13 33 202 522  . 4 4 2 164 23 249 6  . 3 7 7 11 36 63-76 908 381 50  . 9 6 3
Opponents  . 2 6 6 45 1194 185 318 71 3 31 171 488  . 4 0 9 117 9 200 2  . 3 3 4 8 23 18-28 894 340 60  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (290), Opp (260). DPs turned - Team (12), Opp (17). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1. Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1,
CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 0 8 10-6 33 15 5 2/1 3 118.1 94 58 52 60 85 16 2 14  . 2 2 0 13 4 0 4 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 3 7 14-12 37 22 9 2/0 3 145.1 167 88 70 32 92 39 0 10  . 2 7 9 5 2 0 4 10
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 8 25-20 45 45 14 5/1 6 302.2 318 185 155 117 200 71 3 31  . 2 6 6 20 9 0 8 23
Opponents  4 . 5 3 20-25 45 45 17 5/2 3 298.0 333 233 193 164 249 64 13 33  . 2 8 2 26 23 0 11 36
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (18-28), NUNN,S. (10-12),
AIKEY,K. (4-11), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 21, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 36 3 33 0 1.000 2 10 2  . 8 3 3 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 317 305 7 5  . 9 8 4 9 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 242 211 25 6  . 9 7 5 3 18 10  . 6 4 3 5 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 61 50 9 2  . 9 6 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 27 6 20 1  . 9 6 3 0 4 7  . 3 6 4 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 129 68 56 5  . 9 6 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 92 74 14 4  . 9 5 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 69 64 2 3  . 9 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 153 38 108 7  . 9 5 4 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 18 5 12 1  . 9 4 4 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 179 73 92 14  . 9 2 2 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1339 908 381 50  . 9 6 3 12 18 10  . 6 4 3 5 0
Opponents 1294 894 340 60  . 9 5 4 17 63 13  . 8 2 9 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 21, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 8-9   Home: 4-4   Away: 4-5   C-USA: 8-9
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 3 3 17-17 48 10 16 2 1 4 10 32  . 6 6 7 9 2 13 0  . 4 5 0 1 0 1-3 24 2 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 9 17-17 55 11 17 3 1 3 9 31  . 5 6 4 14 0 11 2  . 4 4 3 1 0 1-1 31 2 1  . 9 7 1
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 0 9 17-17 55 8 17 1 0 0 11 18  . 3 2 7 8 2 8 0  . 4 1 5 0 0 3-3 22 9 4  . 8 8 6
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 6 15-15 36 6 11 2 0 2 11 19  . 5 2 8 6 6 6 0  . 4 6 9 1 3 5-5 29 41 5  . 9 3 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 0 17-17 56 9 14 2 0 0 4 16  . 2 8 6 6 0 9 1  . 3 2 3 0 5 3-4 149 3 1  . 9 9 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 17-17 52 13 13 1 2 4 6 30  . 5 7 7 4 0 17 0  . 3 0 4 0 2 2-3 13 52 2  . 9 7 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 12 0 1.000
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 3 2 17-17 56 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 3 0 4 6 0 10 0  . 3 0 6 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 5-2 9 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 3 3 0 0 2 0  . 2 2 2 0 0 0-0 2 4 1  . 8 5 7
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 7 2 15-13 29 4 5 0 0 0 2 5  . 1 7 2 0 0 3 0  . 1 7 2 0 3 1-1 22 19 3  . 9 3 2
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 6 7 17-17 42 8 7 1 0 2 8 14  . 3 3 3 9 1 10 0  . 3 1 5 2 2 1-1 70 8 1  . 9 8 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 0 0 12-2 20 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 1 4 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 5 17 463 79 118 14 4 17 72 191  . 4 1 3 65 11 95 3  . 3 5 7 5 18 18-22 370 169 18  . 9 6 8
Opponents  . 2 7 7 17 484 74 134 32 1 11 70 201  . 4 1 5 55 3 61 1  . 3 5 0 7 14 3-6 369 151 24  . 9 5 6
LOB - Team (114), Opp (119). DPs turned - Team (6), Opp (10). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1. Picked off - VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 3 4-4 14 8 2 0/0 1 62.2 55 30 28 34 36 10 1 7  . 2 4 1 8 2 0 4 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 8 8 4-5 15 8 2 0/0 2 57.2 74 39 32 18 25 22 0 3  . 3 0 2 2 1 0 3 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 5 2 8-9 17 17 4 0/0 3 123.1 134 74 62 55 61 32 1 11  . 2 7 7 10 3 0 7 14
Opponents  3 . 5 9 9-8 17 17 8 2/1 0 123.0 118 79 63 65 95 14 4 17  . 2 5 5 11 11 0 5 18
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (3-6), AIKEY,K. (2-4), NUNN,S. (1-2).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 21, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 26 24 2 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 19 3 16 0 1.000 0 2 2  . 5 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 12 0 12 0 1.000 1 1 1  . 5 0 0 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 153 149 3 1  . 9 9 3 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 79 70 8 1  . 9 8 7 2 3 3  . 5 0 0 4 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 34 31 2 1  . 9 7 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 67 13 52 2  . 9 7 0 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 75 29 41 5  . 9 3 3 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 44 22 19 3  . 9 3 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 35 22 9 4  . 8 8 6 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 4 1  . 8 5 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 557 370 169 18  . 9 6 8 6 3 3  . 5 0 0 4 0
Opponents 544 369 151 24  . 9 5 6 10 18 4  . 8 1 8 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-20   Home: 15-9   Away: 5-9   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 9-9
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 3 45-44 135 27 45 6 2 5 35 70  . 5 1 9 19 2 21 0  . 4 2 0 1 6 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 8 44-44 125 25 41 6 1 7 34 70  . 5 6 0 13 9 22 0  . 4 2 6 1 3 14-14 75 93 14  . 9 2 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 6 46-46 132 35 43 13 3 3 19 71  . 5 3 8 39 1 30 2  . 4 7 7 2 2 6-8 65 2 3  . 9 5 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 8 42-42 133 20 41 6 2 0 13 51  . 3 8 3 13 0 23 1  . 3 7 0 0 9 7-10 313 7 6  . 9 8 2
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 3 0 8 8-3 13 0 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 3 8 5 1 0 4 0  . 3 5 7 0 0 0-0 5 12 1  . 9 4 4
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 5 45-45 122 27 36 8 1 6 17 64  . 5 2 5 22 4 33 0  . 4 1 6 1 1 5-7 51 9 2  . 9 6 8
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 9 46-46 136 21 38 6 0 1 23 47  . 3 4 6 17 3 29 0  . 3 7 2 0 2 6-7 75 14 4  . 9 5 7
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 6 46-46 128 30 34 8 3 6 20 66  . 5 1 6 15 0 36 0  . 3 3 8 2 5 8-11 40 109 7  . 9 5 5
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 2 46-46 125 29 29 9 0 5 21 53  . 4 2 4 18 4 31 1  . 3 4 0 3 3 4-4 215 25 7  . 9 7 2
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 41-39 95 12 19 0 0 0 14 19  . 2 0 0 4 0 9 0  . 2 3 0 1 6 1-1 70 58 5  . 9 6 2
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 3 37 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 5 29-11 57 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 6 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 7 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 2 46 1208 237 341 65 13 34 205 534  . 4 4 2 166 23 253 6  . 3 7 6 11 37 63-76 929 389 52  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 6 3 46 1219 186 320 71 3 31 172 490  . 4 0 2 119 9 204 2  . 3 3 1 8 23 19-29 912 350 63  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (298), Opp (265). DPs turned - Team (12), Opp (17). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1. Picked off - MCGUFFIN,K. 1,
CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 0 8 10-6 33 15 5 2/1 3 118.1 94 58 52 60 85 16 2 14  . 2 2 0 13 4 0 4 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 2 2 15-12 38 23 10 2/0 3 152.1 169 89 70 34 96 39 0 10  . 2 7 1 5 2 0 4 10
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 3 5 1-2 13 8 0 0/1 0 36.2 54 34 28 18 21 16 1 7  . 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 5 0 26-20 46 46 15 5/1 6 309.2 320 186 155 119 204 71 3 31  . 2 6 3 20 9 0 8 23
Opponents  4 . 4 9 20-26 46 46 17 5/2 3 304.0 341 237 195 166 253 65 13 34  . 2 8 2 26 23 0 11 37
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (19-29), NUNN,S. (11-13),
AIKEY,K. (4-11), TOWERS,H. (4-5).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 40 3 37 0 1.000 2 11 2  . 8 4 6 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 326 313 7 6  . 9 8 2 9 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 247 215 25 7  . 9 7 2 3 19 10  . 6 5 5 5 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 62 51 9 2  . 9 6 8 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 27 6 20 1  . 9 6 3 0 4 7  . 3 6 4 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 133 70 58 5  . 9 6 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 70 65 2 3  . 9 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 93 75 14 4  . 9 5 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 156 40 109 7  . 9 5 5 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 18 5 12 1  . 9 4 4 1 4 1  . 8 0 0 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 182 75 93 14  . 9 2 3 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1370 929 389 52  . 9 6 2 12 19 10  . 6 5 5 5 0
Opponents 1325 912 350 63  . 9 5 2 17 63 13  . 8 2 9 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 9-9   Home: 5-4   Away: 4-5   C-USA: 9-9
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 4 18-18 51 10 16 2 1 4 10 32  . 6 2 7 9 2 15 0  . 4 2 9 1 0 1-3 25 2 0 1.000
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 3 1 0 18-18 58 8 18 1 0 0 11 19  . 3 2 8 8 2 9 0  . 4 1 2 0 1 3-3 23 9 4  . 8 8 9
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 0 18-18 58 11 18 3 1 3 9 32  . 5 5 2 15 0 12 2  . 4 4 6 1 0 1-1 32 2 1  . 9 7 1
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 0 0 16-16 40 6 12 2 0 2 11 20  . 5 0 0 6 6 6 0  . 4 5 3 1 3 5-5 31 42 5  . 9 3 6
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 7 1 18-18 59 9 16 3 0 0 6 19  . 3 2 2 6 0 9 1  . 3 3 8 0 5 3-4 157 3 2  . 9 8 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 16 0 1.000
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 4 1 18-18 54 14 13 1 2 4 6 30  . 5 5 6 5 0 17 0  . 3 0 5 0 2 2-3 15 53 2  . 9 7 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 2 2 5-2 9 0 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 3 3 3 0 0 2 0  . 2 2 2 0 0 0-0 2 4 1  . 8 5 7
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 2 0 18-18 59 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 8 8 6 0 10 0  . 2 9 2 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 0 0 18-18 45 10 9 1 0 3 9 19  . 4 2 2 9 1 10 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 74 8 2  . 9 7 6
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 1 8 8 16-14 32 5 6 0 0 0 2 6  . 1 8 8 0 0 3 0  . 1 8 8 0 3 1-1 24 21 3  . 9 3 8
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 0 0 12-2 20 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 1 0 0 1 0 4 0  . 1 4 3 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 3-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 7 18 490 83 126 15 4 18 75 203  . 4 1 4 67 11 99 3  . 3 5 6 5 19 18-22 391 177 20  . 9 6 6
Opponents  . 2 6 7 18 509 75 136 32 1 11 71 203  . 3 9 9 57 3 65 1  . 3 4 0 7 14 4-7 387 161 27  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (122), Opp (124). DPs turned - Team (6), Opp (10). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1. Picked off - VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 1 3 4-4 14 8 2 0/0 1 62.2 55 30 28 34 36 10 1 7  . 2 4 1 8 2 0 4 8
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 4 6 5-5 16 9 3 0/0 2 64.2 76 40 32 20 29 22 0 3  . 2 8 1 2 1 0 3 4
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 6 7 0-0 1 1 0 0/0 0 3.0 5 5 2 3 0 0 0 1  . 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 2
Totals  3 . 3 3 9-9 18 18 5 0/0 3 130.1 136 75 62 57 65 32 1 11  . 2 6 7 10 3 0 7 14
Opponents  3 . 5 3 9-9 18 18 8 2/1 0 129.0 126 83 65 67 99 15 4 18  . 2 5 7 11 11 0 5 19
PB - Team (4), SMITH,K. 4. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (4-7), AIKEY,K. (2-4), NUNN,S. (2-3).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 22, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 27 25 2 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 19 3 16 0 1.000 0 2 2  . 5 0 0 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 16 0 16 0 1.000 1 2 1  . 6 6 7 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 162 157 3 2  . 9 8 8 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 84 74 8 2  . 9 7 6 2 4 3  . 5 7 1 4 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 70 15 53 2  . 9 7 1 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 35 32 2 1  . 9 7 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 48 24 21 3  . 9 3 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 78 31 42 5  . 9 3 6 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 36 23 9 4  . 8 8 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 4 1  . 8 5 7 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 588 391 177 20  . 9 6 6 6 4 3  . 5 7 1 4 0
Opponents 575 387 161 27  . 9 5 3 10 18 4  . 8 1 8 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 28, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-22   Home: 15-9   Away: 5-11   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 9-11
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 8 46-45 137 27 45 6 2 5 35 70  . 5 1 1 19 2 22 0  . 4 1 5 1 6 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 3 46-46 133 27 43 7 1 7 35 73  . 5 4 9 14 9 25 0  . 4 2 0 1 3 14-14 76 96 15  . 9 2 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 9 48-48 141 38 45 14 3 4 24 77  . 5 4 6 39 1 30 2  . 4 6 4 2 2 6-8 65 2 3  . 9 5 7
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 4 44-44 138 20 42 6 2 0 13 52  . 3 7 7 14 0 24 1  . 3 6 8 0 10 7-10 326 7 7  . 9 7 9
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 0 2 47-47 129 30 39 8 1 7 22 70  . 5 4 3 23 4 33 0  . 4 2 0 1 1 5-7 55 9 2  . 9 7 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 4 48-48 135 32 37 8 3 7 24 72  . 5 3 3 15 0 36 0  . 3 4 2 2 6 9-13 42 114 7  . 9 5 7
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 1 48-48 144 22 39 6 0 1 24 48  . 3 3 3 18 3 31 0  . 3 6 4 0 2 6-7 79 14 4  . 9 5 9
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 8 48-48 130 32 31 9 0 5 21 55  . 4 2 3 21 4 32 1  . 3 5 4 3 3 4-4 224 25 8  . 9 6 9
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 3 5 9-4 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 2 9 4 2 0 5 0  . 3 1 6 0 0 0-0 5 12 1  . 9 4 4
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 1 8 43-41 101 14 22 0 0 0 16 22  . 2 1 8 4 0 9 0  . 2 4 5 1 7 1-1 75 64 6  . 9 5 9
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 4 41 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 2 30-11 58 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 1 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 3 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 2 48 1270 256 358 67 13 37 223 562  . 4 4 3 174 23 262 6  . 3 7 6 11 40 64-78 968 407 56  . 9 6 1
Opponents  . 2 7 1 48 1286 209 348 77 4 32 191 529  . 4 1 1 121 11 211 2  . 3 3 6 9 27 27-37 957 367 68  . 9 5 1
LOB - Team (307), Opp (279). DPs turned - Team (14), Opp (18). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 1 10-8 35 16 5 2/1 3 120.2 99 66 57 61 87 17 2 14  . 2 2 4 14 5 0 4 12
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 5 1 15-12 40 24 10 2/0 3 161.2 190 104 81 34 100 43 1 11  . 2 8 3 5 3 0 5 12
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 1 6 1-2 14 8 0 0/1 0 38.0 56 34 28 19 22 17 1 7  . 3 3 9 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 7 1 26-22 48 48 15 5/1 6 322.2 348 209 171 121 211 77 4 32  . 2 7 1 21 11 0 9 27
Opponents  4 . 4 8 22-26 48 48 18 5/2 3 319.0 358 256 204 174 262 67 13 37  . 2 8 2 28 23 0 11 40
PB - Team (6), SMITH,K. 6, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (27-37), NUNN,S. (16-18),
AIKEY,K. (6-13), TOWERS,H. (5-6).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 28, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 45 4 41 0 1.000 2 16 2  . 8 8 9 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 340 326 7 7  . 9 7 9 10 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 66 55 9 2  . 9 7 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 257 224 25 8  . 9 6 9 3 27 10  . 7 3 0 6 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 27 6 20 1  . 9 6 3 0 6 7  . 4 6 2 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 97 79 14 4  . 9 5 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 145 75 64 6  . 9 5 9 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 70 65 2 3  . 9 5 7 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 163 42 114 7  . 9 5 7 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 18 5 12 1  . 9 4 4 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 187 76 96 15  . 9 2 0 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1431 968 407 56  . 9 6 1 14 27 10  . 7 3 0 6 0
Opponents 1392 957 367 68  . 9 5 1 18 64 14  . 8 2 1 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 28, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 9-11   Home: 5-4   Away: 4-7   C-USA: 9-11
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 2 8 20-20 58 13 19 2 1 5 15 38  . 6 5 5 10 2 15 0  . 4 3 7 1 0 1-3 29 2 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 2 9 9 20-20 67 14 20 4 1 4 14 38  . 5 6 7 15 0 12 2  . 4 2 2 1 0 1-1 32 2 1  . 9 7 1
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 9 2 18-18 48 8 14 3 0 2 12 23  . 4 7 9 7 6 9 0  . 4 3 5 1 3 5-5 32 45 6  . 9 2 8
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 8 8 20-20 66 9 19 1 0 0 12 20  . 3 0 3 9 2 11 0  . 3 9 0 0 1 3-3 27 9 4  . 9 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 6 6 20-20 64 9 17 3 0 0 6 20  . 3 1 3 7 0 10 1  . 3 3 8 0 6 3-4 170 3 3  . 9 8 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 2 20-20 61 16 16 1 2 5 10 36  . 5 9 0 5 0 17 0  . 3 1 8 0 3 3-5 17 58 2  . 9 7 4
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 20 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 3 7 18-16 38 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 3 7 0 0 3 0  . 2 3 7 0 4 1-1 29 27 4  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 2 0 20-20 50 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 4 2 0 12 1 11 0  . 3 6 9 2 2 1-1 83 8 3  . 9 6 8
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 1 3 19-19 61 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 7 9 6 0 11 0  . 2 8 4 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 4 1  . 8 5 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 5 13-2 21 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 5 1 0 4 0  . 1 3 6 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 9 20 552 102 143 17 4 21 93 231  . 4 1 8 75 11 108 3  . 3 5 6 5 22 19-24 430 195 24  . 9 6 3
Opponents  . 2 8 5 20 576 98 164 38 2 12 90 242  . 4 2 0 59 5 72 1  . 3 5 2 8 18 12-15 432 178 32  . 9 5 0
LOB - Team (131), Opp (138). DPs turned - Team (8), Opp (11). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  3 . 2 3 0-0 2 1 0 0/0 0 4.1 7 5 2 4 1 1 0 1  . 3 8 9 0 0 0 0 2
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 5 5 4-6 16 9 2 0/0 1 65.0 60 38 33 35 38 11 1 7  . 2 4 9 9 3 0 4 10
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 0 7 5-5 18 10 3 0/0 2 74.0 97 55 43 20 33 26 1 4  . 3 0 6 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 8 1 9-11 20 20 5 0/0 3 143.1 164 98 78 59 72 38 2 12  . 2 8 5 11 5 0 8 18
Opponents  3 . 6 0 11-9 20 20 9 2/1 0 144.0 143 102 74 75 108 17 4 21  . 2 5 9 13 11 0 5 22
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (12-15), NUNN,S. (7-8), AIKEY,K.
(4-6), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 28, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 31 29 2 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 21 1 20 0 1.000 1 7 1  . 8 7 5 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 19 3 16 0 1.000 0 4 2  . 6 6 7 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 176 170 3 3  . 9 8 3 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 77 17 58 2  . 9 7 4 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 35 32 2 1  . 9 7 1 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 94 83 8 3  . 9 6 8 2 12 3  . 8 0 0 5 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 60 29 27 4  . 9 3 3 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 83 32 45 6  . 9 2 8 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 40 27 9 4  . 9 0 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 4 1  . 8 5 7 1 1 0 1.000 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 649 430 195 24  . 9 6 3 8 12 3  . 8 0 0 5 0
Opponents 642 432 178 32  . 9 5 0 11 19 5  . 7 9 2 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 29, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-23   Home: 15-9   Away: 5-12   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 9-12
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 4 47-46 139 27 45 6 2 5 35 70  . 5 0 4 19 2 22 0  . 4 1 0 1 6 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 9 49-49 144 39 46 14 3 5 25 81  . 5 6 3 39 1 32 2  . 4 6 2 2 2 6-8 66 2 3  . 9 5 8
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 6 47-47 136 27 43 7 1 7 35 73  . 5 3 7 14 9 25 0  . 4 1 3 1 3 14-14 76 100 15  . 9 2 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 0 45-45 140 20 42 6 2 0 13 52  . 3 7 1 14 0 24 1  . 3 6 4 0 10 7-10 331 8 7  . 9 8 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 8 48-48 131 30 39 8 1 7 22 70  . 5 3 4 23 4 34 0  . 4 1 5 1 1 5-7 56 9 2  . 9 7 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 8 49-49 138 32 37 8 3 7 24 72  . 5 2 2 15 0 36 0  . 3 3 5 2 6 9-13 43 116 8  . 9 5 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 6 5 49-49 147 22 39 6 0 1 24 48  . 3 2 7 18 3 31 0  . 3 5 7 0 2 6-7 80 14 4  . 9 5 9
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 3 5 9-4 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 2 9 4 2 0 5 0  . 3 1 6 0 0 0-0 5 12 1  . 9 4 4
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 5 49-49 132 32 31 9 0 5 21 55  . 4 1 7 21 4 33 1  . 3 5 0 3 3 4-4 229 25 8  . 9 6 9
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 1 4 44-42 103 14 22 0 0 0 16 22  . 2 1 4 4 0 9 0  . 2 4 1 1 7 1-1 79 64 6  . 9 6 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 4 41 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 2 30-11 58 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 1 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 3 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 8 49 1292 257 359 67 13 38 224 566  . 4 3 8 174 23 266 6  . 3 7 1 11 40 64-78 986 414 57  . 9 6 1
Opponents  . 2 7 3 49 1313 215 358 79 4 32 195 541  . 4 1 2 122 11 215 2  . 3 3 7 9 28 30-40 978 371 68  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (307), Opp (284). DPs turned - Team (14), Opp (18). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 4 0 10-8 36 16 5 2/1 3 123.2 104 69 60 62 89 18 2 14  . 2 2 9 15 5 0 4 13
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 5 3 15-13 41 25 10 2/0 3 164.2 195 107 83 34 102 44 1 11  . 2 8 5 5 3 0 5 12
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 1 6 1-2 14 8 0 0/1 0 38.0 56 34 28 19 22 17 1 7  . 3 3 9 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 7 5 26-23 49 49 15 5/1 6 328.2 358 215 176 122 215 79 4 32  . 2 7 3 22 11 0 9 28
Opponents  4 . 4 0 23-26 49 49 19 5/2 3 326.0 359 257 205 174 266 67 13 38  . 2 7 8 28 23 0 11 40
PB - Team (6), SMITH,K. 6, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (30-40), NUNN,S. (19-21),
AIKEY,K. (6-13), TOWERS,H. (5-6).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 29, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 45 4 41 0 1.000 2 19 2  . 9 0 5 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 346 331 8 7  . 9 8 0 10 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 67 56 9 2  . 9 7 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 262 229 25 8  . 9 6 9 3 30 10  . 7 5 0 6 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 27 6 20 1  . 9 6 3 0 6 7  . 4 6 2 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 149 79 64 6  . 9 6 0 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 98 80 14 4  . 9 5 9 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 71 66 2 3  . 9 5 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 167 43 116 8  . 9 5 2 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 18 5 12 1  . 9 4 4 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 191 76 100 15  . 9 2 1 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1457 986 414 57  . 9 6 1 14 30 10  . 7 5 0 6 0
Opponents 1417 978 371 68  . 9 5 2 18 64 14  . 8 2 1 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 29, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 9-12   Home: 5-4   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 9-12
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 7 21-21 60 13 19 2 1 5 15 38  . 6 3 3 10 2 16 0  . 4 2 5 1 0 1-3 30 2 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 0 21-21 70 15 21 4 1 5 15 42  . 6 0 0 15 0 14 2  . 4 1 9 1 0 1-1 33 2 1  . 9 7 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 5 21-21 69 9 19 1 0 0 12 20  . 2 9 0 9 2 11 0  . 3 7 5 0 1 3-3 28 9 4  . 9 0 2
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 7 5 19-19 51 8 14 3 0 2 12 23  . 4 5 1 7 6 9 0  . 4 1 5 1 3 5-5 32 49 6  . 9 3 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 8 21-21 66 9 17 3 0 0 6 20  . 3 0 3 7 0 10 1  . 3 2 9 0 6 3-4 175 4 3  . 9 8 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 21-21 64 16 16 1 2 5 10 36  . 5 6 3 5 0 17 0  . 3 0 4 0 3 3-5 18 60 3  . 9 6 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 20 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 5 19-17 40 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 2 5 0 0 3 0  . 2 2 5 0 4 1-1 33 27 4  . 9 3 8
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 2 21-21 52 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 4 0 4 12 1 12 0  . 3 5 8 2 2 1-1 88 8 3  . 9 7 0
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 0 6 20-20 63 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 7 0 6 0 11 0  . 2 7 5 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 4 1  . 8 5 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 5 13-2 21 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 5 1 0 4 0  . 1 3 6 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 1 21 574 103 144 17 4 22 94 235  . 4 0 9 75 11 112 3  . 3 4 6 5 22 19-24 448 202 25  . 9 6 3
Opponents  . 2 8 9 21 603 104 174 40 2 12 94 254  . 4 2 1 60 5 76 1  . 3 5 4 8 19 15-18 453 182 32  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (131), Opp (143). DPs turned - Team (8), Opp (11). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  3 . 2 3 0-0 2 1 0 0/0 0 4.1 7 5 2 4 1 1 0 1  . 3 8 9 0 0 0 0 2
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 7 1 4-6 17 9 2 0/0 1 68.0 65 41 36 36 40 12 1 7  . 2 5 6 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 0 9 5-6 19 11 3 0/0 2 77.0 102 58 45 20 35 27 1 4  . 3 0 8 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 8 9 9-12 21 21 5 0/0 3 149.1 174 104 83 60 76 40 2 12  . 2 8 9 12 5 0 8 19
Opponents  3 . 4 8 12-9 21 21 10 2/1 0 151.0 144 103 75 75 112 17 4 22  . 2 5 1 13 11 0 5 22
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-18), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-6), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 29, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 32 30 2 0 1.000 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 21 1 20 0 1.000 1 10 1  . 9 0 9 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 19 3 16 0 1.000 0 4 2  . 6 6 7 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 182 175 4 3  . 9 8 4 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 36 33 2 1  . 9 7 2 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 99 88 8 3  . 9 7 0 2 15 3  . 8 3 3 5 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 81 18 60 3  . 9 6 3 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 64 33 27 4  . 9 3 8 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 87 32 49 6  . 9 3 1 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 41 28 9 4  . 9 0 2 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 7 2 4 1  . 8 5 7 1 1 0 1.000 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 675 448 202 25  . 9 6 3 8 15 3  . 8 3 3 5 0
Opponents 667 453 182 32  . 9 5 2 11 19 5  . 7 9 2 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Murray St.
Apr 04, 2018 at Murray, Ky. (Racer Field)
WKU 6 (21-13)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 0 2 0 0 0 7 0 1
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 3 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 2 2 3 0 0 1 3 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 0 0 1 0 5 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  TOWERS, Haylee pr/p 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 29 6 7 4 3 4 18 5 5
Murray St. 10 (10-22)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
FINCK, Brenna 3b 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 2
STRIEGEL, Jensen cf 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1
GOETZ, Lillie 2b/lf 3 0 1 3 1 0 1 0 1
GILMORE, Sierra ss 3 2 2 1 1 0 2 3 1
CULVER, Madison c 4 2 2 0 0 0 4 1 0
  SUSKI, Olivia pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
JONES, Lexi 1b 2 1 2 2 2 0 6 0 0
  KESEL, Leah pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BRAUNDMEIER, Logan lf 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1
  DOWNEY, Erika 2b 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0
HALE, Macey dp 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 3
  BIALEK, Kristen pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  HOMANN, Jenny dp 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
FEENEY, Maddy rf 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
  BARRETT, Ellison ph 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
VAN DUYSE, Amber p/pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 28 10 10 10 8 5 21 8 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 6 7 2
Murray St. 3 0 0 0 6 1 X 10 10 3
E - BOWLDS,M.; ENGELHARDT,R; GILMORE(12); CULVER 2(2). LOB - Hilltoppers 5; Racers 9. 2B - CARTER,P.(6);
VAUGHN,B.(5); GOETZ(11); CULVER(4). HR - VAUGHN,B.(5). SF - HOMANN(1). SB - CULVER(1). CS - BOWLDS,M.(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 2.0 5 3 1 1 1 11 13 53
AIKEY, Kelsey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 12 18 82
TOWERS, Haylee 0.2 3 3 3 1 0 5 6 27
Murray St. ip h r er bb so ab bf np
VAN DUYSE, Amber 7.0 7 6 4 3 4 29 32 113
Win - VAN DUYSE (2-5).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (7-4).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 1/1; AIKEY,K. 1/0; TOWERS,H. 3/3. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 53/31; AIKEY,K. 82/41;
TOWERS,H. 27/16; VAN DUYSE 113/71.
Umpires - HP: Thomas Furgerson  1B: Stacey Engle  3B: Jay Davis
Start: 4:58 pm   Time: 2:16   Attendance: 197
NUNN,S. faced 1 batter in the 2nd.
TOWERS,H. faced 1 batter in the 6th.
2018 WKU Softball
UTEP at WKU (Game 1)
Apr 07, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
UTEP 8 (13-25,3-10 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Blair, Ariel cf 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 2 .300
  Ellis, Mariah ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 .235
  Baber, Pamala ph 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .319
Valles, Ariana ss 5 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 .304
Clayton, Courtney 2b 4 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 .407
Ryder, Kaitlin lf 3 2 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 .322
McKechnie, Kira dp 2 2 1 2 2 1 0 0 1 .333
  Quevedo, Jordyn pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Sargent, Taylor rf 3 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 .273
Duffield, Kacey 1b 4 1 2 0 0 0 6 0 1 .244
Garcia, Linda c 4 0 2 2 0 1 5 0 0 .229
Santos, Ilena 3b 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 .234
  Smith, Cortney 3b 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .255
Wright, Julia p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -
  Cretz, Devyn p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  Johnson, Allie p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 32 8 13 7 6 3 18 5 9
WKU 10 (22-13,6-4 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 2 2 4 1 1 1 0 0 .350
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 1 1 0 1 3 0 9 1 0 .316
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 .314
CARTER, Paige dp 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 .356
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 1 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 .333
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 1 0 0 1 1 3 7 0 .301
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 2 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 .263
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 1 .190
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .189
SMITH, Kendall c 2 2 1 1 1 0 4 1 0 .224
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .200
Totals 24 10 8 9 9 5 21 15 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
UTEP 1 0 0 1 4 2 0 8 13 1
WKU 0 0 1 6 3 0 0 10 8 1
E - Valles, A(11); VAUGHN,B.(8). LOB - UTEP 9; WKU 7. 2B - Garcia, L(3). HR - Ryder, K(3); McKechnie, K(1);
THOMAS,J.(3). SH - ENGELHARDT,R(3); MCELROY,M.(4). SB - BOWLDS,M.(6); VORBRINK,J.(3); MCGUFFIN,K.(5).
UTEP ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Wright, Julia 3.2 3 6 6 7 2 11 20 97 5.42
Cretz, Devyn 1.1 5 4 1 1 1 10 11 53 6.47
Johnson, Allie 1.0 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 14 5.40
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.1 9 6 6 4 3 20 24 100 3.42
NUNN, Shelby 2.2 4 2 2 2 0 12 14 45 2.95
Win - AIKEY,K. (8-4).  Loss - Wright, J (3-14).  Save - NUNN,S. (3).
WP - AIKEY,K.(11). PB - SMITH,K.(2). Inherited runners/scored: Cretz, D 3/3; NUNN,S. 2/2. Pitches/strikes: Wright,
J 97/48; Cretz, D 53/30; Johnson, A 14/8; AIKEY,K. 100/58; NUNN,S. 45/24.
Umpires - HP: Brian Miller  1B: Tammy Cooper  3B: Willie Moore
Start: 2 pm   Time: 2:25   Attendance:
Weather: 34 degrees; cloudy
2018 WKU Softball
UTEP at WKU (Game 2)
Apr 07, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
UTEP 6 (14-25,4-10 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Blair, Ariel cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .276
  Smith, Cortney ph 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 .280
Valles, Ariana ss 4 0 0 0 0 4 4 1 0 .266
Clayton, Courtney 2b 3 1 2 0 0 0 3 2 0 .430
Ryder, Kaitlin lf 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 .306
McKechnie, Kira p 2 1 1 3 1 0 0 3 0 .357
  Quevedo, Jordyn pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Sargent, Taylor rf 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 .286
Duffield, Kacey 1b 3 0 1 1 0 0 7 1 0 .242
  Baber, Pamala pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .319
Garcia, Linda c 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 1 .170
Santos, Ilena 3b 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 .209
  Ellis, Mariah ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .226
  Johnson, Allie p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 27 6 7 6 2 7 21 9 2
WKU 4 (22-14,6-5 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 0 1 0 1 1 3 0 0 .340
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 2 1 1 0 9 0 0 .349
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 4 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 .298
CARTER, Paige dp 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 .348
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 .292
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 .330
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 4 .238
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 .188
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .182
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 0 0 1 0 7 1 0 .206
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 .000
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .200
Totals 26 4 6 3 6 4 21 11 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
UTEP 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 7 2
WKU 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 6 0
E - Blair, A; Clayton, C. LOB - UTEP 2; WKU 9. 2B - Clayton, C; Duffield, K; BOWLDS,M.; VORBRINK,J.. HR -
Smith, C; McKechnie, K. HBP - VAUGHN,B.. SH - MCELROY,M.. SB - BOWLDS,M.; CARTER,P.. CS - MCGUFFIN,K..
UTEP ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
McKechnie, Kira 5.2 6 4 1 6 2 22 29 135 5.51
Johnson, Allie 1.1 0 0 0 0 2 4 5 18 4.78
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 6.0 4 3 3 2 6 21 23 108 3.17
NUNN, Shelby 1.0 3 3 3 0 1 6 6 28 3.38
Win - Johnson, A (2-0).  Loss - NUNN,S. (13-9).  Save - None.
WP - NUNN,S.. HBP - by Johnson, A (VAUGHN,B.). PB - SMITH,K.. Inherited runners/scored: Johnson, A 2/0.
Pitches/strikes: McKechnie, K 135/76; Johnson, A 18/10; AIKEY,K. 108/65; NUNN,S. 28/16.
Umpires - HP: Tammy Cooper  1B: Willie Moore  3B: Brian Miller




Apr 08, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
UTEP 6 (14-26,4-11 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Blair, Ariel cf 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 .286
  Ellis, Mariah ph 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 .250
Valles, Ariana ss 4 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 .286
Clayton, Courtney 2b 4 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 1 .421
Ryder, Kaitlin lf 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 .303
McKechnie, Kira dp 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 .286
Smith, Cortney 3b 3 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 .277
Duffield, Kacey 1b 3 1 2 0 0 0 4 2 1 .250
Garcia, Linda c 3 0 0 0 0 2 7 2 0 .180
Baber, Pamala rf 2 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 .324
Wright, Julia p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
  Johnson, Allie p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 31 6 10 6 1 2 18 11 5
WKU 8 (23-14,7-5 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 2 2 2 0 2 0 3 1 0 .353
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 2 1 0 2 1 7 1 0 .333
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 .303
CARTER, Paige dp 4 1 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 .352
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 .333
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 1 1 0 1 5 1 0 .305
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 .188
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .185
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 .248
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 .220
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .200
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 23 8 8 8 8 5 21 6 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
UTEP 0 0 2 4 0 0 0 6 10 1
WKU 2 0 0 0 5 1 X 8 8 0
E - Ryder, K(2). LOB - UTEP 5; WKU 5. 2B - Valles, A(8); Clayton, C(12); Duffield, K(6). HR - CARTER,P.(4). SB
- ENGELHARDT,R(6). CS - ENGELHARDT,R(3).
UTEP ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Wright, Julia 4.0 4 3 3 4 4 14 18 88 5.17
Johnson, Allie 0.0 4 4 4 1 0 4 5 17 6.51
McKechnie, Kira 2.0 0 1 1 3 1 5 8 33 6.04
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 3.2 8 6 6 1 1 19 20 65 3.33
AIKEY, Kelsey 3.1 2 0 0 0 1 12 12 48 3.01
Win - AIKEY,K. (9-4).  Loss - Johnson, A (2-1).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: Johnson, A 1/1; McKechnie, K 1/0; AIKEY,K. 1/0. Pitches/strikes: Wright, J 88/48;
Johnson, A 17/8; McKechnie, K 33/18; NUNN,S. 65/42; AIKEY,K. 48/31.
Umpires - HP: Willie Moore  1B: Brian Miller  3B: Tammy Cooper
Start: Noon   Time: 2:03   Attendance: 202
Weather: 49 degrees
2018 WKU Softball
Eastern Kentucky at WKU (Game 1)
Apr 11, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Eastern Kentucky 3 (22-14)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
LIZZMORE, Destinee 2b 4 1 1 0 0 0 3 2 0
MURPHY, Paige cf 4 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 0
ALSTON, Johnkyria 3b 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 1 1
CLARK, Hannah ss 3 0 1 2 0 0 2 3 1
MIHALICZ, Zoe c 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1
CORBITT, Emily 1b/lf 1 0 0 0 2 0 5 0 0
MORALES, Mattira lf/dp 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
HARRISON, Brooke rf 2 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
JACOBSEN, Melissa dp 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  ROBINSON, Carly ph/1b 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 1
PAULICK, Mollie p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  HUTCHENS, Peyton p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  MCROBERTS, Murphy p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 25 3 5 3 5 3 18 9 6
WKU 6 (24-14)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 1 0 1 1 1 3 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 2
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
CARTER, Paige dp 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 1 3 0 0 2 1 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1
  TOWERS, Haylee ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 0 0 0 4 1 1
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 1 0 1 0 4 1 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
Totals 22 6 5 4 4 3 21 6 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Eastern Kentucky 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 3 5 3
WKU 4 0 0 0 1 1 X 6 5 1
E - LIZZMORE, D.(4); MURPHY, P.(1); PAULICK, M.(1); VAUGHN,B.(9). LOB - EKU 6; WKU 5. 2B - LIZZMORE, D.(12);
CLARK, H.(8). 3B - BOWLDS,M.(2). HR - HARRISON, B.(1). SH - BOWLDS,M.(7); VORBRINK,J.(1); CARTER,P.(6). SB -
VORBRINK,J. 2(5).
Eastern Kentucky ip h r er bb so ab bf np
PAULICK, Mollie 0.0 1 4 1 2 0 1 5 18
HUTCHENS, Peyton 4.0 2 1 1 2 1 14 16 68
MCROBERTS,  Murphy 2.0 2 1 1 0 2 7 8 33
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 7.0 5 3 3 5 3 25 30 114
Win - AIKEY,K. (10-4).  Loss - PAULICK, M. (8-5).  Save - None.
PB - MIHALICZ, Z.. Inherited runners/scored: HUTCHENS, P. 1/0; MCROBERTS, M 1/1. Pitches/strikes: PAULICK, M. 18/9;
HUTCHENS, P. 68/41; MCROBERTS, M 33/21; AIKEY,K. 114/59.
Umpires - HP: Roland Hammer  1B: Charles McManus  3B: Ken Cato
Start: 3 pm   Time: 1:55   Attendance:
Weather: 63 degrees; sunny
PAULICK, M. faced 5 batters in the 1st.
HUTCHENS, P. faced 1 batter in the 5th.
2018 WKU Softball
Eastern Kentucky at WKU (Game 2)
Apr 11, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Eastern Kentucky 8 (23-14)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
LIZZMORE, Destinee 2b 4 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 0
MURPHY, Paige cf 3 2 2 4 1 0 0 0 0
ALSTON, Johnkyria 3b 4 1 1 0 0 2 0 2 3
CLARK, Hannah ss 4 2 2 4 0 0 1 3 0
MIHALICZ, Zoe c 4 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0
CORBITT, Emily lf 3 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 0
HARRISON, Brooke rf 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROBINSON, Carly 1b/dp 2 0 0 0 1 1 7 0 0
HUTCHENS, Peyton dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  MORALES, Mattira ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
REYNOSO, Samantha p/pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  PAULICK, Mollie p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 29 8 8 8 2 4 21 6 3
WKU 4 (24-15)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 1 1 0 1 2 4 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 0 0 0 0 1 9 0 3
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 4 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 2
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 1 2 0 0 1 1 3 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 2 4 0 1
TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 27 4 7 4 3 8 21 10 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Eastern Kentucky 2 1 1 0 1 0 3 8 8 1
WKU 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 4 7 2
E - ROBINSON, C.(3); VAUGHN,B.(10); SMITH,K.(2). DP - EKU 1. LOB - EKU 3; WKU 7. 2B - LIZZMORE, D.(13);
VORBRINK,J.(6). HR - MURPHY, P. 2(12); CLARK, H. 2(10); CARTER,P.(5). SH - HARRISON, B.(1); MCELROY,M.(6);
ENGELHARDT,R(4). SB - ENGELHARDT,R(7).
Eastern Kentucky ip h r er bb so ab bf np
REYNOSO, Samantha 2.0 4 3 3 1 0 9 10 38
PAULICK, Mollie 5.0 3 1 1 2 8 18 22 95
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
TOWERS, Haylee 2.0 3 3 2 2 1 9 12 40
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 5 5 5 0 3 20 20 80
Win - PAULICK, M. (9-5).  Loss - TOWERS,H. (1-2).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: PAULICK, M. 1/1. Pitches/strikes: REYNOSO, S. 38/22; PAULICK, M. 95/61; TOWERS,H. 40/18;
NUNN,S. 80/52.
Umpires - HP: Charles McManus  1B: Ken Cato  3B: Roland Hammer
Start: 5:35 pm   Time: 1:53   Attendance: 298
Weather: 55 sunny
REYNOSO, S. faced 1 batter in the 3rd.
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at UAB (Game 1)
Apr 13, 2018 at Birmingham, Ala. (Mary Bowers Field)
WKU 2 (24-16,7-6 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 2 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 1
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 2
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 2
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 2 0 0 0 2 2 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
Totals 24 2 4 1 3 8 20 6 6
UAB 4 (16-26-1,8-4-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
ENGLAND, Destini cf 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
ERWIN, Natalie ss 2 2 1 0 2 0 2 2 0
PETREE, Analyse 2b 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 2 0
ROGERS, Rachel 1b 3 1 1 4 0 1 4 0 3
CRAWFORD, Sarah rf 2 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 0
  HAYES, Makayla pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GARCIA, Molli c 3 0 0 0 0 0 9 1 0
SMITH, Megan dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CLEM, Ashton 3b 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
  BLOUNT, Claire ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3
SIDES, Katlyn lf 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
KACHEL, Emily p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 25 4 4 4 5 2 21 7 7
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 3
UAB 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4 4 0
Note: 2 outs, 0 runners LOB when the game ended.
E - THOMAS,J.; VAUGHN,B.(11); ENGELHARDT,R(6). DP - WKU 1; UAB 1. LOB - WKU 6; UAB 7. 2B - SMITH,K.(9). 3B -
ENGELHARDT,R(3); ERWIN, N.(4). HR - ROGERS, R.(4). HBP - VAUGHN,B.. SH - BOWLDS,M.(8). SF - ROGERS, R.(2). SB -
MCELROY,M.(1); ERWIN, N.(11).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 6.2 4 4 3 5 2 25 31 140
UAB ip h r er bb so ab bf np
KACHEL, Emily 7.0 4 2 2 3 8 24 29 124
Win - KACHEL, E. (11-11).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (10-5).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(12). HBP - by KACHEL, E. (VAUGHN,B.). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K.
140/83; KACHEL, E. 124/75.
Umpires - HP: Jana Tidwell  1B: Kevin Gramig  3B: Anthony Small
Start: 3:00 PM   Time: 2:23   Attendance: 212
Weather: 79 Degrees, Sunny
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at UAB (Game 2)
Apr 13, 2018 at Birmingham, Ala. (Mary Bowers)
WKU 2 (24-17,7-7 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
CARTER, Paige dp 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 4 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 1 1 0 0 2 3 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  TOWERS, Haylee ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 1 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
Totals 23 2 2 2 1 3 18 12 3
UAB 3 (17-26-1,9-4-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
ENGLAND, Destini cf 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
ERWIN, Natalie ss/dp 3 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 0
CRAWFORD, Sarah rf 3 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0
ROGERS, Rachel 1b 3 0 1 1 0 1 9 0 0
PETREE, Analyse 2b/ss 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 1
GARCIA, Molli c 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1
SMITH, Megan dp/3b 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
BLOUNT, Claire p 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0
SIDES, Katlyn lf 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
CLEM, Ashton 3b/2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 23 3 4 3 1 2 21 11 3
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 2 2
UAB 0 0 0 0 0 3 X 3 4 2
E - MCELROY,M.(5); SMITH,K.(3); ENGLAND, D.(2); ERWIN, N.(17). DP - UAB 2. LOB - WKU 3; UAB 3. 2B -
ENGELHARDT,R(8); ENGLAND, D.(8); CRAWFORD, S.(6); ROGERS, R.(12). HBP - MCGUFFIN,K.. SF - SMITH,K.(3). CS -
ERWIN, N.(4).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 6.0 4 3 2 1 2 23 24 75
UAB ip h r er bb so ab bf np
BLOUNT, Claire 7.0 2 2 1 1 3 23 26 104
Win - BLOUNT, C. (3-12).  Loss - NUNN,S. (13-10).  Save - None.
WP - BLOUNT, C.(8). HBP - by BLOUNT, C. (MCGUFFIN,K.). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S.
75/52; BLOUNT, C. 104/70.
Umpires - HP: Kevin Gramig  1B: Anthony Small  3B: Jana Tidwell
Start: 6:00   Time: 1:44   Attendance: 219
Weather: 80 Degrees, Sunny
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at UAB
Apr 14, 2018 at Birmingham, Ala. (Mary Bowers Field)
WKU 3 (24-18,7-8 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 5 0 1 0 1 1 3 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 6 0 1 0 0 2 10 0 3
VORBRINK, Jordan 2b 5 1 1 0 0 0 4 1 0
  MCELROY, Morgan 2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 2
CARTER, Paige dp 4 2 2 0 1 2 0 0 1
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 1 0 0 1 6 5 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 2
TOWERS, Haylee lf 5 0 2 1 0 1 2 1 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 2
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Totals 40 3 8 2 4 11 31 16 11
UAB 4 (18-26-1,10-4-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
ENGLAND, Destini cf 5 0 2 1 1 0 1 0 1
ERWIN, Natalie ss 3 1 0 0 3 0 1 1 1
PETREE, Analyse 2b 6 0 3 0 0 0 3 3 6
ROGERS, Rachel 1b 6 1 1 0 0 0 10 0 1
  COOPER, Raina pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CRAWFORD, Sarah rf 5 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 0
GARCIA, Molli c 5 0 1 1 0 1 11 1 0
  HAYES, Makayla pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SMITH, Megan p/dp 4 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
BLOUNT, Claire dp/p 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 2
CLEM, Ashton 3b 3 0 1 0 2 0 2 4 0
  PRATER, Katelyn pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SIDES, Katlyn lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
Totals 42 4 12 4 6 2 33 12 15
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 R H E
WKU 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 3
UAB 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 12 3
Note: 1 out, 2 runners LOB when the game ended.
E - VORBRINK,J.(3); VAUGHN,B. 2(13); ERWIN, N. 2(19); ROGERS, R.(15). DP - WKU 1. LOB - WKU 11; UAB 15. 2B -
TOWERS,H.(1); CRAWFORD, S.(7). 3B - THOMAS,J.(3). HBP - SMITH,K.. SH - VAUGHN,B. 2(3). SF - CRAWFORD, S.(1);
SMITH, M.(3). SB - THOMAS,J.(6); VORBRINK,J.(6). CS - BOWLDS,M.(3); ENGLAND, D.(9).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 5.1 7 3 0 1 1 24 26 90
AIKEY, Kelsey 5.0 5 1 1 5 1 18 24 83
UAB ip h r er bb so ab bf np
SMITH, Megan 6.0 5 3 1 3 6 21 27 103
BLOUNT, Claire 5.0 3 0 0 1 5 19 20 78
Win - BLOUNT, C. (4-12).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (10-6).  Save - None.
WP - SMITH, M. 2(2). HBP - by SMITH, M. (SMITH,K.). PB - SMITH,K.(4). Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 2/1;
AIKEY,K. 2/2. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 90/56; AIKEY,K. 83/42; SMITH, M. 103/59; BLOUNT, C. 78/44.
Umpires - HP: Anthony Small  1B: Jana Tidwell  3B: Kevin Gramig
Start: 10:00 AM   Time: 3:14   Attendance: 207
Weather: 68 Degrees, Cloudy
NUNN,S. faced 3 batters in the 6th.
2018 WKU Softball
Kentucky at WKU
Apr 18, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Kentucky 7 (27-13)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Katie Reed ss 4 2 1 0 1 0 2 5 0 .414
Lauren Johnson rf 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 .250
Alex Martens 2b 3 0 2 1 1 0 2 2 2 .265
  Hannah Huffman pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Brooklin Hinz cf 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 .352
Abbey Cheek 3b 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 .325
  Ashley Ruiz ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .125
Jenny Schaper c 2 1 0 0 2 0 8 1 0 .330
Mallory Peyton 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 7 1 4 .231
Erin Rethlake p 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 .351
  Kelsee Henson ph 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .231
Bailey Vick lf 3 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 .411
  Grace Baalman lf 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .133
Totals 32 7 9 2 5 2 21 12 10
WKU 1 (24-19)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 .322
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 .304
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 .347
VORBRINK, Jordan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 .276
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 0 0 2 10 0 1 .298
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 .307
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 .217
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
  STOWERS, Tommi c 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 .175
TOWERS, Haylee lf 3 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 .364
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 .261
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 .200
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 27 1 8 1 0 8 21 8 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Kentucky 1 2 0 0 0 4 0 7 9 0
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 8 7
E - THOMAS,J.(3); VAUGHN,B.(14); MCGUFFIN,K.(2); SMITH,K. 3(6); ENGELHARDT,R(7). LOB - UK 10; WKU 5. 2B -
Martens, A(10); Henson, K(2); THOMAS,J.(13); BOWLDS,M.(5). SH - Peyton, M(3). SB - Reed, K(12); CARTER,P.(11).
Kentucky ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Erin Rethlake 7.0 8 1 1 0 8 27 27 102 2.93
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 5.1 7 6 2 3 1 25 29 104 3.26
AIKEY, Kelsey 1.2 2 1 0 2 1 7 9 38 2.90
Win - Rethlake, E (8-4).  Loss - NUNN,S. (13-11).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(13). PB - SMITH,K.(5). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: Rethlake, E 102/70; NUNN,S.
104/63; AIKEY,K. 38/23.
Umpires - HP: Jim Cooper  1B: Adam Rider  3B: Allen Hardy
Start: 6 pm   Time: 2:04   Attendance: 1093
Weather: 75 degrees; sunny
2018 WKU Softball
Marshall at WKU (Game 1)
Apr 21, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Marshall 6 (22-23-1,10-8-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
D'ORAZIO, Elicia 2b 4 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
COLLIFLOWER, Jordan rf 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  KOEHN, Samantha ph 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
HARRELL, Aly 1b 4 1 3 4 0 0 2 0 0
  ESTRADA, Abigail pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MCCORD, Taylor c 3 0 1 0 1 1 9 1 1
DAISS, Briana dp 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 5
  MARSHALL, Madi pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GLOVER, Wylie lf 4 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
BURCH, Blakely 3b 4 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
RADCLIFFE, Grayson ss 3 1 0 0 1 2 2 1 1
TRIBOLET, Eloise cf 3 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 1
TOLBERT, Abigail p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  BURDETTE, Ali p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  WILLIAMSON, Kailee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 32 6 10 6 3 4 18 3 8
WKU 8 (25-19,8-8 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 4 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 2
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 2 4 4 0 0 0 2 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 1 0 0 1 0 6 0
SMITH, Kendall c 4 1 2 0 0 1 5 0 3
TOWERS, Haylee 2b 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  MCELROY, Morgan 2b 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 12 0 1
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 30 8 12 7 1 8 21 10 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Marshall 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 10 4
WKU 0 1 2 3 1 1 X 8 12 2
E - D'Orazio, E.(13); HARRELL, A.(1); RADCLIFFE, G(14); TRIBOLET, E.(2); VORBRINK,J.(4); TOWERS,H.(1). DP - MAR
1. LOB - MAR 8; WKU 8. 2B - MCCORD, T.(16); DAISS, B.(6). HR - HARRELL, A.(9); VAUGHN,B. 2(7); MCGUFFIN,K.(6).
HBP - MCGUFFIN,K.; VORBRINK,J.. SH - ENGELHARDT,R(5). SB - D'Orazio, E.(40); VAUGHN,B.(14); SMITH,K.(4).
Marshall ip h r er bb so ab bf np
TOLBERT, Abigail 1.2 3 1 1 0 5 8 9 47
BURDETTE, Ali 1.0 3 2 2 0 0 5 5 11
WILLIAMSON, Kailee 3.1 6 5 1 1 3 17 20 69
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 8 6 5 3 3 24 27 89
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.0 2 0 0 0 1 8 8 39
Win - NUNN,S. (14-11).  Loss - WILLIAMSON,K (7-8).  Save - AIKEY,K. (3).
HBP - by WILLIAMSON,K (MCGUFFIN,K.); by WILLIAMSON,K (VORBRINK,J.). Inherited runners/scored: TOLBERT, A. 3/0;
BURDETTE, A. 2/0. Pitches/strikes: TOLBERT, A. 47/36; BURDETTE, A. 11/6; WILLIAMSON,K 69/41; NUNN,S. 89/57;
AIKEY,K. 39/22.
Umpires -
Start: 1 pm   Time: 2:23   Attendance:
Weather: 70 degrees; sunny
TOLBERT, A. faced 3 batters in the 2nd.
BURDETTE, A. faced 2 batters in the 3rd.
2018 WKU Softball
Marshall at WKU (Game 2)
Apr 21, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Marshall 7 (23-23-1,11-8-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
D'ORAZIO, Elicia 2b 3 0 0 0 1 0 5 2 0 .348
GLOVER, Wylie lf 3 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 .269
HARRELL, Aly 1b 3 0 1 1 0 0 9 0 0 .371
  ESTRADA, Abigail pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .229
MCCORD, Taylor c 2 1 0 0 2 0 4 3 1 .301
  MARSHALL, Madi pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .220
BURCH, Blakely 3b 2 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 .226
DAISS, Briana dp 2 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 2 .267
  ROUSSEAU, Rachel ph 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 .312
KOEHN, Samantha rf 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 .174
RADCLIFFE, Grayson ss 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 4 1 .228
TRIBOLET, Eloise cf 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 .255
  LOOSE, Samantha ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .067
  COLLIFLOWER, Jordan rf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .358
TOLBERT, Abigail p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 27 7 5 7 6 2 24 12 5
WKU 5 (25-20,8-9 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 4 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 .331
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 5 0 2 3 0 1 2 4 3 .333
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 1 .295
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 .279
CARTER, Paige dp 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .346
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 4 1 2 1 0 1 0 5 4 .277
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 .216
  TOWERS, Haylee pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .308
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 4 2 2 0 0 0 1 4 0 .208
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 13 0 0 .301
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .200
Totals 33 5 12 5 3 3 24 14 9
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E
Marshall 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 2 7 5 1
WKU 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 5 12 0
E - BURCH, B.(6). DP - MAR 1. LOB - MAR 5; WKU 9. 2B - GLOVER, W.(5); ROUSSEAU, R.(3); VAUGHN,B.(6). HR -
DAISS, B.(4); ENGELHARDT,R(6). HBP - HARRELL, A.; VORBRINK,J.. SH - BURCH, B.(1); BOWLDS,M.(9). SF - BURCH,
B.(1). SB - ENGELHARDT,R(8).
Marshall ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
TOLBERT, Abigail 8.0 12 5 5 3 3 33 38 129 3.06
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 3.0 2 5 5 4 0 10 16 74 3.29
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 3 2 2 2 2 17 20 77 3.35
Win - TOLBERT, A. (12-9).  Loss - NUNN,S. (14-12).  Save - None.
WP - TOLBERT, A.(7). HBP - by AIKEY,K. (HARRELL, A.); by TOLBERT, A. (VORBRINK,J.). Inherited runners/scored: None.
Pitches/strikes: TOLBERT, A. 129/83; AIKEY,K. 74/38; NUNN,S. 77/45.
Umpires -
Start: 3:50 pm   Time: 2:37   Attendance: 305
Weather: 72 degrees; sunny
2018 WKU Softball
Marshall at WKU
Apr 22, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Marshall 1 (23-24-1,11-9-1 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
D'ORAZIO, Elicia 2b 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 0 .354
GLOVER, Wylie cf 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 .250
HARRELL, Aly 1b 2 1 0 0 1 0 9 0 0 .365
MCCORD, Taylor c 3 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 .299
  ESTRADA, Abigail pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .229
ROUSSEAU, Rachel dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .222
BURCH, Blakely 3b 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 .226
RADCLIFFE, Grayson ss 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 3 .230
KOEHN, Samantha lf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 .179
  LOOSE, Samantha ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .067
COLLIFLOWER, Jordan rf 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .358
  MARSHALL, Madi ph 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .212
WILLIAMSON, Kailee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 -
  TOLBERT, Abigail p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
Totals 25 1 2 1 2 4 18 10 5
WKU 4 (26-20,9-9 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 2 .326
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 .328
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 .279
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 .333
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 3 .295
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 0 .266
SMITH, Kendall c 3 2 2 1 0 0 4 0 0 .232
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 0 .200
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 2 2 0 0 8 0 0 .308
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 .200
Totals 27 4 8 3 2 4 21 8 8
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Marshall 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3
WKU 0 0 0 1 0 3 X 4 8 2
E - RADCLIFFE, G(15); COLLIFLOWER,(7); TOLBERT, A.(2); SMITH,K.(7); BOWLDS,M.(6). LOB - MAR 5; WKU 8. 2B -
BOWLDS,M.(6). HR - SMITH,K.(5). SH - VORBRINK,J.(2). SB - ESTRADA, A.(6).
Marshall ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
WILLIAMSON, Kailee 3.2 6 1 1 1 2 17 18 73 3.59
TOLBERT, Abigail 2.1 2 3 1 1 2 10 12 46 2.99
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
NUNN, Shelby 7.0 2 1 0 2 4 25 27 104 3.22
Win - NUNN,S. (15-12).  Loss - TOLBERT, A. (12-10).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: TOLBERT, A. 2/0. Pitches/strikes: WILLIAMSON,K 73/47; TOLBERT, A. 46/31; NUNN,S. 104/66.
Umpires -
Start: 9 am   Time: 1:52   Attendance: 125
Weather: 57 degrees
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Florida Atlantic (Game 1)
Apr 28, 2018 at Boca Raton, Fla. (FAU Softball Stadium)
WKU 7 (26-21,9-10)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf/cf 4 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss/3b 3 1 0 0 1 3 0 2 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf/rf 4 1 1 0 0 2 2 0 1
CARTER, Paige dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf/lf 2 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b/ss 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 3 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 1 0 0 1 1 4 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 0 0 1 7 0 0
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
  TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 27 7 6 7 3 8 18 8 2
Florida Atlantic 10 (24-23,11-7)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Lochten, Emily ss 4 3 4 2 1 0 0 2 0
Palmer, Madisyn cf 5 2 1 0 0 1 3 0 5
Lageyre,Samantha rf 3 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0
Buckley, Tatum p 4 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 1
Whitt, Lauren 1b 4 1 2 0 0 0 4 0 2
  Williams, Sami pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Olson, Mia dp 4 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
  Rosa, Carolyn pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Duffner, Jolie 2b 4 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 0
Miller, Alex c 4 1 2 0 0 0 9 1 1
Peck, Amanda lf 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0
  Acevedo, Alex ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Burke, Kaitlyn 3b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 36 10 15 7 1 4 21 5 10
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 3 0 0 4 0 0 0 7 6 3
Florida Atlantic 6 0 3 0 1 0 X 10 15 2
E - VAUGHN,B.(15); SMITH,K.(8); BOWLDS,M.(7); Duffner, J.(6); Burke, K.(3). LOB - WKU 2; FAU 10. 2B -
THOMAS,J.(14); Lochten, E.(18); Olson, M.(4). HR - THOMAS,J.(4). SH - Lageyre(12). SB - ENGELHARDT,R(9);
Palmer, M.(44); Lageyre(12); Miller, A.(5). CS - ENGELHARDT,R(4).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
AIKEY, Kelsey 0.1 4 6 3 0 0 6 7 32
NUNN, Shelby 4.1 9 4 0 0 3 23 23 68
TOWERS, Haylee 1.1 2 0 0 1 1 7 8 20
Florida Atlantic ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Buckley, Tatum 7.0 6 7 3 3 8 27 30 104
Win - Buckley, T. (12-9).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (10-7).  Save - None.
PB - SMITH,K.(6). Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 2/2; TOWERS,H. 1/0. Pitches/strikes: AIKEY,K. 32/20; NUNN,S.
68/47; TOWERS,H. 20/12; Buckley, T. 104/69.
Umpires - HP: Ed Riggan  1B: Alan Freedman  3B: Dave Poelvoorde
Start: 4 p.m.   Time: 2:04   Attendance:
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Florida Atlantic (Game 2)
Apr 28, 2018 at Boca Raton, Fla. (FAU Softball Stadium)
WKU 12 (26-22,9-11)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan cf/dp 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
VORBRINK, Jordan rf 4 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 1
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 5 1 2 1 0 0 1 1 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 4 1 2 2 0 0 2 2 0
SMITH, Kendall c 3 2 2 0 2 0 5 0 2
  BLACKFORD, Cassidy pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOWERS, Haylee dp/lf 4 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey lf/cf 5 3 3 4 0 0 2 0 1
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 1 2 2 0 0 3 4 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 1 0 6 0 1
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 35 12 11 11 5 1 21 10 7
Florida Atlantic 13 (25-23,12-7)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Lochten, Emily ss 4 3 3 2 0 0 3 0 1
Palmer, Madisyn cf 4 4 3 1 1 0 3 1 0
Lageyre,Samantha rf/lf 3 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 0
Buckley, Tatum 3b 1 0 0 4 0 0 1 6 0
Whitt, Lauren 1b 4 0 0 0 0 1 6 1 1
Olson, Mia dp/p 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
  Williams, Sami pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Morrison, Kelsey p/dp 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
  Hogue, Caitlin rf 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
Duffner, Jolie 2b 3 1 0 0 0 0 4 4 0
  Rosa, Carolyn pr/2b 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Miller, Alex c 4 1 2 2 0 0 4 0 0
Peck, Amanda lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  Lokeinsky, Kara p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Totals 31 13 13 12 1 3 24 12 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E
WKU 0 6 0 0 3 3 0 0 12 11 1
Florida Atlantic 2 0 2 1 1 6 0 1 13 13 3
Note: None out, 1 runner LOB when the game ended.
E - MCELROY,M.; Lochten, E.; Whitt, L.; Duffner, J.. DP - WKU 2; FAU 1. LOB - WKU 7; FAU 4. 2B - VAUGHN,B.;
Lochten, E. 2; Miller, A. 2. 3B - Lageyre. HR - ENGELHARDT,R; MCGUFFIN,K.; Olson, M.. HBP - Lochten, E.;
Duffner, J.. SH - ENGELHARDT,R; MCELROY,M.; BOWLDS,M.; Lageyre; Buckley, T. 2. SF - Buckley, T.. SB - Lochten,
E. 3; Palmer, M.; Lageyre.
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 5.0 12 11 11 0 1 24 28 91
AIKEY, Kelsey 2.0 1 2 2 1 2 7 10 39
Florida Atlantic ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Morrison, Kelsey 1.2 4 2 2 1 0 8 11 51
Olson, Mia 3.2 5 8 2 2 0 17 20 71
Lokeinsky, Kara 2.2 2 2 2 2 1 10 12 51
Win - Lokeinsky, K (2-1).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (10-8).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.; Morrison, K. 2. HBP - by NUNN,S. (Duffner, J.); by AIKEY,K. (Lochten, E.). Inherited runners/scored:
AIKEY,K. 1/1; Morrison, K. 2/2; Olson, M. 3/0; Lokeinsky, K 1/1. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 91/61; AIKEY,K. 39/24;
Morrison, K. 51/31; Olson, M. 71/38; Lokeinsky, K 51/34.
Umpires - HP: Alan Freedman  1B: Dave Poelvoorde  3B: Ed Riggan
Start: 6:35 pm   Time: 2:55   Attendance: 600
Olson, M. faced 2 batters in the 5th.
NUNN,S. faced 5 batters in the 6th.
AIKEY,K. faced 2 batters in the 8th.
2018 WKU Softball
WKU at Florida Atlantic
Apr 29, 2018 at Boca Raton, Fla. (FAU Softball Stadium)
WKU 1 (26-23,9-12)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 1 1 1 0 2 1 0 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 22 1 1 1 0 4 18 7 0
Florida Atlantic 6 (26-23,13-7)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Lochten, Emily ss 4 2 2 1 0 1 3 2 0
Palmer, Madisyn cf 2 2 1 0 1 0 4 0 0
  Hogue, Caitlin ph/rf 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Lageyre,Samantha rf/cf 2 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0
Buckley, Tatum p 3 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1
Olson, Mia dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Whitt, Lauren 1b 3 0 2 1 0 0 4 0 0
  Williams, Sami pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Duffner, Jolie 2b 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
Burke, Kaitlyn 3b 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2
Miller, Alex c 2 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 1
  Katz, Ashlyn c 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Peck, Amanda lf 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0
Totals 27 6 10 4 1 4 21 4 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
Florida Atlantic 0 0 3 0 3 0 X 6 10 0
E - ENGELHARDT,R(8). LOB - FAU 5. 2B - Lochten, E. 2(22). HR - THOMAS,J.(5). SH - Lageyre(14). SB - Palmer,
M.(46); Lageyre 2(15).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 3.0 5 3 2 0 2 14 14 52
AIKEY, Kelsey 3.0 5 3 3 1 2 13 15 59
Florida Atlantic ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Buckley, Tatum 7.0 1 1 1 0 4 22 22 77
Win - Buckley, T. (13-9).  Loss - NUNN,S. (15-13).  Save - None.
WP - AIKEY,K.(15). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 52/35; AIKEY,K. 59/38; Buckley, T.
77/55.
Umpires - HP: Dave Poelvoorde  1B: Ed Riggan  3B: Alan Freedman
Start: 1 p.m.   Time: 1:34   Attendance:
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WKU game notes for game 50 attached. 
TOPS CLOSE NON-CONFERENCE SLATE AS LIPSCOMB VISITS THE HILL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball will take the field for its final non-conference tilt on Thursday as 
Lipscomb visits The Hill for a 6 p.m. CT contest. The Hilltoppers will look to get back on track before 
heading into its final Conference USA series this upcoming weekend. Lipscomb will head to the WKU 
Softball Complex with a 31-15 record to defend. The game will be streamed on CUSA.tv. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Thursday – 6 p.m. CT – WKU vs. Lipscomb | Livestats | Watch 
Lipscomb heads to the Bluegrass State following a 2-2 week that included a win over Belmont and FGCU. 
The Bisons dropped their weekend series in Nashville, 2-1, to visiting FGCU and will look to put the final 
touches on the regular season before heading into next week’s ASUN Tournament. 
Common opponents between the sides this season include Jacksonville State, UAB and Tennessee Tech. 
WKU and Lipscomb drew opposite results against the trio of familiar opposition. 
The Bisons rank 50th in the most recent RPI thanks to a 22-7 non-conference record. On the road this 
season, Lipscomb has posted an 8-4 record with its most recent win of such coming at Tennessee Tech. 
In the all-time series, WKU owns a slim 15-13 advantage over Lipscomb since the squads’ first meeting 
during the 2002 campaign. In games played on The Hill, decisions are even at 6-6. The Bisons has 
claimed each of the last five meetings. 
Following the midweek tilt, WKU will host FIU for Senior Weekend at the WKU Softball Complex. The 
Hilltoppers will honor their lone senior, Brittany Vaughn, prior to Saturday’s doubleheader against C-
USA’s second place team. Festivities will begin at approximately 12:50 p.m. CT with the first pitch of the 
series slated for 1:05 p.m. CT. 
 
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball
2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
589 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of come-from-behind 
victories by the Hilltoppers in 
2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. 
28 938
LEADING THINGS OFF
WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA 11th-best 39 
walks while also posting 14 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 37-of-71 occasions for a .521 
rating. As a team, WKU is 127-for-327 when leading off an inning (.388).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s upcoming contest. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through 12 weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN & AIKEY SAVE THE DAY
Freshman Shelby Nunn and sophomore Kelsey Aikey have each registered three saves on the season. The third saves for each 
during the campaign moved them into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. Both Hilltoppers are the first to register 
at least three saves in a season since the 2008 campaign and fifth and sixth Hilltoppers to achieve the feat overall. Aikey is now 
up to five saves on her career, which ranks third on WKU’s all-time saves list.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
LIPSCOMB | THURSDAY, MAY 3
THURSDAY, MAY 3
Lipscomb at WKU | 6 p.m. CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (5-11)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. L, 10-6
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 10-8
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field L, 6-4
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field W, 6-3
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 8-4
 13 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L,  4-2
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 3-2
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 4-3 (11)
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 7-1
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field L, 7-5 (8)
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field W, 4-1
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. L, 10-7
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. L, 13-12 (8)
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. L, 6-1
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field 6 p.m.
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (26-23, 9-12 C-USA)
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball2
Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................589-490-3 (.546)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 143-122-1 
 Career Record ..... 360-328-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................251-173-1 (.592)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With 12 weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 106 no-hitters have been recorded, with only 
two being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team leads Conference USA in scoring (5.24), 
doubles/game (1.37), triples/game (0.27), fewest hit batters (11) and RBI (225).
Individually, Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey rank 45th in the nation  in saves with 3. Kelsey Aikey also owns one of the 106 
no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan Thomas ranks 12th in walks with .80/game while ranking 11th in the nation with 39 total 
walks. 
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-43 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2018 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-10. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the 
host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad owns nine 
wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle Tennessee, and 
two each over UTEP and Marshall. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State Aikey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 82 10-6 L
Apr. 7 UTEP* Aikey 4.1 9 6 6 4 3 100 10-8 W
Apr. 7 UTEP* Nunn 1.0 3 3 3 0 1 28 6-4 L
Apr. 8 UTEP* Aikey 3.1 2 0 0 0 1 48 8-6 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Aikey^ 7.0 5 3 3 5 3 114 6-3 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Towers 2.0 3 3 2 2 1 40 8-4 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Aikey^ 6.2 4 4 3 5 2 140 4-2 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Nunn^ 6.0 4 3 2 1 2 75 3-2 L
Apr. 15 at UAB* Aikey 5.0 5 1 1 5 1 83 4-3 L
Apr. 18 Kentucky Nunn 5.1 7 6 2 3 1 104 7-1 L
Apr. 21 Marshall* Nunn 5.0 8 6 5 3 3 89 8-6 W
Apr. 21 Marshall* Nunn 5.0 3 2 2 2 2 77 7-5 L
Apr. 22 Marshall* Nunn^ 7.0 2 1 0 2 4 104 4-1 W
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* Aikey 0.1 4 6 3 0 0 32 10-7 L
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* Aikey 2.0 1 2 2 1 2 39 13-12 L
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* Nunn 3.0 5 3 2 0 2 52 6-1 L
May 3 Lipscomb -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 16 10-8 2 17-19
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 25 15-13 3 20-21
Towers 8 1-2 0 6-8
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 3.40 10-8 36 16 5 2/1 3 123.2 104 69 60 62 89 18 2 14 538 .229 15 5 0 4 13
 10 Nunn 3.53 15-13 41 25 10 2/0 3 164.2 195 107 83 34 102 44 1 11 739 .285 5 3 0 5 12
 20 Towers 5.16 1-2 14 8 0 0/1 0 38.0 56 34 28 19 22 17 1 7 189 .339 0 2 0 0 3
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 1 1/1
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 5  10
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 10  10
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 8 4
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Red Red Red 2 1
Black Black Red 3 3
Black Black Black 2 2
Gray Gray Gray 1 1
White Red Red 3 5
Black Black Gray 1 2
Black Black White 0 1
White Gray Gray 0 1
Red Black Black 0 2
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 40 UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Marshall 4/21
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 2 at FAU 4/28
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 MR, UAB 4/14
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 3:14 UAB 4/14
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 6 Maddie Bowlds at UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 3 MR, Haylee Towers at FAU 4/28
Hits 4 MR, Brittany Vaughn Marshall 4/21
RBI 4 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at FAU 4/28
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds vs. EKU 4/11
Home Runs 2 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Total Bases 10 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Walks 3 MR, Maddie Bowlds UTEP 4/7
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 7 Brittany Vaughn UTEP 4/7
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (12)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (11)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Brittany Vaughn,  4/21/18, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Brittany Vaughn, Marshall, 4/21/18
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with four RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kelsey McGuffin  at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Towers & McGuffin at FAU, 4/28/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
54 FIU  5/5-6 
65 LA TECH  DNP  
82 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  L, L, L
91 MARSHALL  W, L, W
113 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
142 UAB  L, L, L 
157 WKU  -
159 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
164 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
183 UTSA  DNP
194 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
205 UTEP  W, L, W
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 LSU  L
14 KENTUCKY  L
50 LIPSCOMB  5/3
72 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
77 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
83 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W, L
102 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
107 INDIANA  Cancelled
125 TOLEDO  L 
139 SIUE  W
156 CHATTANOOGA  W
171 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
180 GARDNER-WEBB  L
188 EVANSVILLE  W 
189 SACRED HEART  W
197 DAYTON  W, W
218 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
220 MURRAY STATE  L
233 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
243 HAMPTON  W, W 
252 GREEN BAY  W, W
286 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 15-6 .714 33-18 .647  9-1 W4
FIU (E) 13-7 .650 29-23 .558  8-2 W7
Florida Atlantic (E) 13-7 .650 26-23 .531  6-4 W4
UAB (W) 13-7-1 .643 22-29-1 .433  7-3 W2
MTSU (E) 11-9 .550 34-18 .654  7-3 W4
Marshall (E) 11-9-1 .548 23-27-1 .461  4-6 L4
North Texas (W) 10-10 .500 24-24 .500  3-7 W2
WKU (E) 9-12 .429 26-23 .531  2-8 L3
Southern Miss (W) 8-13 .381 19-33 .365  5-5 L2
UTSA (W) 7-14 .333 19-27 .413  3-7 L2
UTEP (W) 7-14 .333 18-31 .367  4-6 L5
Charlotte (E) 6-15 .286 15-32 .319  4-6 L4
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 5-0 0-0
1 3-3 0-1 5-1 3-0
2 0-3 0-3 5-1 1-1
3 2-2 1-1 2-2 1-2
4 2-4 2-2 2-2 0-2
5 1-2 1-1 1-3 0-1
6 4-2 0-0 5-3 3-2
7 3-1 0-1 0-5 0-2
8 3-0 3-0 1-2 1-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 8-1 2-1 0-3 0-2
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-2 4-8 13-13
2 11-5 5-8 10-10
3 16-4 4-15 6-4
4 21-4 1-15 4-4
5 17-6 0-16 3-1
6 17-3 0-16 2-3
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 37 10 34 18
2 29 15 16 9
3 42 10 53 18
4 63 23 22 8
5 55 25 32 13
6 19 10 29 15
7 10 6 20 12
8 2 0 6 6
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 9 9













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-2
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ..........................................................23-14



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................26-23
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ..............................................24-18
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-5
WKU SP Goes 5+ ...............................................14-10
WKU SP Goes <5 ...............................................12-13
Opp. SP Goes 5+ .................................................6-17
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................20-6
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................18-8
Opp. Scores 1st ....................................................8-15
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................10-4
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................6-8
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................17-2
Opp. Has More .....................................................6-19
Hits Are Even ...........................................................3-2
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................11-5
WKU Commits 1 ..................................................10-7
WKU Commits 2+ ...............................................5-11
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................7-8
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................9-6
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................10-9
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................9-15
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................9-7
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................8-1
Opp. Hits 0 ..........................................................14-12
Opp. Hits 1 ............................................................10-7
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................2-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
26 Vaughn (5) 34-4/04 Murray State 3-2/1 2/0 0-3 L, 10-6
27 Thomas (3) 35-4/07 UTEP 3-2/1 5/2 8-6 W, 10-8
28 Carter (4) 37-4/08 UTEP 3-2/2 5/0 4-6 W, 8-6
29 Carter (5) 39-4/11 EKU 2-2/0 5/1 5-3 L, 8-4
30 Vaughn (6) 44-4/21 Marshall 0-0/0* 3/0 1-6 W, 8-6
31 McGuffin (6) 44-4/21 Marshall 1-0/0 3/0 2-6 W, 8-6
32 Vaughn (7) 44-4/21 Marshall 3-2/2 4/2 3-6 W, 8-6
33 Engelhardt (6) 45-4/21 Marshall 3-1/0 4/2 1-5 L, 7-5
34 Smith (5) 46-4/22 Marshall 1-1/0 4/2 0-1 W, 4-1
35 Thomas (4) 47-4/28 FAU 0-0/3 4/2 3-9 L, 10-7
36 Engelhardt (7) 48-4/28 FAU 1-0/2 2/2 4-2 L, 13-12
37 McGuffin (7) 48-4/28 FAU 2-1/2 6/2 9-6 L, 13-12
38 Thomas (5) 49-4/29 FAU 2-0/0* 4/0 0-3 L, 6-1
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/31 2/6 1/1 0 38
McGuffin 8/16 2/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 9/11 3/5 0 0 16 
Engelhardt 8/11 1/2 0 0 13
Towers 2/10 0 0 0 10 
Thomas 8/8 2/2 0 0 10
Bowlds 5/5 3/3 1/1 0 9 
McElroy 5/9 0 0 0 9
Vorbrink 4/5 1/2 0 0 7 
Smith 8/8 0 0 0 8
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 3/7 2/4 0/1 34
Carter 5/7 4/4 1/2 0 13 
McGuffin 3/9 2/3 1/1 0 13
Engelhardt 6/9 0/2 1/1 0 12
Vorbrink 4/7 2/2 0 0 9
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 4/5 0 0 0 5
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 2 0 0 0 2
Thomas 0 0 2 0 2
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 7 20 
McGuffin - - 4 2 7 13
Engelhardt - - 0 5 7 12
Carter - - - 2 5 7
Smith - - - - 5 5
Thomas - - - - 5 5
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 9 0
Vorbrink  9 9 0
Carter  7 7 0
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  6 6 1
Bowlds  6 6 0
Engelhardt  5 5 0
McElroy  5 5 0 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 12 0
Engelhardt 14 14 0
Thomas  14 14 1
Carter  13 13 0
Vorbrink  12 12 0
McGuffin  9 9 0
Bowlds  7 7 0
Smith  7 7 0
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 2 1
McElroy  5 5 0
Aikey  2 0 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 4 17 .235 18 60 .300 24 80 .300 0 4 .000 10 39  .256 15 40 .375 5
Carter 14 29 .483 19 56 .339 26 83 .313 1 9 .111 22 61  .361 19 55 .345 13
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 15 33 .455 21 75 .280 16 63 .254 1 6 .167 12 41  .293 13 50 .260 16
McElroy 12 18 .111 8 44 .182 14 59 .237 2 4 .500 11 44  .250 7 43 .163 4
McGuffin 12 35 .343 23 61 .324 16 60 .267 1 3 .333 11 43  .256 10 46 .217 9
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 15 32 .469 15 63 .238 16 69 .232 1 9 .111 9 52  .173 8 42 .190 4
Stowers 1 10 .100 3 26 .115 7 32 .219 0 2 .000 5 20  .250 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 37 71 .521 28 83 .337 18 61 .295 1 4 .250 13 37  .351 9 31 .290 11
Towers 1 3 .333 3 7 .429 1 10 .100 0 0 --- 1 5  .200 2 4 .500 1
Vaughn 11 33 .333 11 57 .193 32 79 .405 4 4 1.000 18 46  .391 11 42 .262 11
Vorbrink 15 45 .333 18 74 .243 21 73 .288 6 9 .667 15 53  .283 13 45 .389 9
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
THOMAS 49 - - - - - - 13 2 34 - 48 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 49 - - - - 49 - - - - - - - 2 1 1 9 12 10 14 -  
SMITH 49 - 49 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 9 10 13 1 8 - 
VORBRINK 49 - - 4 8 - - 33 - 2 2 - 1 19 7 3 - - 1 18 - 
MCGUFFIN 48 - - - - - - 1 47 - - - 3 7 2 17 11 3 4 1 -
VAUGHN 47 - - - - - 47 - - - - 1 6 5 9 12 11 1 1 1 - 
CARTER 47 - - - - - - - - 13 33 - 2 13 24 5 2 - - - -
BOWLDS 45 - - 45 - - - - - - - - 37 1 - 1 - - - 6 - 
MCELROY 42 - - - 40 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 14 27 - 1  
NUNN 27 25 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 24 
AIKEY 16 16 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 16
TOWERS 12 8 - - 1 - - 2 - - 1 - - - - - 1 - 3 - 8 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .324 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.563 Jordan Thomas
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.462 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
39  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
46  Jordan Thomas
RUNS BATTED IN 
35  Paige Carter  & Brittany Vaughn
DOUBLES  
14  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
3                  Engelhardt & Thomas 
HOME RUNS  
7  Vaughn, McGuffin, Engelhardt 
TOTAL BASES  
81  Jordan Thomas
WALKS  
39  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
9  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
10  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kendall Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
14  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
6  35-4/07 UTEP 2-1 M4 Thomas RBI BB (2-2) Thomas 2 run HR (10-6) 10-8
7  37-4/08 UTEP 6-2 M5 Carter 3 run HR (7-6) Carter 3 run HR (7-6) 8-6
8  44-4/21 Marshall 6-0 M2 Vaughn 3 run HR (6-6) McElroy RBI 1B (7-6) 8-6
9  46-4/22 Marshall 1-0 M4 Smith solo HR (1-1) McElroy E1T (2-1) 4-1 
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-6 (5) 
4/7 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-1 (11) 
 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-2 (11) 
4/8 UTEP Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-6 (5) 
4/11 EKU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-2 (11) 
 EKU Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-2 (1) 
4/14 UAB Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-3 (11) 
 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-7 (5) 
4/15 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (18) 
4/18 Kentucky Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-2 (18) 
4/21 Marshall Nunn Smith Bowlds Towers Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (19) 
 Marshall Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-4 (11) 
4/22 Marshall Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-7 (5)
4/28 FAU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-5 (11) 
 FAU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn McGuffin Thomas Vorbrink Towers 0-1 (20) 
4/29 FAU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-8 (5)_ 
5/3 Lipscomb            
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
GAME 34 | Murray, Ky. | T-2:16 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     0 2 0 4 0 0 0 - 6   7   2
MURR   3 0 0 0 6 1 X - 10 10 3
WP-VAN DUYSE (2-5) | LP-AIKEY (7-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, Brittany (5)
GAME 35 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:25 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R   H  E 
UTEP     1 0 0 1 4 2 0 - 8   13 1
WKU     0 0 1 6 3 0 X -10  8   1
WP-AIKEY (8-4) Save-NUNN(3) 
LP-Wright (3-14) 
HR UTEP - Ryder (3), McKechnie (1)
HR WKU - THOMAS (3)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-228
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 0 0 0 0 6 - 6  7  2
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  6  0
WP-Johnson (2-0) |  LP-NUNN (13-9) 
HR UTEP - Smith, McKechnie
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:03 A-202
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 2 4 0 0 0 - 6  10 1
WKU     2 0 0 0 5 1 X - 8  8   0
WP-AIKEY (9-4) | LP-Johnson (2-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER (4)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:55 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
EKU       0 0 3 0 0 0 0 - 3  5 3
WKU     4 0 0 0 1 1 X - 6  5 1
WP-AIKEY (10-4) | LP-PAULICK (8-5) 
HR EKU - HARRISON, Brooke (1)
GAME 39 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-298
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
EKU       2 1 1 0 1 0 3 - 8  8 1
WKU     0 2 1 0 1 0 0 - 4  7 2
WP-PAULICK (9-5) | LP-TOWERS (1-2) 
HR EKU-MURPHY 2 (12), CLARK 2 (10)
HR WKU - CARTER (5)
GAME 40 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:23 A-212
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 2 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4 3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 1 3 - 4  4 0
WP-KACHEL (11-11) | LP-AIKEY (10-5)
HR UAB - ROGERS (4)
GAME 41 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:44 A-219
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 2   2  2
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 X - 3  4  2
WP-BLOUNT (3-12) | LP-NUNN (13-10)
GAME 42 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-3:14 A-207
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0  0   0 -  3  8  3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0  0   1 -  4 12 3
WP-BLOUNT (4-12) | LP-AIKEY (10-6)
GAME 43 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:04 A-1093
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UK         1 2 0 0 0 4 0 - 7  9  0 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1  8  7
WP-Rethlake (8-4) | LP-NUNN (13-11)
GAME 44 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:23 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MAR      0 6 0 0 0 0 0 - 6 10 4
WKU     0 1 2 3 1 1 X - 8 12 2
WP-NUNN (14-11) Save-AIKEY (3) 
LP-WILLIAMSON (7-8) 
HR MAR - HARRELL (9)
HR WKU-VAUGHN2 (7), MCGUFFIN (6)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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GAME 45 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-305
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H  E 
MAR      0 0 5 0 0 0 0 2 - 7  5   1
WKU     0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 - 5  12 0
WP-TOLBERT (12-9) | LP-NUNN (14-12) 
HR MAR - DAISS (4)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 46 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-125
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MAR      1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1  2  3
WKU     0 0 0 1 0 3 X - 4  8 2
WP-NUNN (15-12) | LP-TOLBERT (12-10) 
HR WKU - SMITH (5)
GAME 47 | Boca Raton, Fla. | T-2:04 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     3 0 0 4 0 0 0 - 7   6   3 
FAU       6 0 3 0 1 0 X - 10 15 2
WP-Buckley (12-9) | LP-AIKEY (10-7) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (4)
GAME 48 | Boca Raton, Fla. | T-2:55 A-600
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R  H E 
WKU     0 6 0 0 3 3 0 0 - 12 11 1
FAU       2 0 2 1 1 6 0 1 - 13 13 3
WP-Lokeinsky (2-1) LP-AIKEY (10-8) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT, MCGUFFIN
HR FAU - Olson
GAME 49 | Boca Raton, Fla. | T-1:34 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  1  1
FAU       0 0 3 0 3 0 X - 6 10 0
WP-Buckley (13-9) | LP-NUNN (15-13) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (5)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of Apr 29, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-23   Home: 15-9   Away: 5-12   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 9-12
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 4 47-46 139 27 45 6 2 5 35 70  . 5 0 4 19 2 22 0  . 4 1 0 1 6 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 1 9 49-49 144 39 46 14 3 5 25 81  . 5 6 3 39 1 32 2  . 4 6 2 2 2 6-8 66 2 3  . 9 5 8
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 6 47-47 136 27 43 7 1 7 35 73  . 5 3 7 14 9 25 0  . 4 1 3 1 3 14-14 76 100 15  . 9 2 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 0 45-45 140 20 42 6 2 0 13 52  . 3 7 1 14 0 24 1  . 3 6 4 0 10 7-10 331 8 7  . 9 8 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 8 48-48 131 30 39 8 1 7 22 70  . 5 3 4 23 4 34 0  . 4 1 5 1 1 5-7 56 9 2  . 9 7 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 8 49-49 138 32 37 8 3 7 24 72  . 5 2 2 15 0 36 0  . 3 3 5 2 6 9-13 43 116 8  . 9 5 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 6 5 49-49 147 22 39 6 0 1 24 48  . 3 2 7 18 3 31 0  . 3 5 7 0 2 6-7 80 14 4  . 9 5 9
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 3 5 9-4 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 2 9 4 2 0 5 0  . 3 1 6 0 0 0-0 5 12 1  . 9 4 4
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 5 49-49 132 32 31 9 0 5 21 55  . 4 1 7 21 4 33 1  . 3 5 0 3 3 4-4 229 25 8  . 9 6 9
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 1 4 44-42 103 14 22 0 0 0 16 22  . 2 1 4 4 0 9 0  . 2 4 1 1 7 1-1 79 64 6  . 9 6 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 4 41 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 2 30-11 58 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 1 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 3 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 8 49 1292 257 359 67 13 38 224 566  . 4 3 8 174 23 266 6  . 3 7 1 11 40 64-78 986 414 57  . 9 6 1
Opponents  . 2 7 3 49 1313 215 358 79 4 32 195 541  . 4 1 2 122 11 215 2  . 3 3 7 9 28 30-40 978 371 68  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (307), Opp (284). DPs turned - Team (14), Opp (18). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 4 0 10-8 36 16 5 2/1 3 123.2 104 69 60 62 89 18 2 14  . 2 2 9 15 5 0 4 13
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 5 3 15-13 41 25 10 2/0 3 164.2 195 107 83 34 102 44 1 11  . 2 8 5 5 3 0 5 12
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 1 6 1-2 14 8 0 0/1 0 38.0 56 34 28 19 22 17 1 7  . 3 3 9 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 7 5 26-23 49 49 15 5/1 6 328.2 358 215 176 122 215 79 4 32  . 2 7 3 22 11 0 9 28
Opponents  4 . 4 0 23-26 49 49 19 5/2 3 326.0 359 257 205 174 266 67 13 38  . 2 7 8 28 23 0 11 40
PB - Team (6), SMITH,K. 6, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (30-40), NUNN,S. (19-21),
AIKEY,K. (6-13), TOWERS,H. (5-6).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 29, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 9-12   Home: 5-4   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 9-12
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 7 21-21 60 13 19 2 1 5 15 38  . 6 3 3 10 2 16 0  . 4 2 5 1 0 1-3 30 2 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 0 21-21 70 15 21 4 1 5 15 42  . 6 0 0 15 0 14 2  . 4 1 9 1 0 1-1 33 2 1  . 9 7 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 5 21-21 69 9 19 1 0 0 12 20  . 2 9 0 9 2 11 0  . 3 7 5 0 1 3-3 28 9 4  . 9 0 2
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 7 5 19-19 51 8 14 3 0 2 12 23  . 4 5 1 7 6 9 0  . 4 1 5 1 3 5-5 32 49 6  . 9 3 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 8 21-21 66 9 17 3 0 0 6 20  . 3 0 3 7 0 10 1  . 3 2 9 0 6 3-4 175 4 3  . 9 8 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 21-21 64 16 16 1 2 5 10 36  . 5 6 3 5 0 17 0  . 3 0 4 0 3 3-5 18 60 3  . 9 6 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 20 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 5 19-17 40 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 2 5 0 0 3 0  . 2 2 5 0 4 1-1 33 27 4  . 9 3 8
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 2 21-21 52 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 4 0 4 12 1 12 0  . 3 5 8 2 2 1-1 88 8 3  . 9 7 0
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 0 6 20-20 63 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 7 0 6 0 11 0  . 2 7 5 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 4 1  . 8 5 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 5 13-2 21 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 5 1 0 4 0  . 1 3 6 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 1 21 574 103 144 17 4 22 94 235  . 4 0 9 75 11 112 3  . 3 4 6 5 22 19-24 448 202 25  . 9 6 3
Opponents  . 2 8 9 21 603 104 174 40 2 12 94 254  . 4 2 1 60 5 76 1  . 3 5 4 8 19 15-18 453 182 32  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (131), Opp (143). DPs turned - Team (8), Opp (11). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  3 . 2 3 0-0 2 1 0 0/0 0 4.1 7 5 2 4 1 1 0 1  . 3 8 9 0 0 0 0 2
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 7 1 4-6 17 9 2 0/0 1 68.0 65 41 36 36 40 12 1 7  . 2 5 6 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 0 9 5-6 19 11 3 0/0 2 77.0 102 58 45 20 35 27 1 4  . 3 0 8 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 8 9 9-12 21 21 5 0/0 3 149.1 174 104 83 60 76 40 2 12  . 2 8 9 12 5 0 8 19
Opponents  3 . 4 8 12-9 21 21 10 2/1 0 151.0 144 103 75 75 112 17 4 22  . 2 5 1 13 11 0 5 22
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-18), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-6), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of Apr 29, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
*Apr 07 UTEP 24 10 8 9 0 0 1 11 9 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 15 1 7  . 2 8 8
*Apr 07 UTEP 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 6 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 21 11 0 9  . 2 8 6
*Apr 08 UTEP 23 8 8 8 0 0 1 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 21 6 0 5  . 2 8 8
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 22 6 5 4 0 1 0 7 4 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 21 6 1 5  . 2 8 7
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 27 4 7 4 1 0 1 11 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 8 21 10 2 7  . 2 8 6
*Apr 13 at UAB 24 2 4 1 1 1 0 7 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 8 20 6 3 6  . 2 8 3
*Apr 13 at UAB 23 2 2 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 18 12 2 3  . 2 7 9
*Apr 14 at UAB 40 3 8 1 1 1 0 11 4 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 11 31 16 3 11  . 2 7 6
Apr 18 KENTUCKY 27 1 8 1 2 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 21 8 7 5  . 2 7 6
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 30 8 12 7 0 0 3 21 1 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 8 21 10 2 8  . 2 8 0
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 33 5 12 5 1 0 1 16 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 24 14 0 9  . 2 8 2
*Apr 22 MARSHALL 27 4 8 3 1 0 1 12 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 8 2 8  . 2 8 2
*Apr 28 at Florida Atlantic 27 7 6 7 1 0 1 10 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 8 3 2  . 2 8 1
*Apr 28 at Florida Atlantic 35 12 11 11 1 0 2 18 5 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 21 10 1 7  . 2 8 2
*Apr 29 at Florida Atlantic 22 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 18 7 1 0  . 2 7 8
Totals 1292 257 359 224 67 13 38 566 174 1 64 14 23 40 11 6 266 986 414 57 307  . 2 7 8







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, AT FAU  (4-28) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 5X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MR, AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS SAME
 2 11X, MR AT FAU (4-28) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 14X, MR AT FAU (4-28) DOUBLES SAME
 1 3X, MR AT UAB (4-14) TRIPLES SAME
 1 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28) HOME RUNS SAME 
 4 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28) RBI SAME
 2 9X, MR AT UAB (4-13) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .319 49-49 144 39 46 14 3 5 25 81 .563 39 1 32 2 .462 2 2 6-8 66 2 3 .958
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .235 49-49 132 32 31 9 0 5 21 55 .417 21 4 33 1 .350 3 3 4-4 229 25 8 .969
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MR, AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 4 VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HITS VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 1 7X, MR AT FAU (4-28) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 2 VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HOME RUNS VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 2
 4 2X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .316 47-47 136 27 43 7 1 7 35 73 .537 14 9 25 0 .413 1 3 14-14 76 100 15 .921






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) AT BATS 10X,MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13) TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13-18) 1
 1 7X, MR AT FAU (4-28) HOME RUNS 12X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .268 49-49 138 32 37 8 3 7 24 72 .522 15 0 36 0 .335 2 6 9-13 43 116 8 .952
CAREER .225 148-133 275 57 62 11 3 12 40 115 .418 34 1 71 0 .311 2 12 19-26 151 264 33 .926
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) IP SAME
 2 VS. MARSHALL (4-22) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 41-27 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 4 41 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.53 15-13 41 25 10 2/0 3 164.2 195 107 83 34 102 44 1 11 739 .285 5 3 0 5 12
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 MR, AT FAU (4-28) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 3 MR, AT FAU (4-28) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 7X, AT FAU (4-28) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 4 AT FAU (4-28) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .298 48-48 131 30 39 8 1 7 22 70 .534 23 4 34 0 .415 1 1 5-7 56 9 2 .970
Totals .249 155-151 385 71 96 23 1 13 51 160 .416 60 16 93 1 .370 4 12 24-29 212 39 9 .965
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 33-15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 6 20 1 .963
TOTALS .077 63-25 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 10 41 3 .944
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.40 10-8 36 16 5 2/1 3 123.2 104 69 60 62 89 18 2 14 538 .229 15 5 0 4 13
TOTALS 3.19 17-12 63 25 10 3/1 5 217.0 190 128 99 127 143 30 2 20 975 .236 34 13 1 7 22
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 5X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 2 VS. EKU (4-11) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .265 49-49 147 22 39 6 0 1 24 48 .327 18 3 31 0 .357 0 2 6-7 80 14 4 .959
CAREER .245 99-79 216 31 53 9 3 2 34 74 .343 20 7 43 2 .328 1 4 7-8 202 16 5 .978
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .235 22-12 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5 .294 2 0 5 0 .316 0 0 0 5 12 1 .944
TOTALS .216 81-63 148 28 32 7 1 2 19 47 .318 22 2 50 1 .324 1 4 5-6 116 39 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.16 1-2 14 8 0 0/1 0 38.0 56 34 28 19 22 17 1 7 189 .339 0 2 0 0 3
TOTALS 4.61 9-14 40 25 13 1/1 2 155.0 210 124 102 66 100 34 4 17 739 .326 7 10 1 7 12
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 3 AT FAU (4-28) RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 2 2X MR, VS. UK (4-18) HITS MR, vs. UK (4-18-18) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-14) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 AT UAB (4-14) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 1 MR AT FAU (4-28) WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .172 30-11 58 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .241 3 0 11 2 .213 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .200 74-42 165 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .303 16 0 38 3 .269 1 1 0-0 26 2 3 .903







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 1 4X, MR VS. TOLEDO (2-23) WALKS/HBP MR, LA TECH (5-12-17) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-13) STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .214 44-42 103 14 22 0 0 0 16 22 .214 4 0 9 0 .241 1 7 1-1 79 64 6 .960
TOTALS .180 103-99 233 30 42 4 0 0 24 46 .197 18 6 35 0 .256 1 12 4-5 251 143 13 .968
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MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 18-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. EKU (4-11) HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .324 47-46 139 27 45 6 2 5 35 70 .504 19 2 22 0 .410 1 6 11-13 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 6 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 MR, VS. MARSHALL (4-22) RBI SAME
 3 VS. UTEP (4-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 7X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .300 45-45 140 20 42 6 2 0 13 52 .371 14 0 24 1 .364 0 10 7-10 331 8 7 .980
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3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, May 3, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Box score for game 50 attached. 
WKU overall stats attached. 
LATE RALLY FALLS SHORT AS TOPS FALL 5-4 TO LIPSCOMB 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball dropped a heartbreaker to Lipscomb in a midweek tilt on The Hill Thursday night. 
Trailing 5-1 at one point, the Hilltoppers fought back within 5-4 and had the winning run in scoring position in the 
bottom of the seventh but couldn’t break through despite three individuals with multi-hit showings on the day. The Red 
and White recorded a single-game school record seven sacrifice hits in the setback. 
WKU fell to 26-24 overall and 15-10 at home with the one-run loss. Lipscomb improved to 32-15 overall with the victory. 
After five scoreless half innings, WKU struck first in the bottom of the third after playing some small ball. Morgan 
McElroy led off the inning before Maddie Bowlds moved her into scoring position on a sacrifice bunt. Jordan Thomas 
followed with a single to right field to put runners on the corners before Brittany Vaughn scorched an RBI single to left 
field to plate McElroy. WKU would end up stranding the bases full in the frame. 
Lipscomb responded its next trip to the plate, leading off the fourth with a solo home run before adding another tally to 
take the 2-1 lead. 
Kelsey Aikey worked into the top of the fifth inning before being relieved by Shelby Nunn. The freshman hurler, Nunn, 
inherited a two-on, one-out situation and proceeded to strand both Lipscomb runners by inducing a popout before 
registering a strikeout to get the Red and White back to the plate. 
The Bisons added to their lead in the top of the sixth with a three-run frame to open up a 5-1 advantage. WKU went on 
to respond with three runs of its own in the frame – all coming with two outs. Bowlds got things started with a triple to 
the right corner before Thomas sent a ball back up the middle for an RBI knock. Vaughn drew a walk before Rebekah 
Engelhardt sent a double to the left field wall to score Thomas and Kelsey McGuffin followed with an RBI single as well, 
scoring Vaughn to pull the Hilltoppers within 5-4. 
In the top of the seventh, WKU retired the Bisons in order for the first and only time of the night before putting together 
a rally. Paige Carter going things going with a leadoff single before Kendall Smith followed with a single up the middle. 
McElroy followed with a sacrifice bunt to advance both runners into scoring position but the next two Hilltoppers would 
end up being retired. 
Aikey took the decision, moving to 10-9 on the season while Nunn tossed the game’s final 2.2 frames allowing three 
earned runs. 
WKU outhit Lipscomb 11-10 on the game and was errorless in the field to the Bisons one mishap. 
WKU will host FIU for Senior Weekend at the WKU Softball Complex. The Hilltoppers will honor their lone senior, 
Brittany Vaughn, prior to Saturday’s doubleheader against C-USA’s second place team. Festivities will begin at 
approximately 12:50 p.m. CT with the first pitch of the series slated for 1:05 p.m. CT. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•WKU opened the game with its leadoff batter reaching base each of the first five innings. After a groundout in the 
top of the sixth, the Hilltoppers got back on track with a lead off base hit in the top of the seventh to improve 
WKU’s mark on the game to 6-of-7. 
•Kelsey Aikey put together a 4.1 inning performance that featured six strikeouts against just two earned runs. 
Aikey’s five punch outs are her sixth showing this season with 5 or more. 
•The Hilltoppers dropped a school-record seven sacrifice bunts on the game. The previous record was 6 on April 29, 
2000 against FIU. 
•Three Hilltoppers registered multiple hits in the midweek tilt including Jordan Thomas, Brittany Vaughn and Paige 
Carter. Thomas now owns 11 multi-hit games while Vaughn climbs to 10 on the season and 39 in her career. 
Carter is up to 13 multi-hit performances on the year and 17 on her career. 
•WKU moved to 15-14 in the all-time series again Lipscomb with the loss. The Hilltoppers are now 6-7 in tilts on The 
Hill while Lipscomb has claimed the last six overall decisions. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, May 4, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game notes for games 51-53 attached. 
FIU HEADED TO THE HILL WITH POSTSEASON IMPLICATIONS ON THE LINE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball is set to host Conference USA’s second-ranked squad as FIU pays a 
visit to The Hill for Senior Weekend. Senior Day festivities will take place prior to Saturday’s 1 p.m. CT, 
contest at approximately 12:50 p.m. on the diamond. All three weekend tilts will be streamed live on 
CUSA.tv. 
WEEKEND INFORMATION 
Sat, May 5 – 12:50 p.m. CT – Senior Day Recognition – Vaughn Bio 
Sat, May 5 – 1 p.m. CT – FIU at WKU | Livestats | Watch 
Sat, May 5 – 3 p.m. CT – FIU at WKU | Livestats | Watch 
Sun, May 6 – Noon CT – FIU at WKU | Livestats | Watch 
A series win over the Golden Panthers would guarantee the Hilltopper squad a spot in the 2018 C-USA 
Tournament. However, if the Red and White win one game and Charlotte (H) avoids a sweep to visiting 
Southern Miss (A), WKU would still make it in. Should the Tops suffer a weekend sweep and Southern 
Miss wins its series at Charlotte, WKU would fall out of the top eight teams. Additionally, If WKU is 
swept and UTEP and/or UTSA were to sweep their weekend opposition (LA Tech and Florida Atlantic, 
respectively), those squads would also pass the Hilltoppers into the top eight. Full C-USA rankings can be 
found here. 
WKU enters the final weekend of regular season action with a 26-24 record including a 9-12 mark in 
league play. FIU will head to The Hill looking to improve upon its 29-23 mark (13-7 C-USA). The Golden 
Panthers have already secured a spot in postseason play in Charlotte, N.C., while WKU will look to lock 
up a spot as well. 
In the all-time series between WKU and FIU, the Golden Panthers own a 26-33 advantage. The 
Hilltoppers are 10-14 in games against FIU in Bowling Green. FIU has claimed the last four meetings. 
Common opposition on the year for the weekend foes includes Marshall, Florida Atlantic, Middle 
Tennessee and Charlotte. Both sides put up a 2-1 series win over Marshall while FIU swept Charlotte and 
claimed both remaining series 2-1 as well. 
The Hilltoppers will look to snap a four-game skid and finish the season on a strong note. With three C-
USA contests remaining, WKU is capable of posting its second-most wins (10) in league play since joining 
the conference. 
Brittany Vaughn is the lone senior on the Hilltoppers’ 2018 squad. Vaughn, a Bowling Green, Ky., native, 
is in the midst of her second season on The Hill after transferring following three years – including a 
redshirt season – at Memphis. The redshirt senior has been a mainstay for the Red and White at 
shortstop, starting 84 consecutive games until a minor injury sidelined her at the beginning of 
conference action this year. In her two years on The Hill, Vaughn has recorded a .298 / .388 / .508 slash 
line with 16 home runs and 74 RBI. 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
589 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball will play at the 
WKU Softball Complex this season.
Number of come-from-behind 
victories by the Hilltoppers in 
2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. 
28 938
LEADING THINGS OFF
WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA 12th-best 39 
walks while also posting 14 doubles to date. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 38-of-72 occasions for a .528 
rating. As a team, WKU is 133-for-334 when leading off an inning (.398).
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s upcoming contest. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through 12 weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN & AIKEY SAVE THE DAY
Freshman Shelby Nunn and sophomore Kelsey Aikey have each registered three saves on the season. The third saves for each 
during the campaign moved them into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. Both Hilltoppers are the first to register 
at least three saves in a season since the 2008 campaign and fifth and sixth Hilltoppers to achieve the feat overall. Aikey is now 
up to five saves on her career, which ranks third on WKU’s all-time saves list.
HILLTOPPER SPRING FLING
Continuing its 11-game homestand, the Red and White remained in Bowling Green for the second-straight weekend to host 
Austin Peay, Dayton and Evansville for the three-day Hilltopper Spring Fling. WKU finished 3-2 on the weekend. Maddie Bowlds 
led the way for the Hilltoppers at the plate, batting .357 while Jordan Thomas drew five more walks in addition to three hits for 
a weekend on-base percentage of .533. The Tops’ pitching staff registered a 2.26 ERA to go along with a pair of complete game 
shutouts.
FIU SERIES | SAT-SUN, MAY 5-6
SAT-SUN, MAY 5-6
FIU at WKU | 1, 3 & noon CT











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (5-11)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. L, 10-6
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 10-8
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field L, 6-4
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field W, 6-3
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 8-4
 13 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L,  4-2
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 3-2
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 4-3 (11)
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 7-1
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field L, 7-5 (8)
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field W, 4-1
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. L, 10-7
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. L, 13-12 (8)
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. L, 6-1
MAY (0-0)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field L, 5-4
 5 FIU* WKU Softball Field 1 p.m.
  FIU* WKU Softball Field 3 p.m. 
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field Noon
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (26-24, 9-12 C-USA)
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Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................589-491-3 (.545)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 143-123-1 
 Career Record ..... 360-329-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................251-174-1 (.590)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
FIRST WEEKEND HOME: HILLTOPPER CLASSIC
Playing at home - and in the state of Kentucky - for the first time in 2018, WKU Softball put together a 4-1 weekend in front 
of its home crowd. Combining for a .324 batting average led by Paige Carter’s .533 mark on the weekend, WKU outscored its 
opposition 29-9. Twelve of the Red and White’s 36 hits (36-for-111) went for extra bases while the Tops collected 26 RBI. From 
the circle, the Hilltopper hurlers notched a combined 1.81 weekend ERA while racking up a combined shutout, two saves and 19 
strikeouts. A total of six extra-base hits were allowed.
ON THE ROAD AGAIN: CHATTANOOGA CHALLENGE
Across six weekend games from Chattanooga, Tenn., at WKU’s second tournament of the season, the Hilltoppers stayed hot at 
the plate, registering a batting average of .352 while racking up a 4-2 record. The Red and White posted 57 hits, 45 runs, 41 RBI 
and 22 extra-base hits (7 HR) collectively while owning a .580 slugging percentage and swiping 15-of-16 stolen base attempts.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With 12 weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 107 no-hitters have been recorded, with only 
two being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
OPENING WEEKEND IN BOILING SPRINGS, NORTH CAROLINA
WKU Softball’s offense took little time to catch fire in 2018, racking up 48 hits, 38 runs and 18 extra-base knocks across its four 
games over opening weekend. The Red and White saw four balls leave the yard and registered four triples as well - surpassing 
the team’s 2017 total of three. The Hilltoppers were slugging .608 with eight of 10 players with at bats owning an extra-base 
hit. As a team, WKU posted a .368 average. Across Saturday’s doudbleheader run-rule wins over Youngstown State (17-6) and 
Hampton (10-2), WKU plated 27 runs on the day, tying the program record for runs scored in a single day.
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team leads Conference USA in scoring (5.22), 
doubles/game (1.36), triples/game (0.28), fewest hit batters (12) and RBI (229).
Individually, Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey rank 45th in the nation  in saves with 3. Kelsey Aikey also owns one of the 107 
no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan Thomas ranks 15th in walks with .78/game while ranking 12th in the nation with 39 total 
walks. Maddie Bowlds ranks 19th across the NCAA with 0.26 sac hits/game.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-43 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2018 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-10. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the 
host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad owns nine 
wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle Tennessee, and 
two each over UTEP and Marshall. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State Aikey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 82 10-6 L
Apr. 7 UTEP* Aikey 4.1 9 6 6 4 3 100 10-8 W
Apr. 7 UTEP* Nunn 1.0 3 3 3 0 1 28 6-4 L
Apr. 8 UTEP* Aikey 3.1 2 0 0 0 1 48 8-6 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Aikey^ 7.0 5 3 3 5 3 114 6-3 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Towers 2.0 3 3 2 2 1 40 8-4 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Aikey^ 6.2 4 4 3 5 2 140 4-2 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Nunn^ 6.0 4 3 2 1 2 75 3-2 L
Apr. 15 at UAB* Aikey 5.0 5 1 1 5 1 83 4-3 L
Apr. 18 Kentucky Nunn 5.1 7 6 2 3 1 104 7-1 L
Apr. 21 Marshall* Nunn 5.0 8 6 5 3 3 89 8-6 W
Apr. 21 Marshall* Nunn 5.0 3 2 2 2 2 77 7-5 L
Apr. 22 Marshall* Nunn^ 7.0 2 1 0 2 4 104 4-1 W
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* Aikey 0.1 4 6 3 0 0 32 10-7 L
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* Aikey 2.0 1 2 2 1 2 39 13-12 L
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* Nunn 3.0 5 3 2 0 2 52 6-1 L
May 3 Lipscomb Aikey 4.1 7 2 2 2 5 93 5-4 L
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 5 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
May 6 FIU* -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 17 10-9 2 17-20
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 25 15-13 3 20-22
Towers 8 1-2 0 6-8
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 3.39 10-9 37 17 5 2/1 3 128.0 111 71 62 64 94 18 2 15 561 .235 15 6 0 5 13
 10 Nunn 3.60 15-13 42 25 10 2/0 3 167.1 198 110 86 34 103 44 2 11 751 .284 5 3 0 5 12
 20 Towers 5.16 1-2 14 8 0 0/1 0 38.0 56 34 28 19 22 17 1 7 189 .339 0 2 0 0 3
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 0 2/3
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 1 1/1
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 5  10
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 10  10
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 8 4
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Red Red Red 2 1
Black Black Red 3 3
Black Black Black 2 2
Gray Gray Gray 1 1
White Red Red 3 5
Black Black Gray 1 2
Black Black White 0 1
White Gray Gray 0 1
Red Black Black 0 3
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 40 UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Marshall 4/21
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 2 at FAU 4/28
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 MR, UAB 4/14
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 3:14 UAB 4/14
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 6 Maddie Bowlds at UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 3 MR, Haylee Towers at FAU 4/28
Hits 4 MR, Brittany Vaughn Marshall 4/21
RBI 4 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at FAU 4/28
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds vs. Lipscomb 5/3
Home Runs 2 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Total Bases 10 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Walks 3 MR, Maddie Bowlds UTEP 4/7
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 7 Brittany Vaughn UTEP 4/7
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (12)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits vs. Lipscomb, 5/3/18 (11)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Brittany Vaughn,  4/21/18, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Brittany Vaughn, Marshall, 4/21/18
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with four RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kelsey McGuffin  at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Towers & McGuffin at FAU, 4/28/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
54 FIU  5/5-6 
65 LA TECH  DNP  
82 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  L, L, L
91 MARSHALL  W, L, W
113 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
142 UAB  L, L, L 
157 WKU  -
159 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
164 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
183 UTSA  DNP
194 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
205 UTEP  W, L, W
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
13 LSU  L
14 KENTUCKY  L
50 LIPSCOMB  L
72 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
77 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
83 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W, L
102 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
107 INDIANA  Cancelled
125 TOLEDO  L 
139 SIUE  W
156 CHATTANOOGA  W
171 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
180 GARDNER-WEBB  L
188 EVANSVILLE  W 
189 SACRED HEART  W
197 DAYTON  W, W
218 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
220 MURRAY STATE  L
233 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
243 HAMPTON  W, W 
252 GREEN BAY  W, W
286 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
LA Tech (W) 15-6 .714 33-18 .647  9-1 W4
FIU (E) 13-7 .650 29-23 .558  8-2 W7
Florida Atlantic (E) 13-7 .650 26-23 .531  6-4 W4
UAB (W) 13-7-1 .643 23-29-1 .443  7-3 W2
MTSU (E) 11-9 .550 34-18 .654  7-3 W4
Marshall (E) 11-9-1 .548 23-28-1 .452  4-6 L5
North Texas (W) 10-10 .500 24-24 .500  3-7 W2
WKU (E) 9-12 .429 26-24 .520  2-8 L4
Southern Miss (W) 8-13 .381 19-33 .365  5-5 L2
UTSA (W) 7-14 .333 19-28 .404  3-7 L3
UTEP (W) 7-14 .333 18-33 .353  3-7 L7
Charlotte (E) 6-15 .286 15-32 .319  4-6 L4
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 5-0 0-0
1 3-3 0-1 5-1 3-0
2 0-3 0-3 5-1 1-1
3 2-2 1-1 2-2 1-2
4 2-5 2-2 2-2 0-2
5 1-2 1-1 1-4 0-1
6 4-2 0-0 5-3 3-2
7 3-1 0-1 0-5 0-2
8 3-0 3-0 1-2 1-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 8-1 2-1 0-3 0-2
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-2 4-8 13-14
2 11-5 5-8 10-11
3 16-5 4-15 6-4
4 21-4 1-16 4-4
5 17-6 0-17 3-1
6 17-3 0-17 2-3
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 37 10 34 18
2 29 15 16 9
3 43 10 53 18
4 63 23 24 8
5 55 25 32 13
6 22 10 32 15
7 10 6 20 12
8 2 0 6 6
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 9 9













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-2
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ..........................................................23-14



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................26-24
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ..............................................24-19
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-5
WKU SP Goes 5+ ...............................................14-10
WKU SP Goes <5 ...............................................12-14
Opp. SP Goes 5+ .................................................6-18
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................20-6
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ....................................................18-9
Opp. Scores 1st ....................................................8-15
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................10-4
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................6-8
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................17-3
Opp. Has More .....................................................6-19
Hits Are Even ...........................................................3-2
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................11-6
WKU Commits 1 ..................................................10-7
WKU Commits 2+ ...............................................5-11
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................7-8
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................9-7
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................10-9
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................9-16
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................9-7
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................8-1
Opp. Hits 0 ..........................................................14-12
Opp. Hits 1 ............................................................10-8
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................2-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
26 Vaughn (5) 34-4/04 Murray State 3-2/1 2/0 0-3 L, 10-6
27 Thomas (3) 35-4/07 UTEP 3-2/1 5/2 8-6 W, 10-8
28 Carter (4) 37-4/08 UTEP 3-2/2 5/0 4-6 W, 8-6
29 Carter (5) 39-4/11 EKU 2-2/0 5/1 5-3 L, 8-4
30 Vaughn (6) 44-4/21 Marshall 0-0/0* 3/0 1-6 W, 8-6
31 McGuffin (6) 44-4/21 Marshall 1-0/0 3/0 2-6 W, 8-6
32 Vaughn (7) 44-4/21 Marshall 3-2/2 4/2 3-6 W, 8-6
33 Engelhardt (6) 45-4/21 Marshall 3-1/0 4/2 1-5 L, 7-5
34 Smith (5) 46-4/22 Marshall 1-1/0 4/2 0-1 W, 4-1
35 Thomas (4) 47-4/28 FAU 0-0/3 4/2 3-9 L, 10-7
36 Engelhardt (7) 48-4/28 FAU 1-0/2 2/2 4-2 L, 13-12
37 McGuffin (7) 48-4/28 FAU 2-1/2 6/2 9-6 L, 13-12
38 Thomas (5) 49-4/29 FAU 2-0/0* 4/0 0-3 L, 6-1
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 7/32 2/6 1/1 0 39
McGuffin 8/16 2/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 10/12 3/5 0 0 17 
Engelhardt 8/11 1/2 0 0 13
Thomas 9/9 2/2 0 0 11
Towers 2/10 0 0 0 10 
Bowlds 5/5 3/3 1/1 0 9 
McElroy 5/9 0 0 0 9
Vorbrink 4/5 1/2 0 0 7 
Smith 8/8 0 0 0 8
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 3/7 2/4 0/1 34
Carter 5/7 4/4 1/2 0 13 
McGuffin 3/9 2/3 1/1 0 13
Engelhardt 6/9 0/2 1/1 0 12
Vorbrink 4/7 2/2 0 0 9
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
McElroy 4/5 0 0 0 5
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Bowlds 2 0 0 0 2
Thomas 0 0 2 0 2
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 7 20 
McGuffin - - 4 2 7 13
Engelhardt - - 0 5 7 12
Carter - - - 2 5 7
Smith - - - - 5 5
Thomas - - - - 5 5
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Vorbrink  9 9 1
Carter  7 7 1
McGuffin  6 6 1
Thomas  6 6 2
Bowlds  6 6 1
Engelhardt  5 5 1
McElroy  5 5 0 
Smith  4 4 1 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 12 1
Engelhardt 14 14 1
Thomas  14 14 2
Carter  13 13 1
Vorbrink  12 12 1
McGuffin  9 9 1
Bowlds  7 7 1
Smith  7 7 1
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 2 1
McElroy  5 5 1
Aikey  2 0 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 4 17 .235 19 61 .311 24 81 .296 0 4 .000 10 40  .250 16 41 .390 5
Carter 16 31 .516 21 58 .362 26 84 .310 1 9 .111 22 62  .355 19 56 .339 13
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 15 33 .455 21 75 .280 17 65 .262 1 6 .167 13 43  .302 14 51 .275 17
McElroy 3 19 .158 8 45 .178 14 59 .237 2 4 .500 11 44  .250 7 43 .163 4
McGuffin 12 35 .343 23 71 .324 17 63 .270 1 3 .333 12 46  .261 11 48 .229 10
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 15 33 .455 15 64 .234 17 72 .236 1 9 .111 9 54  .167 8 42 .190 4
Stowers 1 10 .100 3 26 .115 7 32 .219 0 2 .000 5 20  .250 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 38 72 .528 28 83 .337 20 65 .308 1 4 .250 15 41  .366 10 34 .294 12
Towers 1 3 .333 3 7 .429 1 10 .100 0 0 --- 1 5  .200 2 4 .500 1
Vaughn 12 34 .353 12 58 .207 33 80 .413 4 4 1.000 19 47  .404 11 42 .262 11
Vorbrink 16 46 .348 19 75 .253 21 75 .280 6 10 .600 15 55  .273 13 47 .377 9
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
THOMAS 50 - - - - - - 13 2 35 - 49 - - - - - - - 1 -
ENGELHARDT 50 - - - - 50 - - - - - - - 3 1 1 9 12 10 14 -  
SMITH 50 - 50 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 9 10 14 1 8 - 
VORBRINK 50 - - 4 8 - - 34 - 2 2 - 1 19 7 4 - - 1 18 - 
MCGUFFIN 49 - - - - - - 1 48 - - - 3 7 3 17 11 3 4 1 -
VAUGHN 48 - - - - - 48 - - - - 1 7 5 9 12 11 1 1 1 - 
CARTER 47 - - - - - - - - 13 34 - 2 13 24 5 3 - - - -
BOWLDS 46 - - 46 - - - - - - - - 37 1 - 1 - - - 7 - 
MCELROY 43 - - - 41 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 14 28 - 1  
NUNN 27 25 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 24 
AIKEY 17 17 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 17
TOWERS 12 8 - - 1 - - 2 - - 1 - - - - - 1 - 3 - 8 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .331 Paige Carter
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.561 Jordan Thomas
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.466 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
40  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
48  Jordan Thomas
RUNS BATTED IN 
36  Brittany Vaughn
DOUBLES  
14  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
3                  Engelhardt, Thomas & Bowlds 
HOME RUNS  
7  Vaughn, McGuffin, Engelhardt 
TOTAL BASES  
83  Jordan Thomas
WALKS  
39  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
9  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
12  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kendall Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
14  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
6  35-4/07 UTEP 2-1 M4 Thomas RBI BB (2-2) Thomas 2 run HR (10-6) 10-8
7  37-4/08 UTEP 6-2 M5 Carter 3 run HR (7-6) Carter 3 run HR (7-6) 8-6
8  44-4/21 Marshall 6-0 M2 Vaughn 3 run HR (6-6) McElroy RBI 1B (7-6) 8-6
9  46-4/22 Marshall 1-0 M4 Smith solo HR (1-1) McElroy E1T (2-1) 4-1 
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-6 (5) 
4/7 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-1 (11) 
 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-2 (11) 
4/8 UTEP Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-6 (5) 
4/11 EKU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-2 (11) 
 EKU Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-2 (1) 
4/14 UAB Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-3 (11) 
 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-7 (5) 
4/15 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (18) 
4/18 Kentucky Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-2 (18) 
4/21 Marshall Nunn Smith Bowlds Towers Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (19) 
 Marshall Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-4 (11) 
4/22 Marshall Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-7 (5)
4/28 FAU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-5 (11) 
 FAU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn McGuffin Thomas Vorbrink Towers 0-1 (20) 
4/29 FAU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-8 (5)_ 
5/3 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-6 (11) 
5/5 FIU            
 FIU            
5/6 FIU           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
GAME 34 | Murray, Ky. | T-2:16 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     0 2 0 4 0 0 0 - 6   7   2
MURR   3 0 0 0 6 1 X - 10 10 3
WP-VAN DUYSE (2-5) | LP-AIKEY (7-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, Brittany (5)
GAME 35 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:25 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R   H  E 
UTEP     1 0 0 1 4 2 0 - 8   13 1
WKU     0 0 1 6 3 0 X -10  8   1
WP-AIKEY (8-4) Save-NUNN(3) 
LP-Wright (3-14) 
HR UTEP - Ryder (3), McKechnie (1)
HR WKU - THOMAS (3)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-228
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 0 0 0 0 6 - 6  7  2
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  6  0
WP-Johnson (2-0) |  LP-NUNN (13-9) 
HR UTEP - Smith, McKechnie
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:03 A-202
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 2 4 0 0 0 - 6  10 1
WKU     2 0 0 0 5 1 X - 8  8   0
WP-AIKEY (9-4) | LP-Johnson (2-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER (4)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:55 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
EKU       0 0 3 0 0 0 0 - 3  5 3
WKU     4 0 0 0 1 1 X - 6  5 1
WP-AIKEY (10-4) | LP-PAULICK (8-5) 
HR EKU - HARRISON, Brooke (1)
GAME 39 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-298
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
EKU       2 1 1 0 1 0 3 - 8  8 1
WKU     0 2 1 0 1 0 0 - 4  7 2
WP-PAULICK (9-5) | LP-TOWERS (1-2) 
HR EKU-MURPHY 2 (12), CLARK 2 (10)
HR WKU - CARTER (5)
GAME 40 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:23 A-212
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 2 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4 3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 1 3 - 4  4 0
WP-KACHEL (11-11) | LP-AIKEY (10-5)
HR UAB - ROGERS (4)
GAME 41 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:44 A-219
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 2   2  2
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 X - 3  4  2
WP-BLOUNT (3-12) | LP-NUNN (13-10)
GAME 42 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-3:14 A-207
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0  0   0 -  3  8  3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0  0   1 -  4 12 3
WP-BLOUNT (4-12) | LP-AIKEY (10-6)
GAME 43 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:04 A-1093
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UK         1 2 0 0 0 4 0 - 7  9  0 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1  8  7
WP-Rethlake (8-4) | LP-NUNN (13-11)
GAME 44 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:23 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MAR      0 6 0 0 0 0 0 - 6 10 4
WKU     0 1 2 3 1 1 X - 8 12 2
WP-NUNN (14-11) Save-AIKEY (3) 
LP-WILLIAMSON (7-8) 
HR MAR - HARRELL (9)
HR WKU-VAUGHN2 (7), MCGUFFIN (6)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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GAME 45 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-305
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H  E 
MAR      0 0 5 0 0 0 0 2 - 7  5   1
WKU     0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 - 5  12 0
WP-TOLBERT (12-9) | LP-NUNN (14-12) 
HR MAR - DAISS (4)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 46 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-125
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MAR      1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1  2  3
WKU     0 0 0 1 0 3 X - 4  8 2
WP-NUNN (15-12) | LP-TOLBERT (12-10) 
HR WKU - SMITH (5)
GAME 47 | Boca Raton, Fla. | T-2:04 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     3 0 0 4 0 0 0 - 7   6   3 
FAU       6 0 3 0 1 0 X - 10 15 2
WP-Buckley (12-9) | LP-AIKEY (10-7) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (4)
GAME 48 | Boca Raton, Fla. | T-2:55 A-600
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R  H E 
WKU     0 6 0 0 3 3 0 0 - 12 11 1
FAU       2 0 2 1 1 6 0 1 - 13 13 3
WP-Lokeinsky (2-1) LP-AIKEY (10-8) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT, MCGUFFIN
HR FAU - Olson
GAME 49 | Boca Raton, Fla. | T-1:34 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  1  1
FAU       0 0 3 0 3 0 X - 6 10 0
WP-Buckley (13-9) | LP-NUNN (15-13) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (5)
GAME 50 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:24 A-189
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
LIP         0 0 0 2 0 3 0 - 5 10 1
WKU     0 0 1 0 0 3 0 - 4 11 0
WP-YEAGER (9-2) | Save-FORTEL(1) 
LP-AIKEY (10-9) 
HR LIP - HIGGINS (6)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 03, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-24   Home: 15-10   Away: 5-12   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 9-12
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 1 48-47 142 27 47 6 2 5 35 72  . 5 0 7 19 2 22 0  . 4 1 5 1 7 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 6 48-48 138 28 45 7 1 7 36 75  . 5 4 3 15 9 25 0  . 4 2 3 1 4 14-14 78 102 15  . 9 2 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 4 50-50 148 40 48 14 3 5 26 83  . 5 6 1 39 2 33 2  . 4 6 6 2 2 6-8 66 2 3  . 9 5 8
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 3 46-46 142 21 43 6 3 0 13 55  . 3 8 7 14 0 24 1  . 3 6 5 0 12 7-10 339 8 7  . 9 8 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 9 49-49 134 30 40 8 1 7 23 71  . 5 3 0 24 4 34 0  . 4 1 7 1 1 5-7 57 9 2  . 9 7 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 1 50-50 140 32 38 9 3 7 25 74  . 5 2 9 15 0 37 0  . 3 3 8 2 8 9-13 44 120 8  . 9 5 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 6 7 50-50 150 22 40 6 0 1 24 49  . 3 2 7 19 3 31 0  . 3 6 0 0 2 6-7 83 14 4  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 5 50-50 136 32 32 9 0 5 21 56  . 4 1 2 21 4 33 1  . 3 4 8 3 3 4-4 235 25 8  . 9 7 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 3 5 10-4 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 2 9 4 2 0 5 0  . 3 1 6 0 0 0-0 5 12 1  . 9 4 4
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 1 2 45-43 104 15 22 0 0 0 16 22  . 2 1 2 6 0 9 0  . 2 5 2 1 8 1-1 79 64 6  . 9 6 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 4 41 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 2 30-11 58 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 1 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 3 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 1 50 1316 261 370 68 14 38 228 580  . 4 4 1 179 24 268 6  . 3 7 5 11 47 64-78 1007 420 57  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 7 4 50 1344 220 368 79 5 33 200 556  . 4 1 4 124 12 221 2  . 3 3 8 10 28 31-41 999 380 69  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (319), Opp (293). DPs turned - Team (14), Opp (19). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 9 10-9 37 17 5 2/1 3 128.0 111 71 62 64 94 18 2 15  . 2 3 5 15 6 0 5 13
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 6 0 15-13 42 25 10 2/0 3 167.1 198 110 86 34 103 44 2 11  . 2 8 4 5 3 0 5 12
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 1 6 1-2 14 8 0 0/1 0 38.0 56 34 28 19 22 17 1 7  . 3 3 9 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 7 7 26-24 50 50 15 5/1 6 335.2 368 220 181 124 221 79 5 33  . 2 7 4 22 12 0 10 28
Opponents  4 . 3 9 24-26 50 50 19 5/2 4 333.0 370 261 209 179 268 68 14 38  . 2 8 1 28 24 0 11 47
PB - Team (6), SMITH,K. 6, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (31-41), NUNN,S. (19-21),
AIKEY,K. (7-14), TOWERS,H. (5-6).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of Apr 29, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 9-12   Home: 5-4   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 9-12
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 7 21-21 60 13 19 2 1 5 15 38  . 6 3 3 10 2 16 0  . 4 2 5 1 0 1-3 30 2 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 0 21-21 70 15 21 4 1 5 15 42  . 6 0 0 15 0 14 2  . 4 1 9 1 0 1-1 33 2 1  . 9 7 2
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 5 21-21 69 9 19 1 0 0 12 20  . 2 9 0 9 2 11 0  . 3 7 5 0 1 3-3 28 9 4  . 9 0 2
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 7 5 19-19 51 8 14 3 0 2 12 23  . 4 5 1 7 6 9 0  . 4 1 5 1 3 5-5 32 49 6  . 9 3 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 5 8 21-21 66 9 17 3 0 0 6 20  . 3 0 3 7 0 10 1  . 3 2 9 0 6 3-4 175 4 3  . 9 8 4
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 5 0 21-21 64 16 16 1 2 5 10 36  . 5 6 3 5 0 17 0  . 3 0 4 0 3 3-5 18 60 3  . 9 6 3
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 1 20 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 2 5 19-17 40 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 2 5 0 0 3 0  . 2 2 5 0 4 1-1 33 27 4  . 9 3 8
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 1 2 21-21 52 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 4 0 4 12 1 12 0  . 3 5 8 2 2 1-1 88 8 3  . 9 7 0
26 CARTER, Paige  . 2 0 6 20-20 63 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 7 0 6 0 11 0  . 2 7 5 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 4 1  . 8 5 7
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 5 13-2 21 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 5 1 0 4 0  . 1 3 6 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 5 1 21 574 103 144 17 4 22 94 235  . 4 0 9 75 11 112 3  . 3 4 6 5 22 19-24 448 202 25  . 9 6 3
Opponents  . 2 8 9 21 603 104 174 40 2 12 94 254  . 4 2 1 60 5 76 1  . 3 5 4 8 19 15-18 453 182 32  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (131), Opp (143). DPs turned - Team (8), Opp (11). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  3 . 2 3 0-0 2 1 0 0/0 0 4.1 7 5 2 4 1 1 0 1  . 3 8 9 0 0 0 0 2
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 7 1 4-6 17 9 2 0/0 1 68.0 65 41 36 36 40 12 1 7  . 2 5 6 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 0 9 5-6 19 11 3 0/0 2 77.0 102 58 45 20 35 27 1 4  . 3 0 8 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 8 9 9-12 21 21 5 0/0 3 149.1 174 104 83 60 76 40 2 12  . 2 8 9 12 5 0 8 19
Opponents  3 . 4 8 12-9 21 21 10 2/1 0 151.0 144 103 75 75 112 17 4 22  . 2 5 1 13 11 0 5 22
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-18), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-6), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of May 03, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
*Apr 07 UTEP 24 10 8 9 0 0 1 11 9 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 15 1 7  . 2 8 8
*Apr 07 UTEP 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 6 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 21 11 0 9  . 2 8 6
*Apr 08 UTEP 23 8 8 8 0 0 1 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 21 6 0 5  . 2 8 8
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 22 6 5 4 0 1 0 7 4 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 21 6 1 5  . 2 8 7
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 27 4 7 4 1 0 1 11 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 8 21 10 2 7  . 2 8 6
*Apr 13 at UAB 24 2 4 1 1 1 0 7 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 8 20 6 3 6  . 2 8 3
*Apr 13 at UAB 23 2 2 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 18 12 2 3  . 2 7 9
*Apr 14 at UAB 40 3 8 1 1 1 0 11 4 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 11 31 16 3 11  . 2 7 6
Apr 18 KENTUCKY 27 1 8 1 2 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 21 8 7 5  . 2 7 6
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 30 8 12 7 0 0 3 21 1 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 8 21 10 2 8  . 2 8 0
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 33 5 12 5 1 0 1 16 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 24 14 0 9  . 2 8 2
*Apr 22 MARSHALL 27 4 8 3 1 0 1 12 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 8 2 8  . 2 8 2
*Apr 28 at Florida Atlantic 27 7 6 7 1 0 1 10 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 8 3 2  . 2 8 1
*Apr 28 at Florida Atlantic 35 12 11 11 1 0 2 18 5 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 21 10 1 7  . 2 8 2
*Apr 29 at Florida Atlantic 22 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 18 7 1 0  . 2 7 8
May 03 LIPSCOMB 24 4 11 4 1 1 0 14 5 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 2 21 6 0 12  . 2 8 1
Totals 1316 261 370 228 68 14 38 580 179 1 64 14 24 47 11 6 268 1007 420 57 319  . 2 8 1







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, AT FAU  (4-28) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 5X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MR, AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS SAME
 2 11X, MR AT FAU (4-28) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 14X, MR AT FAU (4-28) DOUBLES SAME
 1 3X, MR AT UAB (4-14) TRIPLES SAME
 1 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28) HOME RUNS SAME 
 4 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28) RBI SAME
 2 9X, MR AT UAB (4-13) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .324 50-50 148 40 48 14 3 5 26 83 .561 39 2 33 2 .466 2 2 6-8 66 2 3 .958
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .235 50-50 136 32 32 9 0 5 21 56 .412 21 4 33 1 .348 3 3 4-4 235 25 8 .970
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MR, AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 4 VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HITS VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 1 7X, MR AT FAU (4-28) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 2 VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HOME RUNS VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 2
 4 2X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .326 48-48 138 28 45 7 1 7 36 75 .543 15 9 25 0 .423 1 4 14-14 78 102 15 .923






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) AT BATS 10X,MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13) TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13-18) 1
 1 7X, MR AT FAU (4-28) HOME RUNS 12X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .271 50-50 140 32 38 9 3 7 25 74 .529 15 0 37 0 .338 2 8 9-13 44 120 8 .953
CAREER .227 149-134 277 57 63 12 3 12 40 117 .422 34 1 72 0 .312 2 14 19-26 152 268 33 .927
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) IP SAME
 2 VS. MARSHALL (4-22) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 41-27 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 4 41 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.60 15-13 42 25 10 2/0 3 167.1 198 110 86 34 103 44 2 11 751 .284 5 3 0 5 12
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 MR, AT FAU (4-28) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 3 MR, AT FAU (4-28) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 7X, AT FAU (4-28) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 4 AT FAU (4-28) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .299 49-49 134 30 40 8 1 7 23 71 .530 24 4 34 0 .417 1 1 5-7 57 9 2 .971
Totals .250 156-152 388 71 97 23 1 13 52 161 .415 61 16 93 1 .371 4 12 24-29 213 39 9 .966
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 33-15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 6 20 1 .963
TOTALS .077 64-26 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 10 41 3 .944
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.39 10-9 37 17 5 2/1 3 128.0 111 71 62 64 94 18 2 15 561 .235 15 6 0 5 13
TOTALS 3.19 17-13 64 26 10 3/1 5 221.0 197 130 101 129 148 30 2 21 998 .239 34 14 1 8 22
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 5X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 2 VS. EKU (4-11) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .267 50-50 150 22 40 6 0 1 24 49 .327 19 3 31 0 .360 0 2 6-7 83 14 4 .960
CAREER .247 100-80 219 31 54 9 3 2 34 75 .342 21 7 43 2 .331 1 4 7-8 205 16 5 .978
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .235 23-12 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5 .294 2 0 5 0 .316 0 0 0 5 12 1 .944
TOTALS .216 82-63 148 28 32 7 1 2 19 47 .318 22 2 50 1 .324 1 4 5-6 116 39 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 5.16 1-2 14 8 0 0/1 0 38.0 56 34 28 19 22 17 1 7 189 .339 0 2 0 0 3
TOTALS 4.61 9-14 40 25 13 1/1 2 155.0 210 124 102 66 100 34 4 17 739 .326 7 10 1 7 12
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 3 AT FAU (4-28) RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 2 2X MR, VS. UK (4-18) HITS MR, vs. UK (4-18-18) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-14) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 AT UAB (4-14) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 1 MR AT FAU (4-28) WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .172 30-11 58 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .241 3 0 11 2 .213 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .200 74-42 165 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .303 16 0 38 3 .269 1 1 0-0 26 2 3 .903







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 2 VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-13) STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .212 45-43 104 15 22 0 0 0 16 22 .212 6 0 9 0 .252 1 8 1-1 79 64 6 .960
TOTALS .179 104-100 234 31 42 4 0 0 24 46 .197 20 6 35 0 .261 1 13 4-5 251 143 13 .968
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball21
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 18-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. EKU (4-11) HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .331 48-47 142 27 47 6 2 5 35 72 .507 19 2 22 0 .415 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 6 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 MR, VS. MARSHALL (4-22) RBI SAME
 3 VS. UTEP (4-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 7X, MR VS. UTEP (4-7) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .303 46-46 142 21 43 6 3 0 13 55 .387 14 0 24 1 .365 0 12 7-10 339 8 7 .980
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TV/RADIO ROSTER
3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, May 5, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
SCHEDULE CHANGE: WKU SENIOR WEEKEND SHORTENED TO 11 A.M. SUNDAY DOUBLEHEADER 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – Due to rain forecasted for much of the day Saturday, WKU Softball will shorten 
its final home series to just a Sunday doubleheader starting at 11 a.m. CT from the WKU Softball 
Complex. A Senior Day ceremony to honor the Hilltoppers’ lone senior will take place prior to the 
contests at 10:40 a.m. CT. 
WKU Softball is set to host Conference USA’s second-ranked squad as FIU pays a visit to The Hill for 
Senior Sunday. Both weekend matchups will still be streamed live on CUSA.tv. 
WEEKEND INFORMATION 
Sun, May 6 – 10:40 a.m. CT – Senior Day Recognition – Vaughn Bio 
– 11 a.m. CT – FIU at WKU | Livestats | Watch 
– 1 p.m. CT - FIU at WKU | Livestats | Watch 
WKU enters the final weekend of regular season action with a 26-24 record including a 9-12 mark in 
league play. FIU will head to The Hill looking to improve upon its 29-23 mark (13-7 C-USA). The Golden 
Panthers have already secured a spot in postseason play in Charlotte, N.C., while WKU will look to lock 
up a spot as well. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Sunday, May 6, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 51 & 52 box scores attached. 
WKU overall stats attached. 
WKU C-USA only stats attached. 
C-USA Tournament Bracket attached. 
Photo of Kelsey Aikey attached – Please credit Steve Roberts/WKU Athletics if used. 
Interviews: HC Tudor | McGuffin | Aikey 
TIMELY HITTING & AIKEY’S TWO-HITTER SECURE WKU POSTSEASON BERTH 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball clinched its second-consecutive trip to the Conference USA 
Championships next week in Charlotte, N.C., with a down-to-the-wire 1-0 victory over FIU to open 
Sunday’s doubleheader. Kelsey Aikey tossed a two-hit gem and the Hilltoppers got all the offense they 
needed from an RBI base hit from Kelsey McGuffin that scored Rebekah Engelhardt for the winning run. 
FIU won the day’s second tilt, 4-1, to salvage a split and secure third place in the regular season 
standings. 
“We have a lot of respect for FIU’s Shannon Saile and what she’s been able to do in the circle and for us 
to beat her is a great day,” head coach Amy Tudor opened. “I thought Kelsey Aikey showed up and won 
that battle for us today and was a big difference maker for us.” 
With the split, WKU improved to 27-25 on the season and 10-13 in C-USA action. FIU moved to 30-24 
overall and 14-8 in league play with the day’s results. 
GAME 51: WKU 1, FIU 0 
A pitchers’ duel from beginning to end, WKU hurler Kelsey Aikey (11-9) got the final say as the 
Hilltoppers outlasted FIU in a 1-0 decision. The sophomore opened and closed the game with a swinging 
strikeout and racked up three more punchouts in between. Aikey allowed just two hits in her sixth 
complete game of the year – her third complete-game shutout. 
Maddie Bowlds put the Hilltoppers in the hit column in the bottom of the first with an infield single 
before stealing second but ended up stranded. In FIU’s next trip to the plate, the Panthers loaded the 
bases after an error and a pair of walks but Aikey stranded the runners with a called strike out to get 
WKU back to the dugout. 
WKU was retired in order in the bottom of the second before FIU opened the top of the third with back-
to-back infield singles for the Panthers’ only two hits of the game. Brittany Vaughn handled popouts for 
the second and third outs of the game which would start a string of 12-consecutive batters retired by 
Aikey and the Hilltopper defense. 
Rebekah Engelhardt opened the bottom of the fifth frame up with double off the fence in straight-away 
center. Two batters later, Morgan McElroy moved Engelhardt to third on a groundout to the right side. 
With a 0-2 count on her, Kelsey McGuffin connected for a base hit that dropped into shallow left field to 
score Engelhardt to the only run of the game. 
The Hilltoppers would play shutdown defense the rest of the way to locked themselves a spot in next 
week’s postseason action. 
GAME 52: FIU 4, WKU 1 
With the pressure off, WKU opened up a 1-0 advantage over the Panthers after the first inning. Jordan 
Thomas opened the game with her second double of the day before Bowlds moved her to third on a 
sacrifice bunt. Senior Brittany Vaughn followed with a double to the right-center gap to plate Thomas 
before stealing third base. Vaughn would end up stranded though. 
In the circle for WKU, Shelby Nunn retired the first nine batters she faced with the help of the Hilltopper 
defense, but the second time through the lineup FIU fought back. To open the fourth, three of the first 
four Panthers to bat registered singles before the visitors ended up scoring three runs on six base hits in 
the frame for the 3-1 advantage. 
Haylee Towers closed the final three innings in the circle for the Red and White. The sophomore allowed 
just three hits with no walks while striking out one. One unearned run scored in those three relief 
frames. 
Bowlds accounted for two hits in game two after being moved back to the second spot in the batting 
order. The freshman now has 10 multi-hit games on the year. 
FIU added its final run in the top of the sixth for the 4-1 margin. The Panthers outhit WKU 9-6 in the 
day’s second contest. Nunn took the loss moving to 15-14 on the season. 
NEXT UP: 
With its first-game win over FIU, the Hilltoppers locked themselves into the eight seed at next week’s 
Conference USA Softball Championship. The Red and White will play No. 5 seed Marshall to kick off 
postseason action on Wednesday at 11 a.m. CT from Charlotte, N.C. 
TOPPER NOTES: 
•Jordan Thomas connected for a pair of doubles across the doubleheader and is now tied for the 
single-season program record of 16 two-basers in a single season. 
•With her 13th sacrifice hit of the season, Maddie Bowlds is now tied for fifth-most in a single season 
by a Hilltopper. 
•WKU’s game one win snapped a four-game skid against the Panthers. The Hilltoppers are now 27-
34 all-time against FIU including an 11-15 mark in Bowling Green. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, May 7, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Kelsey Aikey headshot and action shot attached – please credit Steve Roberts/WKU Athletics if used. 
STELLAR OUTING LOCKS UP C-USA PITCHER OF THE WEEK NOD FOR AIKEY 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – In need of a win to earn a spot in the Conference USA Championships, WKU 
Softball turned to sophomore Kelsey Aikey who delivered an absolute gem – limiting FIU, who was in the 
hunt for the regular season title, to just a pair of infield singles en route to a complete-game shutout win 
for the Hilltoppers. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native has been tabbed the league’s Pitcher of the Week for 
her performance, the C-USA office announced Monday. 
“Aikey’s performance in the circle was her best outing thus far this season,” head coach Amy Tudor 
shared. “She knew what challenge she was up against and stepped up with a gutsy and stellar 
performance.” 
A pitchers’ duel from beginning to end, Aikey got the final say as the Hilltoppers outlasted FIU in a 1-0 
decision. The righty opened and closed the game with a swinging strikeout and racked up three more 
punchouts in between. Aikey allowed just two hits in her sixth complete game of the year – her third 
complete-game shutout. With the help of her defense after allowing the pair of hits, Aikey retired 12-
consecutive Panther batters to keep the Hilltoppers in the driver’s seat and out-duel the reigning 
Freshman of the Year, Shannon Saile, in a must-win game. 
Across the week, Aikey made a pair of appearances, working 11.1 innings in total while registering a 1.24 
collective ERA with 10 strikeouts. The sophomore was in shutdown mode with the pressure on – with 
opponent runners on base, Aikey allowed just three batters to reach base in 20 opportunities for a .150 
average while she was even more impressive with two outs: allowing zero batters to reach base (0-for-
11). 
This marks Aikey’s second C-USA Pitcher of the Week nod of the season and her career after she shared 
the honor following her extra-inning no-hitter the second weekend of the 2018 campaign. 
For the second year in a row, WKU Softball will occupy the eighth seed at the C-USA Championships. The 
Hilltoppers will open postseason play with an 11 a.m. CT tilt on Wednesday against No. 5 seed Marshall 




WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, May 8, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU C-USA Championship Game Notes attached. 
C-USA Championship bracket attached. 
HILLTOPPERS OPEN C-USA CHAMPIONSHIP WEDNESDAY IN CHARLOTTE 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – One of the final eight teams competing in Conference USA for the second-straight 
year, eighth-seeded WKU Softball will open play at the C-USA Championship on Wednesday with an 11 
a.m. CT tilt against No. 5 seed Marshall. All games from the Sue M. Daughtridge Stadium until the 
championship contest will be streamed on beIN Connect and available with a cable subscription login. 
GAME INFORMATION 
Wed., May 9 – 11 a.m. CT – No. 8 WKU vs. No. 5 Marshall | Livestats | Watch 
Marshall and WKU met for their regular season series less than three weeks ago in Bowling Green. The 
Hilltoppers claimed the series 2-1 with a 4-1 win in the Sunday rubber match. Overall, the Thundering 
Herd finished 25-28-1 on the year with a 13-9-1 reading in league games. WKU posted a 27-25 year with 
a 10-13 mark in C-USA contests. 
In the series on The Hill earlier this season, Hilltopper senior Brittany Vaughn batted .538 with a 7-for-13 
weekend including a double and pair of home runs in addition to seven RBI. As a team, WKU worked at a 
collective .356 batting average while the Red and White’s pitching staff limited the visitors to a .202 
average. 
At the C-USA Championship in Hattiesburg, Miss., last season, the Hilltoppers embraced the underdog 
role. After being picked preseason 10th in the 2017 C-USA Coaches Poll, WKU Softball defied 
expectations and earned the eighth seed 
in the 2017 league tournament. The Hilltoppers didn’t stop there; after two wins to make it into double 
elimination, the Red and White became the first 8-seed to be one of the final four teams standing. 
First things first, [8] WKU upset [5] UAB in a 12-7 12-inning marathon. The Hilltoppers turned around 
two hours later and upset [4] Florida Atlantic 6-5 in 9 innings. 21 innings played in one day is the second-
most in program history and most in just two games in one day. After a 2-0 loss to [1] Marshall in 
regulation, WKU closed the tournament with a 1-0 loss to [3] LA Tech in 10 innings. Thirty-eight innings 
played by one team in the C-USA Tournament is the second-most by a team all-time. DePaul owns the 
record with 43 innings across six games. 
With a win, WKU would advance to play No. 4 seed Louisiana Tech Wednesday at 4 p.m. CT. The Lady 
Techsters finished 31-21 on the regular season with a 15-9 reading in C-USA matchups. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, May 8, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Bowlds, Nunn & Thomas headshots attached. 
TRIO OF HILLTOPPER ROOKIES NAMED TO C-USA ALL-FRESHMAN TEAM 
IRVING, Texas – A trio of Hilltopper Softball rookies – Maddie Bowlds, Shelby Nunn and Jordan Thomas 
– were recognized as members of the 2018 Conference USA All-Freshman Team, the league office 
announced Tuesday in addition to the All-Conference and specialty awards. WKU was the only team to 
land multiple freshmen on the 12-person list. 
Hailing from Utica, Ky., Bowlds started 48 games at first base for the Red and White. Hitting mainly from 
the two-hole, Bowlds slashed a line of .313 / .373 / .395 across her rookie campaign. Bowlds’ 13 sacrifice 
hits on the year is tied for the fifth-most in a single season by a Hilltopper while she’s also swiped eight 
bases and owns a .981 fielding percentage. Bowlds made an immediate impact for WKU, going 4-for-5 in 
her first collegiate game with two RBI, a double and a triple. She’s racked up 10 multi-hit games across 
2018. 
A local product from Bowling Green, Nunn has made an immediate impact for the Hilltoppers in the 
circle owning a C-USA-best 43 appearances – the second most in a WKU single season ever. Nunn led all 
C-USA freshman pitchers with 15 wins which ranked fourth among all hurlers. With 171.1 innings across 
the regular season, Nunn tossed the fifth-most frames of all the league’s pitchers. With a few at bats on 
the year as well, Nunn posted a three-run home run while drawing a pair of walks as well. 
Lebanon, Ky., native Thomas was a staple for the Hilltoppers in the leadoff role. In her debut season, 
Thomas has already tied the program record for doubles in a season with 16 and has reset the walks 
drawn record with 39 currently. Thomas owns a team-best 1.027 OPS while hitting at a .325 rate. With 
16 doubles, three triples and five home runs, the freshman leads the team with 24 extra-base hits while 
leading the team in overall knocks (50) and runs scored (41). Thomas is one of four Hilltoppers to start 
all 52 games on the season, playing mainly in right field. 
WKU has landed at least one rookie on the All-Freshman team each year since joining Conference USA. 
Carleigh Chaumont (2015), Bryce Holmgren (2016) and Kelsey Aikey (2017) have each earned 
recognition as well. 
2018 Conference USA Specialty Awards 
Player of the Year: Morgan Turkoly, Louisiana Tech 
Pitcher of the Year: Preslee Gallaway, Louisiana Tech 
Newcomer of the Year: Katie Clark, North Texas 
Freshman of the Year: Aly Harrell, Marshall 
Coach of the Year: Joan Joyce, Florida Atlantic 
 
All-Conference USA First Team 
C - Taylor McCord, Marshall 
C - Morgan Harris, Middle Tennessee 
INF - Haley Pace, Charlotte 
INF - Kasandra Castle, FIU 
INF - Emily Lochten, Florida Atlantic 
INF - Natalie Erwin, UAB 
INF - Courtney Clayton, UTEP 
OF - Jackie Schoff, FIU 
OF - Madisyn Palmer, Florida Atlantic 
OF - Morgan Turkoly, Louisiana Tech 
OF - Bailee Baldwin, UTSA 
DP/Utility - Aly Harrell, Marshall 
P - Shannon Saile, FIU 
P - Preslee Gallaway, Louisiana Tech 
P - Cori Jennings, Middle Tennessee 
 
All-Conference USA Second Team 
C - Marilyn Rizzato, Louisiana Tech 
C - Samantha Papp, Southern Miss 
INF - Jessica Rivera, FIU 
INF - Elicia D’Orazio, Marshall 
INF - Lexi Cushing, Middle Tennessee 
INF - Summer Burgess, Middle Tennessee 
INF - Lacy Gregory, North Texas 
OF - Jordan Colliflower, Marshall 
OF - Precious Birdsong, Middle Tennessee 
OF - Katie Clark, North Texas 
OF - Destini England, UAB 
DP/Utility - Ciarra Cherry, Southern Miss 
P - Haley Wiseman, Charlotte 
P - Tatum Buckley, Florida Atlantic 
P - Hope Trautwein, North Texas 
 
Conference USA All-Freshman Team 
Venessa Gallegos, FIU 
Sloane Stewartson, Louisiana Tech 
Amber Baldwin, Middle Tennessee 
Aly Harrell, Marshall 
Hope Trautwein, North Texas 
Destini Brown, Southern Miss 
Emily Kachel, UAB 
Ariana Valles, UTEP 
Ashlynn Walls, UTSA 
Shelby Nunn, WKU 
Maddie Bowlds, WKU 
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2018 GAME NOTEs
Est. 2000  |  3 Conference Championships
590 Victories  |  2 NCAA Regional Berths
TOPPER NOTES
TOPPER NUMBERS
Games WKU Softball has played in North 
Carolina already in 2018 (5-2).
Number of come-from-behind 
victories by the Hilltoppers in 
2018.
Home runs hit off the Hilltopper 
bats this season. 
7 938
LEADING THINGS OFF
WKU Softball has found itself a leadoff hitter in freshman Jordan Thomas. The Lebanon, Ky., native owns an NCAA 16th-best 
39 walks while also posting 16 doubles to rank 29th in the nation. In leadoff situations, Thomas has reached base on 39-of-75 
occasions for a .520 rating. As a team, WKU is 137-for-347 when leading off an inning (.395).
2017 C-USA CHAMPIONSHIP
After being picked preseason 10th in the 2017 C-USA Coaches Poll, WKU Softball defied expectations and earned the eighth seed
in the 2017 league tournament. The Hilltoppers didn’t stop there; after two wins to make it into double elimination, the Red
and White became the first 8-seed to be one of the final four teams standing. First things first, [8] WKU upset [5] UAB in a 12-7
12-inning marathon. The Hilltoppers turned around two hours later and upset [4] Florida Atlantic 6-5 in 9 innings. 21 innings
played in one day is the second-most in program history and most in just two games in one day. After a 2-0 loss to [1] Marshall
in regulation, WKU closed the tournament with a 1-0 loss to [3] LA Tech in 10 innings. 38 innings played by one team in the
C-USA Tournament is the second-most by a team all-time. DePaul owns the record with 43 innings across six games.
PITCHER OF THE WEEK 2.0
In need of a win to earn a spot in the Conference USA Championships, WKU Softball turned to sophomore Kelsey Aikey who 
delivered an absolute gem – limiting FIU, who was in the hunt for the regular season title, to just a pair of infield singles en 
route to a complete-game shutout win for the Hilltoppers. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native has been tabbed the league’s Pitcher 
of the Week for her performance for the second time of the season. With the help of her defense after allowing the pair of hits, 
Aikey retired 12-consecutive Panther batters to keep the Hilltoppers in the driver’s seat and out-duel the reigning Freshman of 
the Year, Shannon Saile, in a must-win game.
Across the week, Aikey made a pair of appearances, working 11.1 innings in total while registering a 1.24 collective ERA with 10 
strikeouts. The sophomore was in shutdown mode with the pressure on – with opponent runners on base, Aikey allowed just 
three batters to reach base in 20 opportunities for a .150 average while she was even more impressive with two outs: allowing 
zero batters to reach base (0-for-11).
IN THE RANKINGS
The Hilltopper offense has been a force to be reckoned with this season as the team leads Conference USA in scoring (5.06), 
doubles/game (1.38), triples/game (0.27), fewest hit batters (13) and RBI (231).
Individually, Shelby Nunn and Kelsey Aikey rank 47th in the nation  in saves with 3. Kelsey Aikey also owns one of the 109 
no-hitters recorded this year. Jordan Thomas ranks 19th in walks with .75/game while ranking 16th in the nation with 39 total 
walks and 29th with 16 doubles. Maddie Bowlds ranks 15th across the NCAA with 0.27 sac hits/game.
USA TODAY/NFCA COACHES POLL: RECEIVING VOTES
For the first time since the preseason of the 2016 campaign, WKU Softball received votes in the Week 6 USA Today/NCFA DI Top 
25 Coaches Poll. The Hilltoppers were one of 12 teams receiving votes in the Tuesday, March 13 poll and the only Conference USA 
representative listed. The last time that WKU was ranked or received votes during the regular season was 2015.
AIKKKKKKKEY SPINS A NO-NO
Sophomore pitcher Kelsey Aikey got the nod in WKU’s second game of the day on Feb. 15 at the Chattanooga Challenge and 
proceeded to take the 12th no-hitter in WKU Softball history through 8.0 innings before the Hilltoppers claimed the 1-0 (8) 
victory over Sacred Heart on a walk-off hit. The extra-inning no-hitter was the first in program history and was the first of two 
performances of the sort in the NCAA entering WKU’s upcoming contest. Aikey recorded a career-high seven strikeouts.
C-USA CHAMPIONSHIP | WED-SAT, MAY 9-12
WED-SAT, MAY 9-12
No. 8 WKU vs. No. 5 Marshall | 11 a.m. CT
Charlotte, N.C. | Sue M. Daughtridge Stadium
Live Stats: WKUSports.com











DATE OPPONENT LOCATION TIME (CT)
FEBRUARY (11-4)
 9 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 7-6 (8)
  at Gardner-Webb Boiling Springs, N.C. L, 5-4
 10 vs. Youngstown St. Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 17-6(5)
  vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. W, 10-2(6)
 11 vs. Hampton Boiling Springs, N.C. Cancelled
 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 9-5
  vs. Sacred Heart Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 1-0 (8)
 16 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 10-0 (5)
  vs. Tennessee Tech Chattanooga, Tenn. L, 7-6
 17 vs. Tennessee State Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 16-4 (5)
  at Chattanooga Chattanooga, Tenn. W, 7-2 (6.1)
 23 Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 10-0 (5)
  Toledo WKU Softball Field L, 1-0
 24 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 7-1 (5)
  Green Bay WKU Softball Field W, 6-5
 25 Indiana State WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
MARCH (10-8)
 2 Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 5-0
  Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 3 Evansville WKU Softball Field W, 3-1
  Austin Peay WKU Softball Field L, 6-1
 4 Dayton WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
 7 SIUE WKU Softball Field W, 10-4
 10 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 11-3 (5)
  at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. W, 4-1
 11 at Southern Miss* Hattiesburg, Miss. L, 2-0 (11)
 13 (RV) at #8 LSU Baton Rouge, La. L, 7-3
 14 (RV) at South Alabama Mobile, Ala. L, 8-0 (6)
 17 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 7-4
  MTSU* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 18 (RV) MTSU* WKU Softball Field L, 5-2 (8)
 22 Jacksonville St. WKU Softball Field W, 6-2
 27 at Indiana Bloomington, Ind. Cancelled
 30 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 3-2
  at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. W, 5-1
 31 at Charlotte* Charlotte, N.C. L, 3-0
 APRIL (5-11)
 4 at Murray St. Murray, Ky. L, 10-6
 7 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 10-8
  UTEP* WKU Softball Field L, 6-4
 8 UTEP* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
 11 Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field W, 6-3
  Eastern Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 8-4
 13 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L,  4-2
  at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 3-2
 14 at UAB* Birmingham, Ala. L, 4-3 (11)
 18 Kentucky WKU Softball Field L, 7-1
 21 Marshall* WKU Softball Field W, 8-6
  Marshall* WKU Softball Field L, 7-5 (8)
 22 Marshall* WKU Softball Field W, 4-1
 28 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. L, 10-7
  at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. L, 13-12 (8)
 29 at Florida Atlantic* Boca Raton, Fla. L, 6-1
MAY (1-2)
 3 Lipscomb WKU Softball Field L, 5-4
 6 FIU* WKU Softball Field W, 1-0
  FIU* WKU Softball Field L, 4-1
 9-12 C-USA Tournament Charlotte, N.C. 
Schedule (27-25, 10-13 C-USA)
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball2
Location ...............................................Bowling Green, Ky.
Nickname ...........................................................Hilltoppers
Colors ............................................................Red and White
Founded ......................................................................... 1906
Enrollment ..................................................................20,178
NCAA Affiliation ...................................................Division I
Conference Affiliation ..........................Conference USA
President ........................................Dr. Timothy C. Caboni
Director of Athletics ....................................Todd Stewart
QUICK FACTS
First Year .......................................................................... 2000
All-Time Record ......................................590-492-3 (.545)
Conference Championships ....................... 2 (2013, 15)
Tournament Championships ............................1 (2015)
NCAA Tournaments ....................................... 2 (2013, 15)
NCAA Postseason Record .................................4-4 (.500)
Best Record (2013) .........................................43-18 (.705)
Best at NCAAs (2015)..........................................2-2 (.500)
Played in NPF ...........................2 (last, Miranda Kramer)
PROGRAM HISTORY
Head Coach ..........................Amy Tudor (Fifth season)
 Record at WKU ............................... 144-124-1 
 Career Record ..... 361-330-2 (14th season)
Assistant Coach ......................... Matt Wilhite (Second)
Assistant Coach ............................ Kayla Bixel (Second)
Director of Operations ....................Kayla Bixel (Third)
Strength and Conditioning ............. John Stephanski
Athletic Trainer ..........................................Michelle Karp
COACHING STAFF
Capacity  ............................................................................500
Opened  ......................................................................... 2000
WKU Record .............................................252-175-1 (.590)
Attendance Record .................................................... 1,323
 Record Info ..................vs. Kentucky, 4/20/16
 Record Result ............................................ L, 0-5
Winning Seasons .............................................................. 12
WKU SOFTBALL COMPLEX
Overall Record .................................................31-31 (.500)
Conference USA Record ...............................10-13 (.435)
Conference USA Finish ................................................. 8th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.................................. 10/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost ................................................3/1
Incoming Freshmen (Pitchers) ................................. 4 (1)
Incoming Transfers (Pitchers) ................................... 1 (0)
2017 RECAP
Primary Contact ........................................Jessica Leifheit
 Assistant Director of Media Relations
Alma Mater ...............................................Augustana (‘14)
Email Address ........................ jessica.leifheit@wku.edu
Cell Phone .................................................... 630-870-9582
Office Phone ................................................ 270-745-4363
MEDIA RELATIONS
SEASON NOTES
ANOTHER START, ANOTHER AIKEY GEM
In just her fourth start of the season, sophomore Kelsey Aikey spun another complete-game shutout gem for the Hilltoppers 
allowing just one hit along the way. Aikey carried her no-hitter into the fifth inning before a Dayton batter was able to beat out 
an infield single but the Hilltopper hurler shut it down after that, not allowing another hit. WKU would go on to secure the 1-0 
victory with a walkoff RBI single in the bottom of the seventh inning. Both pitchers carried no-hit bids into the fifth inning of the 
pitchers’ duel.
WALKOFFS 
Through 13 weeks of play in 2018, the Red and White have already recorded four walk-off victories - surpassing the squad’s 
2017 total. Accounting for the team’s first walk-off for the second-consecutive season, Tommi Stowers reached on a two-out E6 
allowing Cassidy Blackford to score from second base for the run-rule victory against Hampton. The second walk-off win came 
against Sacred Heart in the team’s sixth game of the season as Jordan Thomas sent a double to the left-center gap allowing 
Morgan McElroy to score from second for the finishing touch on Aikey’s no-hitter. In the very next game, Jordan Vorbrink crushed 
her first home run as a Hilltopper - a three-run blast - to secure the team’s second run-rule win of the season in the form of a 
10-0 (5) decision over Tennessee State. Most recently, Morgan McElroy singled home Kendall Smith with a shallow shot down 
the right field line to break a scoreless pitchers’ duel in the bottom of the seventh against Dayton.
NUNN & AIKEY SAVE THE DAY
Freshman Shelby Nunn and sophomore Kelsey Aikey have each registered three saves on the season. The third saves for each 
during the campaign moved them into a tie for second on WKU’s single season saves list. Both Hilltoppers are the first to register 
at least three saves in a season since the 2008 campaign and fifth and sixth Hilltoppers to achieve the feat overall. Aikey is now 
up to five saves on her career, which ranks third on WKU’s all-time saves list.
CONFERENCE USA CO-PITCHER OF THE WEEK
Behind the first extra-inning no-hitter in WKU Softball history, sophomore Kelsey Aikey has earned Conference USA Co-Pitcher 
of the Week honors. The Cedar Falls, Iowa, native collected her first C-USA weekly honor after recording 12.2 innings of work 
from the Chattanooga Challenge with a 1.66 weekend ERA.
 
The right-handed sophomore tossed a career-best seven strikeouts against zero walks and a lone hit-by-pitch en route to her 
first win of the season in the no-hitter against Sacred Heart (2/15). Aikey needed just 85 pitches in her second career complete 
game shutout. With 12 weeks of the 2018 softball season already in the books, 109 no-hitters have been recorded, with only 
two being carried into extra innings. Aikey was joined by Boston University’s Ali Dubois on March 31.
SEASON OPENERS
For the sixth-straight season, WKU Softball opened a new season with a victory following a 7-6 win over Hampton at the 
Gardner-Webb Tournament to get things going in 2018. Head coach Amy Tudor also picked up another season-opener win and 
has yet to be beaten as a head coach in those contests, improving to 14-0 in her career.
HOME SWEET HOME
In its 2018 home-opener, WKU Softball took down Green Bay in a 10-0 five-inning decision to match the program’s largest 
margin of victory in a home opener. Under head coach Amy Tudor, the Hilltoppers are 4-1 in their first game of the year from the 
WKU Softball Complex. The program now owns a 12-7 record in home openers, winning six of the last seven.
YOUNG AND HUNGRY
Tudor’s 2018 squad remains one of the youngest teams in the nation with four freshmen, six sophomores and a redshirt-sopho-
more on the roster. WKU sports a squad that figures to be 73 percent underclassmen, up from last season’s 69-percent mark. The 
four upperclassmen of Brittany Vaughn, Rebekah Engelhardt, Jordan Vorbrink and Kelsey McGuffin are set to lead the Red and 
White. 
HILLTOPPER DEBUTS
Four Hilltoppers made their collegiate debuts opening weekend including Kendall Smith behind the plate, Jordan Thomas in 
the outfield, Maddie Bowlds at first base and Shelby Nunn in the circle. Junior transfer Jordan Vorbrink also got the nod all four 
games with three starts in left field and the fourth at first base. The group of newcomers combined for 19 hits, 16 runs, nine 
extra-base hits, eight walks and a hit by pitch in addition to a collective .340 batting average and .500 on-base percentage.
PRESEASON PREDICTIONS
In the 2018 C-USA Preseason Coaches Poll, WKU Softball was voted to finish seventh by the league’s coaches. Louisiana Tech was 
predicted to take home this year’s title while collecting four first-place votes. FIU finished second in the voting while racking up 
seven first-place votes. Florida Atlantic, Charlotte, Marshall and UAB filled in the slots before the Hilltoppers, respectively. North 
Texas was predicted to grab the final postseason spot while Southern Miss, UTSA, Middle Tennessee and UTEP rounded out the 
poll. No Hilltoppers were selected to the Preseason All-Conference squad.
VICTORIES OVER SEC SQUADS
Since 2000, WKU Softball has played 11 different SEC squads. The Hilltoppers have gone 18-43 up against SEC opposition. Under 
Coach Tudor’s reign, the 2014-2018 squads have gone head to head with seven of the SEC programs, putting together a record 
of 5-10. In 2014 the Red and White took down No. 2 Tennessee on the Volunteers’ home turf; Tudor’s second game coaching for 
WKU against an SEC school. Over the 2017 opening weekend, WKU Softball headed to Starkville, Mississippi, and took down the 
host Bulldogs in a 1-0 decision. WKU dropped decisions to No. 8 LSU and No. 18 Kentucky in 2018.
HANGING IN THERE
After registering 14 come-from-behind wins across the 2017 season, WKU Softball is at it again in 2018. The squad owns nine 
wins in come-from-behind fashion including victories over Chattanooga, Green Bay, SIUE, Southern Miss, Middle Tennessee, and 
two each over UTEP and Marshall. SEE COME-FROM-BEHIND WINS SECTION ON PAGE 9.
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2018 WKU SOFTBALL PLAYERS AND COACHING STAFF
2018 NUMERICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF SO. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF SO. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS


















Kelsey AIKEY ............................................................IKE-EE 
Maddie BOWLDS ................................................. BOLDS
Taylor CHILDRESS ........................................CHILL-DRIS 
Morgan McELROY ....................................MACKLE-ROY





NAME POSITION EXPERIENCE ALMA MATER HOMETOWN
AMY TUDOR Head Coach Fifth Season WKU (2002) Petersburg, Tenn.
MATT WILHITE Assistant Coach Second Season WKU (2003) Franklin, Ky.
KAYLA BIXEL Assistant Coach Second Season IPFW (2010) Bremen, Ind. 
   Director of Operations Third Season
2018 ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NUM. NAME POS. CLASS HT. B/T HOMETOWN LAST SCHOOL
 12 KELSEY AIKEY P SO. 5-4 R/R Cedar Falls, Iowa Waverly-Shell Rock HS
 24 CASSIDY BLACKFORD P R-SO. 5-10 R/R Marshalltown, Iowa Marshalltown HS
 28 MADDIE BOWLDS IF FR. 5-9 L/L Utica, Ky. Daviess County HS
 26 PAIGE CARTER C/OF FR. 5-1 R/R Crown Point, Ind. Lake Central HS
 3 TAYLOR CHILDRESS OF FR. 5-6 L/R Louisville, Ky. Male HS
 7 REBEKAH ENGELHARDT IF JR. 5-7 R/R Rockport, Ind. South Spencer HS
 23 MORGAN McELROY IF SO. 5-8 R/R Madisonville, Ky. Madisonville North Hopkins HS
 15 KELSEY McGUFFIN OF JR. 5-5 R/R Elizabethtown, Ky. Central Hardin HS
 10 SHELBY NUNN UTL FR. 5-10 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. South Warren HS
 2 KENDALL SMITH C FR. 5-9 R/R Bowling Green, Ky. Warren East HS
 16 TOMMI STOWERS C SO. 5-4 R/R Columbus, Ind. Columbus North HS
 1 JORDAN THOMAS OF FR. 5-5 L/L Lebanon, Ky. Bethlehem HS
 20 HAYLEE TOWERS P SO. 5-9 R/R Johnston, Iowa Johnston HS
 5 BRITTANY VAUGHN IF R-SR. 5-4 S/R Bowling Green, Ky. Memphis
 11 JORDAN VORBRINK OF JR. 5-5 L/L Louisville, Ky. Louisville
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PITCHING BREAKDOWN
PERFORMANCES
DATE OPPONENT SP/DEC. IP H R ER BB K NP SCORE FINAL
Feb. 9 vs. Hampton Nunn 2.0 1 0 0 0 1 20 7-6 W (8)
Feb. 9 at Gardner-Webb Nunn 6.0 9 5 5 0 4 81 5-4 L
Feb. 10 vs. Youngstown State Nunn 1.2 2 1 1 0 2 28 17-6 W (5)
Feb. 10 vs. Hampton Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 2 11 95 10-2 W (6)
Feb. 11 vs. Hampton   CANCELLED
Feb. 15 vs. Tennessee Tech Nunn 2.1 6 6 6 0 1 37 9-5 L
Feb. 15 vs. Sacred Heart Aikey^ 8.0 0 0 0 0 7 85 1-0 W (8)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee State Nunn^ 5.0 3 0 0 1 3 61 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 16 vs. Tennessee Tech Aikey 0.0 3 3 3 1 0 21 7-6 L
Feb. 17 vs. Tennessee State Aikey 4.0 1 0 0 1 3 49 16-4 W (5)
Feb. 17 at Chattanooga Nunn^ 6.0 5 2 2 1 3 80 7-2 W (6+)
Feb. 23 Green Bay Towers 4.0 3 0 0 1 3 31 10-0 W (5)
Feb. 23 Toledo Nunn^ 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 95 1-0 L
Feb. 24 Indiana State Nunn^ 5.0 4 1 1 0 2 60 7-1 W (5)
Feb. 25 Green Bay Nunn 3.0 5 3 3 2 6 71 6-5 W
Feb. 25 Indiana State Aikey 4.0 5 2 1 0 3 65 6-2 W
Mar. 2 Austin Peay Towers 5.0 5 4 4 1 3 102 5-0 L
Mar. 2 Dayton Nunn^ 7.0 4 0 0 1 3 82 1-0 W
Mar. 3 Evansville Nunn 5.0 4 1 1 0 5 81 3-1 W
Mar. 3 Austin Peay Nunn 3.0 4 3 3 0 4 53 6-1 L
Mar. 4 Dayton Aikey^ 7.0 1 0 0 2 5 98 1-0 W
Mar. 7 SIUE Nunn 4.0 1 0 0 0 6 57 10-4 W
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Nunn 4.2 5 3 3 2 3 76 11-3 W (5)
Mar. 10 at Southern Miss* Aikey^ 7.0 3 1 1 0 7 97 4-1 W
Mar. 11 at Southern Miss* Aikey 4.0 4 2 2 3 3 80 2-0 L
Mar. 13 at LSU Nunn 3.0 6 4 4 2 1 55 7-3 L
Mar. 14 at South Alabama Nunn 0.2 4 5 0 1 0 31 8-0 L (6)
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 0.1 4 5 3 0 0 24 7-4 L
Mar. 17 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 6 1 1 0 1 59 8-6 W
Mar. 18 vs. MTSU* Nunn 4.0 9 4 4 1 1 85 5-2 L (8)
Mar. 22 Jacksonville State Aikey 4.1 2 1 1 4 5 84 6-2 W
Mar. 27 at Indiana   CANCELLED
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Aikey 6.0 6 2 2 3 3 97 3-2 W
Mar. 30 at Charlotte* Nunn^ 7.0 8 1 1 2 5 103 5-1 W
Mar. 31 at Charlotte* Aikey 4.1 8 3 3 1 2 75 3-0 L
Apr. 4 at Murray State Aikey 3.1 2 4 4 6 4 82 10-6 L
Apr. 7 UTEP* Aikey 4.1 9 6 6 4 3 100 10-8 W
Apr. 7 UTEP* Nunn 1.0 3 3 3 0 1 28 6-4 L
Apr. 8 UTEP* Aikey 3.1 2 0 0 0 1 48 8-6 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Aikey^ 7.0 5 3 3 5 3 114 6-3 W
Apr. 11 Eastern Kentucky Towers 2.0 3 3 2 2 1 40 8-4 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Aikey^ 6.2 4 4 3 5 2 140 4-2 L
Apr. 14 at UAB* Nunn^ 6.0 4 3 2 1 2 75 3-2 L
Apr. 15 at UAB* Aikey 5.0 5 1 1 5 1 83 4-3 L
Apr. 18 Kentucky Nunn 5.1 7 6 2 3 1 104 7-1 L
Apr. 21 Marshall* Nunn 5.0 8 6 5 3 3 89 8-6 W
Apr. 21 Marshall* Nunn 5.0 3 2 2 2 2 77 7-5 L
Apr. 22 Marshall* Nunn^ 7.0 2 1 0 2 4 104 4-1 W
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* Aikey 0.1 4 6 3 0 0 32 10-7 L
Apr. 28 at Florida Atlantic* Aikey 2.0 1 2 2 1 2 39 13-12 L
Apr. 29 at Florida Atlantic* Nunn 3.0 5 3 2 0 2 52 6-1 L
May 3 Lipscomb Aikey 4.1 7 2 2 2 5 93 5-4 L
May 6 FIU* Aikey^ 7.0 2 0 0 3 5 115 1-0 W
May 6 FIU* Nunn 4.0 6 3 3 0 1 37 4-1 L
PITCHER GS RECORD SAVES TEAM W/L
Aikey 18 11-9 3 18-20
Blackford 0 0-0 0 1-2
Nunn 26 15-14 3 20-23
Towers 8 1-2 0 6-9
TEAM RESULT
STATISTICS
 NUM. NAME ERA W-L APP GS CG SHO SV IP H R ER BB K 2B 3B HR BF AVG. WP HBP BK SF SH
 12 Aikey 3.21 11-9 38 18 6 3/1 3 135.0 113 71 62 67 99 18 2 15 587 .228 15 6 0 5 13
 10 Nunn 3.64 15-14 43 26 10 2/0 3 171.1 204 113 89 34 104 44 2 11 767 .286 5 3 0 5 12
 20 Towers 4.78 1-2 15 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 35 28 19 23 18 1 7 203 .333 0 3 0 0 4
 24 Blackford 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 0 2  2
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 1  1
Towers - 3 0  3
PLAYER 0 1 2 2018/TOTAL
Aikey 1/1 1/2 1/1 3/4
Blackford 0 0 0 0/0
Nunn 0 0 1 1/1
Towers 0 0 0 0/0
PLAYER 2016 2017 2018  CAREER
Aikey - 5 6  11
Blackford RS 0 0  0
Nunn - - 10  10
Towers - 13 0  13
CAREER 7+ STRIKEOUTS
CAREER 0-2 HIT GAMES (5+ IP)
CAREER COMPLETE GAMES
HAT TOP PANTS W L
Black Gray Black 8 4
Red Gray (Russell) Red 2 0
Gray Black Gray 1 0
White Red White 3 1
Red Red Red 2 1
Black Black Red 3 3
Black Black Black 2 2
Gray Gray Gray 1 1
White Red Red 4 6
Black Black Gray 1 2
Black Black White 0 1
White Gray Gray 0 1
Red Black Black 0 3
RECORD BY UNIFORM
^ Complete game
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Year Overall Conf. School
2005 22-14 11-3 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2006 23-19 8-6 (NCAC) Ohio Wesleyan
2007 11-38 5-13 (A-Sun) Belmont
2008 14-36 3-19 (A-Sun) Belmont
2009 11-35 3-17 (A-Sun) Belmont
2010 29-19 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2011 28-15-1 16-8 (Summit) IPFW
2012 45-14 17-6 (Summit) IPFW
2013 34-16 12-4 (Summit) IPFW
2014 33-24-1 11-10 (SBC) WKU
2015 36-14 16-4 (C-USA) WKU
2016 17-30 8-13 (C-USA) WKU
2017 31-31 10-13 (C-USA) WKU
Total 334-305-2 137-123 13 Years
DI 289-272-2 118-114 11 Years
WKU 117-99-1 45-41 Four Years






































• 30 Division I All-Conference Selections
• Six NFCA All-Region Honorees
• One Conference Pitcher/Player of the Years
• Five Capital One Academic All-District Selections
• One Senior CLASS Award Finalist
• 300 Career Wins/250 Division I Wins
WKU
•10 All-Conference Selections
•Four NFCA All-Region Selections
•2014 NCAA Individual Stolen Base Leader
•2015 NCAA Individual Strikeouts Leader
•One Capital One Academic All-District Honoree
•2015 Conference USA Coach of the Year




2018 WKU TEAM SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 40 UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 17 Youngstown St. 2/10
Hits 17 Tennessee St. 2/17
RBI 15 Tenenssee St. 2/17
Doubles 5 MR, SIUE 3/7
Triples 2 MR, at USM 3/10
Home Runs 3 MR, Marshall 4/21
Walks 10 Green Bay 2/25
Stolen Bases 5 Youngstown St. 2/10
   
Assists 18 Southern Miss 3/11
DP Turned 2 at FAU 4/28
   
Innings Pitched 10.1 MR, UAB 4/14
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Hampton 2/10
   
Longest Game 3:14 UAB 4/14
Shortest Game 1:32 MR, Dayton 3/4
2018 WKU INDIVIDUAL SUPERLATIVES
STAT AMOUNT INDIVIDUAL OPPONENT DATE
At Bats 6 Maddie Bowlds at UAB 4/14
Runs Scored 3 MR, Haylee Towers at FAU 4/28
Hits 4 MR, Brittany Vaughn Marshall 4/21
RBI 4 MR, Kelsey McGuffin at FAU 4/28
Doubles 2 MR, Beka Engelhardt SIUE 3/7
Triples 1 MR, Maddie Bowlds vs. Lipscomb 5/3
Home Runs 2 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Total Bases 10 Brittany Vaughn vs. Marshall 4/21
Walks 3 MR, Maddie Bowlds UTEP 4/7
Stolen Bases 3 Brittany Vaughn SIUE 3/7
    
Putouts 14 Maddie Bowlds at USM 3/11
Assists 7 Brittany Vaughn UTEP 4/7
    
Innings Pitched 8.0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Hits Allowed 0 Kelsey Aikey Sacred Heart 2/15
Fewest Runs Allowed 0 MR, Kelsey Aikey Dayton 3/4
Most Strikeouts 11 Shelby Nunn Hampton 2/10
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Defeated a top 10 team at No. 2 Tennessee, 3/8/14
Defeated a top 11-25 team at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15
Had a pitcher strikeout 15+ Miranda Kramer at No. 16 Georgia, 5/16/15 (19)
Had a pitcher strikeout 10-14 Shelby Nunn vs. Hampton, 2/10/18 (11)
Threw a perfect game Miranda Kramer vs. Charlotte, 5/7/15
Threw a no-hitter (run-rule) Kim Wagner vs. Tennessee State, 2/12/12
Threw a no-hitter (regulation) Kelsey Aikey vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18
Opponent threw no-hitter vs. No. 23 Marshall, 5/11/17
Won a run-rule game at Southern Miss, 3/10/18 (5)
Lost a run-rule game at South Alabama, 3/14/18 (6)
Played extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Won in extra innings vs. Sacred Heart, 2/15/18 (8)
Lost in extra innings at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (8)
Scored 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (12)
Scored 15-18 runs vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (16)
Scored 19+ runs at Tennessee-Martin, 4/2/00 (19)
Allowed 10-14 runs at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (13)
Allowed 15+ runs at No. 23 FAU, 4/30/16 (16)
Batted around the order Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 (10 batters)
Batted through the order (9 batters) vs. UTEP, 4/7/18
Had 10-14 hits vs. Lipscomb, 5/3/18 (11)
Had 15+ hits vs. Tennessee State, 2/17/18 (17)
Team hit 3+ home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (3)
Back-to-back home runs vs. Marshall, 4/21/18 (Vaughn & McGuffin, 3rd inn.)
Back-to-back-to-back home runs vs. ULM, 4/13/13 (Thomas, Mattox, Sulaski, 4th inn.)
Player with back-to-back home runs Brittany Vaughn,  4/21/18, 2 consec.
Had a player hit two HRs Brittany Vaughn, Marshall, 4/21/18
Had a player hit a grand slam Jordan Thomas at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Team hit three doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit four or more doubles vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Team hit two triples at Southern Miss, 3/10/18
Team hit three or more triples vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (5)
Team stole five or more bases vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (5)
Player with three RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with four RBI Kelsey McGuffin, at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18
Player with five RBI Adarian Gray vs. UAB, 5/10/17
Player with six or more RBI Dani Pugh vs. Buffalo, 2/6/15 (6)
Player with three hits Kelsey McGuffin  at Florida Atlantic, 4/28/18 
Player with four hits Brittany Vaughn, vs. Marshall, 4/21/18
Player with five hits Tommi Stowers vs. Evansville, 3/3/17
Player with two or more doubles Beka Engelhardt vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (2)
Player with two or more triples Shawna Sadler vs. Dayton, 2/24/13 (2)
Player stole three or more bases Brittany Vaughn vs. SIUE, 3/7/18 (3)
Player scored three or more runs Towers & McGuffin at FAU, 4/28/18 (3)
Hit a walk-off home run (regulation/extra inn.) Brooke Holloway vs. Marshall, 5/7/16
Hit a walk-off home run (run-rule) Jordan Vorbrink vs. Tennessee St., 2/16/18
Had a walk-off hit Morgan McElroy, vs. Dayton 3/4/18 (1B)
Swept a conference home series Southern Miss, 4/24/17
Swept a conference road series at MTSU, 3/11-12/17
Was swept in a conference home series vs. FAU, 3/18-19/17
Was swept in a conference road series at FAU, 4/28-29/18
THE LAST TIME WKU...
MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
C-USA RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
56 FIU  W, L 
80 FLORIDA ATLANTIC  L, L, L
86 LA TECH  DNP  
87 MARSHALL  W, L, W
116 MIDDLE TENNESSEE  L, W, L 
137 UAB  L, L, L 
155 WKU  -
158 CHARLOTTE  W, W, L
179 SOUTHERN MISS  W, W, L
183 UTEP  W, L, W
198 NORTH TEXAS  DNP 
199 UTSA  DNP
WKU OPPONENT RPI RANKS
RANK TEAM  RESULT
9 LSU  L
14 KENTUCKY  L
51 LIPSCOMB  L
66 SOUTH ALABAMA  L
76 EASTERN KENTUCKY  W, L
78 AUSTIN PEAY  L, L
110 JACKSONVILLE STATE  W
121 TOLEDO  L 
123 SIUE  W
159 CHATTANOOGA  W
171 INDIANA STATE  W, W 
186 GARDNER-WEBB  L
188 SACRED HEART  W
194 EVANSVILLE  W 
197 DAYTON  W, W
212 MURRAY STATE  L
222 TENNESSEE TECH  L, L
234 YOUNGSTOWN STATE  W
246 HAMPTON  W, W 
252 GREEN BAY  W, W
285 TENNESSEE STATE  W, W
RPI STANDINGS
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Conference USA Standings
 C-USA  Pct. Overall  Pct.  Last 10 Streak
Florida Atlantic (E) 15-8 .652 28-24 .538  6-4 L1
UAB (W) 15-8-1 .646 25-30-1 .455  6-4 W2
FIU (E) 14-8 .636 30-24 .556  8-2 W1
LA Tech (W) 15-9 .625 33-21 .611  6-4 L3
Marshall (E) 13-9-1 .587 25-28-1 .472  4-6 W2
MTSU (E) 11-11 .500 34-20 .630  6-4 L2
North Texas (W) 11-12 .478 25-26 .490  3-7 L2
WKU (E) 10-13 .435 27-25 .519  3-7 L1
UTEP (W) 10-14 .417 21-33 .389  3-7 W3
Charlotte (E) 9-15 .375 18-32 .360  4-6 W3
UTSA (W) 8-16 .333 20-30 .400  2-8 W1
Southern Miss (W) 8-16 .333 19-36 .345  3-7 L5
RECORD WHEN TEAM SCORES
RUNS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
0 0-5 0-2 6-0 1-0
1 4-4 1-2 5-1 3-0
2 0-3 0-3 5-1 1-1
3 2-2 1-1 2-2 1-2
4 2-5 2-2 2-3 0-3
5 1-2 1-1 1-4 0-1
6 4-2 0-0 5-3 3-2
7 3-1 0-1 0-5 0-2
8 3-0 3-0 1-2 1-0
9 0-0 0-0 0-1 0-0
10+ 8-1 2-1 0-3 0-2
WKU RECORD AFTER INNINGS
INNINGS LEADING TRAILING TIED
1 9-3 4-8 14-14
2 11-6 5-8 11-11
3 16-6 4-15 7-4
4 21-4 1-17 5-4
5 18-6 0-18 3-1
6 18-3 0-18 2-3
SCORE BY INNINGS
INNINGS WKU C-USA OPPONENTS C-USA
1 38 11 34 18
2 29 15 16 9
3 43 10 53 18
4 63 23 27 11
5 56 26 32 13
6 22 10 33 16
7 10 6 20 12
8 2 0 6 6
9 0 0 0 0
EX 2 0 9 9













vs. Ranked Teams ..................................................0-2
vs. RV Teams ............................................................0-0
TIME
Day Games ..........................................................24-15



















WKU Throws RHP ..............................................27-25
WKU Throws LHP ...................................................0-0
Opp. Throws RHP ..............................................25-20
Opp. Throws LHP ...................................................2-5
WKU SP Goes 5+ ...............................................15-10
WKU SP Goes <5 ...............................................12-15
Opp. SP Goes 5+ .................................................7-19
Opp. SP Goes <5 .................................................20-6
RUNS
WKU Scores 1st ..................................................19-10
Opp. Scores 1st ....................................................8-15
WKU Scores in 1st ...............................................10-5
Opp. Scores in 1st ..................................................6-8
HITS
WKU Has More .....................................................18-3
Opp. Has More .....................................................6-20
Hits Are Even ...........................................................3-2
ERRORS
WKU Commits 0 ..................................................11-6
WKU Commits 1 ..................................................11-7
WKU Commits 2+ ...............................................5-12
Opp. Commits 0 .....................................................8-8
Opp. Commits 1 .....................................................9-8
Opp. Commits 2+ ...............................................10-9
HOMERUNS
WKU Hits 0 ............................................................9-16
WKU Hits 1 ...............................................................9-7
WKU Hits 2+.............................................................8-1
Opp. Hits 0 ..........................................................14-12
Opp. Hits 1 ............................................................10-8
Opp. Hits 2+.............................................................2-4
TEAM RECORD BY...
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HOME RUN TRACKER
NO.  PLAYER GAME-DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS SCORE FINAL
1 Engelhardt 1-02/09 Hampton 1-1/0 3/2 4-0 W, 7-6
2 Smith 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 3-1/2 1/1 0-0 W, 17-6
3 McGuffin 3-02/10 Youngstown St. 1-1/1 5/1 15-3 W, 17-6
4 McGuffin (2) 4-02/10 Hampton 1-1/0 4/2 6-0 W, 10-2
5 Vaughn 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 1-1/1 5/1 5-0 W, 10-0
6 Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 7-0 W, 10-0
7 Vaughn (2) 8-2/16 Tennessee Tech 3-1/1 5/2 0-5 L, 7-6
8 Vaughn (3) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/2 1/1 1-0 W, 16-4
9 Engelhardt (2) 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 0-0/1 3/2 4-4 W, 16-4
10 Carter 9-2/17 Tennessee St. 1-1/2 4/0 6-4 W, 16-4
11 Smith (2) 10-2/17 Chattanooga 0-0/2 5/1 3-2 W, 7-2
12 Carter (2) 13-2/24 Indiana State 1-2/2 1/1 0-0 W, 7-1
13 Vaughn (4) 15-2/25 Indiana State 2-2/1 1/2 0-0 W, 6-2
14 Carter (3) 21-3/07 SIUE 1-0/1 5/0 5-4 W, 10-4
15 Smith (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 0-0/1 4/1 1-1 W, 11-3
16 Engelhardt (3) 22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-1/1 5/2 9-1 W, 11-3
17 McGuffin (3) 27-3/17 MTSU 0-0/2 1/2 0-5 L, 7-4
18 Smith (4) 28-3/17 MTSU 1-0/1 2/1 0-2 W, 8-6
19 Thomas 28-3/17 MTSU 2-1/0* 4/0 5-5 W, 8-6
20 Nunn 28-3/17 MTSU 2-2/1 5/2 6-5 W, 8-6
21 Thomas (2) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 1/0 0-0 W, 3-2
22 Engelhardt (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-2/0* 3/0 1-1 W, 3-2
23 McGuffin (4) 31-3/30 Charlotte 1-1/0* 4/0 2-1 W, 3-2
24 McGuffin (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 0-1/0* 2/0 0-0 W, 5-1
25 Engelhardt (5) 32-3/31 Charlotte 1-1/1 3/2 1-0 W, 5-1
26 Vaughn (5) 34-4/04 Murray State 3-2/1 2/0 0-3 L, 10-6
27 Thomas (3) 35-4/07 UTEP 3-2/1 5/2 8-6 W, 10-8
28 Carter (4) 37-4/08 UTEP 3-2/2 5/0 4-6 W, 8-6
29 Carter (5) 39-4/11 EKU 2-2/0 5/1 5-3 L, 8-4
30 Vaughn (6) 44-4/21 Marshall 0-0/0* 3/0 1-6 W, 8-6
31 McGuffin (6) 44-4/21 Marshall 1-0/0 3/0 2-6 W, 8-6
32 Vaughn (7) 44-4/21 Marshall 3-2/2 4/2 3-6 W, 8-6
33 Engelhardt (6) 45-4/21 Marshall 3-1/0 4/2 1-5 L, 7-5
34 Smith (5) 46-4/22 Marshall 1-1/0 4/2 0-1 W, 4-1
35 Thomas (4) 47-4/28 FAU 0-0/3 4/2 3-9 L, 10-7
36 Engelhardt (7) 48-4/28 FAU 1-0/2 2/2 4-2 L, 13-12
37 McGuffin (7) 48-4/28 FAU 2-1/2 6/2 9-6 L, 13-12
38 Thomas (5) 49-4/29 FAU 2-0/0* 4/0 0-3 L, 6-1
ANALYSIS STATS
SEASON/CAREER HITTING STAT TRACKER
CAREER MULTI-HIT GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 7/32 2/6 1/1 0 39
McGuffin 8/16 2/4 0/1 0 21
Carter 10/12 3/5 0 0 17 
Engelhardt 8/11 1/2 0 0 13
Thomas 9/9 2/2 0 0 11
Bowlds 6/6 3/3 1/1 0 10 
Towers 2/10 0 0 0 10  
McElroy 5/9 0 0 0 9
Vorbrink 4/5 1/2 0 0 7 
Smith 8/8 0 0 0 8
Stowers 1/3 0 0 0/1 4
CAREER MULTI-RBI GAMES       2018/CAREER
PLAYER 2 3 4 5+ CAREER
Vaughn 6/22 3/7 2/4 0/1 34
Carter 5/7 4/4 1/2 0 13 
McGuffin 3/9 2/3 1/1 0 13
Engelhardt 6/9 0/2 1/1 0 12
Vorbrink 4/7 2/2 0 0 9
McElroy 4/5 0 0 0 5
Smith 2 3 0 0 5
Bowlds 2 0 0 0 2
Stowers 2/2 0/1 0 0 3
Towers 0/3 0 0 0 3 
Thomas 0 0 2 0 2
Nunn 0 1 0 0 1
CAREER HOMERUNS
PLAYER 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 CAREER
Vaughn 2 2 RS 9 7 20 
McGuffin - - 4 2 7 13
Engelhardt - - 0 5 7 12
Carter - - - 2 5 7
Smith - - - - 5 5
Thomas - - - - 5 5
Stowers - - - 3 0 3
Towers - - - 2 0 2
Vorbrink - - 1 0 1 2
Nunn - - - - 1 1
STREAK TRACKERS
CAREER HITTING STREAKS
PLAYER  LONGEST 2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  11 7 1
Vorbrink  9 9 1
Carter  7 7 0
McGuffin  6 6 0
Thomas  6 6 4
Bowlds  6 6 3
Engelhardt  5 5 3
McElroy  5 5 0 
Smith  4 4 0 
Stowers  4 3 0 
Towers  4 2 0
Aikey  1 0 0
Childress  1 0 0
Nunn  1 1 0
REACHED BASE STREAK
PLAYER  LONGEST  2018 CURRENT
Vaughn  16 12 1
Engelhardt 14 14 3
Thomas  14 14 4
Carter  13 13 0
Vorbrink  12 12 1
McGuffin  9 9 0
Bowlds  7 7 3
Smith  7 7 0
Stowers  6 3 0
Towers  5 2 1
McElroy  5 5 0
Aikey  2 0 0
Childress  2 0 0
Nunn  2 2 0
Blackford  1 - 1*
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BATTING ANALYSIS
  LEADOFF BASES EMPTY 1-2 RUNNERS BASES LOADED RISP 2 OUTS 2-OUT RBI
PLAYER H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP AVG H OPP  AVG H OPP AVG #
Aikey 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 1 .000 0 1  .000 0 0 --- 0
Blackford 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 0 --- 0
Bowlds 5 19 .263 22 65 .338 24 82 .293 0 4 .000 10 41  .244 16 42 .381 5
Carter 16 31 .516 21 59 .356 26 88 .295 1 9 .111 22 64  .344 19 58 .328 13
Childress 0 0 --- 0 1 .000 0 0 --- 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 0 1 .000 0
Engelhardt 17 36 .472 23 79 .291 17 66 .258 1 6 .167 13 44  .295 14 52 .269 17
McElroy 3 21 .143 8 47 .170 14 62 .226 2 4 .500 11 45  .244 7 44 .159 4
McGuffin 12 35 .343 23 73 .315 18 65 .277 1 3 .333 13 47  .277 12 50 .240 11
Nunn 0 1 .000 0 3 .000 1 2 .500 0 0 --- 0 0  --- 1 2 .500 3
Smith 15 34 .441 15 67 .224 17 74 .230 1 9 .111 9 55  .164 8 43 .186 4
Stowers 1 10 .100 3 26 .115 7 33 .212 0 2 .000 5 20  .250 2 11 .182 3 
Thomas 39 75 .520 30 88 .341 20 66 .303 1 4 .250 15 41  .366 11 37 .297 12
Towers 1 3 .333 3 7 .429 1 10 .100 0 0 --- 1 5  .200 2 4 .500 1
Vaughn 12 35 .343 12 60 .200 34 84 .405 4 4 1.000 20 48  .417 11 42 .262 11
Vorbrink 16 47 .340 20 79 .253 21 76 .276 6 10 .600 15 55  .273 13 49 .365 9
STARTERS SUMMARY
     POSITION         BATTING ORDER
PLAYER GS P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 5TH 6TH 7TH 8TH 9TH FLEX 
VORBRINK 52 - - 4 8 - - 36 - 2 2 - 1 19 7 5 - 1 1 18 - 
ENGELHARDT 52 - - - - 52 - - - - - - - 3 1 2 10 12 10 14 -  
SMITH 52 - 52 - - - - - - - - - - 2 6 9 11 15 1 8 - 
THOMAS 52 - - - - - - 13 2 37 - 51 - - - - - - - 1 -
MCGUFFIN 51 - - - - - - 1 50 - - - 3 7 3 17 11 3 4 3 -
VAUGHN 50 - - - - - 50 - - - - 1 7 7 9 12 11 1 1 1 - 
CARTER 49 - - - - - - - - 13 36 - 2 13 26 5 3 - - - -
BOWLDS 48 - - 48 - - - - - - - - 39 1 - 1 - - - 7 - 
MCELROY 45 - - - 43 - 2 - - - - - - - - - - 14 30 - 1  
NUNN 28 26 - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - - - 1 2 - 25 
AIKEY 18 18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 18
TOWERS 12 8 - - 1 - - 2 - - 1 - - - - - 1 - 3 - 8 
STOWERS 11 - - - - - - - - - 11 - - - - 1 5 5 - - - 
WKU INDIVIDUAL STAT LEADERS
BATTING AVERAGE - Min. 10 AB 
 .325 Jordan Thomas
SLUGGING PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 AB  
.565 Jordan Thomas
ON BASE PERCENTAGE - Min. 10 Plate Appearances 
.462 Jordan Thomas
RUNS SCORED  
41  Jordan Thomas 
HITS  
50  Jordan Thomas
RUNS BATTED IN 
37  Brittany Vaughn
DOUBLES  
16  Jordan Thomas
TRIPLES  
3                  Engelhardt, Thomas & Bowlds 
HOME RUNS  
7  Vaughn, McGuffin, Engelhardt 
TOTAL BASES  
87  Jordan Thomas
WALKS  
39  Jordan Thomas
HIT BY PITCH  
9  Brittany Vaughn
SACRIFICE HITS  
13  Maddie Bowlds
    
SACRIFICE FLIES  
3  Kendall Smith 
STOLEN BASES  
15  Brittany Vaughn
ANALYSIS STATS
WALK-OFF TRACKER
NO.  BATTER GAME/DATE OPPONENT COUNT/OB INNING/OUTS RESULT SCORE FINAL
1  Stowers 4-02/10 Hampton 0-2/1 6/2 Reached E6 9-2 10-2
2  Thomas 6-2/15 Sacred Heart 1-2/1 8/1 RBI 2B LC 0-0 1-0
3  Vorbrink 7-2/16 Tennessee St. 3-2/2 5/2 3R HR RC 7-0 10-0
4  McElroy 20-3/4 Dayton 0-0/2 7/1 RBI 1B RL 0-0 1-0
COME-FROM-BEHIND WIN TRACKER
NO.  GAME/DATE OPPONENT DEFICIT INNING TYING HIT (score) GO-AHEAD HIT (score) FINAL
1  10-02/17 Chattanooga 2-0 E3 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (2-2) Engelhardt RBI 1B (3-2) 7-2
2  14-2/25 Green Bay 3-0 M5 McElroy 2 RBI 1B (3-3) Vorbrink RBI 4-3 (6-3) 6-5
3  21-3/07 SIUE 2-0 M3 Smith 2 RBI 1B (3-2) Stowers 2 RBI 2B (5-2) 10-4
4  22-3/10 Southern Miss 1-0 E2 Thomas RBI SF (1-1) Vorbrink RBI 1B (4-1) 11-3
5  28-3/17 MTSU 5-2 M3 Nunn RBI BB (5-5) Nunn 2-run HR (8-5) 8-6
6  35-4/07 UTEP 2-1 M4 Thomas RBI BB (2-2) Thomas 2 run HR (10-6) 10-8
7  37-4/08 UTEP 6-2 M5 Carter 3 run HR (7-6) Carter 3 run HR (7-6) 8-6
8  44-4/21 Marshall 6-0 M2 Vaughn 3 run HR (6-6) McElroy RBI 1B (7-6) 8-6
9  46-4/22 Marshall 1-0 M4 Smith solo HR (1-1) McElroy E1T (2-1) 4-1 
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GAME-BY-GAME STARTERS
Date Team P C 1B 2B 3B SS LF CF RF DP Record
2/9 Hampton Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (1)
 Gardner-Webb Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 0-1 (2)
2/10 Youngstown St. Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Stowers 1-0 (3)
 Hampton Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (4)
2/15 Tennessee Tech Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (5) 
 Sacred Heart Aikey Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (6)
2/16 Tennessee State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-1 (5) 
 Tennessee Tech Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Vorbrink Carter 0-1 (7) 
2/17 Tennessee State Towers Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (8) 
 Chattanooga Nunn Smith Vorbrink McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 2-0 (4)
2/23 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 1-0 (9) 
 Toledo Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Vorbrink 0-1 (10) 
2/24 Indiana State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (5) 
 Green Bay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (1) 
2/25 Indiana State Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (11) 
3/2 Austin Peay Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-1 (1) 
 Dayton Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-1 (5) 
3/3 Evansville Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (12) 
 Austin Peay Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-1 (12) 
3/4 Dayton Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-0 (11) 
3/7 SIUE Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink Thomas Carter Stowers 1-0 (13) 
3/10 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (5) 
 Southern Miss Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 1-0 (14) 
3/11 Southern Miss Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt McElroy Thomas McGuffin Carter Stowers 0-1 (15) 
3/13 LSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-2 (5) 
3/14 South Alabama Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-3 (5) 
3/17 MTSU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-4 (5) 
 MTSU Towers Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 1-0 (16) 
3/18 MTSU Aikey Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Thomas McGuffin Carter Nunn 0-1 (17) 
3/22 Jacksonville St. Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 3-0 (11) 
3/30 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-0 (11) 
 Charlotte Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-5 (5) 
3/31 Charlotte Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-1 (11) 
4/4 Murray State Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 4-6 (5) 
4/7 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-1 (11) 
 UTEP Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-2 (11) 
4/8 UTEP Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-6 (5) 
4/11 EKU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-2 (11) 
 EKU Towers Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 2-2 (1) 
4/14 UAB Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-3 (11) 
 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 5-7 (5) 
4/15 UAB Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-1 (18) 
4/18 Kentucky Nunn Smith Bowlds Vorbrink Engelhardt Vaughn Towers McGuffin Thomas Carter 0-2 (18) 
4/21 Marshall Nunn Smith Bowlds Towers Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 1-0 (19) 
 Marshall Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-4 (11) 
4/22 Marshall Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-7 (5)
4/28 FAU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-5 (11) 
 FAU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn McGuffin Thomas Vorbrink Towers 0-1 (20) 
4/29 FAU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-8 (5)_ 
5/3 Lipscomb Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-6 (11) 
5/6 FIU Aikey Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 7-6 (11) 
 FIU Nunn Smith Bowlds McElroy Engelhardt Vaughn Vorbrink McGuffin Thomas Carter 6-9 (5) 
5/9 Marshall           
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2018 WKU LINE SCORES
GAME 1 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:22 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
WKU  1 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 - 7 11 1
Hamp 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 - 6 10 2
WP-NUNN (1-0) | LP-Babinsack (0-1) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT
HR HAM - Bradford
GAME 2 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:49 A-200
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 1 0 0 2 0 - 4 11 0
GWU 0 0 3 0 0 2 X - 5  9  1
WP-WARK (1-1) | LP-NUNN  (1-1)
GAME 3 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-2:28 A-50
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
WKU     3 2 7 3 2 - 17 11 0
YSU        0 0 2 1 3 - 6 9 6
WP-NUNN (2-1) | LP-Geanangel (1-1)
HR WKU - SMITH, MCGUFFIN
HR YSU - Saibene
GAME 4 | Boiling Springs, N.C. | T-1:54 A-75
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R  H  E 
Ham       0 0 0 0 2 0 - 2   5   2
WKU     0 0 5 2 2 1 - 10 13 2
WP-NUNN (3-1) | LP-Babinsack (0-3) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN
GAME 5 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:56 A-101
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 1 - 5  5  1
TTU       0 0 6 1 2 0 X - 9 11 2
WP-WALDROP (1-1) |  LP-NUNN (3-2)
GAME 6 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:03 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
SHU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  0  0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  5  1
WP-AIKEY(1-0) | LP-OROSCO (0-1)
GAME 7 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:51 A-152
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R  H  E 
TSU 0 0 0 0 0 - 0   3  1
WKU  0 0 1 3 6 - 10 6  0
WP-NUNN (4-2) | LP-POWELL (0-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, VORBRINK
GAME 8 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-2:28 A-76
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
TTU 3 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 7 13 1
WKU  0 0 2 1 1 0 2 - 6 11 1
WP-THOMAS (1-3) Save-WALDROP
LP-AIKEY (1-1)
HR TTU - CRUSE
HR WKU - VAUGHN
GAME 9 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-0:00 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 -  R  H  E 
WKU  4 0 2 7 3 - 16 17 1
TSU 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   4   0
WP-AIKEY (3-1) LP-O’KANE (0-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER, VAUGHN, 
ENGELHARDT | HR TSU - O’KANE
GAME 10 | Chattanooga, Tenn. | T-1:32 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6  7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 3 3 1 0 -  7 13 0
UTC 0 0 2 0 0 0 X -  2  5  0
WP-NUNN (5-2) |  LP-Swinford (1-1) 
HR WKU - SMITH
HR UTC - Hamill
GAME 11 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:39 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
GB  0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 1
WKU  0 2 4 4 X - 10 9 0
WP-TOWERS (1-0) | LP-KINNAIRD (0-2)
GAME 12 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-335
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Toledo  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 0
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 1
WP-WEBB (2-1) Save-MINARCHICK (1) 
LP-NUNN (5-3)
GAME 13 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:35 A-359
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R H E 
ISU 0 0 0 1 0 - 1 4 1
WKU  5 0 0 2 0 - 7 7 1
WP-NUNN (6-3) | LP-Stober (0-2) 
HR WKU - CARTER (2)
GAME 14 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
GB  0 2 0 1 0 2 0 - 5 8 1
WKU  0 0 0 5 1 0 X - 6 6 0
WP-NUNN (7-3) Save-AIKEY (1) 
LP-PAUTZ (0-2)
GAME 15 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-388
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
ISU  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 2 7 0
WKU  4 1 0 1 0 0 X - 6 9 1
WP-AIKEY (3-1) Save-NUNN (1) 
LP-Blankenship (3-1) 







GAME 16 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-0
Team       1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
APSU  0 0 3 0 0 1 1 - 5 6 0
WKU   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 6 0
WP-RACKEL(3-2) | LP-TOWERS (1-1) 
HR APSU - ACREE (1), LIERMANN,  
(5), MATTSON (3)
 
GAME 17 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-383
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 0 0 X - 1 4 2
WP-NUNN (8-3) | LP-WEAVER (1-3)
GAME 18 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:48 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UE 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 - 1  5  2
WKU  2 1 0 0 0 0 X - 3 4  1 
WP-NUNN (9-3) Save-AIKEY (2) 
LP-Florey (2-6) HR UE - Johnson (2)
GAME 19 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:59 A-401
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  5  2
APSU  0 0 3 2 1 0 X - 6  9  0
WP-GROSS (1-2) Save-RACKEL(1) 
LP-NUNN (9-4) 
HR APSU - LIERMANN (6)
GAME 20 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:32 A-288
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
Dayton  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  1 1
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1  3 2
WP-AIKEY (4-1) LP-CASH (1-4)
GAME 21 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:06 A-102
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
SIUE  0 0 2 2 0 0 0 - 4   5  1
WKU  0 0 5 0 2 3 X - 10 8  0
WP-NUNN (10-4) | LP-RIVAS (1-2) 
HR SIUE - EBY (3), MARLOW (1)
HR WKU - CARTER (3)
GAME 22 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:46 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 - R   H E 
WKU  0 0 1 2 8 - 11 11 0
USM 1 0 0 0 2 - 3   5   0
WP-NUNN (11-4) | LP-ROBLES (5-5) 
HR WKU -SMITH (3), ENGELHARDT, (3)
GAME 23 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-1:47 A-640
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU  0 1 0 2 0 1 0 - 4 10 1
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 1 3 2
WP-AIKEY (5-1) | LP-CROWSON (4-4) 
HR USM - PAPP (2)
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GAME 24 | Hattiesburg, Miss. | T-2:57 A-568
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   0 -   0 6 2
USM  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0   2 -   2 7 1
WP-CROWSON (5-4) | LP-AIKEY (5-2)
HR USM - PAPP (3)
GAME 25 | Baton Rouge, La. | T-2:16 A-1178
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU  1 0 2 0 0 0 0 - 3   7   1
LSU  0 0 3 2 2 0 X - 7  12 0
WP-Walljasper (10-1) | LP-NUNN (11-5)
HR LSU - Serrett (3), Springfield (2)
GAME 26 | Mobile, Ala. | T-1:54 A-407
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 - R H E 
WKU  0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 2
USA  5 0 0 0 1 2 - 8 9 2
WP-Brown (10-6) | LP-NUNN (11-6) 
GAME 27 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 5 1 0 0 0 1 0 - 7  9  4
WKU  3 0 0 0 0 0 1 - 4  4  2
WP-JENNINGS (8-4) | LP-NUNN (11-7) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (3)
GAME 28 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:16 A-279
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MTSU 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 - 6 11 2
WKU  0 2 3 1 2 0 X - 8  8  1
WP-NUNN (12-7) | LP-BALDWIN (6-3) 
HR MT - MUNOZ (2)
HR WKU - THOMAS (1), SMITH (4), 
NUNN (1)
GAME 29 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:12 A-303
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H E 
MTSU 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 - 5 10 1
WKU  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 - 2  4  1
WP-JENNINGS (9-4) | LP-NUNN (12-8)
HR MT - HARRIS (1)
GAME 30 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:49 A-162
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
JSU         0 0 0 1 0 0 1 - 2  4  4
WKU     3 0 0 3 0 0 X - 6  8  0
WP-AIKEY (6-2) | LP-Sims (7-7)
HR JSU - Chambers (2)
GAME 31 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:57 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 1 1 0 0 0 - 3  5  0
CHA      1 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 2  7  0
WP-AIKEY (7-2) |  Save-NUNN (2) 
LP-WISEMAN (7-12) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (2), MCGUFFIN,  
(4), ENGELHARDT (4)
GAME 32 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:47 A-216
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 3 0 0 1 0 1 - 5  8  0
CHA      0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  8  0
WP-NUNN (13-8) | LP-RILEY (1-2) 
HR WKU - MCGUFFIN (5), ENGEL-
HARDT (5)
GAME 33 | Charlotte, N.C. | T-1:49 A-201
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0  2  0
CHA      0 1 0 0 2 0 X - 3  9  0
WP-WISEMAN (8-12) | LP-AIKEY (7-3)
GAME 34 | Murray, Ky. | T-2:16 A-197
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     0 2 0 4 0 0 0 - 6   7   2
MURR   3 0 0 0 6 1 X - 10 10 3
WP-VAN DUYSE (2-5) | LP-AIKEY (7-4) 
HR WKU - VAUGHN, Brittany (5)
GAME 35 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:25 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R   H  E 
UTEP     1 0 0 1 4 2 0 - 8   13 1
WKU     0 0 1 6 3 0 X -10  8   1
WP-AIKEY (8-4) Save-NUNN(3) 
LP-Wright (3-14) 
HR UTEP - Ryder (3), McKechnie (1)
HR WKU - THOMAS (3)
GAME 36 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:10 A-228
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 0 0 0 0 6 - 6  7  2
WKU     0 0 0 0 4 0 0 - 4  6  0
WP-Johnson (2-0) |  LP-NUNN (13-9) 
HR UTEP - Smith, McKechnie
GAME 37 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:03 A-202
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
UTEP     0 0 2 4 0 0 0 - 6  10 1
WKU     2 0 0 0 5 1 X - 8  8   0
WP-AIKEY (9-4) | LP-Johnson (2-1) 
HR WKU - CARTER (4)
GAME 38 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:55 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
EKU       0 0 3 0 0 0 0 - 3  5 3
WKU     4 0 0 0 1 1 X - 6  5 1
WP-AIKEY (10-4) | LP-PAULICK (8-5) 
HR EKU - HARRISON, Brooke (1)
GAME 39 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:53 A-298
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
EKU       2 1 1 0 1 0 3 - 8  8 1
WKU     0 2 1 0 1 0 0 - 4  7 2
WP-PAULICK (9-5) | LP-TOWERS (1-2) 
HR EKU-MURPHY 2 (12), CLARK 2 (10)
HR WKU - CARTER (5)
GAME 40 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-2:23 A-212
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 2 0 0 0 0 0 - 2  4 3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 1 3 - 4  4 0
WP-KACHEL (11-11) | LP-AIKEY (10-5)
HR UAB - ROGERS (4)
GAME 41 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-1:44 A-219
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H E 
WKU     0 0 0 0 1 0 1 - 2   2  2
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 X - 3  4  2
WP-BLOUNT (3-12) | LP-NUNN (13-10)
GAME 42 | Birmingham, Ala. | T-3:14 A-207
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 - R H E 
WKU     1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0  0   0 -  3  8  3
UAB       0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0  0   1 -  4 12 3
WP-BLOUNT (4-12) | LP-AIKEY (10-6)
GAME 43 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:04 A-1093
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
UK         1 2 0 0 0 4 0 - 7  9  0 
WKU     0 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 1  8  7
WP-Rethlake (8-4) | LP-NUNN (13-11)
GAME 44 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:23 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MAR      0 6 0 0 0 0 0 - 6 10 4
WKU     0 1 2 3 1 1 X - 8 12 2
WP-NUNN (14-11) Save-AIKEY (3) 
LP-WILLIAMSON (7-8) 
HR MAR - HARRELL (9)
HR WKU-VAUGHN2 (7), MCGUFFIN (6)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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GAME 45 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:37 A-305
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R H  E 
MAR      0 0 5 0 0 0 0 2 - 7  5   1
WKU     0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 - 5  12 0
WP-TOLBERT (12-9) | LP-NUNN (14-12) 
HR MAR - DAISS (4)
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT (6)
GAME 46 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:52 A-125
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
MAR      1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1  2  3
WKU     0 0 0 1 0 3 X - 4  8 2
WP-NUNN (15-12) | LP-TOLBERT (12-10) 
HR WKU - SMITH (5)
GAME 47 | Boca Raton, Fla. | T-2:04 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R  H  E 
WKU     3 0 0 4 0 0 0 - 7   6   3 
FAU       6 0 3 0 1 0 X - 10 15 2
WP-Buckley (12-9) | LP-AIKEY (10-7) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (4)
GAME 48 | Boca Raton, Fla. | T-2:55 A-600
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 - R  H E 
WKU     0 6 0 0 3 3 0 0 - 12 11 1
FAU       2 0 2 1 1 6 0 1 - 13 13 3
WP-Lokeinsky (2-1) LP-AIKEY (10-8) 
HR WKU - ENGELHARDT, MCGUFFIN
HR FAU - Olson
GAME 49 | Boca Raton, Fla. | T-1:34 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
WKU     0 0 0 1 0 0 0 - 1  1  1
FAU       0 0 3 0 3 0 X - 6 10 0
WP-Buckley (13-9) | LP-NUNN (15-13) 
HR WKU - THOMAS (5)
GAME 50 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:24 A-189
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
LIP         0 0 0 2 0 3 0 - 5 10 1
WKU     0 0 1 0 0 3 0 - 4 11 0
WP-YEAGER (9-2) | Save-FORTEL(1) 
LP-AIKEY (10-9) 
HR LIP - HIGGINS (6)
GAME 51 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-1:36 A-0
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
FIU         0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 2 1
WKU      0 0 0 0 1 0 X - 1 4 1
WP-AIKEY (11-9) | LP-Saile (17-10)
GAME 52 | Bowling Green, Ky. | T-2:39 A-381
Team      1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E 
FIU         0 0 0 3 0 1 0 - 4 9 0
WKU     1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 6 2
WP-Dunford (3-1) | LP-NUNN (15-14)
2018 WKU LINE SCORES
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2018 WKU SEASON STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 27-25   Home: 16-11   Away: 5-12   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 5 52-52 154 41 50 16 3 5 26 87  . 5 6 5 39 2 35 2  . 4 6 2 2 2 6-8 67 2 3  . 9 5 8
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 0 50-49 147 27 47 6 2 5 35 72  . 4 9 0 19 2 23 1  . 4 0 2 1 7 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 9 50-50 144 28 46 8 1 7 37 77  . 5 3 5 15 9 27 0  . 4 1 4 1 4 15-15 84 102 16  . 9 2 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 3 48-48 147 21 46 6 3 0 13 58  . 3 9 5 14 0 26 1  . 3 7 3 0 13 8-12 349 10 7  . 9 8 1
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 7 51-51 138 30 41 8 1 7 24 72  . 5 2 2 24 4 35 0  . 4 1 3 1 1 5-7 62 11 2  . 9 7 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 6 52-52 145 33 40 10 3 7 25 77  . 5 3 1 15 0 38 0  . 3 4 0 2 8 9-13 48 124 9  . 9 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 6 5 52-52 155 22 41 6 0 1 24 50  . 3 2 3 19 3 34 0  . 3 5 6 0 2 6-7 84 14 4  . 9 6 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 3 5 10-4 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 2 9 4 2 0 5 0  . 3 1 6 0 0 0-0 5 13 1  . 9 4 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 2 7 52-52 141 32 32 9 0 5 21 56  . 3 9 7 21 4 34 1  . 3 3 7 3 3 4-4 243 26 8  . 9 7 1
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 2 47-45 109 15 22 0 0 0 16 22  . 2 0 2 6 0 9 0  . 2 4 1 1 8 1-1 85 68 7  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 5 43 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 9 31-11 59 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 3 7 3 0 12 2  . 2 1 0 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 9 52 1363 263 380 72 14 38 230 594  . 4 3 6 179 24 282 7  . 3 7 0 11 48 66-81 1049 436 60  . 9 6 1
Opponents  . 2 7 2 52 1395 224 379 80 5 33 204 568  . 4 0 7 127 13 228 2  . 3 3 6 10 29 31-42 1038 391 70  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (326), Opp (303). DPs turned - Team (15), Opp (21). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 2 1 11-9 38 18 6 3/1 3 135.0 113 71 62 67 99 18 2 15  . 2 2 8 15 6 0 5 13
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 6 4 15-14 43 26 10 2/0 3 171.1 204 113 89 34 104 44 2 11  . 2 8 6 5 3 0 5 12
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 8 1-2 15 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 35 28 19 23 18 1 7  . 3 3 3 0 3 0 0 4
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 6 8 27-25 52 52 16 6/1 6 349.2 379 224 184 127 228 80 5 33  . 2 7 2 22 13 0 10 29
Opponents  4 . 2 7 25-27 52 52 21 5/2 4 346.0 380 263 211 179 282 72 14 38  . 2 7 9 28 24 0 11 48
PB - Team (6), SMITH,K. 6, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (31-42), NUNN,S. (19-21),
AIKEY,K. (7-15), TOWERS,H. (5-6).
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2018 WKU C-USA ONLY STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-13   Home: 6-5   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 23-23 64 13 20 2 1 5 16 39  . 6 0 9 10 2 17 0  . 4 1 6 1 0 1-3 35 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 3 23-23 76 16 23 6 1 5 15 46  . 6 0 5 15 0 16 2  . 4 1 3 1 0 1-1 34 2 1  . 9 7 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 2 23-23 71 9 20 3 0 0 6 23  . 3 2 4 7 0 12 1  . 3 4 6 0 7 4-6 185 6 3  . 9 8 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 0 23-23 74 9 20 1 0 0 12 21  . 2 8 4 9 2 14 0  . 3 6 5 0 1 3-3 29 9 4  . 9 0 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 6 3 21-21 57 8 15 4 0 2 13 25  . 4 3 9 7 6 11 0  . 3 9 4 1 3 6-6 38 49 7  . 9 2 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 23-23 69 17 18 2 2 5 10 39  . 5 6 5 5 0 18 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 3-5 22 64 4  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 22 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 21-19 45 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 2 0 0 0 4 1-1 39 31 5  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 9 3 23-23 57 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 3 6 8 12 1 13 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 96 9 3  . 9 7 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 9 1 22-22 68 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 5 0 6 0 12 1  . 2 5 7 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 5 1  . 8 7 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 1 14-2 22 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 1 1 0 5 0  . 1 3 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 8 23 621 105 154 21 4 22 96 249  . 4 0 1 75 11 126 4  . 3 3 7 5 23 21-27 490 218 28  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 8 3 23 654 108 185 41 2 12 98 266  . 4 0 7 63 6 83 1  . 3 4 7 8 20 15-19 492 193 33  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (138), Opp (153). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (13). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  1 . 9 1 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 7.1 10 6 2 4 2 2 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 6 5-6 18 10 3 1/0 1 75.0 67 41 36 39 45 12 1 7  . 2 4 2 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 1 5 5-7 20 12 3 0/0 2 81.0 108 61 48 20 36 27 1 4  . 3 1 1 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 6 9 10-13 23 23 6 1/0 3 163.1 185 108 86 63 83 41 2 12  . 2 8 3 12 6 0 8 20
Opponents  3 . 2 9 13-10 23 23 12 2/1 0 164.0 154 105 77 75 126 21 4 22  . 2 4 8 13 11 0 5 23
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-19), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-7), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
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2018 WKU TEAM GAME-BY-GAME STATS
2018 WKU Softball
Team Game-by-Game for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
Batting (All games)
Date Opponent ab r h rbi 2b 3b hr tb bb ibb sb cs hbp sac sf gdp k po a e lob avg
Feb 09 vs Hampton 35 7 11 6 4 1 1 20 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 24 10 1 9  . 3 1 4
Feb 09 at Gardner-Webb 31 4 11 3 2 0 0 13 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 2 18 9 0 8  . 3 3 3
Feb 10 vs Youngstown State 30 17 11 11 2 1 2 21 2 0 5 0 1 1 1 0 6 15 5 0 3  . 3 4 4
Feb 10 vs Hampton 29 10 13 9 2 2 1 22 4 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 18 4 2 7  . 3 6 8
Feb 15 vs Tennessee Tech 28 5 5 4 2 0 0 7 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 18 5 1 5  . 3 3 3
Feb 15 vs Sacred Heart 27 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 7 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 9 24 9 1 14  . 3 1 1
Feb 16 vs Tennessee State 20 10 6 9 2 0 2 14 5 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 5 15 9 0 3  . 3 1 0
Feb 16 vs Tennessee Tech 31 6 11 5 5 0 1 19 7 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 12 1 11  . 3 1 6
Feb 17 vs Tennessee State 28 16 17 15 3 1 3 31 4 0 3 1 2 0 2 0 1 15 6 1 5  . 3 4 7
Feb 17 at Chattanooga 28 7 13 7 1 0 1 17 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 18 8 0 6  . 3 5 9
Feb 23 GREEN BAY 19 10 9 8 0 2 0 13 5 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 2 15 7 0 2  . 3 6 6
Feb 23 TOLEDO 25 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 7 1 6  . 3 5 3
Feb 24 INDIANA STATE 21 7 7 6 3 0 1 13 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 15 9 1 6  . 3 5 2
Feb 25 GREEN BAY 21 6 6 6 1 0 0 7 10 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 5 21 5 0 8  . 3 4 9
Feb 25 INDIANA STATE 25 6 9 6 4 0 1 16 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 21 11 1 6  . 3 4 9
Mar 02 AUSTIN PEAY 26 0 6 0 0 0 0 6 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 5 0 9  . 3 4 2
Mar 02 DAYTON 22 1 4 1 1 1 0 7 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 21 13 2 7  . 3 3 4
Mar 03 EVANSVILLE 21 3 4 1 2 0 0 6 4 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 13 21 7 1 6  . 3 2 8
Mar 03 AUSTIN PEAY 24 1 5 1 1 0 0 6 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 4 2 4  . 3 2 2
Mar 04 DAYTON 22 1 3 1 1 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 21 6 2 6  . 3 1 4
Mar 07 SIUE 26 10 8 9 5 0 1 16 5 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 6 21 9 0 5  . 3 1 4
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 23 11 11 11 1 2 2 22 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 4 15 4 0 2  . 3 2 0
*Mar 10 at Southern Miss 29 4 10 3 1 0 0 11 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 21 6 1 9  . 3 2 1
*Mar 11 at Southern Miss 38 0 6 0 1 0 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 9 31 18 2 10  . 3 1 2
Mar 13 at LSU 27 3 7 3 2 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 8 18 9 1 5  . 3 0 9
Mar 14 at South Alabama 22 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 10 16 9 2 6  . 3 0 5
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 4 4 4 2 0 1 9 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 21 5 2 5  . 2 9 9
*Mar 17 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 26 8 8 8 2 0 3 19 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 21 11 1 5  . 3 0 0
*Mar 18 MIDDLE TENNESSEE 27 2 4 2 1 0 0 5 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 24 11 1 6  . 2 9 4
Mar 22 JACKSONVILLE STATE 25 6 8 5 1 0 0 9 3 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 7 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 5
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 3 5 3 0 0 3 14 4 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 11 21 11 0 6  . 2 9 2
*Mar 30 at Charlotte 24 5 8 5 0 0 2 14 3 0 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 21 5 0 7  . 2 9 4
*Mar 31 at Charlotte 22 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 2 0 1 1 0 0 9 18 8 0 6  . 2 8 8
Apr 04 at Murray St. 29 6 7 4 2 0 1 12 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 18 5 2 5  . 2 8 7
*Apr 07 UTEP 24 10 8 9 0 0 1 11 9 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 5 21 15 1 7  . 2 8 8
*Apr 07 UTEP 26 4 6 3 2 0 0 8 6 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 4 21 11 0 9  . 2 8 6
*Apr 08 UTEP 23 8 8 8 0 0 1 11 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5 21 6 0 5  . 2 8 8
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 22 6 5 4 0 1 0 7 4 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 3 21 6 1 5  . 2 8 7
Apr 11 EASTERN KENTUCKY 27 4 7 4 1 0 1 11 3 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 8 21 10 2 7  . 2 8 6
*Apr 13 at UAB 24 2 4 1 1 1 0 7 3 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 8 20 6 3 6  . 2 8 3
*Apr 13 at UAB 23 2 2 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 18 12 2 3  . 2 7 9
*Apr 14 at UAB 40 3 8 1 1 1 0 11 4 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 11 31 16 3 11  . 2 7 6
Apr 18 KENTUCKY 27 1 8 1 2 0 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 21 8 7 5  . 2 7 6
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 30 8 12 7 0 0 3 21 1 0 2 0 2 1 0 1 8 21 10 2 8  . 2 8 0
*Apr 21 MARSHALL 33 5 12 5 1 0 1 16 3 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 3 24 14 0 9  . 2 8 2
*Apr 22 MARSHALL 27 4 8 3 1 0 1 12 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 21 8 2 8  . 2 8 2
*Apr 28 at Florida Atlantic 27 7 6 7 1 0 1 10 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 8 18 8 3 2  . 2 8 1
*Apr 28 at Florida Atlantic 35 12 11 11 1 0 2 18 5 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 21 10 1 7  . 2 8 2
*Apr 29 at Florida Atlantic 22 1 1 1 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 18 7 1 0  . 2 7 8
May 03 LIPSCOMB 24 4 11 4 1 1 0 14 5 0 0 0 1 7 0 0 2 21 6 0 12  . 2 8 1
*May 06 FIU 22 1 4 1 2 0 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 12 21 6 1 3  . 2 8 0
*May 06 FIU 25 1 6 1 2 0 0 8 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 21 10 2 4  . 2 7 9
Totals 1363 263 380 230 72 14 38 594 179 1 66 15 24 48 11 7 282 1049 436 60 326  . 2 7 9







• bats l / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, SFA (2-12-17) 3
 - - RUNS MR, FAU (5-10-17) 1
 - - HITS MR, JSU (3-15-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP MR, ALABAMA A&M (3-16-17) 1
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, MARSHALL (3-25-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .143 39-10 21 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .143 1 1 8 0 .217 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
2018 .000 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 -
Totals .136 42-10 22 3 3 0 0 0 1 3 .136 1 1 9 0 .208 0 1 4-4 12 1 0 1.000
CHILDRESS’ CAREER STATS
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) AT BATS SAME
 3 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS SAME
 2 MR, AT FAU  (4-28) HITS SAME
 2 VS. TENNESSEE TECH (2-16) DOUBLES SAME
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 5X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) HOME RUNS SAME
 3 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) RBI SAME
 2 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28) WALKS/HBP SAME
 1 3X, MR VS. APSU (3-2) STOLEN BASES SAME -
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MR, AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS SAME
 2 11X, MR AT FAU (4-28) RUNS SAME
 3 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME
 1 16X, MR VS. FIU (5-6) DOUBLES SAME
 1 3X, MR AT UAB (4-14) TRIPLES SAME
 1 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28) HOME RUNS SAME 
 4 2X, MR AT FAU (4-28) RBI SAME
 2 9X, MR AT UAB (4-13) WALKS/HBP SAME











• bowling green, ky.
• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .325 52-52 154 41 50 16 3 5 26 87 .565 39 2 35 2 .462 2 2 6-8 67 2 3 .958
THOMAS’ CAREER STATS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .227 52-52 141 32 32 9 0 5 21 56 .397 21 4 34 1 .337 3 3 4-4 243 26 8 .971
SMITH’S CAREER STATS







• bowling green, ky. | memphis
• bats s / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 MR, AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS MR, UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENNESSEE ST. (2-17) RUNS MR, TENNESSEE ST. (2-17-18) 3
 4 VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HITS VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. FIU (5-6) DOUBLES AT ARKANSAS PB (3-14-14) 2
 1 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 2 VS. MARSHALL (4-21) HOME RUNS VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 2
 4 2X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) RBI ALCORN STATE (4-23-14) 5
 3 2X, MR AT CHARLOTTE (3-30) WALKS/HBP MR, AT CHARLOTTE (3-30-18) 3
 3 SIUE (3-7) STOLEN BASES SIUE (3-7-18) 3
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2014 .289 54-54 149 28 43 11 0 2 33 60 .403 18 11 20 1 .402 1 6 6-8 94 82 22 .889
2015 .237 42-34 94 15 22 8 0 2 15 36 .387 10 10 15 1 .368 1 3 3-3 54 53 6 .947
2017 .277 62-62 191 43 53 12 0 9 38 92 .482 10 18 44 0 .362 5 4 7-9 108 129 24 .908
2018 .319 50-50 144 28 46 8 1 7 37 77 .535 15 9 27 0 .414 1 4 15-15 84 102 16 .921






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 7X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) AT BATS 10X,MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21-18) 4
 3 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) RUNS 2X, MR VS. HAMPTON  (2-9-18) 3
 3 VS. TENN. ST. (2-17) HITS MR, VS. TENN. ST. (2-17-18) 3
 2 VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 1 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13) TRIPLES 3X, MR AT UAB (4-13-18) 1
 1 7X, MR AT FAU (4-28) HOME RUNS 12X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 4 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17) RBI VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-17-18) 4
 3 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 3
 2 VS. CHATTANOOGA STOLEN BASES 2X, MR VS. UTC (2-17-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .069 41-36 29 6 2 0 0 0 2 2 .069 5 0 11 0 .206 0 3 1-1 38 45 12 .874
2017 .213 58-48 108 19 23 3 0 5 14 41 .380 14 1 24 0 .309 0 3 9-12 70 103 13 .930
2018 .276 52-52 145 33 40 10 3 7 25 77 .531 15 0 38 0 .340 2 8 9-13 48 124 9 .950
CAREER .230 151-136 282 58 65 13 3 12 40 120 .426 34 1 73 0 .313 2 14 19-26 156 272 34 .926
ENGELHARDT’S CAREER STATS
10
shelby nunn   
• freshman
• pitCher/utility
• bowling green, ky
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 2 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) AT BATS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) RUNS SAME 
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HITS SAME 
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 1 VS. MTSU (3-17) HOME RUNS SAME 
 3 VS. MTSU (3-17) RBI SAME 
 1 2X, MR VS. MTSU (3-18) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 7.0 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) IP SAME
 2 VS. MARSHALL (4-22) FEWEST HITS SAME
 0 4X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) FEWEST ER SAME
 11 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STRIKEOUTS SAME
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .200 42-28 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 .800 2 0 2 0 .429 0 0 0-0 5 43 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2018 3.64 15-14 43 26 10 2/0 3 171.1 204 113 89 34 104 44 2 11 767 .286 5 3 0 5 12
NUNN’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS VS. UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 MR, AT FAU (4-28) RUNS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 3
 3 MR, AT FAU (4-28) HITS UAB (5-10-17) 4
 1 8X, MR VS. MTSU (3-17) DOUBLES MR VS. MTSU (3-17-18) 1
 1 AT SOUTHERN MISS (3-10) TRIPLES AT USM (3-10-18) 1
 1 7X, AT FAU (4-28) HOME RUNS MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 1
 4 AT FAU (4-28) RBI AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 3 VS. GREEN BAY (2-25) WALKS/HBP 2X, MR VS. GREEN BAY (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS.TENN. ST. (2-16) STOLEN BASES MR, VS.TENN. ST. (2-16-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .200 47-47 120 18 24 6 0 4 13 42 .350 18 1 24 1 .305 2 5 6-6 63 20 5 .943
2017 .246 60-56 134 23 33 9 0 2 16 48 .358 19 11 35 0 .382 1 6 13-16 93 10 2 .981
2018 .297 51-51 138 30 41 8 1 7 24 72 .522 24 4 35 0 .413 1 1 5-7 62 11 2 .973
Totals .250 158-154 392 71 98 23 1 13 53 162 .413 61 16 94 1 .370 4 12 24-29 218 41 9 .966
12
kelsey aikey   
• sophomore
• pitCher
• Cedar falls, iowa
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 1 AT MURRAY ST. (4-4) AT BATS LIPSCOMB (3-22-17) 3
 - - RUNS - -
 - - HITS AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI AAMU (3-16-17) 1
 - - WALKS/HBP AAMU (3-16-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
 8.0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) IP VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 8.0
 0 VS. SACRED HEART (2-15) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) VS. SACRED HEART (2-15-18) 0
 0 2X, MR VS. DAYTON (3-4) FEWEST ER MR, DAYTON (3-4-18) 0
 7 2X, MR AT USM (3-10) STRIKEOUTS 2X, MR AT USM (3-10-18) 7
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .083 27-9 12 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .083 3 0 5 0 .267 0 0 0-0 4 21 2 .926
2018 .000 33-15 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 0 0 1 0 .000 0 0 0-0 6 20 1 .963
TOTALS .077 65-27 13 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 .077 3 0 6 0 .250 0 0 0-0 10 41 3 .944
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 2.92 7-4 27 9 5 1/0 2 93.1 86 59 39 65 54 12 0 6 437 .244 19 8 1 3 9
2018 3.21 11-9 38 18 6 3/1 3 135.0 113 71 62 67 99 18 2 15 587 .228 15 6 0 5 13
TOTALS 3.10 18-13 65 27 11 4/1 5 228.0 199 130 101 132 153 30 2 21 1024 .235 34 14 1 8 22
AIKEY’S CAREER STATS
11
jordan vorbrink  
• junior
• outfielder
• louisville, ky. | louisville
• bats l / throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS AT UAB (4-14-18) 5
 2 3X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
 3 AT USM (3-10) HITS MR, AT USM (3-10-18) 3
 1 5X, MR VS. EKU (4-11) DOUBLES MR VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 - - TRIPLES MR, VS. NCC (4-17-16) 1
 1 VS. TENNESSEE STATE (2-16) HOME RUNS 2X, MR VS. TENN. ST (2-16-18) 1
 3 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8) RBI 2X, MR VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 3
 2 MR, VS. JSU (3-22) WALKS/HBP 3X, MR VS. JSU (3-22-18) 2
 2 VS. EKU (4-11) STOLEN BASES VS. EKU (4-11-18) 2
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2016 .244 24-15 41 6 10 3 3 1 9 22 .537 2 0 7 1 .273 1 2 1-1 101 2 1 .990
2017 .143 26-15 28 3 4 0 0 0 1 4 .143 0 4 5 1 .250 0 0 0-0 21 0 0 1.000
2018 .265 52-52 155 22 41 6 0 1 24 50 .323 19 3 34 0 .356 0 2 6-7 84 14 4 .961
CAREER .246 102-82 224 31 55 9 3 2 34 76 .339 21 7 46 2 .328 1 4 7-8 206 16 5 .978
VORBRINK’S CAREER STATS








• bats r / throws r
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .214 59-51 131 25 28 6 1 2 18 42 .321 20 2 45 1 .325 1 4 5-6 111 27 2 .986
2018 .235 24-12 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5 .294 2 0 5 0 .316 0 0 0 5 13 1 .947
TOTALS .216 83-63 148 28 32 7 1 2 19 47 .318 22 2 50 1 .324 1 4 5-6 116 40 3 .981
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 4.43 8-12 26 17 13 1/0 2 117.0 154 90 74 47 78 17 3 10 550 .322 7 8 1 7 9
2018 4.78 1-2 15 8 0 0/1 0 51.0 59 35 28 19 23 18 1 7 203 .333 0 3 0 0 4
TOTALS 4.52 9-14 41 25 13 1/1 2 158.0 213 125 102 66 101 35 4 17 753 .325 7 11 1 7 13
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 AT FAU (4-28) AT BATS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 4
 3 AT FAU (4-28) RUNS MR AT FAU  (4-28-18) 3
 2 2X MR, VS. UK (4-18) HITS MR, vs. UK (4-18-18) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-14) DOUBLES AT SAMFORD (3-14-17) 2
 - - TRIPLES BELMONT (2-18-17) 1
 - - HOME RUNS NW STATE (3-4-17) 1
 1 AT UAB (4-14) RBI MR, ALABAMA STATE (5-17-17) 2
 1 MR AT FAU (4-28) WALKS/HBP MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 2
 - - STOLEN BASES MR, CHARLOTTE (4-14-17) 1
 5.0 VS. APSU (3-2) IP GA. STATE (2-11-17) 7.2
 3 MR, AT USA (3-14) FEWEST HITS (5+ IP) MR AT USA (3-14-18) 3
 0 VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) FEWEST ER VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 0





• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS MR, AT USM (3-11-18) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 2 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) HITS EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 5*
 1 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) DOUBLES EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 2
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) TRIPLES VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 - - HOME RUNS MR, at OKLAHOMA (3-5-17) 1
2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RBI EVANSVILLE (3-3-17) 3
1 3X, MR AT USM (3-10) WALKS/HBP WRIGHT STATE (2-25-17) 3
 - - STOLEN BASES - -
STOWERS’ CAREER STATS
16
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .215 44-31 107 12 23 4 0 3 13 36 .336 13 0 27 1 .298 1 1 0-0 24 1 3 .893
2018 .169 31-11 59 8 10 2 1 0 5 14 .237 3 0 12 2 .210 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
TOTALS .199 75-42 166 20 33 6 1 3 18 50 .301 16 0 39 3 .268 1 1 0-0 26 2 3 .903







• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 4 5X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-21) AT BATS AT UTEP (4-9-17) 5
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) RUNS AT UTEP (4-8-17) 3
 2 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28) HITS MR, AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 - - DOUBLES MR, AT UTEP (4-8-17) 1
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 4X, MR AT FAU (4-28) RBI 5X, MR AT FAU (4-28-18) 2
 2 VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3) WALKS/HBP MR, VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3-18) 2
 1 AT UAB (4-13) STOLEN BASES MR, UAB (5-10-17) 1
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .154 59-57 130 16 20 4 0 0 8 24 .185 14 6 26 0 .267 0 5 3-4 172 79 7 .973
2018 .202 47-45 109 15 22 0 0 0 16 22 .202 6 0 9 0 .241 1 8 1-1 85 68 7 .956
TOTALS .176 106-102 239 31 42 4 0 0 24 46 .192 20 6 35 0 .256 1 13 4-5 257 147 14 .967
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball21
MEET THE HILLTOPPERS
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .000 7-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 2-2 1 2 0 1.000
2018 - 11-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1-1 0 0 0 -
TOTALS .000 18-0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000 1 0 0 0 1.000 0 0 3-3 1 2 0 1.000
Year ERA W-L app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr bf bavg wp hbp bk sfa sha
2017 5.25 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.2 4 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 13 .400 1 0 0 0 0
2018 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0 17 .333 2 1 0 0 0






• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 - - AT BATS - -
 1 MR, VS. UTEP (4-8) RUNS MR, VS. UTEP (4-8-18) 1
 - - HITS - -
 - - DOUBLES - -
 - - TRIPLES - -
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 - - RBI - -
 - - WALKS/HBP ALABAMA STATE (5-16-17) 1
 1 VS. HAMPTON (2-10) STOLEN BASES MR, VS. HAMPTON (2-10-18) 1
 1.0 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3) IP EKU (5-3-17) 1.1
 1 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST HITS 2X, MR VS. APSU (3-3-18) 1
 0 VS. APSU (3-3) FEWEST ER MR, APSU (3-3-18) 0





• Crown point, ind.
• bats r / throws r
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 5 AT USM (3-11) AT BATS UAB (5-10-17) 6
 3 VS. TENN. STATE (2-17) RUNS VS. TENN. STATE (2-17-18) 3
 3 3X, MR VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) HITS MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 3
 2 VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25) DOUBLES VS. INDIANA ST. (2-25-18) 2
 1 MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23) TRIPLES MR, VS. GREEN BAY (2-23-18) 1
 1 MR, VS. EKU (4-11) HOME RUNS MR, VS. EKU (4-11-18) 1
 4 VS. INDIANA  ST. (2-24) RBI MR, VS. INDIANA ST. (2-24-18) 4
 2 2X, MR VS.SIUE (3-7) WALKS/HBP 4X, MR VS. SIUE (3-7-18) 2
 2 VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10) STOLEN BASES VS. YOUNGSTOWN ST. (2-10-18) 2
CARTER’S CAREER STATS
26
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2017 .222 52-24 99 14 22 4 1 2 15 34 .343 14 3 23 0 .333 1 1 3-4 23 1 3 .889
2018 .320 50-49 147 27 47 6 2 5 35 72 .490 19 2 23 1 .402 1 7 11-13 9 2 2 .846





• bats l /throws l
  SEASON HIGH  CAREER HIGHS
 NUM. OPPONENT/DATE STAT OPPONENT/DATE NUM.
 6 AT UAB (4-14) AT BATS SAME
 2 MR, VS. SIUE (3-7) RUNS SAME
 4 VS. HAMPTON (2-9) HITS SAME
 1 6X, MR VS. MARSHALL (4-22) DOUBLES SAME
 1 VS. LIPSCOMB (5-3) TRIPLES SAME
 - - HOME RUNS - -
 2 MR, VS. MARSHALL (4-22) RBI SAME
 3 VS. UTEP (4-7) WALKS/HBP SAME 
 1 8X, MR VS. FIU (5-6) STOLEN BASES SAME 
BOWLDS’ CAREER STATS
28
Year avg. gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
2018 .313 48-48 147 21 46 6 3 0 13 58 .395 14 0 26 1 .373 0 13 8-12 349 10 7 .981
www.WKUSports.com  |  @WKUSoftball 22
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3 Taylor Childress
Sophomore | OF | L/R
Louisville, Ky.
5 Brittany Vaughn
R-Senior | IF | S/R
Bowling Green, Ky. | Memphis
7 Rebekah Engelhardt
Junior | IF | R/R
Rockport, Ind.
12 Kelsey Aikey
Sophomore | P | R/R
Cedar Falls, Iowa
15 Kelsey McGuffin
Junior | OF | R/R
Elizabethtown, Ky.
20 Haylee Towers
Sophomore | P/OF | R/R
Johnston, Iowa
16 Tommi Stowers
Sophomore | C/OF | R/R
Columbus, Ind.
23 Morgan McElroy
Sophomore | IF | R/R
Madisonville, Ky.
24 Cassidy Blackford
R-Sophomore | P | R/R
Marshalltown, Iowa
26 Paige Carter









Asst. Coach/Director of Ops
Third Season
10 Shelby Nunn
Freshman | P/UTL | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
11 Jordan Vorbrink
Junior | OF | L/L
Louisville, Ky. | Louisville
1 Jordan Thomas
Freshman | OF | L/L
Lebabon, Ky.
2 Kendall Smith
Freshman | C | R/R
Bowling Green, Ky.
28 Maddie Bowlds
Freshman | IF | L/L
Utica, Ky.
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, May 9, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Game 53 & 54 box scores attached. 
HOT BATS, AIKEY’S CAREER DAY PROPEL TOPS TO QUARTERFINALS BEFORE SETBACK TO #4 LA TECH 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – A career-best nine strikeouts off the arm of Kelsey Aikey combined with timely Hilltopper hitting 
propelled WKU Softball into the Conference USA Championship semifinals for the second-straight season before a loss 
to preseason favorite Louisiana Tech ended the Red and White’s 2018 campaign. Eighth-seeded WKU upended No. 5 
seed Marshall in a 5-2 decision before the Lady Techsters took down the Hilltoppers 6-1. 
WKU closed the season with a 28-26 record after the split results on the day. Louisiana Tech improved to 35-21 and will 
face top-seeded Florida Atlantic on Thursday. 
Haylee Towers and Kendall Smith each collected three hits across the day, both posting 3-for-6 postseason outings. 
Senior Brittany Vaughn (8) and freshman Jordan Thomas (6) each connected with home runs in the day’s first contest. 
GAME 53: #8 WKU 5, #5 MARSHALL 2 
WKU wasted no time getting on the board scoring a pair of runs in the Hilltoppers first trip to the plate. Maddie Bowlds 
got the offense started by beating out a one-out infield single before Brittany Vaughn blasted her eighth home run of 
the season. It looked like Marshall might respond in the bottom of the first after a leadoff single but Kendall Smith 
gunned down the attempted steal. The Thundering Herd ended up getting a pair of runners of via hit by pitches but 
Aikey responded with a pair of strikeouts to get the Red and White out of the jam. 
Aikey continued to dominate in the bottom of the second, extending her streak to four-consecutive strikeouts. Marshall 
ended the streak with a single through the left side before one of Aikey’s two walks on the day, but the righty ace gloved 
a liner to get the Hilltoppers back on offense. At the plate for the top of the third, Jordan Thomas led off with a solo 
home run to push WKU’s advantage to a 3-0 margin. 
Marshall took advantage of two hits and its second walk of the game in the bottom of the third to get on the board on 
an RBI single. WKU added its final two runs of the game in the top of the fourth inning. Haylee Towers dropped a perfect 
bunt single before advancing to second on a throwing error. Towers scored Jordan Vorbrink and advanced Kendall Smith 
around to third with the RBI play. Two batters later, Kelsey McGuffin had a home run robbed at the wall by the Marshall 
center fielder but settled for the RBI sacrifice fly as Smith scored. 
In the bottom of the sixth, the Thundering Herd had a two-on, one-out situation but Aikey picked up another strikeout 
before handling a grounder and firing to first to get the Hilltoppers back to the dugout. 
Paige Carter opened the top of the seventh with a pinch-hit single up the middle but a fielder’s choice replaced her on 
base with Thomas. Bowlds reached on a fielding error to move Thomas into scoring position but both ended up 
stranded. 
Marshall saw the C-USA Freshman of the Year lead off the top of the seventh with a solo home run but that’s all the 
Thundering Herd would end up with. For the second game in a row, Aikey closed the contest with a swinging strikeout. 
Aikey finished with a new career-high nine punchouts in the game and improved to 12-9 on the season. With the help of 
her defense, Aikey stranded 11 Marshall runners on base after the Thundering Herd outhit WKU 10-7. Seven different 
Hilltoppers accounted for hits in the contest. 
GAME 54: #4 LA TECH 6 | #8 WKU 1 
WKU’s second game of the day started with Thomas drawing her 40th walk of the season – what will stand as a new 
single-season Hilltopper record. Vaughn also drew a walk but a Lady Techster double play ended the Red and White’s 
threat. 
Louisiana Tech opened its first game in Charlotte with a single followed by two fielder’s choice plays. However, the arm 
of Smith and tag by Vaughn caught the home squad’s runner attempting to steal and got WKU back to the dugout. 
Rebekah Engelhardt and Towers singled in the top of the second – the first of two hits for both Hilltoppers in the contest 
– but the runners ended up stranded again. 
In the bottom of the second, the Lady Techsters posted their first of back-to-back three run frames to account for all of 
their scoring. With a pair of errors, only four of LA Tech’s six runs were earned. 
WKU scored its lone run in the top of the sixth after Engelhardt knocked a two-out base hit to left center. Smith followed 
with a double that went to fence in left center that allowed Engelhardt to score all the way from first. 




May 09, 2018 at Charlotte, N.C. (Daughtridge Stadium)
WKU 5 (28-25)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 4 1 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 .321
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 1 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 .310
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 4 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 2 .316
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .265
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 .258
SMITH, Kendall c 3 1 1 0 0 0 9 1 0 .231
TOWERS, Haylee dh 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 .261
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 .212
  CARTER, Paige ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .329
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 1 .289
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 .000
Totals 28 5 7 5 1 1 21 5 4
Marshall 2 (25-29-1)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
D'ORAZIO, Elicia 2b 4 0 1 0 0 2 1 3 2 .346
MCCORD, Taylor c 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 .294
HARRELL, Aly 1b 3 1 2 1 0 0 8 1 0 .358
  ESTRADA, Abigail pr 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .220
DAISS, Briana dh 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .244
RADCLIFFE, Grayson ss 4 0 3 1 0 1 2 1 2 .244
BURCH, Blakely 3b 2 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 .217
  ROUSSEAU, Rachel ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .227
MARSHALL, Madi lf 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 .194
  GLOVER, Wylie ph 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 .232
TRIBOLET, Eloise cf 3 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 .298
COLLIFLOWER, Jordan rf 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 .355
TOLBERT, Abigail p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -
  WILLIAMSON, Kailee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 29 2 10 2 2 9 21 7 11
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 R H E
WKU 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 5 7 0
Marshall 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 X 2 10 2
E - D'Orazio, E.(16); BURCH, B.(8). LOB - WKU 4; MAR 11. 2B - HARRELL, A.(10). HR - THOMAS,J.(6); VAUGHN,B.(8);
HARRELL, A.(11). HBP - MCCORD, T.; HARRELL, A.. SH - COLLIFLOWER,(11). SF - MCGUFFIN,K.(2). CS - D'Orazio,
E.(8).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf era
AIKEY, Kelsey 7.0 10 2 2 2 9 29 34 3.99
Marshall ip h r er bb so ab bf era
TOLBERT, Abigail 3.2 6 5 4 1 0 16 18 4.60
WILLIAMSON, Kailee 3.1 1 0 0 0 1 12 12 4.70
Win - AIKEY,K. (12-9).  Loss - TOLBERT, A. (12-11).  Save - None.
WP - TOLBERT, A.(8). HBP - by AIKEY,K. (MCCORD, T.); by AIKEY,K. (HARRELL, A.).
Umpires - HP: Troy Kuykendall  1B: Anthony Small  3B: Mike Thibodeaux
Start: 12:01 pm   Time: 213   Attendance:
Weather: 85 deg, Sunny
The Automated ScoreBook
WKU vs Louisiana Tech
May 09, 2018 at Charlotte, N.C. (Daughtridge Stadium)
WKU 1 (28-25)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 4 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 1
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 0 0 0 1 0 3 5 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 3 0
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0
TOWERS, Haylee dp 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 2
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2
  CARTER, Paige rf 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
Totals 26 1 7 1 2 2 18 11 7
Louisiana Tech 6 (34-21)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
ATIENZA, Kimmie rf 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1
TURKOLY, Morgan lf 3 1 0 0 1 0 4 0 2
SMITH, Katie ss 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
STEWARTSON, Sloane dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CROWDER, Jazlyn cf 3 1 2 2 0 0 1 0 0
GALAZ, Ali 1b 2 1 0 1 0 0 10 0 1
RIZZATO, Marilyn c 1 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0
  CALAPP, Berkley ph 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
SIMON, Bayli 3b 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 3 1
  ANDERSON, Kailey pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
JENSEN, Karlee 2b 2 0 1 1 1 0 2 5 0
GALLAWAY, Preslee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
  DE LA CRUZ, Krystal p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 24 6 8 6 4 0 21 10 5
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
WKU 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 7 2
Louisiana Tech 0 3 3 0 0 0 X 6 8 0
E - VAUGHN,B.(17); SMITH,K.(9). DP - WKU 1; LATECH 1. LOB - WKU 7; LATECH 5. 2B - SMITH,K.(10); CROWDER,
Jaz(8); SIMON, Bayli(6). SH - SMITH,K.(4); GALAZ, Ali(4). CS - SMITH, Katie(2).
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 6.0 8 4 1 2 0 24 27 97
TOWERS, Haylee 0.0 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 9
Louisiana Tech ip h r er bb so ab bf np
GALLAWAY, Preslee 6.0 6 1 1 2 1 22 25 69
DE LA CRUZ, Krystal 1.0 1 0 0 0 1 4 4 22
Win - GALLAWAY, Pr (18-8).  Loss - NUNN,S. (15-15).  Save - None.
WP - GALLAWAY, Pr(6). Inherited runners/scored: NUNN,S. 2/2. Pitches/strikes: NUNN,S. 97/63; TOWERS,H. 9/1;
GALLAWAY, Pr 69/44; DE LA CRUZ, 22/14.
Umpires - HP: Anthony Small  1B: Mike Thibodeaux  3B: Troy Kuykendall
Start: 5 p.m.   Time: 1:48   Attendance:
Weather: 81 deg, Clear
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, May 10, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Morgan McElroy headshot attached. Please credit Steve Roberts/WKU Athletics if used. 
Complete AAD list 
MORGAN MCELROY NAMED 2018 CoSIDA ACADEMIC ALL-DISTRICT SELECTION 
AUSTIN, Texas – For the first time since 2014 a WKU Softball student-athlete has earned Google Cloud 
CoSIDA Academic All-District II recognition as sophomore Morgan McElroy was announced as an 
honoree on Thursday. A native of Madisonville, Ky., McElroy marks the 12th Hilltopper in program 
history to collect an Academic All-District distinction. 
CoSIDA Academic nominees must be a starter or significant contributor to the team while carrying at 
least a 3.3 grade point average, and McElroy checks all those boxes. Starting 47 of the Red and White’s 
54 games on the 2018 campaign, McElroy owns a perfect 4.0 GPA while studying accounting. 
One of the toughest batters to strike out in the nation, McElroy returned to the dugout following a 
punch out just nine times across 113 at bats. She also posted 16 RBI on the year along with eight 
sacrifices hits and a sac fly to move her teammates. 
Off the field, McElroy has made the WKU President’s List all three of her semesters on The Hill in 
addition to earning C-USA Commissioner’s Academic Medal both years. 
With All-District honors, McElroy is eligible for the 2018 CoSIDA Academic All-America Team ballot, 
which will be announced at the beginning of June. WKU is looking for its third-ever Academic All-
American to join Kristalyn Smith (2002) and Shannon Smith (2010) – both first team selections. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Saturday, May 12, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Kendall Smith action shot attached. Please credit Conference USA if used. 
FRESHMAN CATCH KENDALL SMITH NAMED TO C-USA ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – In her rookie campaign, WKU Softball catcher Kendall Smith earned Conference USA 
All-Tournament Team recognition the league office announced at the conclusion of the championship 
event Saturday. Smith was the only backstop recognized on the 12-person team, marking back-to-back 
seasons a Hilltopper catcher has earned the honor. 
Across two games in Charlotte, the Bowling Green, Ky., native went 3-for-5 with a double, RBI, sacrifice 
hit and run scored. Of all individuals that played in multiple games at the Championship, Smith’s .600 
batting average was the second-best mark. 
Smith caught all 13 innings the Red and White played at the C-USA Championship, including a career-
best nine strikeouts – framing four for called punchouts - from Kelsey Aikey in WKU’s 5-2 win over 
Marshall. Behind the plate, Smith was the only catcher to catch two runners attempting to steal while 
allowing zero stolen bases against in the tournament. 
With three trips to the C-USA Championship in program history, WKU Softball has now seen six 
Hilltoppers earn All-Tournament honors as Smith added her name to the list. Last season, catcher Taylor 
Proctor and outfielder Kelsey McGuffin each earned recognition. In WKU’s first year as a C-USA member, 
Miranda Kramer, Kathryn Downing and Carleigh Chaumont all earned recognition as well. 
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Jordan Thomas headshot and action shot attached. 
NFCA All Region teams list attached. 
JORDAN THOMAS TABBED NFCA ALL-REGION FOLLOWING IMPRESSIVE ROOKIE CAMPAIGN 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – After a standout rookie season on The Hill, WKU Softball’s Jordan Thomas continues 
to make program history, becoming the Hilltoppers’ first freshman to ever earn National Fastpitch 
Coaches Association (NFCA) All-Region honors. The Lebanon, Ky., native landed on the Mideast Region’s 
third team to become WKU’s ninth All-Region selection and first since the 2016 campaign. 
“What a well-deserved honor for Jordan,” head coach Amy Tudor started. “I am so proud of how hard 
she worked all season and how she was a great teammate. Jordan stepped up and handled the leadoff 
role with authority. She is tough, humble and I am sure with her work ethic this is only the beginning.” 
Across Division I, 389 student-athletes from 164 programs received 2018 NFCA All-Region accolades. The 
awards honor softball student-athletes from the Association’s 10 regions with first, second and third-
team selections. NFCA member coaches from each respective region voted on the teams, and all the 
honorees now become eligible for selection to the 2018 NFCA Division I All-American squads, which will 
be announced on Wednesday, May 30. 
Thomas was the Hilltoppers’ go-to leadoff batter in 2018. In her debut season, Thomas set the 
program’s single season record for walks drawn with 40 and tied the single season doubles record at 16. 
The outfielder registered a team-best 1.019 OPS rate while leading the Red and White in several 
offensive categories including: runs scored (42), hits (51), doubles (16), triples (3), total bases (91), 
slugging percent (.565), walks (40) and on base percent (.454). Thomas finished the season with a team-
best 25 extra-base hits including six home runs and was one of four Hilltoppers to start all 54 games. 
In leadoff situations, Thomas reached base in 41-of-79 opportunities for a .519 rate. When leading off an 
inning, the freshman racked up six doubles, four home runs and 39 total bases to go along with 16 walks 
drawn. Thomas finished with 12 multi-hit games – the second most on the team – and a pair of four-RBI 
outings. 
The NFCA honor comes just over a week after Thomas was named to Conference USA’s 12-person All-
Freshman team. 
With the all-region nod, Thomas is the eighth different Hilltopper to collect an honor of the sort from 
the NFCA. Most recently, Brooke Holloway collected third team recognition in 2016 whole Miranda 
Kramer and Larissa Franklin each earned first team selections in 2015. Olivia Watkins is the lone 
Hilltopper to earn multiple all-region credits, with first and third team laurels in 2013 and 2014, 
respectively. Emily Rousseau (second team, 2013), Ryan Rogge (first team, 2009) and Shelly Floyd (first 
team, 2003) round out WKU Softball’s all-region honorees. 
 

2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
Central
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Paige Parker University of Oklahoma
Pitcher Randi Rupp Texas State University
Pitcher Gia Rodoni Baylor University
Catcher Carlee Wallace Baylor University
First Base Jessica Hartwell Texas Tech University
Second Base Janae Jefferson University of Texas at Austin
Third Base Sydney Romero University of Oklahoma
Shortstop Alissa Dalton University of Louisiana at Lafayette
Outfield Jessie Scroggins Baylor University
Outfield Kyla Walker Baylor University
Outfield Nicole Pendley University of Oklahoma
Utility/Pitcher Savannah Heebner University of Houston
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Jocelyn Alo University of Oklahoma
Pitcher Summer Ellyson University of Louisiana at Lafayette
Pitcher Emily Watson University of Tulsa
Catcher Haleigh Davis Texas State University
First Base Shay Knighten University of Oklahoma
Second Base Caleigh Clifton University of Oklahoma
Third Base Mackenzie Wright Wichita State University
Shortstop Kyler Trosclair University of Memphis
Outfield Julia Hollingsworth University of Tulsa
Outfield Courtney Dean Coastal Carolina University
Outfield Laura Curry University of Texas at Arlington
Utility/Pitcher Paige von Sprecken University of Texas at Austin
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Goose McGlaun Baylor University
Pitcher Brooke Bolinger University of Texas at Austin
Pitcher Morgan Rackel Austin Peay State University
Catcher Reagan Wright University of Texas at Arlington
First Base Hailey MacKay Texas State University
Second Base Arielle James University of Houston
Third Base Sarah Queen University of Houston
Shortstop Kelsey Arnold University of Oklahoma
Outfield Kaitlyn Washington University of Texas at Austin
Outfield Nicole Mendes University of Oklahoma
Outfield Baylee Smith University of Memphis
Utility/Pitcher Lexi Rouse Belmont University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Heaven Burton Texas Tech University
2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
Great Lakes
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Meghan Beaubien University of Michigan
Pitcher Amber Fiser University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Pitcher (t) Haley Hestekin University of Wisconsin, Madison
Pitcher (t) Pat Moore DePaul University
Catcher Kendyl Lindaman University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
First Base Krystal Puga St. John's University (New York)
Second Base (t) Faith Canfield University of Michigan
Second Base (t) Rachel Lewis Northwestern University
Third Base Madison Uden University of Michigan
Shortstop Brooke Wyderski University of Wisconsin, Madison
Outfield Morgan Nelson Northwestern University
Outfield Lexi Watts University of Illinois at Chicago
Outfield Lea Foerster Michigan State University
Utility/Pitcher Tera Blanco University of Michigan
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Katie Baron Monmouth University
Pitcher Abby Trahan Saint Francis University (Pa.)
Pitcher Amanda Riley Monmouth University
Catcher Katie Alexander University of Michigan
First Base Erika Underwood Central Michigan University
Second Base Kelsey Jenkins University of Wisconsin, Madison
Third Base Gretchen Bowie St. John's University (New York)
Shortstop Kayla Wedl University of Illinois at Chicago
Outfield Jenny Van Geertry Northern Illinois University
Outfield Ellee Jensen University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Outfield Sabrina Rabin Northwestern University
Utility/Pitcher Kenna Wilkey Northwestern University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Bailey Curry University of Toledo 
Pitcher Kailey Minarchick University of Toledo 
Pitcher Haley Zemmer Oakland University
Catcher Kaitlin Mattera St. John's University (New York)
First Base Madison Cabell Saint Francis University (Pa.)
Second Base Cheyenne McKee Saint Francis University (Pa.)
Second Base MaKenna Partain University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Third Base Madison Jones Oakland University
Shortstop Alaynie Woollard Northern Illinois University
Outfield Sam Crowley Creighton University
Outfield Aidan Falk University of Michigan
Outfield Lacy Tolfree Central Michigan University
Utility/Pitcher Morgan Newport Northwestern University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Morgan Greenwood DePaul University
2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
Mid-Atlantic
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Julia DiMartino Liberty University
Pitcher Alexa Romero Syracuse University
Pitcher Alexis Holloway University of Notre Dame
Catcher Giorgiana Zeremenko University of Pittsburgh
First Base Katie Prebble Gardner-Webb University
Second Base Amber Bishop Liberty University
Third Base Taylor DuPree College of Charleston
Shortstop Brook Miko Towson University
Outfield Kendyl Scott Towson University
Outfield Annie Murphy Boston College
Outfield Kara Shutt Elon University
Utility/Pitcher Paige Rauch Fordham University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Ali Wester University of Notre Dame
Pitcher Manda Cash University of Dayton
Pitcher Kayla Harris University of Pittsburgh
Catcher Kyle Davidson University of Dayton
First Base Autumn Bishop Liberty University
Second Base Taylor Troutt Columbia University
Third Base Jenna Cone George Washington University
Shortstop Hannah Olson Elon University
Outfield Andria Booth Gardner-Webb University
Outfield Bryce Holmgren Syracuse University
Outfield Allison Davis University of Virginia
Utility/Pitcher Carrie Eberle Virginia Tech
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher (t) Abby Ehrenborg University of Dayton
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher (t) Alessandra Ponce George Washington University
Pitcher Madie Aughinbaugh Fordham University
Pitcher Jessica Dreswick Boston College
Catcher Priscilla Martinez George Washington University
First Base Madison Wilson Towson University
Second Base Lauren Hadley Bucknell University
Third Base Emme Martinez Boston College
Shortstop Morgan Reed University of Notre Dame
Outfield Sadie Wise Saint Louis University
Outfield Abby Sweet University of Notre Dame
Outfield Jessica Rutherford Binghamton University
Utility/Pitcher Melissa Rahrich Stony Brook University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Kaitlyn Kruger University of Pittsburgh
2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
Mideast
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Danielle Stiene Ohio University
Pitcher Georgina Corrick University of South Florida
Pitcher Alea White University of Central Florida
Catcher Cassady Brewer University of Central Florida
First Base Haley Mitchell Eastern Illinois University
Second Base Lindsey Devitt University of South Florida
Third Base Alex Day Ohio University
Shortstop Holly Speers Kent State University
Outfield Paige Murphy Eastern Kentucky University
Outfield Morgan Turkoly Louisiana Tech University
Outfield Astin Donovan University of South Florida
Utility/Pitcher Stephanie Bryden University of North Carolina at Greensboro
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Eryn Gould University of Evansville
Pitcher Alicia Bazonski University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Pitcher Morgan Florey University of Evansville
Catcher Taylor McCord Marshall University
First Base Marisa Sholtes University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Second Base Leslie Sims Indiana State University
Third Base Bailey Brownfield Kent State University
Shortstop Brittany Husk Villanova University
Outfield Kayla Bear Eastern Illinois University
Outfield Jenna Foreman Butler University
Outfield Rachel Anderson Southeast Missouri State University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Maria Schroeder Bradley University
Pitcher Cori Jennings Middle Tennessee State University
Pitcher Preslee Gallaway Louisiana Tech University
Catcher Morgan Harris Middle Tennessee State University
First Base Aly Harrell Marshall University
Second Base Destinee Lizzmore Eastern Kentucky University
Third Base Gabi Cubbage University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Shortstop Natalie Erwin University of Alabama at Birmingham
Outfield Kennadie Goth Kent State University
Outfield Michaela Dorsey Ohio University
Outfield Jordan Thomas Western Kentucky University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Sloane Stewartson Louisiana Tech University
2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
Midwest
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Nicole Newman Drake University
Pitcher Jacquelyn Sertic North Dakota State University
Pitcher Tara Trainer Indiana University, Bloomington
Catcher Stephanie Abello University of Illinois, Champaign
First Base Kaitlin Beason Missouri State University
First Base Ali Herdliska South Dakota State University
Second Base Madi Sue Montgomery Oklahoma State University
Third Base Vanessa Shippy Oklahoma State University
Shortstop Lilli Piper Ohio State University, The
Outfield Kiana Sherlund University of Illinois, Champaign
Outfield Carly Thomas University of Illinois, Champaign
Outfield Taylor Lynch Oklahoma State University
Utility/Pitcher Shelby McCombs Ohio State University, The
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Brittney Morse South Dakota State University
Pitcher Morgan Ray Ohio State University, The
Pitcher Allison Doocy University of Iowa
Catcher Jessica Rogers University of South Dakota
First Base Sarah Maddox Drake University
Second Base Emily Clark Ohio State University, The
Third Base Jessie Roane University of Kansas
Shortstop Mandi Roemmich Drake University
Outfield Abbey Murphy South Dakota State University
Outfield Maddi Holcomb Oklahoma State University
Outfield Julia Andersen South Dakota State University
Utility/Pitcher Kaylan Jablonski University of Nebraska, Lincoln
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Bella Loya University of Illinois, Champaign
Pitcher Holly Kelley Missouri State University
Pitcher Kiley Jones Loyola University - Chicago
Pitcher Ashley Sharpe Wright State University
Catcher Harli Ridling University of Kansas
First Base Allyson Ivey Loyola University - Chicago
Second Base Zoe Stavrou North Dakota State University
Third Base Sydney Ferrante Northern Kentucky University
Shortstop Sami Williams Iowa State University
Outfield Gabbi Jenkins Indiana University, Bloomington
Outfield Kelly Pattison University of Nebraska Omaha
Outfield Alyvia Simmons University of Nebraska, Lincoln
Utility/Pitcher Kailee Smith Drake University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Maddie Westmoreland Indiana University, Bloomington
2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
Northeast
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Sarah Cornell Hofstra University
Pitcher Payton Buresch James Madison University
Pitcher Ali DuBois Boston University
Catcher Alex Heinen Boston University
First Base Brittany Allocca Hofstra University
Second Base Karen Prihoda Wagner College
Third Base Jena Cozza University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Shortstop Rhianna Rich Harvard University
Outfield Kate Gordon James Madison University
Outfield Brielle Pietrafesa Hofstra University
Outfield Maddy Kaplan Harvard University
Utility/Pitcher Odicci Alexander James Madison University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Sarah Edwards Hofstra University
Pitcher Sophie Dandola Hofstra University
Pitcher Kiara Oliver University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Catcher Victoria Zamora LIU Brooklyn
First Base Kristi DiMeo Drexel University
Second Base Micah Schroder Dartmouth College
Third Base Morgan Tolle James Madison University
Shortstop Linda Rush Drexel University
Outfield Ali Milam Marist College
Outfield Emma Wong Boston University
Outfield Kaycee Carbone University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Utility/Pitcher Briana Matazinsky Manhattan College
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Meagan Lantz Harvard University
Pitcher Courtney Springman Army West Point
Pitcher Destinee Pallotto Fairfield University
Pitcher Celeste Verdolivo University at Albany
Pitcher Katie Duncan Harvard University
Pitcher Emily Orosco Sacred Heart University
Catcher Anna Steinmetz University of Delaware
First Base Nereyda Gutierrez LIU Brooklyn
Second Base Lauren Pitney Manhattan College
Third Base Courtney Hankins Fairfield University
Shortstop Kristin Hallam Hofstra University
Outfield Meghan Wimmer Brown University
Outfield Courtney Scarpato Hofstra University
Outfield Cambry Arnold James Madison University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Angie Vazquez LIU Brooklyn
2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
Pacific
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Megan Kleist University of Oregon
Pitcher Taran Alvelo University of Washington
Pitcher Miranda Elish University of Oregon
Catcher Gwen Svekis University of Oregon
First Base Madison Cathcart Seattle University
Second Base Kelsey Horton New Mexico State University
Third Base Jenna Lilley University of Oregon
Shortstop Sis Bates University of Washington
Outfield Alexis Mack University of Oregon
Outfield Kelly Burdick University of Washington
Outfield Julia DePonte University of Washington
Utility/Pitcher Madison Aurin San Jose State University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Hope Brandner Oregon State University
Pitcher Gabbie Plain University of Washington
Pitcher Kelsey Broadus Boise State University
Catcher Libby Sugg Brigham Young University
First Base Kirstyn Thomas University of Washington
Second Base Lindsay Rood University of California, Berkeley
Third Base Taylor Van Zee University of Washington
Shortstop Rebekah Cervantes Boise State University
Outfield Haley Cruse University of Oregon
Outfield Suzy Brookshire California State University, Sacramento
Outfield Shannon Rhodes University of Oregon
Utility/Pitcher Brooke Yanez University of California, Davis
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Bridget Fleener Brigham Young University
Pitcher Hailey Dolcini University of California, Riverside
Pitcher Zoe Conley University of California, Berkeley
Pitcher Kerisa Viramontes Brigham Young University
Pitcher Celina Matthias California State University, Sacramento
Catcher Hayleigh Galvan California State University, Fresno
First Base Alison Seng Boise State University
Second Base Sarah Muzik Colorado State University
Third Base Corina Gamboa Colorado State University
Shortstop DJ Sanders University of Oregon
Outfield Kora Wade Boise State University
Outfield Jenna Curtan University of California, Riverside
Outfield Ashlyn Adams Boise State University
Outfield Rylee Jensen Brigham Young University
Utility/Pitcher Hailey Hilburn University of Utah
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Makenzie Sullivan Boise State University
 2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
South
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Allie Walljasper Louisiana State University
Pitcher Carley Hoover Louisiana State University
Pitcher Alexis Osorio University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Catcher Ivie Drake Georgia State University
First Base Tori Vidales Texas A&M University, College Station
Second Base Cayla Jones Northwestern State University
Third Base Erika Piancastelli McNeese State University
Shortstop Emily Lochten Florida Atlantic University
Outfield Justyce McClain McNeese State University
Outfield Kaylee Tow University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Outfield Hannah McEwen University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
Utility/Pitcher Samantha Show Texas A&M University, College Station
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Maddie Roth Kennesaw State University
Pitcher Mary Haff University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
Pitcher Holly Ward Mississippi State University
Catcher Mia Davidson Mississippi State University
First Base Bailey Hemphill University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Second Base Courtney Clayton University of Texas at El Paso
Third Base Autumn Buczek University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
Shortstop Jayden Mount University of Louisiana at Monroe
Outfield Madisyn Palmer Florida Atlantic University
Outfield Elissa Brown University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Outfield Bailee Baldwin University of Texas at San Antonio
Utility/Pitcher Mia Olson Florida Atlantic University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Gabby Callaway University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Pitcher Lindsey Bert Furman University
Pitcher Trinity Harrington Texas A&M University, College Station
Pitcher Megan Landry Nicholls State University
Pitcher Alley Cutting Kennesaw State University
Catcher Ashley Walters Texas A&M University, College Station
First Base Amanda Doyle Louisiana State University
Second Base Kaleigh Todd University of South Alabama
Third Base Hannah Farrell Georgia Southern University
Shortstop Reggie Harrison Mississippi State University
Outfield Sarah Hudek Texas A&M University, College Station
Outfield Elantra Cox University of Mississippi
Outfield Shelby Maze Samford University
Utility/Pitcher Tatum Buckley Florida Atlantic University
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Katie Warrick University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
Southeast
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Kelly Barnhill University of Florida
Pitcher Kylee Hanson Florida State University
Pitcher Brittany Gray University of Georgia
Catcher Alyssa VanDerveer University of South Carolina, Columbia
First Base Carsyn Gordon Florida State University
Second Base Aubrey Leach University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Third Base Nicole DeWitt University of Florida
Shortstop (t) Alyssa DiCarlo University of Georgia
Shortstop (t) Meghan Gregg University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Outfield Amanda Lorenz University of Florida
Outfield Cortni Emanuel University of Georgia
Outfield (t) Ryan Jackson Bethune Cookman University
Outfield (t) Victoria Draper Auburn University
Utility/Pitcher Aleshia Ocasio University of Florida
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Cayla Kessinger University of Missouri, Columbia
Pitcher Kaylee Carlson Auburn University
Pitcher Sydney Gay Longwood University
Catcher Kaylynn Batten Longwood University
First Base Alysen Febrey University of Georgia
Second Base Sydney Sherill Florida State University
Third Base Jessie Warren Florida State University
Shortstop Kenzi Maguire University of South Carolina, Columbia
Outfield Jenna Holcomb University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Outfield Jade Gandara Charleston Southern University
Outfield Kiani Ramsey University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Utility/Pitcher Cayla Drotar University of South Carolina, Columbia
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Caitlin Ferguson University of Louisville
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Kolby Romaine University of Missouri, Columbia
Pitcher Caylan Arnold University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Pitcher Meghan King Florida State University
Catcher Janell Wheaton University of Florida
First Base Karla Beasley University of South Carolina Upstate
Second Base Justice Milz University of Georgia
Third Base (t) Rachel McCollum Campbell University
Third Base (t) Chelsea Seggern University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Shortstop Taylor Wike University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Outfield Bailey Vick University of Kentucky
Outfield Kendall Burton University of Georgia
Outfield Ciara Bryan University of Georgia
Utility/Pitcher Megan Hensley University of Louisville
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Karleigh Donovan Longwood University
2018 NFCA Division I All-Region Teams
West
Position First Name Last Name School
Pitcher Giselle Juarez Arizona State University
Pitcher Taylor McQuillin University of Arizona
Pitcher Cielo Meza Long Beach State University
Catcher Dejah Mulipola University of Arizona
First Base Alyssa Palomino University of Arizona
Second Base Kylee Perez University of California, Los Angeles
Third Base Brianna Tautalafua University of California, Los Angeles
Shortstop Jessie Harper University of Arizona
Outfield Aaliyah Jordan University of California, Los Angeles
Outfield Bubba Nickles University of California, Los Angeles
Outfield Kindra Hackbarth Arizona State University
Utility/Pitcher Rachel Garcia University of California, Los Angeles
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Taylor Rowland Long Beach State University
Pitcher Holly Azevedo University of California, Los Angeles
Pitcher Alex Formby San Diego State University
Catcher Niki Gonzalez Grand Canyon University
First Base Danielle Gibson Arizona State University
Second Base Reyna Carranco University of Arizona
Third Base Sierra Smith Grand Canyon University
Shortstop Briana Perez University of California, Los Angeles
Outfield Naomi Hernandez Long Beach State University
Outfield Morgan Howe Arizona State University
Outfield Erika Hansen University of Nevada 
Utility/Pitcher Janine Petmecky University of Nevada, Las Vegas
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Callee Heen University of Hawai'i at Manoa
Pitcher Lindsey Chalmers California Polytechnic State University
Pitcher Breanna Macha Arizona State University
Pitcher Hannah Bandimeire Loyola Marymount University
Pitcher Brianna Aguilar-Beaucage Grand Canyon University
Pitcher Makayla Shadle Utah Valley University
Catcher Julia Valenzuela California State University, Fullerton
First Base Mia Trejo University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Second Base Marisa Stankiewicz Arizona State University
Third Base Teaghan Cowles Stanford University
Shortstop Savannah Horvath Californa State University - Northridge
Outfield Aleah Craighton University of Arizona
Outfield Ashleigh Hughes University of Arizona
Outfield Samantha Owen University of the Pacific
Outfield Hannah Howell Stanford University
Utility/Pitcher Hailey Reed University of the Pacific
DP or Utility/Non-Pitcher Deshea Hill California State University, Fullerton
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Heischman action photo attached. 
HILLTOPPERS ADD KENTUCKY WESLEYAN TRANSFER ABBIE HEISCHMAN 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After graduating just one senior following WKU Softball’s 2018 campaign, head 
coach Amy Tudor continues to add to next year’s experienced squad as she announced the addition of 
Abbie Heischman to the program. The Leo, Ind., native is eligible to compete immediately following a 
year on Kentucky Wesleyan’s women’s basketball squad. 
“Abbie is a hard-nosed competitor who plays middle infield,” Tudor opened. “She is athletic, gritty and a 
multi-sport athlete. Abbie has great size and the ability to make things happen; I am excited to add her 
to this group.” 
Heischman played her prep ball at Leo Jr/Sr High School in northern Indiana and was a four-year 
letterwinner in both basketball and softball while earning All-Northeast Eight Conference honors all four 
years in each. The middle infielder posted a .515 batting average during her senior campaign while 
racking up an .804 slugging rate. Heischman collected 50 hits and 43 RBI during the 2017 season and 
was named an All-State selection for her performance on the diamond. 
On the diamond her freshman year, Heischman was part of the Leo 3A state champion squad before 
finishing as the runners up the year after. The success continued into her years as an upperclassman as 
the Lions won regionals in 2016 and sectionals in 2017. 
Across her high school career, Heischman registered 178 hits and 156 RBI – the third-most ever 
recorded by a prep player in the Hoosier State. 
The daughter of Richard and Wendy, Abbie also has two older brothers, Andrew and Adam. A redshirt-
freshman in athletic standing, Heischman will continue to pursue a degree in biology. 
Heischman will join fellow Hilltopper newcomers Taylor Davis (Huntsville, Ala.), Macy Murphy 
(Murfreesboro, Tenn.), Jordan Ridge (Louisville, Ky.), Sydne Solomon (Lewisburg, Tenn.) and Kennedy 




Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 03, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 26-24   Home: 15-10   Away: 5-12   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 9-12
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 3 1 48-47 142 27 47 6 2 5 35 72  . 5 0 7 19 2 22 0  . 4 1 5 1 7 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 2 6 48-48 138 28 45 7 1 7 36 75  . 5 4 3 15 9 25 0  . 4 2 3 1 4 14-14 78 102 15  . 9 2 3
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 4 50-50 148 40 48 14 3 5 26 83  . 5 6 1 39 2 33 2  . 4 6 6 2 2 6-8 66 2 3  . 9 5 8
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 0 3 46-46 142 21 43 6 3 0 13 55  . 3 8 7 14 0 24 1  . 3 6 5 0 12 7-10 339 8 7  . 9 8 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 9 49-49 134 30 40 8 1 7 23 71  . 5 3 0 24 4 34 0  . 4 1 7 1 1 5-7 57 9 2  . 9 7 1
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 1 50-50 140 32 38 9 3 7 25 74  . 5 2 9 15 0 37 0  . 3 3 8 2 8 9-13 44 120 8  . 9 5 3
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 6 7 50-50 150 22 40 6 0 1 24 49  . 3 2 7 19 3 31 0  . 3 6 0 0 2 6-7 83 14 4  . 9 6 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 3 5 50-50 136 32 32 9 0 5 21 56  . 4 1 2 21 4 33 1  . 3 4 8 3 3 4-4 235 25 8  . 9 7 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 3 5 10-4 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 2 9 4 2 0 5 0  . 3 1 6 0 0 0-0 5 12 1  . 9 4 4
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 1 2 45-43 104 15 22 0 0 0 16 22  . 2 1 2 6 0 9 0  . 2 5 2 1 8 1-1 79 64 6  . 9 6 0
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 4 41 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 7 2 30-11 58 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 4 1 3 0 11 2  . 2 1 3 0 0 0-0 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 8 1 50 1316 261 370 68 14 38 228 580  . 4 4 1 179 24 268 6  . 3 7 5 11 47 64-78 1007 420 57  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 7 4 50 1344 220 368 79 5 33 200 556  . 4 1 4 124 12 221 2  . 3 3 8 10 28 31-41 999 380 69  . 9 5 2
LOB - Team (319), Opp (293). DPs turned - Team (14), Opp (19). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 9 10-9 37 17 5 2/1 3 128.0 111 71 62 64 94 18 2 15  . 2 3 5 15 6 0 5 13
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 6 0 15-13 42 25 10 2/0 3 167.1 198 110 86 34 103 44 2 11  . 2 8 4 5 3 0 5 12
20 TOWERS, Haylee  5 . 1 6 1-2 14 8 0 0/1 0 38.0 56 34 28 19 22 17 1 7  . 3 3 9 0 2 0 0 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 7 7 26-24 50 50 15 5/1 6 335.2 368 220 181 124 221 79 5 33  . 2 7 4 22 12 0 10 28
Opponents  4 . 3 9 24-26 50 50 19 5/2 4 333.0 370 261 209 179 268 68 14 38  . 2 8 1 28 24 0 11 47
PB - Team (6), SMITH,K. 6, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (31-41), NUNN,S. (19-21),
AIKEY,K. (7-14), TOWERS,H. (5-6).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 03, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 45 4 41 0 1.000 2 19 2  . 9 0 5 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 354 339 8 7  . 9 8 0 10 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 68 57 9 2  . 9 7 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 268 235 25 8  . 9 7 0 3 31 10  . 7 5 6 6 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 27 6 20 1  . 9 6 3 0 7 7  . 5 0 0 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 101 83 14 4  . 9 6 0 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 149 79 64 6  . 9 6 0 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 71 66 2 3  . 9 5 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 172 44 120 8  . 9 5 3 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 18 5 12 1  . 9 4 4 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 195 78 102 15  . 9 2 3 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1484 1007 420 57  . 9 6 2 14 31 10  . 7 5 6 6 0
Opponents 1448 999 380 69  . 9 5 2 19 64 14  . 8 2 1 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 27-25   Home: 16-11   Away: 5-12   Neutral: 6-2   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 2 5 52-52 154 41 50 16 3 5 26 87  . 5 6 5 39 2 35 2  . 4 6 2 2 2 6-8 67 2 3  . 9 5 8
26 CARTER, Paige  . 3 2 0 50-49 147 27 47 6 2 5 35 72  . 4 9 0 19 2 23 1  . 4 0 2 1 7 11-13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 3 1 9 50-50 144 28 46 8 1 7 37 77  . 5 3 5 15 9 27 0  . 4 1 4 1 4 15-15 84 102 16  . 9 2 1
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 3 1 3 48-48 147 21 46 6 3 0 13 58  . 3 9 5 14 0 26 1  . 3 7 3 0 13 8-11 349 10 7  . 9 8 1
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 2 9 7 51-51 138 30 41 8 1 7 24 72  . 5 2 2 24 4 35 0  . 4 1 3 1 1 5-7 62 11 2  . 9 7 3
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 7 6 52-52 145 33 40 10 3 7 25 77  . 5 3 1 15 0 38 0  . 3 4 0 2 8 9-13 48 124 9  . 9 5 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 6 5 52-52 155 22 41 6 0 1 24 50  . 3 2 3 19 3 34 0  . 3 5 6 0 2 6-7 84 14 4  . 9 6 1
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 2 3 5 10-4 17 3 4 1 0 0 1 5  . 2 9 4 2 0 5 0  . 3 1 6 0 0 0-0 5 13 1  . 9 4 7
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 2 2 7 52-52 141 32 32 9 0 5 21 56  . 3 9 7 21 4 34 1  . 3 3 7 3 3 4-4 243 26 8  . 9 7 1
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 2 47-45 109 15 22 0 0 0 16 22  . 2 0 2 6 0 9 0  . 2 4 1 1 8 1-1 85 68 7  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 0 0 4-3 5 1 1 0 0 1 3 4  . 8 0 0 2 0 2 0  . 4 2 9 0 0 0-0 5 43 0 1.000
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 1 6 9 31-11 59 8 10 2 1 0 5 14  . 2 3 7 3 0 12 2  . 2 1 0 0 0 0-1 2 1 0 1.000
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 3-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 6 20 1  . 9 6 3
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 8-0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 7 9 52 1363 263 380 72 14 38 230 594  . 4 3 6 179 24 282 7  . 3 7 0 11 48 66-81 1049 436 60  . 9 6 1
Opponents  . 2 7 2 52 1395 224 379 80 5 33 204 568  . 4 0 7 127 13 228 2  . 3 3 6 10 29 31-42 1038 391 70  . 9 5 3
LOB - Team (326), Opp (303). DPs turned - Team (15), Opp (21). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
MCGUFFIN,K. 1, CARTER,P. 1, VORBRINK,J. 1.
(All games Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 2 1 11-9 38 18 6 3/1 3 135.0 113 71 62 67 99 18 2 15  . 2 2 8 15 6 0 5 13
10 NUNN, Shelby  3 . 6 4 15-14 43 26 10 2/0 3 171.1 204 113 89 34 104 44 2 11  . 2 8 6 5 3 0 5 12
20 TOWERS, Haylee  4 . 7 8 1-2 15 8 0 0/1 0 41.0 59 35 28 19 23 18 1 7  . 3 3 3 0 3 0 0 4
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 15.00 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 3 5 5 7 2 0 0 0  . 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 0
Totals  3 . 6 8 27-25 52 52 16 6/1 6 349.2 379 224 184 127 228 80 5 33  . 2 7 2 22 13 0 10 29
Opponents  4 . 2 7 25-27 52 52 21 5/2 4 346.0 380 263 211 179 282 72 14 38  . 2 7 9 28 24 0 11 48
PB - Team (6), SMITH,K. 6, Opp (6). Pickoffs - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5, Opp (5). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (31-42), NUNN,S. (19-21),
AIKEY,K. (7-15), TOWERS,H. (5-6).
2018 WKU Softball
Overall Statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
10 NUNN, Shelby 48 5 43 0 1.000 2 19 2  . 9 0 5 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 3 2 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 366 349 10 7  . 9 8 1 10 0 0   - - - 0 0
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 75 62 11 2  . 9 7 3 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 277 243 26 8  . 9 7 1 3 31 11  . 7 3 8 6 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 27 6 20 1  . 9 6 3 0 7 8  . 4 6 7 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 102 84 14 4  . 9 6 1 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 72 67 2 3  . 9 5 8 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 160 85 68 7  . 9 5 6 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 181 48 124 9  . 9 5 0 6 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 19 5 13 1  . 9 4 7 1 5 1  . 8 3 3 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 202 84 102 16  . 9 2 1 5 0 0   - - - 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 13 9 2 2  . 8 4 6 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 1545 1049 436 60  . 9 6 1 15 31 11  . 7 3 8 6 0
Opponents 1499 1038 391 70  . 9 5 3 21 66 15  . 8 1 5 6 0
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Batting avg)
Record: 10-13   Home: 6-5   Away: 4-8   C-USA: 10-13
Player avg gp-gs ab r h 2b 3b hr rbi tb slg% bb hp so gdp ob% sf sh sb-att po a e fld%
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey  . 3 1 3 23-23 64 13 20 2 1 5 16 39  . 6 0 9 10 2 17 0  . 4 1 6 1 0 1-3 35 4 0 1.000
 1 THOMAS, Jordan  . 3 0 3 23-23 76 16 23 6 1 5 15 46  . 6 0 5 15 0 16 2  . 4 1 3 1 0 1-1 34 2 1  . 9 7 3
28 BOWLDS, Maddie  . 2 8 2 23-23 71 9 20 3 0 0 6 23  . 3 2 4 7 0 12 1  . 3 4 6 0 7 4-5 185 6 3  . 9 8 5
11 VORBRINK, Jordan  . 2 7 0 23-23 74 9 20 1 0 0 12 21  . 2 8 4 9 2 14 0  . 3 6 5 0 1 3-3 29 9 4  . 9 0 5
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany  . 2 6 3 21-21 57 8 15 4 0 2 13 25  . 4 3 9 7 6 11 0  . 3 9 4 1 3 6-6 38 49 7  . 9 2 6
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah  . 2 6 1 23-23 69 17 18 2 2 5 10 39  . 5 6 5 5 0 18 0  . 3 1 1 0 3 3-5 22 64 4  . 9 5 6
10 NUNN, Shelby  . 2 5 0 2-2 4 1 1 0 0 1 3 4 1.000 2 0 1 0  . 5 0 0 0 0 0-0 2 22 0 1.000
23 MCELROY, Morgan  . 2 0 0 21-19 45 7 9 0 0 0 4 9  . 2 0 0 0 0 3 0  . 2 0 0 0 4 1-1 39 31 5  . 9 3 3
 2 SMITH, Kendall  . 1 9 3 23-23 57 13 11 1 0 3 9 21  . 3 6 8 12 1 13 0  . 3 3 3 2 2 1-1 96 9 3  . 9 7 2
26 CARTER, Paige  . 1 9 1 22-22 68 7 13 1 0 1 7 17  . 2 5 0 6 0 12 1  . 2 5 7 0 3 1-1 5 1 0 1.000
20 TOWERS, Haylee  . 1 5 4 6-3 13 3 2 1 0 0 1 3  . 2 3 1 1 0 3 0  . 2 1 4 0 0 0-0 2 5 1  . 8 7 5
16 STOWERS, Tommi  . 0 9 1 14-2 22 1 2 0 0 0 0 2  . 0 9 1 1 0 5 0  . 1 3 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor  . 0 0 0 1-0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy  . 0 0 0 4-0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0
Totals  . 2 4 8 23 621 105 154 21 4 22 96 249  . 4 0 1 75 11 126 4  . 3 3 7 5 23 21-27 490 218 28  . 9 6 2
Opponents  . 2 8 3 23 654 108 185 41 2 12 98 266  . 4 0 7 63 6 83 1  . 3 4 7 8 20 15-19 492 193 33  . 9 5 4
LOB - Team (138), Opp (153). DPs turned - Team (9), Opp (13). IBB - Team (1), MCGUFFIN,K. 1, Opp (1). Picked off -
VORBRINK,J. 1.
(C-USA games only Sorted by Earned run avg)
Player era w-l app gs cg sho sv ip h r er bb so 2b 3b hr b/avg wp hp bk sfa sha
20 TOWERS, Haylee  1 . 9 1 0-0 3 1 0 0/0 0 7.1 10 6 2 4 2 2 0 1  . 3 3 3 0 1 0 0 3
12 AIKEY, Kelsey  3 . 3 6 5-6 18 10 3 1/0 1 75.0 67 41 36 39 45 12 1 7  . 2 4 2 10 3 0 4 11
10 NUNN, Shelby  4 . 1 5 5-7 20 12 3 0/0 2 81.0 108 61 48 20 36 27 1 4  . 3 1 1 2 2 0 4 6
Totals  3 . 6 9 10-13 23 23 6 1/0 3 163.1 185 108 86 63 83 41 2 12  . 2 8 3 12 6 0 8 20
Opponents  3 . 2 9 13-10 23 23 12 2/1 0 164.0 154 105 77 75 126 21 4 22  . 2 4 8 13 11 0 5 23
PB - Team (5), SMITH,K. 5. Pickoffs - Team (3), SMITH,K. 3, Opp (1). SBA/ATT - SMITH,K. (15-19), NUNN,S. (10-11), AIKEY,K.
(4-7), TOWERS,H. (1-1).
2018 WKU Softball
Conference statistics for WKU (as of May 06, 2018)
(C-USA games only Sorted by Fielding pct)
Player c po a e fld% dp sba csb sba% pb ci
15 MCGUFFIN, Kelsey 39 35 4 0 1.000 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
10 NUNN, Shelby 24 2 22 0 1.000 1 10 1  . 9 0 9 0 0
12 AIKEY, Kelsey 19 3 16 0 1.000 0 4 3  . 5 7 1 0 0
26 CARTER, Paige 6 5 1 0 1.000 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
28 BOWLDS, Maddie 194 185 6 3  . 9 8 5 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
 1 THOMAS, Jordan 37 34 2 1  . 9 7 3 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
 2 SMITH, Kendall 108 96 9 3  . 9 7 2 2 15 4  . 7 8 9 5 0
 7 ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 90 22 64 4  . 9 5 6 4 0 0   - - - 0 0
23 MCELROY, Morgan 75 39 31 5  . 9 3 3 2 0 0   - - - 0 0
 5 VAUGHN, Brittany 94 38 49 7  . 9 2 6 3 0 0   - - - 0 0
11 VORBRINK, Jordan 42 29 9 4  . 9 0 5 1 0 0   - - - 0 0
20 TOWERS, Haylee 8 2 5 1  . 8 7 5 1 1 0 1.000 0 0
 3 CHILDRESS, Taylor 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
24 BLACKFORD, Cassidy 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
16 STOWERS, Tommi 0 0 0 0  . 0 0 0 0 0 0   - - - 0 0
Totals 736 490 218 28  . 9 6 2 9 15 4  . 7 8 9 5 0
Opponents 718 492 193 33  . 9 5 4 13 21 6  . 7 7 8 0 0
2018 WKU Softball
Lipscomb at WKU
May 03, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
Lipscomb 5 (32-15)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
GLADDEN, Graysen rf 3 1 2 3 0 1 0 0 0 .287
FENICHEL, Abby c 3 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 2 .298
FORTEL, Jordan dp 4 0 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 .277
PLOCHECK, Caitlin 1b 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 2 .289
HIGGINS, Sarah 3b 4 1 2 1 0 0 0 3 1 .336
DEVAULT, Hannah 2b 4 1 2 0 0 0 8 1 0 .283
WARD, Peyton ss 3 0 1 0 1 1 3 1 2 .224
GREEN, Khayla lf 4 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 .268
BREWER, Destinee cf 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 .221
YEAGER, Chloe p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 .167
Totals 31 5 10 5 2 6 21 9 9
WKU 4 (26-24)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 4 1 2 1 0 1 0 0 4 .324
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 2 1 2 1 1 0 2 2 0 .326
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 0 .271
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 3 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 .299
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 5 .267
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 .331
SMITH, Kendall c 4 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 .235
  TOWERS, Haylee pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .235
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 .212
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 1 1 0 0 0 8 0 0 .303
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
  NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .200
Totals 24 4 11 4 5 2 21 6 12
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
Lipscomb 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 5 10 1
WKU 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 4 11 0
E - WARD(14). DP - LIP 1. LOB - LIP 9; WKU 12. 2B - ENGELHARDT,R(9). 3B - GLADDEN(3); BOWLDS,M.(3). HR -
HIGGINS(6). HBP - BREWER; THOMAS,J.. SH - VAUGHN,B.(4); ENGELHARDT,R 2(8); CARTER,P.(7); MCELROY,M.(8);
BOWLDS,M. 2(12). SF - GLADDEN(1). SB - GLADDEN(12).
Lipscomb ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
YEAGER, Chloe 5.2 8 4 4 5 1 18 30 118 2.27
FORTEL, Jordan 1.1 3 0 0 0 1 6 7 36 1.62
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 4.1 7 2 2 2 5 19 23 93 3.39
NUNN, Shelby 2.2 3 3 3 0 1 12 12 45 3.60
Win - YEAGER (9-2).  Loss - AIKEY,K. (10-9).  Save - FORTEL (1).
HBP - by YEAGER (THOMAS,J.); by AIKEY,K. (BREWER). Inherited runners/scored: FORTEL 2/1; NUNN,S. 2/0.
Pitches/strikes: YEAGER 118/68; FORTEL 36/22; AIKEY,K. 93/55; NUNN,S. 45/29.
Umpires - HP: John West  1B: Roland Hammer  3B: Charles McManus
Start: 6 pm   Time: 2:24   Attendance: 189
Weather: 80 degrees; sunny
2018 WKU Softball
FIU at WKU (Game 1)
May 06, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
FIU 0 (29-24,13-8 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
Jackie Schoff cf 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 .363
Tatyana Forbes lf 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 .310
Kasandra Castle 1b 3 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 .296
Jessica Rivera ss 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 .274
Julia Gilbert c 3 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 .270
Venessa Gallegos 2b 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 .260
Kayla Whitehead dp 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .208
Tori Jones 3b 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 .175
Araceli Peralta rf 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 .169
Shannon Saile p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Totals 23 0 2 0 3 5 18 4 5
WKU 1 (27-24,10-12 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob avg
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 .325
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 3 0 1 0 0 2 4 1 1 .304
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 .312
CARTER, Paige dp 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 .318
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 .260
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 .278
SMITH, Kendall c 2 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 0 .229
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 .204
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 .304
AIKEY, Kelsey p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .000
Totals 22 1 4 1 0 12 21 6 3
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
FIU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
WKU 0 0 0 0 1 0 X 1 4 1
E - JONES, T.(3); MCELROY,M.(7). DP - FIU 1. LOB - FIU 5; WKU 3. 2B - THOMAS,J.(15); ENGELHARDT,R(10). SB -
BOWLDS,M.(8). CS - SCHOFF, J.(4).
FIU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
Shannon Saile 6.0 4 1 1 0 12 22 22 93 1.82
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np era
AIKEY, Kelsey 7.0 2 0 0 3 5 23 26 115 3.06
Win - AIKEY,K. (11-9).  Loss - SAILE, S. (17-10).  Save - None.
Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: SAILE, S. 93/70; AIKEY,K. 115/68.
Umpires - HP: Darryl Sanders  1B: Melvin Clark  3B: Derek Johnson
Start: 11 am   Time: 1:36   Attendance:
Weather: 70 degrees; sunny
2018 WKU Softball
FIU at WKU (Game 2)
May 06, 2018 at Bowling Green, Ky. (WKU Softball Complex)
FIU 4 (30-24,14-8 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
Jackie Schoff cf 4 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 0
Tatyana Forbes lf 4 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 1
Kasandra Castle 1b 3 1 1 0 0 0 6 0 2
Jessica Rivera ss 3 2 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
Julia Gilbert c 3 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 0
Venessa Gallegos 2b 3 0 2 2 0 0 3 1 0
  Araceli Peralta pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Natalie Orcutt rf 3 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 1
Erin Eiland dp 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tori Jones 3b 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
Kendahl Dunford p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0
Totals 28 4 9 4 0 2 21 7 5
WKU 1 (27-25,10-13 C-USA)
Player ab r h rbi bb so po a lob
THOMAS, Jordan rf 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
BOWLDS, Maddie 1b 2 0 2 0 0 0 6 1 0
VAUGHN, Brittany ss 3 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0
CARTER, Paige dp 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
  STOWERS, Tommi ph 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
ENGELHARDT, Rebekah 3b 3 0 1 0 0 0 3 2 1
SMITH, Kendall c 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0
VORBRINK, Jordan lf 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
MCELROY, Morgan 2b 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1
MCGUFFIN, Kelsey cf 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1
NUNN, Shelby p 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0
  TOWERS, Haylee p 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Totals 25 1 6 1 0 2 21 10 4
Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R H E
FIU 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 4 9 0
WKU 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 2
E - VAUGHN,B.(16); ENGELHARDT,R(9). DP - FIU 1; WKU 1. LOB - FIU 5; WKU 4. 2B - JONES, T.(4); THOMAS,J.(16);
VAUGHN,B.(8). HBP - CASTLE, K.. SH - JONES, T.(5); BOWLDS,M.(13). SB - VAUGHN,B.(15). CS - STOWERS,T.(1).
FIU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
Kendahl Dunford 7.0 6 1 1 0 2 25 26 99
WKU ip h r er bb so ab bf np
NUNN, Shelby 4.0 6 3 3 0 1 16 16 37
TOWERS, Haylee 3.0 3 1 0 0 1 12 14 46
Win - DUNFORD, K. (3-1).  Loss - NUNN,S. (15-14).  Save - None.
HBP - by TOWERS,H. (CASTLE, K.). Inherited runners/scored: None. Pitches/strikes: DUNFORD, K. 99/63; NUNN,S. 37/29;
TOWERS,H. 46/33.
Umpires - HP: Melvin Clark  1B: Derek Johnson  3B: Darryl Sanders
Start: 1:05 pm   Time: 2:39   Attendance: 381
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WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Wednesday, June 20, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Plese action photo from South Carolina attached. 
HILLTOPPERS ADD TRANSFER SHANNON PLESE TO 2018-19 ROSTER 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – After graduating just one senior following WKU Softball’s 2018 campaign, head 
coach Amy Tudor continues to add to next year’s experienced squad as she announced the addition of 
Shannon Plese to the program. The Knoxville, Tenn., native is eligible to compete immediately following 
stints at Chattanooga State Community College, South Carolina and Tennessee most recently. 
“I am looking forward to adding another athlete to our outfield with Shannon joining us,” Coach Tudor 
shared. “She has good speed, good size and brings another natural lefty to our lineup. Plese has 
experience, athleticism and will make us more competitive.” 
Plese played most recently at South Carolina during the 2016-17 campaign, appearing in 34 games for 
the Gamecocks with five starts. During her time in Columbia, S.C., Plese went 11-for-38 at the plate with 
seven RBI, three doubles and a home run. South Carolina advanced to the Arizona-hosted NCAA 
Regional during the 2017 season. In the classroom, Plese earned a spot on the SEC First-Year Academic 
Honor Roll and plans to continue pursuing her degree in hospitality and management on The Hill. 
During her two seasons at Chattanooga State C.C., Plese was a two-time NJCAA All-American after 
hitting a combined .436 and slugging .623. Across the 2015 and ’16 campaigns, the Christian Academy of 
Knoxville graduate scored 142 runs while registering 128 RBI in 126 games. In 2015, Plese and the Tigers 
made an appearance in the NJCAA Division I World Series. 
A five year letterwinner during her prep career, Plese was a two-time All-State selection by the 
Tennessee Sports Writers Association for Division I Class AA. Her first All-State selection came her 
sophomore season as a pitcher while the second came her senior season as an outfielder. The Warriors 
made a state semifinal appearance during Plese’s senior campaign in 2014 during which the natural lefty 
hit .537 with 65 runs and 39 RBI. 
The daughter of David and Angela, Shannon also three siblings, Sierra, Alex and Daniel. Plese will join the 
Red and White as a redshirt-senior in athletic standing. 
Plese joins fellow Hilltopper newcomers Taylor Davis (Huntsville, Ala.), Abbie Heischman (Leo, Ind.), 
Macy Murphy (Murfreesboro, Tenn.), Jordan Ridge (Louisville, Ky.), Sydne Solomon (Lewisburg, Tenn.) 
and Kennedy Sullivan (Georgetown, Ky.) on The Hill this fall. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Thursday, June 21, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
O’Daniel signing photo attached. 
O’DANIEL SIGNS NLI TO JOIN WKU SOFTBALL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball head coach Amy Tudor continues to add depth to the 2018-19 
Hilltopper squad as she announced the signing of Lexie O’Daniel on Thursday. The Hopkinsville, Ky., 
native will join her fellow Red and White newcomers on The Hill this fall. 
“Lexie is a strong and versatile athlete,” Coach Tudor opened. “She can play multiple positions and will 
add power to our offense. We are excited to add another athlete to this year’s team.” 
A right-handed pitcher that will also see time as an infielder, O’Daniel finished her senior campaign at 
Christian County High School with a 15-2 overall record in the circle accompanied by a 2.03 ERA. She 
registered 132 strikeouts across 96 innings pitched. 
At the plate, the 2018 First Team All-State selection hit .392 with 13 home runs and 46 RBI. O’Daniel 
helped the Lady Colonels to a 37-win campaign and the squad’s first region title in six years during her 
senior season. 
Across her prep career, O’Daniel was a six-time All-District Team selection and earned an All-Region nod 
three times. In postseason play, O’Daniel was twice named to the All-Region Tournament Team. She was 
selected to the East-West All-Star Team twice. 
In the classroom, O’Daniel is just as decorated with seven All-Academic Team accolades to her name. 
Additionally, she was a mainstay on Christian County H.S.’s Principal’s List, the highest academic level of 
achievement. O’Daniel plans to major in nursing on The Hill. 
O’Daniel joins fellow Hilltopper newcomers Taylor Davis (Huntsville, Ala.), Abbie Heischman (Leo, Ind.), 
Macy Murphy (Murfreesboro, Tenn.), Shannon Plese (Knoxville, Tenn.), Jordan Ridge (Louisville, Ky.), 
Sydne Solomon (Lewisburg, Tenn.) and Kennedy Sullivan (Georgetown, Ky.) at WKU this fall. 
 

WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Tuesday, July 31, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
Twaddle photos attached – please credit Murray State Athletics if used. 
JESSICA TWADDLE NAMED WKU SOFTBALL ASSISTANT COACH 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball head coach Amy Tudor has announced the addition of Jessica 
Twaddle to the Hilltopper staff as an assistant coach. Twaddle, a Murray State graduate, comes to The 
Hill after a season as a volunteer coach with the Racers in 2018. 
“Jessica Twaddle will be a great addition to the staff,” Tudor shared. “She is a highly talented and 
motivated person which is evident from her decorated playing career at Murray State. Jessica’s positive 
energy and knowledge of the game are characteristics that will aid our team.” 
Twaddle will work with the Hilltopper infielders – the same group she worked with at Murray State 
following her playing days at MSU. After an impressive career as an infielder during her time in Murray, 
Twaddle is the owner of Murray State’s program records in career batting averaging (.374), hits (234), 
RBI (143) and double plays turned (84). 
“I am incredibly thankful for the opportunity I’ve been given to join the softball staff at WKU,” Twaddle 
opened. “The sport of softball and the people I’ve met along the way have given me more than I could 
have ever asked for. It is humbling to have the chance to give back as a coach at this level. Coach Tudor 
has built an exciting program here on The Hill and I am eager to get going.” 
A native of Franklin, Tenn., Twaddle played for the Racers from 2014-17 and earned her bachelor’s 
degree from Murray State in Economics with a minor in Business Administration in December 2016. The 
Independence HS (Tenn.) graduate is currently pursuing her master’s degree in the same field. 
The only two-time Softball Player of the Year in Ohio Valley Conference history, Twaddle also collected 
CoSIDA Academic All-American and NFCA All-American status throughout her career. She was a three-
time All-OVC selection and helped Murray State to the program’s first-ever postseason berth in the 2017 
National Invitational Softball Championship (NISC). Twaddle received the OVC’s prestigious Steve 
Hamilton Sportsmanship Award in 2017 and was also a member of Murray State’s Student Athlete 
Advisory Committee (SAAC) during the 2016 and ’17 campaigns. 
During her season on Murray State’s staff, Twaddle coordinated the Racers’ community service, alumni 
communication and events while handling site host duties for visiting teams in addition to her on field 
tasks. 
Twaddle rounds out the WKU staff as Tudor enters her sixth year at the helm while Kayla Bixel enters 





WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, August 20, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
WKU Softball Schedule - http://wkusports.com/schedule.aspx?path=softball 
WKU SOFTBALL ANNOUNCES FALL SLATE 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball has announced its 2018 fall schedule featuring five chances to 
catch the Hilltoppers in action on The Hill. In total, the Red and White will suit up for nine exhibition 
contests including a WKU Alumni game to cap the fall training slate. 
A young, yet experienced WKU squad will make its first appearance of the 2018-19 school year on 
Sunday, Sept. 16, in Westfield, Ind. First up, the Hilltoppers will square off against Purdue before closing 
the day against Miami (OH). 
The following Sunday, Sept. 23, John A. Logan CC will head to Bowling Green for a doubleheader from 
the WKU Softball Complex. First pitch is slated for noon CT. 
On Saturday, Oct. 13, head coach Amy Tudor and company will head up to Louisville to take on both 
Kentucky and the Cardinals starting at 1 p.m. CT. WKU will play two more games that week with a 
midweek twinbill slated against Volunteer State CC on Wednesday from The Hill. 
Fall play will conclude with a WKU Alumni game on Homecoming Weekend. The Oct. 27 contest will 
start at noon. 
“We’re am excited to announce the addition of the alumni game to this year’s fall schedule,” Coach 
Tudor shared. “Having our alumni back in action will be a lot of fun and should make for an exciting 
wrap up to the fall season. I am looking forward to seeing everyone!” 
The full WKU Softball fall schedule can also be found here. Admission to all fall softball contests at the 
WKU Softball Complex is free. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Monday, October 8, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
NFCA DI Scholar Athletes: https://nfca.org/web_docs/Academics/1718/D1-SA-2018.pdf 
EIGHT HILLTOPPERS HONORED AS NFCA ALL-AMERICA SCHOLAR-ATHLETES 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. – Eight WKU Softball student-athletes have been recognized by the National Fastpitch 
Coaches Association (NFCA) as 2017-18 Easton/NFCA All-America Scholar-Athletes, the organization 
announced Monday morning. 
“It’s a great honor for these athletes to be recognized for their hard work in the classroom,” head coach 
Amy Tudor shared. “I am very proud of their efforts and their leadership.” 
WKU honorees include senior Kelsey McGuffin, redshirt-junior Cassidy Blackford, juniors Paige Carter, 
Taylor Childress and Morgan McElroy in addition to sophomores Shelby Nunn, Kendall Smith and Jordan 
Thomas. 
In total, 1,311 student-athletes were recognized at the Division I level as All-America Scholar-Athletes. 
Altogether, 6,280 softball players earned Easton / NFCA Scholar-Athlete honors. To be recognized, an 
individual must own a cumulative grade-point average of 3.5 or better. 
 
WKU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS / MEDIA RELATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE / Friday, November 23, 2018 
Softball / Contact: Jessica Leifheit, WKU Athletic Communications/Media Relations 
SIX SIGNEES INK NATIONAL LETTERS OF INTENT TO JOIN WKU SOFTBALL 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. – WKU Softball head coach Amy Tudor has announced six new additions to the 
Hilltopper program following National Signing Day. Set to join the team on The Hill next fall are 
Madeline Rider, Madeline Harris, Taylor Sanders, Tatiasha Webster, Carli Crowder and Brylee Hage. The 
incoming class hails from four different states while adding depth in every aspect of the game. 
“I am thrilled to announce and welcome this 2019 class to The Hill,” Tudor shared. “This is a well-
rounded group of young ladies who have continued to develop and are poised to help our current 
roster. I am looking forward to helping them reach their goals both on and off the field.” 
CARLI CROWDER – NORTHPOINT, ALA. – TUSCALOOSA COUNTY H.S. 
Carli Crowder joins the Hilltopper program from Northpoint, Ala., where she played for Tuscaloosa 
County High School. During her prep career, the four-year varsity starter was named the squad’s 
Defensive Player of the Year. A left-handed hitter and right-handed thrower, the infielder was honored 
to the All-Tournament team during postseason play. 
Tudor on Crowder: “Crowder is left-handed hitting middle infielder who has a great arm and a great 
glove. She has the ability to make big plays on defense.” 
BRYLEE HAGE NICHOLASVILLE, KY. – EAST JESSAMINE H.S. 
Brylee Hage hails from Nicholasville, Ky., and played her prep ball at East Jessamine High School. The 
lone outfielder in Coach Tudor’s 2018 signing class, Hage is a .491 career hitter entering her final prep 
campaign. She owns 136 hits in 127 games played while scoring 153 runs during that span. She’s a an 
All-State selection and three-time All-Region and All-District honoree. Just as impactful off the field, 
Hage is involved with Youth Salute, Hype Leadership Group, multiple mentoring programs and is a 
constant on the honor roll. 
Tudor on Hage: “Brylee is the lone outfielder of the group. She truly is a triple threat at the plate and is 
exciting to watch in the outfield.” 
MADELINE HARRIS – HOOVER, ALA. – HOOVER H.S. 
A three-year varsity starter at Hoover High School in Hoover, Ala., Madeline Harris is one of three 
Alabama natives in Coach Tudor’s 2018 signing class. Harris earned MVP status in back-to-back seasons 
during her prep career and is a Birmingham Metro Team selection. After earning Hoover High School’s 
Pitcher of the Year nod in 2016, Harris missed her junior campaign with a hamstring injury. In the circle, 
Hoover registered 201 strikeouts in 200 innings pitched and complimented that at the plate with a .355 
batting average and 55 RBI. 
Tudor on Harris: “Maddie brings a left-handed arm to the circle, which was a primary focus for this class. 
She throws hard and down and has a great change up. She is an uplifting athlete who will complement 
our current pitching staff.” 
MADELINE RIDER – HARRISBURG, ILL. – HARRISBURG H.S. 
A product of Harrisburg, Ill., Madeline Rider will join the Hilltoppers on The Hill next fall following the 
completion of her prep career at Harrisburg High School. Rider was a 2018 Southern Illinois Coaches 
Association All-South Team selection and was a participant in the Southern Illinois Select All-Star Game. 
A three-time Southern Illinois River to River Conference All-Conference, Rider hit .425 while racking up 
41 RBI, 54 hits and 11 home runs during her junior campaign. Just as accomplished off the field, Rider is 
a National Honor Society member in addition to being a member of the Mu Alpha Theta Mathematic 
Honor Society. She also owns a 4.1 GPA and serves as her school’s student body vice president. 
Tudor on Rider: “Madeline Rider brings a big bat and a big arm to this class. She had the ability to play 
middle infield and also provides power to our lineup.” 
TAYLOR SANDERS – SHELBYVILLE, TENN. – SHELBYVILLE CENTRAL H.S. 
Taylor Sanders is a Shelbyville, Tenn., native and plays her prep ball at Shelbyville Central High School. A 
right-handed infielder, Sanders is a three-year varsity starter. She earned Freshman of the Year status 
and was named MVP following both her sophomore and junior seasons. Sanders is a three-time All-
District selection and owned a .941 fielding percentage paired with a .581 batting average along with 19 
RBI. 
Tudor on Sanders: “Taylor Sanders is both quick and strong. She has great game instincts and will bring 
a presence to our lineup.” 
TATIASHA “TJ” WEBSTER – HUNTSVILLE, ALA. – SPARKMAN H.S. 
Joining WKU Softball from Huntsville, Ala., Tatiasha “TJ” Webster, has been a three-year varsity starter 
for Sparkman High School. A member of the National Honor Society, Webster is a two-time Alabama 
Sports Writers Association (ASWA) All-State team member and a member of the All-Huntsville Regional 
Softball Team from 2016-2018. During her 2018 campaign, she posted a .469 batting average, 18 steals 
and 16 RBI, giving her a career average of .440 along with 171 runs and 102 stolen bases entering her 
final season of prep ball. 
Tudor on Webster: TJ, a left handed hitting middle infielder, will bring both speed and quickness to our 
lineup. She has the ability to be a real threat on the bases as well as a triple threat at the plate.” 
 
